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A MESSAGE FROM THE
1989 TECHNICAL PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

FRANK CARDEN
Technical Program Chairman, ITC/USA/ ’89

CONFERENCE THEME: “Twenty-Five Years—Springboard to the Future”

“Twenty-Five Years—Springboard to the Future,” the theme of ITC-89
certainly emphasizes this point in time. After ITC-89, the year 2000 will roll past
the index marker in a little over ten years. The systems that are distant concepts
today will be tested and evaluated by you in the mid-nineties and deployed for
use by the post 2000 years. The space station Freedom with its enormous range
of capabilities will be in place utilizing systems envisioned, developed, and
evaluated by the technological community attending ITC-89. Engineers who are
students in school now will play a major role in these developments. The people
who have put together ITC-89 believe the conference reflects the excitement and
challenges of the next decade and the coming new century. The response to the
call for papers has been outstanding. There was an enthusiastic response to the
request for panel members from diverse backgrounds to come together and
discuss future needs and plans.

ITC-89 commemorates the 25th year of the ITC and certainly the members
of the board of the IFT deserve our thanks for taking the time to organize the
support structure necessary for the creating of each yearly conference. I would
like to express my appreciation to the ITC/USA/ ’89 General Chairman, Larry
Shelly for his generous and substantial assistance in putting the conference
together. I would also like to express my appreciation to all members of the
ITC/USA/89 staff who have contributed time, understanding, and guidance in
assisting me in the development of the technical program. As a member of the
university community I would especially like to thank Bob Clabaugh for taking the
time to organize the student paper contest. As your technical chairman, I am



looking forward to seeing each of you at ITC-89, and I believe you will find the
conference interesting and exciting.



KEYNOTE SPEAKER

JOHN M. SWIHART
Vice President-international Affairs

The Boeing Company

John M. Swihart was named Vice President—International Affairs in
November 1985. He is responsible for strategy planning for the corporation’s
international business and for coordinating the operating companies’
international marketing plans. He also is responsible for various assessments of
aircraft and airframe activities within the government-related operating
companies.

John M. Swihart joined the staff of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Langley Research Center, in 1949 after receiving bachelors
degrees in physics from Bowling Green State University and in aeronautical
engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology. At Langley, he was assigned
to the 16-foot transonic tunnel and ran tests on nearly all of the newly-developed
Century series fighters.

In 1962, Swihart joined Boeing’s Military Aircraft Division as head of
aerodynamics and propulsion for preliminary design. He became chief of
technical staff integration on the supersonic transport program in 1963, and was
instrumental in developing Boeing’s design for the U.S. supersonic transport. He
was named chief engineer, production SST airplane development in 1969.

Swihart joined Boeing’s Commercial Airplane Division in 1971 as director of
international sales for the Far East. He was reassigned as vice president-Boeing
International Corporation for Japan in 1973 and was appointed deputy director-
international sales, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company in 1974.

He was reassigned in 1975 as 7X7 new airplane program manager. In
December 1976, Mr. Swihart was named director-product development, sales



and marketing for Boeing’s 757, 767, and 777 new airplane programs. In 1979,
he was named vice president-U.S. and Canadian sales. In 1983, he was named
vice president-government technical liaison for Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company.

Swihart is a Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics. He has been on the AIAA Board of Directors, and is chairman of
the Honors and Awards Committee. He is on the Aeronautics and Astronautics
Publications Research Committee. He is honorary treasurer of the International
Council of the Aeronautical Sciences (ICAS). He is a Fellow of the Royal
Aeronautical Society. In 1987 Swihart was honored by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) when he was named to present the Wright
Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics. It was the 50th anniversary of the annual
lecture.

Swihart is an active pilot and knows aircraft design and performance from
both the engineering and flying aspects.



FORWARD TO THE 1989 PROCEEDINGS

LARRY SHELLY
General Chairman ITC/USA/ ’89

The 1989 ITC will commemorate the 25th Anniversary of the first ITC/USA
held in Washington, D.C. in May 1965. Founded by the International Foundation
for Telemetering (IFT), the ITC was conceived to fulfill the need for an annual
user-supplier meeting within the telemetry community. Over these 25 years, the
ITC continues to be a catalyst to telemetry manufacturers as they strive to meet
tomorrow’s technology needs.

ITC/USA/ ’89 will be a time to pause and reflect on past telemetering
accomplishments, but more importantly, it will provide us an opportunity to plan
for the 21st Century. Our theme, “Twenty-Five Years-Springboard to the Future”,
offers us a chance to chart the course of telemetering for the years to come. This
years conference will be sponsored by academia, completing our five-year
rotation with the three military services and NASA. Dr. Frank Carden of New
Mexico State University, has organized an extensive technical program. Because
it is our Silver Anniversary year, the program scope has been broadened to
examine challenges for the future within the academic community, DoD, industry,
and the international community.

We are pleased to have AIAA President-elect Mr. John M. Swihart as our
keynote speaker at our opening session, and The Honorable Jack E. Krings,
Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, as our luncheon speaker. Our Blue
Ribbon Panel will be chaired by Mr. Ron Bentley, President of the IFT, who will
call upon experts from DARPA, the European Space Agency, and the National
Science Foundation to share their plans for the future. The Technical Program
has filled quickly this year to include more than 110 papers and presentations
from professionals and students in the USA and around the world. The program
will be accented by a Range Commanders Executive Panel, a panel of



international range executives, an Artificial Intelligence session, and an
Education Panel. Our Technical Program will offer exciting insights into the 21st
Century.

Our original exhibitor publication in 1965 has grown from 68 to 145 exhibit
booths this year under the direction of our Exhibits Chairman, Mr. Art Sullivan,
and his dedicated staff. More exhibits from the major test and training ranges will
be included than ever before. You can look forward to some exciting
demonstrations of the latest products and services available to telemetry and
instrumentation professionals.

ITC/USA/ ’89 is the product of volunteer time provided by the staff,
speakers, authors, exhibitors, and sponsoring institutions. I wish to offer my
special thanks to those on the ITC/USA/ ’89 committee who have so generously
given of their time to make this conference a success. I hope that our Silver
Anniversary conference and its Proceedings will be of great benefit to all our
attendees.



LUNCHEON SPEAKER

THE HONORABLE JOHN E. KRINGS
Director, Operational Test and Evaluation

The Honorable John E. (Jack) Krings is the first Director of Operational, Test
and Evaluation (OT&E), Office of the Secretary of Defense. He has the unique
role of serving as the independent evaluator of operational testing for both the
Secretary of Defense and the United States Congress, and holds a rank
equivalent to that of Assistant Secretary of Defense.

Mr. Krings was born April 2, 1930, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He
graduated from Central Catholic High School, attended Duquense University,
and graduated f rom Louisiana State University in 1952 with a Bachelor of
Science degree in chemistry and physics. Upon graduation, he was
commissioned in the U.S. Air Force and flew fighters in Korea and Japan for four
years.

He joined the McDonnell Aircraft Company in 1956, flying fighters in the
Missouri Air National Guard and test flying F-3H Demons and F-101 Voodoos at
McDonnell. In 1960, he attended the U.S. Navy Test Pilot School at Patuxent
River, Maryland, and after being recalled for a period of active duty in France
with the Air National Guard, he returned to St. Louis to participate in the testing
of all models of the F-4 Phantom during the development program for that
aircraft. He then participated in the design and development of the F-15 Eagle.
He was a test pilot in all phases of the F-15 development program and flew the
spin tests in the Eagle—for which he received the 1975 “Test Pilot of the Year”
Award from the Society of Experimental Test Pilots. In November 1978, he flew
the F-18 in its first flight.

Mr. Krings was the Director of Flight Operations and Chief Test Pilot for
McDonnell Douglas, continuing his active test flying of F-15’s and F-18’s until
October 1983, when he moved to Washington, D.C., to become the Director of
the McDonnell Douglas Corporation Navy and Marine Corps Program. In 1985,



he retired from McDonnell Douglas to accept appointment by President Reagan
as the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation. Mr. Krings was confirmed as
Director, OT&E, by the U.S. Senate on April 25, 1985.

In addition to Mr. Krings receiving the “Test Pilot of the Year” Award he
received the Jimmy Doolittle Award for outstanding professional accomplishment
in aerospace technical management in 1986 and he was recently presented the
highest Pentagon honorary award given to civilians—the Department of Defense
Medal for Distinguished Public Service.



BLUE RIBBON PANEL CHAIRMAN

RONALD D. BENTLEY
Manager

Sandia National Laboratories
Tonopah Test Range

P.O. Box 871
Tonopah, Nevada 89049

Mr. Bentley is the current President of the International Foundation for
Telemetering (IFT), an office he has held since 1983, and has been a member of
the IFT Board of Directors since l976. He has been an active member of the
telemetry community since 1965 and has authored several papers on
instrumentation techniques for high acceleration environments. His telemetry
related professional activities have ranged from component development through
full system integration of weapons instrumentation suites. He is the Manager of
the Sandia National Laboratories, Tonopah Test Range, a ballistic test facility
located in south central Nevada. His responsibilities encompass a wide spectrum
of test and evaluation capabilities including radar and optical trackers, data
communications networks, and telemetry receiving, recording and display
facilities.

Mr. Bentley is active in development of engineering education programs. As
President of the IFT, he has been a key player in the establishment of a
graduate program in the telemetry and telecommunication sciences at the New
Mexico State University. He is Chairman of the University of Nevada—Las Vegas
Engineering Advisory Council and has been active in the development of a
continuing education program with this institution. He holds a BSEE degree from
the University of Florida and MSEE degree from the University of New Mexico
and has completed a number of post graduate courses in nuclear engineering.
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ABSTRACT

T&E range instrumentation systems of diverse designs are
located throughout the United States. Used for testing of
aircraft weapons systems and missiles these systems are
large, expensive, and unique to each site. New technologies
now emerging are making possible the construction of small,
inexpensive range instrumentation systems of common design
and significant capability. Using industry-standard bus
designs and distributed general-purpose microprocessors,
these systems, while still using existing instrumentation,
will be able to provide growth flexibility that is not
inherent in today’s monolithic architectures. This paper
will review the design and capabilities of a few systems
currently under construction as well as describe what can be
expected in the immediate future of range instrumentation
systems with the transponders using multilateration
techniques for position location and message handling.

Range instrumentation (RI) systems of various forms have
been in place since the testing of weapons systems began. As
the technology evolved computers became integral parts of
these systems, significantly expanding their capabilities
both from the standpoint of data capture and data analysis.
That this evolution is continuing can be demonstrated by two
RI systems currently under construction: A fixed-site
tracking system and mobile tracking system (the Mobile Sea
Range, MSR). While these new systems define the state-of-
the-art in computer-based RI systems, new technologies now
evolving and the budget-conscious climate that is likely to
continue for many years will require changes in our thinking
of what an RI system should look like and how it will be
maintained. What follows is a brief description of both
these fixed and mobile RI systems, an analysis of RI trends, 



and a few recommendations of what can be done to improve
future systems.

Fixed Site Tracking System

This system incorporates functions to support safety, real-
time range control, and the collection, display, and
storage of range sensor data. Although the range is
currently operating in support of its mission, a combination
of increasing complexity of range operations and
technological obsolescence of the existing equipment has led
to a need to upgrade the system. With the successful
implementation of the system, the range will be better able
to accommodate larger force exercises and increasingly more
complex weapon systems and tactics, provide improved real-
time control via graphics displays, and support more
effective maintenance as a result of more reliable and
expandable equipment and software structured for rapid
diagnosis and resolution of problems. The system uses
modern, commercially available, reliable hardware and
applies computers of similar designs to minimize maintenance
training requirements and need for unique spare parts. It
employs a modular, functional software architecture to
simplify development and maintenance efforts and provide a
flexible baseline for future growth.

Figure 1 illustrates the top-level hardware design. The
system consists of three central computers of the Gould
CONCEPT series, each capable of 4.67 million instructions
per second (MIPS). Identically configured for redundancy,
these machines take on separate responsibilities for real-
time data collection, data playback, and data products.
Twelve NTDS interfaces on each machine link through a patch
panel to external systems and sensors: SPARS, UTS, NTDS,
ITCS, and APIS. Controlling each NTDS interface is a
Motorola 68000 microprocessor. Through use of a bus adaptor,
the address space of these front-end I/O processors share
address space with the central computers. By allowing these
36 processors to field interrupts, manage the NTDS protocol,
and form incoming data into easily handled packets,
significant computational resources are freed in the central
computers. A series of software handlers capture the data in
the central computers and place it in a circular list f o r
later use by other elements of the system. By using this
technique new sensor systems can be added to it in the 



FIXED SITE TRACKING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
FIGURE 1

future with a minimal impact on the balance of the software
suite.

All three machines are linked via high-speed parallel DMA
interfaces to two Gould 32/67 computers that function as
data servers. One machine is a master and is responsible for
managing data storage and retrieval while the second, the
slave, operates in a hot standby mode. In the event of a
failure switchover between the two machines is automatic.
Approximately 4 Gbytes of magnetic and 12 Gbyte of optical
disk storage are dual-ported to these two processors. The
data servers are linked via high-speed DMA interface which
is used to synchronize directory data in both machines as
well as perform watchdog timer functions.

Three additional computers, all Gould MicroSELs, are tied to
the central processors. Using alphanumeric terminals for
MMI, these machines support the system’s Process Control
Stations.

The three central computers are linked to over 20 display
processors via a series of Local Area Networks (LANs). Most
of these processors, which are Gould MicroSELs, have 2 high-



resolution (1280xl024 pixel) color graphics engines attached
via DMA interface and serve as workstations. Each of these
high-performance graphics engines is capable of generating
approximately one million vectors per second. Data is
displayed at each workstation on two 19-inch color monitors.
One of these displays is normally used to display
alphanumeric data (called the Aparameter display@) while the
other is used to present graphics data (called the Aposition
display@). The parameter display is updated each second,
while the position display is updated every 100
milliseconds. Two touch-sensitive electroluminescent panels
are used as function keys. Providing chained menus for
control of the parameter and position displays, these
programmable panels allow an essentially unlimited expansion
of control of display functions.

Three specific workstations are used to control the system’s
six large screen displays. Presenting data generated by
dedicated graphics engines on a 6 foot square format, these
displays can be controlled in real-time to provide outputs
identical to those available at the workstations. In
addition, special annotation capability is provide for the
large screen displays to provide more readable formats for
observers.

Data Products Workstations, consisting of single displays
and capable of directing hardcopy devices for graphic data
(plotters), may be used in a post-exercise mode. These
workstations can be used to perform detailed analysis of
data, further enhancing the capabilities of the system.

MSR

The MSR is a fully mobile tracking and instrumentation
system. While MSR may be used for analysis of weapons
systems capabilities, its primary mission is in support of
training and the analysis of training exercise data. MSR
consists of three components: The Simulator Element (SE),
Participant Tracking Element (PTE), and Data Analysis
Element (DAE). Figure 2 illustrates the interrelationship
between these elements.



MSR CONFIGURATION
FIGURE 2

The SE, which is shore-based and not part of the mobile
capability, simulates MSR’s external environment. Linked via
fiber optic cables to the PTE and DAE when they are at
shore, the SE will simulate the actions of the range
transponders as well as the system’s external data links.
The SE may be used for system testing, teaching how to use
MSR’s PTE and DAE, and as a tool for scripting training
exercises. The PTE and DAE are fully portable and are housed
in separate shelters that may be joined together with an EMI
shielded butting kit.

The PTE is based on the technology originally developed for
the Cooperative Tracking System (CTS). The CTS uses as its
transponder the Relay-Responder-Reporter, or R3 (R-cubed),
which employs multilateration as its tracking philosophy. By
measuring the propagation delays of interrogating radio
signals, an R3 (the reporter) is capable of determining the
distance to other R3 (responder) units. For over-the-horizon
measurements an R3 (the relay) may be used to forward range
measurements made by other R3 reporters. Through use of a



sophisticated Kalman filter the system is capable of
determining the X, Y, and Z as well as velocity vectors of
participating units. In addition, the R3 may be interfaced
to other systems (such as GPS) and can be used to relay
messages Apiggybacked@ on its RF communications.

Range information is received by the PTE through an R3
co-located with its computer suite. Data is preprocessed by
a Motorola 68020 microprocessor and passed via shared memory
to a Concurrent 32/60 minicomputer. The 32/60 performs the
multilateration algorithm to determine positions of up to 76
participants, stores the information on disk, and passes it
to a second Concurrent for storage redundancy. The data is
also passed to a second 68020 which controls the graphic
display of the information. The PTE graphics display console
displays graphic data on a 19-inch color monitor, and is
supported by a keyboard, valuator, and rate stick. A touch-
sensitive electroluminescent panel similar in concept to
those used by the fixed site system act as Avariable action
buttons@ or VABs. The entire hardware suite, including the
R3s, computers, and display hardware is redundant and
incorporates a rapid automatic failover to increase
availability. The PTE is capable of supporting a 16 hour
exercise with a reliability of over 99%.

The DAE receives tracking information from the PTE via a
serial link. It also collects data from NTDS, BFDL, ADER,
and Link-11. Again, 68020-based microprocessors capture the
data and pass it to a Concurrent 32/60 for further
processing and storage. Other 68020 processors format the
data for graphic display. These display consoles are linked
to their graphics engines by fiber optic cables and maybe up
to 500 feet from the DAE shelter. As in the PTE, a touch
sensitive electroluminescent panel is used to support VAB
functions. A keyboard and rate stick are used for data entry
and selection. Data for later analysis is stored in a
relational database and may be recalled through a
alphanumeric screen-driven interactive menu system. Certain
components of the DAE are redundant so that the overall MSR
system reliability exceeds 97% for a 16 hour exercise.

The Future

While the capabilities of these systems are impressive, new
advances in hardware capabilities and software design



promise dramatic changes in RI systems soon. Both systems
use as their architectural foundation computers of
essentially Amonolithic@ architectures. In both the Gould and
Concurrent designs the processors communicate with primary
(semiconductor) memory through their main busses for both
instructions and data. Both computers will support multiple
processors, but due to their demands on the central bus
collisions will occur when accessing primary memory. While
both systems are being built with significant computational
reserves (the fixed site system will have a 50% reserve and
MSR will have an aggregate processor reserve of over 40%)
their is an inherent limitation to their expandability. Many
years in their future the systems will no longer be able to
evolve in functional capability and will have to be
replaced.

This is likely to change with the next generation of RI
systems. For the first time, low-cost single-board
processors having significant on-board memory supported by
both real-time and general-purpose operating systems and
using standardized high-level languages are being made
available. These processors may be linked through industry-
standard busses to both shared memory and peripherals. These
boards now allow us to open the architecture of computer
systems so that they may continuously evolve, rather than
requiring the quantum evolutionary leaps now commonly seen.

For example, Motorola recently introduced their 147 single
board computer. Based on the 68030 microprocessor, this
computer plugs into the popular VME bus and has 4 Mbytes of
on-board memory. It has its own Ethernet controller and also
may control peripherals through a separate SCSI bus. The
processor is rated at over 1 MIP.

How does this achieve continuous evolution? These processors
may be gradually added to their Abackbone@ bus, increasing
the computational ability of the system. Because these
processors will go to their local memory for their
instructions and most data, very little use of the backbone
bus is required. With proper design, a bus of the capability
of VME (40 MByte/second) may never saturate. Software tasks
within this distributed computer system may be assigned
dedicated processors and would communicate through shared
memory. As new processors with higher capabilities become
available they may be added to the hardware suite, rather



than replacing it. Through use of industry-accepted bus
protocols such as VME and SCSI the end user can expect
compatibility for many years. RISC-based single-board
computers of 17 MIPS are presently available and boards
exceeding 50 MIPS are expected soon.

What is the future of transponder technology? Clearly we can
expect increased use of GPS as the satellite suite is
launched, although it is difficult to predict when a
sufficient constellation for RI update rates will be
available. It is also clear that systems capable of over-
the-horizon operation will be needed as much in the future
as now. The logical way to meet these demands is through use
of the R3 multilateration system. The R3 can meet a RI
systems position determination needs now and can adapt to
GPS when it is available. The R3 transponder is presently
capable of connecting to external systems, and can carry
information back to the central RI system on its signal,
using its relay capability if necessary. Rather than
requiring the use of specialized hardware for signal
relaying and distance determination, this general-purpose
module may be used for both.

By using modular building blocks to build these RI systems,
commonality between various sites should naturally evolve.
Where we presently see unique RI systems at each site, the
modular nature of future systems will encourage developers
to take advantage of capabilities created on past designs
for use in future implementations. What can follow is a
dramatic reduction in the cost and time required for system
development.

What Can Be Done to Improve Future Systems

The military can do much to encourage the development of RI
systems that will remain useful for many years. The key is
in the specification of such systems. Most specifications of
computer-based systems are written with processors of
monolithic design in mind. Growth capacity is measured as a
percentage of CPU, bus, and memory utilization. Reserve
specifications of 50% for these key measures of resource
utilization are common. Frequently specific hardware
architectures are specified, rather than what the capability
of these systems should be.



Future specifications can encourage open architectures by
requiring demonstratable growth capability significantly
beyond delivered reserves. This growth capability should
allow aggregation of processor power, rather than requiring
it to be concentrated in a single, monolithic machine.
Processing growth capability of 500% is achievable with
existing hardware using distributed single-board computers.
Memory reserves should be tied to the number of processors,
rather than standing alone. Use of popular bus protocols,
such as VME and SCSI, should be encouraged. By relying on
widely used bus designs the probability of long-term
industry support is significantly increased.

This same need to maximum use of existing assets so that
they will remain useful for decades applies as much to
software as hardware. While the hardware suite for a
computer-based application provides a framework of
capability and represents the physical perception of the
system, it is the software that directs that capability to
realize the system’s function. With the advent of structure
programming techniques, the necessity of standards in most
software applications has gained wide acceptance. It should
be emphasized that these standards and conventions are
particularly crucial in the realm of real-time, interactive
systems developed in a multi-programming environment where a
complete deliverable system will more often than not involve
the successful integration of several individual programs or
parts of programs, developed by several different
programmers. In such an environment, there is understandably
a premium on software which is not only structured, but
readily legible, comprehensible, and if necessary,
modifiable by any member of the programming staff; in this
context, standards provide the critical set of common
assumptions required for mutual intelligibility of programs.
It is for this reason that standards be required for the
system development and their use continued when in the
maintenance phase. There is a common tendenancy for our
maintenance programmers to Are-invent the wheel@. Existing,
operational code is changed, often only for aesthetic
reasons. New programming standards and conventions are
overlayed over old ones. The result is what is known as
Abrittle@ programs; code that can no longer robustly handle
new features or capabilities. To allow our software systems
to gracefully age, any new capabilities added should follow
the same architectural philosophy used by the original



designers. While this Aegoless" approach is difficult to
enforce, it is a cornerstone to the concept of a gracefully
aging RI system.

Summary

RI systems now being built are defining a new level of
capability for accurate collection and analysis of range
data. Rapid advances in hardware technology and more
widespread use of structured programming will allow the next
generation of tracking systems to be smaller, less costly,
and more reliable that what is now generally available.
These systems have the promise of both a quantum leap in
capability and expanded useful lifetimes. Both the military
and industry must be partners to maximize the use of the
limited funds that will be available to build them.
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ABSTRACT

Flight test engineers, a unique group of individuals whose
tasks are to test and evaluate aircraft in operational
environments, are faced with the problem of supporting the
complex instrumentation formats and higher data rates that
are now appearing on airborne instrumentation platforms. The
majority of off-the-shelf portable telemetry support
equipment has not kept up with the demands of the modern-day
Flight Test Engineer-Data Analyst.

BACKGROUND

Flight test engineers, faced with the high cost of flight
testing and increasingly complex instrumentation suites,
have had to rely on antiquated, cumbersome telemetry data
decommutation and processing systems. At remote locations,
such as shipboard environments or on airborne platforms,
data analysis has generally been limited to monitoring and
recording raw parameters due to the limited speed and
processing power of off-the-shelf portable telemetry
equipment.

As formats became more complex, (embedded asynchronous data,
message data, embedded 1553, ARINC data, etc.) and as data
rates increased, the flight test engineer was faced with an
even more critical dilemma of how to select and monitor the
test vehicle parameters in which he was most interested.
Limited data display capability was available, normally in
the form of raw data on strip chart recorders. Although
portable telemetry systems were becoming smaller and more
powerful, these systems were usually extremely difficult to
set up and control. The closed architecture of telemetry
systems and their proprietory bus structures did not allow
for either custom applications or the decommutation of



complex PCM formats without funding the telemetry equipment
manfacturer to develop those additional capabilities. In
addition, trained instrumentation personnel were needed to
program and maintain these complex and cumbersome systems,
increasing project costs substantially.

PROBLEM

Traditionally, the flight test engineer is in the position
of having to fill multiple roles. His biggest role is the
coordination of test flight operations, which includes
developing and writing test plans, procuring funds,
determining proper instrumentation configurations, producing
test flight cards, briefing and debriefing crews and
instrumentation personnel, and finally, producing the final
test report. Remote locations, such as on-board ships,
presents other challenges. Workspace coordination, and
allocation of personnel living quarters are just a few. His
other responsibilities include data collection and display
decisions. He must decide, depending on the capabilities of
the telemetry equipment he uses, which parameters are to be
displayed, and in what form these displays will be most
meaningful to the telemetry analysts including critical
safety of flight parameters.

Test aircraft flight hours are becoming increasingly, if not
prohibitively expensive, and the Flight Test Engineer must
ensure the validity of the data collected and displayed. It
is important that he have as much data available for
processing during testing so that tests need not be rerun.
For example, having sufficient processed data available
during a maneuver can assure if the maneuver needs to be
re-executed, it can occur during the same flight.

An individual flight test may require many different types
of data analysts. These may include structural, engine and
flying qualities engineers. Each of these analysts has their
own set of requirements and particular data to monitor. In
order to achieve this level of flexibility, a portable
telemetry acquisition and display system must be powerful
enough to drive multiple displays and graphics in real-time.

The success or failure of a test at remote locations depends
largely on the coordination and cooperation of the remote
activity, and the capabilities and reliability of the



portable telemetry system and other support equipment. In
the past, in order to complete his report, the flight test
engineer would need to have further data post-processing at
a major ground station. This would include hard copies,
additional engineering units data reduction, and other post
processing tasks not within the capabilities of the portable
telemetry equipment. This was an additional expense to the
project and may in some instances have been very time
consuming. A more ideal situation for the flight test
engineer would be to have sufficient data analyzed and hard-
copied during the remote site testing, both for quick look
analysis and for inclusion of these results in his final
test report.

SOLUTION

The future for portable hi-performance telemetry acquisition
and analysis systems is promising for the flight test
engineer. With today’s technology, especially distributed
microprocessing techniques and ultra high speed memories,
portable, user-friendly telemetry data acquisition
processing and display systems are available now. In some
cases, these new systems far exceed the capabilities of
major ground stations.

By designing with very large scale integrated CMOS circuits
and third generation 32 bit pipeline processors in a
distributed environment, portability and ground station
performance is easily achieved in a small rack-mountable
enclosure. With power consumption typically less than 100
watts and a weight of less than 50 pounds, these portable
systems fill the flight test engineer’s needs for systems
that can operate in limited workspaces, such as shipboard
compartments, airborne platforms and mobile enclosures.
Because of fluctuations and noise of input power sources at
most remote environments, power conditioning and battery
backup has always been desired for portable equipment. In
the past, a power conditioning/battery backup unit would
have been much too heavy and expensive. Integrating small
light-weight inexpensive power conditioning and battery
backup systems in with modern portable telemetry equipment
is now entirely practical.

Other areas of improvement in portable telemetry systems
include their capabilities in decommutating high speed



complex formats, asynchronchous embedded frames, and message
type data. To provide the flight test engineer with the
flexibility required by today’s (and tommorrow’s) complex
telemetry formats, software re-configurable decommutators
based on state machine concepts are among the obvious
choices for designers. Powerful engineering unit processors
are also available in single board configurations, providing
over 750,000 first order polynomial conversions per second,
with the promise of over one million in the near future.
Scaled E.U. data to strip charts is now possible with
bandwidths in excess of 10 kHz per channel.

Further advances have been made in graphic displays for
portable telemetry systems. Until recently, real-time
graphics displays were limited to crude bargraph
representations. With the new portable telemetry systems,
the flight test engineer now has graphics displays
available, such as real-time x-y plots. Plot configuration
may be parameter vs. time, multi-parameters vs. time or
cross plots (parameter vs. parameter). Cross plots are
especially useful for the flight test engineer, with an
envelope that is easily defineable during real-time
maneuvers. Typical envelopes may be altitude vs. airspeed or
longitutional stick position vs. lateral stick position.
Hi-res graphics depicting the aircraft attitude visually may
be easily created, displayed and hardcopied. For higher data
sampling and analysis, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
functions and other scientific analysis tools are available
to the flight test engineer.

Flight test engineers use strip charts to review previous
data points and for safety of flight. With the increased
speed, smaller size, larger capacity and ruggedness of data
storage units, extensive data bases will be available to the
flight test engineer in portable units for determining
trends, and recalling and displaying previous data points
for comparison. Previously, these functions were available
only at major ground stations.

There is an increased awareness in the telemetry community
of controlling secure data and data formats at major ground
stations. This especially applies to portable systems in the
field where the security of the equipment and data contents
may not be guaranteed. Removable high capacity cartridges
may be the answer at remote locations with no data or data



format retention on the portable telemetry systems, once the
power is removed.

In addition to the many other advances made in portable
telemetry systems, a number of the newest systems are built
up on IBM PC/AT compatible backplanes. While high speed data
transfers within these systems take place on other than the
PC data bus, there are significant advantages to working
within the PC environment, under an operating system like
MS-DOS or UNIX. First, this is a realm that is already
familiar to many flight test engineers, potentially
shortening the time required to become familiar with a new
telemetry system. Second, and perhaps more important, a
system operating within the PC environment has available to
it the full and powerful arsenal of off-the-shelf, third
party analysis and display software developed for the 8086
family of microcomputers. This latter advantage opens
possibilities to the flight test engineer that were unheard
of only a few years ago.

SUMMARY

There are now powerful portable integrated telemetry
analysis systems available to the flight test engineer to
decommutate today’s complex formats and the assurance that
these systems will be adaptable to future decommutation
schemes. With the processing power available in these
portable systems, workload is reduced substainally, complex
number crunching is now real-time, and decisions on data
validity and aircraft performance can be made in near
real-time, assuring that safety of flight is not
compromised.
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ABSTRACT

Multiprocessing computer systems offer several attractive advantages for telemetry-related
data acquisition and processing applications. These include: (1) high-bandwidth, fail-soft
operation with convenient, low-cost, growth paths, (2) cost-effective integration and
clustering of data acquisition, decommutation, monitoring, archiving, analysis, and display
processing, and (3) support for modern telemetry system architectures that allow
concurrent network access to test data (for both real-time and post-test analyses) by
multiple analysts. This paper asserts that today’s general-purpose hardware and software
offer viable platforms for these applications. One such system, currently under
development, closely couples VME data buses and other off-the-shelf components,
parallel processing computers, and commercial data analysis packages to acquire,
process, display, and analyze telemetry and other data from a major weapon system. This
approach blurs the formerly clear architectural distinction in telemetry data processing
systems between special-purpose, front-end, preprocessing hardware and general-
purpose, back-end, host computers used for further processing and display.

Keywords: T&E, telemetry, data acquisition, data analysis, real-time, parallel
processing

INTRODUCTION

A National Concern— The importance and effectiveness of developmental and
operational Test and Evaluation (T&E) for weapon systems has recently become a topic
of national technical and political debatel . Kimmel  has noted the technical problems1,2  2,3

associated with software and realistic testing scenarios and also the lack of fiscal
resources to address these problems. He has clearly delineated the magnitude of the
challenge to the public and private sectors to produce quality weapons through T&E: “By



itself, improving the quality of testing is a challenge, but along with credible evaluation
results it can become nearly unattainable ... particularly since it is difficult to find threads
of operational realism in results derived from myriad laboratory, subsystem or component
research driven test environments.”

An Approach— Effective T&E systems clearly contain an application-dependent mixture
of certain basic components which include: (1) data acquisition, archiving and processing,
(2) simulation and emulation, and (3) data analysis and display (Fig. 1). New commercial
products (e.g., general-purpose parallel-processing computing hardware and software,
display software, etc.) now make it possible to implement architectures for high-
performance real-time systems that were previously too costly or complex. This paper
examines the driving technology factors relevant to the telemetry problem, discusses
requirements for solutions, and concludes by illustrating an approach, now viable, that
couples a general-purpose super-computing environment with off-the-shelf analysis
software to provide an expandable, cost-efficient, and high-performance system
architecture.

Fig. 1. Components Of Modern T&E Systems. Effective hardware-in-
the-loop T&E systems have three major subsystems—Data Acquisition and
Processing, Simulation, and Data Display. Networking of workstations for
display offloads some of these tasks from the main computer. The
percentage mix (in terms of computer resources) of these three components
is application dependent.



T&E EVOLUTION AND ISSUES

The evolution of T&E systems is being shaped by a number of trends in weapon design
as well as available computer hardware and software technologies (Fig. 2). These are
considered in more detail in the paragraphs below.

Fig. 2. Trends In T&E Systems. A number of trends are shaping the
evolution of T&E systems. The implications of these trends are emerging to
form new requirements for digital data recording, simulation, real-time
data monitoring and analysis, and interconnectivity, of existing and new
range and lab T&E assets. More stressing requirements will most certainly
place additional demands and constraints upon future system components
and architectures.

Digital Systems— Performance and sophistication in weapons and other systems are
dramatically increasing as all-digital designs are centered on embedded digital computer
systems having digital interprocessor communication mechanisms (Fig. 3). Furthermore,
these systems are tested on the range and in the lab using digital computers with interfaces
that are primarily digital (e.g., digital telemetry for command and control; digital data
recording and display outputs, digital simulation of weapon environment and scenario,
etc.).

The major advantage of this approach is that the state of the device under test can be
sampled and the data recorded at sufficient rates to “completely” characterize the device.
Thus, in modern T&E systems thousands of variables are measured (both from the
system under test and from external sources such as range instrumentation), requiring 



Fig. 3. Trend Towards Digital Weapon
Systems. Successive generations of most
weapon systems usually employ substantially
more digital processing capabilities. For
example, this is true of two Navy systems — the
MK48 Torpedo and the F-14 fighter.

huge amounts of computer power to acquire, archive, process, and analyze these data and
to display meaningful results. Often the processing is quite advanced and complicated
because more can be done with the larger digital data sets that are now available. General-
purpose hardware and software that can handle these massive data sets cost-effectively
are now emerging.

Laboratory Testing— The high cost associated with “live” range testing has promoted
less expensive alternatives such as hardware-in-the-loop T&E laboratories. Here, the
telemetry-formatted data acquisition and processing requirements have the same
magnitude as on the range but are increased by the additional requirements to:

C Simulate the weapon’s local environmental characteristics (ocean, air space, space)
as well as its global environmental scenario (multiple friends/foes, breadth of
weapons employed, countermeasures, etc.). Simulation of the dynamic response of
the system under test is also required.

C Emulate selected weapon subsystems during hardware-in-the-loop operation
(sometimes the entire hardware system is emulated, in what might be called
software-in-the-loop simulation).

C Acquire and integrate additional, non-telemetry data from both the system under
test and the simulation processes (e.g., human factors data such as pilot reactions
or real-time analytic models of human performance; range ground truth data).

The tendency in almost all T&E programs is to test tractable, simple scenarios—
particularly when expensive range tests are conducted. The real-world wartime
environment is typically much more complex and can rarely be duplicated  on the range at2

all, thus making simulation the only approach for testing statistically significant numbers of
complex scenarios. Therefore, simulation is essential both to lowering T&E costs and to



providing a realistic test scenario that can systematically stress-test the weapon system.
As a result, an effective, comprehensive T&E laboratory typically requires
supercomputer-league power and the associated development of much custom software,
dramatically increasing the costs associated with this approach. Until recently, both of
these items were out of the financial reach of most T&E centers.

Data Monitoring and Analysis— The mission of many T&E facilities is to provide
testing in both the “live” range and lab/simulation environments. Increased productivity
requires improving the continuity and ease of transition from simulator test to range test.
As a result, a strong requirement exists for integrated data collection, management and
analysis systems that can serve both domains.

The advantage of the digital approach is that once all data are recorded one can, in
principle, analyze any variable or combination of variables in minute detail, compute
functions of these variables to construct performance metrics, and generate quick-look
summary reports. It is also true that users constantly demand an ever-increasing amount
of on-line data monitoring to assess in real time the progress of the testing (because it is
so expensive and often can’t be repeated) and to insure safety.

An extreme—but not atypical—case is to actually record everything possible and to do
extensive post-test analyses. This approach often goes even further by requiring that
engineering unit conversions (including the floating of integer data), and other types of
data processing be performed upon all data samples collected—even if they are never
displayed.

The planning and execution of data monitoring and reduction tasks are the venue of
analysts and system users who often have an ill-defined set of a priori requirements and
little influence over the system design. Their approach is one of bootstrapping to
conclusions—that is, numerous iterations of “what-if” questions followed by the
generation of data displays to support/deny various hypotheses. Because of the
vagueness in a priori specifications, data analysis and display functions are often the last
piece of the system implemented—usually after the rest of the system is designed and
built.

System architects have often adopted the strategy that customized analysis software can
always be constructed, at a later date, to meet the real requirements as they emerge from
this iterative process. This approach is very expensive, since the cost and maintenance of
custom software often exceeds the initial system hardware costs. A better, cost-effective
approach is to include in the initial system design general-purpose, reconfigurable data
analysis tools that are geared to the breadth of potential analyses, that have algorithms
matched to the computational capabilities of the hardware platforms used, and that have 



adequate automated report generation. Commercial tools are now available to meet these
needs.

Range/Lab Upgrading and Compatibility— Finally, adding new capabilities or
upgrading parts of an existing T&E system has become a more difficult undertaking as
the size and complexity of the systems has increased. Requirements for continued
compatibility and interfaces with a variety of existing subsystems and computers on the
range and in the lab often place significant constraints on the architecture and design of an
upgrade to any part of the system. In some cases, political issues complicate matters
further.

Timely and cost-effective evolution of T&E hardware and software relies increasingly on
robust and versatile communications among a growing and heterogeneous set of host
computers, mass storage, and other digital devices. Today’s parallel processors and
network-based distributed operating systems are able to support evolutionary T&E
system architectures.

TELEMETRY ARCHITECTURES— MAJOR ISSUES

This section considers important issues, specific to the telemetry field, that will
significantly affect future growth and change— technology factors, system architecturual
constraints, computer hardware and software, and life-cycle support.

Technology Factors— Historically, telemetry system architectures have been driven by
the “hottest” computing hardware technology available at the time of system design (e.g.,
mainframes of the late 60’s and early 70’s, the high-performance ECL superminis of the
late 70’s, bit-slice processors of the early 80’s, and now multiple identical
microprocessors arranged in parallel). The cutting-edge, real-time requirements of these
systems have always forced the design focus to be placed upon speed.

The lack of maturity in these state-of-the-art hardware technologies has been accompanied
by a corresponding lack of good programming tools and methodologies. As a result,
system software design has usually been a very difficult (and sometimes secondary)
consideration; hand-crafted microcoding to take advantage of hardware features and
obscure higher-level coding tricks have become the accepted practice with these state-of-
the-art hardware devices to obtain the required performance.

Advances in hardware products are currently even more accelerated and closely tied to
technology advances in microprocessor design and fabrication. Megabytes of
semiconductor memory, floating point accelerators and microprocessors that are
produced in quantity are cheap. This fact strongly drives their extensive use in the current



generation of telemetry hardware. The technologies used to produce these devices are
fairly mature and stable (which results in inexpensive devices) relative to the software
technologies (having much higher expenses) required to deal with the emergence of a
divergent variety of parallel hardware architectures (see Davis  for a survey of parallel4

processors and Howe  for architectures and programming).5

Fortunately, in some instances, current hardware capabilities are now fairly well matched
to current telemetry system throughput and processing requirements and thus provide
attractive and relatively inexpensive platforms. Unfortunately, on the other hand, most
commercial telemetry software packages are custom and proprietary, have limited
capabilities, and are very expensive for the end-user to obtain, further develop, and
maintain.

More importantly, telemetry hardware platforms are just a means to an end. The bottom-
line metric regarding the usefulness of these systems has always been the quality and
breadth of the resulting data analysis. Given that the hardware system is adequate for
the task (which is often true today), achievement of high-performance data reduction is
limited strictly by the system and analysis software used. Two system-level architectural
considerations are of primary importance in achieving this goal: (1) the capability for inter-
stream coupling of data at the analyst monitoring point, and (2) the software effectiveness
in allocation and use of the CPU and I/O hardware.

To summarize, the primary trend in telemetry system technology has been to move away
from using general-purpose computing resources to using distributed, loosely coupled,
parallel subsystems, each having its own dedicated computing resources. Higher levels of
performance have been achieved with each new generation but always with the expense of
complex, special-purpose, difficult-to-maintain software having limited data analysis
capabilities.

Evolution in Telemetry System Architectures— Straehley’s  review of the evolution6

of several major telemetry system architectures illustrates the above summary statement
and also that most attempts to provide tight inter-stream coupling of data for
comprehensive central analysis and display have been relatively unsuccessful. The main
difficulty with the earlier architectures (Fig. 4) was that the general-purpose host computer
had to provide this coupling, which severely stressed its capabilities. The advent of
minicomputers led to a distributed architecture with separate hosts for each different
function (data acquisition and storage, processing, display, user applications, etc.) that
passed data via shared memory. Although this approach was technically attractive, the
implementation details of memory sharing and the lack of a distributed operating system
capable of handling the network of computers limited system performance.



Fig. 4. Early Telemetry System Architecture. Early architectures used
special-purpose front-end equipment to synchronize and decommutate data
(common today, as well). Engineering unit conversions and other user-
specified processing were performed on the central “host” processor.
Typically, the “host” provided the only general-purpose computing
resource available for user-specified algorithms written in high-level
languages. Here, data stream coupling was attempted. In some
architectures additional processors were used to offload the “host” by
locally generating the data for the graphical and alphanumeric displays.

The desire for ranges to support simultaneous, multi-mission operations led to further
refinements in this approach, culminating in the architecture most prevalent today—a
stream-oriented configuration that uses multiple computers per stream, each allocated to a
particular function. Inter-stream coupling is still very desirable and occurs by tying stream
output ports together via a high-speed parallel bus or serial network connected to yet
another “central” computer system having a set of workstations for data analysis (Fig. 5).
Often this connection is active only for post-test operations which limits system flexibility.

Microprocessors: The Next Generation— Parallel processors have now appeared
within many of the function-specific computers, telemetry front ends, and display
stations. Examples are special bus-based telemetry preprocessors with multiple
microprocessor-based CPU’s (commonly 68000 derivatives) coupled to special floating-
point hardware (e.g., Weitek chip sets), an assortment of function cards (FFT, A/D, D/A,
EUC engines, etc.), and workstations having multiprocessors.

Custom system engineering is required to allow these multiple function-specific
computers to share data efficiently. A significant limitation is that these special-purpose
CPU’s used for decommutation and preprocessing are relatively expensive and not
available for display or other purposes when lying idle. Here again, a unifying distributed
operating system, capable of efficiently sharing (i.e., tightly coupling) these distributed,
multiple CPU’s and memories is still lacking.



Fig. 5. Stream-Oriented Telemetry System Architecture. Special-
purpose front-end equipment is still used to synchronize and decommutate
data. Shared memory architectures are prevalent that allow a set of
distributed, mini or super-minicomputers to communicate and to distribute
the data acquisition, display, and user application processing loads.
Advanced front-end systems (within the Telemetry Processing System block)
perform real-time engineering unit conversions and additional user-
specified data processing using a set of multiprocessors. The traditional
central “host” processor is often optional. Central processors and
distributed display stations are interconnected to the front-
end/minicomputer systems with a network. Additional telemetry streams are
accommodated by adding parallel channels and connecting them to the
network.

Kaplan  investigated some of these issues using a large-grain parallel, data-flow7

programming approach (as opposed to the conventional process-oriented programming
model) with the Loral data-flow machine (a bus-based parallel processor with 10-100
CPU’s and no global memory). He noted that “Unless the system were interconnected
with an expensive communication network  a shared memory architecture for a system8,9

with as much potential parallelism as the LDF 100 would be hopelessly memory bound.
Even when cache memories are used to reduce memory and bus contention, shared
memory systems start to become bottlenecked with more than a dozen or so processors.”



Driving Requirements— At a more detailed technical level, the literature contains many
papers illustrating the driving requirements in modern telemetry system design. For
example, Strock  points out requirements in his list of important “trends ... as we10

approach the 1990’s” that include: higher data rates, more complex formats, better
synchronization, higher data accuracy, multiple users, better displays, simpler setup and
operation, simpler maintenance, expandability, more processing power, and larger, faster
data storage devices. Advances in each of these areas are occurring.

These important technical issues are often overshadowed by the microscopic focus given
to implementation details of new preprocessor architectures that create bus-based, data-
flow tags to control real-time data processing and routing. Although pivotal to this
particular approach, these tags have no fundamental significance, they consume valuable
(expensive) communication bandwidth (often approaching 1/2 of the bus bandwidth),
complicate post-test analysis , and can actually be avoided using other, more general,11

software approaches.

Extensive use of data-flow tags (especially wide ones) actually fuels the demand for CPU
cycles, I/O bandwidth, and mass storage. This demand is often reduced by means of data
compression, which severely complicates and slows post-test data retrieval and analysis.
It is also common practice with these architectures to engineering-unit convert (EUC)
nearly all data on the fly—sometimes floating integer data that need not be. Typically only
a fraction of these processed data are ever viewed or analyzed. Both tag and EUC
factors dramatically expand the number of bytes of information that must be handled
by the system, thus placing further demands upon limited resources.

In any event, the demands for both additional computational cycles and higher-bandwidth
interprocessor communication and device I/O must be satisfied before quantum advances
can occur in telemetry system performance. A smooth expansion path is desirable (using
increments that are the “right size” relative to the application) that can provide growth well
beyond foreseeable requirements. Recent implementations of parallel processing
architectures in both special-purpose, front-end hardware as well as in general-purpose
supermini or mainframe computers provide some promising solutions. However, Powell,
et al.,  point out significant cost, development and architectural problems:12

“Flight test and signal and image processing systems have shown an increasingly
voracious appetite for computer resources. Previous solutions employed special-
purpose, bit-sliced technology to supplant costly general purpose computers.
Although the hardware is less expensive and the throughput greater, the expense to
develop or modify applications is very high. Recent parallel processor technology has
increased capabilities, but the high applications development cost remains.”



Furthermore, with regard to the current group of parallel-processor telemetry products,
the difficult task of a priori decomposition of unpredictable data flows and telemetry
software algorithms to run efficiently on multiple processors has not yet been adequately
addressed. Nor have problems been solved involving high-speed telemetry data
distribution, memory allocation, and shared memory access. Programming tools13

developed for general-purpose parallel computers resolve many of these issues. To date,
the simplest parallel telemetry architectures using hand-crafted solutions have prevailed—
individual telemetry data streams have been allocated to individual parallel processors or
pipelines of processors, each having local memory. This approach prevails due to data
source structures that stem from multiple, independent sensors.

Life-Cycle Support Issues— The above trends in telemetry systems give rise to some
other issues and tradeoffs that are often overlooked in the quest for ever greater
performance specifications. Because of the typically long government procurement cycle,
the rapid pace of technology, and the inevitable evolution of system requirements, cost-
effective paths for expansion (either upgrading individual component or adding more
components to the system) and modification are increasingly important.

Unfortunately, the dependence of many designs on proprietary buses, heterogeneous
collections of processors and operating systems, intricate communications, and complex,
customized software lead to excessive life-cycle costs. The customer can be locked into a
system that is nearing obsolescence shortly after delivery, inflexible and expensive to
modify or upgrade, and difficult to transition to the customer’s own personnel.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A SOLUTION

From a system procurement standpoint, telemetry systems fall into two broad categories:
(1) relatively small-scale systems that can be built using commercial, telemetry-specific
products with little or no customization (e.g., NASA’s Shuttle Engine monitoring
workstation, Doherty ), and (2) large-scale T&E lab or range systems whose14

specifications attempt to push the state of the art (e.g., PMTC TPS procurement ) and15

require much customization or system engineering. Telemetry RFP specifications for
either type of system are often somewhat vendor-specific so as to minimize the risk in
meeting financial and operational constraints.

However, the procurement trend in many other fields has been toward vendor-
independent solutions achieved through extensive use of standards for operating systems,
programming languages, interfaces, and networking. Implementations of these systems
emphasize the use of existing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products requiring
minimal customization. Although this approach has not yet been applied in the telemetry
field, it is possible that it may be in the near future. It also minimizes the above risk factors



SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS

C Inter-Stream Data Coupling

C General-Purpose Multiprocessor
Computing Environment

C Expandability in CPU Cycles and I/O

C Integrated, Unified, Graphical Interface

C System Reconfigurability

C System Interconnectivity

C Fail-Soft Operation

C Use of Industry Standards

C Commercial Off-The-Shelf products

but additionally provides the government customer with many new choices in terms of
system maintenance options, component upgrade paths, and future growth capabilities.

Our survey, in the previous section, of the technical factors driving telemetry architecture
design and system functionality leads us to the following list of requirements (Fig. 6) that
need be satisfied to achieve significant advances in the state of the art in telemetry system
data acquisition and recording, in data processing and display, and in simulation and
emulation.

Fig. 6. Prerequisites For General-Purpose Telemetry
Architectures. This chart lists our perception of the requirements
which must be addressed before quantum increases in performance
and user-satisfaction can be achieved. The theme is one of applying
scalable, general-purpose computing resources and commercial off-
the-shelf products to minimize system integration effort and to allow
the end-users to have more control over system development and
programmability, user interfaces, system architecture and its
reconfigurability, system functionality and system maintainability.

Inter-Stream Data Coupling— Coupling is required at the point of analysis so that, in
principle, all data are available if needed. This requirement is magnified considerably when
range requirements extend over long distances and involve additional, mobile
communication resources, as have been proposed as part of the “world range” concept.

Regardless of the system architecture employed, shared memory is usually the solution to
this requirement since it fundamentally provides the flexibility to do whatever one wants—



if it is implemented efficiently so that there is little or no performance penalty in using it.
Creation of distributed memory in today’s systems is a straightforward hardware task;
one simply clones memory hardware boards and places them in a common environment
(e.g., a bus). Providing truly useable shared memory across a multiprocessing platform is
a much more difficult task and requires new operating system software as the key
component of the solution.

General-Purpose Multiprocessor Computing Environment— A general-purpose
computing environment provides the solution to numerous issues such as:

C Leveraging programmer knowledge and experience through use of industry
standard, high-level, languages, operating systems, and development tools to
create, extend and maintain software components; this strategy minimizes
development and other life-cycle costs.

C Applying common interface standards (e.g., The X Window System™).
C  Maximizing code reusability.
C Providing the end user with the maximum control over system architecture

reconfigurability and system development.
C Providing the potential for seamless integration and interoperability of various

applications software components with system setup, control, and monitoring
functions.

C Providing the potential for the development of a set of industry standard software
algorithms for decommutation and processing.

C Potentially allowing the use of industry-standard storage devices and software
drivers.

In order for a general-purpose computer to meet our requirements for a solution it should
have the following attributes:

C Fast, reliable, interprocessor communication scheme that supports remote memory
access.

C Combined memory of all processors appear as one large shared-memory space
(programmers need not be concerned about the physical location of the data).

C Virtual memory.
C Application-dependent dedication of some or all processors to a particular job (a

dedicated system) or can share processors dynamically in a time-shared
environment.

C Mechanisms to ensure that multiple processors and threads of computation
synchronize their access to data.

C Diagnostic software development tools- profiler, parallel debugger, restructuring
tools.



Smooth Expandability: CPU Cycles and I/O— Expandability and scalability of the
architecture to fit the problem are very important requirements since without them systems
become obsolete and must be replaced, usually with significant cost. Expansion may
occur for many reasons but is often driven by the addition of data streams or higher data
rates and additional processing or EUC requirements. Hardware additions should be
available in modular, modest-sized increments, be field installable, and have the capability
for increasing performance over a wide range (x10 or more). Software modifications
required when new hardware is added should be minimal. I/O capabilities and bus
bandwidth or interprocessor communication bandwidth should grow linearly with the
addition of other system resources such as CPU cycles.

Integrated, Unified, Graphical Interface— A user interface that is unified across
applications (system setup, real-time data monitoring and analysis, and post-processing)
is required to minimize operator and user learning curves and their error rate, and to
maximize the efficient use of the system which is typically expensive to operate. Use of
standards for menus and graphical displays should be promoted to provide a consistent
look and feel among the various components of an individual telemetry system as well as
across systems located at different ranges and T&E labs. Graphical data displays should
be easily configured, extended, customized, and automated. Analysis software should
conform to the above interface requirements, should provide for full report generation and
allow entry points for user-written algorithms in high-level, standard, programming
languages.

System Reconfigurability— The system architecture should be capable of being
partitioned either logically or physically to accommodate multiple simultaneous missions,
multiple security levels, multiple development environments or other general-purpose uses
when not processing telemetry data.

System Interconnectivity— New systems must be useable with an existing
heterogeneous mix of general-purpose computing assets. Networking, as a solution, only
provides a communications connection. Although important, a more critical need exists at
the operating system level to make all assets work together to perform a given task (e.g.,
parallel processing an application, or sharing a file system).

Fail-Soft Operation— The failure mode of any real-time telemetry system is usually
quite important. Often, a complete redundant set of hardware exists to provide a backup
mode; this approach is usually quite expensive (approximately doubling the hardware
cost). A better approach is to design the system architecture such that most of the failure
modes are more “graceful” in that the system can continue to operate, but in a slightly
degraded mode rather than completely fail. Architectures that are distributed and have
much parallelism can provide such contingencies.



Use of Industry Standards— Use of industry as well as IRIG standards wherever
possible helps to create vendor-independent system architectures. Such standards and
areas where standards are applicable include: operating systems (POSIX) and real-time
operating systems, interface hardware and peripherals (VMEbus, Multibus), graphical
windowing software (X Windows), networking protocols (TCP/IP), applications
including those for data analysis and display, telemetry compilers, software debuggers,
toolkit software packages, automation methods, and CASE tools. Use of database
dictionaries for coupling test-specific data-format details to general-purpose software
tools (telemetry compiler, display software, etc.) is required to isolate and minimize
test-specifics.

Use of Commercial Off-the-Shelf Hardware and Software Products— The pieces
are available now and can be applied. Maximizing the use of commercial, general-purpose
technologies within the telemetry system takes advantage of the rapid price/performance
gains being made by these products through their common use and application in other
non-related fields.

NEXT GENERATION HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

The emerging generation of computing resources offers some versatile and relatively
inexpensive solutions to the requirements outlined in the previous section. It has thus
become feasible to base the designs of new T&E and telemetry systems on general-
purpose, off-the-shelf hardware and software, with potentially large advantages in terms of
flexibility, programmability, expandability, and life-cycle cost savings. The following
developments are particularly important:

C Parallel machines now offer supercomputing performance and high-bandwidth
interprocessor data transfer at aggressively low prices (see Waterman ). Examples16

are available from many vendors  including Alliant, BBN Advanced Computers,4

Concurrent, Elxsi, Encore, Harris, Sequent, and Thinking Machines with a variety
of interconnection and processor architectures. More modestly parallel
architectures are also relevant, most notably Digital’s VAX™ with Symmetric
Multiprocessing and BI-bus-based Real-Time Accelerators.

C Programming such machines has been simplified considerably by the availability
of standard operating systems (e.g., Unix® and derivatives) having extensions for
parallel processing (e.g., Mach) and links to real-time operating systems (e.g.,
pSOS™), common address spaces for large shared-memory applications, parallel
programming and performance assessment tools, CASE software, etc. The
programming and debugging environment on these machines has been substantially
improved as well.



C Interfacing such machines to other hardware is straightforward using standard
interfaces such as the VMEbus and Multibus.

C Advanced workstations offer exceptionally powerful graphics and user-interface
capabilities that complement the raw processing power of the parallel machines.
The new X Window interface standard provides an even greater level of flexibility
in utilizing these resources.

C Commercial software is available on workstations to support display and
processing of test data, including real-time monitoring, post-test interactive analysis,
automated report generation, and the often overlooked process of tracking and
managing changes in data formats.

C Network operations have become a part of the hardware and operating systems, so
that medium-bandwidth communications among workstations and larger machines
are virtually transparent. In addition, network-based distributed operating systems
provide unprecedented flexibility in developing software that transcends a
heterogeneous set of host computers.

This means that it is now feasible to do some operations that previously required
specialized hardware (e.g., decommutation and engineering-unit conversion) in
multiprocessor software; that an integrated approach is possible to range/lab simulation,
emulation, and data acquisition/processing in a single multiprocessor machine; that parallel
computing resources can be trivially reconfigured to support a single large test, multiple
tests, post-test analysis, or development activities, as necessary; that output displays can
be made an interactive part of the simulation process; and that the customer can extend
the life cycle and reduce life-cycle costs by maintaining, modifying, and upgrading the
system as requirements evolve.

BUTTERFLY PARALLEL PROCESSOR EXAMPLE SOLUTION

One multiprocessor of particular interest is BBN’s Butterfly®, a shared-memory,
68020-based machine in which a high-speed multistage switch network provides
interprocessor communication bandwidth that grows in proportion to the number of
processors (Fig. 7, left) and transparently implements a common, 1-gigabyte address
space across all processors. This architecture has been shown to provide near-linear
speedup on standard benchmark programs with up to 256 processors  (Fig. 7, right).17

VMEbuses provide standard connections to external hardware, additional memory, and
peripheral devices. The Butterfly’s versatile software development and run-time
environment includes Mach  (parallel processor Unix™) on some processor nodes, 18



Fig. 7. Butterfly™ Plus Multiprocessor. The left panel illustrates how Butterfly
interprocessor communication capacity (switch bandwidth) grows linearly as the
number of processors is increased. The right panel shows effective processor
utilization as a function of actual processors used. The benchmark used is a
Gaussian elimination algorithm. Linear or near-linear speedup is achieved over
a wide range of actual processors.

pSOS  (a real-time kernel) on others, and a variety of parallel programming (Uniform+

System), debugging, and software engineering tools.

The newest generation of this machine (scheduled for announcement in July 1989) utilizes
the Motorola 88000 RISC processor and a faster switch technology to provide, per
processor, 13 Whetstone MIPS (20 RISC MIPS), 20 MFlops, 4-32 MBytes of memory,
and 38 MBytes/s peak communication bandwidth (15 MBytes/s sustained) to other
processor nodes and VMEbuses. Although its initial maximum configuration is 63
processors, the architecture will support subsequent configurations of up to 504, for an
aggregate 6.6 Whetstone GIPS, 10 GFlops, 16 GBytes, and 19 GBytes/s peak. Multiple
VMEbuses are integrated into the midplane of the machine and provide tight coupling to
Butterfly processor nodes. Large amounts of vector processing can be accommodated
either within processor nodes or using third-party VMEbus array processors.
Programming languages such as Ada, and parallel Fortran and C can be used. Mach and
pSOS  have interfaces between them to facilitate high-level, real-time program+

development.



CURRENT APPLICATIONS

We have built and are building systems using the architectural approach described above.
Our implementations have used the 68020-based Butterfly multiprocessors. One example
is described briefly below to illustrate some of the points made in previous sections of
this paper. The application is primarily focused upon data acquisition and processing.
Other applications, involving generation of a large amount of signal data created through
simulation, will be described in a subsequent publication.

Avionics Integration Lab— This example is a system for acquisition, display, storage,
and analysis of data from hardware-in-the-loop tests of a modern fighter aircraft. As
illustrated in Fig. 8, an airframe containing avionics, radar, control, and weapons
management modules is set up in a laboratory and connected to special-purpose hardware
that generates target scenarios, emulates flight dynamics, simulates the RF environment,
and feeds appropriate signals to the radar subsystem (in an alternate mode, real target
fly-bys exercise the full radar).

The purpose of this system is to provide complete flexibility in collecting data from any
and all sources, monitor test information in real time, make quick-look reports available
minutes after completion of a test, and provide a complete and powerful facility for
storage and more extensive analysis of test data in the days and weeks following a test.

Acquisition and processing of data from experiments will be accomplished using a dual-
Butterfly-based system. One machine is dedicated to data acquisition and monitoring,
with connections via VMEbuses and fiber-optics links to a wide variety of data sources:

C PCM telemetry streams.
C Internal data on MIL-STD-1553B buses.
C Internal radar data on a custom interface.
C Data from missiles hanging (logically) on the airframe.
C Data from experimental subsystems (e.g., infrared sensors) undergoing tests.
C Stick movements and other controls from the crew.
C Target and scenario information from the simulation computer.
C Radar returns from the RF generator.
C Tracking data during fly-bys from the range.
C Miscellaneous information regarding the “health” and status of the laboratory.

These various data streams (up to 16 MBytes/s) will be buffered in memory on the
VMEbuses, providing a short time window during which all system information is
available. Since this is potentially too much data to archive, processes in the real-time
Butterfly computer will select a subset to be placed on disk, tape, or optical



Fig. 8. Data Acquisition and Display System for Avionics Integration Lab.
This Butterfly™-based system will connect various high-bandwidth data sources
to workstations running RS/Prober™ software in both real-time monitoring and
post-test analysis modes. The Butterfly computer provides scalable processing
power so that as evaluation requirements grow, additional processors and
VMEbus interfaces can be added to accommodate additional data channels with
little or no change in software. Post-test analyses can be performed on-site using
the networked RS/Probe analysis workstations or off-site by taking a data tape to
any VAX™ having the RS/Probe software.

media. Other processes will select individual data items and pass them via ethernet to
workstations for continuous monitoring and display.

The other Butterfly, which has shared VME access to all of the same disks and other
storage devices, is dedicated to post-test analysis and quick-look reports. Much of this
activity will utilize RS/Probe™, a commercial software package that supports both
interactive and automated analysis of large test data sets on networks of workstations .19

The data unpacking portions of RS/Probe are currently being ported to operate directly 



on one or more Butterfly nodes. The system architecture and analysis software are both
designed to support access to all data (inter-stream data coupling).

It is interesting to note that essentially the same system architecture could support both
range and laboratory testing while keeping all data processing compatible. Similarly, the
simulation and emulation tasks could be supported within the same integrated
hardware/software platform, merely by plugging in additional processor nodes,
VME-based array processors, etc.
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ABSTRACT

The next 25 years will bring about a revolution in telemetry acquisition and processing.
Airborne systems will become smaller and faster, providing additional monitoring and
processing capabilities to test vehicles. In addition, ultra-high speed on-board data
networks will provide communications between data collection and processing units. The
telemetry platforms of tomorrow will be required to collect the entire contents of the data
network, in a manner similar to today’s MIL-STD 1553 technology. The ground station of
tomorrow will be required to process this bus information and provide it to the users for
analysis. Ground station components, including intelligent front-ends and host processors
could easily be replaced by a combination of on-board communication network
processors (similar to the current 1553 processors) linked to a ground system data
network. Processing could be shifted to the vehicle while ground functions remain
dedicated to recording and analysis. Specialized workstations will provide for user
analysis, history recording, and display. Ground networks will use shared (reflected)
memory concepts to provide for addition of unlimited workstations separated by much
greater distances than are associated with today’s shared memory systems.

Key Words: Telemetry Systems
Avionics Systems
Networking

INTRODUCTION

In the telemetry realm, airborne and ground station methodologies have changed little in
the last ten years. Though systems are becoming faster and more modular they still cling
to concepts derived in the 60’s and 70’s. On-board aircraft sensors are utilized to gather
information (analog or digital) for recording and transmission to the ground or to other
on-board systems. Ground systems acquire the data and convert them to usable



information for further processing, recording and display. Though this basic approach
has worked successfully in the past, it requires complex air and ground systems which
lack expandability and flexibility. This paper presents thoughts on how technology may be
applied to airborne and ground systems to provide simpler, faster, distributed processing
in support of expanding telemetry acquisition and processing requirements.

CURRENT SYSTEMS

To better understand the concepts presented in this paper, it is necessary to first review
the methodology currently being utilized for telemetry acquisition and processing. This
discussion is logically divided into discussions on airborne systems and ground systems.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM

Most airborne systems today are comprised of sensors and avionics subsystems
interconnected via MIL-STD-1553 (1553) serial data buses. In addition, test vehicles
contain instrumentation systems made up of sensors and multiplexors. The 1553 systems
provide data communications between on-board avionics subsystems and sensors, while
instrumentation is normally utilized to provide an independent monitoring system during
flight testing.

MIL-STD-1553

The 1553 system illustrated in Figure 1 supports the communication or sharing of
information between different avionics subsystems and consists of the following
components:

! Multiple 1553 buses, each operating at one megabit per second.

! Avionics subsystems such as: Navigation, Defense, Heads-Up Display, Missile
Interface, Armament Interface, Radar, Doppler, etc.

! Remote terminal units which provide interfaces to sensors and control devices (i.e.,
surface control).

! Instrumentation units which record data from multiple 1553 buses and transmit this
data to ground stations.



Figure 1.  Current Airborne Systems



In addition, all 1553 avionics subsystems are designed to reduce the impact of individual
failures through inclusion of redundant buses and data quality information. The 1553
system is a highly sophisticated and reliable transaction (command/response protocol)
oriented system.

Though 1553 provides significant improvement over previous systems, its command
protocol structure and bus rate requires airborne systems to incorporate multiple 1553
systems in order to maintain required data communication rates. This results in a complex
communication dilemma for engineers, especially when adding new avionics capabilities
to existing 1553 systems.

Instrumentation

The Instrumentation system is normally installed on test vehicles in support of testing
avionics, external systems (i.e., armament, fuel pods, etc.) and airframe modifications.
Additionally, support of performance testing to establish or methodically expand the
performance envelop is provided by instrumentation. Modification of the vehicle or any of
these on-board systems involves the installation of corresponding sensors to provide
detailed information on how the modification affects the test vehicle’s overall
performance. A typical instrumentation system consists of the following components:

! Sensors and/or sensor pods used to monitor the test area and critical system
functions.

! Multiplexor system used to accumulate sensor information into a definable wavetrain.

! Recorders for archiving the wavetrain.

! Transmitter to telemeter the wavetrain to the ground station.

Current instrumentation techniques have “grown up” with aircraft testing, but have not
supported automated data processing. These techniques, while satisfying instrumentation
requirements, are not in harmony with an integrated airborne/ground test environment.

Instrumentation systems support varying test objectives which require multiplexors to be
programmed uniquely for each test. This results not only in system programming
problems on the instrumentation system, but in complications for the ground system
which must process the data.



The challenge is for future systems to take advantage of newly emerging technology to
provide smaller, lighter airborne systems as an integral part of the total system, including
the ground processing system.

GROUND SYSTEM

A typical ground system, as illustrated in Figure 2, consists of the following components:

! Antennas and receivers which acquire the data being transmitted from the test vehicle.

! An intelligent front end which provides analog to digital and Engineering Unit (EU)
conversion, data compression, quality and limit checking, scaling for stripcharts and
transmission to a host or controlling computer system.

! The host system ingests these data, provides second generation processing (Derived
Data), records digital data to magnetic media, and transmits the data to workstations.

! The workstations then provide specialized processing such as flutter analysis, “walk-
away” data generation, range safety display and engineering oriented displays.

The host system is also responsible for controlling data bases which define how the
intelligent front end is to handle variable data types originating from different test vehicles.
A typical ground system may consist of hundreds of thousands of lines of code to
provide specialized telemetry processing and display. This processing is controlled by
user generated data bases designed to provide operation-specific support.

As data rates increase and on-board systems become more sophisticated, specialized
software and state-of-the-art hardware must be purchased or developed and integrated
into new systems to stay abreast of corresponding ground storage and processing
requirements. Designers and integrators of telemetry ground stations must constantly
anticipate future developments and seek out methods for fulfilling expanding telemetry
processing requirements based on user needs in relation to their airborne systems.

FUTURE SYSTEMS

This author predicts that future Airborne and Ground systems will be revolutionized over
the next ten years. On-board computers will be operating at rates over 100 MIPS and
allocated more vehicle monitoring and control functions. The on-board communication
systems will be required to be small, light weight and provide reliable communication
between all on-board subsystems. The ground stations will be required to ingest
telemetered data for detailed analysis, and provide up-link data for responsive control, 



Figure 2.  Current Ground Systems



communication and status. Future systems will have to be flexible, adaptable and modular
in order to accommodate technical advances. The following discussion presents a
possible solution for future airborne and ground systems.

The concepts which are presented in the following paragraphs would not have been
possible in 1987. The advancement of serial communication technology and fiber optics
is only now creating an environment where high performance communication networks,
such as those described, are possible.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM (Future)

Future airborne and ground systems would be based on the same design and would,
therefore, be totally compatible. A new generation airborne system, illustrated in Figure 3,
would consist of the following:

! High performance (40+ Megabyte/second) dual redundant fiber optic data network
that inter-connects avionics processors via common memory. The utilization of a
common (shared) memory network for on-board avionics systems is ideal because it
simplifies the communications between avionics systems, reducing costs associated
with programming an avionics system or with developing new avionics systems.
Common memory also provides direct access to all current data (No communication
delays). In addition, since they are interfaced to a common memory network, avionics
processors can be added or removed without impacting other systems on the network.

! Specialized data network interfaces (sensors and control) would provide high
performance monitoring and control. The interfacing of these devices directly to the
network allows them to sample at higher rates.

! Specialized support network interfaces would provide data recording and transmission
to the ground system.  The recording interface would record both the primary and
redundant network bus activities while the transmission interface would transmit the
primary and redundant memory bus activities to the ground system. It is recognized
that the current Telemetry RF bandwidth prohibits transmissions of the entire memory
bus.

! During flight test, the instrumentation system would also use the data network and
corresponding interfaces used by the airborne system. Use of the same network
eliminates the need for multiplexors, additional recorders and transmitters. This, in
turn, reduces the amount of time and cost required to instrument a test aircraft. In
addition, since all data would be transmitted, there would be no need for airborne or
ground station re-configuring.



Figure 3.  Future Airborne Systems

The use of a common memory network as the main avionics bus would eliminate the
protocol utilized by 1553 systems. Processing power would no longer be required to
support the protocol, or the buffering and un-buffering of messages. With the utilization
of common memory all data in the memory is available to all system/subsystems at all
times. And this includes the ground system. In addition, the development of new
avionics systems would require no special hardware. Since the airborne system and the
ground system would both use the same common bus, a unit undergoing test could be
linked directly into the ground system for ground checkout as if it were on-board the
vehicle. Only after the unit was tested thoroughly, would it be installed on the vehicle.



GROUND SYSTEM (Future)

The next generation ground system, as illustrated in Figure 4, would consist of the
following components:

! High performance (40+ Megabyte/second) fiber optic data network that connects
processors via common memory. Use of common (shared) memory, as a standard
interface, has always been a goal of realtime systems. Common memory eliminates the
need for high frequency (CPU hogging) data distribution handlers required on the
standard networks (Ethernet). Common memory provides direct access to all data,
thus simplifying data access. In addition, since it is a common memory network,
processors can be added or removed without impacting other systems on the network.

! Antennas and receivers which acquire the bus data being transmitted from the test
vehicle. The ground system will receive and optimize the signal carrying the primary
and redundant airborne bus data. The data will be validated (quality checked) and
stored into the common memory network for use by the network processors.

! Dissimilar processors such as Mini, Super Mini-Processors and Super Processors by
DEC, Encore/SEL, Concurrent, Cray, IBM, Modcomp, CSC, Harris, etc. and
workstations such as uVAX, Masscomps, etc. may be networked together. The ability
to interconnect and adapt to dissimilar processors via the data network provides for a
common memory interface whereby calculations derived in one processor/subsystem
are simultaneously made available to all other processors/subsystems. This approach
to networking improves the capability of the ground system to evolve abreast of
advances in technology. This is as opposed to wholesale replacement of entire
systems as is done today (5 to 10 year life-cycle being common). As increasingly
advanced system components become available, they are integrated into the existing
system as “plug and play”. This provides the flexibility necessary when selecting the
best system/subsystem for each discipline. Sole-source vendors would no longer be
required. Users would be able to select processors or workstations based solely on
capabilities versus requirements. In addition, new users could integrate their own
systems into the host range system thus reducing test time and making range systems
more attractive to prospective users.

! Specialized network interfaces (to disk and tape) would provide high performance
history recording and data archiving. The interfacing of these devices directly to the
network would insure that no single processor is required to provide network control.
At the same time, all processors on the network have required access to the storage
devices.



Figure 4.  Future Ground Systems



The future ground station would eliminate the need for expensive telemetry front end
equipment and thus the need to program and control this equipment. About seventy
percent (70%) of all telemetry system costs revolve around the hardware and software
associated with the front end equipment. The elimination of this equipment significantly
reduces the costs associated with high performance telemetry systems.

INTEGRATED SYSTEM

Once the airborne and ground systems are sharing the same common memory bus the
next step is to provide an additional link (uplink) from the ground to the airborne system.
An uplink control capability would provide virtually unlimited possibilities, allowing
ground based systems the flexibility to easily control any or all airborne system
components. And it would be as simple as storing into memory. In addition, an uplink
would provide the capability for ground based computers to augment on-board
processing capabilities. Ground based system don’t have size, space, power or interface
restrictions; they can be as bulky as necessary to provide the required functions. Figure 5
provides an example of how the proposed “integrated” airborne and ground stations
might be used.

Figure 5.  Example “INTEGRATED” Systems



The ability to link airborne and ground stations using a common memory bus provides the
kind of flexibility and modularity only dreamed about until now. Future ground systems
would have the capability to support multiple functions such as: simulation, flight testing,
remote control (aircraft missile and satellite) as well as augmenting airborne processing.
And at a fraction of the cost of today’s systems. This system concept provides a simple
solution to a complex airborne and ground system problem.

SUMMARY

Telemetry systems have always been developed around individual on-board functions.
Engineering of devices to measure test parameters has been performed with little or no
regard for impact on ground processing or, for that matter, other on-board functions.
Though a big step in the standardization of on-board systems has been taken with the
advent of MIL-STD 1553 technology, a total system solution has still to be addressed.
The next step can’t be taken until there is recognition by the telemetry community as a
whole, that the entire process can be simplified if approached as a system problem - not
an avionics problem - not as an instrumentation problem, or an airborne, or a ground
problem. Then an analysis can be performed to determine the best method of
standardization for future systems. The technology is at hand, but no one is in control. It
is up to us to work together to make something positive happen.

The next few years will reveal whether or not the concept of integrating ground and
airborne system functions into a single system will come to pass. This paper recognizes
the problem and presents a possible approach. No pretense is made that this is the best,
or the only solution.
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NEW CONCEPTS AND TRENDS IN SPACECRAFT
TELEMETRY, COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

Marc Boulinguez
Applications Engineer, Space Systems

This paper presents a new family of telemetry and command front-end products, as
applied to spacecraft ground segment systems.

The general philosophy behind both check-out systems and command and control
stations has recently evolved from large host computers to a more distributed
architecture, where more processing for either recovering telemetry data or encoding
commands is done at the front-end level. The overall reliability and safety of such systems
have also called for communications oriented subsystems, complying with international
standards (ETHERNET, IEEE 488, CCITT X25...). For the same reasons, satellite
manufacturers and operators are now requesting more integrated front-end subsystems,
which include in one unit subcarrier modulation (PSK or FSK) and baseband functions
(Telemetry synchronisation or command encoding), as well as the corresponding built-in
test capabilities.

The 3000 series family of products complies with all the criteria enumerated above.
Furthermore, it offers a line of matching telemetry and command units, available in both
overall check-out (O.C.O.E.) and Telemetry, Tracking and Command (T.T.&C.)
versions, thus facilitating the complete integration of a spacecraft system from ground test
to in-orbit operation. The choice of industry standards such as the VME bus, the host-
based development of firmware in “C”, also ensure product modularity, allowing easy
expansion or adjustments to the specific requirements of particular missions or programs.
The 3000 series complies with the European Space Agency (E.S.A.) PSS-45 and PSS-46
standards, which are compatible with NASA/GSFC Aerospace Data Systems Standards
and the NASCOM message format.

These concepts are illustrated in the application of the 3000 series products in the
EUTELSAT II program. Architectures for both the ground check-out systems and the
control stations are presented; technical choices for system set-up and control and
communications in-between subsystems are discussed.

Future trends and new standards in spacecraft telemetry, command and control systems
are presented, and particularly the implementation in the 3000 series products of the



recommendations from the Consultative Commitee on Space Data Systems (C.C.S.D.S)
on “Packet” Telemetry and Telecommand, as well as channel coding (Viterbi and Reed-
Solomon algo- rythms) using proprietary developments of VLSI circuits.

INTRODUCTION

There are two typical applications of baseband equipments:

Ground check out:

During the design, ground test and evaluation of the satellite, Telemetry and Command
units are used as part of the Overall Check-Out Equipment (O.C.O.E). In this
environment, they are associated with Specific Check-Out Equipment (S.C.O.E.)
under the generic name of Electrical Ground Segment Equipment (E.G.S.F.). The
S.C.O.E. may include dedicated instruments for testing the satellites payload or some
of its subsystems.

In a conventional ground check-out architecture, the test equipment is under control
from the master control computer which sends orders to the telecommand encoder for
issing stored telecommand (TC) messages and receives real time Telemetry (TM) data
from the telemetry processor. It in turn dispatches test measurements to user’s
workstations over a local area network.

In-orbit control:

During the operational - or “post-launch” - phase, Telemetry and Commands units are
integrated in Telemetry, Tracking and Command (T.T. & Q stations where they
perform, together with the ranging subsystems, the overall house-keeping of the
satellite.

In this configuration, the equipment is controlled by the monitoring and control
subsystem (M.C.S.) via either a local area network or a general purpose
instrumentation bus (IEEE 488), while TC messages and TM data are exchanged with
the operations and control center (O.C.C.) over a public packet switching data
network (X25).

The current evolution follows two axis:

! Integration of the all the various parts of the telemetry or telecornmand link like
Intermediate Frequency or Video modems, primary and secondary synchronizers, and
data extractor, formatter and display.



! Adaptability of the baseband equipments to be suitable either during check-out before
launch and in the operational mode.

TECHNOLOGY

Like other developments in the space industry, the main criterium in the choice of
hardware components is the reliability since the life time must be equivalent to the
spacecraft one except that the palliative maintenance is possible. Then comes the
modularity and finally the wide use which guarantees that a lot of communication interface
and that up-to-date processors are available.

All these criteria are matched by the VME bus which can also be extended using high data
rate bus like VSB.

The choice of industry standards, such as the 68000 microprocessor family and the VME
bus, for design makes a modular product, opened to future developments, while offering
today high performances in a compact unit.

COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

The need of high data rate and standardisation becomes sensitive for spacecraft test and
control. Nowadays, specific transmission protocols are not sufficient for the connection
of heterogeneous systems like dedicated telemetry preprocessor or telecommand encoder
and multi-purpose desktop computer allowing high level of command languages and
results display.

So it is important to be compliant with the Open System Interconnection standard of ISO
(Internationnal Standard Organisation). This standard is now well-known and has two
actions on the baseband designer. The first one is a quality criterium: the systems must be
architectured using the seven level model. But the second one is a big advantage: it is quite
simple to add a new kind of interface to a system without any expensive development. So
we are able to propose our baseband equipment with connections on X25, ETHERNET
and any other link which hardware interface is available on the VME bus.

SOFTWARE

A fully portable and high-level software language is used: C-language, which have proved
its high degree of performance for real-time software and which is a structured language.
A wide set of software tools are used for the development of C-Language programs in an
host computer (VAX-VMS) to assure the software quality.



EUTELSAT II EXAMPLE

These concepts are illustrated in the application of the 3000 series products in the
EUTELSAT II program.

The operational control of the satellite is done by two TT&C stations, one in FRANCE
and the other in PORTUGAL. These stations are fully automatic and the only man action
is maintenance. So the supervision of the sub-systems is done by the Monitoring and
Control System, also called MCS, which is based on a single computer. Several IEEE 488
busses are used to support the supervision data exchanges within the station. The
operational data, like telemetry and telecommand messages, are transmitted by an X25
network.

The main cases of misfunction are forecasted and some specific and new functions are
included within the baseband equipments. The best example of this is the IBC function
created to answer to the following question: what use can have a fully automatic station
when its central and unique control computer is in failure?

In this case, the Satellite Control Center or SSC Must be able to check the state of the
station sub-systems and also be able to do a new configuration of one telecommand chain
in order to send messages to any satellite. The IBC function (or Instrumentation Bus
Control) is designed to include a gateway between the X25 network and the IEEE 488
busses in the telemetry and telecommand units. When the SCC detects the failure of the
MCS, it creates an IBC session by opening an X25 virtual circuit with one telemetry or
telecommand equipment for each IEEE 488 bus. As these equipments become bus
controllers, the SSC can get the status message or send a set-up command to any of the
baseband sub-system. After MCS recovery, the closing of the IBC virtual channel
releases the control of the IEEE 488 busses allowing the MCS to do again the
supervision.

But before any operational control, an important phase is the check of satellite system
before launch. After the traditional checks of the satellite, of the Control Center and of the
TT&C station separately, a global system test can be done under the satellite designer
responsibility. The test is done in the most realistic mode, i.e., the Control Center sends
telecommands to the satellite and receives back the telemetry using in the two modes the
baseband equipments and the X25 network.

The satellite designer used some specific baseband equipments. The difference between
them and the TT&C version is that they are often used in manual mode. So the operator
interface is more powerful and no X25 link is needed.



In order to allow the global test, these equipments are modified to include the same X25
interface but keep the operator interface to give to the satellite designer the capacity of test
supervision and emergency stop in case of abnormal telecommands sent by SSC which
may be dangerous for the satellite in its current configuration.

Only the application of the new concepts explained before, allows the implementation of
this kind of function in baseband equipment (particularly, hardware versatility and
software modularity).

FUTURE TRENDS

The current evolution will continue to allow the integration of the telemetry and
telecommand chains. The most important change of characteristics will be done around
the bit rates and the availability of data.

The transmission speed is increasing and will go up to several Mbps. During the same
time, the data will be more confident as result of the use of convolutional encoders and
decoders (Viterbi and Reed-Solomon) and more easy to use by application of the
recommendations from the Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) on
“Packet” Telemetry and Telecommand.

Our Viterbi decoder is built around one VLSI only. It takes in serial or parallel data from
bit synchronizers operating in hard or 3 bits soft-decision. It performs self-
synchronization and provides information on synchronization status and quality.

Our Reed-Solomon decoder incorporates one to five VLSI chips, depending on the
required interleaving depth, with data rates ranging up to 20 Mbps. It provides status
information on: error detection, block correction as well as the number of errors corrected
in a given block.

These two decoders are available on VME boards and uses CMOS 1.5 Microns VLSI
with more than 45,000 gates integrated on a single 130 mm2 chip.

One of the more currently studied characteristic of the new CCSDS recommendation is
the Virtual Channel. This concept is useful in case on share of the same physical link by a
multi-experiment spacecraft. The data flow received from the telemetry link is splitted into
different ground media and transmitted towards each user. Priorities can be affected to
each channel in order to give preference to the critical tests. This can be compared with
the commonly used timesharing in computers where each user may think that all the
hardware ressources are affected to its own work.



CONCLUSIONS

A baseband equipment is no more a sophisticated PSK modem, but must be able to
include some high level functions like the multi-standard communications, self-check
software and any automatism needed by a specific system architecture.

The maximum level of integration is requested not only for price reduction but also for the
simplification of the user’s procedures in operational mode and during maintenance. We
are working to five to the user a single box to communicate with his spacecraft and to let
him forget what is a signal to noise ratio.



Simulator for Checkout of Telemetry Receiving Systems

Ronald W. DeWaters
Naval Surface Warfare Center
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ABSTRACT

Reception of missile telemetry data on board Navy ships is accomplished by
using portable telemetry receiving systems which must be assembled/
disassembled for every missile firing exercise. In some cases, system setup
problems have resulted in the loss of telemetry data when the missile is fired.
The telemetry test simulator was developed by the Naval Surface Warfare
Center (NSWC) to generate a telemetry stream identical to that of the missile
telemeter. This simulated stream allows for an end to end checkout of the
receiving system prior to missile launch which greatly reduces the chance of lost
telemetry data upon actual missile firing.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry reception of Navy missile firings is accomplished from both land and
ship based receiving systems. However, a large number of missile firings are
supported solely by shipboard telemetry receiving systems.

The Navy’s shipboard telemetry receiving systems are portable and must be
moved from ship to ship to support different missile firings. The systems
consist of telemetry receiving gear mounted in portable transit cases which
stack on top of each other. For every missile firing, these portable transit cases
must be loaded onto the ship, stacked up and cables run between the various
pieces of equipment as required.

In some cases, problem’s in the telemetry receiving system, which were not
discovered while setting up the system, have resulted in the loss of part or all of
the telemetry data when a missile is fired. These problems includes such things
as broken cables, cables not making good connection, RF receiver 



malfunctions, tape recorder malfunctions or incorrect setup of system matrix
switches or patch panels.

As a result of these problems, it was decided that some type of a portable test
source needed to be developed to find and correct these problems before
missiles were fired. The Telemetry Test Simulator (TTS) was developed by the
Naval Surface Warfare Center as this portable test source.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The design and development process for the TTS was initiated by defining the
requirements for a test source. Inputs were gathered from relevant Navy
organizations involved with missile telemetry.

The TTS was designed and developed to meet these requirements providing a
lightweight, portable test unit which outputs a telemetry stream identical to that
produced by the missile it is simulating. A motherboard/daughterboard concept
was used to switch between different missile telemeter formats. Each missile
telemeter supported has it’s own plug in daughterboard which contains all
specific information and electronics necessary to simulate the chosen
telemeter.

The TTS is packaged in a 5.25 inch tall, 10 inch deep , half rack width enclosure
and weighs only 8 pounds. It operates on 110 VAC and consumes 80 watts of
power. Figure 1 is a picture of the Telemetry Test Simulator.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The TTS is designed to generate both PAM/FM and PCM/FM telemeter
streams since these are the types of modulation most Navy missiles use for
telemetry. The TTS is best functionally described in four sections: PCM
operation, PAM operation, doppler generation and RF section operation.
Figure 2 is an overall functional diagram of the TTS.

PCM Operation

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the TTS with a PCM daughterboard installed.

An 80C51 microcontroller chip is used as the central processor for the TTS.
Each time the TTS is reset, the microcontroller begins by reading in the address



of the daughterboard which is currently installed in the TTS. Each type of
daughterboard has a unique 4 bit address which the microcontroller uses to
determine the correct timing parameters for the telemeter being simulated.

Five complete major frames of telemetry data are stored in the data ROM
located on the daughterboard. The microcontroller sets up three divide by N
timers (T1, T2 and T3) to allow the data to be clocked out of the data ROM at
the correct rate and in the correct format for simulating the chosen telemeter.

Data is clocked out of the ROM using two binary counters. The first counter
(frame selection counter) is connected to the top three address lines on the
data ROM. PCM data in the ROM is organized into 8 pages. Each of the first five
pages of ROM contains 1 major frame of telemetry data. The last three pages
are not used at this time. Each time the frame selection counter is incremented,
the next major frame of telemetry data stored in the ROM is selected. The
second counter (word selection counter) is connected to the remaining lower
address lines (up to 12). Each time this counter is incremented, the next PCM
data word stored in the ROM is addressed and output on the ROM’s data lines.

The first timer, T1, divides down a clock oscillator located on the daughterboard
to generate a clock rate equal to the PCM word rate divided by 10. This clock is
used as an interrupt signal to the microcontroller. When this clock goes high, an
interrupt is generated in the microcontroller, causing 10 clock pulses to be
output to the word selection counter. On the rising edge of each of these
pulses, the PCM data ROM outputs the next PCM data word in the ROM. On the
falling edge of these pulses, each data word is loaded into a 16 level first in first
out (FIFO) buffer where it is buffered until unloaded by the PCM output circuit.
This process repeats every time the interrupt clock goes high.

The second timer, T2, divides down the interrupt rate from timer T1 to generate
the major frame rate. This clock output is used as a reset signal to the word
selection counter. Each time this clock signal goes high, it indicates the word
selection counter has output all data for one major frame and must be reset to
zero so the major frame can be output again.

The third timer, T3, divides the major frame rate from timer T2 down to a 1 Hz
clock output. This clock output is used to increment the frame selection counter.
Each time this clock goes high, the next major frame of telemetry data stored in
the data ROM is selected for output.



The net result of this timing sequence is to output 5 unique frames of telemetry
data, with each frame repeating for 1 second before a new frame is transmitted.
These five unique frames represent a 5 point calibration, ultimately appearing at
the stripchart recorder as a familiar stairstep type calibration.

On the output side of the FIFO, the data is clocked out of the FIFO and into a
parallel to serial converter at the PCM word rate in an 8 bit parallel format. A
serial PCM stream is then created by clocking the data out of the parallel to
serial converter at the PCM bit rate (which is the PCM word rate multiplied by 8).

in some formats, this serial PCM stream is applied to a subcarrier oscillator. The
stream may also be applied to a linear summer where it is scaled and summed
with a doppler signal if it is applicable to the telemeter being simulated. This
video signal is then routed to the RF section of the TTS which is discussed
later.

Pam Operation

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the TTS with a PAM daughterboard installed.
Much of the functional operation of the motherboard for PAM is the same as for
a PCM daughterboard. There are, however, two major differences in the
operation of the motherboard. First, the input to the T1 timer is a 2 Mhz
reference signal generated by the microcontroller. The T1 timer divides this
signal down to the PAM channel rate which is used as the interrupt signal for the
microcontroller. Second, the microcontroller outputs one pulse on every
interrupt instead of ten.

Data from the telemetry data ROM on the daughterboard is clocked into a 1 byte
buffer on the falling edge of the pulse from the microcontroller. On the rising
edge of the next pulse from the microcontroller the data is clocked out of the
1 byte buffer and into an 8 bit digital to analog converter (DAC). This DAC
converts the parallel digital data from the data ROM into the analog output
(2.5 volts) format required for PAM.

This analog output is then fed into a linear summer where it is scaled and
summed with doppler to form the video signal. This video signal is then fed to
the RF Section of the TTS.



Doppler Generation

Doppler shift is transmitted as part of the telemetry data in most Navy missiles.
This doppler signal is summed linearly with the PCM or PAM stream for
transmission on an RF carrier. Simulated doppler is created by applying a ramp
function to the input of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) such that the VCO
frequency “sweeps” through a range of doppler shift much like it would in the
missile.

RF Section Operation

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the RF section of the TTS.

The video signal from the installed PAM or PCM daughterboard is applied to the
modulation input of an RF telemetry transmitter. This transmitter provides an FM
modulated output of the video signal in the 2.2 to 2.3 Ghz frequency range.
Carrier frequency is programmable by the user in 1 Mhz steps.

This RF signal is then applied to a network of 2 coaxial switches, a 60 dB fixed
attenuator and a 0 to 60 dB digitally programmable attenuator, forming a user
programmable 0 to 120 dB RF attenuator.

The user sets an attenuation from the TTS’s front panel in the 0 to 120 dB range
in 1 dB steps. This setting is then translated by the attenuation translation board
into 2 outputs. The first controls the coaxial switches and determines whether
the 60 dB fixed attenuator needs to be included in the RF path. The second
output sets the 0 to 60 dB attenuator to the correct attenuation so that the final
RF attenuation will be correct when the setting of the 60 dB fixed attenuator and
the programmable attenuator are added together.

RF output power is adjusted so that when 0 dB of attenuation is dialed in the
user gets 1 milliwatt (0 dBm) of power at the front panel RF connector. This
allows the user to select output power levels form 0 to -120 dBm in 1 dB steps.

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS AND OUTPUTS

Figure 6 is a drawing of the front panel for the TTS.

Three different signals are output from the TTS: RF, video and PAM/PCM.



RIF out, a female N type connector, is the output of the RF section of the TTS.
Video out is the linear scaled sum of the PAM or PCM stream and doppler from
the daughterboard. PAM/PCM out is the PAM or PCM stream being generated
by the daughterboard. Both video out and PAM/PCM out utilize female BNC
connectors.

AC power is turned on and off via a toggle switch on the left side of the front
panel. AC power is applied to the TTS through a three pin MS connector located
in the lower left corner of the front panel.

Attenuation and frequency of the RF output signal are controlled by thumbwheel
switches located along the top of the TTS’s front panel.

The RF section of the TTS may be turned off to conserve power via the
TRANSMITTER ON/OFF switch on the front panel.

An external modulation signal may be applied to the input of the RF transmitter
through a female BNC connector (EXT MOD) on the front panel. The
external/internal modulation switch on the front panel controls which source the
modulation input on the transmitter is connected to.

The system reset pushbutton switch on the front panel simply resets the
microcontroller in the TTS thereby reinitializing the internal modulation stream.

APPLICATION

The TTS is used to check out Navy shipboard telemetry receiving systems.

There are two basic modes of operation. The first is to connect an
omnidirectional stub antenna to the RF output of the TTS and place the antenna
in the proximity of the telemetry receiving antenna. The TTS should be set up
for maximum RF output power (1 mW). This provides the receiving systems
operator with an end to end system checkout capability.

The second is to connect the TTS’s RF output directly to the input of the RF
telemetry receiver. This allows the user to make system sensitivity
measurements (exclusive of antenna/transmission lines) by attenuating the RF
output power of the TTS. This assures the operator that the system is working to
it’s fullest capability.



If the user finds a problem with a particular piece of equipment in his receiving
system, this does not inhibit him from testing the rest of his system. He can use
either the video output or PCM/PAM output and inject these signals at the
appropriate points in the system. This allows the user to work around a broken
piece of equipment in his system while checking out other parts of the system.

CONCLUSIONS

The telemetry test simulator has been a valued piece of test gear to the
receiving system operators for the Navy. It has helped operators to find
problems in their receiving systems so they can be corrected before missiles
are fired. In short, the telemetry test simulator has done it’s job in giving the
Navy a greater assurance that when missiles are fired, the shipboard telemetry
receiving systems will be fully functional and ready to receive telemetry data.

Figure 1.  Telemetry Simulator



Figure 2.  TTS Functional Block Diagram

Figure 3.  TTS PCM Operation



Figure 4.  TTS PAM Operation

Figure 5.  TTS RF Circuit



Figure 6.  TTS Front Panel Drawing



 CONFIGURING TELEMETRY SYSTEMS FOR
HIGH-POWER-MICROWAVE TESTING
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ABSTRACT

During high-power microwave (HPM) testing, where the item under test is subjected to
power levels up to several thousand W/cm , the RF energy present will make typical2

telemetry RF links useless. Therefore, other means must be used to retrieve the data
during the tests. One method to accomplish data retrieval is to replace the RF data link
with a fiber-optic link. This is done by replacing the transmitter with a fiber-optic
transmitter on the sending end and the RF receiver with a fiber-optic receiver on the
receiving end. Although this sounds simple, it is not always so. Solutions for PCM and
FM-FM systems are relatively straightforward, whereas PAM systems present a unique
set of problems. This paper addresses possible solutions for PCM and FM-FM and three
possible solutions for PAM, one being by using a PAM-to-PCM converter.

Key Words: High-power microwave (HPM), fiber optics, PAM-to-PCM converter.

BACKGROUND

High-power microwave (HPM) is a project that looks into the effects of microwave
energy on various commercial and military systems. Almost every major system will
undergo HPM testing sometime in the future. The purpose of this paper is to explain what
HPM is and what is involved in configuring existing telemetry for HPM.

More and more microwave devices are being built and used every day: everything from
microwave ovens to radar and satellite transmitting stations. Radio-frequency interference
(RFI) in the microwave region is beginning to become a problem. To overcome this
problem, power levels at microwave transmitting sites are being increased. The concern
now is what is happening to surrounding systems that are being subjected to high levels of 
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microwave power. Everything from computers to airplanes that may cross a microwave
field is being tested. The questions HPM is to answer are, Does a system fail in the
presence of microwave; and, if so, at what power level and to what extent does it fail?

The configuration for the test consists of a nonconductive platform to hold the test article.
An antenna array is focused on the test article with several klystrons connected in parallel
to provide up to several thousand W/cm . Under these conditions, a standard telemetry2(1)

unit using RF transmitters to relay the data will not work. Energy can enter the transmitter
through the antenna causing the transmitter to fail. A similar problem exists at the receiving
end. The use of a coax or other cable having conductors will not work because of
possible currents that will be induced by the RF field. Even if a coax cable could be
found that would not be affected by the high-intensity RF field, it would present another
problem. The outer conductor is usually connected to the test article body at one end and
grounded at the receiver end. This would ground the test article body and invalidate the
test. Therefore, one solution to the problem is to replace the RF transmitter with a
fiber-optic transmitter.

Fiber-optic cables are relatively immune to electromagnetic radiation. But as the
microwave power increases, X-rays are generated along with RF. The X-rays may cause
the data on the fiber-optic cable to be interrupted for the duration of the pulse unless the
cable is lead-shielded. There is, however, no danger of having the microwaves enter the
test article through the fiber-optic cable rendering the telemetry unit useless as would be
the case with an antenna or a coax cable. Fiber-optic cables are also totally isolated from
the ground so the test will not be violated. The characteristics of fiber-optic cables make
them a good choice for this application.

DISCUSSION

Now that it has been established that fiber-optic cables are “the way to go” for this test,
what types of transmitters and receivers are on the market and how can we integrate them
into an existing system? Basically, the two types of transmitter-receiver pairs are analog
and digital. Most telemetry systems are FM-FM, PCM, PAM, or a combination of the
three. Now, what type of fiber-optic system best fits the existing telemetry system?

Analog Systems

Almost all analog transmitters are intensity modulated (IM), the light intensity being
modulated according to the input signal. Light-emitting diodes (LED) used as the light
source are nonlinear. The LEDs are biased at a quiescent point—similar to biasing a
transistor circuit. Care must be taken not to overdrive the LED so as to cause it to go into
cutoff or saturation, which will cause distortion .(2)



*Data Sheets. Optelecom, Inc. Communication Products Division, 19530 Luanne Dr., Gaithersburg
MD 20877.
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Analog receivers use photodetector diodes in which current varies with intensity. A
common front-end circuit is a transimpedance amplifier (Figure 1). This circuit converts
the current flowing through the photodiode into a voltage . One drawback is that it is(3)

usually AC-coupled because the bias current through the photodiode varies with
temperature.

Most commercially available analog systems have an input impedance of 75S and an input
voltage of 1 V . The receiver output impedance is either 50 or 75S * ** . This systemp-p

( , )

can be modulated in three ways. First is baseband IM, in which the input signal is directly
inputted into the transmitter. The drawback here is that the DC component of the signal
will not be conserved, because of the AC coupling at the receiver end, and the fiber has
only one channel of information. AM-IM is another method, in which the signal is
AM-modulated on carrier and then fed into the transmitter. The advantages here, of
course, are that the DC level is conserved and other AM signals at different carrier
frequencies can be mixed, and one fiber can carry many channels. The last method is
FM-IM, which is exactly like AM-IM except that a carrier frequency is frequency-
modulated with the signal . This method is identical to FM-FM, except that the RF(4)

transmitter has been replaced by a fiber-optic transmitter. The problem here is that the
mixer output cannot drive the 75-S input impedance of the fiber-optic transmitter. A
buffer circuit will have to be built to drive the transmitter with its output-voltage swing set
to 1 V . This solves the case for an FM-FM system (Figure 2).p-p

Digital Systems

There are three ways, we are interested in, to modulate a digital signal. The first is on-off
keying (OOK). In this scheme, the LED is either on or off. When using OOK for NRZ,
care must be taken to avoid long strings of “0s” or “1s”, which could cause a DC offset
at the receiver end because the signal could be AC coupled . This is the simplest(5)

configuration for a straight PCM system. All that is required is to replace the RF with a
fiber-optic transmitter (Figure 3). No buffering or other signal conditioning is required.

Frequency-shift keying (FSK) and phase-shift keying (PSK) are the two other methods
used in digital systems and are similar to each other. FSK is a system in which f1
represents a “0” and f2 represents a “1”. In PSK a “0” is 180 degrees out of phase with
respect to a “1” . FSK is similar to a PCM-FM-FM system. The PCM stream first(6)

would be frequency-modulated at a carrier frequency and could be mixed with other
signals with different carriers in a mixer. The mixer output then would be fed into a buffer,



then into an analog fiber-optic transmitter (Figure 4). This method is not recommended
for a simple PCM system because of the additional equipment that would be required to
decommutate the signal, but it is perfect for PCM-FM-FM systems.

PAM Systems

PAM is another story. The DC level on PAM is always changing. No part of the signal
can be clamped because the signal can be greater than 100% and can be less than 0%.
Almost all fiber-optic receivers are AC-coupled because the bias current through the
detector diode varies with temperature. With PAM, the DC level has to be conserved to
have some accuracy when the signal is decommutated. Therefore, few, if any,
commercially available fiber-optic systems can be hooked up to a PAM commutator the
same way as FM-FM and PCM.

This problem can be solved in one of three ways. First is the strong-arm method. That is,
convert, or build the transmitter and receiver so that they are DC-coupled (Figure 5). The
transmitter input impedance also needs to be greater than 3kS. When a DC-coupled
receiver is built, care must be taken to compensate for the temperature drift. One way is to
build the receiver with a transimpedance amplifier and make a straight-line approximation
on the detector-current drift with respect to temperature and use a linear temperature-
compensation circuit on the other lead. Again, care must be taken not to overdrive the
transmitter’s LED or the receiver’s photodetector as this will cause distortion. Obviously,
a great deal of work is required. There are easier ways to get the data down the line.

The second method is to frequency-modulate the PAM signal before feeding it to an
analog transmitter (Figure 6). This method would be perfect for systems that have other
analog channels at different carrier frequencies that could be mixed. The system would be
similar to a PAM-FM-FM system. For a simple PAM system, this means that a
discriminator that is usually not there would be needed at the receiving end.

The third method is to use a PAM-to-PCM converter. A PAM-to-PCM converter board
has been developed at the Naval Weapons Center. The NAVWPNCEN-developed board
directly converts a PAM train into a PCM stream. This is done by feeding the PAM into a
sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit so that an analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion can be made
(Figure 7). A parallel-to-serial conversion is performed on the output of the A/D
converter, and the output of the circuit is NRZL.

The control circuitry takes care of the timing of the sample-and-hold circuit, of the A/D
converter, and of the shift registers. The PAM-to-PCM converter board has a 2-MHz
clock. The clock is divided to provide the PAM clock for the commutator. Since the
controller provides the clock to the commutator, it knows when a newword appears at the



sample-and-hold circuit. The controller then sends the A/D converter a convert pulse at
the middle of the PAM word when the amplitude should be stable. The A/D converter
tells the S/H to hold its value while the A/D makes a 10-bit conversion where 0% is 256
counts and 100% is at 768 counts. This conversion allows for the over and under shoots
that can occur in PAM.

Once the conversion is made, the controller loads the shift register with the output of the
A/D converter. While this process is taking place, the data from the previous word is
being clocked out to produce the PCM NRZL. The process then repeats itself until the
controller circuitry receives a PAM frame sync pulse from the commutator. When this
occurs, the controller inserts PCM frame sync words in the second and third full-scale
words of the PAM sync pattern (Figure 8) . This process will make it possible to(7)

decommutate the signal using standard PCM decommutators. The 0%, one of the 100%,
and the 50% levels are sent to provide calibration readings.

One big advantage to this approach is the readily available supply of PCM
decommutators. A decrease in the use of PAM has led to a corresponding decrease in the
availability of PAM decommutators. The accuracy of the system can also be improved
with the use of the PAM-to-PCM converter. Finding people to do data reduction on PAM
is also becoming more difficult. The best part about it is that the output of the PAM-to-
PCM converter is TTL-compatible and can be connected directly to a digital fiber-optic
transmitter (Figure 9).

CONCLUSION

HPM testing will probably be conducted on almost every major commercial and military
system. Because of the presence of high microwave energy, typical telemetry systems that
use RF links are made useless. The answer to this problem is to substitute the RF link
with a fiber-optic link. The basic methods of modulation are FM-FM, PCM, and PAM.
Each of these methods of modulation was discussed as to how each would be employed
in a fiber-optic system. For an FM-FM, PCM-FM-FM, and PAM-FM-FM system, the
solution was to buffer the output of the mixer before driving an analog fiber-optic
transmitter. For the simple PCM system, the solution is to swap the RF for fiber-optic
components. Simple PAM systems require us to employ other techniques such as
frequency-modulating the PAM signal or converting it to a PCM signal before using one
of the commercially available fiber-optic systems.
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NOMENCLATURE

AC alternating current
A/D analog-to-digital (conversion)
DC direct current
FM frequency modulation
FSK frequency-shift keying
HPM high-power microwave
IM intensity modulation
k kilo- (prefix, 10 )3

LED light-emitting diode
MHz megahertz
NRZ nonreturn to zero
NRZL nonreturn to zero level
NAVWPNCEN Naval Weapons Center
OOK on-off keying
PAM pulse-amplitude modulated
PCM pulse-code modulated
PSK phase-shift keying
p-p peak-to-peak
RF radio frequency



RFI radio-frequency interference
S/H sample-and-hold (circuit)
TYL transistor-transistor logic
V volts
S ohm

Figure 1.  Transimpedance Amplifier (3).

Figure 2.  FM-IM Fiber Optic System.



Figure 3.  Simple PCM System Using Digital OOK Fiber-Optic System.

Figure 4.  PCM-FM-IM Fiber-Optic System.

Figure 5.  A PAM System Using an Anolog Fiber-Optic System
That Conserves the DC Level.



Figure 6.  PAM-FM-IM Fiber-Optic System.

Figure 7.  Block Diagram of the PAM-to-PCM Converter.



Figure 8.  A PAM Sync Pattern Converted into a PCM Frame Sync Pattern.

Figure 9.  PAM Train Converted to PCM to Transmit Data
With a Digital Fiber-Optic System.
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ABSTRACT

Sub-Microsecond timing accuracy for event tagging and multi-
site synchronization is possible using the Global
Positioning System. In order to maintain a high degree of
accuracy during periods when no satellites are visible, a
highly stable local time base is required. For those cases
which require Cesium Oscillator stability, initial cost and
continuing maintenance of the Cesium Oscillator must be
considered. A viable alternative is attained by using the
Global Positioning System and an oscillator disciplining
process. With this system, near Cesium performance can be
achieved using a more rugged lower cost Rubidium oscillator.
Additionally, when 24 hour satellite coverage becomes
available, system performance may surpass that of a Cesium
in long term stability as well as long term drift.

This presentation describes the system components, including
Global Positioning System receiver, Miniaturized
Controllable Rubidium Oscillator and Global Positioning
System Clock. Clock timing accuracy and short and long term
frequency stability results are discussed along with the
control algorithms used in the disciplining process. A brief
discussion of the computer modeling tools used is also
presented.
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Amarrm Warhead Compatible Telemetry

David G. Powell
Pacific Missile Test Center
Point Mugu, CA 93042-5000

ABSTRACT

During the final stages of the AMRAAM Full Scale Development
effort a requirement for a miniature warhead compatible
instrumentation system was established. Internal missile
volume was not available to house the system but volume was
identified within the external wiring harness cover. The
system was required to have significant data handling
capability and encryption, and had to withstand a severe
environment on a small power budget. Several technologies
were developed at the Pacific Missile Test Center to meet
this challenge including Application-Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASIC), surface mount technology, and thick and
thin film hybrid microcircuits. In addition the state-of-the
art in transmitters and power converters was stretched. The
result was an encrypted PCM telemeter with 2 watt
transmitter and antenna all in the missile wiring harness
cover (along with the wires!)
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THE STAND-ALONE PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
DEVICE, A DIGITAL MEMORY TELEMETER FOR ASSESSING
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ABSTRACT

Honeywell, under contract from NASA Johnson Space Center and Lockheed Engineering
and Sciences Company, has developed a new tool for instrumentation data collection.
The Stand-Alone Pressure Measurement Device (SAPMD) is part of a family of
microminiature data recorders combined with sensors that can be be used as flight
development instrumentation on aerospace vehicles and structures.

NASA came to Honeywell with a need to collect absolute pressure data during ascent of
the Shuttle on various points over the orbiter’s surface. Instrumentation for this data does
not exist on current orbiters, and NASA must use computer modeling to determine
structural loading calculations. The conventional approach of placing sensors and cabling
inside the Shuttle’s frame combined with drilling holes for the pressure sensors was
considered too costly and could weaken the orbiter’s structure.

The SAPMD measures pressure at various locations on the space shuttle orbiter skin
during ascent. In order to avoid the extensive impacts associated with wiring new
measurements into the orbiter data system, the device is self contained, incorporating its
own sensor, power supply, self-starting sensor, nonvolatile memory for sensor data, and
a real-time clock for time reference. The device is small enough (6.28 in x 1.5 in. x 0.5 in.)
to be mounted under the thermal protection system tiles and rugged enough to withstand
the environments encountered at the interface between tiles throughout an orbiter mission.
Data recorded during ascent is recovered after the mission without removing the device.
Other sensors such as strain gauges for structural monitoring, vibration gauges for wing
flutter, or differential pressure gauges can be used with this hardware.



INTRODUCTION

The SAPMD is designed to be bonded to the orbiter skin for measurement of absolute air
pressure during ascent. A removable and replaceable tube extends to the top of the
thermal protection system tiles in the 0.25 in. gap between tiles, as illustrated in Figure 1,
and connects to a pressure port on the SAPMD housing. A photo of the SAPMD is
shown in Figure 2. After the shuttle lands, the data is retrieved from the memory chip
through a specially designed connector inserted in the gap between the tiles. A portable,
battery-powered computer is used to acquire data from the device in its installed location
whenever the maintenance or payload integration schedule permits. The SAPMD
communicates with a portable computer via the RS-232 interface box shown in Figure 3.
In the portable computer, the pressure data can be corrected for temperature, logged,
stored on diskette, and printed out on a hard-copy printer.

The SAPMD uses the main engine vibrations as a discriminant to initiate the pressure
measurements during ascent. To conserve the battery power, most device components
remain in the inactive mode prior to liftoff with the exception of the real-time clock and
vibration trigger circuit. The components are energized only during actual measurement
and recording periods.

When the acceleration switch experiences vibration from main engine ignition, it triggers a
latch that in turn activates the pressure transducer and all electronics. The real-time at
turn-on is recorded. The microcomputer samples the pressure and temperature 10 times
per second. If a pressure gradient corresponding to an actual liftoff (decreased pressure)
is observed in the first n seconds (n is user programmable), the pressure and temperature
sensor data is saved in a nonvolatile memory chip and can’t be erased till a technician
reads it out. Data logging will continue for 140 sec, after which the microcomputer turns
off the device. On the other hand, if no pressure gradient is detected after the device is
powered up, a false start is assumed and the microcomputer returns the device to standby
mode. This feature limits battery drain and prohibits nonvalid data in the memory from
accidental starts during the transportation and installation of the device.

Electronic Design

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the SAPMD electronics. The design incorporates a
flexible digital electronics core which includes an 8-bit microcomputer, 64 Kbit of
EPROM for program memory, 64 Kbit of EEPROM for data storage, and a real-time
clock. All digital electronics ICs are CMOS technology to minimize power dissipation,
thereby increasing device lifetime. The use of CMOS EEPROM was considered superior
to CMOS RAM with battery backup for reliability if system power is momentarily
disrupted or removed. The real-time clock uses a GT cut-quartz oscillator as a time base



to achieve greater than ±2 ppm accuracy over the operating temperature range. Real-time
accuracy is required to correlate data from multiple SAPMDs distributed about the orbiter
skin.

A thick-film hybrid circuit contains electronics for power regulation, sensor signal
conditioning, and analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. Separate 5V power regulation is
provided to the digital and analog electronics for switching noise isolation. Two amplifiers
condition the pressure and pressure sensor temperature signals. An acoustic filter
removes the noise in the pressure signal caused by the main engine by providing a 5 Hz
cutoff frequency and 12 dB per octave roll off. The A/D converter provides 10-bit
resolution, a sample and hold and a conversion time of 22 µsec. The A/D uses an analog
reference to provide a ratiometric measurement, thereby minimizing the effects of power
supply variation errors in the conversion process.

Two lithium thionyl chloride batteries provide power for the SAPMD electronics. Each
battery provides a nominal 3.5V at room temperature. The batteries are arranged in series
to source a total of 7V. The total current capability of this system is 750 mAh. An
additional battery of the same chemistry provides backup power to the real-time clock.

Mechanical Design

The SAPMD is housed in a 6.25 in. x 1.5 in. x 0.5 in. aluminum case that shields the
electronics from EMI. Figure 5 shows a photo of a SAPMD with the lid removed. From
left to right in the photo are the acceleration switches, pressure/temperature sensors,
multilayer ceramic circuit board for the digital electronics, the power/analog electronics
hybrid, and the battery pack. The ceramic circuit board is supported by a fiberglass
frame, which helps to isolate the board from shocks. A mechanical door protects a
readout connector. A specially designed connector for readout can be inserted in the gap
between the tiles by a technician to mate with the connector on the SAPMD.

Sensor Design

The pressure sensor used is Honeywell’s Dual-Air Data Sensor (DADS), a high-
performance silicon sensor originally developed for air data computers on commercial
aircraft.

The DADS silicon chip is 0.175 in. x 0.175 in. with a nominal thickness of 0.010 in. Two
sensor functions are integrated into the design of the sensor chip:

C A full (four-element) pressure sensor bridge
C A temperature sensor resistor



The four piezoresistive pressure sensor elements are processed by an ion implantation
into the center, circular diaphragm area of the chip. When operated in a full-bridge
arrangement, a high-sensitivity output signal proportional to applied pressure results, due
to the large piezoresistive effect. The temperature sensor is integrated on the sensor chip
with the pressure bridge. The temperature being integral with the pressure sensor provides
simultaneous tracking of pressure readings with temperature, thereby improving the
sensor’s accuracy.

Software modeling is used post-mission to temperature compensate and linearize the
sensor’s output over the temperature and pressure ranges. The software modeling
technique employed with the SAPMD involves three separate steps. The first, acquiring
the characterization data for each SAPMD, involves recording pressure measurements in
the 0 to 15 psia range at various temperatures in the operating temperature range. This
data is then used to establish a mathematical compensation model that is unique to each
SAPMD. The second step is to fit a transfer function to this data to produce a unique set
of calibration coefficients. These coefficients are selected to give the least squared error at
the characterization pressures and temperatures. The third step is to use the coefficients to
perform post-mission compensation of the raw pressure data. The general form of the
SAPMD sensor transfer function would be:

Pcomp = C0 + C1T + C2P + C3PT + C4P  + C5T  + C6P T  + ...,2  2  2 2

where Pcomp is the compensated pressure,
C0- C6 are transfer function coefficients unique to each SAPMD,
P is the raw pressure sensor output,
and T is the temperature at pressure sensor site

DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS

The specifications of the SAPMD are shown in Table I.

Table I - SAPMD Specifications

Size 6.28 in. x 1.5 in. x 0.5 in.

Operating temperature -40F to 185F
Storage temperature -67F to 260F
Pressure accuracy + or -0.2 PSIA (-40F to 185F)
Temperature accuracy +or - 1F (-40F to 185F)
Pressure range 0 to 15 PSIA



SECOND GENERATION SAPMD

Honeywell presently is developing a new device that has the same electronic functions as
the SAPMD described above (except batteries and sensor(s)) in a 2.0 in. x 1.0 in. x 0.2 in.
74-pin, butterfly lead, hybrid flat pack package. A photo of this new hybrid is shown in
Figure 6. An advantage of the new device is the reduction in height from 0.5 in. to 0.25 in.
(including a mounting board). Using an equally thin battery and thin sensors, it will be
possible to mount this device on the outside of an aerodynamic surface such as a wing or
fuselage. In many applications such as wing flutter or structural monitoring, this could
provide a reduction in the time and money required for the test. Figure 7 shows a diagram
of this concept of stand-alone measurement devices held by adhesives to an aerodynamic
surface.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper described a new autonomous sensor designed to collect absolute air pressure
data on the surfaces of the shuttle orbiter during ascent. SAPMD allows this without
extensive wiring and cutting of metal structural components. The SAPMD is designed to
be mounted on the external skin of the orbiter under the thermal protection tiles. The
device is self starting and records the collected data in a nonvolatile memory chip for later
readout. A new generation of this family of devices is under development that has a lower
profile than the SAPMD. This technology can provide a new approach to flight
development instrumentation.



Figure 1 - Stand-Alone Pressure Measurement Device (SAPMD) under
Thermal Protection System Tiles

Figure 2 - SAPMD



Figure 3 - SAPMD RS232 Interface Box

Figure 4 - SAPMD Block Diagram



Figure 5 - SAPMD Internal Components

Figure 6 - Hybrid SAPMD



Figure 7 - SAPMD for Structural Monitoring



TESTING THE QUALITY
OF A PCM OR PAM TELEMETRY SYSTEM

by : Jacques VERHAEGHE
Project Engineer,

Techniphone, France

Abstract:

Verifying the quality of a PCM (or PAM) telemetry system is an important concern
before any launch. A frame simulator generated test is definitely inchoate to exercise the
link’s real world disturbances response behavior. It should be completed with tests
involving some disturbances measurements.

Key Words: PCM, PAM, Simulation, Disturbances.

Introduction

An important concern for a flight Director is to be able to assert with reasonable trust
that any interaction between the telemetry parameters he uses (frequency, format,...), the
launched object itself and real world conditions (temperature, clouds, echoes, ...) will
give him a “usable” set of transmitted data. It means that, for a given error correction
code, expected Bit Error Rate has to be known. How to do so?

The two first paragraphs of this paper summarize the most widely used methods. The
third explains with tutorial examples why it is important to use test signals with
calibrated interferences and disturbances. The fourth paragraph summarizes what should
be asked to a general purpose field simulator.

1) Test of individual units:
It is an often used method, although it presents many drawbacks, some of them beeing

really serious:
-Time wasting: some functions unused for the scheduled launch will be tested;
-Heavy logistics: staff training for many different equipments, need to maintain

several calibrators/simulators, each with its own remote and manual programming
schemes.

-Difficulties to test some parts of the telemetry link, for example: cables from
room to room, AC supplies quality, ground loops, EMI susceptibility, ...



-Doing so doen’t test the telemetry link by itself, so interface problems between
tested units can arise (and will... -Murphy-!). Furthermore, this method belongs to a
philosophy in which you go from the part to the whole, and this is definitely not a good
way of testing.

In fact, this method is not relevant on field: it’s just a way to check out units
fonctionnality, and should be merely used by preventive maintenance services.

2) Fixed pattern global test.
Such a method lets you avoid a lot of the noted above drawbacks. You can send a

pattern of data, generated as it would be by the real device if its channel were noiseless.
It gives you the opportunity to check out equipments from the receiver to the
Decom/Word Selector, as a whole.

Many simulators built to generate such patterns do exist on the market.
* Their outputs can be BIO, NRZ, or DM, depending upon their use, upstream or

downstream of the Bit Sync, or both.
* Telemetry format can be fixed or can cover any possible IRIG format.
* Words data contents can be fixed or time-varying: random, or regularly

increasing, or resulting from conversion of an external analog source, ...
According to users, only a machine with high versatility can cover most of real cases

you are used to see on field. Be aware that one of the main choice criterion of such a
simulator is its ease of utilization : it must be user friendly (menu-driven screen for local
programming, and IEEE488 for remote control).

3) Behavioral tests with disturbances.

A frame simulator alone is expected to check out your telemetry link fonctionnality,
along with the frame parameters you chose. It is mandatory, but it is just an inception and
it’s not sufficient to predict what will be its behavior when your costly specimen is
launched. As you can’t control environmental conditions, it’s important to forecast what
can happen in those real world conditions. Some examples will help:

3.1) What: Error Correction Code?
Figure 1 is depicting Bit Error Rate vs Channel Noise in a real case . Curve 1(1)

shows the units regular behavior in a channel without any error correction. Curve
2 shows what happens when a forward error correction scheme is applied. In such
a case, if you can’t assert that your channel will be less noisy than at the two
curves intersection point, so you can use this error correction scheme. If you
expect it to be noisier, don’t.



figure 1
Note1: Tests made with the SISMIC telemetry link from Techniphone, France

3.2) How to Choose the Right Values for Units Adjustments?
Here, we want to measure Bit Error Rate sensitivity to some Bit Sync adjustments,

with increasing disturbances. Each curve of Figure 2 shows a telemetry link behavior
with a peculiar Window Width Adjustment of the Bit Sync.

You can see that if perturbations are to stay under some given level, then you can use
the adjustment value related to curve 1.

In case you cannot forecast the maximum disturbance level, you would have better to
deal with smoother curve 2. Adjustment values related to curves 3 and 4 look unusable
with this format.

3.3) Find the Best Adjustment for the Shortest Time to Recover.
Figure 3 shows what is the Vanish Test, and Figure 4 shows several results. Its

purpose is to measure the delay taken by the link to lock in again after PCM has
vanished. (It happens for example when a launched vehicle spins).



figure 2

figure 3

The different curves of figure 4 are related to Frame Sync parameters as Number of
consecutive false Frames to lock out from Lock Mode to Search Mode (N ) , and ErrorsVR

Threshold between good and false Frames in Lock mode (E ).V

Until vanishing time T  has reached some limit T , the telemetry link (in fact thevan     vanLim

Frame sync) stays locked in, even in a pretty noisy channel. See curves 3.



figure 4
(The curves 2 and 3 asymptotic behavior means that there is a
limit for the permissible noise a channel can admit if it has to
lock in again, and that this limit is smaller than the lock-out
noise limit. It’s regular.)

You’ll have to adjust Frame Sync parameters in such a way your Frame Sync stays
locked in, most of the time. Anyway, there is a trade-off to deal with: to find out an
adjustment with a shortest as possible recovery time, but stringent enough as, first, to
avoid locking in on a false sync word, and, second, to lock out quickly in case of severe
disturbance: doing such a test is the only way to go further than pure empirism.

Figure 5 shows the measurement system with a telemetry link. It is built from:
-a frame simulator surrounded with disturbances generators;
-a RF generator and its attenuator, if you want to test from the receiver itself;
-a real time Word Content Comparator and Mismatches Counter, used to

elaborate Bit Error Rate.



figure 5

4) Recap of useful disturbances tests:
So, in order to run efficient and meaningful field tests, it has been seen that the

telemetry link behavior to the following disturbances must be exercised:
-Amplitude Modulation, with modulated wave around a few kHz and depth

programmable;
-Frequency Modulation, also with low frequency or noise modulation, and width

programmable (it will test Phase Jitter, Doppler Effect, and Bit Sync phase lock loop
ringing);

-Baseband modulation, with low frequency modulation (checks out AC ground
problems and LF induction in cables);

-Noise added to the PCM, white or weighted (general purpose validation)
-PCM low pass Filtering, and ringing (to eliminate cable troubles);



PCM vanishing, with vanishing time T  and repetition rate programmable fromvan

few milliseconds to several seconds;
-Random wrong bits, and packet-grouped wrong bits, with occurence rate

programmable (to check out the link’s ability to keep on locking in).

Conclusion

A frame simulator by itself is no use to give you any good idea about your telemetry
link behavior in real world conditions: by itself, it is just able to validate the link’s
fonctionnaliy, and that’s not enough!

You must join a set of disturbances tests in order to forecast this telemetry link
behavior in the real world.

To carry out such tests, you need:
-a frame simulator with format and data contents programmation;
-some disturbance generators (see paragraph 4 for details);
-a Bit Error Rate measurement unit.

These machines must provide remote programming in order to conduct tests with a
computer and to plot the behavior curves.

An equipment grouping the three above units and a PAM simulator with the same
field-testing features in a single 19"x6" enclosure does exist on the international market:

the GS11000 Simulateur , built by the European company TECHNIPHONE.

Techniphone: BP22, 13610 LePuy Ste Réparade, France
phone (33)42618961, Fax (33)42618531

US Representative: MORS Technologies, 3430,
Rue Griffith, Ville St Laurent, QUEBEC H4TIA 7, CANADA

phone (514)735.4411, Fax (514)735 8000
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VECTOR CARDIOGRAPH EXPERIMENT IN SPACE SHUTTLE
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ABSTRACT

The Vector cardiography is the 3 dimensional study of
Electrocardiographic responses of the human heart. A Vector
cardiograph (VCG) instrument was designed and developed to
monitor the Cardiographic responses of the Indian payload
specialist under zero G conditions in the US Space Shuttle
during the scheduled INSAT-lC launch. Accordingly the
proposal made by Department of Space for using the vector
cardiograph measurement in the Space Shuttle was accepted. A
VCG unit was developed under the joint collaboration of HAL,
Hyderabad and ISAC-ISRO. This paper brifly describes the
design aspects of the VCG instrument, the qulification tests
conducted on the same for space application and the final
test results obtained during the process. Basically the
instrument was built around a Hybrid Instrumentation
amplifier and other interfaces for recording the signal into
an audio taperecorder.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The vector cardiograph experiment (VCG) was proposed to
be carriedout onboard US Space shuttle during the scheduled
launch of the Indian National Satellite INSAT-lC. It was an
upgraded version of a similar experiment which was carried
out on board SALYUT space station by the Indian cosmonaut.
One of the significant physiological changes one can observe
under the ‘zero G’ conditions prevailing in the oribital
flight is on the haemodynamics of the cardiovascular system
and the corresponding marked changes in the electrical
activates of the heart. In the early space flights
conventional scalar electrocardiogram (ECG) was routinely
recorded and the changes in the intervals between various
ECG components were studied. Preflight and postflight



recordings of several of the APOLLOcrew members indicated
ECG amplitude differences. Similar ECG findings were also
reported from soviet cosmonauts. Apart from those related to
the heart, the changes were mainly those of the P & QRS
vector magnitudes and orientiation shifts. The vector
cardiograph (VCG) experiment described in this paper was
designed mainly to monitor the electro cardiographic
responses of the human heart of the Indian payload
specialist onboard space shuttle, picked up through
orthogonal vector leads, which were amplified and recorded
in a tape recorder for data logging. The main objective of
this life science experiments of the shuttle mission was to
study the effect of YOGA exercises on the human heart under
zero G conditions.

2.  REENGINEERING ASPECTS

The VCG system which was used for the SALYUT Mission
consists of a three channel amplifier, a power supply unit
(DC to DC converter) and a 4 channel FM tape recorder for
recording the VCG signals. However, the following
reengineering was carried out for the shuttle Mission.

1. The power supply unit housing the DC to DC converter
was completely eliminated and instead the complete
electronics was made to operate with campact battery packs
housing the alkaline dry cells.

2. The electronics packages were made compatible to meet
the shuttle retirements as per the NASA interface document
ICD-2-lM001. The VCG amplifiers were designed with hybrid
microcircuits.

3. The bulky FM recorder was replaced by a NASA approved
SONY Walkman professional stereo cassette recorder.

4. Additional voltage controlled oscillators along with
signal mixer package was introduced for providing necessary
interface between the VCG amplifier and the SONY
taperecorder.
 5. A 100% redundancy was provided for the complete
system and the complete block schematic of the VCG system is
shown in fig.1



3.  SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

3.1.  VCG AMPLIFIER

(1) Gain of the amplifier X,Y,& Z channels :1000 +/- 10%
(2) Frequency response of the X,Y,& Z ch. :0.5 Hz to 150 Hz
(3) I/P impedance of each channel :10M ohms
(4) CMRR of each channel :Better than 70 dB
(5) Output impedance :100 Ohms
(6) Calibration signal :1 mV +/-20%
(7) Supply voltages :+/- 12 volts DC

3.2.  VOLTAGE CONTROL OSCILLATOR UNIT

(1) Frequencies. : (1) 1.7 KHz +/- 7.5%
: (2) 3.9 KHz +/- 7.5%
: (3)7.35 KHz +/- 7.5%

(2) Modulating signal : DC to 150 Hz
(3) Input impedance : 10 K ohms
(4) Linearity of the VC : Better than 0.1%
(5) Output impedance : Less than or equal to 100 ohms
(6) Supply voltage : +/- 9 volts DC
(7) Power dispation : 350 mW

4.  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Signals from the payload spcialists body at different
locations are picked up by 8 sensors and are connected to
the VCG amplifier unit through a resistor network . This
resistor network resolves these 8 signals into three
differential outputs using the well established Dr. Franks
principle. These X,Y&Z Signals are amplified inside the VCG
unit by a factor of about 1000. Each of these three outputs
will modulate a separate IRIG subcarrier selected for this
purpose. Additionaly, these X,Y,Z signals are further
amplified and rectified to drive the Bargraph display module
fixed on the VCG unit . The Bar graph display enables the
payload specialist to not only ensure the correct operation
of the VCG unit but also to correctly fix the sensors on to
his body during the flight.

The freqency modulator used here is basically a      
voltage controlled oscillator. It was designed around a
standard astable multi, and this type of VCO has a proven
flight history. The square wave outputs of the VCO’s were
shaped by the active Bandpass filters. The three frequency
modulated signals were then mixed in a passive mixer and the
composite signal was recorded in the SONY Walkman stereo
cassette recorder. Two separate mixers were used for



providing redundancy and these two mixer outputs were
recorded on the two channels of the stereo recorder having a
bandwidth up to 15KHz. The quality of the recording during
the mission could be ensured by listening to the audio tones
of the VCG signals using a headphone.

5.  DEVELOPMENT PLAN

As the VCG units were supposed to be mounted in a tray
using velcros and the tray being pushed into the middeck
locker of the Space shuttle, it was essential to have an
integrated Quality Assurance plan covering all the aspects
of the material control, inspection and quality control
along with the Test and Evaluation. A quality assurance plan
was drawn to ensure utmost reliability and safety of the
instrument for conducting the VCG experiment in space
shuttle. The specifications were derived from ICD document
of NASA for Space Shuttle.

The Flight model units of the VCG intended to be flown in
the Space Shuttle, were designed and fabricated using only
MIL approved components and these units underwent the flight
acceptance tests. One of these models which was despatched
to NASA successfully underwent the outgassing and EMI tests
at LOSALMOS. The results of the outgassing tests conducted
on the Flight version of the VCG are indicated in
Appendix-I.

The Flight version of the VCG system was subjected to the
following qualification tests as per the Quality Assurance
plan and the system’s performance was flawless throughout.

1. Initial Bench Test
2. EMI/EMC Test
3. Operational Hot and Cold Soak Test
4. Random Vibration Test
5. Temperature burn in for 168 hours
6. Final Bench Test and delivery to the Project.

6.  TESTING AND TRAINING

The VCG amplifiers were checked both in the calibration
mode as well as in the Normal mode (VCG mode). In the
calibration mode, the calibration signals of 1 volt and lHz
were recorded in the recorder. In the Normal mode the
cardiographic responses of the payload specialist served as
the inputs to the amplifier which were recorded. For
checking the accuracy of the data recorded, the recorded



data was played back. This data was given to a set of
Bandpass Filters and Frequency Discriminators tuned to the 3
VCO frequencies which was also developed inhouse. The
corresponding outputs of the Frequency Discriminators were
compared on an oscilloscope. The VCG units were extensively
used in the training of the Indian payload specialists who
were selected for this mission at the Institute of Aviation
Medicine, Bangalore,lndia.

7.  CONCLUSION

The VCG system for the Life Science Experiment in the
space shuttle was developed by ISRO-HAL jointly, and was
fully qualified to shuttle environments. Due to the
unfortunate disaster of space shuttle Challenger in 1986 the
Indian Payload Specialist Flight Mission (IPSFM) had to be
prematurely terminated. Nevertheless, this VCG system
developed for that mission has given sufficient experience
in the design and qualification of electronics hardware for
shuttle mid-deck system.
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APPENDIX-I
NASA HANDBOOK 8060.1B

TEST 16 : DETERMINATION OF OFFGASSED PRODUCTS FROM
ASSEMBLED ARTICLES

TEST ARTICLE : IPSE Hardware (Indian Payload Specialist Experiment)

TEST ARTICLE PREPARATION :
The test article consisted of a subcarrier oscillator, 12V battery
pack, 9V battery pack, vectorcardiograph, and cables. The yellow
and red plastic covers, Post It Notes, and tape were removed and
were not included for testing.

TEST CONDITIONS:
Test Temparature : 120± 5 Deg F Test Duration : 72 hours
Test Pressure : 11.8 to 12.0 psia Sample Weight : 4192 grams
Test Atmosphere : 25.9% Oxygen and Chamber Free Volume : 16.1

74.1% Nitrogen liters

TEST RESULTS, OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS :
OFFGASSED PRODUCTS

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Component NASA National Toxic Limit Quantity

Chemical code (micrograms (micrograms
per gram) per gram)

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Carbon Monoxide 161000 40.90 0.039
Acetaldehyde 020300 77.10 0.007
Methyl alcohol 014800 74.90 0.070
Butene 097600 7.15 0.001
Fluorotrimethyl silane 168550 0.13 0.001
Ethyl alcohol 013600 134.00 0.003
Acrolein 020900 0.16 0.001
Acetone 110500 1,018.00 0.035
Isopropyl alcohol 016400 140.00 0.17
Dichloromethane 064200 124.00 0.001
t-Butyl alcohol 012400 173.00 0.002
n-Propyl alcohol 016000 140.00 0.008
Trimethyl silanol 168500 2.58 0.020
Ethyl acetate 042400 257.00 0.002
1,2-Dichloroethane 062700 61.76 0.006
n-Butyl alcohol 011600 173.00 0.007
Pentanal 024000 151.00 0.001
Trichloroethylene 065700 0.77 0.002
2-Ethoxyethanol 013550 105.61 0.001
Methyl isobutyl ketone 116000 117.00 0.001
Toluene 035200 108.00 0.017
C6 Aldehyde 026000 3.43 0.003
n-Butyl acetate 041200 271.00 0.003
Hexamethyl cyclotrisiloxane 164500 324.00 0.051
C7 Ether 057500 0.13 0.014
Xylene 039100 124.00 0.001
2-Ethoxy ethyl acetate 042000 232.00 0.008
Octamethyl cyclotetrasiloxane 165100 217.39 0.009
Decamethyl cyclopentasiloxane 163000 0.13 0.001
-----------------------------------------------------------------

NASA QUALITY ASSURANCE
DATE : FEB 23.87
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PROGRAMMABLE HIGH BIT RATE FRAME SYNCHRONISER
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ABSTRACT

The first Indian Remote Sensing Satellite was launched
on 17th March 1988 from a Soviet Cosmodrome into a 904 Km
Polar Sunsynchronous orbit. The data transmission from the
satellite is at 5.2 Mega Bits/sec in S-Band and 10.4 Mega
Bits/sec in X-Band. The payload data is formatted into
custom made 8328 words format. A programmable unique
versatile frame sync and Decommutation unit has been
developed to test the data from the data handling system
during its various phases of development. The system works
upto 50 Mega Bits/sec and can handle frame sync code length
upto 128 bits and a frame length of 2 Exp 20 bits. Provision
has been made for programming the allowable bit errors as
well as bit slippages, using a front panel setting. This
paper describes the design and implementation of such a high
bit rate frame synchroniser developed specially for IRS
Spacecraft application. It will also highlight the
performance of the system.

Keywords : IRS, X Hand, Bit Error, Bit Slippage.

1.  INTRODUCTION :

The first operational Indian Remote Sensing Satellite -
IRS1A carried three cameras onboard as its payload. Those
three cameras are Linear imaging scanning sensors namely
LISS1, LISS2A and LISS2B. The payload telemetry data format
was having 128 bit Frame Synchronization Code with frame
length of 8328 words each word being 7 bits long. All the
three Camera data are randomized. While LISS1 data is
transmitted in S Band at 5.2 MBPS, LISS2A and LISS2B data
are transmitted in X Band QPSK modulation at 10.4 MBPS each.



To receive this data on ground for data processing as well
as to check the data during the various phases of
development of the data handling system, a frame
synchroniser was designed. Instead of designing a dedicated
Frame Synchroniser, it was planned to introduce
programmability in the design which would help in
configuring the unit for any other Telemetry reception.

2.  SPECIFICATIONS :

1. Inputs (Data and Clock) : TTL compatible.
2. Bit Rate : Upto 25 MBPS.
3. Frame Sync. Code : Length Upto 128 bits

  Pattern Programmable.
4. Frame Length : uptc, 2 Exp.20 bits
5. Bit Error : 15 bits (selectable)
6. Bit slippages : ±15 bits (selectable)
7. Number of consecutive : Upto 15 selectable
   valid frames during check
8. Outputs : TTL compatible
   The unit operates on 230v, 50 Hz.

3.  DESCRIPTION :

The complete block schematic of the system is shown in
Figure.l. The system basically consists of 128 bit
correlator evolved with two 64 bit chips. The frame sync to
be programmed is resided in a ROM which is being addressed
by the address counter. This frame sync is loaded into the
correlator with the system clock and compared with the
incoming data stream. Maximum correlation occurs when
incoming data matches with the programmed reference data.
There is a control logic which allows the number of bit
errors as well as the number of bit slippages that can be
programmed. They are programmable through a front panel
thumb wheel switch. The system design is mostly based on
Schottky TTL family and enough care has been taken in the
PCB Layout for handling high clock rate signals.

3.1  SYNC STRATEGY :

The system accepts NRZ-L data and 0 Deg clock and
perform frame sync detection on the incoming data. Data and
clock are fed into the system through the BNC connector
provided in the panel. At any time, system will be in any of



the following states ‘search’ ‘check’ and ‘lock’ which are
indicated on the front panel by the glow of corresponding
LED.

Once the system is turned on it will receive the bits
arriving on data line for every clock and checks for the
frame sync code. This state is known as SEARCH mode and it
will remain in the same mode until it gets the frame sync.
code.

Two different Thumb Wheel Switches are provided in the
front panel for allowing the bit error and bit slippages in
the frame sync code. If the errors are within allowed limit
then the system will go to CHECK mode.

In the check mode, the system will check for the
continuous arrival of valid frames. Number of continuous
frames to be checked can be specified on the Thumb Wheel
Switch provided for it in the front panel. If the continuous
arrival of such no.of frames are valid it will go to LOCK
mode. Invalid frames in the check mode will take the systems
again in search mode.

In the lock mode the system will accumulate valid frames
continuously. If the bir error or bit slippage is not within
allowed limit, then the system will enter into the check
mode again and any invalid frames will take back the systems
in search mode. Otherwise the specified consecutive good
frames will take the system in LOCK mode.

A reset switch intialises the whole system when operated
after the system is powered.

3.2  BIT SLIPPAGE :

At the receiving end of the data handling system the
receiver output is normally fed to a bit synchronizer which
generates the clock from the raw data and also decides
whether the raw data is a 1 or 0 for every period of this
clock. Due to the inherent limitation of the clock
estimation procedure, transient noise may occasionally cause
the estimated clock to have fewer or more number of
transitions over certain intervals of time. During that
intervals the bit synchronisation output would contain less
or more number of bits with respect to the generated clock.
Such additions of new bits or deletions of transmitted bits
are known as BIT SLIPPAGES. Addition or deletion of bits are
denoted as positive and negative bit slippage respectively.
This bit slippages may cause serious errors or loss of data
in data processing and in general will send the frame



synchronizer to the search mode with the consequent loss of
data between search and lock modes.

In order to provide bit slippage option a suitable thumb
wheel switch is provided in the front panel through which
upto ±15 bit slippages could be programmed. The necessary
window for checking the correct frame sync is being made
through the appropriate selection of the bit slippage thumb
wheel in the front panel.

4.  TESTING AND PERFORMANCE :

This unit as a part of the test set up was used
extensively during all environmental test of the IRS Data
Handling System. It was also used during compatibility test
for validating the data from QPSK/BPSK demodulators.

5.  CONCLUSION :
The design and development of Frame Sync unit for IRS

has given an excellent experience in the working of high bit
rate data handling system. With the experience gained on the
performance of this frame synchroniser unit the designers
are confident of developing any such system to meet the
future requirement of ISRO.
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ABSTRACT

As a national laboratory, one of Sandia’s missions requires the development of airborne
telemetry systems for acquisition and transmission of in-flight data and for control of
flight vehicle functions. These telemetry systems are usually produced in small numbers
and have very limited application. Before the flight test, systems undergo extensive
functional and environmental testing. During the flight test, a method of sequencing
through a predetermined flight program is required. To aid in the development of these
telemetry systems, Controllers and Programmers have been developed. The telemeter
uses an external Controller during functional and environmental testing to allow access to
various internal telemeter functions. An on-board Programmer is used to manage the
predetermined sequence of events throughout the flight test. Previously, such Controller-
Programmer systems have consisted of a single-purpose apparatus with limited scope.
These systems would be re-designed with each telemetry system -- necessitating
additional expenditures in manpower and hardware.

This paper discusses an advanced Controller - Programmer system for telemetry
applications. It is adaptable to a variety of telemeters and offers a number of benefits. The
Controller has the ability to download flight sequence information to the Programmer via a
serial communication link, even when the telemeter is assembled in the test vehicle. It also
has the capability to log environmental test data and charge telemetry system batteries.
Additionally, the Controller provides a user-friendly, reconfigurable method of command
entry and a graphic display of telemetry parameters. The Programmer, in addition to
communicating with the Controller, has the capability of flight sequence resumption after
complete power failure via non-volatile storage of operating parameters. The programmer
can control a virtually unlimited number of flight test functions yielding a high degree of
design flexibility, and, being microcontroller based, is also power and space efficient.



INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an advanced adaptive flight sequencer for in-flight data acquisition
and control of vehicle functions [1].

In telemetry systems, there usually exists a need for sequential control of events
associated with a flight-test as well as the acquisition of data from on-board
instrumentation. This task is usually assumed by a piece of hardware known as a
sequencer. The sequencer is programmed to activate a particular function at a
predetermined time during the flight-test. In recent times, the telemetry systems built are
required to do more than simply sequence through a pattern; they are now required to
“think.” They must determine whether the telemetry system has undergone a valid launch.
They must determine if certain events in the flight have occurred and if so, make decisions
based on this knowledge. The name ‘Programmer’ has been adopted as the label for this
new generation of flight-test sequencer.

The telemetry ‘Controller’ is the life-line to the Programmer. The Controller provides
human control over the telemetry package and its associated hardware. The Controller is
joined to the Programmer during ground testing in order to provide a means of activating
the different functions of the telemetry package and monitoring parameters such as
temperature and pressure inside the telemeter. The Controller can also provide a means of
charging the telemeter’s batteries and can provide an external power source.

Development telemetry Controllers have evolved over the years from mundane hardwired
switches and bulky analog meters to the present day computer controlled hardware. The
Programmers (sequencers) have evolved from simple gate-level circuitry to miniature
microprocessor-based systems. This evolution follows a similar development in the
telemetry systems themselves, as they are called upon to provide more functions and data
channels and occupy less space than their predecessors.

The first generation of Controllers were simply a set of switches, each switch controlling
one telemetry function. Each switch sometimes had its own ‘idiot’ lamp that was merely
an indication that the switch had been thrown; any feedback that existed was minimal and
required a bench voltmeter to interpret. This resulted in a rather cumbersome arrangement,
prone to failure and mistake.

The next generation of telemetry Controller overcame the problems of the first generation
by increasing the feedback from the telemeter and including voltage and current meters as
part of the Controller. Each function in the telemetry package could be monitored and its
state returned to the Controller over a wire. This was a much more useful system, but the
number of wires needed for communication was increased in proportion to the number of



functions. Therefore, there was a limit to the number of functions a certain telemeter could
have, depending on the number of available wires in the cable connecting the telemeter
with the Controller.

The third generation of Controller was built to solve this wire problem. A serial data
communication link was established between the Ground Controller and the telemetry
Programmer in order to transmit the functions to the telemeter and receive the feedback.
This required a Controller that was much more complex than the previous system, so a
computer had to be used.

The first generation of sequencers were simple digital counters constructed with small
scale integrated circuits. The output of various stages were logically connected together to
provide the sequential outputs to control the telemeter functions. While this approach
worked, it did not have the adaptability required in development systems, and thus it had
to be re-designed and rebuilt with each modification in the flight sequence.

The next generation of sequencers were basically the same design as the original, but,
instead of wired logic for the outputs, a PROM was used. This made the system much
more adaptable. However, with the advent of more sophisticated telemetry systems, this
approach was unable to do the required housekeeping chores such as launch verification.

The third iteration of sequencer was the first where the term ‘Programmer’ was used since
the device had the capability of programming the telemetry system to function in a certain
manner. This approach, used in the a missile development telemeter, allowed a systematic
method to verify a valid launch and to partially recover from power failures during a flight
test. It also provided many other features that were not available on previous systems
including communication with a Ground Controller over a serial communication link. This
generation of Programmer used a microprocessor with an EPROM allowing changes to
be made without altering the hardware. The one drawback to this system was that the
telemeter had to be dismantled every time a programming change was required -- a time
consuming and tedious process inclined to decrease reliability.

The next logical step in this evolution process is to create an integrated Controller-
Programmer package, which is the subject of this paper. This fourth generation system
will provide all of the benefits of the third generation Controller and Programmer while
offering several additional features. The Controller will have the ability to download code
to the Programmer, even when the unit is completely assembled in the test vehicle. It will
also have the capabilities of data logging and battery charging in addition to providing an
easy-to-use, reconfigurable method of command entry and display of telemeter 



parameters. The Programmer will have the extended capabilities of complete power failure
recovery and non-volatile storage of operating parameters such as remaining battery
capacity.

The Controller-Programmer system is meant to be adaptable to any telemetry system.
Therefore, no application specific information will be provided in this paper. However, a
generic telemetry interface will be used to provide a basic understanding of the system.
This should give a potential user the information required to make the necessary
transformation from this generic application to their own.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Controller-Programmer system is composed of two completely separate autonomous
subsystems, the Controller and the Programmer. The Controller, sometimes called
‘Ground Controller,’ is used only during development and testing of the telemetry system
to ensure that the system is functioning correctly; for developing and downloading code
to the Programmer; and for battery charging. The Programmer is the subsystem that
resides within the telemetry package. It has two functions: it acts as a sequencer for
flight-test events as well as an interface between the Ground Controller and the telemetry
package. Figure 1 illustrates a typical Controller-Programmer system in conjunction with a
unit under test.

Figure 1 Controller Programmer System



Controller

The Controller is the rack of equipment shown in Fig. 1. It is connected to the telemetry
system via the umbilical cable. This cable carries the signals between the two subsystems
as well as system power and battery charge current. The Controller consists of an
industrial grade IBM PC-AT coupled with an industrial grade extended graphics adapter
(EGA) monitor and printer. This PC includes a 20 Megabyte hard-disk drive and two
floppy-disk drives. The computer will be discussed in more detail later. The Controller
also has two IEEE-488 bus controllable power supplies that are used for telemeter power
and battery charging.

The function of the Controller is three-fold. One function is to take input from the user in
the form of keyboard command entry, decode this information, and take the appropriate
action. This action may consist of turning on the telemeter, charging the battery, or
returning an error to the user if the input was invalid. The second function is to monitor
the telemeter parameters and display them on the monitor, or to log them to the printer.
The third function of the Controller is to provide an environment in which the user can
develop code for the Programmer for downloading purposes. The user can also develop
code for the Controller on the Controller, (so no external development systems are
required). If a Controller and its unit are located off-site, such as at a test range, the
Controller also has the capability to transfer programs to this remote Controller by way of
an internal modem.

In this sample, generic application the Controller is programmed in the Pascal language.
The features incorporated into this application are: a menu style of command entry; a
graphic display of telemeter functions and analog parameters; and a login procedure that
prevents unauthorized persons from accessing the telemetry package.

Programmer

The Programmer is connected to the other end of the umbilical cable. It consists of a
printed wiring board containing a microprocessor, digital input-output (I/O) ports, and
analog input ports. The microprocessor, which will be discussed in greater detail later,
contains the program instructions for Ground Controller communications, flight-test
sequencing, and telemeter monitoring. The Programmer is very application dependent as
far as size, number of digital and analog ports, and flight sequence. Consequently, a
generic prototype was developed for the initial project. This prototype has 32 digital input
lines, 32 digital output lines, and 16 analog input lines. The I/O scheme is memory-
mapped and is very adaptable. Methods will be discussed later on how to change the
number of analog and digital I/O lines to conform to any telemetry system.



The function of the Programmer is to provide the timed sequence of events in the flight-
test, to interface to the serial data link from the Ground Controller, to activate functions in
the telemetry package, and to monitor the telemetry package parameters. One other
function is to verify that the unit under test has incurred a valid launch. This function is
very important in reliability as well as safety considerations. The usual method for launch
detection is closure of an acceleration detection switch. These switches may close on
other shocks the unit may receive, thus resulting in a false launch indication. The
Programmer can alleviate this by ensuring that the unit undergoes the correct acceleration
profile before a valid launch is reported.

In this generic application, the Programmer incorporates a Dallas Semiconductor DS5000
microcontroller as the processor. This microcontroller features non-volatile RAM, power
control circuitry, and a built in serial I/O link to be used for communication between the
Programmer and Controller.

CONTROLLER

The Controller, as mentioned earlier, is an IBM PC-AT computer with some ancillary
equipment. Since most of the components associated with the PC are commercial
products, they will not be discussed in great detail. A brief description of the components
will be given, but most of the discussion will center on the software developed for the
system. Since the PC-AT can exist in many forms, software is the distinction between this
Controller and other PC-AT applications.

There are many benefits that come from using a computer of this sort. A potential user is
apt to be familiar with this system, because of the proliferation of the personal computer
in industry, so little or no ‘learning curve’ on the Controller will be necessary. Also, there
exists a huge software base for personal computers on the market. This can speed
development time and allow transfer of log files and data files from the Controller to other
target personal computers without major problems.

Hardware

The Controller hardware consists of an industrial grade IBM PC-AT compatible
computer with several additions, an industrial grade EGA monitor, a laser printer, and two
IEEE-488 bus controllable power supplies. The block diagram of the Controller is shown
in Fig. 2.



Figure 2 Controller Block Diagram

The computer is an Indtech model 6191 [2]. It has an Intel 80286 microprocessor
coupled with an 80287 floating point coprocessor that run 12 MHz. The computer has six
8-bit expansion slots and six 16-bit expansion slots. There is 1 Mbyte of RAM on the
system motherboard.

Program and data storage are provided by two floppy diskette drives (a 360 Kbyte and a
1.2 Mbyte) and a 20 Mbyte hard disk. The floppies are used for data logging and record-
keeping for each unit. The hard disk is used for program storage, some data storage, and
temporary file storage.
There are several circuit cards that interface to the motherboard of the computer included
in this Controller. These cards are off-the-shelf, commercial products that interface to the
PC through expansion slots located on the motherboard. These cards are the IEEE-488
interface card, the Serial communication interface card, the Modem card, an EGA card,
and a parallel I/O card. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the PC-AT system.

Software

The majority of the Controller software is coded in Pascal using the Borland Turbo
Pascal Compiler, version 4.0 [3]. Also, in some instances, assembly language coding was
used. Assembly language drivers were written for the IEEE-488 interface and the serial
communication interface. The assembly language development was accomplished with the
aid of the Microsoft Macro Assembler, version 5.1 [4].



Figure 3 Computer Block Diagram

The main telemetry interface program is diagrammed by the flowchart in Fig. 4. After a
communication link is established, the system gets into a loop of reading the user input
from the keyboard, sending it to the telemeter, and displaying the telemeter parameters on
the monitor. This user input is made simple by the use of a style of menu system often
found in commercially available spread-sheet software. If the serial link is lost for some
reason, the Controller continues trying to establish the link indefinitely.

The input menu system allows the user to enter a command in two ways. One way is to
enter the first letter of each word of the command sequentially, the command will be
executed upon receipt of the last character. The other way is to use the arrow keys to
scroll through the menu until the appropriate command is reached, then the carriage return
is depressed selecting either that function or a sub-menu; if a sub-menu is selected, the
process is repeated until a function is activated.

The menu routine also provides output to the screen to indicate the current menu. As
mentioned earlier, it also outputs a descriptor line. This output is shown in Fig. 5. The
menu system output appears as the top box in the screen layout.

This screen layout also shows the display area for the telemeter parameters. The center of
the screen indicates the state of the telemetry functions, either on or off, by filling-in the
indicator box. The lower portion of the screen shows the analog parameters that are
monitored. The display includes a bar-graph readout and a digital numeric readout for
each monitored parameter of the telemeter. The status area at the bottom of the screen
includes the last function activated and the current time. Error messages and other status
information are also provided in the status area.



Figure 4 Main Flow Chart

After a telemetry command is entered from the menu system, it is translated to a string of
information that the Programmer understands. Several of the commands cause the
Programmer to transfer the telemetry package parameters into the Controller. These
parameters are then translated in the Controller software and written to the screen in the
areas indicated in Fig. 5.

PROGRAMMER

The Programmer is the part of this system that is located in the unit under test. It provides
two main functions, that of a flight event sequencer and of a receiver for the Ground
Controller’s commands. The Programmer consists of a Dallas Semiconductor DS5000
microcontroller [5] and some ancillary components for input and output.



Figure 5  Screen Layout

Hardware

Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the Programmer. As shown, the Programmer
consists of a DS5000, some digital I/O, and some analog I/O. In addition to this, the
Programmer also contains the serial bus drivers and receivers and some additional
components for address decoding.

The DS5000 is an 8-bit CMOS microcontroller that offers the industry standard 8051
instruction set plus some additional useful features. The entire program/data memory
space is implemented using high speed, nonvolatile static CMOS RAM. The DS5000 also
incorporates control functions that provide crashproof operation when system power is
momentarily disrupted or removed entirely. The DS5000 also provides a full complement
of I/O functions similar to the 8051 including two 16-bit event counter-timers, a full
duplex serial I/O port capable of asynchronous or synchronous operation, 32 parallel I/O
lines, and a watchdog timer.



Figure 6 Programmer Block Diagram

Software

The software for the DS5000-based Programmer was coded in both PL/M-51 [6], a
version of the standard PL/M language, and assembly language [7,8]. The bulk of the
programming was done in the PL/M language since it is a high level language. The power
failure recovery software was the only code written in assembly language.

The flowchart for the Programmer is given in Fig. 7. The system, upon power-up, first
enters a routine to determine whether the last power down was a legitimate shut-down or
an undesired power interruption. This routine then takes appropriate action to restore the
system, which will be discussed in greater detail later. After this processing, the
Programmer then determines if a launch has occurred or if it has been powered from the
Ground Controller. If a launch has occurred, the Programmer begins its flight test
sequence. If there is no launch, the ground test mode is activated.

The ground test mode is the mode that the Programmer is in when there is a Ground
Controller connected. During ground test, however, the launch determination procedure is
still active. This allows the unit to undergo launch acceleration during ground test and
begin the launch sequence while connected to the Controller. The ground test mode
remains active during the flight sequence as long as the Controller is connected. This
allows complete control over the telemetry package throughout environmental testing.



Figure 7 Programmer Flow Chart

One of the more valuable aspects of this Programmer software is its ability to recover
from a power failure or momentary power loss. If an undesirable power interruption
occurs, the Programmer has the ability to return to the exact state it was in when the
power failure occurred. Recovery is accomplished through power drop-out detection
circuitry aboard the DS5000 coupled with a software routine that stores the entire
operating environment and machine state in non-volatile memory.

This system, as mentioned earlier, has the capacity to download code from the Controller
to the Programmer. This is desirable when the unit is assembled into a telemetry package
and cannot be easily accessed. The downloading is done over the same serial link that is
used for communication. Downloading is accomplished by sending coded records, the
output of the 8051 object code linker, from the Controller to the Programmer. These
records contain the address where the code is supposed to be loaded, the code itself, and



a checksum. The records are stripped of their information, checked, and loaded into the
appropriate memory location by the Programmer. If the checksum indicates an error in
transmission, the Controller is notified to send that record again. The only memory
locations allowed for downloading code in this system are locations above 2000H.
Records that contain addresses less than 2000H are not sent by the Programmer. If it
becomes necessary to reload the BIOS and system area, (000H to 2000H) , it must be
done with the resident serial loader or an EPROM programmer. This was done to prevent
downloading the BIOS code at the same time it is being used by the downloading routine,
which could result in problems.

The DS5000 contains two independent timers which are both used in the Programmer.
Timer T  is used as the flight timer. This timer starts when power is applied to the circuit.0

It runs continuously, but can be reset to 0 by a command from the Programmer. The
flight timer can be used in the telemetry system for sequencing and is sometimes
transmitted via the PCM encoder as telemetered data for use in data reduction. This timer
has a resolution of 10 msec and a maximum count of 256 hours. However, timer
resolution, maximum count, and reset conditioning can be easily changed for different
telemetry systems. The flight timer is interrupt driven and runs in the background
concurrent with the main program, so no user intervention or polling need take place. The
other timer, T , is used for baud rate generation. With this timer the serial communication1

rate can be varied from 300 to 56000 baud. The serial communication routines, based on
this timer, are also interrupt driven and run in the background. This allows the processor
to keep running other procedures in real time while the slower serial communication is
taking place.

CONCLUSION

The telemetry Controller and Programmer presented in this paper excels in its ability to be
adapted to almost any telemetry system. Since the system is entirely programmable by the
user, any imaginable function or quality can usually be implemented. This implementation
is easily accomplished, as all the tools needed to reprogram the Controller and
Programmer exist on the Controller itself. The end result is a programmable, modern, easy
to use instrument. In the future, the general notion of a Controller-Programmer for
telemetry systems can be exploited with advanced components as they become available,
resulting in an ever-changing system usable for a number of years.
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Abstract

The Range Commanders Council recently added a chapter to IRIG 106-86
which describes a standard for acquisition of MIL-STD-1553 traffic flow. A
system has been developed which monitors bus traffic using the format
described in the standard for encoding. In addition to bus data, PCM analog
channels can be inserted into the telemetry steam. Due to the high bandwidth of
the telemetry stream, real-time ground processing of the 1553 data is difficult.
Therefore, a limited number of selective measurements taken from the bus
traffic are available at fixed positions in the telemetry format for real-time
monitoring of critical parameters. A discussion of hardware, software, encoding,
and testing will be presented.

Key Words: MIL-STD-1553, Bus monitor, data acquisition, telemetry.

Introduction

Aircraft, missiles, and other airborne systems are using the MIL-STD-1553B
multiplex bus for communication between subsystems. Frequently, all or part of
the bus traffic is of interest for telemetry requirements. The 1553 bus has not
eliminated the need for telemetry systems which must provide signal
conditioning, multiplexing and digitizing of transducer signals, voltage
measurements, and bi-level signal inputs. The 1553 bus monitor described in
this paper was designed to be an option module which provides bus monitoring
capability to a standard telemetry encoder.

IRIG 108-86 chapter 8 describes a format for acquisition of MIL-STD-1553 bus
traffic which encodes the 20 bit modified bi-phase 1553 bus words into 24 bit
NRZ words. Provisions are also made for time tagging, synchronization, fill,



error, and user defined words in the output format. Up to eight buses may be
combined into one data stream. Figure 1 shows the structure of a 1553 bus
word and the structure of the formatted words.

Assuming minimum word gap times, the maximum theoretical word rate of a
1553 bus is approximately 47000 words per second. Each bus monitor is
capable of monitoring one fully loaded bus. To monitor more than one bus,
several modules can be installed in one encoder chassis.

Hardware

The bus monitor circuitry is contained on three boards of 5 inches by 2.5 inches
each, occupying 17 cubic inches, weighing 11 ounces and dissipating 3.5 watts.
Triaxial connectors are accessible on the top cover of the encoder. Figure 2
shows a block diagram of the system and indicates data flow between
elements.

The electrical interface to the 1553 bus uses a hybrid device which contains
transceivers, Manchester decoding, memory, and microprocessor interface
logic. Coupling transformers are external to the hybrid. The

A 68000 microprocessor performs protocol tracking, message formatting, and
encoding of the output data. Running with an 8 MHz clock rate, a fully loaded
bus can be monitored. The design incorporates a watch dog timer and in-circuit
programming of the UV-EPROMs which hold the look-up tables and software.

The interface to the encoder bus consists of two separate circuits, one for the
IRIG formatted words and the other for quick-look words. Both outputs are
mapped as ports to the microprocessor. IRIG words are output by the
processor as 32-bit long words with identifier and data bits contained in the
lower 23 bits. Hardware calculates parity on all the bits and inserts the result into
bit 24, which completes the data formatting. The formatted word is stored in a
9-bit wide FIFO buffer in three consecutive bytes. When the encoder accesses
the IRIG formatted words, three bytes are read from the FIFO, serialized, and
inserted into the output stream. The ninth bit of the FIFO is used to mark word
boundaries so that the proper group of three bytes are always read. A fill word is
substituted by the hardware in place of the buffer data when the FIFO is empty.



Quick-look words are output by the processor to a 16-bit holding register. When
the encoder accesses the quick-look register, the data is serialized and inserted
into the output stream. An interrupt is also generated indicating that the register
contents require updating.

Initial applications of the bus monitor did not require time tagging; consequently
hardware was not included for this purpose. Provisions were made in the design
to add a fourth board for time tagging. High order, low order, and response time
words can be generated using software and the basic hardware. Additional
hardware is needed only for generation of the microsecond time words.

Software

In order to format 1553 bus traffic, every word transmitted on the bus must be
identified. Identification is possible when the processing software is
synchronized to the message protocol. The hardware interface to the bus
provides word synchronization polarity, word gap, and error information to the
software which is used to aide in identifying each word.

There are three different types of 1553 bus words: command, status, and data.
MIL-STD-1553 provides a means of distinguishing data words from the other
two types by examining the polarity of the word synchronization bits. The
difficulty for a bus monitor is to distinguish between a command word and a
status word because both word types have the same synchronization polarity.

In specific applications, inherent differences in the data content of the two word
types may be used to identify the word. Because a bus monitor is intended to
be electrically passive, it should not impose any limitations on the data format or
bus controller programming. The protocol tracking software was written to use
only the word sequence and gaps to synchronize to the message protocol and
decide if a word is a command or status reply. Once synchronization to the
protocol is established, word count and other information in the command word
is used to verify that each word received is identified as expected.

When power is applied to the system, the processor performs various self
check functions. Program memory integrity is verified by performing a
checksum test on the EPROM contents. Data RAM and the bus interface
memory is tested with data pattern read/write verification. Test results are
reported using specific quick-look words reserved for that purpose.



The bus monitor software is written in the C language and assembly. The main
routine, which calls other routines, and the protocol synchronization routine are
written in C. All other code is written in assembly to increase speed.

Quick-look Words

Because of the high speed of the 1553 bus traffic, real time display of all data is
meaningless to a human viewer. A form of data reduction is required to allow
real time monitoring of mission critical parameters. A selective monitoring
feature has been implemented in the Bus Monitor design to accomplish this
task.

A limited number of data words may be selected, based on the message
command word and data word position, to be placed in the format at fixed word
locations. The maximum number of words available for selection is dependent
upon the 1553 bus loading, the polling rate of the message of interest, the
sampling rate needed on the selected word, and the PCM bit rate. Processing
overhead for each word inserted into the output format is 15 microseconds. If
one quick-look word were output each millisecond, approximately 1.5% of the
total processing time available would be consumed. The selected words may
be displayed on standard decommutation equipment.

The message command and word number of each quick-look word selected is
entered into a table. Part of the message processing overhead function is to
search the table for a match between the current command word and one of the
table entries. If the command word identifies a quick-look message then all of
the data words of the message are stored into a quick-look buffer. A second
table, which lists the message buffer addresses of the particular words to be
output, is sequentially accessed using a pointer. An interrupt is generated after
the encoder multiplexing logic reads a value from the quick-look output port. The
interrupt service routine increments the pointer to the buffer address table,
fetches the next address, reads from the message buffer the value pointed to
by the address, then updates the quick-look port with that value. The pointer is
reset to point to the base address of the table when the next major frame
begins.

Testing

The test configuration is intended to support the development, evaluation, and
testing of the bus monitor but may also be used for display of mission data.



The data processing system consists of a Loral Instrumentation ADS-100
Advanced Decom System with the Tag-180 board installed, an IBM-AT
compatible computer with an XA-240 DR11-W interface board, and cabling.
The Tag-180 is a board designed to allow selected words in the PCM format to
be transmitted to a device external to the ADS-100, using a DR11-W
compatible interface. The XA-240 is a board which gives the AT computer
DR11-W communication capability. Figure 3 shows the test configuration.

The ADS-100 receives the NRZ data stream from a receiver, or directly from
the output of the PCM-440B in a lab environment. An internal bit synchronizer
recovers the data and clock. The ADS-100 is programmed for the format output
by the PCM encoder and parameters are defined for the formatted 1553 bus
words. The 1553 word parameters are assigned the proper ADS-100
distribution code to route those words to the Tag-180 tag/data board. Other data
contained in the PCM format are not assigned a tag/data distribution code; they
are processed and displayed by the ADS-100.

The tag/data board transfers the tagged words over the DR11-W bus to the
XA-240 board, which uses DMA to store the data into a buffer in the computer
memory.

Software running on the AT allows processing of the 1553 bus traffic. The IRIG
specification defines word type identifiers which are transmitted with each bus
word. The program uses these identifiers to determine message boundaries,
status words, and errors. Each message received by the computer is stored in a
message buffer and can be displayed on the screen. All messages are indexed
by their associated command word. The command word, status word, and the
data words are displayed in hex format. The command word is also displayed in
expanded form to show the RT address, sub-address, receive/transmit bit and
word count. Errors encoded by the Bus Monitor are recognized and counted. If
the received message stream does not follow the expected 1553 protocol, an
error indication is displayed on the screen. Fill words and total words received
are counted and the ratio is displayed to indicate the percentage of 1553 bus
activity.

Four messages are displayed at one time on the computer screen, along with
accumulated errors. The user can select the active screen to be displayed by
pressing a single key corresponding to the screen desired, allowing any
message received to be displayed.



A reference memory and comparison function is available. The current array of
messages can be stored into the reference memory and all subsequent
messages are compared to determine if any data has changed. Changing data
is indicated by displaying the new data value in red.

Because the formatting and display operations are time consuming, the
computer can not process data continuously in real time. A selectable number
of words are read at full speed into the computer memory then processed off
line. During the processing time, received data is ignored. The burst transfer,
processing and displaying operation is repeated continuously. This gives a
randomly sampled real time display. The transfer burst length can be selected
to insure that each bus terminal is polled once during the burst interval.
Repetitive messages will always be displayed after several burst transfers,
regardless of the transfer size. This equivalent real time display is adequate for
a test environment where the messages are repetitive and the repetition period
is relatively short.

In order to display mission data with no lost messages the data must be
recorded and played back at a slower rate which can be processed by the
computer.

Conclusion

The system described in this paper adds MIL-STD-1553 bus monitoring
capability to the Loral Conic PCM-440B encoder which allows a single unit to
encode bus traffic and other telemetry signals. Embedded microprocessor
software, which performs most of the data formatting, allows the system to be
adapted to any application. Personal computer based software has been
developed to utilize standard equipment for testing.
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ABSTRACT

Aydin Vector Division has developed and manufactured an
airborne, high shock, wideband FM/FM telemetry system for
Saab Missiles AB in Sweden. This system was presented in the
ITC Proceedings of 1988, Volume XXIV, pp 71-84 (Ref [1]).
Three such systems were supplied. Saab Missiles AB also
awarded Aydin Vector Division with an additional order for a
larger number of high shock, computer based, specially
designed, miniature PCM/FM airborne telemetry systems. These
systems were developed, manufactured and supplied to Saab
Missiles AB, and have been extensively and successfully used
in the Swedish program. The PCM/FM telemetry package
described in this paper was used for the system testing and
the firing trials program of a mortar projectile, where the
measurement requirements included micro processor
interfaces, as well as a high amount of analog and bi-level
data channels. The paper covers the specifications of the
PCM/FM system mentioned above, the concept that was used to
meet these specifications, the system’s mechanical and
electrical design, the packaging technique and some of the
test results.

INTRODUCTION

It is becoming more and more popular to use telemetry
systems in order to test small projectiles during the
development and testing phases. The development of
sophisticated projectiles requires multiparameter telemetry
systems which have to meet very unique and comprehensive
measurement specifications for the program involved. The
space available for the airborne telemetry system in such



projectiles is, by the nature of the test object, very
small. Also, the environmental requirements for such a
system are very severe, especially in terms of high shock
survival. In this case, the development of a sophisticated,
high-shock, multiparameter, miniature, airborne telemetry
system becomes a real professional and technical challenge
for any supplier of such equipment.

The successful development of such a system depends on the
capabilities of the customer/subcontractor team as follows:
direct experience in related fields on Hi-g design,
packaging and manufacturing (see Ref [2]); adequate
technical and professional resources during the design,
development and qualification phases; proper selection of
the system design approach (both electrical and mechanical)
and adequate test facilities for verification. This is the
reason that the ability to produce complex miniature
telemetry systems and to have them function successfully and
reliably in ultra-severe environments, is rare and is always
achieved at the cost of great effort in order to perfect the
art, for an art it surely is! Two requirements therefore
emerge as a prerequisite if such an exercise is to be
brought to a successful conclusion: proven hardware and
experience.

GENERAL SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

The PCM/FM telemetry system consists of the following three
main units:

- battery/power converters
- signal conditioning/PCM encoder
- telemetry transmitter

It is mounted in a rigid metal housing, forming the rear
section of a mortar projectile. The TM-system is connected
to measurement points in the projectile’s elecronics system,
and to measurement transducers installed in the projectile.
The RF signal is transferred to the ground stations using a
wrap-around antenna, grooved into the housing of the TM
section.

The Battery Pack is designed for a self-contained operating
time of 180 seconds. It provides an input for external power
supply, for testing and final check-out purposes, and also
for battery steering commands and battery charge. All the



required power converters are included to enable the system
to operate on a single DC power source of 22.8 volts
nominal. Reverse polarity protection is provided. The signal
conditioning/PCM encoder section is designed to accept
different type of input signals:

- 2 parallel digital data interfaces (micro processor
ports)

- 1 pulse counter input
- 20 discrete bi-level signals
- 32 analog signals

The two digital data interfaces utilize the use of the
general micro processor data and address busses, including a
few strobe signals. This method requires a minimum amount of
signal conditioning in the projectile electronics unit (i.e.
buffer amplifiers). The TM-system is addressed by the micro
processor as any other output device. The data is received
by the TM system and stored in a common random access memory
(RAM), in a location that is controlled by the data contents
and by the active microprocessor port. The PCM encoder is
able to read from the RAM as the format is generated and
transmitted. The TM system output rate is somewhat higher
than the input rate, allowing an oversample situation, which
assures correct data flow through the TM system without any
data loss. The data integrity is maintained by the use of a
flag bit, indicating old/new data, which enables the ground
evaluation system to restore data blocks as they were
transferred to the TM system. The system is designed to
avoid data loss due to multiple access requests to the RAM.
The PCM encoder reads RAM data nondestructively, resulting
in real-time performance even for micro-processor data.

The counter input is designed to reset a 10 bit counter on
the positive edge of a pulse signal, and to increment the
counter with a high frequency, crystal controlled clock, to
provide for an accurate time syncroniczation in the
measurement data. The counter contents is sampled by the PCM
encoder as any other 10 bit data word.

The bi-level signals are threshold detected and grouped
together into two 10 bit words.



The analog signals are of four categories:

- 20 single ended, high level attenuated with fixed
measurement ranges

- 8 single ended, with programmable measurement ranges
- 2 differential with charge amplifiers
- 2 differential with thermistor signal conditioning

Each analog signal occupies one 10 bit data word when it is
sampled in the PCM format. The over all accuracy for the
analog single ended signals is better than 1% of full scale.
The corresponding figure for the differential signals is 3%.

The PCM format can be easily modified by reprogramming of an
accessible, UV-eraseable PROM-device. Due to the limited
space available, some of the PCM parameters are fixed (i.e.
bit frequency, word- and frame length, measurement ranges
and offset levels), while some essential parameters are
user-reprogrammable (i.e. sample rates, format layout). The
bit rate is crystal-controlled and set to just below 1 Mbit
per second. The accuracy is ±0.05% at room ambient and the
stability is ±0.05% (during reasonable combinations of the
environmental requirements). The PCM format has the
following specifications:

- Word structure:
11 bits/word (10 bits data, 1 bit odd parity), binary
coded analog data

- Frame structure:
128 words/subframe
32 subframes/format

- Frame synchronization:
2 words frame sync
1 word sub-frame identification (SFID)

Based on the format specifications, sample rates from 15 Hz
to 15 kHz (commutation rates of 1:32 through 32:1) are
available and selectable under PROM-control.

The PCM output is NRZ-M and is pre-mod filtered before it is
fed to the TM transmitter. The TM-system provides outputs
for electrical supply of transducers: unregulated battery
supply and stabilized voltages of +/- 15 VDC and +5 VDC. For
diagnostics reasons, the unfiltered PCM output together with 



some clock- and synchronization signals are also available
at a special test connector.

The transmitter operates in the upper S-band frequency
(deviation +/- 300 kHz), with a typical output power of 250
mW into a 50 ohm load. The TM system is designed to
withstand extremely severe environments as it is launched
from a trench mortar, and to produce reliable and accurate
measurement data when the projectile is in the trajectory.
The system is required to function while beeing exposed to
the following specification levels:

Longitudinal shock: 10000 g’s, duration 6 ms, halfsine
+/- 6000 g’s, 2 kHz sine wave, 100 ms

Transverse shock: +/- 590 g’s, 500 Hz sine wave, 100 ms
Random vibration: 0.04 g /Hz, 20 - 2000 Hz for 60 s in2

each direction
Rotation: less than 25 rps
Temperature: -25 to +70EC temperature stabilized

-10 to +70EC for full battery
performance

Relative humidity: 5 to 95%
Air pressure: 50 to 300 kPa

The weight of the complete TM system is approximately
2.5 kgs, with the calculated center of gravity no more than
1 mm from the center line. The calculated MTBF is more than
750 h.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

To meet the specifications and the technical requirements as
described above, the following design approach was used.

The TM system is based on a micromodular pulse coded
encoder, designed for flexible use in any airborne
application - the Aydin Vector MMP 900. The system
performance is based on previous experience and the up-to-
date development status of the baseline encoder. The basic
circuit design is derived from, or is a modification of, an
existing and well proven product. To meet the stringent
volume restrictions in combination with very severe
measurement requirements, the encoder is using specially
packaged hybrid circuits configured to survive high shock
environments. The transmitter is an exsisting, high-shock



ruggedized unit, and the battery pack is built up using
rechargeable nickel/cadmium batteries assembled in a rigid
structure. Each of the units is more thoroughly described
below.

The battery pack consists of 19 SAFT Model 450SC-2/3AF
ni/cad cells. Each cell has a capacity of 450 mA/h. The
cells are connected in series to produce 22.8 VDc nominally.
The battery pack contains one tier of 19 cells which is held
in place by foam potting. The complete battery pack is
capable of supplying 1 amp for a period of at least 180
seconds under the specified environmental conditions.
Battery charge is performed using a constant current source
of 45 mA at a drive voltage of 32 V. To prevent from reverse
charging of battery cells during operation, the discharge
voltage of the battery pack is limited to 19 V. The battery
pack capacity has been designed for the specified operating
time over the entire operating temperature range. Experience
has shown that the battery pack can provide system operaion
for more than 10 minutes at room ambient temperature.

The Power supply assembly is built up using AVD-1006 and
AVD-1010 DC/DC converters and a discrete power steering
network. DC/DC conversion is executed using a synchronous
non saturating method, where all transformer switching
activity is synchronized to the PCM word rate to optimize
system signal to noise ratio performance. The converter is
capable of working with either battery or external supply
voltage in the range of 22.8 ± 4.0 VDc and provides the
following outputs:

- ±15 VDc PCM encoder Analog circuits
- + 5 PCM encoder Digital circuits
- +15 Vdc ± 0.25 VDc max 100 mA, External signal conditioning
- -15 Vdc ± 0.25 VDc max 40 mA, External signal conditioning
- + 5 Vdc ± 0.25 VDc max 35 mA, External signal conditioning

The external transducer signal conditioning voltages are
short circuit protected. The voltage levels are monitored
through the PCM data channels. The converter circuit has
full ground isolation between input and output power.
Isolation is also provided between signal, power and chassis
ground.

The power steering network controls the power source to be
either the internal battery pack or an external power supply



of 22.8 ± 4 VDc with a ripple of no more than ± 50 mV.
Superimposed transients of 200 V, 0.15 microseconds duration
with a 100 milliseconds repetition period can be tolerated
for system operation within specifications. Battery On and
Battery Off commands are accepted from an external voltage
source of 22.8 VDc to control the switching circuit. A
latching function is provided to keep the system in the
current operational mode. Reverse polarity protection (down
to - 40 V) is provided to prevent from damage due to
mishandling. Application of voltages in the range of 0 to
18.8 volts will not damage the PCM encoder, but will cause a
degradation of the system performance.

The signal conditioning/PCM encoder is built up using the
following hybrid circuits:

- MPCA-10-3 Charge amplifiers
- MP-980H Analog multiplexer
- AD-981H Analog/Digital converter
- PD-929H Bi-level multiplexer
- CM-982H Counter module
- MI-983H Micro processor interface
- PR-914H Programmer
- TF-979H Timer/Formatter
- AVD-1004 PCM MPX output filter
- Discrete components for temperature conditioning

The PCM encoder inputs are grouped into four categories of
analog data:

- high level
(limited to ± 2.5 V or 0-5 V full scale)

- high level attenuated
(limited to -25 V and + 35 V full scale)

- vibration
- temperature

These analog inputs are conditioned, normalized, time
division multiplexed, sampled and held, digitized, formatted
and serially transmitted by the PCM encoder.

The high level analog channels are directly connected to the
MP-980H analog multiplexer, which contains two HI-506A 16
channel switches. The input impedance of these channels is
more than 5 megohms shunted by 200 pF during sampling as



well as non-sampling intervals (more than 1 kohms during
power off).

The high level attenuated analog signals are connected to
the same analog hybrid module after passing a fixed, factory
presettable, active attenuation network. The input impedance
of these channels is 50 kohms ± 5% shunted by 50 pF
regardless of the power supply status. Vibration transducer
signal conditioning is provided using the MPCA-10-3 charge
amplifier module, and the output signal from the charge
amplifier is also fed to the MP-980H, together with the
temperature transducer channels where a resistive network is
used for signal conditioning before the analog multiplexer.
The charge amplifiers are set to ±2.5 V output for an input
of ±175 pC. The measurement frequency range is 50 to
1500 Hz.

The discrete, bi-level inputs are multiplexed by the PD-929H
module threshold detected by the TF-979H module. Inputs are
sampled in a byte serial/bit parallel mode. The 20 inputs
are grouped into two 10-bit words. The input impedance is
more than 50 kohms shunted by 50 pF during sampling
intervals and more than 5 megohms during non-sampling
intervals (more than 50 kohms during power off). The
threshold voltage is accurately set to 2.0 ± 0.1 V, using
voltage comparators. When an input is left floating, a logic
A0@ will be indicated by the corresponding data bit.

The pulse input is fed to the CM-982H module, where it is
threshold detected in the same way as the bi-level inputs. A
positive transition of the pulse causes reset of a 10-bit
counter, which is incremented by a high frequency clock. The
clock signal is derived from the PCM bit clock, which is
crystal controlled and thus accurate and stable. The counter
contents are then sampled by the PCM encoder as a 10-bit
word, representing the elapsed time between the last
positive pulse transition and the current sample.

The two microprocessor inputs are connected to the MI-983H
hybrid module, which contains all the signal conditioning
and logic circuits to provide the required interface. The
current data bus is latched and the information is written
into its proper block space within the RAM. The address
logic contained inside the module always writes data within
the blocks at the same address location starting from a



block zero point, which is decoded from the contents of the
particular micro processor port’s bus. Block start is
controlled by the contents of the first data word in each
message from the different ports. A status bit, indicating
whether data has been previously read, is stored along with
each data word. The TM system always addresses the same
memory location for corresponding PCM word and frame
numbers. Priority control logic within the module guarantees
that no interference between reading and writing takes
place.

The interface is designed for a block size of 1024 eight bit
words for port #1 and 256 eight bit words for port #2. The
inputs may be totally asynchronous with respect to each
other and with respect to the PCM read operations. A maximum
data rate of 200 ns/word for port #1 and 1000 ns/word for
port #2 is accepted. Data block frequency must be less than
the lowest sample rate to ensure no data loss.

The multiplexed output of the analog multiplexer module
(MP-980H) is routed to the sample/hold and analog to digital
converter module (AD-981H). The front-end consists of a high
speed, high accuracy sample and hold amplifier (HA-2420).
The output is digitized by a 10 bit monolitic analog to
digital converter (ADC-910-ET). The device can be set to
convert either unipolar signals (O - 5 V) or bipolar signals
(±2.5 V) on an individual channel basis. The conversion is
made by the successive approximations method withinin about
8 microseconds. The result of the conversion is formatted
serially for transmission to the TF-979H module. All
conversion control circuitry is located inside the AD-981H,
which reduces the amount of interconnections and optimizes
the resulted converted data settling time performance within
the PCM encoder.

Central PCM clock and basic control signals are generated
inside the timer/formatter module (TF-979H). A high
stability, high shock ruggedized crystal generates the basic
clock which is then derived into the system bit clock, word
clock and other timing signals. Output coding (NRZ-M) and
data formatting circuitry (both parallel and serial inputs
from the A/D, CM, MI and PR modules) are also contained
within the TF-979H module.



The PCM sampling format is controlled by the programmer
(PR-914H). This module reads the contents of the accessible,
UV-eraseable EPROM which has been loaded by the user
according to the desired sampling format. Each memory
location contains a specific HEX command which the
programmer reads and decodes. It then turns on the
appropriate multiplexer channel by transmitting a 16 bit
address on an internal bus. Each multiplexer will only
respond to certain addresses from the programmer. Specific
formatting features such as sub/supercommutation, frame sync
code selection and SFID word location are as well controlled
by the programmer. This module also sets the analog range to
unipolar or bipolar, by sending specific addresses to the
A/D converter module (AD-981H).

The NRZ-M output is conditioned by a 6-pole Bessel response
low pass premodulation filter (AVD-1004). The -3dB point of
the filter is factory preset to the required frequency. The
amplitude of the filter output is adjusted to ±2.5 V. The
output of the filter is short circuit protected and is
capable of driving loads of 500 ohms in parallel with up to
1000 pF. Filter output impedance is less than 10 ohms.

The Telemetry Transmitter is a standard Aydin Vector Model
T-602HS FM Transmitter with implemented modifications for
wider frequency response. The center frequency is crystal
controlled, and the deviation is set to ±300 kHz for the
premodulation filter output voltage used. The power output
is more than 200 mW into 50 ohm RF load. The transmitter is
used as a common chassis, signal and system ground reference
point for the over all TM system.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system packaging is based on the standard Aydin Vector
high shock hybrid technique, where the IC components are
mounted on ceramic boards, which are conformal coated and
installed in hermetically sealed hybrid modules. A
combination of hybrids and discrete components are mounted
on multi-layer printed wiring boards. The boards are
interconnected using a multi-layer mother board arrangement,
where the plug-in is made through Cannon type MTN
microconnectors. The TM system is built up with the battery
pack at the rear end as shown in Figure 1. The transmitter
section is mounted on top of the battery pack. This section



contains the TM transmitter, surrounded by the circuit
boards, that include the power steering network. The PCM
section is mounted on top of the transmitter section.
External connections are made using cables routed through
the top cover of the PCM section. A Cannon micro miniature
connector on one side of the TM system makes the diagnostic
outputs available to the user. The RF cable is brought out
at the rear end of the system, for connection to the wrap-
around TM antenna.

The following circuit board layout is used (see PCM block
diagram in Figure 2):

PCM section:
- A1: PR-914H, EPROM
- A2: TF-979H, AVD-1004, crystal
- A3: MI-983H, RAM
- A4: PD-929H, CM-982H, test connector
- A5: AD-981H, MP-980H
- A6: MPCA-10-3 (2 ea), discrete components
- A7A,B,C: AVD-1006, AVD-1010 power converters
TM transmitter section:
- A8,A9: discrete components, power steering

The Battery Pack is contained in a potted metal housing, and
the TM transmitter is mounted between rigid metal plates.
Each circuit board in the PCM section is installed in a
metal framework. This part of the system is not potted, but
held together by accurately designed metal frames. This is
done in order to make it possible to remove circuit boards
for test, repair, modification and reprogramming. The PCM
section is sealed by a metal top cover plate, which makes
the TM system self contained as one unit. The system is
shipped in a specially designed metal housing.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate photographs of the TM
system, complete and partially disassembled, respectively.

TEST RESULTS

The telemetry system was designed and developed in close
cooperation between Aydin Vector and Saab Missiles AB. The
task was performed as a continuation of the development
program for three FM/FM TM systems, described in Ref [1].



Comprehensive qualification tests of the first manufactured
system were carried out at Aydin Vector. The unit was
subjected to and tested during all specified environmental
conditions, with the exception of final high shock testing.
This test took place in Sweden, using a rail gun facility,
specially designed for the development program of the
Swedish projectile. The system passed the qualification
testing with approved results.

The production units were subjected to acceptance tests at
Aydin Vector before delivery, using a specially designed
test station including a micro processor simulator. For
delivery, the systems were installed in shipping housings,
supplied by Saab Missiles AB. At this stage, the TM system
cables were terminated with standard Cannon type D
connectors for test and calibration means.

When received at Saab Missiles AB, systems acceptance
testing and recalibrations were performed, before the
systems were beeing mounted in projectile aft bodies. The
wrap around TM antenna (Haigh-Farr Model 4025), mounted in a
groove in the housing surface, was connected to the TM
system and the test connector approached through an opening
in the housing. Integration tests were carried out with the
complete projectile electronics and the measurement
transducers (rate gyros, accelerometers, vibration and
temperature sensors), to ensure correct system performance
before projectile launch.

The deliveries were completed in 1988 and the systems have
been extensively used for a large number of tests, covering
rail-gun, rocket launch and trench mortar live firings.
Reliable TM data with extremely good quality has been
collected using fixed and tracking receive antennas. The
test data has been subjected to real time and quick look
evaluations as well as comprehensive and advanced post
simulation analyses, using computer simulation methods.

The rail gun is designed for a smooth recovery. Some of the
systems have been reused for many successive (and sucessful)
test firings. When rocket launched and mortar fired, the
systems were recovered after landing in the target area,
which in most cases have been stone, sand and soil based. In
a few cases the landing conditions were water with sand
bottom. In almost all of the cases the recovered systems



have proven to be very reliable and consistent with respect
to the technical performance. No degradation has been noted
for the measurement characteristics and when re-calibrated
after firings, the systems have met the required
specifications. The experience gained from successive test
firings demonstrated that the battery pack showed a slow
degradation in capacity. Due to the modular design, it has
been possible to change the battery pack and even to re-use
the same systems with successful results.
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Figure 1
FMT-783 PCM TELEMETRY SYSTEM





Figure 3.
PCM TELEMETRY PACKAGE

Figure 4.
PCM TELEMETRY SYSTEM, PARTIALLY DISASSEMBLED
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INTRODUCTION

In the implementation of any digital signal processing
system, noise can be introduced due to hardware limitations.
Some examples of noise are aliasing and amplitude
quantization noise. Another noise source that is often
ignored is the result of jitter, or random fluctuations of
the sample period. Since clock jitter is present in almost
all oscillators, a digital signal processing system rarely
has perfectly timed samples.

In this paper, an approximate autocorrelation function of
the noise introduced by jitter sampling a deterministic
function is derived. The results are applied to the specific
case when the sampled function is periodic. In addition,
closed-form expressions for the signal-to-noise ratio of the
jittered samples are obtained. These expressions can be used
to determine how stable the system clock has to be to reduce
jitter noise to acceptable levels. Computer simulation was
used to check the validity of the results.

PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

Let g(t) be a real-valued, continuous, deterministic
function defined on the interval t g (-4, 4). x(n) is the
corresponding sequence of jittered samples of g(t) with an
average sampling period T:

(1)

g(n) is a wide-sense stationary (WSS) discrete random
process with mean zero that represents the sampling time
error. Given the above definitions, we would like to find an
expression for the autocorrelation function of x(n).



We begin by making the observation that since g(n) is a
random process, x(n) is also a random process. The
autocorrelation function of x(n), R (n ,n ) is by definitionxx l 2

(2)

where E is the expectation over all possible realizations of
x(n). Equation (2) is a general result that applies to any
signal g(t) meeting the constraints mentioned above. In
general, R (n ,n ) is not a function of the difference (n -n )xx l 2         l 2

and, therefore, x(n) will not be wide-sense stationary.

To derive more practical results, we make the assumption
that the variance of g(n) is small compared to the sample
period T (i.e., the timing jitter is small). We now express
g(t) as a Taylor series of the form

(3)

With g'(C) denoting the time derivative of g(C).

Since the jitter is small, the higher-order terms
proportional to g(n)  and in Eq. (3) are negligible. Ignoring2

these terms, the expression for R (n ,n ) is to a first-orderxx l 2

approximation

(4)

Expanding the product in Eq. (4) and using the linearity of
the expectation operator results in

(5)

Since we have assumed that the mean of the jitter process,
E[g(n)] is zero, Eq. (5) becomes

(6)

By inspection of Eq. (6), we see that E(g(n )g(n )] is byl 2

definition the auto correlation of the WSS time-jitter
process, g(n). Rewriting, we obtain the following expression
for the first-order autocorrelation of the jittered samples
of g(t) or x(n)



(7)

Before proceeding, we make the observation that the first
term of the sum in Eq. (7) is the deterministic
autocorrelation of the unjittered samples of g(t). The
second term in Eq. (2) is due to the jitter. Since the two
parts are added and the jitter is independent of g(t), we
can interpret the second term of the sum as the
autocorrelation of the total noise process introduced by
jitter sampling. Therefore

(8)

Equation (8) is the approximate autocorrelation function for
the noise process introduced by jittered sampling. Our small
jitter assumption has simplified the problem by making the
noise approximately additive.

APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS

Single Sinusoid Case

We will now derive specific results for the case where the
sampled function, g(t) is of the form

(9)

Using the above notation, the jittered samples of g(t) are

(10)

Substituting into Eq. (8), we obtain the autocorrelation of
the noise for small jitter to be

(11)

As a result of the periodicity of the cosine terms in Eq.
(11), the following is true

(12)

where ml and m2 are arbitrary integers. Therefore, the noise
process is cyclostationary. Because of this particular form
for the noise process, it is tempting to find ways to treat



Eq. (11) as WSS. WSS processes are desirable because they
are mathematically tractable.

Using a discretized version of the approach in Reference 1,
we form an equivalent WSS process by averaging the
autocorrelation over one period.

(13)

This averaging operation for cyclostationary processes is
not as arbitrary as it appears; it can be interpreted as a
phase randomizing of g(t). Substituting our expression for
R  in Eq. (11) into Eq. (13) and noting that for a WSSNN

process,

R(n1-n2) = R(m)

(14)

Since the sum is over k, we may bring the R (m) term outsidegg

the summation. To further simplify Eq. (14), we use the
result

(15)

After some manipulation, Eq. (14) reduces to

(16)

This result tells us that the autocorrelation of the noise
process introduced by jitter sampling a single sinusoid is a
modulated version of the sample time error process. Since
the process in Eq. (16) is WSS, its discrete-time Fourier



transform will give us a measure of the spectral density of
the jitter noise. This point was not studied in detail.
Instead, the research proceeded along the lines of finding
the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of the jittered samples.

We will now use Eq. (16) to find the SNR ratio of our
jitter-sampled sinusoid. The SNR ratio of the sampled
sinusoid can be defined to be

(17)

where L is chosen so the sum includes one period of the
sinusoid. In this definition of the SNR, the numerator of
the fraction in Eq. (17) is the average power of the ideal
samples of the sinusoid, and the denominator is the average
power of the noise. Recalling that the average power of a
sinusoid is A /2, and that the average power of the noise is2

its autocorrelation evaluated at m=0, we obtain for our
sinusoid

(18)

By substitution of Eq. (16), we get the SNR of the jitter-
sampled sinusoid

(19)

Recalling that R (0) is the variance, F  Of the sample timegg     2

error process, we may write Eq. (19) as

(20)

This result is identical to the result in Eq. (2), but
obtained as a special case of Eqs. (7) and (8). In
Reference 2, this expression is stated to be true only for
the case of gaussian noise and white jitter. However, based 



on our derivation, we see that this result is still valid
regardless of the distribution of the noise, or whether it
is correlated from sample to sample.

Note that is T=0 in Eq. (20), or the signal is constant with
time, SNR(dB)=4. This intuitively correct result is
consistent, given our definition of the SNR. Of course, we
cannot use this fact to improve the SNR of, say, digitally
recorded music by simply increasing the dc component of the
stored samples. The overall SNR can be made arbitrarily
large, but the noise in the dynamic portion of the signal
will not be reduced. Therefore, in practice, an SNR
measurement for jitter is more meaningful if the dc
component of the reference signal is zero.

Generalization to a Weighted Sum of Sinusoids

We will now show a generalization of Eq. (20) where g(t) is
a weighted sum of sinusoidal functions of the form

(21)

The average power of g(t), S, is given by

(22)

To extend our previous result to a sum of sinusoids, we use
the fact that with small jitter, the sample noise is
additive. Using Eq. (20), our results show that the average
noise power of the samples is

(23)

The SNR (in dB) of jittered samples of g(t) is simply

(24)



NOTES ON RESULTS

Throughout the above discussion, we have assumed that the
autocorrelation of the jitter process is known. In practice,
it may prove difficult to obtain these data for the
oscillator used to time the samples. However, in Eqs. (20)
and (22) through (24), we see that for small jitter, the SNR
depends on the value R (0) or F . These data are usuallygg

2

easier to obtain than the autocorreltaion of the entire
jitter process. In fact, as we shall see, the approximation
proves to be accurate enough that we could use the SNR
measurement to gauge the clock jitter. This may prove to be
easier in practice than to measure the sample jitter
directly.

NUMERICAL VALIDATION OF RESULTS

A MATLAB script file was written to verify the accuracy of
Eq. (24). The simulation allows the user to specify
simulation parameters such as: the number of samples,
sampling period, and the frequency components of the sampled
function. The sample jitter process is created by passing a
unit-variance, white, mean zero process through a user-
specified finite-impulse response filter (this is used to
generate correlated jitter). The distribution of the input
noise is either uniform or gaussian, and the variance of the
filter output is user specified. The code computes the SNR
of the jitter-sampled function experimentally and
theoretically and displays the results.

We will now present simulation results for a number of
important cases to convince the reader of the accuracy of
the approximations. The data are divided into three groups,
A through C. Within each group, the variance and the signal
to be sampled are kept constant. Therefore, according to our
theory, the SNRs should remain constant within each group.
Each trial within a group varied one parameter, to test if
the SNR remained constant.



Group A

In the following three trials, the following values were
common

N=256; T=2.5xl0 ;-5

ac=[]; as=[1];
kc=[ ]; ks=[1];

1. std=lxl0 ; distrib='unif'; experimental:60.16 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:60.16 dB

2. std=lxl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:60.44 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:60.16 dB

3. std=lxl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:60.34 dB-6

num=[10.50.25]; theoretical:60.16 dB

Group B

In the following three tests, the following values were
common

N=256; T=2.5xl0 ;-5

ac=[]; as=[1];
kc=[0]; ks=[60];

4. std=l0xl0 ; distrib='unif'; experimental:4.71 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:4.60 dB

5. std=l0xl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:5.29 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:4.60 dB

6. std=l0xl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:4.63 dB-6

num=[10.50.25]; theoretical:4.60 dB

Group C

In the following six tests, the following values were common

N=256; T=2.5xl0 ;-5

ac=[32]; as=[5];
kc=[050]; ks=[10];

7. std=lxl0 ; distrib='unif'; experimental:36.16 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:35.91 dB



8. std=lxl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:35.69 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:35.91 dB

9. std=lxl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:35.94 dB-6

num=[10.50.25]; theoretical:35.91 dB

10. std=l0xl0 ; distrib='unif'; experimental:16.01 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:15.91 dB

11. std=l0xl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:15.89 dB-6

num=[1]; theoretical:15.91 dB

12. std=l0xl0 ; distrib='norm'; experimental:16.43 dB-6

num=[10..50.25]; theoretical:15.91 dB

The experimental SNR data were obtained by running the
simulation five times for each case and averaging the
resulting SNR. From the data, observe that the theoretical
predictions are constant within a group. The experimental
SNRs also remain fairly constant. We conclude that the
theoretical and experimental SNRs match very well
considering our theory is only an approximation.

CONCLUSION

In this research project, the autocorrelation function of
jittered samples of a deterministic function was derived. An
important special case of sampled periodic functions was
treated in some detail. Computer simulation demonstrated the
validity of the approach for small jitter. Since we have the
autocorrelation function of the noisy signal, one could, in
principle, take the discrete-time Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation to find the approximate frequency spectrum
of the noise introduced by sample jitter. The accuracy of
resulting spectrum was not verified in this report, but is
an area for further work.
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ABSTRACT

The Voice Main Card (VMC) functions as an enhanced telephone answering machine and
is designed as a plug-in card for the IBM PC and compatibles. In addition to standard
answering machine functions, the VMC features programmable outgoing message
selection, message routing, response to caller’s touch tone signals, and remote
programming ability.

The VMC will answer incoming telephone calls, deliver outgoing messages which are
Programmably selectable from as many as 16 digitized audio messages stored on the
PC’s hard disk, record incoming messages to the hard disk or optionally to an external
tape recorder, route messages to a specified receiver, respond to a caller’s touch tone
signals, and enter a remote programming mode as a result of a special code sent by the
caller.

Audio messages are processed digitally via A/D and D/A converters which receive and
send 8-bit data to and from the IBM PC through a selectable port address. The A/D
conversion is implemented with the ADC0802 which is operated at a clock rate of
512 kHz. The D/A conversion is implemented with the DAC0830. Interface with the
telephone line is accomplished with the speech circuit TP5700 coupled through
opto-couplers. Messages are recorded using an external 600-ohm dynamic microphone
and played back through an external 8-ohm speaker.

A full-featured, pull-down menu program is provided with the VMC and implements all
programmable functions. Data In/Out (I/O) with the card is interrupt-driven to allow
apparent simultaneous disk I/O.
                   
Copyright © 1989 by Daniel A. Durbin



INTRODUCTION

Purpose

This project, the IBM PC VMC, proposes an alternative to the standard telephone
answering machine, which will offer superior performance as a result of versatile
programmability through the use of the IBM Personal Computer (IBM PC). The primary
purpose of this project is to provide the experienced designer with interfacing to the IBM
PC, interfacing to the telephone line, and digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital
(A/D) conversion techniques.

Problem

To implement this design, a method of recording outgoing messages (OGM) and
incoming messages (ICM), detecting phone rings, and audio coupling to the telephone line
must be devised and implemented.

Solution

Messages will be digitized using an A/D converter and stored as 8-bit data on a hard disk.
The bandwidth of the telephone line, 4 kHz, will be adopted for the bandwidth of
recorded messages. This requires a sample rate of 8 kHz (by the Nyquist criteria).
Therefore, the data rate will be 8 kb/sec or 480 kb/min. Since incoming messages can be
long and numerous, provision will be made for optionally storing incoming messages on
an external cassette tape recorder. Audio will be reproduced using a D/A converter, and
played back to the telephone line and an external speaker. The digitized data will be
read/written by the IBM PC through data buffers on the answering card. Audio will be
recorded from a microphone and played back to a speaker. All circuitry to implement this
will reside on a 4-1/2 by 7 in. pc board which will plug into an expansion slot in the IBM
PC. Wherever possible, circuit functions on prepackaged monolithic devices are used to
minimize power consumption, pc board space, cost and scope of this project.

BACKGROUND

IBM PC Bus Interface

The type of IBM PC bus interface of interest in this project is 8-bit parallel data read and
write operations. The simplest approach is to use port addresses and the port read/write
instructions of the 8088 microprocessor. On the IBM PC, port addresses are numbered
from 0200h to 03FFh, of which some are assigned by IBM to specific devices. Many of
these addresses are unassigned and are available for purposes such as add-ons and



expansion. The choice of address to use then depends only on which addresses are free
in the particular system being considered. The second parallel printer port is chosen as the
default port address but, for adaptability, may be changed by the appropriate selection of
dip switch positions. The dip switch may be set to select any of the port addresses
allowed by the IBM PC. With this configuration, 8-bit parallel data IN/OUT may be
accomplished with software’s use of the 8088’s IN and OUT instructions. In TurboC,
these instructions are referenced with inportb( ) and outportb( ) functions.

An 8-switch dip switch will be used to select the hardware address that the VMC will
occupy. Below is a summary of the possible positions of switch and the corresponding
addresses that result.

Switch Group Possible Address (Hexidecimal)
S8 02xx
S7 - S4 0x0x - 0xFx
S3 0xx4 or 0xx8

For this project, the address 0278 will be selected as the default address.

Port addresses are determined by decoding address bits (A0 - A9, where bit A9 indicates
a port is being addressed). A port address on the address bus is valid when address
enable (AEN ) is lowered. 8-bit data are then transferred using the port read (IOR ) and~             ~

port write (IOW ) signals. The IBM PC bus signals are tabulated below in Table 1.~

Telephone Line Interface

Speech

The telephone company equipment registers an off-hook condition when a load, which
draws 20 ma, is placed across the two phone lines TIP and RING. The current is
modulated and demodulated to send and receive speech signals through the lines. Factors
involved in this process include line impedance balancing, gain control, and amplification.
There are many manufacturers who produce telephone speech circuits in monolithic
packages which perform these functions. To simplify the design, a choice of one of these
circuits is made for the telephone speech interface.



Table 1.   IBM PC Bus Signals

GND B1 A1 I/O CH CK
RESET DRV B2 A2 D7
+5V DC B3 A3 D6
IRQ2 B4 A4 D5 
-5V DC B5 A5 D4
DRQ2 B6 A6 D3
-12V DC B7 A7 D2
NOT USED B8 A8 D1
+12V DC B9 A9 D0
GND B10 A10 I/O CH RDY
MEMW B11 A11 AEN

A19
IOW B13 A13 A18~

IOR B14 A14 A17~

DACK3 B15 A15 A16~

DRQ3 B16 A16 A15
DACK1 B17 A17 A14~

DRQI B18 A18 A13
DACK0 B19 A19 A12~

CLK B20 A20 A11
IRQ7 B21 A21 A10
IRQ6 B22 A22 A9
IRQ5 B23 A23 A8
IRQ4 B24 A24 A7
IRQ3 B25 A25 A6
DACK2 B26 A26 A5~

T/C B27 A27 A4
ALE B28 A28 A3
+5V DC B29 A29 A2
OSC B30 A30 A1
GND B31 A31 A0

~

~

MEMW B12 A12

DTMF

Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) tones are used to represent Touch Tone digits. To
decode these tones, a series of band pass filters must be used, the most practical of
which are switched capacitor filters. These method and frequency measuring techniques
are used by the M-957-01 DTMF Receiver from TelTone. This chip used for DTMF
decoding.



Ring

A ring signal consists of an 86 Vac signal which is on for 2 sec and off for 4 sec. The
ring detector should present a high impedance to the line. Inexpensive monolithic
packages are available to perform the function of ring-detect and provide a signal which
may be conditioned to deliver a TTI ring-detect signal to the IBM PC.

Analog/Digital and Digital/Analog Conversion

National Semiconductor offers a wide variety of ADCs and DACs, the choice of which
depends on three criteria: bit resolution, conversion rate, and interface. In this
application, 8-bit data are required at a conversion rate of 8 kHz. The data should be
easily interfaced to a microprocessor. The ADC0802 and DAC030 excellently satisfy
these requirements.

REQUIREMENTS

In addition to the IBM PC VMC, the following equipment is necessary for full operation:

- IBM PC XT or AT Compatible (10 MHz max)
- MS DOS v3.0 or above
- 128k memory
- Hard disk (20 meg suggested)
- Telephone line
- External 8 ohm speaker
- 600 ohm dynamic microphone
- External tape recorder (optional)

The term “IBM Compatible” has been found to be misleading. Some PC systems claim to
be able to run all software written for the IBM PC, but in actuality, they don’t. The VMC
was designed to operate on an IBM PC XT and was tested on an IBM AT 10 Mhz
compatible using MS DOS 3.2. The data hold time on the DAC determines the maximum
CPU clock frequency of 10 MHz. The size of the hard disk will determine the amount of
digitized data that can be stored. Voice messages may be optionally saved in analog form
to an external tape drive which has a remote start/stop control input.

DESIGN

The VMC consists of the following components:

- Address Decode
- Control/Status Registers
- Data Bus



- Voice Digitizer
- Voice Reproduction
- Audio Input Amplifier
- Audio Output Amplifier
- Telephone Interface
- DTMF Decoder/Ring Detector
- Software Programs

A general block diagram showing the interconnection of the above is shown in Figure 1.
Audio may be digitized from two sources: an external microphone and the telephone line.
When DATA READY is asserted, the ADC has completed a conversion and the data will
be placed on the data lines when the address decode circuit detects address 0278h on the
address lines. The CPU must read the data within the sample period to avoid losing the
next conversion. Digitized audio may be written to the DAC by placing 0278h on the
address lines, and the desired data on the data lines. The CPU should time-write with
DATA READY (8 kHz). The DAC outputs to the AUDIO OUT amplifier, which drives
an external speaker and the telephone line.

Address Decode

The IBM PC system bus has 20 address lines (A0 - A19), of which only the lower 10 are
used to decode I/O port or device addresses. The signals may be interpreted as shown
below:

AEN A9 A8  A7  A6  A5  A4  A3 A2  Al  A0
port    port select    chip
Address   select
Valid

Valid port address range is from 0200h to 03FFh. Some of these are used and others are
not. The best approach for address selection is a built-in dip switch allowed to assign
different addresses depending on the particular PC configuration. The author chose the
default to be the second printer port (LPT2), addresses 0278h - 027Fh.

The address decode circuitry monitors the IBM PC address lines (A0 - A9) AEN , (IOR~  ~

and IOW ), and produces control signals which select operation of the card. This method~

is shown in Figure 2. Address lines (A3 - A8) and AEN  are compared with the card~

address value in S1  (whose default is 0278h) by an 8-bit magnitude comparator which is
enabled by the port I/O IOR  or IOW  operation. This condition (XIOR + XIOW)  is~  ~      ~

decoded by discrete gates and applied to the enable input of the comparator. The
comparator then produces card select (CS ) which is used to enable two 1-of-8~



decoders, which further decode address bits (A2 - A0) and are enabled by card I/O read
and card I/O write (XIOR  and XIOW ). The outputs then become register read~  ~

(RA  - RH ) and register write (WA  - WH ) control signals which enable the various~  ~     ~  ~

three-state data registers on the card. The assignment of the registers A - H is tabulated in
Table 2.

Table 2. Assignment of Registers A-H

Address Register Read Write

0278h A ADC DAC
0279h B - -
027Ah C - -
027Bh D - -
027Ch E - -
027Dh F - -
027Eh G DTMF -
027Fh H STAT CTROL

Data Bus

The Voice Mail Card data bus consists of 8-bit data connected to the IBM PC data bus
through a three-state buffer which is enabled by card select CS  and XIOR . There are~  ~

five 3-state devices connected to the Voice Mail Card data bus, the DAC, ADC, Status
Register, Control Register, and the DTMF decoder. The status register monitors the state
of the ADC clock (DATA READY), DTMF signal decode detect (DTMF), voice signal
present (VOICE), ring detect (RING), and phone off hook (HOOK) signals. The control
register holds control signals for the tape drive and phone hook relay. The Data Bus
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3.

The status and control registers are assigned as register H. From the view of the
computer, the status register is a read-only register and is enabled by read register
H (RH ). The control register is a write-only register and is enabled by write register~

H (WH ). These are data registers which hold 8-bit card status and card control signals~

whose assignment is tabulated below in Table 3.



Table 3. Data Register and Card Control Signal Assignments.

BIT

Control Register Status Register

Function Function

MSB 7 - -
6 - -
5 - -
4 - -
3 - DTMF-Detect
2 Mic-On Voice-Detect
1 Tape-On Ring-Detect

LSB 0 Off-Hook Hook-Status

Voice Digitizer

The selection of an A/D converter is a compromise between price and availability. The
ADC0802 was available and chosen. The ADC is clocked at 512 kHz which is set by RC
components. The conversion rate is then 512 kHz/64 clks/conversion = 8 kHz.   This will
allow a frequency response of up to 4 kHz which will cover the telephone’s bandwidth of
3.5 kHz.

The bandwidth of the telephone line is 3.5 kHz. For good results, the card will be
designed for a 4 kHz bandwidth. According to Hyquist, a sample rate of twice the highest
frequency is required to reproduce the original signal, therefore a sample rate of 8 kHz is
required. The National Semiconductor ADC0802 digital to analog converter is an 8-bit
ADC with a maximum conversion rate of 10 kHz. It requires 64 clock cycles per
conversion; therefore, for an 8-kHz conversion rate, a clock of 512 kHz is required. This
is obtained with RC components connected to the clock inputs of the ADC.

The ADC frequency can be given by:

The ADC is set to operate in the free running mode by typing interrupt (INTR ) to write~

(WR ) which has the effect of initiating another conversion once the last conversion~



process is completed. The ADC is therefore always performing conversions. The
(INTR ) output will then be the clock frequency divided by the conversion rate, and the~

thus will be 8 kHz. The state of the INTR  output of the ASC is monitored by a D FF~

which is cleared when a read register A (RA ) or write register A (WA ) operation~      ~

occurs. The output of the D FF is then a DATA READY signal which is monitored by
the status register for the CPU to examine. In this manner, the CPU can time read and
write operations to the 8 kHz clock on the card. The ADC output data will appear on the
card data bus when (RA ) is lowered, which is tied to read (RD ) on the ADC. This~         ~

corresponds to address 0278h appearing on the IBM PC bus. The audio input should be
a voltage from 0 to 5 Vdc and is produced by the Audio Input Amplifier circuit.

Voice Reproduction

The DAC chip to be used is the DAC0830. The hookup for this chip is straightforward.
The chip is double buffered but in this configuration, this feature is not used. The
feedback resistor is used in a current-to-voltage converter in the audio-out circuit. XZFER
and WR2 are held low while (WA ) is used as chip select and (XIOW ) clocks the data,~        ~

and Vref = +5 Vdc. The hold time of the data decreases as Vcc increases. For a 10 Mhz
CPU, Vcc should be +12 Vdc; +5 Vdc is sufficient for 6 Mhz operation. The DAC is
shown in Figure 3.

Audio Input Amplifier

The audio input amplifier consists of a high-gain inverting amplifier, low pass filter, level
shifter, and activity detector. The sources of audio input signals are from an opto-isolator
connected to the telephone interface circuit and a microphone whose impedance is 600
ohms, with an output signal of about 5 mV at a normal speaking volume, and a speaking
distance of 3 in. from the microphone. The input to the ADC0802 should be from 0 to 5
Vdc centered at 2.5 Vdc. An inverting amplifier is used to provide a gain of 5 V/5 mV =
1000. The audio signal should also be filtered to contain minimum frequency components
above 4 kHz. A Sallen and Key two-pole low pass filter will provide low pass filtering.
The gain and poles are given by

AV = 1 + R2/R1         f = 1/2 pi R C

The gain is set to slightly above 1 and the poles to 4 kHz by selecting R1 = 10 kohms and
R2 = 27 kohms. Thus R2 = 12 kohms and C = 1500 pF. The signal is then capacitively
coupled to a level shifter, whose center is 2.5 Vdc and limited by protection diodes to
prevent values > 5 Vdc and < 0 Vdc. A single-shot retriggerable multivibrator is used as
the activity detector and is set to 3 sec by the timing components. The high time is given
by

tw = k Rext Cext, where k  = 0.45.~



Choosing the highest value of Rext yields Cext = 22 uF. The one-shot is connected to
trigger on the falling edge of the input signal. Since the zero or “quiet” value of the audio
out signal is 2.5V, the one-shot will trigger when the input falls below 0.8V.

Audio Output Amplifier

The Audio Output Circuit shown in Figure 4 consists of a current-to-voltage converter
(since the output of the DAC is a current), a Sallen and Key low pass filter, and an off-
the-shelf audio amplifier.

The digitized audio output of the DAC is converted to a voltage by the DAC’s internal
15 kohm resistor and the inverting OP-AMP U16. The signal is then low pass filtered by a
low-pass Sallen and Key filter whose high frequency is set to 4 kHz. This removes the
discrete digtial steps produced by the DAC by smoothing them into an audio signal. The
output of this low pass filter, along with a sample of the audio input low-pass filter, is sent
to an audio power amp (U17) through a gain control (R32), which acts as a volume
control. The output of the power amp is then sent to an external 8-ohm speaker and to an
external cassette tape recorder if available. Samples of both the audio output and audio
inputs circuits are sent to the Telephone Interface circuit for coupling to the telephone
line.

Telephone Interface

The TCM-5700 monolithic speech circuit is used to interface voice audio to the phone
line. Opto-isolators are used to isolate the IBM PC power from the telephone line. The
Telephone Interface schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5. The phone line is taken off
hook when the software addresses the OFF HOOK bit in the control register. The bridge
rectifier BR1 converts the telephone line’s AC signal to DC for power and use by the
TP5700 speech circuit, which is biased and balanced with reference to its data sheet.
Since the telephone line must be isolated from the IBM PC power and ground, opto-
isolators are used to couple the audio signals to and from the audio circuits. Power from
the TP5700 is used to bias the receive LED, transmit transistor, and IBM PC +5 Vdc, and
to bias the transmit LED and receive transistor in the dual opto-isolator.

DTMF Decoder/Ring Detector

The DTMF decoder schematic is shown in Figure 6. The DTMF decoder monitors the
received audio from the telephone interface circuit. When the DTMF decoder detects a
DTMF signal on the telephone line, it will assert DTMF DETECT which may be
monitored by software by reading the status register. If the computer responds by
addressing the DTMF decoder, the DTMF decoder will place onto the data bus



(XDO-XD3) a 4-bit binary number equivalent to the touch tone signal present on the audio
line. The ring detector is connected directly to the phone line through a high-impedance
RC circuit. Since the ring detector is powered by the telephone line power, its output
must be isolated from the IBM PC. Opto-isolator U23 provides this isolation and
produces RING which is then sent to the status register.

Software Program

The software program used to operate the VMC is written in TurboC v1.5 and controls
the reading and writing of digitized speech to and from the card. It also monitors the
VMC status and takes appropriate action, such as picking up the phone in response to a
ring and other control functions. The source code for the program is many thousand of
lines long so will not be listed here. The program (called ANSWER.EXE) is a window-
driven program which provides interface to all the features of the VMC. The user may
record outgoing messages, play back incoming messages, manually dial a number,
program the outgoing message timer and more.

Since the initial writing of this text, additional software has been written and implemented
to provide text-to-speech capability. The program uses a phoneme look-up table and
random access of phoneme sound files stored on the hard disk to generate speech from
text files. The program reads the text and performs word-to-phoneme conversion, then
accesses the phoneme sound files.

Also, an FFT routine was added to provide dialtone, outgoing ring, and busy signal
detection which can be used by additional programs to provide dial out capability.
Interfacing to dBASE or another database package is possible, allowing the card to be
used to dial out to a list of names and numbers and deliver programmed messages, and to
solicit responses via touch tone signals.

Finally, the VMC and software was integrated with a bulletin board software package
(Perspective Data System by Carey Nash and Daniel Durbin) which results in both data
and voice capability on the same phone line. When a call is received, a voice message is
displayed. If a DTMF signal is received, the VMC takes control. Otherwise, Perspective
takes control and instructs the modem to send a carrier signal to initiate data
communications.

DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

The prototype for the VMC was built on a prototype board during design and test. A
layout of the proposed circuit board is provided in Appendix B. The layout does not
include switching capacitors for the logic ICs which should be added. Time did not



permit fabrication of the pc board; however, it is the author’s intent to construct the pc
board version of this project.

TEST RESULTS

ADC Test

The first stage to be tested was the ADC. The readADC( ) function was written to read
and store digitized audio from the ADC. A graphing function was written to display the
digitized audio on the computer’s monitor in high resolution graphics mode.

Audio End-Around Test

The audio input circuit was connected directly to the audio output circuit, and a frequency
response plot was made of the two circuits combined. The combined circuits make up a
four-pole band-pass filter with band of 100 hz-4000 hz. The resultant frequency response
data are tabulated in Table 4.

DAC Test

The second stage to be tested was the DAC. The write DAC( ) function was written to
send stored digitized audio to the DAC. A speaker was connected to the audio output
circuit, and the resulting reproduction of audio was monitored audibly.

Telephone Interface

The third stage to be tested was the telephone interface. A second phone line was used to
dial the phone to which the interface was connected. The readADC( ) function was used
to store the digitized audio received from the phone line. The writeDAC( ) was used to
repay the digitized audio.

Answering Mode Test

The fourth stage to be tested was the integrated answering mode. For this test, the
program was used to monitor the ring signal and respond with an OFF_HOOK
command. An outgoing message was then played to the caller. Once finished, the
incoming message was recorded until the VOICE signal was no longer asserted. The
resultant recorded incoming message was played back through the external speaker.



Table 4. Frequency Response Data
R = 12k/(150k + 12k)

Hz Vi x R Vo Vi dB

  70 52.31 0.22 3.875 35.0
100 52.40 0.40 3.881 40.3
200 52.42 0.65 3.883 44.5
400 52.03 0.82 3.854 47.0
700 51.86 0.91 3.841 47.5
1.5k 51.68 1.05 3.828 48.8
1k 51.74 0.96 3.833 48.0
2k 51.72 1.20 3.831 49.9
3k 52.42 1.20 3.883 49.8
3.5k 52.78 0.99 3.910 48.1
4k 52.84 0.78 3.910 46.0
5k 52.51 0.41 3.890 40.5
6k 52.28 0.20 3.873 34.3
7k 52.21 0.10 3.867 28.3

Integrated Test

The bulk of the user interface of the software program was developed during this phase
of testing. The readADC( ) and write DAC functions were integrated into a pull-down
windowing program, and support functions were written to provide the programmability
of the VMC.

CONCLUSION

This project was successful. It was ahead of schedule, under budget, exceeded
specifications, and performed oustandingly.

Suggestions for Additions and Modifications

Many additional features may be added with additional software programming such as
text-to-speech capability, dial out and redial capability, and so forth. The audio signals
from the DAC, MIC, and telephone circuits are summed using coupling capacitors. This
results in some distortion and band reduction of the audio signal. An improvement would
be the addition of a summing amplifier to provide isolation between the three audio
circuits.



Also, there are three ways to implement data transfer with the card. In one method, the
computer waits in a loop for the clock signal to be asserted to indicate data ready.
Another programs the PC’s programmable time to generate an interrupt, at an 8-kHz rate,
which would call a data I/O interrupt service routine. The third would implement a
hardware interrupt. This method would require the clock signal to be attached to one of
the IRQx lines on the PC’s bus. This hardware-generated interrupt could call the same
ISR used to implement software interrupt with the timer. Finally, the telephone interface
functions could be consolidated onto a single commercially available monolithic package
resulting in reduced cost, space, and component count.
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APPENDIX A. SPECIFICATIONS

Conversion rate 8 kbytes/sec
A/D Converter clock rate 512 Hz
Data Rate 480 kbytes/min

External Speaker
impedance 8 ohms
power 2 watts max

Microphone 600 ohms
Audio Gain 48 dB @ 1 kHz
Bandwidth 4 kHz

Phone line RJ-11



APPENDIX B. PROPOSED VMC CURCUIT BOARD



Figure 1. General Block Diagram

Figure 2. Address Decode Schematic Diagram



Figure 3. Data Bus Schematic Diagram

Figure 4. Audio In/Out Schematic Diagram



Figure 5. Telephone Interface Schematic Diagram

Figure 6. DTMF Decoder Schematic Diagram
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ABSTRACT

The analysis of the AH-64 Apache helicopter telemetry antenna was performed to
improve the present telemetry antenna patterns. This telemetry antenna was used by the
Mesa, Arizona, branch of McDonnell Douglas helicopter division to transmit real-time
data gathered during test flights to a Fixed Base Data System developed by the University
of New Mexico’s Physical Science Laboratory (PSL) in 1988.

This analysis was necessary due to the high data dropout encountered when the helicopter
was performing maneuvers on the test range, a potentially dangerous situation. Since the
telemetry antenna patterns had never been studied, the PSL was awarded a contract to
conduct a study of the telemetry antenna and suggest ways to improve the performance of
the present telemetry system.

Extensive use of software developed by Ohio State University for the analysis of antennas
on aircraft was applied to finding a solution to the problems encountered with the present
system. This included analysis of several different configurations of antennas and antenna
placement.

The result of this analysis was to present McDonnell Douglas with a recommendation of
telemetry antenna and telemetry antenna placement that would satisfy the requirements of
the current test system in use. This represents a three-month effort by the PSL utilizing
advanced antenna analysis techniques.



INTRODUCTION

McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company is actively involved in flight tests on the AH-64
Apache in Mesa, Arizona. There arises a need for real-time telemetry during these tests for
a variety of safety and economic reasons. The previous system that was used stored all
data on magnetic tape in the helicopter for later data reduction. The PSL has delivered the
Fixed Base Data System (FBDS), a real-time telemetry system. McDonnell Douglas
currently employs the FBDS during test flights, but due to the excessive data dropout that
occurs during the maneuvering of the helicopter, the previous system is also used. The
high data dropout rate often limits FBDS to a playback mode, analyzing the data tapes
recorded during the flight. PSL has recommended a complete link analysis of the current
telemetry system. However, at this time, McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company has
only contracted PSL to complete an analysis of the AH-64 Apache transmit telemetry
antenna. This analysis was intended to find alternatives to the current telemetry antenna
setup that would improve the current coverage and reduce the data dropout of the current
telemetry system. It is hoped that there would be enough improvement that FBDS could
be used as a stand-alone, real-time telemetry system.

BACKGROUND

The PSL has several engineers with strong backgrounds in the radio frequency (RF) and
telemetry field. These engineers, namely Russ Jedlicka and Troy Scoughton, have been
very helpful in improving my understanding of the current telemetry system employed at
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company and the current software capabilities of the
PSL. The observations on the current telemetry by Mr. Scoughton were invaluable in
confirming results of analysis on the current system. Mr. Jedlicka had foreseen the need
for good antenna simulation software and had already procured such software for the use
of PSL.

SIMULATION SOFTWARE

The telemetry antenna coverage problem was addressed using antenna simulation
programs that PSL had purchased from the Electromagnetics Laboratory at Ohio State
University. The results of simulations of different types of antennas on models of several
aircraft had been shown to be accurate when compared to similar scale model
measurements. These programs have been used extensively the U.S. Armed Forces for
aid in antenna design and placement with accurate results. Based on these results, PSL
conducted an in-depth simulation of the current antenna to better understand the problem.
From the understanding we gained of the problem, we could further use the same antenna
simulation programs to find a solution to the current telemetry system problem.



The antenna simulation programs used two different means of computing the antenna
radiation pattern. One uses the general theory of ray diffraction; the other uses basic
scattering techniques. The varying restrictions upon the model caused us to try two
different programs. Both programs calculated the same basic result for the current
telemetry antenna system. For a more in-depth discussion of the computer programs,
refer to Appendix 1.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The major problem with the real-time aspects of the FBDS telemetry system is the data
dropout that occurs when the helicopter is on the ground and when the helicopter is
performing maneuvers for testing purposes. Because the RF power received at the FBDS
is such that it has to be attenuated during normal helicopter operation, the dropout that
occurs during maneuvers indicates that the telemetry antenna is providing poor coverage.
The poor coverage is due to either the choice of helicopter-mounted telemetry antennas or
the location of transmit telemetry antennas. It should also be noted that some of the data
dropout could be caused by certain objects placed within the path of the transmit and
receive antennas, most notably the control tower placed within the vicinity of the tracking
receive telemetry antenna. These other obstacles are what led PSL to recommend a
complete link analysis in the future.

OBSERVATIONS

During some of the many visits by Mr. Scoughton to the McDonnell Douglas facility at
Mesa, Arizona, he was able to observe the AH-64 Apache during test maneuvering. Mr.
Scoughton’s observations led the PSL to recommend a complete link analysis. His
observations led us to believe that:

a) There was enough power transmitted during normal helicopter operation to provide a
telemetry data link.

b) The telemetry data dropout problem was directly related to the transmit and receive
antenna locations.

c) The problem could possibly be remedied by having the transmit telemetry antenna
provide better coverage.

CONFIRMATION OF OBSERVATION BY SIMULATIONS

Simulations of the current MDHC telemetry antenna confirmed that indeed there are
problems in the coverage. This is evident in the roll and elevation cuts of the antenna
simulation shown in Appendix 1. The azimuth cut shows good coverage throughout the
plane. The problems in the roll and elevation plane result from the basic pattern of a



monopole antenna, and are further compounded by the placement of the antenna on the
underside of the helicopter. These problems could prove to be the one of the major
causes of data dropout in the telemetry system.

ANALYSIS

The most economical solution appeared to be simply moving the antenna to a better
location. However, this would still leave the problem presented by the basic pattern of the
monopole telemetry transmit antenna. Namely, large nulls in the roll and elevation patterns.
The next most economical solution was to add another antenna to the system, one that
would fill in the nulls of the current antenna. The disadvantages of this solution is that the
transmitted power would have to be split between the two antennas, and the antennas
would have to be carefully placed and cabled to ensure proper phasing. The advantage of
this solution is low cost and relative ease of implementation.

Other solutions involving different types of antennas did not appear as attractive for
several reasons. For one, the added cost of researching several antennas would mean
extensive use of several other programs. Another reason would be that the cost of
manufacturing a new telemetry antenna could prove to be more than the performance gain
warranted. The other deciding factor against trying another antenna was the additional time
that the research and manufacturing would take. It was the belief of PSL that the current
telemetry system could be upgraded cost effectively with the addition of another antenna
of the same type that was already in use, providing a timely solution to the current
telemetry data dropout problem.

MODELS

The models used by the antenna simulation program can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.
While these models do not represent exact duplicates of the AH-64 Apache, they do
represent the major features that would cause deviation in the standard monopole antenna
pattern. These dimensions for the models were provided by McDonnell Douglas
Helicopter Company by means of the helicopter blueprints. Any deviation of the
helicopter from the blueprints could cause significant deviation in the antenna patterns that
were found through simulation. This is especially true if the telemetry antenna location
deviates from the indicated location by any discernable amount.

The models shown in Figures 1 and 2 were constructed strictly from actual location of the
feature provided by the simulation program output. These models do not include the main
or tail rotor of the helicopter because they are made almost completely with composite
material. With further knowledge of the electromagnetic properties of the composite
material, these structures could be added to the model.



ANTENNA LOCATIONS

For purposes of the simulation, it was assumed there was one telemetry antenna location,
which was at STA 485 on the bottom side of the helicopter. This is shown as Antenna 1
on Figure 3. For any other telemetry antenna locations on the AF-64 Apache, another
analysis would be necessary. This analysis could be done quickly, since the helicopter
models have already been constructed and only moving the telemetry antenna location on
the simulation model would be involved.

The placement of a second telemetry antenna that proved to be the most reasonable was
on the upper tail surface. This location had the advantage of being on the upper side of
the helicopter and a large enough area to allow a variety of placements to be tried. It also
had the further advantage of being in a null region of the current antenna so that very little
coupling between the antennas would occur. The disadvantage of this location would be
the distance from the transmitter, thereby losing power in the length of cable connecting
the antenna to the power divider. The location of the antenna on the tail surface was
determined by ensuring the antenna was an integer number of wavelengths from the
current antenna. This was necessary to keep the antennas in phase.

The second antenna on the upper tail had two seemingly reasonable locations. At STA
570.7 and 583.8, the second antenna would be 19 and 20 wavelengths, respectively, from
the current telemetry antenna at STA 485. These locations can be seen in Figure 3 as
Antennas 2A and 2B.

RESULTS

After simulations of the two-telemetry antenna system, it was found that better coverage
could be provided with it than with the current single-telemetry-antenna system. While the
azimuth plane cut suffered a slight loss of coverage, the roll plane and elevation plane cuts
greatly improved in coverage. Since some of the data dropout problems arose during test
maneuvers of the AH-64 Apache, improving the roll and elevation plane cuts should
significantly reduce the data dropouts. The improvement in coverage was found by
integrating a series of planar cuts to find the coverage provided by the antenna system.
These cuts were at 2-deg intervals in both E-theta and E-phi, and then the results of these
were integrated by Simpson’s rule to find the directivity and percent coverage. The results
of these calculations for the single-antenna system that is currently used, as well as the
proposed two-antenna system, can be found in Table 1. The results of the simulations of
the two-antenna system versus the single-antenna system are shown in Table 1. At -3 dB,
the greatest improvement in performance is shown as the two-antenna system provides
25% more coverage than the single-antenna system. The overall pattern for the two-
antenna system justifies the use of the second antenna.



CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations that can be made after this thorough analysis of the Apache
telemetry antenna analysis are fairly straightforward and very feasible. The basic problem
of the current telemetry antenna was poor coverage due to two factors: the basic
monopole antenna coverage and the large blockage in the pattern due to the location of
the telemetry antenna. The best way to improve the coverage was to simply add another
antenna on the vertical tail stabilizer. This decreased the directivity of the system and
offered better coverage. This solution is not only economical, but it also provides
satisfactory results.

LOCATION OF ANTENNA

The following recommendation for antenna placement was made after several simulations.
The antenna should be placed on the vertical tail stabilizer at STA 570.7, shown as
Antenna 2A on Figure 3. This location was deemed better than the location at STA 583.8
because of the feasibility of mounting the antenna at the given location. In the drawings of
the AH-64 Apache, there is some kind of pod already mounted at STA 583.3. Mounting a
telemetry antenna at 583.3 was therefore not feasible. There appeared to be no significant
difference in the coverage between the two locations, so the location STA 570.7 was
chosen.

POWER DIVIDER

The power divider recommended for this task is the Microlab/FXR D2-2TN. It is
recommended because it meets all the power requirements, has a small power loss, and
offers effective load isolation. This particular model is 4.3 in. long and weighs only 5 oz.
These power dividers have been used successfully at PSL for several years. Since this
power splitter costs approximately $200, it is a cost-effective choice as well.

The placement of the power divider is left up to the customer, as the placement is not
essential to the telemetry antenna system. It should not be placed so far away as to incur
large cable losses, however. The critical cable lengths in the system are the cables from
the power divider to the two antennas.

CABLING OF NEW ANTENNA

The current telemetry system on board the AH-64 Apache uses RG-58 coaxial cable with
N-type connectors. This cable is fairly glossy at the 1.5 GHz. Approximately 5 dB signal
loss should be expected between the transmitter and the antenna on the tail if it is used. It
is strongly recommended that the RG-58 coaxial cable be replaced by RG-8 coaxial



cable. The RG-8 coaxial cable will only suffer a 2-dB loss over the same path, thus
doubling the power to the tail-mounted antenna. The N-type connectors present no
serious problem and are recommended to remain with the system, as their replacement
would probably mean antenna replacement and possibly transmitter replacement.

The cable lengths between the power splitter and the two antennas have to be made to
accurate lengths to ensure the two antennas operate in phase. The cable between the
power splitter and Antenna 1 at STA 485 should be made as short as possible with the
length of the cable carefully and accurately measured. The cable going to the tail should
be made to the length of the first cable plus 291.34 in. or 37 wavelengths, as shown in
Figure 4. This should provide enough cable to reach the tail telemetry antenna and keep
the two antenna in phase with each other.

APPENDIX 1 - FIELD PLOTS FOR THE CURRENT
TELEMETRY ANTENNA

This appendix contains the field plots of two separate and independent antenna
simulations. The first series of field plot simulations were run because we felt they would
offer the greatest amount of accuracy. The second series of field plot simulations were the
ones actually used in calculating the total field plot simulation of the two-telemetry antenna
system that we have recommended. The two simulation programs have differing
restrictions on where an antenna can be mounted on the model. These restrictions kept us
from using the first simulation plots in the two-telemetry-antenna simulation. The second
antenna simulation program also had restrictions on the type of structure on which the
antenna could be mounted. Fortunately, with some improvisation, we were able to fairly
closely simulate the current antenna mounting with the second program. This can be seen
by comparing the following two series of simulated field plots.

The first program limits antenna mounting to elliptic cylinders only, while the second
program limits antenna mounting to plate-like structures. The improvisation mentioned
was to mount the current antenna on a plate very close to the cylinder modeling the
fuselage. This was then tested to find the size of plate that most closely made the pattern
resemble the first program’s simulated field plots. The reason for not trying to improvise
the first program was that it was felt that it would be difficult to represent the tail section
where the second antenna was to be mounted by an elliptic cylinder.

It should also be noted here that special attention should be paid to where the placement
of 0E occurs on the plots. The two programs have tendencies to place the 0E at differing
places on the plots, thereby possibly adding a little confusion at first glance. Initially, it
was felt that the first set of plots of the single monopole antenna was the most accurate,
but after discussing the plots with several engineers employed at the laboratory, it was felt



that the second set of plots may be closer to the real patterns. This is because these
second series of plots exhibit more scattering that the modeled structures are likely to
cause. But it should also be noted that some of the extremely high glitches in the second
series of antenna pattern plots are likely to be caused by the plate on which the antenna is
mounted. These probably do not exist in the real pattern, but do not significantly affect
the percent coverage or the directivity calculations of the antenna.

EXPLANATION OF FIELD PLOTS

The antenna pattern plots contained in these appendices are meant to give the reader an
overall view of the antenna patterns of the given antenna system. Although many of the
patterns do not have specific labeling as to the field strength they represent, it is generally
clear when an antenna is providing good coverage. The data used to generate this are very
specific as field strengths, but were not included with this paper due to the magnitude of
paper they would have added. The plots are scaled in intervals of -3 dB, the outer ring
being the highest magnitude, the inner ring the lowest. At this time, the plots are scaled
such that the outer ring is always the maximum field strength of the signal. Often the
patterns that are asymmetrical are the plots in which there is very little power, i.e., less
than -20 dB. The program is accurate only to approximately -30 dB, and this inaccuracy
is probably the cause of the asymmetrical nature of the plots.

APPENDIX 2 - FIELD PLOTS OF THE ADDED ANTENNA

This appendix is added to show the field patterns of the added telemetry antenna if it were
to be used as a stand-alone telemetry antenna. We do not recommend this, and this
information is provided only to show how the two patterns complement each other.

APPENDIX 3 - FIELD PLOTS OF THE TWO TELEMETRY ANTENNAS

These simulated field plots are the coverage that we expect to gain with the addition of the
second antenna on the vertical tail surface. When compared to the previous simulated
field plots, it becomes obvious that the two antennas complement each other to provide
better coverage than either antenna could by itself. It should be noted that this simulation
was done with antennas in phase with each other, and that it is very important to the
antennas in phase to achieve the same results as simulated here.



TABLE 1 - PERCENT COVERAGE OF THE SIGNALS AND
TWO ANTENNA SYSTEM

One antenna Two antennas
dB level % coverage of sphere % coverage of sphere

-30.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-29.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-28.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-27.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-26.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-25.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-24.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-23.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-22.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-21.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-20.00 dB 99.46% 100.00%
-19.00 dB 99.44% 100.00%
-18.00 dB 99.44% 100.00%
-17.00 dB 99.44% 100.00%
-16.00 dB 99.44% 99.99%
-15.00 dB 99.39% 99.97%
-14.00 dB 99.35% 99.94%
-13.00 dB 99.09% 99.87%
-12.00 dB 98.80% 99.78%
-11.00 dB 98.52% 99.63%
-10.00 dB 98.08% 99.31%

-9.00 dB 97.27% 98.84%
-8.00 dB 95.81% 97.93%
-7.00 dB 92.90% 95.87%
-6.00 dB 86.72% 92.53%
-5.00 dB 73.42% 87.80%
-4.00 dB 53.40% 81.15%
-3.00 dB 45.61% 71.28%
-2.00 dB 37.28% 56.40%
-1.00 dB 24.66% 39.18%
0.00 dB 4.52% 21.09%

One antenna Two antennas

Directivity 2.75 dB 1.49 dB



 EXPLANATION OF FIELD PLOTS

The antenna pattern plots contained in these appendices are meant to give the
reader an overall view of the antenna patterns of the given antenna system. Although many
of the patterns do not have specific labeling as to the field strength they represent, it is
generally clear when an antenna is providing good coverage. The data used to generate the
is very specific as the field strength, but was not included with this paper due to the
magnitude of paper they would have added. The plots are scaled in -3 dB intervals, they
outer ring being the highest magnitude, the inner ring being the lowest. At this time, the
plots are scaled such that the outer ring is always the maximum field strength of the signal.
often the patterns that asymmetrical are the plots in which there is very little power i.e. less
than -20 dB. The program is only accurate to approximately -30 dB and this inaccuracy is
probably the cause of the asymmetrical nature of the plots.
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MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE OF TELEMETRY VIDEO CODECS

CHARLES COMEAU
JOSEPH FISHER

DELTA INFORMATION SYSTEMS
HORSHAM, PENNSYLVANIA

The Range Commanders Council has recently approved standard
RCC 209-88 which defines the compression algorithms and
communications frame structure for telemetry video coders.
The compression algorithm is very flexible permitting the TV
image to be encoded using either 2 bit or 3 bit DPCM,
sub-sampled or not, coarse of fine quantizations.

Any combination of these modes of operation can be selected
and changed on a line-to-line basis. Each manufacturer of
the video encoder will develop his own algorithms for
selecting various modes of operations as the complexity of
the picture changes. Clearly the picture quality produced by
the encoder/decoder system will depend strongly on the mode
control algorithm in the encoder.

The purpose of this paper is to describe new test procedures
which are required to measure the performance of encoders
designed to meet RCC 209-88.

INTRODUCTION

There are three basic modes of operation of the video code
that can be selected in order to achieve the best
configuration to suit the needs of the user.

Mode 1:

1) Fixed frequency - comm rate of 20, 10, 5 M.H.Z. on
internal clock, or any frequency between 5 MHZ and 20 MHZ on
external (user specify) clock.

Mode 2:

Field or frame skip at a fixed skip rate.
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Mode 3:

Field or frame skip at a variable skip rate.

The test procedure that will be explained involves the
sensitivity of each mode of operation to large changes in
picture content (complexity). the amount of data compression
that is required for any mode of operation is determined by:
1) number of pixels per field, 2) comm rate of the system,
3) the number of fields per second. For real-time video
transmission, 60 fields per second is the standard.

Chart #1 shows the number of bits per pixel that must be
achieved for three of the typical comm rates, for real time
transmission of 60 fields/sec.

COMM RATE
PIXE LINES FIELD

LINE FIELD AVERAGE BITS/PIXEL RATE

20 MHZ 640 240 2.17 60/SEC
10 MHZ 512 240 1.32 60/SEC
5 MHZ 256 240 1.32 60/SEC

CHART #1

For a continuous transmission of data, the average bits/
pixel compression rate must be maintained at all times by
the computer that controls the encoder. The variable
parameters available to the computer include the choice of
Kernel, the use of horizontal sub-sampling on a per line
basis, and the number of lines sub-sampled. If the picture
is very simple the computer can also add fill bits.

Fig. 1 shows a typical picture of a tank that contains a
great number of transitions, and without sub-sampling
compresses to a value of 2.32 bits/pixel.

Fig. 2 shows a picture which has many areas (sky) with
nominal change to adjacent pixels, and compresses to a value
of 1.93 bit/pixel. Both of these pictures would require the
use of pixel sub-sampling as indicated in Chart #2.



PICTURE BITS/PIXEL PIXELS/LINE COMM RATE LINES FILL BITS/LINE
# OF HSS # OF

TANK 2.32 512 10 MHZ 207 0
PLANE 1.93 512 10 MHZ 152 0

TANK 2.32 640 20 MHZ 32 0
PLANE 1.93 640 20 MHZ 0 128

CHART #2

The system must be capable of switching from a complicated
picture to a simple picture and vise versa without
overloading its buffers at either the encoder or the
decoder. This means that the computer must respond a sudden
change in picture complexity by changing the compression
algorithm rapidly enough to prevent buffer overflow or
underflow. Subjective pictures like the tank or airplane are
poor tools to make objective evaluation, because the subject
matter influences the effects of the compression parameters.

To achieve a reliable measure of performance, test patterns
which have identical patterns on each line are used.
Figure 3 shows two patterns that are used, with the number
of bits per line that each pattern produces without pixel
sub-sampling. By switching back and forth between these two
patterns, or combinations of these two patterns, the
sensitivity of the codec to buffer limitations can be
evaluated with an objective and repeatable figure of
performance.

The test consists of the following sequences:

6A, 6B, 6A, 6B, Etc.
1C, 1D, 1C, 1D, Etc.

where 6A refers to 6 fields of pattern A, followed by (6B)
six fields of pattern, etc.

We can assume that the encoder is encoding pattern #1 and
has stabilized to the condition that the buffer level
remains constant. At a 10 MHZ comm rate, the buffer will be
depleting at an effective rate of 1.32 bits per pel or 16
kilobits/field. The computer will have adjusted the
compression parameters to insure the data entering the
buffer is doing so at the same rate of 1.32 bits per pel.
Since this is a simple, highly compressible pattern, the



average data rate is only 1.20 bits per pel. The computer
must therefore be adding 41 bits per line or 9800 bits per
field.

If we now switch instantaneously to pattern #2, we will
enter data into the buffer at a new rate of 23 Kbits per
field. Since the compression algorithm was still operating
at the rate needed for the simple pattern, the 9.8 Kbits of
fill would still be added. This means that the buffer would
be filling at a 33 Kbit rate while depleting at a 16 Kbit
rate. A typical buffer size of 3 fields would then overflow
within the 1½ fields, unless the computer can respond
rapidly enough to prevent the overflow from occurring.

The same scenario applies to a rapid change in the opposite
direction, where the buffer would deplete in 1½ fields.
Since there is a two field lag in response time before the
computer can adjust the algorithm to correct for the change,
overflow or underflow would be certain.

The tolerance to rapid changes could be improved by using a
larger buffer. However, this has the negative effect of
delaying the real time data.

The magnitude of the change between the two test patterns
can be decreased to any level by simply combining the two
pattern in one field. This can be done by generating a group
of lines from pattern 1 followed by a group of lines of
pattern 2. These groups can be alternated several times in
one field. Typically, we use alternate groups of 20 lines of
each pattern, as a basic starting point. The ratio of the
number of lines of pattern 1 to pattern 2 controls the
equivalent complexity of the field. The basic compression
rate (before kernal changes or sub-sampling) can be adjusted
to any value of bits/pixel from 1.2 to 3.1. The performance
of any particular codec can then be evaluated objectively,
and a repeatable level of performance can be measured.

Since the computer calculates the compression algorithm on a
field basis, there is the possibility of encountering
periods within the field where maximum or minimum data rates
can not be accommodated. These conditions will be
encountered when short bursts of complex data lines generate
data faster than the data can be transferred into the
buffer. An example of this problem will occur if the
multiburst pattern were encoded without any addition
compression. The data would be clocked out of the buffer at



a 10 MHZ rate while the buffer input would be clocked at
24 MHZ rate. If the buffer, or any other portion of the
codec can not handle this higher frequency, the point at
which the failure occurs can be accurately determined.

A similar failure could occur if the circuitry can not add a
sufficient number of fill bits to keep the buffer from
depleting. This test consists of coding a blank field which
generates 1.04 bits per pel. The computer should add
sufficient fill to prevent buffer depletion. The frequency
of the comm clock is then increased until depletion occurs.
That is the point at which the maximum available fill is not
sufficient to prevent buffer depletion.

Initially, I mentioned three different modes of operation.
The above test is used for measuring the dynamic performance
in the non skip mode, and the fixed skip mode. It is of no
importance in the variable, skip mode. The variable skip
mode must be tested to perform satisfactorily on the most
complex pattern available. This number can be either
measured or calculated, since it is based only on the number
of bits per line that result after compression. In the
variable skip mode, no pixel sub-sampling or kernel changes
are used. The dynamic performance of the variable skip mode
is measured by the capability of the codec to handle a
multiburst pattern that generates at least 1500 bits per
horizontal line. The amplitude of the multiburst can be
adjusted to reduce the number of bits per line until the
point is reached where the codec transmits the complete
picture with no loss in picture content. This test primarily
evaluates buffer size and buffer clock.

STATIC TEST

The static test are used to evaluate the systems frequency
response, impulse response (slew rate) and linearity. The
static tests are easily performed by comparing the input
signal to the codec against the video output at the decoder.

The multiburst pattern is ideally suited for measuring the
frequency response at both high and low amplitudes ( ie. 100
IRE amplitude down to 10 IRE amplitude).

 The stair case pattern is used to measure linearity and
slew rate. The ramp pattern is used to measure linearity and
z axis resolution.
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FRAME RATE REDUCTION IN VIDEO TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

RICHARD A. SCHAPHORST
ALAN R. DEUTERMANN

DELTA INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
HORSHAM, PENNSYLVANIA

INTRODUCTION

In video telemetry systems the transmitted picture rate, or
temporal resolution, is a critical parameter in determining
system performance as well as the transmitted bit rate. In
many applications it is important to transmit every TV frame
because the maximum temporal resolution must be maintained
to analyze critical events such as an encounter between a
missile and a target. Typical transmission bit rates for
operation at these picture rates are 5.0 to 10.0 mbps. In
other cases the frame rate can be reduced slightly to 15 or
7.5 frames/sec. without significantly reducing the value of
the output video. At these frame rates it is still possible
to sense the continuity of motion although some jerkiness
may appear on rapidly moving objects. At these reduced frame
rates the transmitted bit rate can go as low as 1.0 mbps.
There is a third class of video telemetry applications where
the scene is changing very slowly, and it is permissible to
transmit a series of still pictures at very reduced rates.
For example one picture can be transmitted every second at a
transmission bit rate of 100 Kbps.

The purpose of this paper is to examine operation of the
standard video coding system (Range Commander Council
Standard RCC 209) at conventional frame rates as well as a
wide range of reduced frame rates. The following section
describes the basic digital TV system which employs the
standard codec. Two particular modes of operation are
discussed: (1) those which reduce the frame rate by a fixed
amount and vary the spatial resolution according to the
complexity of the TV image; (2) those which maintain the
spatial resolution at a fixed level and automatically vary
the temporal resolution according to the complexity of the
image. A tradeoff analysis is presented illustrating the
interaction of spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and
transmission bit rate. A video tape is described and 
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presented illustrating system operation at a wide range of
frame rates. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

THE BASIC DIGITAL TV SYSTEM

A protocol for the digital transmission of an NTSC
television signal is presently being developed. This
protocol, which will serve as a government range standard,
will be issued by the Telecommunication Group (TCG) of the
Range Commanders’ Council (RCC). A draft standard designated
as RCC 209 has been adopted as of this writing.  The1

standard provides for a variety of operating/transmission
modes in order to accommodate a wide range of available data
rates and quality requirements.

Figure 1 illustrates the basic digital TV system. The Video
Encoder converts the video input to a digital format, as
defined by RCC 209, for subsequent encryption. The encrypted
signal is next conditioned/filtered then applied to an fm
radio transmitter of the appropriate bandwidth. At the
receiver site, the radio output is applied to a bit
synchronizer which extracts timing and regenerates the
original data stream (with occasional data link errors). The
recovered data is decrypted then applied to the Video
Decoder which converts it to its original RS-170 video
format.

The Video Encoder has a number of control inputs which are
used to select the mode of operation. The Video Decoder
monitors the incoming data and automatically adapts to the
selected mode. Following is a listing of the encoder mode
controls.

Clock mode: Internal or external clock source
Clock rate (internal mode): 20*, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.25, 0.625* mbps
Horizontal resolution: 640* 512, 256
Skip mode: Frame or field
Skip type: Fixed or variable
Fixed skip ratios: 1:1, 2:1, 4:1, 8:1
Variable skip ratio: Depends on data rate and image

complexity
*Ground encoder only.



When operated in the Afixed@ skip mode the temporal
resolution is known and constant while the spatial
resolution is variable. When operated in the Avariable@ skip
mode however the spatial resolution is known and constant
but the temporal resolution varies as a function of image
complexity and data rate.

PARAMETRIC TRADEOFF

Figure 2 illustrates the parametric tradeoff between
transmission bit rate, spatial resolution, and temporal
resolution for any digital image transmission system. It is
assumed that each pel will be defined by 1.5 bits which
corresponds to the typical compression performance for the
coding algorithm defined by the Range Commanders Council
Standard RCC 209. The two curves represent two spatial
resolutions: 512 x 480 pels which is one full TV frame and
256 x 240 pels which is one TV field. Point A shows that the
transmission bit rate for a full frame at 30 frames/sec. is
11 mbps. Point B indicates the transmission bit rate is 5.5
mbps for transmitting a field resolution at 60 fields/sec.
Points C and D represent system operation at slightly
reduced temporal resolution: 15 and 7.5 pictures/second. At
these rates some jerkiness may be perceived in rapidly
moving areas of the picture. But, for most applications, a
sense of the continuity of motion is maintained. When the
picture rate drops below 5 per second motion can become
quite jerky, and it could become difficult to perceive the
illusion of continuous motion.

Another important mode of operation at reduced frame rates
is the transmission of a series of still pictures at very
low bit rates without any attempt to convey the illusion of
motion. For example at point E one picture is transmitted
per second at a bit rate of 100 Kbps. At 9600 bps a picture
is transmitted every 10 seconds. For many applications where
the scene is changing slowly these picture rates would be
quite acceptable.

VIDEO TAPE PRESENTATION

In order to demonstrate the parametric tradeoff between the
bit rate, the spatial resolution and the temporal
resolution, a video tape has been prepared. The tape
includes the following six segments.



BIT RATE (mbps) FRAME RATE (fields/sec) RESOLUTION *(pels/line)

10 60 Variable (512 max)
10 Variable (60 max) 512
5 60 variable (256 max)
5 variable (60 max) 256
2.5 Variable (30 max) 256
1.25 Variable (15 max) 256

* 240 lines/field

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described a basic digital TV telemetry
system (Vidicoder) which permit video transmission at a wide
range of picture rates. We have presented the tradeoff
between bit rate, spatial resolution, and temporal
resolution. Finally, a video tape was presented which
illustrated the picture quality which is provided by the
Vidicoder at a wide range of bit rates, frame rates, and
resolutions. The following conclusions are drawn from this
data.

- The video codec defined by RCC 209 is well suited for
operation at reduced frame rates.

- The picture rate can be reduced to at least 7.5
frames/sec. and maintain a sense of continuous motion.

- For some applications where this scene is changing
slowly transmission at very low picture rates (e.g. 1
picture/sec.) and low bit rates (e.g. 100 Kbps) is
practical and useful.



FIGURE 1: BASIC DIGITAL TV SYSTEM
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An Integrated Telemetry Decommutation and
Display System

Schlumberger Industries
Jean-Marc Loeser

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an integrated architecture providing in
a single box the complete functions of a telemetry system.

The 3700 Decommutator can perform data synchronization,
tagging and merging, as well as processing and output in
various forms, on different input streams simultaneously.
Most functions of larger telemetry systems are implemented
here at the card level. Being based on a VME bus
architecture, the unit is very modular and can be configured
differently according to the specific requirements of
particular test programs.

The 3700 Decommutator can be used as a stand-alone station,
providing Aquick-look@ monitoring of real time data to
different independent users, or as a computer front-end in a
larger system. It is a compact unit, easily transportable.

Front-end functions and product features are presented,
illustrating the large number of applications of the unit.
The variety of display formats that can be created and
rapidly modified by users is described.

Flexibility in set-up and operation is then discussed, in
order to demonstrate how a simple database structure matches
a modular hardware architecture, resulting in a user-
friendly unit allowing rapid and easy changes in mission
set-up.
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Abstract
An update review of the advances in data compression of video signals is presented with
the focus being on schemes best suited for telemetry applications. Several important
features for image compression are addressed which serve as guidelines in the design of
data compression schemes for custom specific applications. In accordance with this list
of distinguishing attributes, a classification of existing compression algorithms is
attempted. Two major classes of encoding techniques, transform and predictive
encoding, are treated in thorough detail.

1   Introduction

Digital video has become an indispensable feature of the modern telemetry system.
Monochrome and color TV signals are routinely transmitted in many of the government
test ranges. The full bandwidth of the TV signal encoded by conventional PCM runs in
the range of 60Mbps to 80Mbps while the telemetry channel rate varies depending upon
the application. It is normally around 20Mbps for ground-to-ground communications and
from 1Mbps to 10Mbps for air-to-ground transmission. Obviously, some kind of video
compression scheme has to be employed in order to be able to achieve the required
transmission rate.

A plethora of data compression algorithms has been developed during the last thirty
years. This is partly due to the fact that the design of a compression scheme is generally
quite application dependent; as novel applications arise, so does the demand for
developing new algorithms. Some important factors that one should take into
consideration in the design of a custom specific compression scheme are: image quality
vs. compression ratio, implementation complexity (algorithmic complexity, run time,
amenability to parallel processing, buffering requirements), robustness of statistical
coding, susceptibility to channel errors, constant bit rate vs. constant image quality,
progressive transmission capability, encoder/decoder asymmetry, flexibility in fine tuning
to a specific application, overall system compatibility as well as the artifacts introduced to
the original image as a result of the compression/decompression process. The importance
of these factors varies depending upon the specific application. For example, data



compression algorithms used in transmission systems are greatly constrained by real time
and on-line considerations which limit severely the size and complexity of hardware. Other
important issues in the design of such systems are the requirement for a constant bit rate,
the robustness of an algorithm to the effects of channel errors and, finally, the requirement
that the encoder and the decoder be of comparable complexity. On the other hand, for
storage systems, compressor requirements are less stringent since much of the processing
can be done off line. However, the decompression should be fast in order to reduce turn
around or response time.

A classification of existing data compression schemes is given in table 1. The
distinguishing attributes upon which this classification is made are: a) dimensionality:
algorithms are classified as one dimensional schemes (for processing of data files,
digitized speech, etc.) and multidimensional ones (e.g., for processing of still images or
video). b) lossless vs. lossy algorithms. The former are able to reconstruct the original data
exactly, whereas the latter introduce some distortion as a trade-off for improved
compression ratio. c) statistical schemes, which require some a priori knowledge about
the data source (i.e., training), vs. adaptive (learning) schemes, which start with no a
priori information about the data source and attempt to get an estimate of the source
statistics on the “fly” as they process the data. d) fixed vs. adaptive coding, in the sense
that the parameters used are fixed or change as a function of the nonstationary data
statistics.

For the rest of this paper we focus our attention on the study of video compression
techniques and more specifically those ones which show some promise for use in the
stringent environment of telemetry system’s where bandwidth, power, size and cost,
effectivenes are of prime importance.

2   Picture/Video Compression Techniques

General image compression algorithms can be classified into four main categories: Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM), Predictive coding, Transform coding and Interpolative/
extrapolative coding. Besides theses four classes there are other schemes that may not fall
into any of these classes but they have been developed to meet the requirements of a
specific application.

2.1   Pulse Coding Modulation (PCM)

PCM is a discrete space, discrete amplitude representation of imagery information. PCM
has been used as a video digitizing scheme for the purposes of storage and transmission
and also for digitizing prior to the application of other more sophisticated compression
algorithms.



The design of the quantizer for the PCM coding of monochrome signals can be
based upon psychovisual criteria (e.g., Weber’s law, which implies that the visibility of a
given amount of quantization noise decreases with the luminance level, and therefore
coarseness of the PCM quantizer can be increased with the luminance level). However,
practical considerations generally dictate the rise of a uniform PCM quantizer on a gamma
corrected monochrome camera signal. Under most viewing conditions, 7 or 8 bpp give a
good video quality. For monochrome TV with a sampling rate of 8 MHz, this amounts for
a bit rate of 56 to 64 Mbits/sec, a prohibitive data rate for most practical applications.
Quantization with less than 5 bpp introduces contouring artifacts. Quantization noise
which can be visible due to the coarseness of quantization can be reduced in many ways,
e.g., by pre- and post- lowpass filtering or by a technique called dithering, which consists
of adding pseudo-random noise to the picture before quantization, and later at the receiver
subtracting the same noise from the quantized picture.

Perceptual considerations become more important in quantization of color signals
[18]. Color images can be quantized as three independent component colors or as a
composite color signal. Most practical color coding systems encode color components as
opposed to the composite color signal. The simplest components to use in the PCM
coding of component colors are the R,G,B tristimulus values of the pels that are usually
available by a color camera. It is not necessary to quantize each of them with the same
accuracy, since quantization noise is not equally visible in each of these components.
Experimental results show that fewer bits can be used in the quantization of the red and
blue components compared to the green signal. However, much more bandwidth
efficiency can be achieved by quantizing other color components such as the Y,I,Q
components that make tip the NTSC color signal or the Y,R,-Y,B-Y components that
both European color TV standards, known as PAL and SECAM, employ. The total bits
required for the PCM encoding of the chrominance signals is substantially smaller than the
bits required for coding of the luminance (Y) component. In general, chrominance bits
take up about 10-20% of the luminance bits. Sampling and quantization of the composite
color signal requires special considerations due to the existence of the color subcarrier fc

(f  = 3.58MHz). At first, in order to avoid aliasing and to minimize quantization noisec

patterns, sampling should be at a harmonic of the line frequency for NTSC, and an odd
harmonic of half the line frequency for PAL. Two sampling frequencies are commonly
utilized: 3f , and 4f . Sampling at 4F  allows considerable simplifications of furtherc   c    c

processing such as filtering and coding. As for the number of quantization levels, it is
generally agreed that 9bpp are required for the PCM encoding of the composite signal.

A simple design has been proposed for the digital coding of the NTSC color TV
signal for telemetry applications [25]. It transforms the Y,I,Q components into
Y,R-Y,B-Y components, PCM encodes them and transmits the R-Y,B-Y components on
a line alternating basis resulting in an allocation of 33% of the transmission capacity to
chroma information.



2.2   Predictive Coding

Often, the available imagery data has statistical dependency or redundancy from one
sample to the next. In such cases predictive coding schemes are employed. The principal
components of a typical predictive system are its predictor and quantizer. An important
aspect of this scheme is that prediction is based on the output rather than the input
samples from the past. This results in the predictor being in the feedback loop around the
quantizer so that the quantizer noise at a given step is fed back to the quantizer at the next
step (fig.1). This has a stabilizing effect that prevents accumulation of errors in the
reconstructed signal. The main advantage of a predictive system over a PCM system is
the exploitation of statistical redundancy so that only uncorrelated data with a reduced
variance are presented to the quantizer. Thus, the expected effectiveness of a predictive
system is directly related to the covariance of the data. Depending upon the number (L) of
levels of the quantizer, a distinction is often made between Delta Modulation (DM), for
which L = 2, and Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM), with L greater than 2. The
DM has not found great use in image compression, due basically to the high sampling
rates that it requires. On the other hand, DPCM is currently the most widely used video
coder, mainly, due to its simplicity and ease of implementation. This technique allows
compression ratios around 2.5:1. Adaptive DPCM (ADPCM) schemes achieve
compression ratios around 4:1.

Figure 1: DPCM system.

In DPCM coding the signal is first sampled at or around its Nyquist rate. The
differential signal which is quantized and coded for transmission comes from the
difference between the actual pixel to be encoded and a prediction of its value. In its
simplest form, DPCM uses the coded value of the horizontally previous pel as a
prediction (one-dimensional intrafield coding). More sophisticated predictors achieve
better performance by using more pels in the present field as well as previous fields and
frames. These two- and three-dimensional predictors are called intrafield, interfield and
interframe predictors, respectively. The two-dimensional prediction reduces the error on
vertical edges, but increases the error on horizontal edges as compared to one-



dimensional ones. However, the overall peak prediction error is reduced considerably with
two-dimensional predictors. Various types of linear predictors have been used, such as,
autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA) or Kalman filter ones [13]. It has been shown
[28] that a moving average (MA) predictor is more suitable for Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) data compression than the more widely used AR predictor. Furthermore,
predictors can be either fixed or adaptive. In the latter case, the prediction is switched
from a set of predictors, with the decision of switching based upon some calculation from
previously encoded pels. In the case of intraframe coding, such calculations are: a) a
measure of directional correlation, which is being used for the selection of a predictor
along the direction of maximum correlation (e.g., Graham’s predictor) and b) the absolute
prediction error for each predictor under consideration, the one with the least absolute
error is chosen in order to encode the current pel. The performance of a predictor
depends heavily on the busyness of the image. For scenes with low details and small
motion, interframe prediction achieves the best compression. In scenes with higher detail
and motion, interfield coding has an advantage. As the motion in the scene is increased
further, intrafield coding does the best. The RCC-209-88 test range standard for
transmission of monochrome digital video signals employs a one-dimensional DPCM
coding scheme, so that no degradation of vertical resolution occurs. Also it does not
allow for any interframe coding, since this would blur of objects in motion [23]. The
performance of interframe coders improves considerably, in terms of both the achieved
compression ratio and image quality, when the speed and direction of moving objects is
taken into account. In motion compensated interframe coding schemes, the direction of
motion of the object is tracked either by a block matching technique or by a pel recursive
technique [22]. Pel recursive techniques are preferable in scenes with multiple moving
objects. A DPCM codec with a variable stage motion search using block matching was
recently applied to a test frame sequence provided by NASA with very good results [17]
(1.35 bpp average bit rate was reported). Special consideration has to be taken in the
design of predictors for color signals. In the case of component color coding, an adaptive
predictor is usually designed to match the characteristics of the luminance component
alone and then the same predictor is used for encoding of chroma, components. Design
of predictors for the composite NTSC signal poses extra difficulties, since most of the
correlation in the adjacent pels is lost due to the presence of modulated chrominance
components. Nevertheless, a few codecs of this type have been designed [24].

The differential signal is quantized with a fixed or adaptive quantizer. Three types of
degradations may be seen as a result of DPCM quantization. These are referred to as
granular noise, slope overload and edge busyness. It has been realized for some time that,
for subjective reasons, quantizers should not be designed based on the Mean Square
Error (MSE) criterion but, rather, on psychovisual criteria. Adapting the DPCM quantizer
by adjusting the number of quantization levels according to the local activity in the image
results in considerable reduction of the bit rate. Clearly, the quantizer output bit, rate for a
DPCM codec must exceed 1 bpp. Experimental results have shown that the distribution



of' the quantizer levels for most images is highly nonuniform and, therefore, further
lossless compression can be achieved by using variable-wordlength codewords. The
Huffman code (sometimes referred to as entropy coding), the Lempel-Ziv [27] and the
arithmetic code [5] are one dimensional lossless compression schemes that have been
utilized for the compression of the DPCM codewords. The resulting concatenated coding
algorithms are often called Variable Length DPCM (VLDPCM). For most pictures the
average bit rate using a lossless coding scheme is about 1 bpp less than the
corresponding bit rate for a fixed length code. However, one disadvantage of variable-
length coding is that it normally requires a rate buffer for channel rate equalization. This, in
turn, increases the complexity of the system.

One important aspect in the design of predictive codecs is the effect of transmission
bit errors to the reconstructed image. Due to the differential feature of DPCM coding, a
single bit error in any pel introduced by the channel noise usually propagates and could
possibly affect all subsequent pels. The situation gets worse with VLDPCM, where a
misinterpretation of a single bit may result in desynchronization of the entire bit stream
since the codeword’s length is not fixed. Several methods for enhancing VLDPCM
images corrupted by transmission errors have been proposed [14]. One commonly used
technique is hybrid PCM/DPCM, where predictor coefficients are periodically set to zero
and during the resetting a PCM value is transmitted. Most techniques, though, fail when
transmission takes place over very noisy channels in which case the only resource may be
the use of powerful forward error correcting codes (e.g., Recd-Solomon or convolutional
codes).

VLDPCM codecs for telemetry applications have been implemented in hardware and
are available today [11,9].

2.3   Transform Coding

In transform coding compression is achieved by an energy preserving transformation of
the given image pels into another set such that the maximum information is packed into a
minimum number of samples [12]. Most commonly used transforms are linear
transformations. The Karhuncn-Loéve (KLT) is the best linear transformation in the sense
that it leads to uncorrelated coefficients. But, it is rarely used in practice because of its
computational load. On the other hand, the Discrete Cosine transform (DCT), which is a
suboptimal algorithm, has been proved to be the best linear transformation for practical
applications. DCT is preferred over the KLT, since the DCT is signal independent, it is a
good approximation to the KLT for a large class of signals with low-pass spectra, and
can be computed by means of fast algorithms. Other transforms that can be computed by
means of fast algorithms are: Discrete Fourier (DFT), Hadamard-Walsh (WHT), Haar,
Slant and Discrete Sine transform (DST).



Several parameters can be optimized in the design of a transform codec. The specific
shape and size of the transform processing block affect directly the performance and
quality of the compression scheme. Extensive simulation results have shown that for a
large class of images square blocks of size 16x16 pixels yield the best performance. The
optimization of the quantization levels can be based on the mean square error criterion as
well as preceptual criteria. Transform coding may also be adaptive by adjusting the
parameters of the coder to match local variations for nonstationary images. In connection
with hybrid codecs, motion-adaptive techniques have been investigated, particularly, for
reducing the blurring of moving objects.

In coding of color signals approaches similar to those for DPCM coding have been
taken. In general, component coding achieves better performance, whereas coding of the
composite signal sometimes yields simpler implementations since it avoids computing the
signal components. Notice, though, that not all linear transforms are appropriate for
compressing composite color signals. Such a transform should contain among its basis
vectors both sine and cosine functions in order to be able to match the phase and
amplitude of the color subcarrier f . These vectors are present in the KLT and DFTc

transforms but not in the DCT.
A drawback in transform coding is the introduction of artifacts known as “blocking-

effect” when operating at very low bit rates. Methods for the reduction of blocking effects
have been recently suggested [20]. Recursive Block Coding (RBC) is an important new
technique which extends the KLT concept and, at the same time, substantially reduces the
blocking effect [8].

In general, transform coding is conceived as being superior among the various
compression techniques. However, it suffers from a major drawback i.e., its
computational complexity for real time implementations. With the evolution, though, of
VLSI technology and its widespread use, the hardware complexity of transform coders
may not remain a disadvantage for very long. For example, a concurrent VLSI
architecture for the implementation of a 16x16 DCT operating at a 14.3 MHz sample rate
it is known to exist [26].

2.4   Hybrid Transform Coding

Hybrid transform coding combines the advantages of simple hardware complexity of
DPCM coders and the high performance of transform coders, particularly at low bit rates
(e.g., less than 1 bpp). Both intraframe and interframe hybrid techniques have been
developed. Intraframe hybrid transform coding is typically implemented by first transform
coding in one spatial dimension and then predictive (DPCM) coding of the transform
coefficients in the other dimension [3]. The theoretical framework for quantization and
coding of hybrid transform values is very similar to that of transform coding itself. It is
easily adaptable to coding and filtering of noisy images and to changes in data statistics. It
is less sensitive to errors than DPCM, but is not as robust as transform coding. Its coding



performance lies between transform coding and DPCM. Experimental results of adaptive
interframe hybrid transform coding are comparable to adaptive interframe transform
coding, which is much more complex to implement. With interframe hybrid transform
coding, motion compensation can also be used to reduce the bit-rate significantly.

Hybrid coders have been implemented for real-time data compression of images
acquired by remotely piloted vehicles [21] as well as for video coding at sub-primary rates
[22, ch.6.6.2]. Typical compression ratios achieved by the Hybrid transform coding are
around 8:1.

2.5   Interpolative/Extrapolative Coding

Most commonly used interpolators are zero-order and first order (linear) interpolators,
resulting in compression ratios around 4:1. Highcr order polynomials or cubic splines can
also be used, but their complexity does not justify the improvement on the image quality.
In some cases, it is possible to improve the quality of interpolation by using estimates of
motion objects in the scene (e.g. motion adaptive interframe interpolator). In general,
interpolative coders are useful for applications where a very low bit rate is required, and
where it might not be possible to encode each sample (e.g., during buffer overflow).

2.6   Other Coding Algorithms

A number of important coding schemes do not fall in any of the previously discussed
four classes of coders. Among them, four well promising schemes are: vector
quantization, subband (pyramid) coding, second generation techniques and fractal
transform. This section briefly discusses these techniques.

Vector Quantization (VQ) has emerged recently as a powerful technique for image
and video coding [10]. The main advantage of VQ is the simple receiver structure which
consists only of a look up table. VQ is a mapping of an input vector to an output
reproduction vector which is chosen from a finite dictionary. The critical encoding task of
VQ is to find, according to a well defined metric, the best matching codevector from the
codebook for a given input vector. A lot of research has been done in developing efficient
methods of creating the codebook from a set of training images. The LGB algorithm [19]
is an optimum iterative procedure based upon the MSE criterion. A problem with LGB
and its variants is the excessive time in building the codebook, something that should be
expected since it is essentially all exhaustive search. Another method developed by Equitz
is called Nearest Neighbor algorithm and has computational complexity that grows only
linearly with the size of the training set but its storage requirements are doubled compared
to LGB. Multistage VQ reduces both the search time and the storage requirements.
However, the principal alternative to quantizers based on the LGB algorithm is the lattice
quantizer [4]. While the effectiveness of VQ is undisputed, a major obstacle to its use is
the computational complexity of real-time implementations. Nevertheless, significant



improvements have been made in the design of real-time image and video coders by using
dedicated VLSI processor architectures [7,6]. As VLSI technology continues to improve,
the real-time implementation of VQ coders will become more attractive.

Subband coding (SBC) combines features of predictive and transform coding
methods, achieving compression ratios around 10:1 [29]. The basic idea behind SBC is to
split up the frequency band of the signal and then DPCM code each subband with coders
carefully matched to the statistics of the subband. In addition to the good compression
ratio, this scheme also lends itself nicely to progressive transmission (a desirable feature in
a browsing system). SBC is related to the synthetic-high-system introduced by Schreiber
et al. in 1959, as well as the recent pyramid coding method of Burt and Adelson [1].

The functional principle of synthetic-high-system also gave a lot of insight to develop
a whole new class of algorithms, collectively known as second-generation techniques
[16]. Recent neurophysiological results about the human visual system strongly suggest
the use of contour-texture models for image processing and coding. Second generation
techniques rely on this picture description model in order to achieve compression ratios
as high as 70:1 on grey-level still pictures. The picture segmentation is usually based upon
pattern recognition and artificial intelligence approaches.

Recently, Professors M. Barnsley and A. Sloan at the Georgia Institute of
Technology developed an innovative technique called fractal transform for compressing
and analyzing of digital pictures. A practical system implementing this transform was
funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and its
performance was demonstrated in November, 1989. The system, operated by a trained
operator, took about 100 hours to compress a 780-by-1024 pixel photoreconnaissance
satellite image, but, achieved compression ratio greater than 1000 to 1. An updated fully
automated implementation of the fractal transform on an AMT distributed array
processor, can process a 256x256 pixel black and white image in under 10 sec. Barnsley
estimates that putting the transform on a special chip would allow it to handle up to 30
pictures per second. Barnsley and Sloan are also currently looking at applying their
transform to the high-definition TV (HDTV) [2,15].

3   Conclusion

In this study we discussed the fundamentals as well as some details of several basic and
state of the art techniques in video compression. Emphasis was put on techniques which
are either currently applied to or have the potential of future application to telemetry
systems.

Predictive coding is extensively used in the telemetry systems of today, mainly
because of its simple hardware implementation which is appropriate for real time
applications. A lot of work, though, remains to be done in the area of adaptive predictive
coding. In the meanwhile, advances in VLSI design make the hardware implementation of
transform coding more appealing. Hybrid transform coding emerges as an important



compromise between the superior performance of the transform coding and the simplicity
of the DPCM. Telemetry systems have to benefit a lot from the research done in the area
of hybrid transform for commercial applications (videoconference). The introduction of
more powerful computing machines and special purpose hardware to the modern
telemetry systems facilitates the employernent of more advanced data compression
schemes like the second generation techniques or fractal transformation.
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ABSTRACT

This article introduces a system for processing data from
re-entry flying object’s internal telemetry and its flying
trace. That system receives data from various demodulators
in re-entry synthetic metering systems, stores those data
into disk in realtime and processes part of the data and
displays the results in realtime(such as strip picture,
parameter curve, value table, internal time-base, alarm and
so on). Further processing may be completed afterwards using
stored data. Multi-layer intelligent buffer and shared
storage techniques are adopted in the system to get a high
speed and large capacity data link between demodulators and
super-microcomputer. The system’s hardware and software
design and its operation are described in the article.

There are two main tasks in re-entry metering. One is the
telemetry of flying object’s internal parameter. The other
is to meter the object’s flying trace. Conventional designs
carry out re-entry metering in two seperate systems for the
two tasks. Each has its own metering system and data
processing system. Re-entry synthetic metering system design
combines the two systems into one to take over the two
tasks(re-entry telemetry and tracking) (refer to reference
article No.1). The re-entry metering data processing system
introduced here carry out data processing both for
telemetering and tracking. The system possesses interfaces
to various data demodulators in a re-entry metering system,
receives data from those demodulators, processes the data
and stores the data into disk in real-time and processes the
data thoroughly afterwards.

With multilayer intelligent structure to receive data from
demodulators and pre-process the data, the main computer’s
work is largely decreased. And with share memory technique



and buffer switch technique, the difficulty for transferring
data into main computer with high speed is diminished and
the main computer’s burden is tightened even more. So it is
possible for a microcomputer to be used as a main computer
in the re-entry metering data processing system. The system
is described in detail below:

I. System’s configuration and its operation:

The system consists of a 8086 microcomputer system and a
multi-layer intelligent data input/pre-processing interface.

a. Multi-layer intelligent data input/pre-processing
interface, see fig 1 for the interface’s structure frame
diagram.

The interface is made up of upper layer intelligent data
pre-processing module and several lower layer intelligent
data acquisition/pre-processing modules.

fig 2. Shows the block configuration of a lower intelligent
data acquisition/pre-processing module. The module is linked
to upper layer intelligent data pre-processing module
through local bus. They exchange data using share memory
buffer on lower layer modules. Several lower layer module
may be linked onto local bus. Each of them has different
data demodulator interface. So the system can support
various data demodulators in a re-entry metering system.

When data come into the lower layer module from the
demodulator interface, the microcessor block then receives
the data, pre-processes them and arranges them into one of
the two share buffers. When the buffer is filled, the other
buffer is switched on and the filled buffer is set for
access by upper layer data pre-processing module, so the
exchange of a large group of data is completed in a short
time.

fig 3  Shows the diagram of upper layer intelligent data
pre-processing module.

The upper layer module gets data from the share buffers on
the lower layer modules through local bus, further pre-
processes the data and puts the processed data into blocks
and sends them into one of the two on-board buffers that are



shared with the main computer. The upper layer module
exchange data with the main computer in the same way as the
the lower layer module to the upper layer module. It uses
the two onboard share buffers alternatively. When one buffer
is filled with data, it is switched to use the other and
inform the main computer that data is ready for processing.
The upper layer module interfaces with the main computer
through multibus. The two on-board share buffers can be
accessed by the main computer, so that saves time for data
exchange and tightens the main computer’s reception burden.

b. 8086 microcomputer system:

This re-entry metering data processing system uses 8086
microcomputer as the system’s main computer. It mainly
consists of a 8086 microcomputer(include disk and disket), a
high resolution graphic terminal, a plotter and a printer.
The microcomputer uses multibus structure and directly
accesses the share buffer on the upper layer module through
multibus. The main computer carry out following tasks:
overall system initialization, supervision the work of every
part of the system, function selections and support entries
to various functions. In real-time mode, the main computer
further process the data in the share buffer on the upper
board, stores the data into disk and output the processed
data to the graphic terminal, printer and plotter in various
formats to have a real-time report of the data (both for
conventional telemetry and tracing). In afterwards mode, the
main computer processes the stored data and output the
results in various formats to the graphic terminal, printer
and plotter to have a desirable view of the telemetry data
and tracing data.

fig 4 Illustrate the block diagram of the main computer.

II. System software introduction:

Just as its hardware configuration, the system’s software
has a three layer structure. It consists of lower layer data
acquisition/preprocessing software package, upper layer data
preprocessing software package and the main computer data
processing software package.



The lower layer and the upper layer software package are
built-in softwares on the corresponding board. They both
work under direction of the initial parameters transferred
from the main computer software. There are various tower
layer software packages that support interfaces to different
data demodulators.

The main computer software is a multi task software. It
consists of ten modules, such as main module, initialization
module, interrupt service module, disk operation module,
data computing module, keyboard module, graphic terminal
module, plotter module, printer module and stored data
processing module. Each module functions as a task and
occupies the main computer according to its priority. The
software offers three main functions. One is initialization,
which inputs initial parameters, carries out system’s self-
test and gets the system ready for operation.

The second is real-timeprocessing, which stores the real-
time data into disk, processes some of the internal
telemetry parameters and computs tracking data and displays
the results on the graphic terminal to have a quick view of
real-time data. There are several real-time display patterns
such as bar charts, value table, parameter curves, alarms,
track display and a mixed-up of them.

The third is stored data processing, which carries out the
various conventional telemetry data processing functions and
computs the tracking data to get a more precise flying
track, using the data stored in disk in real-time. The
results can he printed, displayed or plotted in various
modes to meet the requirements of the telemetry and
tracking.
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ABSTRACT

About a half of a century ago, born of necessity created by
World War II, automatic tracking techniques were developed.
The first successful tracking system to go in production was
the SCR 584 Radar developed for the U.S. Army Signal Corps
in about 1942.

Early tracking systems consisted of an antenna, a gimbal to
support and position the antenna beam to track the target, a
servo to control the movement of the gimbal, a control
system for the operator to control the tracking, a
transmitter to illuminate the target, and a receiver to
receive the reflected signal from which the tracking error
signal was extracted and sent to the servo.

It is interesting to note that this description also fits
today’s tracking systems. True -- telemetry signal tracking
is passive and does not require the transmitter and true --
some of the modern antennas do not require a gimballed
support but the basic elements of the tracking system are
still the same. However, over the last 50 years, there have
been considerable changes and improvements in available
materials, components, methods and technology. The scope of
this paper is limited to the antenna and its progress in
this changing technology. Presented herein is a brief
history of tracking systems and discussion of the various
tracking antennas developed over the years as well as the
present tracking technology and that of the future.



INTRODUCTION

In 1885 Heinrich Rudolph Hertz was the first to demonstrate
propagation and reception of radio waves and announced his
findings in 1888, an event which opened the door to antenna
technology. Serious antenna research began after Marconi’s
demonstration of transatlantic wireless communication in
1901. Marconi’s original tower is still standing on the
property owned by the Army at Camp Evans in Belmar, New
Jersey. It remained for World War II to provide the impetus
for developing the automatic tracking antenna. Our
Government summoned the Acream-of-the-crop@ of engineers and
scientists to the Radiation Laboratory at MIT and charged
them with the task of designing an automatic tracking
radar--fast. The magnetron had been invented but the rest
was all new. They did the job. The result was the U.S. Army
Signal Corps’ SCR-584 radar of which over 1500 units were
produced. Like so many other areas of this electronic
marvel, the antenna was a first -- the first automatic
tracking antenna. This paper will look back and try to
discover the significant milestones in the past that have
brought the tracking antenna to its present state of
development; attempt to define the present status and then
see what the future holds. Appended to the paper is a very
brief presentation of the theory of operation of each of the
antenna types.

THE PAST -- 1940’s Through 1970’s

A chronology of the development of tracking antenna is shown
in Figure 1. The first operational tracking antenna was a
conically scanning system using a paraboloidal reflector.
The system was developed in 1942 for the Army Signal Corps’
SCR-584 Radar. The antenna feed consisted of a spinning
dipole. While it was state-of-the-art at the time, its
performance was less than optimum. Polarization was rotated
at the scan frequency causing an undesirable modulation at
the second harmonic of the scan frequency.

Shortly after World War II, nutating (nonrotating) conical
scanning feeds were developed to eliminate the problem
caused by rotating polarization. While the r-f performance
was improved, reliability suffered severely due to
mechanical complexity and the cost was considerably higher
than that of a rotating feed. Poor reliability was the major



problem with the conical scanners of the 40’s. The
significant developments in antennas in the 40’s were in the
field of radar. Another development in the 40’s which would
lead to a tracking antenna was the development of multiple
beam technology. This was originally developed for take in
height finding and search radars.

The early 50’s brought the first real improvement in
reliability to conical scanners. Two of the three major
reliability problems in the scanners of the 40’s were the
drive system (either gear or belt driven) and the nutating
mechanisms. In the early part of 1950 a conical scanner was
developed using a hollow-shaft motor thereby eliminating
power transmission devices. In addition, the nutating
mechanisms were eliminated by the use of circular waveguide
which maintains polarization while rotating. The last major
reliability problem of conical scanners, the rotary joint,
would remain for another two decades.

The early 50’s also added the word Aprecision@ to radar
tracking with the introduction of the Three-Channel
Monopulse antenna. Three-Channel Monopulse, utilizing the
interferometer technique, reduced tracking error by an order
of magnitude and completely eliminated all rotating and
moving parts. Reliability of the antenna was very good. The
receiving subsystem, however, when compared to the conical
scan system, grew substantially both in complexity and cost.
Three identical, phase-matched, channels were required --
one for the sum channel and one each for the two difference
channels (azimuth and elevation). All three receivers had to
phase track which further complicated the receiver design.

One of the most exciting eras in the evolution of tracking
antennas also occurred in the 50’s. This was the beginning
of the development of Phased Arrays, at the time, the most
promising breakthrough in tracking antennas. In addition to
eliminating the need for mechanical gimbals to aim the
antenna, it had the unique advantage of being able to track
multiple targets. The major disadvantage of the Phased Array
was cost. Each element required a phase shifter, which
involved considerable expense based on the number of
elements needed to achieve high gain beams required for
tracking. About the middle of the 50’s, the Army at Fort
Monmouth funded Stanford Research Institute (SRI) to
determine where tracking systems were going in the future.



The conclusion of this study was that in five years almost
all tracking systems would be phased arrays. If this report
had been reviewed 15 years after it was published, one would
conclude that it had just been written. The expense and
complexity of the phased array is such that, to this day, it
has limited applications for tracking.

Also in the 50’s, research began an using the multi-beam
antenna technology for tracking.

To this point in time, tracking antennas -- as described
above-- were primarily dedicated to radar systems. In
addition to receiving r-f signals these antennas were
required to transmit high power r-f energy.

Peak power in the megawatt range was not unusual. These
systems are categorized as Aactive@ trackers because they
must initiate the r-f signal in order to receive an echo.
APassive@ trackers, on the other hand, only receive signals
transmitted from the target vehicle as is the case with
telemetry tracking systems soon to be discussed.

The community of telemetry instrumentation was growing
rapidly but since most missions were of the short range
variety and free space attenuation at the allocated P-band
frequencies was low, broad-beam, low-gain antennas sufficed
with no tracking required. NASA’s Manned Space Flight
Network, a tracking network that extended around the world
for Project Mercury, was the exception that ushered
automatic tracking into the telemetry community.

One of the first operational telemetry tracking systems was
developed in 1959 For Project Mercury. It consisted of a
four helical element array in a Three-Channel Monopulse
configuration. While this system was developed in 1959,
production didn’t start until 1960.

It was in the early 1960’s the Government decided to
reshuffle the frequency allocations and moved telemetry
operations to specified frequency ranges in the L & S-bands.
(Once again NASA was the exception and was allowed use of
its P-hand equipment through Project Gemini.) This change
dictated the use of tracking antennas for most telemetry
applications because of the increased space attenuation and
narrower antenna beams associated with the higher



frequencies. The large helical P-Band arrays were soon
replaced with dipole arrays and conically scanned parabolic
reflectors. The majority of the conical scanning feeds were
existing designs for radar service that were scaled to
telemetry frequencies. They were still plagued by the high
failure rate of the rotary joints.

In the decade of the 60’s the basic tracking systems in use
were conical scanning systems and various mutations of
monopulse systems. Once freed from the constraints of high
power requirements, designers could employ different
techniques in their approach toward the optimum passive
tracking antenna. Dipole arrays using the monopulse tracking
technique and with a reasonable gain-to-aperture ratio
became a reality. Monopulse feeds using low power dipoles
became the alternate to the less reliable conical scan feed
for reflector type antennas.

In 1960, Two-Channel Monopulse was developed which utilized
the familiar monopulse antenna but eliminated some of the
expense of the Three-Channel Monopulse technique. The first
Two-Channel Monopulse systems time-shared the azimuth and
elevation error signals in one receiver, thereby eliminating
one complete receiving channel. Later in the 60’s, Two-
Channel Monopulse systems were developed that combined the
azimuth and elevation error signals in phase quadrature in
lieu of time-sharing.

In the late 60’s, a trend setting occasion was the
introduction of the Single-Channel Monopulse (SCM)
technique. With this technique the three outputs of the
monopulse antenna were combined into a single r-f channel
which contained all of the telemetry data and antenna
pointing information. The azimuth and elevation error
signals were time-shared. Each was added to and subtracted
from the sum signal causing an amplitude modulation similar
to that of a Conscan system. Many of the advantages of
Three-Channel Monopulse could be realized at a significant
reduction in cost since only one receiving channel was
required. The Single-Channel technique could not yield the
tracking accuracy of Three-Channel or Two-Channel Monopulse,
principally because of phase errors, mutual coupling, and
parasitic effects. However, for many applications, and
particularly those operations in which precision space-
position data was of little importance, and the target was



well above the horizon, the accuracy achieved was quite
acceptable. The great disadvantage of the Single-Channel
monopulse system was inherently high sidelobes which
seriously degraded low elevation angle tracking performance.

An interesting, but little used, tracking antenna developed
in the 60’s was the Parasitic Tracking Feed. The basic
concept was to use a single antenna element for receive.
Elements adjacent to the received element were made
parasitic or non-parasitic by the use of diodes in the
dipole arms. Of all the tracking feeds developed, this one
could claim the lowest cost. The major draw-back was limited
bandwidth. Parasitic feeds were first used in aircraft
landing systems and later found limited application in
tracking antennas, mostly restricted to satellite tracking
where the required bandwidth wis consistent with the
technology.

In the late 60’s and early 70’s, the majority of two-axis
telemetry tracking systems were Single-Channel Monopulse.
The only advantage of the Single-Channel Monopulse feed over
the Conscan feed was reliability. The SCM was simply more
reliable. The fact that the Conscan tracking performance was
superior and the cost was comparable was of little
importance.

In the early 1970’s a conical scanning technique which
overcame the reliability problems of the earlier types of
conical scanners was developed. Commonly known as ARADSCAN,@  
This technique achieved its high reliability by the use of a
hollow shaft, brushless motor with reliability equivalent to
that of a transformer, and the use of a single, stationary,
dipole which excited the dominate mode in a rotating,
offset, length of circular waveguide. The circular waveguide
was the only moving part, eliminating the troublesome rotary
joint problem. Because of the simplicity of the RADSCAN
feed, the reliability proved to be better than that of the
Single-Channel Monopulse feed. The major advantage of the
RADSCAN feed over the SCM feed is a substantial improvement
in low angle tracking performance due to a considerable
refinement of antenna patterns, particularly in the area of
sidelobe structure. Before the end of the decade a major
portion of two-axis telemetry tracking antennas were once
again conically scanned.



It was in this time frame that cost-conscious telemetry
range operators began to look favorably at Single-Axis
tracking antennas. These systems were configured both as
reflector and array type antennas. In either case a fan-
shaped beam, very broad in elevation, was generated.
Tracking was accomplished solely in azimuth using the Single
Channel Monopulse technique. The broad elevation beamwidth
negated the need for an elevation axis.

In the late 1970’s, development of the Digital Beam-Forming
Array (DBA) was begun. This is an exciting technique since
it encompasses all of the advantages of a Phased Array
without the disadvantages of controlling a complex of phase
shifters. Continual work was performed on DBA’s through the
70’s but like the Phased Array, the cost was still
prohibitive. Monetary relief is anticipated with the
development of monolithic integrated circuits and advances
in computer technology. This effort will certainly continue.

THE PRESENT -- 1980’s

The 1980’s saw a proliferation of single-axis tracking
systems on ranges here and abroad. The selection varies from
arrays weighing only a few pounds to six- and eight-foot
reflectors.

Another variation on the Monopulse feed theme appeared about
1985. This was the development of a technique called
AQUADRASCAN@. The QUADRASCAN feed is a dipole array that
resembles the Monopulse feed but produces a receiving
antenna beam that is sequentially stepped around the
tracking axis to form a pyramidal (four sided) cone.
Sidelobes are substantially lower than SCM and performance
approaches that of the true conical scanner. A major
advantage of QUADRASCAN is its small aperture and
lightweight which allows it to be used with small diameter
reflectors without serious degradation of sidelobes. The
performance is not quite as good as the true conical
scanning technique for larger aperture antennas. It also
introduces slightly more loss than conical scan or SCM since
the azimuth and elevation error signals are added to the sum
signal in phase quadrature. This necessitates the use of an
additional directional coupler over the Single-Channel
Monopulse requirement.



The major advances in the 1980’s have been in the area of
phased arrays and digital beam-forming arrays. Presently,
when multitarget tracking is required, it is performed
almost exclusively with phased arrays.

The advances of the digital beam-forming array are
proceeding rapidly as monolithic microwave integrated
circuits have become a reality and fast, powerful computers
are available and priced very competitively. Major
breakthroughs will surely occur in the early 90’s as these
markets continue to improve.

THE FUTURE -- Post 1980’s

The bulk of telemetry tracking in the early part of the 90’s
will be accomplished by Conical Scanners and Monopulse feeds
and arrays. The later used with several tracking techniques
including Three-Channel, Two-Channel and Single-Channel
Monopulse and QUADRASCAN. Seen in fewer numbers, but for
special applications will be Parasitic Arrays, Multiple Beam
Antennas and Phased Arrays. Operational Digital Beam-Forming
Arrays will probably be produced in the early 90’s. By the
mid-90’s, The DBA will come of age and begin its domination
of virtually all of the telemetry tracking system
applications. This will be due, primarily, to almost
unlimited capability and affordability at that time.
Technology for the DBA is advancing rapidly -- some of it
sponsored by government agencies such as RADC, at Griffith
Air Force Base, and company funded IR&D efforts. This
intensive research will assure operational DBA's in the
early ’90’s.

The adaptive capability of the DBA lends itself to the full
optimization of all present and future telemetry
requirements. Phase can be corrected to a few seconds of arc
and amplitude to hundredths of a dB. This allows operator
control of the antenna pattern to achieve sidelobes close to
theoretical limits which have never before been achieved.
The Taylor Line-Source Method, a refinement of the
Chebyschev Polynomial method appears to be the best
technique for synthesizing ultra-low sidelobes. The DBA can
deal with an interfering signal by simply placing a null in
the direction of the interference and, if necessary, steer
the null to follow if it is moving. Target acquisition is no
problem with the DBA. The beam can be broadened so that the



capture angle is large enough to assure easy acquisition.
After acquisition, the beam will automatically revert to the
full gain configuration. The DBA has capability to spare.

More DBA magic. Multiple beam networks, such as the Butler
matrix can also be simulated digitally. The Butler matrix is
an analog Fourier transformer. Its output is a sampled,
spatial, Fourier transform of the element signals. Hence,
the same mathematical combination of the array element
signals can be performed digitally by the computer using a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. In this case, the
number of beams is equal to the number of elements in the
array and the beam directions are fixed in space relative to
each other. The FFT method is a much more efficient
utilization of computer resources than the formation of
custom beams previously described.

With the impending low cost of monolithic circuitry, it
would he very feasible to double the circuitry and have I &
Q outputs for the two orthogonal linear polarizations. With
the adaptive techniques, the computer could then instantly
polarization-match any incoming signal, saving the cost of a
diversity combiner and additional receiver and also yielding
more optimum results.

As we enter the 90’s, state-of-the-art of monolithic analog
circuitry, digital components such as sample-and-hold, A to
D’s, and fast, powerful computers will be available at ever
decreasing prices. While the tooling and non-recurring costs
of the monolithic circuitry will continue to be extremely
high, the unit cost in 1989 dollars will be low. As an
example, the typical element consisting of a printed circuit
cross-dipole with the monolithic circuitry being built into
the ground plane, and containing a dual conversion receiver
with I & Q outputs at the IF frequency, should sell for
about $500 or $600 in 1989 currency. For the first time
Multitarget tracking systems will be affordable!

CONCLUSION

The Digital Beamforming Array may be the first real
breakthrough in the annals of tracking antennas since the
SCR 584’s spinner and the first monopulse antenna. Each of
the milestones of tracking antenna evolution described above
is just an improvement on the technology which already



existed and/or an effort to reduce cost even if it resulted
in degraded performance. We are now in the computer age.
Practically everything we own operates digitally and
contains its own microprocessor. The Digital Beamforming
Array is the tracking antenna that was born in this era and
will mature in this era and may very well be the antenna
that will carry us far into the 21st century.

APPENDIX A

TRACKING ANTENNA THEORY

CONSCAN

Figure 2 shows the antenna beam of a Conscan Tracker. When
the target is off boresight, the amplitude of the received
signal is modulated sinusoidally at the frequency of the
scan rate. The phase and amplitude of the modulation contain
all the necessary pointing information. The amplitude is
proportional to the amount the target is off boresight. The
phase, when compared to a reference signal, indicates the
direction off boresight. If the target is displaced from
boresight in elevation only, then the error signal is either
in phase or out of phase with the elevation reference
voltage. When the target is off boresight in both azimuth
and elevation, the error signal is proportionally in or out
of phase with both the azimuth and elevation reference
voltages. Synchronous error demodulators separate the
azimuth and elevation components of the composite error
signal into two bipolar d.c. servo control signals. Polarity
and amplitude of each error signal represents the direction
and magnitude, respectively, of the associated axis pointing
error. The servo then drives the antenna to the on-axis or
quiescent tracking position. Early, conical scanning feeds
used a reference generator with sine and cosine outputs to
reference the physical position of the feed. Most current
systems use an optical commutator to produce these reference
signals. Optical Commutators use two, dual, solid-state
chips, each comprised of a light-emitting diode and a photo-
electric cell. These chips are aimed at a rotating circular
disk, half of which is black anodized and half chrome-plated
so that light is reflected a half of cycle and absorbed a
half of cycle. Each photo-electric cell generates a
squarewave. The two chips are in space quadrature, thereby



putting the photoelectric cell outputs in phase quadrature.
The reference generator, or optical commutator, can be
mechanically aligned to minimize crosstalk or in newer
tracking systems with microprocessor control units, the
phase error can be automatically calculated and a fixed
phase bias applied to minimize crosstalk.

THREE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE

Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram with corresponding
antenna patterns of a Three-Channel Monopulse system.
Antenna elements A & B are fed to a 180 degree hybrid
generating an output of A + B and A - B. Antenna elements C
& D are fed to another 180 degree hybrid to produce C - D
and C + D. The A + B and the C + D terminals are connected
to a third 180 degree hybrid to produce the sum pattern
which is the sum of all elements. The difference output of
this hybrid is now the difference between the elements on
the left and the right which forms the azimuth difference
pattern. Similarly, the A - B is combined with C - D in a
fourth 180 degree hybrid. The sum port of this hybrid is now
the difference between the top elements and the bottom
elements or the elevation difference channel. The other port
is terminated in a matched load. The sum signal and the two
error signals are fed to three phase-tracking receivers.
This technique can be used with the monopulse feed and
reflector or with an array.

TWO-CHANNEL MONOPULSE

The operation of Two-Channel Monopulse is identical to
Three-Channel Monopulse with the exception that the two
error signals are either timeshared or combined in phase
quadrature and applied to a single receiver.

SINGLE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE

Single-Channel Monopulse is a technique for deriving a
modulated output similar to that obtained from a conically
scanning antenna. The Single-Channel Monopulse technique
utilizes a Three-Channel Monopulse antenna feed and a device
called a Ascanconverter@. A simplified diagram of the
scanconverter is shown in Figure 4. The azimuth and
elevation error channels are sampled sequentially. Each one
is phase shifted between 0 and 180 degrees in accordance



with the timing diagram shown and added to the sum channel
through a coupler. The result is a sum channel carrier
modulated with the error information. As in the Conscan
system, the phase of the modulated signal determines the
target position and the amplitude determines the amount that
the target is off boresight. The composite output of the
scanconverter corresponds to the beam shifting up/down and
then right/left. The crossover level of the composite
pattern on the boresight axis is a function of the
directional coupler. Usually 12 or 13 dB is used as the
coupling ratio for a compromise between maximum G/T and
tracking accuracy. As with Three Channel Monopulse, the
Single Channel Monopulse technique can be used with the
monopulse feed and reflector or with an array. When used
with an array, sidelobes can be reduced considerably by
proper control of the azimuth and elevation difference
patterns.

PARASITIC FEED

Figure 5 shows a five element parasitic dipole feed used for
illuminating a parabolic reflector. The top and bottom
dipoles can alternately be made resonant by shorting the
diodes in one of the dipole arms. When the top dipole is
resonant, the phase center is shifted from the focal point
to a position slightly above the focal point. This causes
the beam to tilt down. Conversely, when the bottom element
becomes resonant, the beam is tilted up. Sequentially, the
left and right dipole are resonated to tilt a beam right and
left. This causes a modulation on the sum signal similar to
that of single-channel monopulse.

MULTI-BEAM TRACKING ANTENNA

As with the Monopulse systems, multi-beam antennas can be
used either with a reflector or with an array of elements.
Figure 6 shows a Multi-Beam Antenna Feed feeding a
reflector. The secondary beam appears on the axis of the
reflector. When an element is displaced from the focal
point, the beam is then tilted in the opposite direction
about the reflector axis. The output of an array-feed
therefore corresponds to a multiplicity of beams overlapping
each other diverging from the reflector axis. The output of
each feed element can now be switched to a receiver and used
for tracking a moving target. The disadvantage of the



multiple-beam approach with reflectors is the limited scan
angle achievable. To achieve larger scan angles, the same
technique can be used with an array. The outputs of the
elements of the array are fed to a Butler matrix. The output
of the Butler matrix now corresponds to beams overlapping in
space diverging from the boresight axis. A simple diagram of
this approach is shown for a Four-Element In-Line array in
Figure 7.

PHASED ARRAY

In a Phased Array, beam scanning is accomplished with
electronically controlled phase shifters with the antenna
aperture remaining fixed in space. In addition to not
requiring mechanical motion, the major advantage of the
phased array is multi-target tracking. Figure 8 shows a
simplified block diagram of a Single- Target Tracking Phased
Array. For simplicity, only eight elements in one plane are
shown. By controlling the phase of each element, the beam
can be scanned in space. For multiple target tracking, the
outputs of the phase shifters can be applied to a Butler
matrix to achieve the multiple target capability. Other
devices, such as the Rotman lens can be used in lieu of the
Butler matrix.

DIGITAL BEAM-FORMING ARRAY

Figure 9 is a simplified block diagram of an eight-element,
in-line Digital Beam-Forming Array. The output of each
element is power divided and fed to a dual mixer. A
frequency-agile local oscillator is applied to each dual
mixer. The outputs of the dual mixer are in-phase (I) and
quadrature phase (Q) signals at the IF frequency. The
signals are then filtered and amplified. These analog
signals are then synchronously sampled and converted to
12-bit binary numbers. The converted digital numbers are
sequentially phase and amplitude modified by a computer and
combined through a discrete Fourier transform array to
simultaneously and continuously provide eight separate
antenna beams spaced at successive beam positions.
Individual beam characteristics are those associated with a
conventional electronically scanned eight-element array. The
fundamental difference lies in the advantage of computerized
pattern control.



TRACKING SYSTEM

CHRONOLOGY

1940 - 1950

1ST CONICAL SCAN TRACKING SYSTEM (584 RADAR)
MULTI-BEAM ANTENNAS (NON-TRACKING)
NUTATING CONICAL SCANNERS

1950 - 1960

CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE CONICAL SCANNERS
THREE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE
PHASED ARRAYS
MULTI-BEAM ANTENNAS (TRACKING)
AUTOTRACKING FOR TELEMETRY (PROJECT MERCURY)

1960 - 1970

TWO-CHANNEL MONOPULSE
PARASITIC TRACKING FEED
SINGLE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE

1970 - 1980

RADSCAN
DIGITAL BEAM-FORMING ARRAY (DBA)

1980 - 1990

QUADRASCAN
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ABSTRACT

The generation of scanned offset beams for producing error signals to track targets is an
old and well proven technology which has been improved over the years with innovative
techniques directed at specific mission capabilities. The various techniques of generating
offset beams, sequential lobing, conical scan, and single channel monopulse, have proven
to be acceptable, cost effective means of autotracking. These techniques and a new,
generalized electronic scanned beam configuration will be discussed with their inherent
advantages and disadvantages for various mission applications. A new electronic scanning,
autotrack technique, ESCAN, will be developed mathematically and its performance
demonstrated through analysis and measured antenna radiation pattern data.

The ESCAN tracking antenna concept will be shown to have superior side lobe
characteristics to previous electronic scanned beam approaches due to its capability to
control side lobes in both the scanned, offset beam plane and the orthogonal plane.
ESCAN offers improved capability in reducing crosstalk between the two orthogonal
tracking channels, offset beam control vs frequency, and wider frequency bandwidth.
ESCAN retains the flexibility of simultaneous generation of a separate unmodulated data
channel and a modulated tracking channel. Since ESCAN is an electronic scanning
technique the rate of scan can be controlled at any fixed rate or for variable rates
(including random variations in rate) within the capabilities of solid state switches. This
capability allows the antenna system to acquire and track spin stabilized vehicles as well
as other vehicles such as polar orbiting satellites and airplanes.



INTRODUCTION

Automatic angle tracking of targets has been of interest to the technical community for
many decades and it is one of the primary considerations in the reception of telemetry data
from airborne vehicles today. The vehicle may be a polar orbiting satellite, a
geosynchronous satellite, an airplane, a rocket, etc.. The following discussion will
summarize the types of reflector antennas typically employed for angle tracking and will
present a new feed concept (ESCAN) which provides improved side lobe suppression and
crosstalk performance as compared to Single Channel Monopulse (SCM) and conventional
sequential lobing tracking feed configurations. ESCAN also offers improved bandwidth
and reliability over conical scan.

SEQUENTIAL LOBING

The fundamental property of sequential lobing is the capability of generating offset beams
about the pointing axis of the antenna. This is typically accomplished by the use of four
circumferential feed elements placed around the focal axis of a reflector antenna, Figure 1.
The physical displacement of the feed phase center from the focal axis generates a beam
which is offset by an amount directly proportional to this displacement, Figure 2. The four
discrete offset beams are sampled in a sequential manner and compared in two orthogonal
planes to derive an error signal which is used to generate proportional drive signals for the
servo system of the motorized axis of the positioning system. The limitations of this
approach are the amount of gain loss at crossover and the high side lobes created by the
extreme beam offsets. This configuration is rarely used today due to these limitations.

Figure 1. Sequential Lobing Feed Figure 2. Offset Beam Generated
 by Offset Feed From Focal Axis



CONICAL SCANNING

The conical scanning principle involves the generation of an offset beam about the focal
axis (tracking axis) by the use of a single feed element, offset and rotated about the focal
axis. The rotation is accomplished in a motor driven, mechanical fashion. There are many
variations of conical scanning. These include the early World War II spinning dipoles to
optic configurations utilizing fixed feeds with offset spinning subreflectors. The primary
advantage of conical scan is its low implementation cost. Conical scan also provides better
gain performance than conventional sequential lobing since the beam offset may be
controlled to a prescribed crossover level. A low crossover level also minimizes the coma
effect in the first side lobe. The characteristics of conical scan tracking offer an attractive
alternative for a number of telemetry applications. The disadvantages inherent in conical
scanning are scanning speed, reliability of the mechanical rotator, and the frequency
bandwidth limitations. Also conical scanning does not allow the selection of an
unmodulated data channel and is not effective in autotracking spin stabilized targets due to
its fixed, low frequency scan rate.

SINGLE CHANNEL MONOPULSE

The need for a reliable, cost effective technique to track spin stabilized vehicles led to the
development of the single channel monopulse tracking system in the late 60s. SCM utilizes
a three channel monopulse feed (four or five element configurations) and combining
network to generate the reference, azimuth difference and elevation difference signals (See
Figures 3 and 4). The azimuth and elevation difference signals are biphase modulated and
sequentially coupled to the reference signal (see Figure 5). The resultant signal is the same
form as conical scan signals in that the combined reference plus difference signal produces
an offset beam relative to the focal axis and the azimuth and elevation error signals are
available in a time sequence manner.

Figure 3. Single Channel Monopulse - Figure 4. Single Channel Monopulse -
Four Element Array Five Element Array



Figure 5. SCM Monoscan Converter

SCM overcomes the fixed low frequency scan rate of conical scan by the use of very fast
electronic switches for the selection of offset beam positions. In addition, SCM allows the
combining circuitry to be configured such that the data channel can be independent from
the tracking channel and therefore free of the modulation created by the scanning beam.
The flexibility of SCM has resulted in it being the predominant choice for telemetry
tracking applications for the last two decades.

The disadvantages of the SCM configuration are related to the number of feed elements.
Bandwidth and aperture illumination are the main limitations of the four element SCM
feed. The four element monopulse array results in a primary reference beam suitable only
for large focal length-to-diameter (F/D) ratios. The four element feed also has bandwidth
limitations similar to conical scan. The side lobe performance for the four element feed is
typically quite acceptable, with side lobe suppression greater than 20 dB with respect to
the main beam peak.

The five element feed SCM configuration overcomes the two limitations of the four
element feed but introduces a new disadvantage, that of high side lobes in the scanned
secondary tracking beams. It should be pointed out that the side lobes in an unmodulated
data channel do not have these high side lobes. The peak side lobe of the tracking beam is
typically -15 dB to -17 dB with respect to the main beam peak and is almost invariant with
frequency. The generation of the high side lobe can be understood when one considers that



the offset beam is formed by the superposition of three beams in space, one each from at
the three elements of the feed array in the offset beam plane. The three beams are
combined with the following phase and amplitude coefficients (i.e. in azimuth)

Right Beam Center Beam Left Beam
Amplitude k 1.0 k
Phase (Degrees) 0° 0° 180°

where k is the coupling coefficient of the combining network in Figure 5. The first side
lobe of the center beam is at the same approximate angular position and in-phase with the
main lobe of the left beam therefore these two signals add in-phase and produce a high
side lobe (Figures 6a and 6b).

Figure 6a. Individual Secondary Beams Figure 6b. Resultant Scanned
of SCM for Three Feed Elements Secondary Beams for SCM

An alternate way of understanding the behavior of the SCM feed is to analyze the
combined feed signals that generate the offset beam. The array pattern of the three
elements in the azimuth plane is given by

E (2,N) = [ 1 + I (2k) Sin (2Bd Sin (2) ) ] ( EE (2,N) (l
where

d = the element spacing in wavelengths
k = the amplitude coefficient of the offset elements (determined by

coupling factor)
2 = the angle in degrees in the plane of scan
N = the angle in degrees orthogonal to the plane of scan
EE(2,N) = the individual element pattern



The amplitude and phase of the array voltage pattern in the azimuth plane is given by

[E(2)] = [ Re{ E (2) }  + Im { E (2) }  ]  ( EE (2) (22      2  1/2

= [ 1 + ( 2k Sin ( 2Bd Sin (2) ) }  ]  EE (2) (32  1/2

Phase (2) = Tan  [ Im { E (2) } /Re {E (2) } ]-1

= Tan  [ 2k Sin (2Bd Sin (2) ) ]-1

An examination of Eq. 2 shows that the amplitude illumination on a reflector from the
three elements is not substantially different than from a single element. The sin (2)
function, minimum at 0 degree and maximum at 90 degrees, broadens the array pattern.
Eq. 3 shows the phase illumination is directly proportional to a sine function, an odd
function. The phase of the illumination is increasing positive on one side of the reflector
and increasing negative on the opposite side. This phase distribution causes the beam to be
steered off axis. Figures 7 and 8 show the calculated amplitude and phase functions for a
five element SCM feed. Figure 9 is the secondary pattern of a reflector antenna fed by this
feed pattern. The peak side lobes are -16 dB in the unscanned plane and -15 dB in the
scanned plane.

Figure 7. Five-Element SCM Feed Figure 8. Five-Element SCM Feed
Amplitude Pattern Phase Pattern



Figure 9a. 120.0" Reflector Figure 9b. 120.0" Reflector
Five-Element SCM Feed Five-Element SCM Feed

ESCAN

The side lobe limitation of SCM led Scientific-Atlanta to consider new feed configurations
such that this limitation is minimized or removed. The obvious first step was to design a
feed configuration that combines the desirable characteristics of SCM but with a more
tapered amplitude distribution for illuminating a reflector antenna. This led to a new
improved, electronic scanning feed for autotrack applications. The basic design approach
was discovered by investigating multi-element arrays, similar to the four or five element
arrays presently being used for SCM, with variations in the combining network which
yield an amplitude taper in the aperture plane but maintains similar phase characteristics
which scans the secondary beam. The key to this unique tracking feed configuration is that
beam scanning is accomplished by variations in the amplitude weighting factors of the
array elements and is not dependent on the antiphase excitation of two elements located
symmetrically about the on-axis central element. The ESCAN converter is shown in
Figure 10; note that a monopulse comparator circuit is not used.

Figure 10. ESCAN Beam Forming Network



The second area of improvement is crosstalk. Crosstalk is defined as cross coupling
between the azimuth and elevation channels such that a angular movement in one of the
planes (azimuth) produces an error signal in the orthogonal plane (elevation). The ESCAN
feed configuration essentially eliminates this undesirable characteristic. This is
accomplished by an in-phase excitation of all the active elements. The SCM feed
configuration allows orthogonal plane elements to be parasitically coupled to the active
elements with an antiphase condition which gives rise to a low level crosstalk component.
The antiphase condition exists because of the presence of the monopulse comparator’s
magic-Ts.

The SCM scanned beam in the azimuth or elevation plane is formed by the superposition
of three beams in space; the ESCAN beam is formed by the superposition of two beams in
space, Figure 11a The two beams, for example in the azimuth plane, are explained as
follows:

a) An on-axis beam formed by the array combination of the center element and the
two elements in the elevation plane.

b) An off-axis beam formed alternately by the right or left element in the azimuth
plane.

The phasor combination of these two beams results in a scanned beam in the azimuth
plane, Figure 11b. Therefore the array pattern of the feed can be expressed mathematically
as:

E(2,N) = [1 + 2k  Cos {Bd Sin (N) }1

+ 2k  Cos (2Bd Sin (2) } ]  EE (2,N)2

+ i [2k  Sin (2Bd sin (2) } ]  EE (2,N) (42

where k  is the amplitude coefficient of the elevation plane elements B & D1

k  is the amplitude coefficient of the azimuth plane element2

EE (2,N) is the individual element pattern

If we examine the azimuth plane (N = 0) and substitute

R = { 2Bd Sin (2) } (5

Eq. 4 reduces to

E (2)  = [1 + 2k  + k  Cos (R)1  2

+ i k  Sin (R) ] EE (2) (62



Figure 11a. Individual Beams of ESCAN Figure 11b. Resultant Scanned
Beam for ESCAN

The expression for the amplitude of Eq. 4 differs in a significant way from the similar
expression for SCM in Eq. 1, namely the sine varying term in theta has been reduced by a
factor of two and a cosine varying term has been added. Since the cosine function has a
peak on axis and reduces to a minimum as theta goes to 90 degrees, the array coefficients
can be chosen such that a desirable amplitude illumination function for the reflector
antenna is produced.

The phase distribution is given by

Phase(2) = Tan  [Im {E (2) } /Re {E (2) } ]-1

= Tan  { [k  Sin (R) ] / [1 + 2 k  + k  Cos (R) ] } (7-1
2        1  2

The ESCAN phase distribution is very similar to the SCM distribution as it is directly
proportional to a sine function and therefore results in the off axis secondary beam. An
alternate way of explaining the beam steering capability of ESCAN is to consider a two
element array, Figure 12. When the two elements are excited with equal amplitudes the
phase center lies on the aperture of the array plane, equidistance between the two
elements. As the amplitude excitation of one of the elements is reduced relative to the
other the phase center moves along the aperture plane toward the stronger excited element
as shown in Figure 12, therefore the beam phase center may be positioned to any desired
position between the two elements as the amplitude excitations of the two elements are
varied. If one of the elements is placed on the focal axis of a reflector antenna the feed
phase center of the two element array is then off-axis which results in a steered beam.

Calculated patterns of a five element ESCAN feed are shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Radiation patterns in two orthogonal planes of a 120" reflector antenna are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. The peak side lobes are better than 20 dB below the peak of the beam
in the unscanned plane and the scanned plane.



Figure 12. Two Element Array Phase Center
Location vs Relative Amplitude

Figure 13. Five-Element ESCAN Figure 14. Five Element ESCAN
Feed Amplitude Pattern Feed Phase Pattern

The crosstalk exhibited by SCM is typically 15 to 20 dB below the desired tracking error
signal and consists of contributions from mutual coupling, cross-polarization coupling and
mismatch. The crosstalk is generated by the parasitic antiphase excitation of the orthogonal
channel elements. The antiphase excitation is due to the comparator network. The ESCAN
feed configuration eliminates the antiphase condition such that any mutual coupling or
VSWR related excitation of elements in the orthogonal plane does not generate an offset
or steered beam and therefore crosstalk is effectively minimized.



Figure 15a. 120.0" Reflector Five- Figure 15b. 120.0" Reflector Five-
Element ESCAN Feed Secondary Pattern ElementESCAN Feed Secondary Pattern

The only disadvantage of ESCAN is its sensitivity to phase differences in the combining
networks. A phase differential between the feed elements leads to a beam squint in the
primary pattern. Therefore care must be taken to assure that the phase differences be
maintained to within 10 degrees.

The performance of ESCAN tracking can be summarized as follows:

a) Electronic switching circuits allows flexibility in scan rates which overcomes the
problem with tracking spin stabilized vehicles.

b) The data channel can be configured independent from the tracking channel
eliminating scan modulation on the data.

c) High reliability is maintained since there are no mechanical rotating devices.
d) Cost effective since the tracking information is contained in a single channel.
e) Amplitude weighting of the feed elements results in low side lobes in the

unscanned and scanned planes.
f) Cross-talk is effectively minimized.
g) Overall tracking accuracy is superior to SCM, approaching full monopulse.
h) Broadband operation.
i) Phase differences in the combining network should be below 10 degrees.

SUMMARY

The performance of various types of autotracking for Telemetry antenna systems have
been considered with their advantages and disadvantages. The evolutionary process of
system performance requirements has led technology to advance from the simple



sequential lobing antenna to the sophisticated electronic beam scanning techniques of
today. A new electronic beam scanning feed system has been introduced and shown to be
superior to all previous systems except three channel monopulse with regard to typical
telemetry system requirements. A summary of telemetry tracking system performance for
the various tracking feed configurations is given in Table I.

Table I: Summary of Telemetry Tracking Systems

Tracking
Category Remarks Performance Usage

Monopulse 2 or 3 channel coherent Best tracking accuracy; Primarily large stations
receiver required; Fast dynamic response. and TT&C
expensive

Sequential Simple, single channel High side lobes; on-axis Very low due to more
Lobing receiver; low cost gain suffers due to advanced alternatives.

crossover loss.

Conical Sequential amplitude Moderate tracking Widespread use up to
Scan sensing system; sensitive accuracy; medium late 60s; some satellite

to AM interference; dynamic response; tracking use today.
simple, low cost; limited in bandwidth;
mechanical limitations; crossover loss frequency
complex; low reliability. dependent.

Single Sequential amplitude Tracking accuracy almost Preferred configuration
Channel sensing system; low equal to monopulse; low since 60s for sounding
Monopulse sensitivity to AM crossover loss; fast rocket and satellite

modulation; low to dynamic response; scan tracking.
moderate cost; single beam side lobe limits low
channel receiver; requires angle tracking.
three channel monopulse
feed configuration.

ESCAN Sequential amplitude Tracking accuracy almost Now being
sensing system; low equal to monopulse; low introduced;will replace
sensitivity to AM crossover loss; fast SCM as preferred
modulation; low to dynamic response;low tracking technique.
moderate cost; single side lobes; low sensitivity
channel receiver or to crosstalk; broadband
separate unmodulated operation.
data channel; multi-
element feed.
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ABSTRACT

Antenna control systems are typically a combination of
digital time domain algorithms for relatively simple
mathematical operations followed by analog frequency domain
filtering for mechanical resonance compensation. This paper
presents an innovative, fully digital control system that
utilizes the advantages of both modern sampled time domain
control methods and classical frequency domain
conceptualization.

The unit is designed to perform all functions of the antenna
control problem in the digital domain including generation
of command coordiantes, position, rate, torque loop closure,
servo compensation, and torque bias processing. Problems
related to analog processing such as offsets, drift, and
dynamic range are completely avoided in the digital domain.
Non-linear and adaptive filtering is used to correct system
non-linearities due to saturation, backlash, friction, and
dead band. Rate and acceleration limiting is provided in the
digital processing along with an optimal state estimator
that is used to dramatically decrease system servo errors
for dynamic targets. Digital filtering is accomplished by
utilizing an internal bi-linear transform between the
frequency domain input parameters familiar to most control
engineers and the cascaded z-transform filter coefficients
used by the control algorithms. All control and servo
control parameters are programmed into the units’
nonvolatile memory by the control engineer using an
interactive terminal attached to a service port. Changes to
the servo compensation that often required hours of analysis
and electronic component changes can now be effected and
evaluated in seconds.

Final outputs from the unit are motor drive commands that
are converted to analog form for power amplifier use. All
control and status communication between the unit and a host
computer or operator console is via a high speed, fiber
optic, serial data link.

'89 ITC Proceedings
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ABSTRACT

Modern aircraft testing and training increasingly demand the use of multiple targets. A
novel method to meet this requirement is to use the new AN/MPS-39 Multiple Object
Tracking Radar (MOTR) with Vega Target Control System equipment. The AN/MPS-39
can be loosely described as the equivalent of ten AN/FPS-16 radars. This equivalency, due
largely to the AN/MPS-39’s phased array antenna, immediately suggests the controlling of
multiple target drones as an added capability to the radar’s basic and demonstrated
function as a precision metric instrument.

This paper demonstrates the adaptability of the AN/MPS-39 MOTR to the use of VTCS,
thus exploiting the AN/MPS-39’s inherent capability to control multiple target drones
simultaneously.

Key words: Multiple drone control, instrumentation radar, land-based aircraft tracking
range equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Target drones, used in various test and training scenarios, have been controlled routinely
for many years with the Vega Target Control System (VTCS), used in connection with
AN/FPS-16 instrumentation radars. This combination of one FPS-16 and associated VTCS



equipment provides reliable and economical precision control of a single target-drone
vehicle. However, modern testing and training increasingly demand multiple targets.

One solution to the control of multiple drones is the use of the AN/MPS-39 Multiple
Object Tracking Radar (MOTR). The first such unit is now in operation at the US Army’s
White Sands Missile Range. Other ranges are in the process of acquiring additional units.
Roughly the equivalent of ten AN/FPS-16 radars, the MOTR’s phased array radar is
obviously a candidate for controlling multiple target drones as an adjunct to the radar’s
basic purpose as a precision metric instrument.

AN/MPS-39 MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING RADAR

The MOTR is a precision instrumentation radar designed to support range safety, weapon
development, operational test and evaluation, and training exercises involving realistic
scenarios; i.e., missions having multiple participants. The first MOTR was delivered to the
US Army’s White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in May, 1988 where it underwent
extensive field testing, culminating in final government acceptance in December of that
year. Additional MOTR units are being built by GE at its Moorestown, New Jersey
location for the US Air Force Eastern Space and Missile Center and WSMR. These will be
delivered in 1990. A photo of the radar is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. MOTR in Operation at the Army’s White Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico



 The IRIG is organic to the Range Commanders’ Council.*

MOTR’s transmission lens phased array antenna, mounted on an elevation over azimuth
pedestal, enables it to accurately track up to 10 targets while simultaneously processing
two surveillance beams. Accuracies equal to or better than 0.2-mil RMS angle and 1.0-yd
RMS range are specified while tracking a 20-dB or greater signal-to-noise ratio target. A
5.0-dB signal-to-noise ratio is required while tracking a 6-inch diameter sphere with a
1.0-µs pulse at 100 kyd range. The radar is mobile, and its design is based on Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG)  timing, transponder, and frequency standards. Table I lists*

important MOTR system parameters.

Table I. MOTR System Parameters

Radar Frequency C-Band (5.4 to 5.9 GHz)

Antenna:
Directive Gain 45.9 dB
Beamwidth 1.05E
Scan Volume 60E cone plus cusps

Transmitter Power:
Peak 1.0 MW
Average 5.0 kW

Range 0.5 to 8192 kyd
Radar PRF (Selectable) 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz
Per Object PRF (Selectable) 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz
Pulsewidth (Selectable):

Non-Chirp 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 µs
Chirp (Expanded) 3.125, 12.5, 50 µs
Chirp (Compressed) 0.25 µs

Pedestal Servo:
Position Servo Rate-aided Type 2
Maximum Rate:

Azimuth 800 Mils/s
Elevation 300 mils/s

Maximum Acceleration 200 mils/s
Tracking Filters:

Coordinates Cartesian (XYZ)
Types Alpha-Beta, Alpha-Beta-Gamma
Bandwidth PRF/2 to 0.1 Hz



VEGA TARGET CONTROL SYSTEM

For over two decades, unmanned target drones have been controlled with various VTCS
configurations. The VTCS is a system that adapts radar pulse transmission in the
transponder mode (referred to as beacon mode) to a command and control data link.

With a basic radar operating in the skin-track mode, the single-pulse, or main-bang,
transmission and received target echo provide the raw data that permit angle and range
tracking. In the transponder mode, the VTCS employs pulse-position coding (PPC) by
adding pulses of meaningful relative position in front of the main bang to achieve an uplink
command format. This format changes structure with each pulse repetition interval (PRI)
so that data for each channel is updated sequentially on successive intervals and with
frequent recurrence.

Figure 2 illustrates the timing relationships between a two-pulse track format and two
command formats of four and five pulses, each relative to the main bang timing of a basic
radar. Here, the radar uplink pulses are represented by the taller pulses or pulse groups.
Note in each group that the last pulse is always the main bang; it is inserted by the radar
and maintains the same repetition interval irrespective of the format used.

Similarly, the downlink pulses, represented in Figure 2 as the shorter pulses, carry PPC
telemetry data. The first pulse in the downlink reply is the ranging pulse and is used by the
radar for tracking. Pulses that follow contain the data and pertinent identification. The
dashed lines indicate optional, additional pulses.

VTCS IMPLEMENTATION

The Vega Division of Compudyne has implemented the VTCS concept on many types of
radars, including a large number of relatively low-power cooperative radars of their own
manufacture. These encompass portable and small-shelter transportable or fixed-site
models. Most pertinent, however, is the application, beginning in the mid 1970s, of the
VTCS concept to several types of standard instrumentation radars. To accomplish this,
three functions had to be provided.

! A command unit was required having the complement of proportional and discrete
controls appropriate for the drone to be flown. An Interrogation Encoder must convert
these commands into radar trigger pulses conforming to the uplink PPC format.



Figure 2. Timing of PPC Formats Relative to Radar PRF Interval

! Second, a Data Demodulator must accept the downlink telemetry PPC format and
decode the data into individual signal levels suited to the meters and indicators of a data
display colocated with the command unit.

! Last, the radar target position data must be presented to the controller on a suitable
target position display.

Figure 3 is the embodiment of a VTCS interface unit that continues to be used with a
number of instrumentation radars. This small rack contains the uplink Interrogation
Encoder and the downlink Data Demodulator. The four interconnections shown are the
sole interface requirements with single-track radars.



Figure 3. Vega Radar Equipment Rack Interfaced with Instrumentation Radar for
PPC Command/Control Adaptation

The interface unit rack contains two other functions. A radiation monitor receives and
decodes the uplink transmissions as a confirmation of proper encoding. The rack also
contains a modem for remote operation with the drone control console. Figure 4 illustrates
a dual drone control console using two widely separated instrumentation radars, of which
the AN/FPS-16 is typical.

While conventional VTCS configurations are reliable and economical, the recent fielding
of AN/MPS-39 Multiple Object Tracking Radar (MOTR) presents some new and
intriguing options. The earlier developments that applied VTCS concepts to various
instrumentation radars facilitate the use of those concepts with MOTR. The remainder of
this paper demonstrates the adaptability of the AN/MPS-39 to the use of VTCS, thus
exploiting the MOTR’s ability to simultaneously control multiple target drones.



Figure 4. Two Instrumentation Radars Equipped for Dual Drone Control with
Interface Units Linked to Central Control Site Console

VTCS INTEGRATION WITH MOTR

Relevant MOTR Parameters/Characteristics

Tradeoffs must be addressed in synthesizing any combination MOTR/VTCS system.
MOTR parameters/characteristics that affect these trades include PRF, tracking range,
angle coverage, peak and average transmitter power, the existing command/control
interface, and the operational environment.

In non-Nth tracking mode, MOTR operates at overall system PRFs of 1280, 640, 320,
160, or 80 Hz. System PRF is an operator-selected resource that is shared among active
object files, normally with one file per target. This PRF or any of its binary submultiples,
to a lower limit of 20 Hz, can be assigned to each file. For example, if the system PRF
were set at 1280 Hz, then one object file could be operated at a PRF of 640 and two at
320, etc. For this discussion, it is important to note that system PRF, not object file PRF,



determines MOTR tracking range; that is, a system PRF of 1280 Hz dictates a nominal
maximum range of 128 kyd for all objects, a 640-Hz PRF results in a 256-kyd maximum
range, and so on. This nominal maximum range is further reduced by 17 kyd to facilitate
next-PRI system setup time, including receiver gain and frequency switching, beam
steering, etc.

To accomplish target-drone control, time is required by the uplink for command
transmission and by the downlink for the reception of target drone data. Representative
required uplink and downlink times are 150 and 200 µs respectively. For this case, the
total uplink/downlink time plus MOTR system setup time would reduce nominal tracking
ranges by a total of 61 kyd. For example, if system PRF were set at 640 Hz, then available
tracking range would be 256 - 61=195 kyd. These timing relationships are shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Multiple Drone Control Timing

Of course, it is necessary to keep all controlled drones within the radar’s angle scan
coverage on a continuous basis. MOTR’s electronic angle scan coverage is a 60E diameter
cone plus cusps. For many scenarios, it is advantageous to position the array broadside at
an elevation angle of 18E. By so doing, the horizon azimuthal coverage is increased to 66E
without seriously detracting from elevation coverage. The result of this deployment is



shown in Figure 6. As a mission progresses, MOTR’s high performance pedestal
facilitates positioning the electronic scan coverage anywhere within the hemisphere.

Figure 6. Angle Scan Coverage

MOTR transmitter power, both peak and average, far exceeds drone control requirements.
The radar’s 1-MW peak power transmitter provides an uplink power density of
3.9 dBm/M  at a 500 kyd range. Considering average power, a common target drone2

control technique uses five 0.25-µs position coded pulses, which, if transmitted at the
highest MOTR system PRF of 1280 Hz, would use only 1.6 of MOTR’s available 5.0 kW
capacity.

The basic MOTR is equipped with a command control interface. This interface provides
windows of 200 µs each for sending coded information to each of as many as ten objects.
In preparing for transmission, MOTR sends a 201-µs pretrigger and an object file
identification to an external drone control subsystem. The external subsystem returns the
coded pulses for the proper object file in synchronism with the 201-µs pretrigger. MOTR
then transmits the coded string, concatenating the ranging pulse, to complete an uplink
command.

A sophisticated target drone control subsystem could be located at one end of the MOTR
electronics van where 800 contiguous cubic feet of space is available. There is also ample
spare technical and utility prime power in the van, and the environmental control unit is
sized to readily handle an additional load of this magnitude. The van electrical interface is
Electronic Industries Association Standard RS422-A.



A Hypothetical MOTR/VTCS System

Many different MOTR/VTCS combinations can be envisaged. To gain a better
understanding of the possible tradeoffs, one particular hypothetical system, capable of
controlling eight target drones is presented; then conceivable variations are discussed.

A block diagram of the hypothetical system is shown in Figure 7. The drone control
consoles (including VTCS encoder, demodulator, and appropriate logic circuitry) are the
only ground based equipment needed in addition to the MOTR hardware to complete the
system. (Current VTCS encoders and data demodulators are bus controlled, allowing them
to be smaller and more versatile.) The consoles are located in available space in the
MOTR van and use van electrical power.

Figure 7. MOTR/Target-Drone Control Equipment

For purposes of this paper, it is assumed that two drones can be flown effectively by one
operator-pilot. However, there is no reason to limit the number of drones that can be flown
from each console during times of low stress. Therefore, each single bay console could be
instrumented to fly up to ten. Furthermore, as many as ten consoles could be interfaced to
MOTR. Timing inputs from MOTR object files must be received by the processor serving
each controller position to ensure synchronous operation as each target is designated. This
feature permits drone responsibility to be passed from operator to operator during a
mission.



 This specific set is used as an example in this paper to enable discussion of system timing. In*

practice, some modification to this set would be required; e.g., system PRF and associated
circuitary.

As as example, consider the MOTR/VTCS system based on operation with multiple
transponder sets similar to the Vega Model AN/DKW-4(V)2.  Using this set, it is common*

to supply eight channels of uplink command data and process 14 channels of downlink
telemetry data. The uplink to each target drone consists of two channels of proportional
data (pitch and roll) and six channels of four discrete data values per channel for a total of
24 discrete functions. The downlink receives 12 channels of proportional data and two
channels of six discrete data values each. MOTR transmits one uplink channel and
receives one downlink channel per PRI. The uplink channels are transmitted sequentially
and the downlink channels are received sequentially at the target drone (object file) PRF
rate. This is illustrated in Figure 5.

A minor modification to the basic MOTR command control interface described above
would provide for transmitting 5-pulse uplink commands to the drone. The pretrigger is
changed to 150 µs. An RS422 electrical interface is provided at the MOTR signal
processor cabinet. In addition, the signal processor is augmented with a new RS422
interface to send range gate and ungated video downlink telemetry data to the drone
control consoles.

An accepted repetition rate for channel uplink commands is 10 Hz. For example,
proportional pitch is transmitted to each drone ten times per second. Telemetry data report
rate need not be as great — 5 Hz is sufficient. Depending on operating conditions, the
output repetition rate may be affected by necessary filtering. A 10-Hz rate uplink for eight
channels and a 5-Hz rate downlink for 14 channels dictates a minimum target drone
(object file) PRF of 80 Hz. MOTR can support an 80-Hz PRF for eight object files with a
system PRF of 1280 or 640. The advantage of 1280 Hz is that PRF resources are available
for other uses, but maximum range is limited to 67 kyd. At a system PRF of 640, all PRF
resources are required to fly the eight drones; however, maximum range increases by a
factor of three, to 195 kyd. System timing/range relationships for a 640-Hz system PRF,
while controlling eight drones, are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen in the block diagram (Figure 7), an obvious advantage of this configuration
is that a new, costly interface with range data center is not required to support the drone
variant. MOTR normally receives designation data for ten objects (any one or all of which
could be drones); this data can, in turn, be passed on to the drone consoles. MOTR
provides uplink commands and accepts downlink telemetry data in designation mode as
well as track mode. This feature is important in low elevation, high multipath situations
where pointing data must be derived from an external source.



The MOTR data processor provides the target drone control console operators with
designation or track drone position data and other needed data (e.g., maps and drone
status) via commercially available Tektronix 4207 graphic displays identical to those used
on the MOTR operator consoles. The drone console operators, in turn, use a touchscreen
and a keypad to pass instructions to the MOTR data processor.

Variations

Many variations to this hypothetical system are possible. The drone control consoles can
be installed in a separate van or building located near MOTR. Any number of consoles up
to ten can be employed. By increasing system PRF to 1280 Hz, ten drones can be
controlled while maintaining 10-Hz uplink and 5-Hz downlink refresh rates. By dropping
channel refresh rates to 5.0 and 2.5 Hz respectively (while flying straight and level, for
example), ten drones can be flown at a system PRF of 640. Under these conditions, six
object files are operated at 80 Hz PRF and four at 40.

CONCLUSION

As shown, the MOTR’s parameters are compatible with the requirements of multiple
drone control; the VTCS command/control technique has a proven history of successful
operation with single-track radars. The MOTR/VTCS combination appears to provide a
total system that meets a realistic range requirement. As noted in the paper, command and
data requirements for a particular example were presented. Requirements for other
applications and operational scenarios would be traded off with system capabilities.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, twelve optimum group synchronization codes
(n=31 to 42) for PCM telemetry systems are presented. They
are the newest achievements up to now.

KEY WORDS: Optimum Code, Synchronization, Optimum Group
Synchronization Code.

INTRODUCTION

Since PCM Telemetry Systems came into being, many scholars
have devoted themselves to research theory and searching
method of optimum group synchronization codes. In 1964,
T. L. Maury, Jr and F. J. Styles presented and recommended
twenty-four optimum frame synchronization codes (n=7 to
30)[1]. Afterwards, those achievements are brought into
American IRIG Standards.

But it is a pity that the progress of searching optimum
group synchronization codes was not great, since paper [l]
was published. In 1978, ESA published Satellite Telemetry
Standards [2] and recommended three optimum frame
synchronization codes (n=16, 24, 32,). In 1986, American
Telemetry Standards (IRIG Document 106-86)[3] recommended a
table of optimum frame synchronization patterns (n=7 to 33)
for PCM Telemetry. However, in papers [2,3], the codes of
length n=31,32,33 are actually not optimum (see [4]).

NEWEST DEVELOPMENT

In the last ten years, we devoted ourselves to research new
theory for constructing optimum group synchronization codes,
to develop new methods for searching out the optimum codes
of length greater than n=30 and even more. Until December
1988, a set of optimum group synchronization codes of length



n=31 to 42 had been searched out as follows (see Table 1 to
6). Those optimum codes are the newest achievements up to
now. in Table 1 to 6, the bit error rate is P, = 0.1, and
error tolerance E is separately 0 to 5.
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Low-cost, short-term development or high-data-rate,
multi-stream, mulit-data type telemetry
acquisition/processing system using an off-the-shelf
integrated Telemetry Front End.
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the effects the new breed of off-the-
shelf integrated telemetry front end (TFE) packages have on
the cost and schedule of the development cycle associated
with real-time telemetry acquisition/processing systems. A
case study of an actual project involving replacement of the
Holloman AFB sled track telemetry processing system (TPS)
with a system capable of simultaneously supporting up to
twenty (20) asynchronous data streams is profiled. Notable
among the capabilities of the system are; support for PCM,
PAM, FM, IRIG and Local time streams; incoming data rates up
to 10 Megabits/sec/stream; data logging rates over 16
MegaBytes/sec and the use of local area networks for
distribution of data to real-time displays. To achieve these
requirements within a manageable cost/schedule framework,
the system was designed around an integrated TFE sub-system.
Comparisons are drawn between several aspects of this
projects development and that of an earlier developmental
system which was completed by PSL within the last 16 months.
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ABSTRACT

The user G/T and EIRP requirements were determined for a data relay satellite link
consisting of a forward link to 360 Mbps at 23 GHz and a return link to 2 Gbps at 26.5
GHz. Hardware for this data link would be a modular expansion to the NASA Data Link
Module. Calculations were based on a data relay satellite model of predetermined
characteristics patterned after the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). The
desired data rates could be achieved with a G/T of 21.7 dB/deg K (forward link) and an
EIRP of 68.2 dBW (return link) for the user satellite. Hardware configurations meeting
these requirements are discussed in terms of RF performance, efficiency, reliability, and
modular flexibility. A planar array configuration emerges as the logical candidate for most
NASA missions. Pertinent Ka-band technology and certain ongoing research efforts are
reviewed. Areas of particular interest include new power device families, 0.25 um low-
noise HEMT technology, and fiber optic distribution and control of RF arrays.

INTRODUCTION

Future low-earth orbiting scientific missions will require very high data rate
communications though a data relay system, such as the NASA Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS). Data rates above 1 Gbps may be unacceptable within the
already crowded bandwidth allocations at S- and Ku-band. For such data links, Ka-band
operation offers several advantages, including more allocated bandwidth, less required
percentage bandwidth for a given data rate, higher antenna gain for a given aperture size,
and less interference with other spaceborne and terrestrial systems. This study presents the
EIRP and G/T requirements for a user low-earth orbiting satellite (LEO) communicating at
Ka-band through a geosynchronous data relay satellite (DRS), and some of the hardware
possibilities to achieve these requirements. The link parameters and the data relay satellite
are patterned after TDRSS. The forward link (to the user satellite) operates at 23 GHz and
the data rates of interest are 1 Mbps, 50 Mbps, 150 Mbps, and 360 Mbps. The return link
operates at 26.5 GHz and the data rates of interest are 300 Mbps, 600 Mbps, 1 Gbps and



2 Gbps. These frequencies and data rates are under consideration for a Ka-band expansion
to the NASA Data Link Module (NDLM), a full description of which appears in reference
[1]. The 26.5 GHz/23 GHz operating frequencies are also considered applicable for the
European data relay network, the ATDRS, and certain space station links.

DATA RELAY SATELLITE MODEL

The following data relay satellite parameters were used as a basis for the link calculations
in this study.

Antenna     - 2 m diameter parabolic reflector
Antenna Gain @ 26.5 Ghz - 52 dBi
Antenna Gain @ 23.0 Ghz - 51 dBi
Antenna Noise Temp. - 125 deg K

Power Amplifier - 5.0 W (solid state)
Receiver NF - 2.5 dB
Diplexer and Line Loss - 2.2 dB

This produces the following performance:

EIRP - 55.8 dBW (I+Q)
G/T - 23.6 dB/deg K

For data rates of 50 Mbps and below, the forward link uses QPSK modulation with a
channel power imbalance of 10 dB (Q:I). The I channel would be used for ranging
purposes, and the link data rate refers to the data rate of the Q channel only. The available
EIRP for this channel is 0.5 dB below the total available EIRP, or 55.3 dBW. For data
rates above 50 Mbps, the forward link uses BPSK modulation. For both forward and
return links, a coding gain of 3.5 dB is assumed for data rates below 640 Mbps. QPSK
modulation is assumed for the return link, and the link data rate given in all calculations
refers to the combined (I+Q) data rate.

LINK CALCULATIONS

The results of the return and forward link calculations appear in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively. These show the EIRP and G/T requirements for a bit error rate (BER) of 10 .-5

Figure 1 also shows the capabilities of the present Ku-band system of the NDLM for
comparison. The range is assumed to be 47200 km. Link losses, including polarization and
pointing losses, are assumed to be 1 dB. The feeder link between the DRS and the earth
station was not modelled. However, to allow for some noise degradation in the feeder link, 



a 2 dB margin is included in the return link calculations. No degradation was assumed for
the forward link. Beyond this, the link margin is 0 dB.

RETURN LINK HARDWARE

Figure 3 shows the required antenna gain versus RF power for the desired data rates.
Regardless of the antenna type chosen, very high antenna gains (greater than 45 dBi) are
needed to keep RF power, and thus DC power requirements, within realistic boundaries.
Solid-state power devices are preferred for reliability considerations, yet these devices are
limited to 1 W or less power output per device, thus complicating efficient high-power
design.

A reflector antenna is one return link hardware possibility. A 2 meter diameter reflector
antenna of 54% efficiency exhibits 52.2 dBi gain at 26.5 GHz. A larger antenna may be
used, the maximum antenna size being determined by deployment, tracking and other
mission constraints. To achieve 68.2 dBW, a 2 meter reflector antenna would require
approximately a 40 W PA. Using present GaAs FET technology and large-scale combining
techniques, 10% efficiency may be expected, thus requiring 400 W of DC power. GaAs
IMPATT amplifiers are currently capable of higher power and efficiency, yet they exhibit
decreased thermal stability and bandwidth [2]. The reflector antenna has several
drawbacks for this application. A Ka-band reflector requires much higher surface precision
and alignment than a lower frequency reflector or an array of the same efficiency.
Furthermore, the reflector antenna does not offer much system flexibility - a modular
system would be limited to possibly two antenna sizes, and the power output of the PA
would be optimized for given user data rates.

Planar array antennas are an attractive alternative to the reflector antenna for the Ka-band
data link. The array would be composed of numerous smaller sub-arrays, each with a
separate PA. This design offers a high degree of modularity, reduced surface precision
requirements, high reproducibility at lower cost, and the option of electronic beam
steering. By using a large number of low-power amplifiers distributed over the array the
antenna achieves greater PA efficiency and graceful degradation of antenna performance
should a number of amplifiers fail. This design is presently used in the NDLM Ku-band
system.

Several antenna element types may be used for the planar array. A slotted waveguide array
can achieve an aperture efficiency of 70 percent at Ka-band, which is higher than that
achieved by a reflector antenna. Assuming an aperture efficiency of 70 percent, a 50 dBi
antenna will require an aperture area of 1.45 square meters, or 1.2 m x 1.2 m (48" x 48").
The aperture efficiency of a microstrip planar array will be less efficient than the slotted
waveguide array, depending on the sub-array size, the substrate material, and the



combining methods used. At Ka-band, material losses can range as high as 0.2 dB/unit
wavelength [3]. The effect of this loss increases with sub-array size; thus, a large number
of small sub-arrays, each with a separate amplifier, must be used to achieve an acceptable
efficiency. Assuming a 30% aperture efficiency, a 50 dBi gain antenna would require an
aperture area of 3.4 square meters, or 1.8 m x 1.8 m (72" x 72"). The array may also use
monolithic elements, in which the MMIC RF module and the antenna sub-array are printed
on a single substrate, or on a hybrid substrate of GaAs and a material with a lower
dielectric constant. This sub-array could consist of a single patch or dipole element, and
the antenna would contain thousands or tens of thousands of these sub-arrays [4].

The minimum RF drive power required to achieve 2 Gbps using the 50 dBi arrays is 18.2
dBW (66 W), which would then be divided among the sub-array amplifiers. If the array
contains 256 sub-arrays, each PA need supply only 258 mW, which is easily within the
range of single solid-state devices. Higher efficiency is acheivable in this power range,
thus reducing DC power requirements and heat generation. Each of the 256 sub-arrays
would have a gain of 25.9 dBi. Assuming each sub-array has a 258 mW PA, the data rates
of interest would require the following number of such sub-arrays:

Table 1 - Return Link Array Requirements

Data Rate EIRP Number of Sub-Arrays
===========================================
2     Gbps 68.2 dBW 256
1     Gbps 65.2 dBW 182
600 Mbps 59.4 dBW 95
300 Mbps 56.5 dBW 67

There is current research into RF distribution and control systems that are suited for lower-
weight spaceborne applications. Traditionally, an RF divider, often composed of binary
waveguide dividers, would distribute the RF signal from a central oscillator and modulator
to the array modules. One alternative under research is to distribute the RF (on frequency
or at a sub-harmonic) to each module via optical fiber [5]. Each module uses a pin
photodiode to detect the RF or to optically injection-lock a source. The fiber may also
carry phasing information for ongoing phase error correction or beam steering. This system
would provide a drastic size and weight reduction compared to the traditional RF
distribution system. Advances in modulation bandwidth and RF throughput loss for fiber
optic links may be necessary to efficiently implement such a system at Ka-band.

Several different approaches to power amplifier design are currently under development.
At present, MESFETs are capable of approximately 0.5 W power at Ka-band. Limitations
with these devices have traditionally been low gain per stage (3 dB) and low power-added



efficiency (10% - 12%). However, recent advances have improved MESFET performance.
Over 30% power-added efficiency has been demonstrated in low-power devices, and
power levels above 1 W are expected in the near future using multi-cell devices or MMICs
[6].

Other three-terminal devices have shown promise at Ka-band. High electron-mobility
transistors (HEMTs) have demonstrated 1 W capability at over 15% power-added
efficiency [7], and higher efficiency has been demonstrated at lower power levels [6]. A
GaInAs pseudo-morphic HEMT has demonstrated over 30% power-added efficiency and
200 mW output power at 35 GHz [8]. The permeable-base transistor (PBT) is a new
device being investigated for use at Ka-band. This device has demonstrated greater than
35% power-added efficiency, 5dB gain, and 200 mW power at 22 GHz [9].

FORWARD LINK HARDWARE

As shown in Figure 2, a high data-rate forward link is possible with modest G/T. Figure 4
shows the tradeoff between antenna gain and system noise figure (NF) for the data rates of
interest. For realistic system noise figures, antenna gains in the range of 40 - 50 dBi are
required for the higher data rates. Assuming a system noise figure of 4 dB, Table 2 shows
representative array and reflector antenna sizes for the different data rates. Size
requirements are based on a microstrip array of 30% aperture efficiency and a parabolic
reflector of 54% aperture efficiency.

TABLE 2 - Forward Link Antenna Requirements

Reflector
Data Rate | Antenna Gain | Array Area | Diameter

=====================================================
360 Mbps | 49.2 dBi | 3.75 sq m | 1.63 m
150 Mbps | 45.4 dBi | 1.56 sq m | 1.05 m
50 Mbps | 41.1 dBi | 0.58 sq m | 0.65 m
1  Mbps | 24.2 dBi | 0.02 sq m | 0.09 m

As with the return link hardware, the planar array antenna is the logical choice for a
modular system. MMIC technology makes it possible to integrate low-noise amplifiers at
each sub-array, minimizing losses between the antenna element and the LNA.

If possible, the forward and return link arrays should be integrated onto a single structure
to simplify antenna pointing and gimbal requirements. A single antenna may be used for
both forward and return links at the expense of increased feed losses. Alternatively,
forward and return link sub-arrays may be interleaved or the forward link sub-arrays may



be arranged around the perimeter of the return link antenna. A group of the forward link
sub-arrays could also be used for antenna pointing angle measurement. The antenna gain
requirement for 1 Mbps is low enough that the array could be optimized for the angle
measurement system and still accommodate the forward data link.

Virtually all development in low noise solid state amplifiers at this time centers around
HEMT devices. Recent fabrication developments allow reliable construction of 0.25 um
gate-length HEMT devices, which exhibit excellent properties at Ka-band. A HEMT
amplifier which exhibits 2 dB NF over 26 GHz to 37 GHz has been demonstrated [10].
Device noise figures as low as 1.2 dB have been reported. In the future, Ka-band noise
performance easily rivalling present Ku-band capabilities should be possible. Current
research is being conducted into 0.1 um HEMTs, which have potential for lower noise
figure and extended frequency range.

CONCLUSION

A Ka-band data relay link consisting of a forward link to 360 Mbps and a return link to
2 Gbps is feasible with realistic EIRP and G/T requirements for the user satellite.
Development of user flight hardware is possible with current technology, and
improvements in Ka-band technology will offer greater performance in the near future.
Development efforts are underway in the areas of efficient power devices, low-noise
amplifiers, and array architecture. The planar array antenna is the logical choice for the
development of a flexible Ka-band data link system to be used on a variety of future
NASA missions.
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ABSTRACT

Prior to 1985 the National Range had, for a number of years,
serious and recurring mission support problems with the IBM
360 Telemetry Data Processing System due to equipment
reliability and obsolescence of the system which was
installed in 1968. These problems became particularly acute
when higher data rate requirements and the need for reliable
telemetry data processing dictated that prompt and unusual
action was necessary if WSMR was to continue to provide
telemetry data processing support. Realizing that the above
cited problems of reliability and obsolescence would
continue in detriment to the mission of WSMR, Department of
Defense (DOD) and the nation, coupled with the loss of
thousands of dollars in reimbursables due to WSMR’s
inability to support missile test requirements, the Systems
Engineering Branch was tasked by the Director of National
Range to lead a study, and propose and implement solutions
to meet current and future requirements in telemetry data
processing support.

With the explosion in PCM data rates, it had become obvious
that WSMR could not continue to upgrade existing systems and
meet the demands of the future. More data parameters at
higher data rates were being processed in PCM, FM, and PAM.
Telemetry formats were becoming more complicated, such as
embedded asynchronous subcomms and dynamic format changes.
More real-time decisions had to be made for mission safety,
verification of location, and mission success. WSMR needed a
more versatile system that would synchronize, process and
display higher data rates with more accuracy than it had at
this time.



This paper describes a historical perspective of steps WSMR
has taken to satisfy present and future test vehicle
telemetry data processing requirements.

I. Prior to 1985 the National Range had, for a number of
years, serious and recurring mission support problems with
the IBM 360 Telemetry Data Processing System due to
equipment reliability and obsolescence of the system which
was installed in 1968. These problems became particularly
acute when higher data rate requirements and the need for
reliable telemetry data processing dictated that prompt and
unusual action was necessary if WSMR was to continue to
provide telemetry data processing support. Realizing that
the above cited problems of reliability and obsolescence
would continue in detriment to the mission of WSMR,
Department of Defense (DOD) and the nation, coupled with the
loss of thousands of dollars in reimbursables due to WSMR’s
inability to support missile test requirements, the Systems
Engineering Branch was tasked by the Director of National
Range to lead a study, and propose and implement solutions
to meet current and future requirements in telemetry data
processing support.

It has been said that before we can plan the future we must
understand the present and learn from the past. The history
of telemetry data processing at WSMR begins with the
installation of the IBM 360 based system in the Telemetry
Data Center (TDC) that went into operation in 1968. This
system was able to process data at a rate of 50K samples per
second. These samples could come from six PAM streams, four
FM streams, two PCM streams, or a combination of these
inputs as long as the total rate of data was 50K or less.

Telemetry (TM) data of this era was fairly simple consisting
of standard measurements of pressure, vibration, attitude,
voltages, and events. Data rates used by projects were well
below the 50K limitation of the IBM 360 TM system.

Telemetry technology began to change in the early 70’s as
electronics began to shrink in size and grow in capability.
Telemetry test packages began using onboard microprocessors
which allowed them to respond to changes in mission profiles
in real-time. The need to monitor these changes led to an
increase in measured parameters with a corresponding
increase in data rates. One of the first projects to
severely tax the IBM 360 TM system was an Army missile
system. It used a 100K sample PAM for its TM. TDC support



was limited to recording the data in real-time, then making
reduced speed playbacks to slow down the rate to a speed the
IBM 360 TM system could handle. The rule of thumb became for
every hour of real-time, two and one half hours of playback
time were required. With this system being just one of many
projects to support, there literally was not enough time in
a day for TDC to support the range. It became necessary to
run a second shift crew, whose sole purpose was to catch up
on playbacks.

The escalation of measurements and data rates also had the
effect of changing the basic type of TM used by project for
data transmission. Just as FM had been replaced by PAM in
the sixties, so now was PAM being replaced by PCM in the
seventies. With the advent of onboard computers, PCM being a
method of digital transmission was a natural for passing on
the computer data being generated by the package being
tested.

The actual data itself also began to change. The standard
parameters such as pressure, voltage, attitude, remained,
but they were joined by computer status, guidance
parameters, packed events, and flag words. These new
parameters had a marked effect on the IBM 360 TM system. The
higher data rate cut into the basic 50K system rate, the
special processing required to recognize the new data types
effectively lowered the IBM 360 TM system data rate to 25K
and less.

Something had to give, and in 1976, another missile system
support requirement forced the issue. The range had to
prepare for a three missiles on three targets mission. The
IBM 360 TM system with only two PCM stream capability, was
already one short for supporting the mission. It was decided
to buy three stand alone PCM systems for real-time support,
and use the IBM 360 TM system for post-flight processing.
Consequently, in 1978, WSMR purchased three EMR 700 stand
alone PCM systems. These three systems were used to
supplement real-time support. Any special processing
requirements were done by the IBM 360 TM system, leaving raw
data handling to the stand alone systems. This concept
worked for real-time, but did nothing to relieve the post-
flight processing backlog.

In 1981 an additional EMR 700 PCM system and two Telemetry
Controller Systems (TMCS) were purchased for the support of
an Army missile system. Using the TMCS in conjunction with



the IBM 360 TM system, WSMR was able to support the majority
of real-time telemetry mission requirements satisfactorily
in the early 1980’s.

A notable exception to this was an Air Force project
validation program. Starting in 1980, this program ran for
the next two years. Since the program was a fly-off between
two different vendors for the contract, timely post-flight
data processing was critical. Due to the data rates, and
special processing involved, the IBM 360 TM system was not
able to meet post-flight requirements. The offshoot of this
came in 1982 when the contract was awarded. The first thing
they asked the government for and got, was an independent TM
post-flight processing system. This was located at Holloman
Air Force Base for the Full Scale Development (FSD) program.

This program once again forced WSMR to react to changing
technology by increasing the PCM bit rate capability up to
around two Megabits. This rate was completely out of the
range of the IBM 360 TM system. The TMCS could handle the
rate, but not the special processing required. The project
accepted WSMR’s plan to modify the TMCS and provided funds
for the EMR 715 Compressor/Preprocessor.

WSMR Systems Engineering Branch personnel prepared a plan to
augment the Telemetry Controller System (TMCS) which had
been developed and funded specifically to support the Army
missile system requirements and augment it to support the
Air Force FSD telemetry data processing requirements. The
plan also included the use of available telemetry subsystems
which had been separately acquired over the years to support
real-time project requirements which could not be supported
by the IBM 360 TM system. These subsystems included Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM) Bit synchronizers, PCM Decommutators,
Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), Word Selectors and the EMR
715 Data Compressor/Preprocessor. Since the various
subsystems had been purchased separately there were severe
incompatibilities which had to be resolved.

Systems Engineering Branch personnel developed and
implemented hardware interfaces, firmware and software to
resolve equipment incompatibilities and integrate the
various subsystems into a very functional telemetry data
processing system now known as the ATMCS. This notable
achievement did not cause any range downtime while it was
being implemented, nor jeopardized or degraded the real-time
operations support. With the ATMCS WSMR was not only able to



support Air Force FSD real-time requirements, but also other
highly complex test scenarios.

By 1985, Systems engineers designed a direct interface
between the EMR 715 and the Real-Time Operations Control
Systems (ROCS) which are the systems that provide all of
WSMR real-time support. This provided the ATMCS with the
capability of generating digital tapes of PCM data on the
ROCS instead of the IBM 360 TM system. By 1986, Systems
Engineering Branch personnel had modified existing PAM and
FM equipment to work with the ATMCS. With full format
capability on the ATMCS/ROCS, there was no longer a need for
the IBM 360 TM system to remain on-line. The IBM 360 TM
system was disconnected and turned-in on 30 September 1986.
This accomplishment was approved as a Value Engineering
project with a savings of $1,097,297.00 to the government in
FY 1987.

The ATMCS itself has been upgraded to keep up with more
complex project requirements. One Air Force program required
the addition of new decoms able to process asynchronous PCM
formats. A recent Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) program
required additional decoms to handle the 10 Megabit rate,
and special recording equipment to record the incoming bit
stream.

II. With the explosion in PCM data rates, it had become
obvious that WSMR could not continue to upgrade existing
systems and meet the demands of the future. More data
parameters at higher data rates were being processed in PCM,
FM and PAM. Telemetry formats were becoming more
complicated, such as embedded asynchronous subcomms and
dynamic format changes. More real-time decisions had to be
made for mission safety, verification of location, and
mission success. WSMR needed a more versatile system that
would synchronize, process and display higher data rates
with more accuracy than it had at this time.

As early as 1981 Systems Engineering personnel prepared a
position paper on the modernization of the TDC. Studies of
the shortcomings of the TDC brought out the following
points:

- Poor system availability, reliability, and
maintainability.



- Restrictive system architecture limiting the amount and
rate of data which can be processed in real-time.

- Lengthy setup and turnaround time.

- Cost of operation.

The solution to these problems became the basis of a new
Telemetry Data Handling System (TDHS) design goals. The
major goals were:

- Modular system architecture to allow updating of
individual modules as needed, instead of total system
replacement.

- Parallel systems, either of which could handle the basic
mission being supported at that time (i.e., target drone,
missile), or both working together to support complex
missions (i.e., missile vs target drone).

- Ease of setup through use of computer setup and standard
data path routing.

- Multi-mission capability of either the two systems
supporting separate real-time missions, or one system doing
real-time support while the other did playbacks, future
development, setup for the next mission, or backup for the
ongoing mission.

III. A comprehensive investigation for data processing was
conducted to define the optimum data processing system. This
study involved personnel from the Instrumentation
Directorate along with personnel from the Data Sciences
Division. Every effort was made to define a system that had
the flexibility and data processing power required, and yet
maintained a simple man-machine interface that the average
telemetry systems operator could operate. By an integration
of the facts derived from all of these inputs, the following
general system characteristics began to develop.

- The system should be a mission test tool, with the mission
controller in control of the data analysis process through
real-time system activity.

- It should have a very high availability factor.



- It should use distributed processing techniques to obtain
the processing power required.

- Man-machine interface should be via CRT display terminals
with a straightforward telemetry systems language for the
Telemetry Operator.

- It should reduce man power required for mission support.

- Time tagging of real-time data.

- Real-time data analysis should emphasize display of
analytical results rather than raw data in an effort to
reduce post-mission processing.

- Multi-mission configuration information should be stored
on system disk files with rapid set up for a particular
mission. This should include a library of flight test
analysis routines.

- Versatile and flexible with a minimum capability to
process all IRIG Standard Formats.

- It should have the capability to process multiple missions
simultaneously.

- Modular for future expansion.

- Multiple data displays with modern microprocessor-
controller color graphics with large screens.

- A set of diagnostics software to aid in troubleshooting
the system problems and minimizing the downtime.

- Capable of processing complex data formats, and higher
data rates to support WSMR testing for the next decade.

- Real-time data logging.

IV. As the desirable telemetry data processing
characteristics were examined in detail, it became apparent
that there were several requirements for the TDHS that were
unique. These requirements included PCM bit rates up to 20
Mbps, PAM rates up to 250,000 SPS, higher frequency FM data
rates, embedded asynchronous PCM formats with several 
hundred words-per-minor-frame, high processing rates to
handle higher compression rates and faster real-time data



processing, and straightforward man-machine interfaces
capable of supporting multiple missions simultaneously.

The TDHS system as envisioned would consist of seven major
subsystems. These subsystems are:

- Input Signal Distribution and Control Subsystem

- Telemetry Front-End Equipment

- Calibration and Simulation

- Preprocessing Subsystems

- Timing and Tape Transport Control Subsystem

- High-Speed Host Computer

- Data Outputs, including Graphic Displays, Video Generation
and Strip Charts

- Executive software that would bring all of these
subsystems together as one operating system written in
FORTRAN.

The data rate requirements dictated the use of a high-speed
data preprocessor in the system. The preprocessor would
multiplex digital data streams, convert data to Engineering
Units, perform data compression and distribute the processed
data. This allows the host to perform more real-time
functions in analyzing and displaying data.

V.  It is important to note that the basic concept of the
TDHS requires dual systems. The purpose of this is not
merely a redundant capability, but a basic change to the way
telemetry data is processed at WSMR. We have moved from a
requirement of supporting one missile system, to supporting
multiple object testing scenarios with multiple high data
rate streams. Today’s high performance test vehicles require
multiple TM tracking sites to improve flight coverage of
critical TM functions through all flight maneuvers. In the
past the TDC would use the majority of its resources
supporting just one missile system, such as the IBM 360 TM
system support of either the missile or an instrumented
target drone. When the systems were tested against each
other, it was impossible for the IBM 360 TM system to
provide required support. Without the use of the TMCS in



conjunction with the IBM 360 TM system, WSMR could have
never supported this mission, at that particular time.

As missions become increasingly more complex the number of
data streams and tracking sites have also increased. Growth
is due to two factors, first, more packages to process
(i.e., Shooter aircraft, Missile, Target), and more stations
on one package to ensure total coverage (i.e., multiple
trackers on low flying vehicles to cover the entire course
over the range). These are the types of growth envisioned
when the parallel systems of the TDHS were specified to work
together.

The greatest fear in the use of anything new is whether or
not it will work. The concept of parallel, modular
processing systems has been proven with great success at
WSMR in the concept, design, and operation of the ROCS
processors, and the Evans & Sutherland Interactive Systems.
With the TDHS we have an advantage due to our experience
with the ATMCS. When the requirements for the Air Force FSD
program became known in 1982, the capabilities of the TMCS
were closely studied. It was found that all the elements of
the ATMCS with the exception of a preprocessor were in the
TMCS. With the addition of the EMR 715 the resulting ATMCS
was used not only to support the Air Force, but to serve as
a test bed and proof of concept for the TDHS design. The
personnel who performed the design, development, and testing
of both hardware and software, wrote the great majority of
the functional specifications of the TDHS. These personnel
are charged with the operation of the TDHS.

The original IBM 360 TM system when delivered was incapable
of providing required mission support. All applications
software was developed in-house at WSMR. The lessons learned
from this system were incorporated into the design of the
TDHS. Lessons learned in the development of the ATMCS are
also incorporated within the TDHS. Lessons learned
operationally have allowed the TDC to provide not only
requested support to project, but to go beyond initial
requests and generate data products not originally
requested. This has lead to a direct increase in
reimbursables as follows:

FY 1989 $1,288,711.37
FY 1987 924,745.60
FY 1986 676,650.50
FY 1985 560,593.00
FY 1984 325,870.00



With the greatly expanded capability of the TDHS, there is
no reason that this trend will not continue.

The TDHS was designed to support the programs of today and
tomorrow. The implementation of the TDHS is a technological
accomplishment which will materially advance the research
and development achievements of WSMR, DOD and the nation and
will enable WSMR to stay in the forefront of missile testing
technology. This achievement is considered to be of
exceptional potential value and of general application since
it superiorly improves WSMR’s capability to respond to the
Army, Air Force, Navy and NASA telemetry test requirements,
affecting a general area of technology and major DOD and
NASA programs. These intangible benefits will translate into
an increase in earnings since the increased capability of
telemetry data processing equipment will have a multiplier
effect on the overall Range reimbursable earnings.

The Telemetry Data Handling System (TDHS) will become the
backbone of telemetry data processing at WSMR for the 1990’s
and beyond.
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ABSTRACT

Increasing speed and complexity of guidance and target
acquisition systems being developed for SDI missile
interceptors mandate new performance standards for today’s
airborne telemetry systems. High bandwidth video data merged
with a myriad of high sample rate analog and digital
channels have pushed bit rates to 10 MBPS (Mega Bits Per
Second) and beyond. These bit rates which are an order of
magnitude beyond most telemetry systems in use today, result
in the need for a new architecture which facilitates data
transfer at these higher rates.

INTRODUCTION

Format constraints placing analog channels in adjacent word
locations complicate the task of acquiring these signals and
converting them into digital values. Multiple ADCs (Analog
to Digital Converters) and distributed instrumentation
amplifiers become necessary to alleviate settling time
conflicts resulting from such formatting.

Another trend in today’s telemetry systems is decreasing
size and weight while accommodating an increasing number of
signals to be processed. A higher level of integration
becomes necessary to attain these goals, resulting in the
combination of hybrid microcircuits and high speed CMOS
(Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) gate arrays
packaged on space efficient printed circuit modules.

As encryption of the PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) bit stream
becomes more prevalent, users have expressed their desire to
integrate the ESP (Encryption Support Package) into the PCM
encoder. Traditionally, these packages were stand-alone
units requiring the volume of a small PCM encoder.



Resulting from these diverse requirements is the design of a
PCM encoder which embodies these characteristics. This paper
describes the architecture and design of such a system.

MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

The High Endoatmospheric Defense Interceptor (HEDI) program
has generated a diverse list of measurement requirements
which have been accommodated by the Modular PCM Data
Processor (MPDP). A summary of the MPDP capabilities
follows:

160 High Level Analog Signals ( > 5.1 V span)

192 Low Level Analog Signals ( 5.1 V span or less)

 48 Bilevel (Event) Signals

 48 High Speed Analog Signals

112 +10 V Excitation Outputs

  6 +1 V Excitation Outputs

  3 Asynchronous Serial Digital Channels

  1 Synchronous Video Channel

  6 Precision Analog Buffers

  2 Independent Power Supplies Providing Red/Black
Isolation

 24 Constant Current Excitation Outputs for Selected
High Speed Signals

  1 Self-contained Encryption Support Package with 10
MBPS Cipher Text Output

  1 Fiber Optic output with 10 MBPS Plain Text Output

SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

A functional block diagram of the HEDI MPDP is given in
Figure 1. It should be noted that a single master module
controls all other data-gathering modules. The system is
expandable with up to 31 modules controlled by a single bus.



The master module contains EEPROMs (Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read only Memories) that are programmed by an
IBM AT which includes a custom plug-in card for unit
interfacing at distances up to 50 feet. All data collection
modules are connected to common address and data busses. Two
power supplies provide electrical isolation of red and black
power while mechanical partitioning provides isolation of
radiated signals between the two sections. Excitation power
is derived from the black supply.

DATA BUS ARCHITECTURE

Originally the HEDI PCM system was specified as processing
analog and digital signals utilizing small individual PCM
encoders distributed throughout the vehicle stages. This
requirement was eliminated as the system design evolved, but
not before a unique and flexible master/remote protocol was
developed to simplify data transfer at relatively high bit
rates. Figure 2 illustrates the bus message structure and
request/response protocol developed for this purpose.



The request and reply busses each consist of 4 lines; high-
byte, low-byte, clock and word strobe. The request bus is
connected to all modules. Continuous requests are
transmitted from the master to every remote module. The data
rate of the request bus is synchronous to the PCM bit rate
resulting in eight-bit bytes per PCM word time on each bus.
Combining the high and low bytes results in a sixteen-bit
request word.

All addressed modules are independent data acquisition
systems which derive their system timing from the request
bus clock and word strobe signals. Modules containing ADCs
are referenced to a common 5.120 V source internal to the
unit.

Every module responds to it’s unique ID following a fixed
common delay with two data nibbles, each containing four
bits of data. Tagging each response with a module ID is not
necessary as the processing delay is uniform and predictable
throughout all modules.



Due to unequal address and data path lengths between
modules, responses from the various modules occur out of
phase with the request bus clock and each other. These phase
differences between various responses and the request bus
have been exaggerated in Figure 2 for illustrative purposes.
At high bit rates the delays can become a significant
portion of a bit period. For this reason, the data bus was
split into two busses, each transmitting four bits per
response. This architecture assures that no overlap occurs
between responding modules which could garble messages
received by the master module. The clocks and word strobes
which transfer the data into the master module are local
versions generated by each responding module to guarantee no
skew due to varying distances from the master to remote
modules.

By utilizing this bus architecture, remotes can communicate
with a master module over lengths of cable with round-trip
delays approaching 2 PCM bit intervals. Alternately, with
all modules contained within one unit, proper protocol can
be maintained at bit rates beyond 20 MHz.

MASTER MODULE

The master module controls all addressed modules over an
address bus as previously described. The heart of the module
is the master control gate array. This array utilizes over
4000 gates to provide the following functions:

A) Program 32K X 24 EEPROM format memory

B) Read format memory and generate address bus requests
for the appropriate data collection modules

C) Receive data responses from the addressed modules
via the data bus

D) Generate a PCM output stream from the information
contained by the EEPROM memory and the data
responses from the addressed modules

In addition to the logic contained in the master control
gate array, the master module incorporates an EPLD
(Electrically Programmable Logic Device) to translate
mission mode control lines external to the unit into format
address fields and unique mission mode words which are
inserted into the PCM bit stream. Eight formats, each



containing 4K of EEPROM data are available to satisfy
diverse mission requirements from ground checkout through
flight termination. Jumper options are available to
accommodate 4 formats, each containing 8K of EEPROM data,
2 formats of 16K length or 1 format which occupies the full
32K block of memory. The EPLD was chosen to satisfy mission-
specific format mapping requirements rather than
incorporating the mapping in the master control array logic.

ANALOG PROCESSING

Analog signals processed by the MPDP fall into three
categories with the following characteristics:

I High Level ( voltage span > 5.1 V )

II Low Level ( voltage span < 5.1 V )

III High Speed ( sample rate > 7000 samples / second and
voltage span < 5.1 V )

Category I signals are handled by 5 DEHL ( Double Ended High
Level ) modules. Each module has a capacity of 32 channels
giving the MPDP a total high level analog capability of 160
channels.

Category II signals are processed by 3 DELL ( Double Ended
Low Level ) modules. Total DELL unit capacity is 192
channels, each module accommodating 64 high level signals.

Category III signals comprise all shock, vibration and
pressure measurements. The shock and vibration channels are
unique in that they provide the hybrid transducers with a
constant current excitation. The transducers superimpose an
AC signal onto the constant current source lines. Capacitors
block the DC excitation while passing the AC component on to
the amplifier for further processing. Pressure channels are
straightforward multiplexed differential inputs feeding an
instrumentation amplifier. These two types of inputs are
present on each high speed module, 12 AC coupled and 12 DC
coupled per module. Two high speed modules accommodate a
total of 48 channels.



CUSTOM HYBRID DEVELOPMENT

Volume and weight constraints placed upon the MPDP, along
with the large number ( more than 400 ) of analog channels
require the utilization of hybrid microcircuits to perform
the analog processing tasks. Two hybrid types were developed
for this purpose, a 16 channel differential multiplexer /
amplifier and a 4 channel multiplexer / amplifier / ADC
(Analog to Digital Converter).

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the 16 channel multiplexer /
amplifier. All channels are overvoltage protected with
resistor/diode networks. Two 8 channel differential
multiplexers comprise the front end. A second tier
multiplexer selects between the two front end multiplexers.
The second tier is arranged such that any differential pair
of 16 channels can be selected, or any of the 32 individual
channels can be selected and referenced to ground. A
monolithic instrumentation amplifier follows the second tier
and is software programmable with four gains. The output of
the amplifier can be offset by a bipolar DAC (Digital to
Analog Converter) within a ± 5 V range. All address, gain
and offset bits are latched and share a common bus on each
module.

Once the high level and low level analog input signals have
been multiplexed and conditioned by the 16 channel
multiplexer / amplifier, the single-ended PAM (Pulse
Amplitude Modulation) stream is directed to a 4 channel
multiplexer / amplifier / ADC for further processing. Figure
4 depicts the block diagram of this hybrid microcircuit.
Unlike the 16 channel hybrid, the 4 channel device offers no
input overvoltage protection. The rationale for this
omission is the increase in performance necessary to process
high speed analog signals, along with the fact that an
overvoltage condition can not exist at the inputs of the 4
channel device when it follows the 16 channel hybrid. Since
both hybrids operate from a common supply it is not possible
to exceed a supply rail on an amplifier input.

High speed modules eliminate the 16 channel hybrids,
utilizing 6 of the faster 4 channel hybrids per module to
accommodate 24 high speed signals per module. Each channel
is capable of sampling up to 140K SPS (Samples Per Second)
due to a settling time of 7 microseconds between channels.



BILEVEL PROCESSING

Bilevel (or event) channels are processed by two modules,
each accommodating 24 discrete channels. The channels are
arranged in groups of 8 per PCM word. The threshold of each
channel is independently set via select resistors arranged
in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Firm logic (an EPLD)
is incorporated on each module to provide either tracking or
latching operation for each individual bit. The latching
feature is particularly useful in detecting the occurrence
of a glitch, as any pulse above the preset threshold which
is 20 nanoseconds or more in duration is permanently
captured. The event is erased only by returning to Format 0,
or by removing prime power.



SERIAL DIGITAL MODULE

The serial digital module depicted in Figure 1 accommodates
4 serial digital inputs, 3 of which are asynchronous and one
which is synchronous. The asynchronous sources originate
from the guidance computer onboard the kill vehicle, while
the synchronous data is produced by an IR (Infra-Red)
seeker. All asynchronous data is inserted into the PCM bit
stream slightly faster than it is received, eliminating the
possibility of data loss. Three asynchronous subframes
result within a PCM major frame. Video data is synchronously
transferred to the MPDP at one-half the PCM bit rate, and is
output in a synchronous subframe within the PCM major frame.

A non-related function resides on the serial digital module,
namely a fiber optic transmitter. Plain text is transmitted
over a fiber optic link to facilitate vehicle checkout prior
to launch. Implementing a fiber optic link for plain text
transmission greatly simplifies TEMPEST requirements for



non-emanating secure data transmission. An added benefit is
the capability of monitoring the data output from a distance
of over 1.6 kilometers (1 mile).

ENCRYPTION SUPPORT PACKAGE

The encryption device is physically resident within the MPDP
ESP, and receives plain-text data from the master control
module. Encrypted data crosses the RED/BLACK boundary, and
is pre-mod (pre-modulation) filtered prior to interface with
the S-band transmitter. The pre-mod filter is a four-pole
linear-phase filter constructed as a two-stage L/C filter
network with equal input and output terminations.

The crystal oscillator circuit has been physically located
in the BLACK section of the ESP to simplify the TEMPEST
requirements of the support package. Locating the clock
circuitry in the BLACK section eliminates the need for
special circuitry (phase-lock techniques) in crossing the
RED/BLACK boundary, since the clock source is physically
resident in the BLACK section.

A transmitter-inhibit function has been incorporated into
the ESP to preclude operation of the S-band transmitter
during key-variable load operations, and under control of an
external-inhibit interface line.

The ESP also contains a pair of lithium batteries used to
maintain the key-variables and checkword loaded during a
fill operation. The batteries are located external to the
ESP section, and a separate unit connector allows the
batteries to be externally activated or deactivated under
external jumper control.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To meet today’s demands for high-speed, compact telemetry
systems, an approach which embodies ASIC (Application
Specific, Integrated Circuit) and hybrid microcircuit
technologies becomes necessary. Assembly time and board-
level checkout for each unit is greatly reduced, primarily
due to troubleshooting being performed by the hybrid vendor.
Functions once performed by printed circuit assemblies are
now the domain of the hybrid microcircuit.



As analog ASICs mature to the performance levels of discrete
components available today, most hybrid microcircuits
employed for analog functions will be displaced much the
same as digital hybrids were earlier in this decade. This
evolution will greatly reduce the cost of analog signal
processing, as monolithic solutions are almost always less
expensive than their hybrid counterparts.
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ABSTRACT

The TDHS, designed and built for WSMR (White Sands Missile Range), is hosted
by a Concurrent 3280 Processor. The TDHS software is a combination of new
software designed specifically for this system and conversion of software that
Fairchild Weston offers as standard products on other host computers. The
system software is based on a menu system and provides a friendly user
interface. The software supports the latest EMR products (including an 8715
Preprocessor and an 8470 Digital Discriminator), intercomputer data transfer and
very high speed storage of data to disk and tape. TDHS also provides quick-look
data display during real-time on strip charts and Concurrent based displays. Data
processed by the Concurrent host can be sent back to the 8715 for distribution in
the same manner as the incoming telemetry data. Immediately after data
acquisition all data can be viewed on the color graphic and alphanumeric
terminals.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980’s, White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) began the development
of specifications for a new Telemetry Data Handling System (TDHS) to replace a
15-year old system which used an IBM 360 computer for the set up, control, and



processing of telemetry data. The IBM 360 system capability was limited to 50K
processed data samples per second. Real-time display was limited to strip charts
and response time to projects was greater than desired. Logging capability was
limited to digital magnetic tape and set up software was entered via punched card
formats.

The requirement for a new system with state-of-the art technology was generated
by the change in type of developed weapons systems to more sophisticated
systems and testing requirements. Modern weapon systems development
involves the simultaneous monitoring of parameters from multiple weapon
systems, e.g., the aircraft, the weapon (missile) and the target (another missile or
aircraft) which are tested to simulate near-combat environments. This essentially
triples the data requirements. Furthermore, the sophistication of weapons under
development and the integration of weapons systems into the aircraft systems
require the monitoring of more parameters. Clearly, the old system which
monitored a single missile from a static launching position was unable to handle
the new requirements.

During the development of the procurement package for the new TDHS, an
interim system evolved to support specific, high-visibility, high-priority weapons
systems, such as an Army medium range ballistic missile, and an Air Force
advanced air-to-air missile. The software requirements for these and other similar
projects were incorporated into the specifications for the TDHS, along with greater
capability for expansion to meet additional requirements and higher data rates. In
addition, it became apparent that a single system would be insufficient due to the
need to support data requirements for highly sophisticated weapon systems, avoid
system failure in the support of real-time missions, provide real-time processing
and concurrent playback, provide rapid turnaround time between missions, and
continue development and enhancement of both hardware and software.
Consequently, the proposal for the new TDHS included the acquisition of two
identical systems, i.e., TDHS-A and TDHS-B. Due to the numerous parameters
and their processing, a more sophisticated menu-driven data base was required.
This would allow individual parameter information to be entered and easily
changed using simple English and commonly used telemetry terminology. This
would also allow for easy retrieval and rapid analysis of the types of processing
performed.

In addition to set up software, requirements for the new TDHS include real-time
processing software to send processed data to strip charts, video displays, current
value tables, graphics displays and data logging to disk or tape as well as data to
other Concurrent computers. The old system did not contain any capability for
real-time graphics display. The real-time graphics display will enable the project



personnel to make decisions in a real-time environment such as whether to fire or
abort. This could prevent the firing of a faulty missile and allow modification or
change before attempting another launch thus saving time and money by avoiding
destruction of a multi-million dollar weapon system. Also, the graphics display can
be used to play back the logged data allowing for graphic analysis of the data. The
new system will log directly to disk which allows more rapid play back analysis of
data. This increases the capability to give quick response to project personnel for
use in decision making. The new system allows quick retrieval of parameter
processing by entering the measurement’s name. The new requirements for
testing multiple weapons systems increased the need for higher data rates.
Consequently, the specifications for the new TDHS included a requirement for
logging 400K data samples per second as compared to the old capability of 50K
per second.

The contract for development of the TDHS was awarded to Fairchild Weston in
late 1987 with a delivery schedule in April 1989. Several design reviews and
emerging technology resulted in modifications to upgrade the system in the
development phase. The system will not remain static as the capability to expand
and upgrade as needed to meet new requirements and incorporate emerging
technology was envisioned at the outset of the proposal. In fact, an upgrade to the
system to handle a 1553 aircraft data bus to conform to newly developed Inter-
Range Instrumentation Group standards (IRIG 106-86, chapter 8) is currently
underway. The design and development of hardware and software for this
enhancement is being accomplished by Fairchild Weston and installation is
planned for late 1989.

SYSTEM DESIGN

In the system as designed by Fairchild Weston, all of the telemetry data is
merged, time tagged and processed by the 8715 Preprocessor. The system
design includes the routing of data by the preprocessor to reduce the burden on
the host computer. The preprocessor routes the data to its destination; DACs,
discretes, display port (Current Value Table), archive port, or to a second
Concurrent 3280 system which is not part of the TDHS. The CVT is a buffer in the
Concurrent 3280 memory which is driven directly by the 8715 making data
available within a couple of microseconds.

The Concurrent 3280 system design Includes a number of features to enhance
real-time processing. The four data disks have two dedicated controllers and two
bus Interfaces (SELCH) to allow data to travel unimpeded to the data disks
without interference from other disks users in the system. The digital tapes have
the same configuration. High speed parallel interfaces are provided to support



data and file transfer to and from a second TDHS system and a TMDP (a general
purpose Concurrent) system. Fairchild Weston designed the high speed
interfaces (UDMAI) used to transfer the data into the Concurrent CVT and
archiving buffers.

The system has two types of computer terminals, Tektronix 4236 graphic
terminals and Concurrent 6312 alphanumeric terminals. The terminals are
interfaced to the system using serial RS-232 lines set to the highest baudrate
supported by the terminals; 38.4 kilobaud for the Tek and 19.2 kilobaud for the
Concurrent. A video system is interfaced to the Concurrent using a parallel DMA
channel which allows high speed transmission of data to the video system.

The software automatically adjusts to the terminal type allowing the user to
perform all functions from any terminal on the system except for the obvious
restriction that graphics can only be done on the Tek terminal. In addition, the
second page of the Concurrent terminal is automatically used to locally store the
Main Menu page eliminating the need to constantly send the Main Menu page to
the terminal.

The telemetry front end interfaces are either RS-232 or parallel DMA depending
on the particular unit’s requirements. An interface is provided to get interrupts from
the timing system into the 3280. Two interfaces are provided to get telemetry front
end status into the 3280 (local/remote and search/lock).

SOFTWARE DESIGN

The TDHS system was designed in a manner consistent with systems provided by
Fairchild Weston over the last few years. The user interfaces to the system via a
Main Menu (Figure 1) which allows the selection of the desired function without
knowing computer acronyms. Rather than breaking the menus into strictly logical
screens the EMR horizontal menu approach incorporates what is normally the top
two levels of the menu structure into the Main Menu. The menu items are grouped
by related functions. The header for each group (File Maintenance, Acquisition,
and Interactive Displays) is followed by the next lower level of functions. For
instance, under Acquisition the user may select to: Compile TFE Load Files, Load
the Telemetry Front End, Start/Stop Data Acquisition, etc. This menu approach
greatly reduces menu paging and key strokes making the users’s task simpler.

When the user initially logs onto the system he is asked for an access key in
addition to the normal password. This key identifies to the TDHS software what
functions on the Main Menu are available to this user. Those that he is allowed to
perform are highlighted and those that he is not allowed to perform are displayed



in low intensity. For each account the TDHS manager can setup ten (10) different
access keys to be assigned to different users. Each access key can be assigned
one of four (4) authorization levels. Each of these authorization levels can be
setup to allow or deny access to each of the Main Menu functions. The TDHS
manager can easily restrict one user to display data only while allowing another
user to access the full capabilities of the system.

FILE MAINTENANCE

The File Maintenance portion of the menu occupies the left half of the Main Menu
screen. Selecting item one (1) will take the user into the Parameter Data Base
subsystem. The next menu presented will allow the user to select from the
following options:

Database Edit
Database Utilities
Build Tag, DAC and Discrete Maps
Print DAC Map
Print Discrete Map
Print Tag Map
Print a specific Frame Map

The Parameter Database Edit facility allows the user to enter and modify all of the
setup information for parameters in the telemetry link(s). This information is stored
on a parameter basis and includes the position in the telemetry format, number
conversion, compression, engineering unit conversion, scaling for DACs, and limit
checking. Routing of a parameter to its various destinations (DACs, CVT,
archiving, etc.) is also specified in the Parameter Database. The Database
Utilities allow the user to query the database for specific information to be copied
into another database or for printing to the system printer.

Once the user has built tag, DAC and discrete maps he can then print the
individual maps to the system printer. The tag map is sorted by tag assignment
and allows the user to identify duplicate tags and to verify specific tag
assignments. The DAC map allows the user to review the assignment of
parameters to the DACs driven from the 8715 Preprocessor. The discrete map
provides the some capability for discretes. The user can select to print a frame
map for any link. This map is formatted with the frame word numbers going down
the page while subframes go across the page. Each telemetry word/frame position
contains the parameter name for the word/channel that resides at that frame
position.



Selecting Main Menu item two (2) allows the user to specify setup for the first
PCM/AFS stream. For a PCM stream the user can specify setup parameters for
the following functions:

Bit Synchronizer
Frame Synchronizer
Parallel Data Formatter
Time Code Formatter
ID and Recycle Subframe Synchronizer Raw DACs and Discretes
Asynchronous Frame Synchronizer

Main Menu selections three (3) through seven (7) allow the user to provide setup
information for five (5) more PCM streams. When the user selects items eight (8)
and nine (9) he can enter the setup for the PAM Synchronizer and its associated
DACs. Main Menu selection ten (10) allows the user to specify setup information
for six (6) Tunable Discriminators and four (4) Digital Discriminators. The tunable
discriminators allow the system to recover PCM/FM, PAM/FM, telemetry receiver
pre-detected data, or other wide band FM telemetry data. Each Digital
Discriminator can process a full IRG multiplex of either Constant Bandwidth or
Proportional Bandwidth.

Selecting item eleven (11) allows the user to choose which portions of the
Calibration/Simulation system to setup. The system has two FM calibrators (one
Constant Bandwidth and the other Proportional bandwidth) that can be setup. In
addition, the system has four (4) EMR 8336 Simulators; three are used to simulate
PCM data and the last is used to simulate PAM data. Each of the PCM simulators
can have up to fifteen (15) screens of setup information. The PAM simulator can
have up to sixteen (16) screens of setup information.

With these screens the user can place a value in every PCM word slot (random,
count up or count down). In addition the user can elect to specify a unique value
for sixty-four (64) mainframe or supercom and sixty-four (64) subcom or
supersubcom channels. The user specified value can be one of the following:

Constant
Random values
Count up or down
Analog value
Square waveform (user defined amplitude, offset, duration)
Triangle waveform (user defined amplitude, offset, duration)
Sawtooth waveform (user defined amplitude and offset)
Sine wave (user defined amplitude and offset)



Calibration step one (user defined values and number of steps)
Calibration step two (user defined values and number of steps)
One of eight (8) user defined waveforms

Each of the eight (8) user defined waveforms can be assigned from one (1) to
sixty-four (64) unique values.

Between items eleven (11) and twelve (12) is a double space. This signifies that
the items below eleven (11) are the real-time host functions. The information on
these menus can be changed prior to data acquisition and also after data
acquisition begins. All functions can be turned on or off individually. Each function
can also be executed at a user specified interval. The user specifies for each of
the two printers from one (1) to seven (7) parameters to be printed. The high
speed printer outputs a page at a time while the low speed printer outputs a line at
a time. The user may select different intervals to send data to each printer. Each
of the other functions allows the user to send from one (1) to thirty-two (32)
parameters to the applicable destination: video graphics system, TMDP computer,
other TDHS computer or the TEMPS 8715 Preprocessor. The video graphics
system, as delivered by FWSI, supports an alphanumeric display of thirty-two (32)
parameters updated at a maximum rate of twenty (20) times a second. Sending of
data to the TEMPS Preprocessor requires the user to specify both the parameter
to be sent out from the Concurrent host computer and which parameter
processing path in the TEMPS is to be used to process the data. The Parameter
Data Base is used to specify the processing details for data sent to TEMPS. The
processing can include routing the data to DACs, CVT, archive device or to the
TMDP computer.

Not only can the system send data to the second TDHS and the TMDP
Concurrent, it can also receive data from both and deposit the data in the CVT.
Once the data is in the CVT, it can be distributed by the real-time processes even
back to the other TDHS and TMDP if desired. If the received data is sent to the
8715 Preprocessor it can be handled just like the telemetry data, including routing
to DACs and to the archive device.

ACQUISITION

The Acquisition portion of the Main Menu allows the user to control the actual
acquisition of data into the computer. The functions available under Acquisition
include:

Logging Device Select
Link Select



Compile TFE Load Files
Load Telemetry Front End
Select Cal/Sim Input (Deselect)
Load Real-Time Processes (Unload)
Start Data Acquisition (Stop)
Monitor Data Acquisition

The operator uses the Logging Device Select (Item 17) to control the data
archiving function. Figure 2 is an example of this menu. The user can activate or
disable the archiving. One of the key features of the TDHS system is its ability to
store data at high rates. This is accomplished by using a number of features
designed into the system. First, the data buffers for disk are extremely large, 168
kilobytes. Second, the user can request the software to write data to two devices
alternating the incoming buffers between the two. In this mode the system is
capable of storing 1.6 megabytes of data per second to disk (where six (6) bytes
make a data sample). In addition, the user may select to store sixteen (16) bit data
(where four (4) bytes make a data sample) increasing the number of samples per
second stored to 400 k. The user may also select continuous data logging where
the user switches packs or tape reels after the first set is filled. This allows for data
archiving runs that have more data than can fit on a pair of devices.

The TDHS system supports a logical to physical link concept via Main Menu item
eighteen (18). During File Maintenance the user specifies the TFE setup and
Preprocessor setup without selecting the actual physical hardware which will
handle the data. The Link Select menu (Figure 3) allows the user to associate a
specific logical telemetry stream with specific hardware. The user also activates or
deactivates the hardware links to select those of interest for the upcoming data
acquisition run. This menu also allows the user to select which calibrators and
simulators will be used.

Selecting Main Menu item nineteen (19) commands the software to compile the
telemetry front end load files required to support the links as specified on the Link
Select menu. The software scans the Parameter Data Base for the required
Preprocessor programming. It also picks up the requested telemetry front end
setups and builds files that will load the TFE quickly. Once the compile has been
done once, it need not be done again unless some setup parameter changes. The
user may now load the telemetry front end by typing the menu item number twenty
(20). The software loads the required telemetry units in parallel, whenever
possible, to reduce the operator wait time to the minimum. One last step is
required to prepare for acquiring data, the real-time processes must be loaded
into memory (Main Menu item twenty-two (22)).



Data is acquired into the Concurrent by typing a twenty-three (23) or by an
interrupt from the time code indicating that a tape search has found the start time.
Data will automatically be routed to the appropriate destinations. Typing a twenty-
three (23) again or a stop Interrupt from the time code will stop data acquisition.
During data acquisition the operator can monitor the status of data archiving and
the other real-time processes by typing a twenty-four (24). Figure 4 shows the
Monitor Data Acquisition screen. Note that the incoming data buffers are counted
as well as the outgoing buffers. The user can also see the percentage full for the
disk(s) as they are filled.

One of the more interesting features of the TDHS software is the Select/Deselect
Cal/Sim Input (Main Menu item 21). When this feature is selected, the software
automatically switches the input source for the PCM bit synchronizers and the
PAM inputs from the data input to the simulator input. In addition the software
loads the calibrators and simulators that have been activated on the Link Select
menu. Selecting Main Menu item 21 a second time switches the input sources
back to data.

REAL-TIME INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS

In addition to the display of data on strip charts and on the Video Graphic System,
the TDHS has two types of Concurrent based real-time displays. First, the user
can look at data with an alphanumeric display. This display allows the user to look
at up to thirty-two (32) parameters simultaneously. The user can put the
parameters where he wishes within the two columns of sixteen (16) parameters on
the screen. The EU Converted data will be displayed in floating point notation.
Integer data is displayed in decimal, hexadecimal, octal or binary as selected by
the user. Discrete data which is a portion of a telemetry word can be identified to
the Parameter Data Base as an individual parameter made up of from one (1) to
five (5) bits. The user can assign a name for each state of the discrete. For
instance a single bit discrete can be named GEAR UP (value is zero) and GEAR
DN (value is one). The display software will then automatically extract the
appropriate bits and display the discrete parameter state. While viewing the data
the user can interactively change the parameters being viewed.

The other real-time display is graphical. The user can elect to display from one (1)
to six (6) parameters of data against time. Once the plot fills the screen it will
begin scrolling from right to left adding new data to the right of the screen as it
arrives. The user can specify the display rate and length of time, in seconds, that
the data stays on the screen before scrolling off the left edge. As in the
alphanumeric display the user can change the parameters being displayed
interactively while viewing the data.



ANALYSIS INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS

The TDHS system allows the user to view stored data immediately after data
archiving to disk has been completed. The operator need only MARK the disk on
to the operating system and the users can now begin reviewing the data. The data
needs no reformatting or copying from other devices. Again the user has his
choice of an alphanumeric or graphic display. The alphanumeric display works
very similar to real-time where the data is displayed in two sixteen (16) parameter
columns. The user selects the time slice that he wishes to see and the parameters
to be displayed. The software will present the data in the same formats as in real-
time but the user is guaranteed to see all samples of the channels displayed.
Using the numeric keys the user can speed up or slow down the rate the data is
sent to the screen. The user can go backward or forward through the data by
using the up and down arrow keys.

The analysis graphic display works in a manner different than real-time. The user
selects the time slice of interest and the parameters to be displayed. The software
will then retrieve the required data and plot it, filling the screen. The plot will not
scroll but the user can view the next segment of data with a single key stroke or
request a different time slice. The analysis graphic software offers cross plots of
parameter versus parameter in addition to plots of data versus time. Other
features of the analysis graphic program include the ability to send up to seven (7)
parameters to the line printer to be printed in a tabular format. The program also
allows the user to search the telemetry data for user specified events. Some of the
events supported include:

Value greater than user limit
Value less than user limit
Value equal to user variable
Change greater than user limit

The user may search for one (1) to four (4) events simultaneously. The software
will report the time in the data file where the user requested event occurred.

UTILITIES

The TDHS has a number of utilities which are not available through the menu
system. One set of utilities allows the user to transmit and receive files from the
other TDHS and from the TMDP. A second set of utilities allow the reading and
writing of ASCII files on digital tapes not conforming to the Concurrent OS/32 file
formats.



The largest set of utilities allow users to create 8715 Preprocessor algorithms.
Some of these utilities are provided on a personal computer. With these utilities
the user can change or create algorithms and compile and link them for use in the
8715. In addition a program automatically updates the Parameter Database
menus and the 8715 compiler to recognize the new or changed algorithm. Another
program allows the user to build algorithm chains for his specific needs. Again the
database software and 8715 compiler software will recognize the new processing
chain.

The last utility copies telemetry data from digital tape to disk for use by the
analysis software.

CONCLUSION

The complete Concurrent TDHS system, which is expected to become fully
operational in early 1990, will increase WSMR’s capability to meet higher data
rate requirements involved in multiple weapon system testing, increase the overall
system reliability to support real-time missions, reduce response time to project
personnel for their data analysis and decision making, and allow expansion to
incorporate advancing technology.

 Figure 1 TDHS Main Menu



Figure 2   Logging Device Select Menu

Figure 3   Link Select Menu



Figure 4   Real-time Data Monitor Display
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ABSTRACT

The increased sophistication and reduced size of the emerging generation of
‘smart’ submunitions has generated a requirement for subminiature telemetry
systems for use in test and evaluation. The Army’s SADARM and the Air Force’s
Sensor Fuzed Weapon (SFW) are typical of smart submunitions with multiple
sensors, VHSIC signal processing, large warheads, and complex deployment
sequences.

Reported here is the SADARM Telemetry Module, designed and developed by
Honeywell to support the SADARM Program. The SADARM Telemetry Module
applies MMIC and VLSI technology to provide sophisticated telemetry operation
with a physically small, (2 in ) package, in a harsh operating environment. The3

SADARM Telemetry Module senses 17 channels of digital and analog data,
digitizes the analog data, multiplexes and PCM formats the data stream and
transmits it via an IRIG compatible MMIC transmitter.

This SADARM Telemetry Module was used to collect in-flight performance data at
the SADARM Congressional Tests in February, 1989.

Submunitions have evolved into very complex systems. Submunition development
support testing has also become increasingly complicated. Onboard flight
recorders are not feasible for live submunition tests because destruction of the
submunition after the test precludes recovery of the recorded data. Telemetry
provides the necessary test and measurement support required for efficient, cost
effective, submunition development.

The application of conventional telemetry for this type of submunition
instrumentation has also become more difficult as the submunitions have become



smaller in size and have more complex deployment sequences to evaluate. In
addition, subminiature telemetry provides a practical, cost effective means to
support field testing and development efforts in multiple munition weapon
systems. In fact, subminiature telemetry offers the most practical instrumentation
approach to evaluate the in-flight performance of several munitions dropped
simultaneously.

The SADARM Telemetry Module, discussed in this paper, incorporated these
subminiature telemetry performance requirements into a practical, cost effective
instrumentation package for SADARM development support.

SUBMINIATURE TELEMETRY

Subminiature telemetry modules such as the SADARM module discussed here
are required to support submunition testing and development with effective low
cost, onboard instrumentation. These subminiature telemetry systems are
characterized by having:

1. Small telemetry module (TM) package size, with a volume # 2 in3

2. Miniature sensors located within the TM package, and integrated into the
TM data measurement circuits.

3. High speed signal conditioning and data formatting circuitry designed to
consume minimal DC power.

4. High performance Gallium Arsenide ( GaAs ) Monolithic Microwave
Integrated Circuit ( MMIC ) transmitter.

5. Low profile conformal antennas to transmit the measured telemetry data to
ground based telemetry receivers

SMALL TM PACKAGE SIZE

The small TM package size results from the combined use of miniature integrated
sensors, micropower CMOS technology used for the signal conditioning and data
formatter circuits and GaAs MMIC integrated circuits used in the TM RF
transmitter. Since the SADARM TM package size was so small, it could easily
mounted within the SADARM submunition. Fitting the small TM package into the
SADARM submunition was done with minimal impact to existing submunition
electronics. It also added minimal mass, so the submunition flight characteristics
were unaffected.



INTEGRATED SENSORS

Subminiature telemetry systems require miniaturized sensors to perform the
required telemetry measurements within a physically small volume. Ideally, these
sensors are located within the TM package to form a small, rugged integral
measurement unit. Honeywell has developed and built several different types of
miniature integrated sensors such as accelerometers, thermal sensors and
pressure sensors for use in a wide variety of applications.

At present, the SADARM TM uses external sensors to measure and evaluate
performance. However if miniature sensors are required within the SADARM TM
package at a later time, Honeywell will use those miniature sensors already
developed and available for this subminiature telemetry application.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING - DATA FORMATTER

In the SADARM TM, the 3 analog signals are conditioned, A/D converted and
multiplexed using a Maxim 154 for the Data Aquisition integrated circuit. The
multiplexed output from the Maxim 154 is then input to the Data Controller chip.

The SADARM TM uses an Altera Electrical Programmable Logic Device (EPLD)
for the Data Controller. This EPLD can be conveniently reprogrammed with a
desktop computer to provide required modifications to the Data Controller circuit
operation and configuration. By using the EPLD, the SADARM TM Data Controller
configuration remains flexible and can support changing telemetry word
requirements quickly and at low cost.

The Data Controller takes the multiplexed output from the Maxim 154, the other
14 digital inputs, and formats all 17 of these signals into an IRIG compatible
telemetry word. The Data Controller then delivers the telemetry word to the
SADARM TM transmitter in a pulse coded modulation format.

Micropower CMOS integrated circuits are used in the signal conditioning and data
formatter to provide these necessary TM data handling functions while consuming
minimal DC power. The power saved with this approach is then available for the
TM transmitter to provide and sustain a suitable transmitted RF output power
level.



TRANSMITTER

The MMIC transmitter consists of a dielectric stabilized, voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO), followed by a high efficiency RF power amplifier transmitting the
telemetry data with frequency shift keyed (FSK) modulation. Coarse tuning in the
2.2-2.3 GHz frequency band was performed by the dielectric resonator. The
frequency modulation required for FSK is achieved by a voltage controlled
reactance in the VCO feedback loop. The size of the VCO circuit is 1.73 x 0.25
mm. The size of the dielectric resonator ultimately precluded its use within the
SADARM TM package so a microstrip resonator was substituted in its place.

To accommodate a wide range of telemetry antennas and operational conditions,
the VCO is followed by a Class F power amplifier which is tolerant of output
impedance mismatches. The power amplifier circuit measures 1.73 x 3.0 mm, and
is designed to deliver 250 mW across the IRIG band with 70% power added
efficiency.

To meet the antenna impedance mismatch requirements, two approaches were
taken. The first approach was to design the amplifier as close to MESFET
breakdown as possible (given fabrication tolerances) and power combine as many
amplifiers as required for a given telemetry application through a passive
combiner. The second approach was to increase the breakdown voltage by
manipulating the drain-gate spacing of the final MESFET. The final result is a
power amplifier which can deliver an RF signal to an antenna in 250 mW power
increments and can tolerate large output impedance mismatches including short
or open circuits.

ANTENNA

The antenna used with the SADARM TM is a conformal, wrap-around, 6 - patch
microstrip antenna array. This antenna is a rugged, low profile structure, capable
of withstanding the harsh 10,000 g acceleration, launch environment. This array
was designed and built by Honeywell for and provided a uniform toroidal radiation
pattern about the SADARM submunition housing for clear consistent telemetry
data reception on the ground. Subminiature telemetry antennas of this type can be
built with repeatable performance at low cost by using standard printed
circuitboard technology. These antennas reduced the overall cost of each
SADARM subminiature telemetry system.

CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed a field tested, SADARM subminiature telemetry module,
and has discussed those technologies required to make this subminiature
SADARM TM into a viable telemetry measurement instrument



A TIME-VARIANT APPROACH FOR ENCRYPTED DIGITAL
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ABSTRACT

Two new approaches, a time-variant key and a random transmission rate, are
introduced to strengthen the security of encrypted digital communications in which
a “black-box” type of crypto-device is employed. These approaches not only
further upgrade present crypto-methodology, but may also secure the system
against the possibility of the cryptographic key’s falling into the hands of an
unauthorized listener after initial communication has begun. Therefore,
communication privacy could be maintained even under the most scrutinizing
post-recorded ciphertext attack.

INTRODUCTION

Communication and storage of information are vital for the advancement of
human society and technology. However, it is sometimes desirable to keep certain
information confidential; thus, cryptography was devised to keep intruders from
comprehending secret messages.

A crypto-system consists of three basic elements: the plaintext (the original
message); the key (the specific formula used to encipher the original message);
and the cryptogram (the key-enciphered plaintext) [1]. The ideal cryptographic
system is unbreakable in common practice, and its key is easy to change and
utilize. At the present time, the most popular methods of cryptanalysis (attempts to
decipher a cryptogram without knowing the key) are frequency analysis on
enciphered symbols and exhaustive trial-and-error computer searching.

Many crypto-devices used in secured digital communication systems contain
certain hidden capabilities that, in general, cannot be investigated or modified by
users. For this reason, we shall consider any pre-selected crypto-device to be a
“black-box” that cannot vary or be altered internally and must be accepted as a 



whole. Therefore, further system improvement can be attained only by use of
external paths.

Two new approaches, a time-variant key to prohibit exhaustive searching
cryptanalysis and a random transmission rate based on a pseudo-random noise
(PN) code to prevent an accurate recording of the encrypted signal, are introduced
for systems with automatic retransmission capability. These techniques not only
strengthen the conventional crypto-system, but also provide the security against
an unauthorized listener who has a duplicate of the crypto-device, receiver, time
and frequency schedule, and even the crypto-key after initial communication has
begun.

As computers become more and more popular, information is more commonly
transformed into binary form. For simplicity’s sake, this study will discuss only
secured binary communications, although it is extendable without restriction to the
non-binary situation.

BASIC ENCRYPTED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The communication system configuration to be investigated in this study consists
of a transmitter and a receiver, as shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter is composed of
an information source, an encryptor, an error detection/correction encoder, a
modulator, and an antenna. Transmission of information proceeds as follows.
First, the original information is transcribed into binary form and encrypted into a
cryptogram. There is no specific requirement on selecting the crypto-device. For
easy reference, we shall assume that a data encryption standard (DES) [2] type of
crypto-device is adopted in the system. However, any other crypto-device could be
used here without affecting our basic presentation and results. The DES encryptor
sequentially maps each block of 64 information bits into a block of 64 enciphered
symbols. This process is based on a pre-selected 64-bit encryption key in which
8 bits are used for error detection purpose. Further redundant bits are added to
the encrypted sequence through error correction encoding. The coded sequence
then is permuted, or scrambled, through a functional extension of the adopted
cryptographic key. Finally, the signal is modulated and transmitted through the
antenna.

Before demodulating the incoming signal, the receiver must first synchronize the
system. Once the received digital signal is accurately acquired, it must be
unscrambled through a depermutation process. Then, errors are corrected and
detected by channel decoders, and the decryption key is used to derive the
original information. One should note that the decryption key may or may not be
identical to the encryption key, although the two are identical in DES.



The purpose of our study is to enhance the ability to encrypt digital
communications while retaining the preselected crypto-device, cryptographic key,
and key entrance technique intact. To fulfill these requirements, a time-varying
cryptographic key and a random transmission rate, both controlled by a simple key
entrance controlling device external to the crypto-device, are proposed. These two
new techniques are simple and easy to implement. They require only a small
increase of the system’s overall complexity, but the end results can greatly
enhance communication security and privacy.

A TIME-VARIANT CRYPTO-SYSTEM

The security of a crypto-system relies entirely on its cryptographic key, and users
must prevent the possibility of this key failing into the hands of an unauthorized
listener. In other words, we shall assume that only the authorized transmitter and
receiver have the crypto-key, and cryptanalysis must rely on trial-and-error
computer searching.

In this section, concepts and application procedures of the two new cryptographic
techniques are introduced. To simplify the exposition, error detection/correction
coding, permutation, modulation, etc., will not be discussed in this study.

The Time-Variant Key

Consider a well-defined encrypted digital communication system containing a
“black-box” type crypto-device and a pre-selected cryptographic key, K . For acry

DES-type crypto-system, binary information to be encrypted will be divided into
blocks, each consisting of M bits, and the encryption/decryption process will
proceed on a block-by-block basis.

The following seven steps explain how to generate and use a time-variant key, K .tv

A simple example is given later to illustrate this procedure.

1). We assume that both encryptor and decryptor have a key-entrance
controlling device with a small memory to store a set of N pre-determined random
keys, where N is determined by available memory size. If each random key has
the same length as the cryptographic key, K , which is N  bits long, then eachcry    cry

memory will have a size of N x N  binary bits. For DES, M is also equal to K .cry          cry

2). These N random keys are stored in order in the memory device as K , K ,0  1

K , ..., K , ..., K , and K , denotes the decimal value of K .2   i   N-1   i       i

3). The chosen cryptographic key, K , is used to start the encryption process.cry



4). Before generating K , we shall first generate a reference key, K  = K  r K  tv         ref  cry  a

r K , &, where “r” is the modulo-2 addition. Both K  and K  are random keys in theb          a  b

memory, with K  as a function of K , and K  as a function of K , where a = Ka     cry   b     a     cry

(mod N) and b = k  (mod N).a

5). To insure security against the plaintext’s becoming all-zero or all-one binary
digits, as often occurs in the beginning or ending of each meaningful message
signal, the time-variant key K  is derived by cyclically shifting N  positions of thetv      cyc

reference key K  to the left, where N  is relatively prime to K .ref     cyc     cry

6). This K  is used to encrypt a block of M binary information bits through thetv

“black-box” crypto-device. After that, a new random key K  = K  r K  is generated,nt  tv  c

where K  is a random key in the memory and c = a + b (mod N). Then K  isc                 nt

shifted into the memory to replace K . At the same time, K  replaces K , K ,0      0  1  1

replaces K , K  replaces K , and so forth until K  takes on the position of K ,2  i-1  i      N-2      N-1

and the former K  is discarded.N-1

7). In parallel to step 6), the encrypted block of M bits long plaintext, M  is usedm

to replace K  and to generate a new K . Steps 4, 5, 6, and 7 are then repeated,cry      tv

and the same procedure continuously generates new time-variant keys and
encrypts new incoming blocks of plaintext.

Values for N and N  can be chosen in the neighborhood of 1000 and 64,cry

respectively (i.e., the memory has a size of 64 K-bits), as those adopted in popular
personal computers and in DES. Here, we use an oversimplified crypto-system to
demonstrate the above procedures.

1). Consider that N = 5 and K  = 4.cry

2). Select K  = 1001, K  = 1011, K  = 0010, K  = 0111, and K  = 0101.0   1   2   3    4

3). Choose K  = 1101. Therefore, a = K ( mod N) = (1 + 0 + 4 + 8) (mod 5) =cry      cry

13 (mod 5) = 3, and K  = K  = 0111; b = K ( mod N) = (1 + 2 + 4 + 0) (mod 5) = 7a  3     a

(mod 5) = 2, and K  = K  = 0010.b  2

4). Generate K  = K  r K  r K  = K  r K  r K  =1101 r 0111 r 0010 = 1000.ref  cry  a  b  cry  3  2

5). A relative prime to N  = 4 is chosen with the value of N  = 3. Therefore,cry         cyc

we would have K  = 0100.tv



6). Now K  = 0100 is utilized to encrypt the new block of incoming plaintext, M .tv             m

This block of M  is further used to replace the K  and to generate a new K , andm       cry      tv

so on, as discussed above.

7). At the same time, the generated K  = K  r K  = 0100 r 1001 = 1101 isnr  tv  c

shifted into the memory to replace K , where c = a + b (mod N) = 3 + 2 (mod 5) =0

0; we then have K  = K  = 1101, K  = 1001, K  = 1011, K  = 0010, K  = 0111. We0  nr   1   2   3   4

discard the previous K , = 0101 by shifting it out of the memory.4

There are three important conceptual issues in this approach. First, the memory
device containing N random keys, K , is external to the crypto-system. It isi

independent of the selection and entrance of the preselected crypto-key, K , andcry

thus is completely excluded from the key space. Second, it is understood that a
particular time-variant key, K , can be found from 2  encryptions in an exhaustivetv

M

search providing that the corresponding M-bit pair of cipheretext and plaintext is
given. However, the knowledge of this K  alone cannot derive its correspondingtv

K , K , and K , because K , the cycling shift of K , is only the modulo-2 sum ofcry  a   b   ref      tv

the three keys. Even if the complete set of random keys, K , is given, solutions fori

K , K  and K  are not unique and the number of possible solutions is a function ofcry  a  b

the value of N. Third, assume that N consecutive time-variant keys, K  and theirtv

corresponding keys, K , K , K , can be found by some unspecified techniques. Incry  a  b

order to break the code secured by our approach, cryptanalysis still needs to find
each of the corresponding K  which is a function of K , K , K , K , as well as tonr      tv  cry  a  b

the set of time-variant random keys, K .i

The concept of time-variant key is not completely new. The Enigma machine [1]
used by the German military forces in the Second world war, for example, used a
simple time-variant key approach while our approach advanced into techniques of
continuously updating its key as a function of encrypted plaintext information. As
the real operational key is now changed from a constant key, such as the pre-
selected K , to a time-variant key, K , this approach becomes a useful tool incry      tv

preventing both the chosen plaintext attack and the corresponding plaintext and
ciphertext attack.

Binary Pseudo-Random Transmission Rate

Post-recorded ciphertext attack is the most powerful cryptanalysis method
recognized today. In such an attack, the unauthorized listener merely records the
cryptograph and then later uses an exhaustive search to break the code. Although
many advanced spread spectrum communication techniques, such as direct
sequence modulation, frequency hopping, etc., [3] can be utilized to prevent this 



attack, a new approach to the same goal with a much simpler implementation is
introduced below.

At the present time, advanced digital communication systems usually employ a
very high carrier frequency (often selected in SHF or EHF band), and to record the
RF analog signal directly would subject to reduce the S/N ratio significantly and
further introduce new transition errors. To record the incoming signal accurately,
the recording must be conducted in the baseband, not in the modulated carrier
waveform. Since only fixed transmission rates are employed in present
communication systems, an unauthorized listener may be able to demodulate the
incoming signal into a baseband signal and record it for later cryptanalysis once
the bit synchronization has been correctly derived from the received signal.

Let us consider an n-bit-long shift register, where n # N , whose initial binarycry

setting digits are exactly the same as the first n digits in the pre-selected K . Bycry

using a proper feedback hookup, a PN sequence with a maximum period of
(2  - 1) bits can be easily generated. Then each binary bit in this generated PNn

sequence can be further used as a reference to produce a new system whose
transmission rate is also time-variant.

Assume that the original transmission rate of a system is R-bits/sec such that
each bit has a duration time of (1/R) seconds. Based on each digit in the
generated PN sequence, a variable transmission rate can be conducted as
follows.

Consider that the generation of PN code, S, and the encryption of plaintext, M ,m

are processed parallelly. If the newly generated PN code bit is a “0”, the bit
duration time is changed from (1/R) to (1 - )) x (1/R); and if the newly generated
bit is a “1”, the bit duration time is changed from (1/R) to (1 + )) x (1/R), where )
ranges from 0.05 to 0.1. Therefore, the overall transmission rate remains
unchanged. For easy reference, an example to illustrate how the transmission rate
varies with the PN sequence digits is given in Fig.2.

Transmission of digital signals customarily starts with a preamble, or a known
pattern, prior to sending the binary information sequence. Based on this preamble,
the receiver synchronizes its clock and frequency with the receiving signal. To
acquire an accurate bit-synchronization, it requires a correct estimate of both the
bit transitions and their regularity [4]. However, without the precise knowledge of
the initial setting digits (i.e., the pre-selected cryptographic key, K ) of the PNcry

code, it would not be feasible to recover the bit transitions correctly and to derive
the bit synchronization precisely. Thus, the receiver will not be able to record and
demodulate the baseband signal accurately. Also, it is obvious that recording a



long sequence with variable transmission rate will definitely cause many bit-
slipping events.

Without knowing the pre-selected K , the only possibility to record the RF analogcry

signal and use it to determine the variable transmission rate is to assume the bit
duration time to be )/R seconds. However, there are two main drawbacks in this
approach. First, the noise bandwidth will increase 1/) times, and thus results in a
minimum of 10 dB reduction in the S/N ratio. The practical margin designed for
modern communication systems is quite conservative, thus this reduced S/N ratio
will unavoidably result in an extremely poor reception. Second, compared with
normal random transmission signals, the number of bit transitions is reduced 1/)
times, and at most one transition can appear in every consecutive 2/) $ 20 bits of
duration time. In this case, it will be very difficult for the receiver to obtain its
correct bit synchronization. Therefore, accurate recording should only be
conducted with the demodulated baseband signal, and not with the RIF analog
signal.

When a system adopts the binary PN variable transmission rate, the probability of
bit-slipping for demodulating the incoming signal with constant bit rate could be
quite high. For example, a bit pattern with 6 all-zeros, or 6 all-ones, is expected to
occur in any PN sequence with length of 2  - I = 63 bits. Now, if each code bit6

varies its transmission rate with ) = 10%, a 6 consecutive equal bit pattern would
vary the total bit-duration time from constant transmission rate of requiring 6 x
(1/R) seconds to either 6 x (1 - )) = 5.4 x (1/R) seconds which could be acquired
as 5 bits, or to 6 x (1 + )) = 6.6 x (1/R) seconds which could be acquired as 7 bits.
In other words, if bit synchronization is derived from majority decision rule, then a
bit-slipping event is expected to occur in every block of 63 evenly recorded
information bits. Once a bit slipping or a receiving error occurs in a cryptographic
system, the damage is done and catastrophic effects grow out of control. Hence,
combination of the proposed two approaches is a powerful tool in combatting the
cryptanalysis.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The proposed new methods of a time-variant key with a random transmission rate
could be important advancements for future crypto-systems. Basically, only three
additional components are needed to implement these two techniques. They are
(i) a key entrance controlling circuitry, (ii) a small N x K  bit memory, and (iii) ancry

n-bit long shift-register. Therefore, the required hardware is indeed relatively
simple.



We recommend that these two new approaches be adopted in two-way
communication systems with automatic retransmission capability. In this system,
continuity of the transmission depends on the receiver’s acknowledgement of
correct reception. If the receiver’s feedback is incorrect, the sender should stop
sending the remaining message and retransmit the previous message until
acknowledgement of correct reception is received. Detailed investigations and
discussions on automatic request retransmission are available in the literature [5].
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FIGURE 1   BASIC ENCRYPTED DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 2   GENERATION OF BASEBAND SIGNAL WITH VARIABLE
TRANSMISSION RATE



“Sub-Minauture Pressure Sensor Installation For
UH-60A Main Rotor Blade Air Loads Flight Test Program”

United Technologies
Sikorsky Aircraft
Robert Gagnon

ABSTRACT

A UH-60A (Black Hawk) full-scale main rotor blade has been instrumented with 242 sub-
miniature pressure transducers placed beneath the blade skin. The instrumented balde will
be flight tested on a UH-60A helicopter at the AMES Research Center. The pressure
transducers are of the sub-miniature silicon full-bridge type with a small diameter tube
(.028 inches OD) leading into the pressure sensing cavity. Fifty of the transducers have
built-in temperature monitoring sensors used in correcting the pressure data. The pressure
signals and corresponding temperature signals will be processed by PCM Encoders and
FM mulitplex systems.

This paper describes the following: the pre-selection testing of the pressure transducers
which included sensitivity, centrifugal effects, fatigue testing, etc.; the mechanical method
of installing the transducers as well as the wiring installation beneath the main rotor blade
skin surface and the final/periodic calibration of the installed transducers by using a
“Vacuum bag” which encompasses the entire main rotor blade.

'89 ITC Proceedings
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.
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ABSTRACT

The Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity (NORDA) has adapted the
Loral Instrumentation Advanced Decommutation system (ADS 100) as a portable
maintenance system for one of its remotely deployable buoy systems. This
particular buoy system sends up to 128 channels of amplified sensor data to a
centralized A/D for formatting and storage on a high density digital recorder. The
resulting tapes contain serial PCM data in a format consistent with IRIG Standard
106-87. Predictable and correctable perturbations exist within the data due to the
quadrature multiplexed telemetry system. The ADS 100 corrects for the
perturbations of the telemetry system and provides the user with diagnostic tools
to examine the stored data stream and determine the operational status of the
buoy system prior to deployment.

KEY WORDS: Telemetry, Real-Time, Buoy System, Phase Offset Correction,
Fast Fourier Transform, Weitek, Data Flow

INTRODUCTION

The Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity (NORDA) designs,
develops, deploys, maintains, and upgrades data collection equipment in support
of acoustic and oceanographic programs sponsored by the U. S. Navy. Many of
NORDA’s existing data collection systems use analog tape recorders, and analog
test equipment to validate system performance during system verification. New
generations of these data collection systems are equipped with high-speed digital
electronics and use high density digital tape recorders (HDDRs). The conversion
to digital technology eliminates analog tape constraints, takes advantage of the
improvements in digital signal processing (DSP) products, and meets the
requirements for large numbers of channels within new systems. NORDA
operations personnel must have tools to verify operation of these very complicated



digital systems prior to deployment. The focus of this paper is the application of a
telemetry product, the Loral ADS 100, as a maintenance and verification tool in a
digital environment.

The system to be verified is a remotely deployable buoy system with 128 channels
of digital recorded data. A block diagram of the functional modules is shown in
Figure 1. Because the buoy system is located some distance from the sensors, it
utilizes an AM modulated, quadrature frequency multiplexed scheme to transmit
sensor information to the analog to digital converters (A/D’s) and ultimately the
recorder. Some of the standard telemetry correction circuitry, primarily the phase
offset correction circuits, that connects the sensors to the buoy were removed to
reduce space and power requirements. This lack of correction for the channel’s
telemetry effects, along with the difficulty of reading digital data from tape,
complicated the process to determine the data quality. The requirement to reduce
circuitry was sound, and although perturbated, the data is clearly correctable.

The internal capabilities of the buoy system, due primarily to its DSP section,
allow each of the 128 channels to be recorded at various sampling rates and as
complex values, should frequency translations be required. The operational use of
these capabilities requires the output frame format to be variable and flexible from
mission to mission. Surprisingly, the data frame design was accomplished while
staying compatible with IRIG Standard 106-87. The creation of a flexible frame
format, while obtainable within the buoy system through design of the formatter,
increased the need for a programmable maintenance system. Further
requirements, such as on-the-fly correction of 128 parameters, correction
algorithm manipulation, and visual viewing of individual parameters, created still
more unique difficulties. The selection of the Loral ADS 100 as the base for the
maintenance tool solved these difficulties.

MAINTENANCE “QUICK LOOK” PHILOSOPHY

The buoy system basic maintenance requirements were evaluated, and a general
philosophy was established to govern the design and specification of the
maintenance system. According to the philosophy, the maintenance system must:

1. Probe the digital data stream as an end-to-end diagnostic tool and provide in
a quick fashion reasonable quantitative analysis of the quality of each data
channel.

2. Perform as much with a single box as possible to reduce equipment count
during a deployment.



3. Use field technician-level personnel to operate the maintenance system and
validate the deployable system.

To perform as an end-to-end diagnostic tool, the maintenance system must
ultimately get its data from the playback of the magnetic tape recorder. Here,
pulse code modulated (PCM) data in an NRZ-L with clock arrangement must be
decommutated at the maximum rate of 4.75 Mbps. To achieve the end-to-end
concept, specific calibration signals have to be injected at the sensor end of the
buoy system. These signals are designed to have significant frequency content
over the channel bandwidth range, and be specifically sensitive to the telemetry
system perturbations.

To accomplish the second philosophical goal, the maintenance device has to
perform multiple functions and be portable. Programmability is paramount to
accommodate the variability in parameter and minor frame counts. Where
programmability is concerned, the maintenance device could be programmed in
the lab by trained maintenance system personnel (engineers, programmers, high
level technicians), but once programmed, the device must be operable by field-
level technicians with only minor instruction in the use of the maintenance system.
Besides programmability, on-the-fly data correction is necessary prior to any data
display or output. A complex fast fourier transform (FFT) is necessary to verify the
frequency translated data values. After correction, data could be sent to an analog
output port for display on strip chart recorders, oscilloscopes, and spectrum
analyzers if a particular channel did not meet specifications.

THE LORAL ADS 100 SOLUTION

The remote ocean buoy maintenance system requires a range of flexible
decommutation, processing, and display capabilities to verify the buoy system’s
operation. The ADS 100 is well suited to this type of problem because of its
flexible architecture and high level of user programmability. Its modular design
allows the user to direct each piece of data through various input, output, display
and processing modules. The system can be tailored to a specific application by
combining the appropriate standard and general purpose programmable modules.
The data-driven, programmable pipeline architecture is ideal for custom
algorithms in telemetry applications. This flexible design is complemented by a
user-friendly operating environment designed for ease of operation and
programming.



SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The ADS 100 is easily configured for the design requirements of the ocean buoy
maintenance system. The design used a single portable chassis, with several
application modules comprising the system’s two major sections: the Processing
Section and System Management Sections. A block diagram of the typical
ADS 100 options is shown in Figure 2.

The system management section provides the user interface and system
programming of the hardware modules. The system is easily programmed by
assembling a set of parameter blocks using simplified commands and look-ahead
menu-driven set-up pages. Programmable function keys allow the user to
automatically change the system set-up and enter commands by storing repetitive
or long keystroke sequences. A variety of system set-ups can be stored on
diskettes for recall to reconfigure the system during operation, These features
enable trained maintenance system programmers to develop a maintenance
strategy in the lab, that can be easily executed by the field-level technicians
operating the system, thus eliminating extensive training of all personnel.

The man-machine interface has a variety of display options including a CRT,
printer interface, and analog output ports. Data can be displayed on the CRT in
one of three methods: engineering unit table, bar charts, or graphs. The graph
method displays up to two parameters simultaneously with a horizontal axis of 256
continuous points and a vertical axis representing a percent of full scale. Displays
on the CRT can be printed. The printer interface also has its own collection and
display formats. The analog ports can be used to output to strip chart recorders
and other equipment. Alarms can be programmed to alert the user via an audible
signal, function key execution, or data printout of alarm conditions in the system.

Each processing element performs various functions described in the software
resident on the module. A central processing unit acts as the system controller
and can access the processing elements by a conventional processor bus. The
system processor and system bus provide the user interface and initialization of
the real time processing elements. Each module in the system describes itself to
the system processor, which in turn determines the system configuration. This
modular design allows new modules to be integrated into the system without an
extensive software configuration effort.

The ADS 100 gives the user full control over the flow of data through the modules.
Changes in input formats or processing requirements can be handled by a simple
redirection of the data. The pipelines can be easily reprogrammed for different 



input formats or processing functions by modifying, adding, or deleting parameters
through the menu-driven pages.

The processing section performs real-time data manipulations. This section is
configured from a comprehensive library of programmable application modules
thus offering an integrated modular solution from standard off-the-shelf
components. Included in this library are modules that perform various data
acquisition, compression, reduction, and display algorithms as well as modules
that can be customized for user-specific applications.

THE ADS 100 ARCHITECTURE

Telemetry processing requirements are well suited to a data-driven, or data flow,
design combined with a pipeline processing architecture and modular approach.
In a data flow design the execution sequence of the machine, or a processing
element in it, depends upon the order of the data items it receives. Therefore, a
process is “fired” when its associated data is received. With a programmable,
pipeline architecture, the configuration of the pipeline itself is determined by the
data and can be tailored to meet the needs of the user[l].

This architecture is implemented on a circular, arbitrated, high-speed broadcast-
type bus, which connects a variety of data-driven processing elements together
into reconfigurable pipelines. Many different pipelines or data processing routes
can occur on the broadcast bus in parallel. Each data item can be processed by
different pipelines in parallel, also.

Data is directed through the system by information contained in Parameter Blocks.
These blocks are indirectly created by the user and maintained by the system
processor. The term “parameter” is used to describe the data and “tag” pairs on
the broadcast bus. The tag identifies the data item. All static information about a
parameter, such as tag number, format, and source is contained in the associated
parameter block. The hardware of individual modules is programmed to perform
tag recognition and data collection. Therefore, data routing within the system is a
simple and fast hardware function completely transparent to the processing
elements.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIAL ALGORITHMS

The Data Correction and Spectral Analysis Module (DCSAM) is an application
specific version of the standard Field Programmable Processor (FPP) and
performs the custom algorithms required to correct the channel data and perform
the fast fourier transform. Once corrected, the data must be displayed, plotted or



printed to determine if the system is functioning properly. Gross errors in the
corrected channel data can be visually detected on a graphic display, such as a
CRT graph or strip chart recorder, but for a true test, a fast fourier transform of the
data is necessary.

The FPP utilizes the Weitek XL-8032 chip set as its processing engine, to perform
high speed logical, integer and floating point processing applications[2]. A block
diagram of the module is shown in Figure 3. The system processor has access to
the random access memory (RAM) on the module and loads the operating kernel,
application software, process control blocks (PCBs) and vectors during system
initialization. The operating kernel examines each parameter and passes it to the
appropriate function in the application software. Application software can be
written in several high level languages, “C” is used for this application. The Weitek
utilities include a software simulator. Thus, development of application software
can be done independent of the target system.

The FPP adheres to the data driven design of the rest of the system. Many
different processes can reside in the module, but each will only be active if data is
directed to it. The hardware has a tag recognition section which determines if the
data present on the broadcast bus should be manipulated by one of the functions
residing in the module. If so, a preprogrammed vector can be read which points to
the process control block (PCB) associated with the parameter. The process
control block has the address of and information for the procedure to be
performed. This design requires a minimum of overhead processing for each
parameter thus allowing for maximum processing throughput.

The application is divided into several algorithms that can be individually executed
as required, including: Phase Offset Correction, Channel Quadrature Correction,
and a 256 point Complex Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

The Phase Offset Correction algorithm converts DC correction values in the prime
telemetry stream into a phase angle used by the Quadrature correction algorithm
to correct the channel data. The phase angle and corrected channel data are then
placed on the MUXbus for further processing by a variety of display, processing,
and output functions available in the standard system.

The FFT algorithm collects 256 complex or real data points, windows the data with
a Blackman window[3], and performs the discrete fast fourier transform of the
data. The power spectral density of the FFT result is computed and normalized.
The normalized result can then be converted to decibels and scaled for display.
The final result is placed back onto the MUXbus where further processing or
display can take place as desired by the user.



Assuming that the system has already been programmed and initialized, in a
typical scenario the user instructs the system to generate a set of channel phase
correction values. Preprogrammed function keys can start and stop this process.
With the quadrature correction algorithm outputting properly corrected channel
data, a quick look of the data can be done on the graph display page to check for
abnormalities in a channel. A suspected bad channel can then be scaled and
directed to the analog ports modules that connect to strip chart recorders. The
actual data values can be routed to the I/O module and printed both as samplings
or as blocks of contiguous data points. A large error in the data will be apparent by
these displays. Smaller errors are not as clear depending on various factors in the
input data. To further verify the operation of a channel, the corrected channel data
can be routed back to the DCSAM for processing by the FFT algorithm. Small
errors will be more apparent in the FFT result. Also, channel monitoring can be
somewhat automated by using the alarm feature of the ADS. For instance, a
parameter can be created to evaluate the difference in the magnitude of two
frequency bins. An out-of-range value can be programmed to alert the user to a
possible channel error by an audio, visual, or printed alarm.

The requirement of the maintenance system to perform on-the-fly correction,
viewing, and fast fourier analysis of each of 128 data channels is a natural
extension of the ADS 100 capabilities. The system is designed to facilitate
implementation of such application specific algorithms.

CONCLUSION

The Maintenance System has been used extensively to help developers of the
buoy system interpret the PCM output which will be recorded during actual
operation. Spectral analysis of the individual channels via the analog outputs is
extremely useful in determining such things as quadrature channel crosstalk,
orthogonality of the quadrature modulation/demodulation carrier frequencies, idle
channel noise floor, and other input specific parameters, especially frequency
accuracy, correct system gain utilization, and correct DSP circuitry operation.
Visual inspection of the sorted data values are referenced to the time code and
are useful to validate that the system formatter is placing channels in the correct
order and minor frame.

The special algorithms in the FPP module enable fast correction of each of the
128 channels. A quick analysis and verification of each of the 128 channels via
stripchart recorders requires a change to the analog port setup only. This is
accomplished by a quick loading of set-up files for the analog ports. Eventually,
two Soltec 9 channel stripchart recorders will be connected to the 16 analog
output channels. It is estimated that a field technician will be able to record all 128



channels of data and review the plots within forty minutes. Prior to implementation
of this maintenance system, the calibration verification was expected to take as
long as seven hours. The Loral ADS 100 fulfills all expectations as a field
deployable piece of test equipment, and as such, represents an extremely
powerful diagnostic tool to analyze complex data collection systems which either
record or transmit PCM data, Its ease of use and programmability allow for quick
and efficient operation by entry level technicians after set-up by personnel trained
in the ADS 100 capabilities.
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The Rotor-Signal-Module of MFI90
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Abstract

This paper presents special measuring equipment designed for acquiring rotor data from a
BO105 helicopter. Some aspects of hardware design, especially in the field of digital data
acquisition and processing will be discussed. On this occasion the limited space available
on the rotor hub must be taken into consideration. The rotor-signal-module also has to
function in the future measurement system MF190. The paper concludes with the
presentation of a method of calibrating the measurement values from the rotor blades. In
this connection measured rotor data will be compared with results obtained by a nonlinear
helicopter computer simulation. This represents one possibility to check the data quality.

1. Introduction

The acquisition of data from the rotating rotor blades of a helicopter has significance in the
field of system identification and structural mechanics.

The aim of system identification is the mathematical modelling of helicopter dynamics.
Therefore it is of interest to know the direction of the lift vector and its modulus. The
vector can be calculated from the movement of the rotor blades. This is also relevant to
applications of helicopter control systems like inflight simulators. The investigation of
blade deflection under load and its form of vibration takes place in the area of structural
mechanics.

Figure 2 first shows a typical time history of measured rotor data (all shown data is
obtained in a BO105 helicopter).



Figure 1.  The DLR’s BO105 helicopters

Figure 2.  Presentation of rotor data in time and frequency domain



The generation of lift and speed by means of a rotating rotor produces flapping of the rotor
blades. The longitudinal control input influences the flapping (sec figure 2). But the angle
of blade rotation is determined by the rotational speed of the rotor which is constant. For
this reason the angle has a linear shape within one rotation. Both flapping and angle of
rotation contain the same fundamental frequency f  corresponding to the rotational speed1

(see figure 2).

The higher harmonics of the flapping frequency are of interest for investigations in the area
of structural mechanics. The quantity of measured harmonics depends on the blade
azimuth position measured. The measuring point related to the measurement in figure 2 is
located close to the beginning of the blade where the bending moment is a maximum (see
figure 3).

Figure 3.  Measuring equipment on the rotor

For the purpose of system identification this measurement value is related to the deflection
at the end of the rotor blade. The measurement is obtained by a resistance strain gauge.

The blade control angle for each rotor blade is another relevant quantity.



2. Measuring Equipment Design for Rotor Data

2.1 General

The total amount of measuring points for each rotor blade, the sampling frequency and the
restricted number of slip rings must be taken into consideration when designing measuring
equipment for rotor data.

Figure 4 illustrates the structure of measuring equipment.

Figure 4.  Measuring equipment structure

The data transmission takes place serial by bit in order to reduce the amount of used slip
rings. Two slip rings are necessary for power supply and one for the synchronization with
the recording onboard computer. All transducer signals need amplifiers to fit their voltage
range to A/D converter input.

2.2 Sampling Frequency

Because the space for measuring equipment on the rotor hub is limited (see figure 3) the
needed hardware should be reduced to a minimum.

If the sampling frequency can be chosen high enough, it is the best way to carry out the
digital conversion directly after the transducer without using anti aliasing filters. With this
method the hardware for analog filtering can be omitted. On the other hand the frequency



information of the measured values is high. It is not determined by the cut-off frequency or
a low-pass filter.

The high amount of data is a disadvantage. Therefore the sampling frequency should be as
low as possible. It must be chosen in a way, so that no aliasing errors will occur in the
spectrum of interest.

Figure 5 demonstrates the effect of aliasing in frequency and time domain.

Figure 5.  Effect of aliasing in frequency and time domain

The measured pitch rate is obtained in a BO105 helicopter. The frequencies f1 and f2 are
caused by the flapping of the rotor blades which becomes noticeable as vibrations in the
entire helicopter.

The aliasing errors produced above the spectrum of interest (sampling frequency is 50 Hz),
which in consequence of the undersampling can be suppressed by subsequent filtering of
the data in a digital computer. But aliasing errors in the base-line spectrum cannot be
suppressed by digital filtering (sampling frequency is 25 Hz). The sampling with 100 Hz of
the flapping signal (see figure 2) produces no aliasing errors, although other measuring 



points on the blade can produce higher harmonics of the flapping frequency. To avoid
aliasing it is necessary to use sampling frequencies up to 300 Hz.
(References [1], [2]).

2.3 A/D-Converter

The response time should be as low as possible for data transmission after the sampling is
triggered by the onboard computer. This demand comes from a real time application for
inflight simulation. Therefore the time for A/D-conversion should be as low as possible.

Two types of A/D-converters are available for fast conversion: a converter with successive
approximation and a flash converter. In order to save space in the design of hardware an
analog multiplexer should be included on the A/D-chip. Consequently such a special
converter with successive approximation has been chosen.

For that reason it is meaningful to use sample and hold amplifiers. They elliminate time
shifts between simultaneously sampled data caused by the A/D-conversion time. This
conversion time also produces a signal disturbance when no sample and hold amplifiers
are used. The disturbance which increases with signal frequency reduces the bit resolution
of the A/D-converter.

2.4 Digital Processor

The demands for a digital processor are:

1 . Control of A/D-conversion

2. Control of data transmission

3. Calculation of relevant data from the measured values / especially for real time
applications

Demand 1 and 2 are tasks with minimal workload, which can be done by every available
microprocessor.

The demand 3 of calculating data requires a microprocessor with fast floating point
arithmetic. This real time requirement also leads to a high speed data transmission.

One new microprocessor called transputer (figure 6) has a hardware structure to
accomplish these tasks.



Figure 6.  The transputer T800 block diagram

Figure 6 contains the essential features of a transputer required for real time data
processing. A transputer is a 32 bit RISC-processor with a 64 bit floating point unit.
Another important feature is the LINK-interface with data rates up to 20 Mbit/s. Each
transputer has four LINK-Interfaces on a chip. The special software language OCCAM
supports an easy networking of several transputers by LINKs. This feature is important for
the design of a modular measurement system like MFI90.

For the purpose of acquiring and transmitting data another microprocessor was also used.
This 8 bit microprocessor (8085) only controls the A/D-conversion and the transmission of
data. The data transmission takes place by means of USARTs in RS232 mode. This is a
well-tried computer standard. A disadvantge of RS232 mode transmission compared with
transputer LINKs is the low transmission rate (up to 19.2 Kbit/s).

The hardware for data acquisition (amplifier A/D-converter and digital control) is the same
for both processors. The two processor boards can be replaced without changing any other
hardware (see figure 7). The 8 bit processor was used because it is easier to handle in
some cases than the transputer. But the 8 bit processor can only be used for data
acquisition with low data rates and no real time calculations.



Figure 7 shows the rotor-signal-module, the onboard control computer (DEC LSI 11/73)
and the floppy disc for data recording.

Figure 7. Rotor-signal-module in conjunction with onboard computer and floppy disc

(Reference [3]).

3. Calibration of Rotor Data

In order to obtain rotor data for calculating relevant helicopter quantities it is necessary to
create a useful calibration. The problem is to find a physical reference which can be simply
measured. The deflection at the end of each rotor blade as a consequence of lift and
centrifugal force can be used for such a calibration.

Figure 8 demonstrates the procedure for calibrating the blade deflection.

A small needle is attached to one rotor blade. This needle is used for scratching a hole in a
polyfoam, block. The polyfoam block is fixed on a stick which will be tilted to the rotating
rotor. The pilot lifts the rotor blades all at once by using the collective control. With this
kind of supervision some steady blade deflections will be measured. They will be
measured simultaneously with rotor data obtained by the resistance strain gauge. For these
data pairs a linear correlation has been estimated. The procedure has to be repeated for
every rotor blade.



Figure 8.  Arrangement for calibrating the blade deflection

The lift of rotor blades is limited during the calibration because the helicopter is not
allowed to change his ground position. The limit is reached when the lift force is
equivalent to the helicopters weight. Due to security reasons the pilot must remain under
this limit.

(Reference [4]).

4. Data Check

The checking of measured data during a flight test realization causes a problem.

When the quality of measured data describing the helicopters solid-state movement shall
be checked, relations between the rotational velocities and the attitude angles can be used.
There also exists differential equations between the linear accelerations and the linear



velocities. Figure 9 for example, demonstrates the result of a wrong dynamic relation
between the roll angle and the roll rate. On the other hand it shows a good correspondence
between the measured pitch angle and pitch rate.

Figure 9.  Data checking for compatibility in the field of solid-state movement

In order to check rotor data it can be useful to have such redundant measurements as
realized for solid-state movement. We have checked the rotor data by comparing them
with results obtained from a nonlinear helicopter computer simulation.

Measuring the deflection (flapping) of all rotor blades and the angle of blade rotation
enables the calculation of a tip path plane (figure 10). Three calculated quantities, the
longitudinal and lateral flapping as well as the coning are relevant. The longitudinal and
lateral flapping describe the slope of a tip path plane around the corresponding axis. The
coning represents the angle of the common blade deflection.

Figure 11 shows the results for a longitudinal control input on the BO105 helicopter.



Figure 10.  Calculations of relevant rotor data

Figure 11.  Comparing flight test rotor data with simulated rotor data

(References [5], [6], [7]).
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The Modular Flighttest Instrumentation / MFI 90
A Helicopter Measuring System

Horst Meyer
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Abstract

For investigations in the field of stability and control or handling qualities of helicopters, a
Flighttest Instrumentation System is presented which combines some aspects of modern
engineering. The aim was to create a system which is easy to understand and easy to
handle, furthermore, allows the integration of future techniques and works with a
maximum of performance under the given conditions. The system is modular. Good
flexibility is guaranteed by the use of microprocessors combined with transducers in the
front end modules. To avoid active or passive interference with the systems of the
helicopter, the transportation of digital data is done by means of optical waveguides. The
technique of processor control and data transmission is designed for future requirements
like rising numbers of signals or bitrates. An “intelligent” transducer is shown together
with its communication with the main onboard computer. On the other hand an overview is
given of the onboard recording systems like Floppy Disc and Winchester, which have the
advantage of readable computer data storage. For a quicklook telemetry a computer
standardized protocol is also used as a method of online monitoring of digital data in the
ground station.

1.  Introduction

The Flight Test Instrumentation Group of DLR Institute for Flightmechanics is responsible
for the technical realisation of flight tests. This includes the acquisition, installation and
handling of onboard and ground equipment, which is needed for the institutes experimental
activities in the field of helicopter stability and control, systems identification,
manoevering, performance and similar questions of interest. They perform measuring,
calibration and data handling and finally deliver a magnetic tape with raw or modified -
which means processed and verified - data to the theoretical working experimentators.

With increasing requirements concerning the number of experiments and signals, and the
accuracy of measurements in amplitude and time behavior, only modern engineering can
help to solve problems in a time and cost effective way. On the other hand it becomes
more and more difficult to decide visually if the measured signals or data are correct. This



leads to the need of computers to help with signal vcrification, which in many cases can be
achieved by using signal redundancies. This should be done as early as possible which
means near the signal source. If verified data is transported from there with proved digital
methods to the ground computer there is a great chance to deliver correct data to the users.

A flight test system includes the onboard instrumentation, data transport techniques,
calibration and the ground equipment. They are all regarded as flexible and adaptive as
possible in hard and software, to have the opportunity of installing new or other
components if these arc needed or are available in the future.

The design of the onboard instrumentation underlies the most restrictions because many
parameters have to be considered for instance night safty, environmental conditions, room,
power etc.

Here the ground equipment has to be mobile but apart from that the design is independent
when only good interfaces are guaranteed to the following data handling stages.

2.  Design Description

Since it is impossible and not usefull to build a system which can do everything, it is
always at best to work problem oriented but with facilities to extend the system in any
appreciable direction. The most important design aspect should be to know for which
purpose the instrumentation will be used.

2.1  Systemparameters

A measuring system must be designed to handle the expected signals. This concerns the
number, bandwidth and accuracy of them.

Fig. 1 shows a list of the here expected signals. The physical meaning is not so important
in this connection. But the number can be calculated as 64 or more. Consequently, a
usefull measuring system should be planned for 64 to 128 signals and allow a certain
extension.

Another very important design parameter is the bandwidth of the signals. Only low to
medium frequencies ( < 100 Hz ) have to be handled here. The third important parameter,
which deals with the accuracy is not listed. For the reason that it not only depends on that
of the transducers but more of what is required and of what is achievable in reality. There
is a great difference in what the manufacturer guarantees for his instrument and what with
a special problem can be obtained because of installation problems, interference of signals,
calibration difficulties etc. Therefore it should be calculated carefully for each signal which



resolution is necessary. If the A/D conversion is considered normally 1-Byte =  8 Bits
resolution is not sufficient. The system should work with 2 Bytes which allows 10, 12, 14
Bit resolutions.

Figure 1.  Signal List for Helicopter Flight Tests

Other system parameters concerning the onboard devices are vibration protection,
installing facilities, power requirements and especially those which guarantee flight safety.
Furthermore it is important not to disturb or be disturbed by basic onboard systems. The
solution for these parameters will be mentioned in the particular chapters.



2.2  System Design

Figure 2.  MFI 90 System

The demand for a highly flexible and adaptive system can best be realized if there are
autonomus exchangeable components which can communicate by standard interfaces. This
leads to a modular system.

For the onboard system this means, the transducers domain has to be more autonomus. In
Fig. 1 signal transducers can be combined in groups which work under similar conditions
and can be installed at a joint place. These groups combine tranducers for about 8 signals.
So if one group is made into a module many advantages can be seen. If each of these



modules gets an own processor it has a certain kind of “intelligence”. It can then choose
the signal, lead it to the integrated A/D converter, handle the digital value by program and
send it to a central station.

Fig. 2 shows such a system for the helicopter flight tests. On the left side and on top
transducer modules are drawn.

Figure 3.  Transducer Module with Communication to the Central Computer

Fig. 3 explains such a module in more detail. The transducers (max. 8) are, if necessary,
followed by a signal preconditioning component. It is called preconditioning, because if
possible no signal conditioning is realized at this place. Of course some signals need an
amplification (Straingauges) or a demodulation (Synchros) or a high frequency filtering. (if
it is not necessary filtering can be done better digitally with the modules processor or in
the central computer.)

The processor is integrated on a card with an ADC and Sample&Hold (if needed), a serial
output transmitter and an EPROM (at a place where it easily can be exchanged).

In this first configuration data transport to the Central Unit is practised with the
standardised RS 232 protocol. (19.2 kBaud = 8 Channels * 240 Hz * 10 Bits)

This proven serial protocol allows transmission even if there are longer distances from
module to the central unit.

Because it is a serial one optical waveguide can be used. This technique avoids
interference between helicopter systems and measuring device. Long cables even with
good shielding always act as antennas. At the Central Units side a data collecting



computer is installed in front of the main computer. Because it has to do a lot of
calculating and controlling tasks data collection from many different transducer modules
must be carried out by a separate computer which delivers the data via DMA.

Figure 4.  Data Transport. and Synchronisation

So far nothing is said about synchronisation. Fig. 4 shows the principle of data transport. A
second optical waveguide with transmitter and receiver components sends a
synchronisation signal simultaneously from the central onboard computer to all modules
with the highest sampling frequency. If some signals can be sampled with lower frequency
this is generated by division in the modules.

The main onboard computer terminal is another module and communicates with RS 232.
For quicklook monitoring the telemetry also can be realized with RS 232.

The onboard data recording modules are integrated parts of the Cental Unit. They can be
installed at a close place and communicate with parallel data busses with the computer
integrated controllers.



3.  Realisation

3.1  The Flightdynamic Module

a. Transducer Units for s,i; p,q,r; a  in BOx,y,z

Luggage Room

b. Flightdynamic Module MFI (same Sig.);
dimension compatible

c. MFI 90 Module; size optimized

Figure 5.  Developement of the Flightdynamic Module

Fig. 5 demonstrates the devc1opement of measuring flightdynamic signals. The single
transducer units are replaced by a dimension compatible module with the described
features. The next step is to minimize the dimensions. In a further step these transducers
will probably be replaced by the measuring unit of a comercial Strapdown System with
LASER Gyros.



3.2  Data Recording

The onboard recording systems can be seen as modules of the Central Unit. The most
comfortable way of storing data is to have it done in a direct computer readable format.
Mass storage mediums of computers are at present Floppies, Hard Discs and Tapes.
Because of access time the first two are used here, of which the Floppy technique is the
most handy. (Single density Floppies store about 400 kByte per side. This allows, e.g. with
50 Signals * 2 Bytes and 100 Hz Sampling Freqency a recording time of 40 seconds,
which is sufficient for 3 System Identification RUNs. In other employments much more
recording time is available if some data reduction is practiced like subcomutation.)

The limits for the Floppy technique are defined by the data rate.

Figure 6.  Onboard Computer and Floppy Disc Recorder

Fig. 6 shows the main onboard computer (pdp 11/73) together with a double Floppy disc
drive and the Terminal. The latter works like a VT 100 but has only the figure keys and
some special keys. The LCD Display has 16 characters for computer and RUN status
information and the recording time. The upper Floppy normally stores the operating system
which allows inflight, booting.

Fig. 7 demonstrates how normal laboratory devices are made into ruggedized versions in
order to work under high vibration level (+/- 2g) onboard helicopters.

The removable Winchester is fixed and connected to the carrying frame by moving a lever
which is constructed at the fixing ring or the connector.



Figure 7.  Ruggedized Versions of Floppy Disc and Winchester Recorders

3.3  RS 232 Telemetry

If the evaluation data is recorded onboard, a telemetry is only necessary for online
quicklook monitoring. A RS 232 interface working with 9.6 kBaud facilitates, e.g. the
transmission of 16 1-Byte/15Hz signals. Because there is a computer onboard, the signals
per RUN can be chosen. 8-Bit resolution is sufficient for quicklook when the most
interesting Bits are chosen. (Mainly these will be the MSBs but also only the LSBs for
“ZERO-suppression” may be of interest.) Last but not least the signals that are to be
transmitted may be filtered digitally.

Figure 8.  RS 232 Telemetry



The greatest advantage, besides cost-saving, is the understanding of the RS 232 signal by
nearly each computer component at the ground station. In the following picture this
technique is demonstrated. An AMIGA and two PC-ATs at the ground station are directly
supported with such a data stream. Each computer chooses and processes desired test
signals.

Figure 9.  Quicklook Ground Monitoring with RS 232

3.4 Field Calibration

Field Calibration is another module in this Flight Test Instrumentation. The least of failures
with calibration can occur when the physical quantity is directly put into the whole
measuring and data handling devices. Then an equation is generated in which the computer
digits present an overall function of the physical value in the last ground computer.

In order to do so, some calibration devices arc necessary which can work at the aircraft.
Then you can see how transducers arc excited by the correct physical values. Fig. 9 shows
such an instrument (built with a car wipers engine) which allows rocking motions and is
able to calibrate all eight Flight Dynamic Sensors.

The resolution is not very high. But if systematically distributed failures are made and a
high enough number of calibration points are used the Regression Analysis evaluation
produces correct calibration equations.

These are stored in the head of each final tape. So if, in case of changing parameters, a
new calibration is made before the next test flight, each tape is selfinterpreting and no
failures can occur.



Figure 10.  Calibration Device for Flight Dynamic Sensors

3.5  Mobile Ground Station

Figure 11.  Mobile Ground Station



The Mobile Ground Station consists of three autonomous modules with different clearly
defined tasks. In the Caravan the Data Acquisition Computer is installed which obtains all
data from onboard or ground, online or offline, and stores them on a magnetic tape for
further processing. Since this is the main task the necessary software consists of some well
defined modules which also non-computer specialized persons can operate.

In the Container (with room for several persons) a pdp 11/73 is used as a program
developing computer for experimentators and for quicklook data monitoring. It receives on
line telemetry data and can distribute them to other monitoring devices like plotter,
monitors and PCs. Because it has mainly this task it is easy to operate and a malfunction is
not so important because all data is recorded and saved onboard or at the LSI 11/23.

The most comfortable Micro VAX II is the flight test computer where more sophisticated
jobs of evaluation and data processing are done. This is the place where the computer
specialists are working.

As helicopter flight tests often are performed at locations with no special infrastructure the
entire system must be automomous. Therefore it is absolutely necessary that redundancies
are installed as much as possible. The essential software runs on every machine and many
components can be exchanged or adapted from one to the other. The three different
elements caravan, van and container offer much flexibility in space and mobility because
not always all three “modules” arc required. And as the interior is installed modular too
one can travel with the best fitted configuration.

The telemetry antenna and receiver are normally found with a special vehicle but can also
be installed at one of the three components.

Conclusion

The MFI 90 System is designed to handle a limited (64 - 128) number of low to medium
bandwidth signals. Because of its modular character it is flexible and adaptable for various
tasks and works under rough environmental conditions.

Because a problem oriented configuration can always be chosen, general standard
interfaces for comunication and general purpose components from the market are used
therefore it is a low cost system.
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ABSTRACT

As we enter the 1990’s PCM Bit Synchronizers continue to be
of major importance to data recovery systems. This paper
explains the specification of PCM Bit Synchronizers and
provides insight into real world performance requirements
and verification methods. Topics include: Theoretical bit
error ratio for wideband versus prefiltered data,
probability of cycle slip, jitter, transitition density and
transition gaps. The merits of multiple and/or adaptive,
loop bandwidth, input signal dynamic range, and embedded
Viterbi decoders are also discussed. Emphasis is on the new
high data rate applications, but the concepts apply to the
specification of bit synchronizers in general.
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USING BUS LEVEL IRIG TIME CODE TRANSLATORS
TO TIME TAG DATA AND SYNCHRONIZE

MULTIPLE PROCESSING STATIONS
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ABSTRACT

Computer based data acquisition and signal processing systems have evolved from
computers developed for more generic applications. As a result of less technical origins,
current computer systems have Real Time Clocks (RTC’s) that are relatively inaccurate
and which can not be automatically synchronized to external time standards. The
imbedded bus level time code processor modules described in this article in conjunction
with Universal Time Coordinate (UTC) standard time receivers and standard InterRange
Instrumentation Group time code signals provide a substitute source of time data, a source
that overcomes the limitations of conventional Real Time Clock devices.

To illustrate system synchronization with the use of bus level time code processors, a
hypothetical multi-location, multi-processor data acquisition system is described which
uses: 1> Global Positioning Satellite receivers to acquire UTC time, 2> InterRange
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) time code as the local time distribution technique, and 3>
bus level time code modules to extract time data from the IRIG time code. Each of these
three elements (receivers, time code signal, bus level module) has various selection
possibilities with an associated impact on system time accuracy. It is shown that, with
selection care, 1 microsecond absolute time accuracy for each processor can be obtained
and 1 millisecond accuracy is routinely available.

INTRODUCTION

Bancomm and our parent company, Datum Inc manufacture timing instrumentation; time
code readers, translators, generators, and displays; which are supplied as stand alone
instruments. Recently Bancomm Division has developed a line of bus level time code
processors for use in IBM PCXT/AT and VMEbus environments. These modules, because
they combine functions of both traditional, stand alone timing instrumentation and



computer bus level modules, have raised questions in the minds of two classes of potential
users:

1> The traditional instrumentation engineer with questions about how the hardware
implementation of these new boards influences software processing efficiency, and;

2> The computer science engineer with questions about how you acquire ‘standard’
time; distribute this time to computers in machine readable form; and what impact
code type and processing techniques have on system time accuracy.

This article is written to address these questions and to provide some system design
guidelines. It is shown that a system implemented with current off-the-shelf equipment can
provide 1 microsecond absolute time accuracy for time/data records created by one
processor relative to records created by another processor - even if the processors are not
at the same location.

REAL TIME CLOCKS

Computer based imbedded signal processing systems have evolved from more general
purpose computer systems. During this evolution, the Real Time Clock (RTC) devices
developed for the generic uses have found their way into the computer systems used for
data acquisition and signal processing. Unfortunately generic RTC’s are frequently
inadequate for the task at hand. Consider the following limitations:

1> Standard crystals or crystal oscillators are generally used. An accuracy of 0.01% is
typical.

2>  Drift rates are very sensitive to temperature variations -i.e. Temperature
Compensated Crystal Oscillators (TCXO’s) or Ovenized Oscillators are rare.

3> There is no provision to automatically set the RTC to standard time.

4> There is no provision to synchronize two or more computers.

Imbedded bus level modules provide time data within the processor that overcomes these
limitations. These modules continually decode an externally applied timing signal. This
signal is encoded with current Time Of Day (TOD) data as per formats established by the
InterRange Instrumentation Group (IRIG). If these signals, termed time code, are derived
from Primary Time Standard receivers, the system can be maintained ‘locked’ to the
primary time standard. When multiple systems are all locked to the same standard they
share identical time data (within accuracy limitations to be discussed later in this article)



and records created by one system can be time correlated with records created by another
system. Selection of the primary time standard receiver is one of the first considerations.

TIMING RECEIVERS

Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time is our ‘standard time’. UTC is maintained by the
U.S. National Bureau of Standards (commercial applications) and the U. S. Naval
Observatory (military applications). A number of systems using land based radio and
satellite transmission have been developed to disseminate UTC, either as a primary system
objective or as a secondary function. Figure 1 lists a variety of time transmission systems
and their corresponding accuracies.

Figure 1. UTC Time Transmission Systems.

The Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system offers the best time accuracy and, now that
the United States is back in the satellite launching business, GPS satellites will be added to
the constellation at a fairly rapid pace. Although we are still many years from full system
implementation, there is already nearly continuous single satellite coverage which is
adequate for time acquisition. Price and size of GPS systems is continually dropping and
will start to drop much faster as the ‘critical mass’ of GPS acceptability is reached. In
addition to time, GPS receivers also are an excellent source of stable frequency.

WWV and WWVB are radio transmissions from Fort Collins, Colorado. They are very
economical to implement but suffer from variable propagation delays and signal fading.
They are good choices in areas of strong reception and if the lower accuracy is acceptable.

Navigational (OMEGA and TRANSIT) and Observation satellites have time broadcast
capabilities. GOES, Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite, is widely used as a
time system. Unfortunately there is no commitment on the part of the Government to
maintain these satellites as a source of UTC time and their future, especially as GPS
becomes more fully operational, is in doubt.



Range Telemetry Receivers are used on large test ranges. These ranges have a central
timing facility which receives UTC time, corrects it for propagation delay (if necessary),
and broadcasts it throughout the range. Users then can obtain time with a telemetry
receiver equipped to distribute the broadcast time code.

In summary of the above, GPS is the system of choice for new systems except those where
the lower cost of the WWV/ WWVB systems is a key factor and for which its lower
accuracy can be accepted. For the remainder of this paper it will be assumed that UTC
time is being acquired with a GPS receiver. It is one thing to receive and display time; it is
another to distribute that time to one or more computers in a machine readable form. That
is where time code comes in.

TIME CODE

In the early 1950’s the expansion of Government test ranges and their increasing time
accuracy requirements made it necessary to develop machine readable means of
transmitting time and synchronization signals within ranges. From a multiplicity of time
code formats developed for this purpose, in the 1960’s the Inter-Range Instrumentation
Group (IRIG), established standards for one group of codes that is used for virtually all
range data collection today - the IRIG time code formats. Of perhaps 10 code types in this
family, only three, IRIG A, B, and G are recommended for use in the type of high speed
data/time acquisition systems described in this paper. Figure 2 illustrates a frame of these
IRIG A, B, or G time codes.

2(a). Encoded Data. An IRIG B, 1 second frame period time code format is shown. For
IRIG A, 0.1 second encoding is added where shown and for IRIG G, 0.01 second
encoding is added.



2(b). Symbols.
Figure 2. IRIG Time Code.

One very desirable feature of time code is its ability to be recorded on analog magnetic
tape recorders along with analog test data. To achieve this, the time code is amplitude
modulated. IRIG codes are modulated with 1000 cycles per frame (IRIG B = 1 kHz, IRIG
A = 10 kHz, IRIG G = 100 kHz). The modulated time code as it is originally output from a
time code generator is termed real time. During reproduction, the tape recorder can be
played back faster or slower than the original record speed; and in both the forward and
reverse direction. This gives rise to non-real time time codes -termed tape time. It is very
important, if tape time operation is required, that specifications of a prospective time code
translator be examined to insure that the device will handle the expected range of tape time
signals.

Time code resolution is not an intrinsic characteristic of the time code format but, rather, is
primarily determined by the construction details of the device that decodes the timing
signal, a reader, translator, or processor depending on complexity, performance, and cost.
For instance, a basic IRIG B time code reader will just ‘resolve’ the least significant digit
encoded -units of seconds for IRIG B. A more complex unit includes circuitry to count the
number of cycles after the ‘On Time’ mark and resolve down to ‘Carrier Cycle
Resolution’ - 1 millisecond in the case of IRIG B. Further time resolution can be achieved
with the use of a Phase Locked Oscillator (PLO) to increase the number of counts per
frame. An IRIG B translator employing a 1 kHz to 1 MHz PLO returns time digits down to
microseconds.

Resolutions for the three IRIG time codes under consideration are given in Figure 3. The
tabulation of Encoded Data and Carrier Cycle resolutions in Figure 3(a) is straight forward
but the values for zero crossing/PLO resolution warrant further discussion. PLO type
systems basically rely on detecting the zero crossing of the time code carrier. Figure 3(b) is
a non scale rendition of the zero crossing of both an IRIG B and IRIG A signal. In the
absence of noise, it would be theoretically possible to determine this crossing with near
perfect precision. There is noise, however, which results in a time error. This error can be
minimized by increasing the carrier frequency (ie. use IRIG A instead of IRIG B) or
reducing the noise. If 1 microsecond accuracy is required IRIG G would be the best
choice.



IRIG B IRIG A IRIG G

ENCODED DATA: 1 sec 0.1 sec 0.01 sec

CARRIER CYCLE: 1 msec 100Fsec 10 Fsec

ZERO CROSSING/PLO: 1 - 10 Fsec 0.2 - 2 Fsec 0.1 - 1 Fsec
(Approximate

3(a) Typical Time Code Resolutions.

3(b) Errors Detecting the Zero Crossing.

Figure 3. Time Code Resolution.

TIME CODE INSTRUMENTS

Figure 4(a) illustrates a separate, stand alone, time code translator interfaced to a computer
based data acquisition system. Time is transferred from the translator to the host processor
via some form of computer interface (RS232, IEEE488, 16 Bit Parallel, etc). The host
processor merges this time data with test data acquired with Analog-to-Digital (A/D)
boards and stores the resulting composite data/time records to disk. This process is
generally termed ‘time tagging’. For most such applications, one of the various parallel
interfaces, 16 bit parallel or broadside parallel, is used since RS232 and IEEE 488 both
have significant speed limitations.



4(a). Time Tagging Using Stand Alone Time Code Translators.

4(b). Time Tagging Using Bus Level Time Code Translators.

Figure 4. Computer Based Data Time Tagging.

BUS LEVEL TIME CODE TRANSLATORS

Bus level translators incorporate the functions of a stand alone translator in a board that
can be installed in the user’s computer data acquisition station and which can be directly
accessed by the computer bus.

As might be expected, and is shown in Figure 4(b), these bus level translators simplify and
improve the data acquisition processor hardware in a number of ways:

1> Eliminate a separate instrument, its rack space, and its system documentation.

2> Eliminate multiple wire computer interface cabling and replace it with a single
coaxial cable carrying the time code signal.

3> Eliminate a parallel input module.



Not so obvious are the higher speed data transfers possible with bus level translators and
their added versatility in interrupt driven processing algorithms.

The architecture of the bus level translator itself has an impact on a number of system and
software issues: resolution, tape time operation, access time (latency), and interrupt
implementations. Bancomm manufactures bus level timing modules based on a number of
different architectures. Two of these, IBM PC XT/AT and VMEbus Time Code

Translators, have sufficiently different architectures to illustrate some of these
implementation issues. Their internal architectures are diagrammed in Figure 5. The use of
existing PC AT/XT and VMEbus translator architectures as examples is not meant to
imply limitation of these buses. A minimal latency, PLO translator type architecture can be
supplied for use in the PC AT bus and the simpler, lower cost architecture could be
supplied in VMEbus translators. Additionally, any of the techniques discussed in this
article are applicable to any of the buses (IE. Multibus I & II, VXIbus, STDbus,
FutureBus, etc).

Figure 5(a) is an abbreviated block diagram of a type of time code translator that uses an
LSI Counter/Timer device to maintain minor time (sub seconds). The host CPU has no
direct access to the time data. As a result, upon receiving a time request, the board CPU
must retrieve major time from its registers, retrieve minor time from the counter, and load
this data into the bus interface FIFO. It takes approximately 300 microseconds to complete
this series of operations. This 300 microsecond access time delay (latency) must be taken
into account when planning system timing and devising the processing algorithms.

A minimal access latency architecture is diagrammed in Figure 5(b). This board maintains
major time in discrete registers and minor time in separate counters. All major and minor
time registers/counters are directly accessible by the host CPU and, hence, latency is
minimal. The host CPU simply READs the series of memory locations containing the
major and minor time output latches. The first READ latches the data (after an appropriate
holdoff to insure the counters are not in a state change). As fast as the host can READ six
memory locations, decoded time data is acquired.



5(a). PC03XT, PC AT/XT Compatible Time 5(b). PC03V, VMEbus Compatible Time
Code Reader Architecture with 300 Code Processor Architecture with
Microsecond Access Latency. Minimal Access Latency.

Figure 5. Bus Level Time Code Translator Architectures.

TIME ACQUISITION ALGORITHMS

Bus level time code translators can be utilized in one of two modes:

1> The host CPU initiates a time request.

2> The bus level time code translator interrupts the host in response to one or more of
the following (depending on module implementation):

a> external event
b> preprogramed TOD coincidence
c> ‘heartbeat’ interval.

Figure 6 illustrates four different processing algorithms for acquiring time data:

High Latency Low Latency

CPU Initiated Figure 6(a) Figure 6(b)
Time Request

Interrupt Figure 6(c) Figure 6(d)
Driven



Figure 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate CPU initiated time requests. Both algorithms are workable
but the relatively long period of latency in 6(a) ties up the processor at a time when other
time sensitive tasks may need attention. This delay can be alleviated to some extent with
the use of interrupts (Figure 6(c)).

In 6(c), the host processor is freed from having to poll for a ‘READY’ bit -it is free to
handle other tasks until the time available interrupt arrives. Time data can then be acquired
as fast as the processor can enter the interrupt routine, read the required number of time
bytes, and exit the interrupt routine. There is, however, a 300 microsecond delay from the
time the trigger event occurs to the interrupt.

In Figure 6(d) the interrupt occurs less than a microsecond after the event is detected - the
300 microsecond delay is avoided.

Most PC based acquisitions systems encountered to date are adequately served with
millisecond resolution and 1/3 millisecond latency. Unnecessary and costly time
distribution circuitry is avoided. On the other hand, a significant number of VME based
systems are being used in high speed applications where the 1 microsecond resolution and
minimal latency are welcome -albeit at higher cost.

PROCESSOR AND CLUSTER SYNCHRONIZATION

The systems diagrammed in Figure 4 have only one source of time code and one time code
translator. Since all test data records will be time tagged from the same source, problems
correlating composite test data/time records is minimized. In fact, single processor
applications can frequently be satisfied without using an external time code reference -the
host processor’s internal real time clock may be sufficiently accurate. The use of an
externally supplied time code in a single processor application is only dictated if it is
necessary to reference test data acquisition to standard, UTC, time.

As the number of test data channels expands or data is generated at widely separated
locations, it is necessary to expand from a single processor system to multiple data
acquisition stations, either collocated or located at separate sites. In these cases, without
some common time base linking the data acquisition stations, high resolution correlation of
data/time records acquired from one station with records acquired from another station is
impossible. The UTC receivers, IRIG time code signals, and bus level translators
described thus far, temporally link the data acquisition stations and provide record-record
correlation. As an example, Figure 7 assumes that there are three separate data acquisition
stations in each of three clusters, each acquiring data from the same test. Such a system is
representative of a missile test range where one cluster is located at the launch area, one at
mid range tracking, and one at the impact area.



6(a). CPU Initiated 6(b). CPU Initiated 6(c). Interrupt Initiated 6(d). Interrupt Initiated
Time Request with Time Request with Response Following Response with
300 Microsecond Minimal Latency. 300 Microsecond Delay. Minimal Delay.
Latency.

Figure 6. Computer Time Tagging Algorithms.

Each cluster is equipped with a GPS Receiver generating time code synchronized to better
than 1 microsecond of UTC time and which is distributed to each processor in the cluster.
Each processor is equipped with a bus level time code translator (designated by the
‘READ’ block) which decodes this common time code signal. As test data is digitized and
composed into a data record, a preamble or trailer is created which contains, along with
other overhead information, the time of acquisition as supplied from the bus level time
code translator.

System requirements dictate the time resolution and accuracy requirements. Using a
translator designed to decode to carrier cycle resolution and IRIG B time code; data/time
records can be time tagged to an absolute time within 1 millisecond. PLO type bus level
translators and IRIG A or G time codes will deliver 1 microsecond absolute accuracy.



Figure 7. Synchronization of Multiprocessors within Multiple
Data Collection Clusters.

CONCLUSION

Multiple computer based data acquisition and signal analysis stations can be implemented
to provide time/data records synchronized to UTC time to a high degree of precision using
currently available equipment. Such systems would use an IRIG time code signal
synchronized to UTC routed to each processor. Inside each processor, a bus level time
code translator decodes the time code signal and makes the time data available to the host
processor for inclusion in the time/data record.The software routines that handle this time
tagging process are aided by using a bus level translator that minimizes access latency. If
IRIG A or G time codes, with their relatively high frequency carriers, and imbedded bus
level translators with PLO type translator circuitry are employed; 1 microsecond accuracy
is obtainable. Systems using IRIG B time code and bus level translators that decode at
carrier cycle resolution easily provide 1 millisecond accuracy.
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ABSTRACT

During the past several years Lockheed’s CATS group has built four large-scale
data acquisition machines that are based on the APTEC I/O computer. Features
of these systems include:

* Speed: Up to 5,000,000 samples per second acquired to mass storage.
* Duration: Several minutes per test (billions of samples).
* Accuracy: .05% of full scale.
* Real Time Display: Multi-channel, multi display.
* Real time and post-processing calculation: 40 megaFlops.
* Data access: Immediate, random access at test completion.

The machines are appropriate for acoustic and structural-dynamic testing, wind-
tunnel research, and scram jet engine performance analysis. Traditionally, these
applications have been done with “Multiplexed FM” or “PCM” magnetic tape
systems. Where they are applicable, I/O computer based systems are more
accurate, versatile, and convenient than their predecessors.

This paper describes the I/O computer based systems that are in use and
explores the near-term extensions to the technology. Topics discussed include:

* Real time displays of structural deflection.
* Closed loop control systems (for structural-dynamic and acoustic testing and

control-structure-interaction research.
* Extensions to an aggregate rate of 20,000,000 samples/second at high

accuracy.



 IOP is an acronym for Input/Output Processor.1

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM DESIGN

The design of high performance data acquisition systems requires careful
consideration of signal conditioning, anti-alias filtering, and analog-to-digital
conversion (Reference 1,2). For this discussion, it will be assumed that these
considerations have been appropriately addressed and only the handling of data
will be described. For this family of machines, the APTEC I/O computer (IOC) is
used as the primary data transfer device.

THE I/O COMPUTER

The function of the APTEC IOC is to transfer data from one device to another. In
the applications discussed here, data is passed from the analog-to-digital
converter(s) to disk storage, computational equipment, displays and other
devices. The components may be selected to provide a wide range of
acquisition/storage speed and volume, computational capability, as well as
graphic and alphanumeric display options.

Although the IOC is a very complex device, its functions, when viewed from a
distance, are straightforward. Figure 1 shows a schematic of this simplified view. It
can be seen as a large, high-speed, shared memory that is surrounded by
“computers” that have access to its' data. These “computers”, called IOP’s ,1

control the flow of data between memory and the devices that acquire (A/D
converters), store (magnetic disks and tapes), calculate (array processors),
generate commands (D/A converters), and display (video screens) the
information. Each IOP is a powerful processor, capable of performing calculations
similar to those done on a medium-performance minicomputer. Normally this
processing capability is used for data transfer calculations and logic but surplus
computing capability can be used to perform real-time data inspection and
manipulation. Synchronization of the data transfers is provided by “flag”
communication between IOPs.

APTEC manufactures IOPs with two speed capabilities. The “low-speed” version,
called a “UNIBUS IOP”, emulates the Digital Equipment Corporation’s Unibus
interface and provides a straightforward connection to the large family of devices
that are compatible with this standard. This interface is capable of transferring
over 1 million samples (in 16-bit format) per second between IOC memory and an
external device.



 This is contrasted to conventional “direct memory access” (DMA) interface devices that2

put data into memory in the order that it is received from the analog-to-digital converter.

The higher-speed device, called the “OPENBUS IOP”, uses a special, parallel
interface to transfer up to 6 million data values per second. This system is used to
connect analog-to-digital converters, disk farms, and other devices that exceed
the capabilities of the Unibus IOP.

The IOC is also available with two performance ranges. The IOC-24 can support
data transfer at a total rate of 24 megabytes per second (12 million samples)
between the IOPs and memory. The IOC-200 supports up to 200 million bytes per
second and an IOP that can transfer data at 50 megabytes per second to/from a
device is available. For most data acquisition applications, the IOC-24 is
adequate.

A block diagram of a “basic” IOC-based data acquisition system (capable of
acquiring and storing data at 1 million samples per second) is shown in Figure 2.
The important elements are:

* The IOC System, which is made up of:

- The ADC IOP that controls the flow of data from a data acquisition
subsystem to the IOC processor memory. This processor performs the
required “handshaking” operations with the A/D controller and puts the
data into program-selected locations in memory.

For many applications it is convenient to arrange the data in IOC
memory so that is grouped by channel as shown in Figure 3 . This, or2

any other data-distribution scheme, is a straightforward task for the IOP,
which may be programmed with a different algorithm for each
application.

- The IOC memory is a large (several million-sample), high-speed, buffer
area for transient storage of data. Once the data is in memory, it may be
accessed by other devices attached to the IOC.

- The Disk IOPs control the flow of data to and from the disks. The data
can be stored on any of the disks attached to the IOC.

- The Host IOP controls the flow of data and instructions to and from the
host computer.



 The components were discussed in Reference 1.3

The IOC is surrounded by “peripherals such as:

* The host computer, a member of the VAX family of processors, acts as a
system manager and supplies the “friendly” operator interfaces.

* The 15-bit data acquisition subsystem, that includes the components
required to convert analog data into discrete values . Units are available that3

convert up to four million samples per second at an accuracy of .05% of full
scale (15-bit).

* The disk system, that is made up of multiple, fixed-media, Winchester units.
Disks are available that can store over 1 gigabyte (500 million samples) at
almost 2 megabytes (1 million samples) per second.

Figure 4 shows a view of the data flow through a more complex system that
includes an array processor and a display device. The primary path is from the
A/D converter to the disk pairs via the IOC memory. Separate programs, each
running in a separate IOP, perform this task. The overall process is synchronized
by “flag” passing between the I/O processors. The process involves:

* A block of data (250,000 or more samples) is transferred to Buffer A in the
IOC memory by the data acquisition system’s IOP. During the transfer, the
values are sorted so that they are grouped by channel. When the transfer is
complete, the IOP:

- Tells the other IOPs that the data set is complete,

- Directs the next set of data from the A/D into the second memory area
(Buffer B): The two memory areas are used in turn for access by the
input (A/D) or the output (disk storage, etc.) devices.

* The block of data in Buffer A (which is available for a few tenths of a second
before its space is required for another data set from the A/D) is transferred
to the disks by the IOPs assigned to them.

During the short period that the data set is in memory, it can be accessed by any
of the other IOPs to perform a variety of tasks:

* The IOP attached to the host computer can move selected data to it for
inspection and/or calculation. This transfer is relatively slow (<100,000



 The APTEC VSP processor uses a combination of vector and scalar processing4

components to perform data reduction in the 20 megaflop speed range. Up to 64 VSP”s can be
put on the IOC.

samples per second) so only a small subset of the main data stream can be
inspected by the host. This allows real-time inspection of data from a few
channels (that may be selected while acquisition is in progress).

* If significant real-time calculations are required, selected elements (or all) of
the data block may be passed to one or more arithmetic  processors. Here,4

complex calculations, such as Fourier Transforms and limit tests, can be
made. The results are passed to the “Reduced Data Buffer” in IOC memory
where they can be accessed by host, display, disk, or other IOPs.

* The results of the calculations can be moved to a monitor that is connected
to the IOC. This offers unmatched realtime display performance. The
potential of this feature is being explored but possibilities (some of which
have already been implemented) include:

- Multiple (eight or more) time-history and/or spectral plots.

- Real-time animation of structural deformation.
- Real-time pressure distribution.

* A “spare” IOP in the system is often included to perform calculations and
logical operations on the data. Possible uses in data acquisition systems
include:

- Bounds checking on the data to flag saturated channels. The results are
passed to the host for display and/or action.

- “Trigger” level sensing to start data storage when one or more channels
satisfy a selected signal level and slope condition.

- For tasks where the raw data throughput is not important, arithmetic
operations can be performed by an IOP. One Lockheed application
performs a 256-channel tracking filter calculation at a rate that is
consistent with the structural-dynamic-testing application.

The system also provides excellent post-test data reduction facilities. Figure 5
shows the data flow used in a compute-intensive application that provides
simultaneous data archiving to magnetic tape. Excellent access to the data on the



 The dynamic range is specified here as the ratio of maximum signal to noise floor the5

time domain. In the spectral domain, the dynamic range is over 100dB.

disks and powerful array and scalar processors produce data reduction speeds
that match “supercomputers”.

The IOC system may be viewed as a multiprocessor, parallel processing machine.
Several specialized tasks may be performed simultaneously, either independently
or in concert. The capabilities of the concept are still being explored.

APPLICATIONS

In 1986, Lockheed built the largest system of this type (called ARDVARC) to
support their “Large Vehicle Environmental Testing” (LVET) acoustic facility in
Sunnyvale California.

A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 6. It has the following basic
operational features:

* Data Acquisition:

- Continuous (10,000 Hertz bandwidth) acquisition of up to 200
microphones, accelerometers, or strain gages (5 million samples per
second, provided by five one-million-sample-per-second analog-to-
digital-converters).

- >80 dB dynamic range  (without amplifier range change).5

- When continuous acquisition of all of the channels is not required,
“Block Switching” is used to expand the system to 680 channels of'
which 40 are monitored continuously.

- Continuous recording of all data for a maximum of 400 seconds (total
data storage more than 2 billion samples, provided by ten 440 megabyte
disks).

* Real-Time Display:

- 1/3-octave color display of any channel, or the average of up to sixteen
channels.



- Power Spectral Density (PSD) or time history of any channel
(interactively selected at any terminal).

- Power spectral density or time history of any six channels. (channels
preselected.)

* Real-time test-level Monitoring/Test Abort:
- Automatic abort for over-level detection by the 1/3-octave analysis.

* Post-test Analysis/Display:

- Long period time histories (oscillograph emulator)

- 1/3-octave analysis and display of any channel or the average of any set.

- “Narrow-Band” (up to 16K FFT) Power Spectral Density (PSD) analysis
of any channel.

- General-purpose time-series analysis.

- Shock-spectrum analysis.

Since ARDVARC was completed, Lockheed has built three additional machines.
These are all custom systems, tailored to the individual application.

* Lockheed’s MODALAB II is a similar, but smaller, system that is used for
modal testing and general purpose control and analysis of structural dynamic
tests. It has a single A/D converter/disk subsystem and is capable of
acquiring up to 1 million samples per second to disk. It also has signal
generation capability and can produce up to 15 user-defined signals to drive
shakers or other excitation devices. It has hardware and computational
capability to perform multi-channel servo control for random- and sine-
excitation tests. It has supported the Space Telescope and a variety of other
dynamic tests.

* The MADDAWG system (Figure 7), built for a major aircraft manufacturer,
provides 1 million sample per second data acquisition and 40 megaFlops of
array processor computational capability. This machine is optimized for post-
processing operations where very complex analysis must be done in a
minimum time.

* The recently completed RAVEN system will support testing of the National
Aerospace Plane (NASP) engine prototypes. It features two data acquisition



subsystems that operate in concert. The first, that is IOC-based, acquires
two million samples per second to disk. A more conventional, 200,000
sample/second, 15-bit, 500 channel system is interfaced directly with the
host. The system features a very powerful and fast error sensing and control
system that combines the capabilities of the host MicroVax lll and a
COMPAQ 386/25 that communicate over and IEEE-488 bus.

HARDWARE ADVANCES...ARDVARC REVISITED

There have been several important hardware improvements for IOC-based
systems since ARDVARC was conceived and built. In particular, the following
developments would make the machine smaller, more powerful, and less
expensive:

* The speed of TUSTIN 15-bit data acquisition systems has been increased to
four million samples per second (and the accuracy has improved slightly).
This capability, when combined with the new disk farms that are available,
make 20 million sample-per-second systems a prospect waiting for an
application.

* The physical size of the data disks has been reduced by a factor of four while
their data volume has doubled.

* The disk interface has been improved to allow continuous transfer rates of
almost one million samples per second per disk, almost double the rate used
on the older machines.

* Workstations are available that make much more powerful and less
expensive hosts.

There are several improvements being added to the ARDVARC system, they are:

* Display interfaces and software have been developed to produce very-high-
speed alphanumeric-graphic displays and workstations directly from the IOC.
These devices have the speed and power required to perform real-time
display of experimental data in the form of structural motion animations,
airflow/streamline plots, and others.

* The new APTEC VSP vector-scalar processor provides intensive
computational capability that is very closely coupled to the data stream.
Multiple VSPs can provide essentially any amount of computational power
required for an application.



* Analog data output (command) calculation and generation hardware and
software systems have been developed so that closed loop control of the
acoustic and electrodynamic shaker spectra can be performed by the data
acquisition system.

Figure 8 shows the upgrade of Lockheed’s ARDVARC system that is being
developed using these new capabilities. The enhancement will provide:

- Calculation and display of spectra of up to 16 microphone responses on a
large-screen, color, workstation.

- Calculation and generation of the drive signal for up to 8 acoustic horns or
electrodynamic shakers.

The data flow for these operations is shown in Figure 9.

CONCLUSION

Data acquisition/analysis systems built around the APTEC I/O computer are
installed in several laboratories and are used in everyday testing applications.
These systems offer performance and ease of use that was only imagined five
years ago.

Operational capabilities include:

* Acquisition and storage of data with 0.05% accuracy at 5,000,000 samples
per second.

* Real-time graphic display of multi-channel data in time-history and spectral
format.

* Fast and convenient analysis of the data immediately after the test.

The systems are readily customizable to a wide variety of data collection,
experiment control, and analysis tasks. Systems have been built for:

* High-Level Acoustic Testing.

* Structural Dynamic and Modal Testing.

* Wind tunnel data acquisition and analysis.



* Rocket/jet-engine testing.

The hardware is available and software is being designed to provide:

* Acoustic and electrodynamic shaker control concurrent with data acquisition
and display.

* Real-time displays that reflect complex experiment behavior.

These systems represent a new plateau of capability in the data acquisition/
control/display/analysis arena. New applications of the technology are being
sought.
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Figure 1.. The APTEC IOC...Simplified Overview

Figure 2.. The Components of a Minimum IOC-Based System



Figure 3.. Data Positioning in IOC Memory

Figure 4.. Data Acquisition Data Flow



Figure 5.. Data Reduction Data Flow



Figure 6.. The ARDVARC System Block Diagram



Figure 7.. The MADDAWG System



Figure 8.. 1989 IOC-Based Vibro-Acoustic
Acquisition/Control/Analysis Machine

 



Figure 9.. ARDVARC Enhancements for Acoustic Control and
Improved Real-Time Display
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ABSTRACT

The Information Processing Division (IPD) at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
has the primary responsibility for the data capture, short-term storage, quality assurance
and accounting, pre-processing, and distribution of telemetry data from numerous National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) spacecraft missions. This functional
service is referred to as level 0 processing. Level 0 processing is differentiated from higher
level processing in that the functions performed do not change the raw sensor or
supporting data received and extracted from the telemetry streams (1). Error correction
processing and the filling of data gaps to maintain continuity are included functions where
applicable. Currently there are two basic forms of telemetry utilized by spacecraft missions
supported by level 0 processing systems in the IPD; time division multiplexed and
packetized. The basic processing services provided by these systems which are very
similar have evolved over many years through experience with numerous spacecraft
missions and differing user requirements.

The goal of reducing the end-to-end information data system complexity and
developmental and operational costs has led to the current extensive effort to standardize
data formats utilized by spacecraft missions as well as the user services provided. It has
been shown that the use of packetized telemetry will significantly reduce costs while
enhancing service for future missions. Packet telemetry standards consistent with the
international Consultative Committee for Space Data Standards (CCSDS) are being
developed which will provide the basis for future mission data system implementations (2).
The IPD has developed two facilities which provide level 0 processing for missions
utilizing packetization; the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Data Capture Facility (DCF)
and the Packet Processor (Pacor). The HST DCF, a dedicated system, was the first to be
developed and provided the basis for the development of the multimission Pacor DCF. The
Pacor is currently capable of providing the processing for the Gamma Ray Observatory
and other missions using non-standard packet formats and future missions using standard



packet formats compatible with the CCSDS recommendations. Through the development
of the packet processing systems, which included extensive working with users, standard
level 0 processing functions and services evolved. It is felt that these functions and
services form the basis for future implementations including those for the Space Station
Freedom. This paper will detail these functions and services.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of the packet data capture, processing, and distribution requirements that
resulted in the current baseline systems began in the late 1970’s with the NASA End-to-
End Data System (NEEDS) program, a cooperative effort between the GSFC and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The NEEDS effort culminated in a demonstration in 1980 of
the basic packet processing functions on a prototype system in the IPD. Input data for the
demonstration was received electronically from the JPL. Also, in cooperation with the
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) the conceptual design of the output communications
system using the X.25 protocol as a basis was completed. The development of packet
processing systems continued into the early 1980’s with the completion of the Pacor
functional design in 1981, the HST DCF in 1985, and subsequently the Pacor baseline
system in 1986. The Pacor is currently being enhanced using Very Large Scale Integration
(VLSI) technology to increase input data handling and throughput performance and with
expert system technology and high performance workstations to increase the efficiency of
the operations and control function. It is through the development of these systems that an
extensive list of requirements has evolved to assure the science data quality and
accommodate the needs of the user community.

STANDARD SERVICES

The numerous functions performed by packet processing systems can be grouped into
three broad categories; input processing, packet processing, and output processing. Table
1 lists the major functions in each category. Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of the
Packet Data Processing Facility showing the distribution of the various processing
functions as well as the primary data flow through the facility.

INPUT PROCESSING

The primary objectives of the input processing function are the data capture and quality
assurance of' the telemetered data. The input data contained in communications blocks
received via the NASA Communications (Nascom) facility at the GSFC are routed to the
Block Recording System (BRS) where they are redundantly recorded in addition to being
concurrently processed in the Pacor. This service is provided in addition to the 24-hour
line outage recording function provide by the the NASA Ground Terminal to expedite the 



 Table 1

Standard Services for the Capture, Processing, and Distribution of
Packetized Telemetry Data

INPUT PROCESSING VIRTUAL CHANNEL SEPARATION

NASCOM BLOCK LEVEL FUNCTIONS
SYNCHRONIZATION
ERROR DETECTION
RECORDING
RECOVERY PROCESSING

TRANSFER FRAME LEVEL FUNCTIONS
SYNCHRONIZATION
FILL FRAME DISCARD
REVERSAL
OPTIONAL RECORDING

ERROR DETECTION
ERROR CORRECTION PROCESSING
FORWARD QUALITY & ACCOUNTING

PACKET LEVEL FUNCTIONS
REASSEMBLY
FORWARD REAL-TIME
FILL PACKET DISCARD
CONSTRUCT INDEX
QUALITY DETERMINATION
ACCOUNTING

PACKET PROCESSING PLAYBACK DATA REVERSAL

PACKET STORAGE
DATA SET PREPARATION

QUICK-LOOK PROCESSING

TIME REORDERING
REDUNDANT DATA DELETION
QUALITY & ACCOUNTING ANNOTATION

OUTPUT PROCESSING PRODUCTION DATA DELIVERY

REAL-TIME DATA DELIVERY
QUICK-LOOK DATA SET DELIVERY

OUTPUT LOGGING
RECOVERY PROCESSING



FIGURE 1. PACKET DATA PROCESSING FACILITY
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM



recovery of data as well as provide the required two-year copy of the raw data in off-line
archive. A significant additional benefit of having the BRS is realized during system
checkout for new missions and during ground system testing by providing the IPD with an
additional means for the capture and replay of test data. All of the input processing
functions listed except for block recording are accomplished in the Pacor input processor.
They are further grouped into Nascom block level, transfer frame level, and packet level
functions. Concurrent with the data processing functions, the quality of the received data
streams is constantly monitored by the system and operations personnel are advised
automatically when preset thresholds are exceeded. The system assists operations
personnel by automatically determining the most likely source of the detected problems
e.g., the spacecraft, the spacecraft to ground link or the ground relay link. The importance
of this key function which assures the rapid fault analysis and early resolution of problems
cannot be overemphasized. Early detection of problems especially in functions that change
the nature of the data is essential to minimize data loss or corruption for a user or multiple
users. In future implementations where some of these functions may be distributed careful
attention must be given to the coordination and control of the data quality and analysis
process. The outputs of the input processing function are the reassembled data packets and
packet indexes containing quality and accounting information. Additionally, if the packets
are to be forwarded to the user facility in real time, they are directly routed to the output
function.

PACKET PROCESSING

The primary objective of the packet processing function is the preparation of the user data
sets. User data sets are collections containing packet data from only one instrument
(source application) and associated quality and accounting information. The data set
preparation process is performed using only the packet indexes. The basic structure of data
sets was first proposed in the original Pacor design and still holds today. It consists of a
packet data area containing the recovered packets followed by a quality and accounting
capsule (QAC) and a missing packets list (MPL). A QAC is provided for every packet in
which an anomaly is detected. The MPL provides a pointer to individual missing packet
locations or a from/to list for multiple missing packets. Additionally, the basic
communications header/trailer accounting information is gathered during the data set
preparation process. Standard functions provided include redundant data deletion (overlap
removal) and playback data reversal (physically accomplished during retrieval for output
transmission). An example would be a user production data set covering 24 hours of
multiple real-time and playback passes processed to contain forward ordered packets with
all duplicates removed. Single playback passes can be optionally processed and forwarded
with full quality annotation as quick-look data. Real-time and quick-look data packets
remain in the data base to be included in the generation of the production data. Finally, 



detailed quality and accounting data gathered from the data set preparation process are
used by the analysts with the input data to complete the quality assurance function.

OUTPUT PROCESSING

The basic objective of the output processing function is to provide delivery of the real-
time, quick-look, and production data to the user facilities. The primary mode of delivery
is electronic communication using standard available protocols and hardware such as
X.25. Output data can also be provided on computer compatible tape for users lacking
electronic means. A key function provided is the logging of output data for recovery
purposes in the event that a user looses the original. The logs are kept until assurance of
data receipt and archive by the users is obtained. This feature is again very useful in testing
of new requirements or user interfaces.

OTHER FUNCTIONS

During the development of the Pacor several functions where implemented that have
proven to be invaluable. Included was a generalized software data simulator capable of
generating both non-standard and CCSDS packet formatted test data. It can also form
input streams using externally supplied user packet data. This data is often available before
spacecraft integration which permits early testing of the Pacor to user interface. The
simulator can operate on the prime system for on-line simulations as well as the on the
backup system for performance testing. An output user simulator was also implemented to
allow on-line testing of the output interface. This capability has also proven to be
extremely useful in fault isolation and performance testing of the output system. Finally, a
complete utility to provide formatted dumps of all data structures in the Pacor was
implemented. This capability has also proven to be beneficial in the detailed analysis of
data related problems of the types often encountered in space data processing systems.

CONCLUSION

A comprehensive list of standard functional services for the capture, processing, and
distribution of packetized data has been developed which is based on actual
implementation and operation of packet processing systems by the IPD. This real world
experience should prove to be beneficial for the future implementation of packet
processing systems such as for the Space Station Freedom. Even if these functions are
distributed among various facilities in the final ground system implementation it is
important that they all be thoroughly addressed.
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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Data Acquisition and Analytical Processing System (ADAAPS) is a
system developed by Fairchild Weston Systems Inc. (FWSI) for Lockheed
Aeronautical Systems Co. (Lockheed). The system is implemented using the
latest technologies in telemetry front-end equipment, host computer systems and
graphical workstations. The goal of ADAAPS is to supply Lockheed with a
telemetry acquisition and processing system that can service its current needs
and expand to service its needs throughout the 1990’s.

This paper addresses three very important aspects of this telemetry system. First,
the Lockheed Flight Test Data Center’s telemetry data processing requirements
are described. Second, the basis for the system architecture, both hardware and
software, is discussed. The third, and possibly the most important aspect, shows
how the system architecture can be changed to accommodate future processing
requirements of the Flight Test Data Center.

LOCKHEED FLIGHT TEST DATA CENTER

The Lockheed Flight Test Data Center (FTDC) in Palmdale, CA, is responsible for
providing real-time and post-flight data products in support various military and
commercial flight-test programs. In order to support these missions, the FTDC
utilizes computerized telemetry systems to acquire, record, display, and analyze
telemetry data from a wide range of sources.



SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

In order to meet the requirements of upcoming programs and satisfy requirements
through the 1990’s, a telemetry system with increased throughput and flexibility
has been designed and will be integrated into the FTDC complex. ADAAPS will
have significantly increased processing and display capacity over the current
FTDC telemetry data system. ADAAPS uses a distributed architecture to provide
a flexible platform for current mission requirements, and to allow for growth as
requirements change. Upon integration into the existing FTDC complex, which
consists of remote telemetry tracking sites, main ground station and computing
center, and a remote ground station, Lockheed will be able to meet current
telemetry needs with a growth path for the future.

Total system throughput requirements approaching one million parameters per
second dictate the use of a powerful computing system in conjunction with a high
speed telemetry preprocessor. In addition to increased throughput, the ability to
process two concurrent telemetry operations was paramount in the design of the
ADAAPS system. The system will be quickly reconfigurable to enable support of
both real-time and post-flight missions in any combination. The system will be
adaptable to changing processing and display requirements of the FTDC user
community, and will provide an array of engineering discipline oriented
workstations. These high resolution color graphics workstations are the key to
providing users the tools needed to interact with the large volumes of data
available and accomplish a powerful yet convenient man-machine interface. The
workstations comprise part of a network that includes host telemetry computer
systems, peripherals, terminals, and hardcopy display devices.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The basic ADAAPS consists of hardware and software components, which was
configured by FWSI to meet Lockheed’s specific system growth and expansion
requirements. This system:

Accepts up to four PCM signals in the presence of noise and other
perturbations and reconstructs square-sided PCM and associated clocks for
data rates from 32 bits-per-second to 32-M bits-per-second for NRZ signals
and 16-M bits for all other codes.



Performs frame and subframe synchronization of the reconstructed PCM data
streams and provides a bit-parallel/word-serial output.

Performs frame synchronization of PCM data asynchronously embedded within
another PCM data stream and provides a bit-parallel/word-serial output.

Accepts up to two Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) data streams,
demodulate all the subcarrier channels contained in the FDMs and provides bit-
serial/word-parallel output of the digitized demultiplexed data channels.

Digitizes up to 32 external pre-conditioned analog signals using sample-and-
hold filters at a composite rate of up to 400-K samples-per-second and
provides bit-serial/word-parallel output for further processing.

Accepts up to two MIL-STD-1553 data streams as recorded on a standard IRIG
analog tape unit in accordance with the proposed IRIG standard for recording
MIL-STD-1553 data. The MIL-STD-1553 Command, Data and Status words
are output in bit-serial/ word-parallel format.

Accepts up to two independent IRIG B time sources for time correlation of the
incoming data.

Merges the data as received from the various sources. Performs data
compression, preprocessing and tagging of the individual parameters. Creates
two composite data sets for further processing the first for data archival and the
second for supporting quicklook displays.

Archives the compressed and preprocessed composite data sets on either
disks or magnetic tape for further post-flight processing.

Provides quicklook displays for the compressed and preprocessed composite
data sets on either alphanumeric/graphical terminals and/or high-resolution
color workstations.

Provides real-time DAC output of selected channels in either raw or
engineering unit converted data.

Provides displays of the archived data on either alphanumeric/graphical
terminals and/or high-resolution color workstations.

The software system will be configured to support the hardware in the basic
ADAAPS as well as the MIL-STD-1553 and optional additional PCM and FM



equipment, but only the basic hardware items will be delivered with the system. All
system wiring and support software for the optional hardware items will be
provided so that these items can be added at a later time with little or no support
from Fairchild Weston.

Software Description

The ADAAPS software system utilizes a sophisticated Man-Machine Interface
(MMI) for entering the user-defined information and controlling operations of the
system. This MMI basically consists of forms for the operator entry of setup
information and menus for controlling the operation of the system. HELP facilities
are an integral part of this MMI in order to assist the operator during data entry
and operations control.

The FWSI software provides the following functionality:

Entry of the setup parameters for the telemetry front-end equipment using
menus and forms. This information will be stored on disk for subsequent
loading into the appropriate hardware units.

Entry of the parameter-oriented information. This entry consists of parameter
identification, location in the input multiplexes, data compression and
preprocessing algorithm selection and associated arguments. This entry also
consists of data routing, and display parameters using menus and forms for
data entry. The information is stored in a central parameter database for
subsequent use in loading the telemetry preprocessor as well as access by
real-time display software.

Allocation of telemetry front-end equipment to mission support requirements for
creating independent data sets.

Setup of all remote-controllable telemetry front-end equipment from previously
created setup files.

Control of the data acquisition operation for two independent data sets.

Record data as received from the telemetry front-end equipment on either disk
or digital tape.

Display of real-time data in either alphanumeric or graphical display formats on
high-resolution color CRT display workstations.



Display of data from a previously recorded disk data file in either alphanumeric
or graphical format on a high-resolution color CRT display workstation.

Hardware Description

ADAAPS primarily consists of three subsystems, which are:

Telemetry Front End (TFE) Subsystem,
Host Computer Subsystem, and
Distributed Network of Color Workstations.

The TFE subsystem consists of a highly modular subsystem that also allows for
significant growth and expansion and is capable of supporting missions well into
the 1990’s. The majority of the equipment installed in the TFE subsystem is part of
the EMR 8000 Series product line. This equipment was designed for
synchronizing, decommutating and processing high-speed telemetry data.

The decision to utilize the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX-8820
computer as the host computer subsystem provides a powerful and sophisticated
data processing system. This processor selection also allows for significant future
expansion, as the requirements for telemetry ground station processing expand.

The distributed network of color workstations is based on an industry standard
Ethernet network. The system was developed for Lockheed with two 2 DEC
VAXStation 3500s.

 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The basic concept of ADAAPS is to supply Lockheed with a modular system
where components can be added, deleted, or modified on an as-needed basis.

The TFE subsystem contains the hardware necessary to receive, condition and
present to the preprocessor a variety of data input formats including PCM, FM,
IRIG time and MIL-STD-1553. Each of these input links can be utilized
independently or collectively with other input links. Typical input configurations can
be as simple as one PCM link and one IRIG time link or as complicated as four
PCM links, two MIL-STD- 1553 links split over two tape tracks each and two IRIG
time links.

The preprocessor is responsible for high-speed processing and merging of the
incoming data links and the presentation of this preprocessed/merged data to the
host computer. The preprocessing can be any combination of binary, integer and



floating point compression, floating point conversion, data computation and data
output in a variety of formats. The processing is applied uniquely to each
measurement and is totally user defined.

The host computer subsystem is a general-purpose computer possessing all the
resources necessary for development and production environments. The system
can be tuned to support a wide variety of applications including compute-
intensive, I/O-intensive, real-time or a combination of these environments. The
system contains well-integrated networking, distributed computing, and
multiprocessing. It also contains extensive ease-of-use, programmer productivity
and system management features. The ADAAPS system host computer is
responsible for three primary functions, which are;

Setup and control of the TFE,
Setup and control of the current value table, and
Setup and control of the data archive process.

The setup and control of the TFE is a collection of menus and data entry forms for
the input of information necessary for the acquisition and processing of the
incoming telemetry data. This includes both the external format setup specifics
(such as bit rate, bits per word, words per frame, etc.) and the Internal format
setup specifics (such as Individual parameter processing definitions, algorithm
argument values, plot specification, engineering unit name, etc.).

The CVT maintains the most current value of selected parameters plus the
number of times the parameters high and low limits have been violated. This table
is created and maintained in a special purpose dual-port memory configuration.
This enables the table to be maintained during real-time without consuming any of
the system bus resource, in this case the VAX BI bus. The only time the data is
put on the system bus is either when the entire table is broadcast to the all of the
workstations or when an individual parameter’s measurment value is requested
for an update on a host display.

Data archiving consists of acquiring telemetry data to the computer main memory
and then writing that data to either disk or tape. The output of this process is to
support the detailed analysis of the telemetry data post flight. In order to help
speed up this analysis, two files in addition to the data files are created during real
time. One of these files, the track file, maintains a list of all data files that currently
exist on the system. The second file, the index file, contains the start and stop
time of each buffer in the data file.



Two types of data are provided to the workstations, which are the CVT data from
the host computer and specific archive data.

The CVT data from the host computer arrives at each workstation on a periodic
basis. This data is used to create a workstation-based copy of the CVT. Once on
the workstation, the data is used either to support the workstation displays or for
data analysis programs running locally on the workstation.

The specific archive data that is present on the workstation arrives as the result of
a specific request for the data playback displays. The workstation requests, from
the host, data for a list of parameters over a given time slice. The host collects the
requested data form the archive data files, assembles it into packets and sends it
to the requesting workstation.

SYSTEM GROWTH

The ADAAPS system architecture is composed of three functional areas. Each
area contains state-of-the-art electronic equipment that exceeds the current
system specification and can be either modified or expanded to meet future
increased or enhanced system performance requirements. The areas for possible
expansion are:

The TFE currently consists of eight data and two IRIG time links. This can be
expanded to a total of sixteen links, which can include as many as three IRIG
time inputs.

The EMR 8715 Preprocessor contains 5 distributed processor units (DPU),
which can process approximately 1,500,000 measurements per second. This
system can be expanded to eight DPUs increasing the estimated workload to
2,400,000 measurements per second.

The DEC VAX-8820 system contains two processors and is the equivalent of
up to 11 DEC VAX-11/780’s. This machine can be field upgraded to a DEC
VAX-8840 system which contains four processors and is equivalent to up to 22
DEC VAX-11/780’s.

The system as shipped contains two DEC VAXstation systems. The Ethernet
multicast transmission of the CVT from the host to the workstations allows any
number of workstations to be added to the network without an increase in
network traffic.
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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in telemetry have resulted in an increased variety of data sources. As
a result, data streams are incorporating such complexities as embedded asynchronous data
streams, packets, and multiple formats. These data streams must be acquired and
processed in real-time by telemetry ground stations. Most modern telemetry systems use a
distributed architecture to accomplish these complex decommutation and preprocessing
tasks. It is usually desirable to verify the data base setup and functional operation of the
system before critical tests, as well as during test development. Most of the telemetry
simulator products available today can do only a very limited simulation of the incoming
data stream. This often fails to exercise many key components of the system. A new
product will be described which can simulate a data stream with multiple formats,
embedded asynchronous data streams, unlimited special words, and other useful functions.
This product will enable the user to perform a more complete test of all of the components
of the telemetry system.

INTRODUCTION

Recent generations of spacecraft and other vehicles require increasingly complicated
telemetry systems to gather and process the wide variety of data necessary for
development and operation. The IRIG (Inter-Range Instrumentation Group) PCM (pulse
code modulation) standards have always allowed users to acquire data in a fixed channel
format. The time-division multiplexing schemes employed by the IRIG standards are
usually adequate for the traditional types of telemetry data (velocity, pressure, and
temperature transducers, discretes, etc.). However, other sources of data, such as computer
memories and buses, subsystems (guidance, weapons control, experiments), MIL-STD-
1553 buses, etc., are appearing on test vehicles. These data sources often require more
flexibility from the telemetry system due to their asynchronous nature. The ability to
dynamically change data sources as a test or mission progresses is also becoming
important.



TYPICAL DATA STREAMS

In order to economically acquire a wide variety of data sources, a telemetry data stream
may include one or more substructures within the usual fixed channel format. These
substructures are: embedded asynchronous data streams for the independent subsystems;
packet sequences for computer memory dumps and other variable length data sources; and,
sub-subframes for low rate transducers and discretes. Major frame and embedded stream
format switching is often used to dynamically vary which data is available to the user.
Format switching can be based on time into a test, or triggered by a significant event. This
allows the user to acquire many more parameters throughout the test while reducing the
bandwidth requirements for the entire system at any given moment.

TELEMETRY GROUND STATION

Figure 1 shows a typical telemetry ground station (the System 500). The system consists of
one or more chassis containing: PCM acquisition sets (bit synchronizer, multiformat
decommutator); an IRIG time generator/decoder; bit-slice data compressors and FPPs
(field-programmable processors) for preprocessing of the incoming data, and for
embedded stream and sub-subframe decommutation; analog and digital output ports;
optional acquisition modules for merging analog or discrete data with the PCM data;
optional MIL-STD-1553 bus acquisition sets; and, various system overhead modules (bus
interfaces, system microprocessors, Ethernet processors, etc.). Other modules are available
to transfer real-time data to digital tape drives or hard disks. Direct memory access
controllers can be used to transfer data between the system and a host computer. Graphics
workstations are used for data base management, system setup and control, and data
display. Each chassis has a microprocessor bus for setup and control, and a multiplexed
data bus (called the MUXbus) for real-time data transfer. The chassis and workstations are
interconnected via Ethernet for control, and the MUXnet for data.

SIMULATOR FEATURES

Most telemetry ground stations have many capabilities that would simply overwhelm most
of the simulators currently available. To solve this problem, a new simulator product has
been developed, the HSMX Dynamic Simulator. It is available both as a module set for
integral use in the System 500 (or in the stand-alone ADS 100). In addition, it may be
made available in a stand-alone chassis for independent operation. The key features of the
HSMX Dynamic Simulator are:

o bit rates from 10 bits to 20 megabits per second

o PCM or PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) operation



o all standard IRIG and other popular data codes

o large major frames up to 262,144 words

o up to sixteen formats, dynamically switchable on minor frame or major frame
boundaries

o dynamic format and data updates without interrupting the data stream

o up to eight independent function generators for waveforms or counters, plus
additional counters for subframe and sub-subframe synchronization

o parity bit and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) word generation

o up to eight embedded asynchronous data streams

o up to eight sub-subframes

o up to eight packets sequences

o up to 262,144 16-bit words of memory used as a CVT (current value table) for
MUXbus data or other data transferred from a processor or host computer

o an 8-bit analog input port and a 16-bit digital input port

SIMULATOR USER INTERFACE

The simulator user interface is extremely friendly and powerful. Programming and setup is
accomplished through an advanced, menu-driven, self-prompting series of commands and
page displays. Command entry is assisted by an anticipation mechanism which attempts to
complete the command with a minimum of key strokes. Page programming is simplified
via the use of cursor keys and the “next” key, which allows the user to quickly see the
complete library of allowable entries for many fields. Programmable function keys are also
available to automate command sequences and data entry operations. All data base and
module setup information can be saved for later use.

SIMULATOR DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the simulator is shown in figure 2. The format RAM (random access
memory) arrays form the heart of the simulator. One 262,144 X 16-bit array holds the data
value for every possible word in all formats. This approach allows unique data to be



inserted in any location in a major frame. A second 262,144 X 11-bit array holds the
corresponding control information for each data word. This control information consists of:
four bits for word width; two bits for parity bit generation enable and type (odd or even);
one bit for CRC calculation enable; and, four bits for the data source. The available data
sources are: the format data RAM, the CVT/FX (current value table/function) RAM, an
analog input port, a digital input port, or the CRC result. When the data source is the
CVT/FX RAM, the format data RAM holds the base address for accessing the CVT/FX
RAM. This allows unlimited flexibility in mapping function data, or parameters from the
system real-time multiplexed data bus, into locations in a major frame.

A word counter generates the address for the format RAM arrays. This address is summed
with the format number from the format switching logic. A state machine uses the data at
the resulting format control RAM location to determine the data source and to control the
word counter. The appropriate data is loaded by the state machine into the output FIFOs
(first-in-first-out memories). The parallel data is then unloaded from the FIFOs and
serialized; a parity bit is added (if enabled); the CRC calculation is updated (if enabled);
the data is randomized (if enabled); and, finally, the data is converted from NRZ-L (non-
return-to-zero-level) to the selected output code and made available to the rear panel.

A 262,144 X 16-bit array is used for the CVT/FX RAM. All major frame substructures
(embedded streams, packet sequences, and sub-subframes) are treated as functions and
stored in the CVT/FX RAM along with the waveform and count functions. Two additional
CVT/FX RAM locations are used by an associated state machine to maintain a pointer to
each function’s current value.

The format data and control RAMs have arbitration circuitry to allow data to be read or
written from the microprocessor bus without interrupting the data stream. The CVT/FX
RAM has similar circuitry, which also arbitrates MUXbus data transfers to the CVT/FX
RAM and data transfers to the output FIFOs.

There are three clock sources: an internal, 28-bit numerically controlled oscillator which is
programmable between 10 bits and 10 megabits per second in one bit steps; an internal,
fixed frequency crystal oscillator which is user selectable between 10 megabits and 20
megabits per second; and, an external clock input. One of these sources is selected and
four clock phases (0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees) are generated. The clock signals are used
by the serial output logic and made available to the rear panel.



END-TO-END SIMULATION

In a typical end-to-end simulation of a telemetry ground station, the simulator would be
programmed to generate a stream as close as possible to the real data. By using the
available substructures, function generators, and sufficient unique word values, virtually all
of the decommutation and preprocessing circuitry can be exercised. The proper choice of
functions and special word values will also allow the data displays to be verified. In
addition, the integral version of the simulator can be automatically setup based on the
decommutator parameters, which greatly simplifies simulator programming and helps to
validate the data base.

Testing of the decommutator synchronization strategies can be accomplished by using the
dynamic data update feature or the format switching capability to simulate bit errors, bit
slips, data perturbations, etc. The FPPs could be used to place data into the output stream
via the CVT and compare the incoming data from the decommutator for closed loop
testing.

DYNAMIC SYSTEM SIMULATION

Another application of the simulator is in simulating a complete system. In this case, one
or more FPPs, or a host computer, would be programmed with several application models
or scenarios. There is usually one model for each major subsystem. The models are
updated approximately 25-50 times per second. These computations are usually done in
engineering unit format. The output of the models must therefore be processed through
another algorithm on an FPP which converts engineering unit data to raw PCM data. This
data would then be placed into the simulator’s CVT via the MUXbus. The resulting data
stream from the simulator would represent a dynamic simulation of the actual telemetry
stream.

CONCLUSION

End-to-end system test and simulation are now possible, even for complex telemetry
formats, using the new simulator product described in this paper. This will allow users to
concentrate on developmental and operational testing of their vehicles with complete
confidence in the telemetry ground station.



 TYPICAL TELEMETRY GROUND STATION
Figure 1.



 HSMX DYNAMIC SIMULATOR BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE 2.
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ABSTRACT

The difficulty of incorporating custom real-time processing into a conventional
telemetry system frustrates many design engineers. Custom algorithms such as
data compression/conversion, software decommutation, signal processing or
sensitive defense related algorithms, are often executed on expensive and time-
consuming mainframe computers during post-processing. The cost to implement
such algorithms on real-time hardware is greater, because programming for such
hardware is usually done in assembly language or microcode, resulting in:

“ The need for specially trained software specialists

“ Long and often unpredictable development time

“ Poor maintainability

“ Non-portability to new applications or hardware

This paper presents an alternative to host-based, post-processing telemetry
systems. The Loral System 500 offers an easy to use, high-level language
programming environment that couples real-time performance with fast
development time, portability and easy maintenance. Targeted to Weltek’s
XL-Serles 32 and 64 bit floating point processors, delivering 20 MFLOPS peak
performance, the environment transparently integrates the C programming
environment with a parallel date-flow telemetry processing architecture.



Supporting automatic human interface generation, symbolic high-level debugging
and a complete floating point math library the System 500 programming
environment extends to parallel execution transparently. It handles process
scheduling, memory management and data conversion automatically. Configured
to run under UNIX, the system’s development environment is powerful and
portable. The platform can be migrated to PC’s and other hosts, facilitating
eventual integration with an array of standard off-the-shelf tools.

KEYWORDS: TELEMETRY, HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE, PROGRAMMING
ENVIRONMENT, REAL-TIME, C, WEITEK, DATA FLOW,
UNIX, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, FLOATING POINT

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the programming environment available as an option on
Loral’s System 500 for generating custom real-time algorithms executable on the
system’s Field Programmable Processor (FPP) Module for telemetry data
acquisition, processing, distribution, and display.

The availability of a high-level language programming environment that includes
integrated debug and rapid prototyping support, greatly increases programmer
productivity [1]. An original design goal of the FPP and the System 500 was to
produce a general purpose computation engine that combined high speed with
improved programmability [2]. For years, a major obstacle to producing
applications has been the difficulty of programming available hardware. A typical
design trade-off involved accepting either slow processing or microcode/assembly
language development. The additional support required for building custom user
interfaces further hampered this development.

The FPP in Loral’s System 500 uses the Weitek 8032 floating point chip set [3],
chosen for its performance and for its development support. Weitek makes
available Fortran and C compilers as part of its development package, which
includes assembler, linker, locater, parallelizer, simulator, and support for run-time
debugging [4,5] .

DATA FLOW ARCHITECTURE

The System 500 employs an architecture known as dataflow [6,7,8]. The dataflow
architecture allows any number of special purpose hardware modules to
communicate via a common bus, known as the MUXbus, by identifying data with a
separate identifier field known as a “tag.” All data with the same tag value can be
considered a separate channel and is known as a parameter”. These data-tag



packets can be broadcast onto the MUXbus by any hardware module at random,
following a simple handshake protocol. Modules can be set up to accept certain
parameters. These parameters are buffered on the module in a FIFO; other
parameters are ignored by the module. All bus interfacing and buffering is handled
by special purpose hardware on each module. Thus the remainder of the module
hardware is free to process data and return data to the MUXbus without regard to
other module activity. In this way, any number of modules can coexist on the
MUXbus, performing computations in parallel.

It is the dataflow architecture’s event-driven nature that forms the basis of the FPP
programming environment. Central to the environment’s design goal is prompt
response to data occurring on the MUXbus and shielding the programmer from
the details of data tagging.

FPP ARCHITECTURE

The FPP accepts data streams from the MUXbus, performs high-speed
processing on them, and returns the results as new data-streams to the
MUXbus [9]. It has 64k x 32 bits of data RAM shared with a workstation host for all
initialization and communication via Ethernet. It also has 32k x 64 bits of code
RAM that is either EPROM or static RAM writeable from a host workstation via
Ethernet. For the standard programming environment, code and data initialization
is performed dynamically over Ethernet. Code-compile-test turnaround time is
therefore very fast due to the high speed of the Ethernet link.

ALGORITHM ARCHITECTURE

Because any data processing on an FPP must occur in an event-driven manner,
FPP algorithms are designed as if they were interrupt driven. They are activated
when desired parameters occur on the MUXbus. In the FPP programming
environment, the C Language concept of a “main” function, or starting point of the
program, is meaningless.

Algorithms in the FPP programming environment can accept one or more different
parameters from the MUXbus. Because MUXbus parameters occur at random and
at different rates, providing a “read” function to access MUXbus input is very
inefficient. Rather, for each parameter, the programmer specifies a function in his
program to service that parameter. These input functions are known as
“dedicated” functions. After system initialization, when a desired input parameter
occurs on the MUXbus, control is immediately transferred to the respective
dedicated function. The parameter data value is passed automatically to the 



dedicated function as a function argument. Dedicated functions are called only
when their respective parameter data arrives.

Data passed to a dedicated function can be manipulated or stored for future
computation. In general, this is how a multiple input algorithm synchronizes
several independent input parameters. The programming environment allows a
programmer to declare a data structure of any size and configuration as scratch
pad storage. This storage area is known as a Parameter Control Block (PCB).
When any of the algorithm’s dedicated functions are invoked, the function always
receives a pointer to its PCB. The PCB is shared by all dedicated functions of an
algorithm.

In a multiple-source algorithm, typically one dedicated function is designated as a
“trigger” function. The trigger function is usually chosen because it services the
last source parameter in the PCM stream. All other dedicated functions store their
incoming data in the PCB when invoked; when the trigger parameter arrives, the
trigger function uses the stored inputs as well as its incoming value to perform its
calculations.

Figure 1 shows the basic structure of a typical FPP algorithm source file, in
English-like pseudo-code. The algorithm has two dedicated functions to handle
two MUXbus parameters. The algorithm adds two separate MUXbus parameters
and outputs the sum as a third parameter. The function “adder_1” services one
parameter and stores the incoming data value, passed as the “MUXbus
value”argument, in the PCB. The function “adder_2" services another parameter
and serves as the trigger function. When invoked, it takes its incoming value,
passed as the “MUXbus value “ argument, adds it to the value stored in the PCB,
and then outputs the sum to the MUXbus.

This simple example underscores the flexibility and efficiency of the protocol.
Although the programmer must handle intermediate data storage as illustrated,
the alternative of automating such storage by the system would incur additional
and possibly unwanted overhead. Allowing the programmer to choose appropriate
action makes the system most flexible and efficient. Although only one function in
this example is used as a trigger to perform processing and output, computation
and output can take place within any function. Indeed, any function can perform
computation or output freely. It is the programmer’s prerogative where to
appropriate resources.



The example in Figure 2 again takes two source parameters and performs a
simple, 1st-order EU conversion on the first parameter, and accumulates it as an
ongoing sum. When the second parameter, the “trigger,” arrives, the accumulated
total is averaged by dividing by n and is output.

Data values can also be buffered for future calculations requiring more than one
occurrence of a parameter. This approach is used for digital signal processing
applications such as FFT and FIR filter processing. Figure 3 illustrates a typical
scheme that might be required to perform an FFT.

USER INTERFACE

The System 500 offers a system of menus for defining parameters on the MUXbus
[10]. Users create parameters in the system via a menu called a “parameter
page”. The user creates a parameter page for each MUXbus parameter that
occurs on the bus.

Parameter pages come in many different types - generally each data source
module on the MUXbus supports its own parameter page type, unique to that
module’s function. Decommutation modules allow a parameter to be defined
according to its position in a particular PCM stream. Tape and I/O interface
modules define parameters coming to the MUXbus from a particular external
device. Processing modules, such as the FPP, define processed parameters
which occur as outputs from calculations based on previous MUXbus inputs.

A parameter page creates and makes known the existence of a parameter to the
rest of the system. In most cases it also provides special configuration information
needed to define the parameter. That is the case for FPP parameters. All FPP
algorithms are written to be general purpose; the programmer does not specify
which MUXbus parameters are inputs to an algorithm-the user does this on an
FPP parameter page.

The FPP programming environment allows an additional way to configure an
algorithm from the parameter page at runtime. Numeric values can be input
directly on the parameter page and are then passed to the algorithm via the PCB.
These numeric values are known as “arguments” to the algorithm. Arguments can
be entered as integers in varying radices, as floating point numbers, or as a
selection of options that translate to an integer suitable for branching in a case or
switch statement. The latter is known as a “list-pick” item.



PAGE DEFINITION

Because FPP algorithms may vary in their requirements for number of sources,
number of outputs, type and number of arguments, each algorithm requires its
own custom parameter page. The FPP programming environment takes care of
automatically generating the parameter page for any newly created algorithm. It
uses a combination of defaults and ‘# define’ statements in the program’s source
code to lay out the page. The programmer specifies:

“ Number of source parameters required

“ Number and type of any arguments required

“ Number and type of outputs to be produced

“ Screen formatting information, including prompts for each of the
above, default argument values, and list-pick selections.

The generated page then interacts with the user within the window environment of
the Loral System 500. Mouse and cursor movement, command line editing, and
list-pick selection are supported automatically. The specification of custom
parameter pages consumes a very small portion of the entire programming effort.

An FPP parameter page consists of three sections:

“ A standard parameter page header which is common to all
parameter pages. it includes MUXbus interface information such
as output tag number and data format. The header defines the
OUTPUT of the algorithm.

“ One or more entry fields allow the user to select the parameters
to be sources to the algorithm. These fields define the INPUT to
the algorithm.

“ Numerical values or list-pick selections which are passed to the
algorithm via the PCB. These numerical values are
ARGUMENTS to the algorithm.

Figure 4 shows a parameter page from the standard “_logical_func” algorithm
created using the FPP programming environment. Figure 5 shows the C language
header file used to specify this page. The highlighted fields are filled in by the
programmer to specify the page displays and entry fields. The FPP_ARG_TYPE



entries define the “screen” type for each of the corresponding arguments in the
Parameter Setup Page. The FPP_ARG_PROMPT entries define the text that is to
appear in the Parameter Setup Page to prompt the user for the corresponding
argument. The FPP_ARG_DEF entries define the initial argument value that
appears in the Parameter Setup Page except when the argument “screen” type is
FPP_TYPE_WHEEL, in which case FPP_ARG_DEF specifies the items
selectable from a list-pick menu.

AUTOMATED DATA CONVERSION

An FPP algorithm can take as source input, any parameter that occurs on the
MUXbus. All Loral telemetry systems support multiple data formats for MUXbus
parameters, including unsigned binary, 2's complement, offset binary, sign
magnitude, and floating point. The system also supports varying word widths from
1 to 32 bits for most data types. By default the system performs automatic data
conversion on all sources coming into an FPP algorithm. Data received by an FPP
dedicated function is automatically converted to either 32-bit signed integer or
32-bit IEEE floating point format for consistency with common C programming
practice. The overhead of data conversion can be easily disabled if required.

MULTIPLE PROCESSES

An FPP module can be configured to process and produce many MUXbus
parameters. It can use the same algorithm for more than one parameter. To
accomplish this, a user must create a new parameter page for each such
parameter. If each of these parameter pages specifies the use of the same
algorithm, this is known as separate “instances” of the algorithm. The system
keeps track of separate instances, allocating independent PCBs for each.
Although the same copy of algorithm code executes for each of these instances,
each essentially functions as a separate “process”, invisible, to other instances,
because they have their own independent PCBs. A mechanism is available to
communicate between instances via global variables if required.

DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

The Loral System 500 is a UNIX-based telemetry system [9]. Its FPP
programming environment relies completely on UNIX facilities for creating and
maintaining source code. Cross-compliation is done on the workstation using the
Weitek C Compiler or assembler supplied with the system. Debugging occurs at
this stage using either Loral’s symbolic debug environment or Weitek’s assembly
language simulator (see Debug Environment). Compiled object code is then
inserted into the FPP algorithm libraries using two simple Loral-supplied utilities.



This makes a newly created FPP algorithm automatically available as a selection
on an FPP parameter page. Object code loading is handled transparently during
system initialization over a high-speed Ethernet connection.

DEBUG ENVIRONMENT

Loral’s System 500 includes a powerful simulation environment for interactively
debugging algorithm source code using industry standard UNIX utilities. Algorithm
source code is compiled using a special debug option. The generated code is
then executed on the host workstation, and can be completely debugged using
any UNIX resident debugger, such as the DBX debugger supplied with the System
500.

The DBX debugger supports full C source-level symbolic debugging. This allows
setting breakpoints at specific lines in a C source file, single stepping, viewing and
modifying variables by name, and a variety of other functions. Algorithms can be
completely debugged prior to installation this way.

The System 500’s arbiter/analyzer module provides additional run-time debug
support. This module allows complete analysis of all MUXbus traffic by capturing
and storing any or all data/tag pairs occurring on the MUXbus. It records the
source of each data/tag pair and relative time of occurrence. The arbiter/analyzer
module allows a host workstation to concurrently read and monitor the stored
data. It also provides the ability to inject date/tag pairs onto the bus and perform
bus loading analysis.

RUN-TIME SUPPORT

A comprehensive set of run-time libraries is included with the programming
environment. These libraries supply the entire set of standard C math routines
including trigonometric, hyperbolic, exponential, log, bessel, and error function
support. Standard string manipulation and type conversion routines are supplied
as well as support for system time and MUXbus output. Because of the real-time
nature of FPP algorithms, the System 500 does not support standard I/O or
system related calls such as memory allocation, file access or process
manipulation.



PERFORMANCE

Typical performance for standard compression algorithms such as EU format
conversion and limits checking written in C ranges from approximately 150 - 500k
words/SEC. For comparison, the same algorithms written in optimized assembly
language deliver approximately 200-700k words/sec.

An algorithm that measures FPP loading, from which algorithm performance is
directly measurable, is supplied as part of the programming package

RAPID PROTOTYPING

Any or all of an FPP algorithm can be written in assembly language. Inevitably
there are applications that require maximum throughput from a given system for
various reasons. The FPP programming environment addresses these needs by
providing a platform for efficient generation of optimized assembly language code.

Because of the availability of the C programming language, a high performance
application can be first coded in C to demonstrate proof of correctness. High-level
support can be used to debug and test a version in C, and produce
demonstratable code very quickly. Once an algorithm has been checked-out this
way, performing subsequent speed optimization is greatly simplified.

The Weitek C compiler can be configured with an option that directly outputs the
assembly code being generated. The output is fully compatible with the Weitek
assembler. When assembled, it produces exactly the same object code as the C
compiler. It is relatively simple for a programmer to use the assembly language
version as his source code, and modify it freely for optimal performance. The
structure and correctness of an algorithm are less easily corrupted by this
approach, and the creation of assembly language source code is simplified.

PORTABILITY AND MAINTENANCE

The portability of the FPP Programming environment and its upward compatibility
with future Loral products was a major design consideration. The choice of C as a
programming language and UNIX as a development environment facilitates this
portability. FPP algorithms written in C will be directly upgradable to future
processing modules compatible with the data-flow architecture of Loral systems.



function adder_1 (MUXbus value, PCB pointer)
{

store MUXbus value in PCB.value1
}

function adder_2 (MUXbus value, PCB pointer
{

add inclime MUXbus value to PCB.value1

output sum to MUXbus
}

CONCLUSION

System 500 users avoid the compromise of host-based, post-processing telemetry
systems. They develop custom real-time applications themselves, without the
skills of highly paid software specialists. The FPP programming environment
greatly reduces development time and provides higher confidence in the final
product. Generation of assembly code is enhanced. Upward compatibility of such
applications is ensured due to the portable nature of the C programming
language. This results in more predictable schedules, more dependable
applications and lower overall cost for the application developer.

Figure 1

Example of pseudo-code for two input adder function



Function average_1 (MUXbus value, PCB Pointer)
{

perform 1st order Eu Conversion on MUXbus value

add converted MUXbus value to PCB.sum

increment PCB.count
}

divide PCB.sum by PCB.count

output the resulting average to the MUXbus

zero PCB.sum and PCB.count
}

Function fft_1 (MUXbus value, PCB pointer
{

store MUXbus value in PCB.buffer[PCB.count]

increment PCB.count

if PCB.count = size of PCB.buffer
{

zero PCB.count

calc_fft (PCB.buffer)
}

}

Figure 2

Example of pseudo-code for an averaging function
with a trigger parameter

Figure 3

Example of pseudo-code for algorithm that
buffers data for FFT calculation



Figure 4

Parameter Setup Page for _logical_func algorithm.



Figure 5

Header file for Loral’s standard_logical_func algorithm
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ABSTRACT

Development of the Small Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (SICBM) requires a versatile
Telemetry Processing System to support the various tests throughout the development.
These test requirements created a need for high-speed data processing and display for real
time decisions. These requirements were driven by the need to reduce development time
and cost of the small ICBM.

Martin Marietta was also interested in an off-the-shelf system (hardware and software).
The system had to be menu-driven and user-friendly. Martin Marietta entered into a
contract with Fairchild Weston Systems Inc. to supply five (5) of these systems, known as
Telemetry Processing Systems (TPS).

This paper defines the TPS System hardware and software capabilities and how it is being
used to support the small ICBM testing.

INTRODUCTION

The TPS System hardware and software design were dictated by the test requirements of
the SICBM. The TPS System supports Wafer Testing Post Boost Vehicle Testing and
Support Testing at Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB).

Martin Marietta is responsible for assembly and test of the SICBM. The TPS is used in
conjunction with other items of support equipment during the following phases of missile
build-up and test:

1. IRSS (Instrumentation and Range Safety System) Wafer Production (Denver)



2. Stage IV Production and Acceptance Test (Denver)

3. Stages I, II, III, and IV Checkout (VAFB)

4. Integrated Missile Checkout (VAFB)

5. Pre-launch Operations (VAFB)

The SICBM is a 4-stage missile. Stage IV is manufactured by Martin Marietta while
Stages I, II and III are manufactured by other contractors. An IRSS wafer is installed in
Stage IV. The wafer contains an instrumentation system CU (Central Unit) which collects
vehicle measurement data and provides these data to the TPS via umbilical and RF data
links for decommutation, processing, analysis, display, and recording. Stage IV is
manufactured by Martin Marietta while Stages I, II and III are manufactured by other
contractors.

This paper discusses the TPS configuration and how the TPS is used to support SICBM
testing during each of the phases listed above. Figure 1 depicts the missile instrumentation
system configuration and the connections to the ground equipment.

The system operates in three modes: Pre-Mission, Real Time, and Post-Mission. It has the
capability to acquire, demodulate, synchronize, decommutate, display and record data
from one FM multiplex, one PCM data stream, and a group of discretes. The TPS System
was designed utilizing standard products manufactured by Fairchild Weston and Digital
Equipment Corporation, and has proven to be very reliable.

In the pre-mission mode, calibration tapes for the PCM and FM are generated. PCM
calibration tapes are generated by the operator at a CRT terminal. Calibration Values
stored in the parameter data base (previously obtained from data entry or automatically
using the calibrator) are written to a digital mag tape. A calibration table is also written to
the digital mag tape.

In real time the system records analog, PCM and time signals which are supplied via hard
line in real time. The TPS synchronizes on the incoming PCM signal, limit checks 150
channels, outputs 16 channels to strip charts, and displays 32 parameters on the CRT’s.
An additional display that automatically monitors the 150 parameters that are limit-
checked, and notifies the user of any limit violations.



In the post processing mode, the system plays back the analog tapes, synchronizes on the
PCM data, recombines data bytes into data words, and formats onto digital tape. It also
processes the missile PCM data and formats to digital tape. The FM data is digitized,
blocked and stored on digital tape, too.

GENERAL SYSTEM DISCUSSION

The TPS system consists of six major subsystems as shown in the high-level system
overview, Figure 2. These subsystems are:

C Time and Analog Tape Recording Subsystem
C Calibration and Simulation Subsystem
C Telemetry Front-End
C Pre-processing Subsystem
C Host Computer
C Data Outputs, including strip charts, color displays and alarm print-outs

Inputs

The system has the capability of handling one PCM data stream, one FM multiplex
(14 channels) and IRIG time. The inputs are brought into a patch panel for proper
distribution for the test being run. Raw NRZ-S, NRZ-L, Bi-Phase and quadrature clock
outputs of the bit sync, PCM simulator outputs, time code generator output, and the FM
calibrator output are also routed to the patch panel for distribution to the system.

The two Analog Tape Recorders record all PCM, FM and time data supplied to the
system. They operate in the ping-pong mode to prevent loss of any data. This operation
starts the second tape recording prior to the first tape reaching the end, thus preventing any
loss of data.

Real Time Operation

The FM multiplexer is patched to the tape recorder for recording and also to the FM
discriminators for FM demodulation. After demodulation, an output patch panel is
provided which allows flexibility of recording the FM discriminator outputs on the 16
channel strip chart recorder.

IRIG time is patched to the tape recorder for recording and also to the time code translator.
The translator demodulates IRIG time and multiplexes it with PCM and digitized FM data
in the Telemetry Preprocessor.



PCM data is patched to the tape recorder for recording and also to the bit synchronizer.
The bit synchronizer accepts PCM data in real time, filters the noise, synchronizes on the
incoming signal, and outputs a reconstructed PCM NRZ-L signal along with clocks to the
frame/subframe synchronizer. The bit synchronizer also outputs a reconstructed signal to
the patch panel for tape recording if desired. The frame/subframe synchronizer
synchronizes on the frame and subframe sync patterns, does a serial-to-parallel conversion,
and outputs the data (bit parallel, word serial) along with appropriate timing signals to the
Telemetry Preprocessor. The Telemetry Preprocessor has a merger-tagger, high-speed
arithmetic processor, 16 DACs and an output card. The merger-tagger merges PCM data
with time and assigns a unique tag with each word. The high-speed arithmetic processor
performs several functions on the data. First, it limit checks the 150 channels that have
been selected by the operator and flags the parameters that are out-of-limits. The
Telemetry Preprocessor distributes the operator selected 16 channels to Digital-to-Analog
Converters. The analog outputs of the DACs to the strip chart patch panel for patching to
the strip chart. The high-speed Arithmetic Processor outputs major time, minor time and
tagged data to the parallel data output card. If a channel has exceeded limits, it will be
identified. The TPS Processor displays the data on a 600 LPM printer for display alarm
logging.

Post Processing Mode

In the post-processing mode, there are three basic processes performed. The Guidance and
Control data is re-assembled and formatted onto digital tape; the missile data is processed
and formatted onto digital tape, and the FM data is digitized and formatted onto digital
tape. The speed at which these processes are performed is controlled by the rate at which
the data is formatted to digital tape. The digital tapes operate between 210 and 220
Kilobytes/second continuously. Therefore, our thru-put rate is limited to 210 kilobytes/
second (this includes data, tag and time).

On the first pass of the analog tape, the system synchronizes on PCM the same as in real
time. The Guidance and Control data is separated out in the Frame Synchronizer (by the
AFS if it is an imbedded format), and output over a separate port, reassembled by the high-
speed arithmetic processor in the Telemetry Preprocessor, ID tagged, and input to the
processor for formatting onto digital tape. Since the data rate of the combined PCM and
G & C data are greater than 210KB, the analog tape must be slowed down, data
compressed, or two passes of the analog tape made.

On the second pass from the Analog Tape, FM data is demodulated in the FM
discriminators, multiplexed and digitized in the Multiplexer/Encoder. The digital output of
the encoder is input to the Telemetry Preprocessor where the data is tagged and formatted
on digital tape by the processor. The 14-channels of FM data are sampled at 10



kilosamples per second per channel for a total sample rate of 140 kilosamples per second
of 12 bit data. This is equivalent to 280 Kbytes/second. Therefore, the analog tape
playback is slowed by a rate of 4:1 during FM data playback.

Time Merging and Tagging

The Time Code Translator accepts serial IRIG-A time in, demodulates the input and
outputs time in parallel, 38 binary bits. Major time is input on port 4 of the preprocessor
every millisecond, and merged with data as a unique time tag.

Discrete Inputs

Up to 48 discrete status signals are input into the PCM data stream and merged during the
frame sync pattern time. These words are input to the preprocessor as status words in the
PCM format.

OPERATION

The TPS System is a turn-key system, ready to support testing. The system is under
control of the system operator from the terminal with the exception of the FM
discriminators, the two patch panels, and the strip chart recorder.

The system is checked out and ready prior to the start of a selected missile test/evaluation.
The PCM telemetry front end is checked out by programming the PCM simulator to
simulate the incoming format for verification of PCM system operation. The FM is
checked out by using the FM calibrator. The analog tape recorders are controlled by the
Tape Search Unit and a time segment on either tape recorder is searched for and played
back through the system from the operator’s console. IRIG “B” time can also be generated
by the time code generator and output on the tape recorders, when needed.

MISSILE SUPPORT TESTING

IRSS Wafer Production

The IRSS Wafer contains a CU. In the full missile configuration it collects Stage IV
transducer data and collects Stage I, II, and III data from Remote Units (RUs) in those
stages via instruction/reply busses. For checkout during IRSS Wafer production, the Stage
IV transducers and Stages I, II, and III are not present.

CU channelization, channel gain, and cross-talk tests utilize the TPS in conjunction with
another item of support equipment called the Transducer Output Simulator (TOS). The



TOS simulates Stage IV transducer outputs to the CU, and can select either 10%, 50% or
90% FS output for any channel. The TPS Alarm Logging function is used for this test, and
monitors all Stage IV channels. The TOS initially sets all channels to 90% FS, which the
TPS Alarm logger is programmed to accept as the “in limits” value. The TOS steps each
channel from 90% to 10%, then back to 90% while the TPS Alarm Logger reports channel
breaks, times for breaks/recoveries, and data values. After the TOS has stepped through all
channels, the TPS Alarm Logger printout is analyzed. If the reported channel sequence is
the same as the TOS program sequence, the CU channelization is correct. If the 10% and
90% data values are correct, then the channel gains are correct. If only one channel at a
time breaks limits and recovers, then there is no unacceptable cross-talk between channels.

The TPS Alarm Logger function is implemented in this rather unique manner:

When a parameter breaks the programmed alarm limits, the parameter value displayed
on the CRTs is highlighted by reverse video. A message to the line printer identifies the
alarmed parameter, parameter value, which alarm limit (high or low) was broken, and
the time of the alarm.

If the parameter stays in alarm condition, the CRT display remains highlighted, but only
one message is output to the line printer.

If/when the parameter returns to “in limits” condition, the reverse video highlight is
extinguished and one message is output to the line printer which identifies the
parameter, parameter value, time, and that the parameter is returning to “in limits”.
Again, only one message is output to the printer.

The TPS Alarm Logger system can accommodate up to 150 parameters and can resolve
alarm times to approximately one second resolution. Exact event times are extracted
from the processed (digital) data tapes by post test processing.

This technique for alarm logging avoids a shortcoming of other similar systems which
continually report “out of limits” parameters to the line printer as long as the parameter
is out of limits. This swamps the printer and generates reams of useless redundant data.

The TPS Alarm Logger function is used in conjunction with another item of support
equipment called the Transducer Output Simulator (TOS) to perform CU channelization,
channel gain, and crosstalk tests.

Similar channelization, channel gain, and channel cross-talk tests are performed on the RU
channels by connecting an RU to each instruction/reply data bus and using the TOS to
simulate RU transducer channels.



Stage IV Production and Acceptance Tests

The TPS End-to-End Accuracy Test capability is used to verify the Stage IV
instrumentation System accuracy after the IRSS wafer is assembled into Stage IV. The
Transducer Test Set (TTS) induces three known offsets into each data channel and the
TPS collects 16 data samples per channel at each offset point. The TPS then performs
linear regression calculations on the collected data and outputs a summary report which
lists the following information for each measurement channel:

C The collected data samples (readings)
C The corrected coefficients, up to 5th order polynomial
C Worst case FS error between expected and actual values
C Standard distribution
C “R” Statistic

The TPS data playback and analysis capability is used to provide a 10 second plot of each
measurement channel at ambient conditions. These plots characterize the noise signatures
of all channels for future data correlation.

Stages I, II, III, and IV Checkout (VAFB)

The TPS and TTS repeat the End-to-End Accuracy Tests which were performed on
Stage IV in Denver to confirm the channel accuracy, and also to define the ambient
conditions.

After RUs are installed on Stages I, II, and III, the stages are connected to the TPS and
TTS to perform the End-to-End Accuracy Test in a similar manner to what was done for
Stage IV. However, for Stages I, II and III tests the RUs interface to a ground CU located
in the TTS which then provides the PCM data to the TPS for processing. The TPS does
the same type of linear regression calculations and issues the same type of summary report
as was done by the Stage TV channels.

The TPS has the capability to execute operator programmable FORTRAN algorithms
(called Derived parameters). This capability is used to process one measurement per stage
(I, II, III) which cannot be processed by the standard algorithms. The algorithm essentially
extracts 2 samples of a parameter value from the PCM stream, separated by a known time,
and does a rate of change calculation. This data is then presented to the operator via CRT
and to the digital tape for storage.



Integrated Missile Checkout (VAFB)

For integrated missile checkout the TPS is programmed to limit check and alarm log
critical parameters. Alarm conditions are highlighted by reverse video on the CRTs and are
output to the line printer in near real time. Discrete parameters are alarm logged on both
ON and OFF transitions. All compressed data except the FM vibration measurements data
are recorded on digital tape.

The End-to-End Accuracy Test is repeated on each stage to confirm that channel responses
have not changed.

After missile insertion into the cannister the TPS continues to monitor critical missile and
ground equipment functions as a health check.

Prelaunch Operations

The TPS continues to monitor the cannisterized missile at the launch pad. Critical missile
and ground equipment measurements are limit checked, alarm logged, and displayed in
real time on the TPS CRTs.

Post Test Data Reduction

The TPS provides the capability to play back in either raw analog form or processed
digital form and to output various types of data plots and printouts. This capability is
widely used at both Denver and VAFB to support troubleshooting and anomaly
reviews/resolution.

Software

The TPS Workstation combines Fairchild Weston’s standard Parameter Database, Data
Acquisition, Data Display and Analysis software with Digital Equipment Corporation’s
VMS to provide a standalone Telemetry Workstation capable of acquiring and displaying
telemetry data to one or more users in both real-time and post real-time environments.

The TPS offers, in one packaged system, all hardware and software required to setup and
control the telemetry front end acquire data during real-time and display that data to four
totally independent users, and optionally, acquire data to 9 track magnetic tape and make
that data available post mission for evaluation and analysis. Data may be displayed in both
tabular and graphic formats.



The TPS has been designed to allow the user to specify the configuration of the telemetry
front end equipment. Once specified, the workstation software will automatically support
setup and control programmable front end units.

The software has four primary areas of support (see Figure 3).

1. Setup and control of the telemetry front end equipment (TFE)

2. Real time data acquisition

3. Real time quick look displays

4. Playback displays

Setup information is defined to the workstation through a series of menus which may be
subdivided into unit-oriented menus and parameter-oriented menus. The unit-oriented
menus define generic information required to setup each individual unit. The parameter-
oriented menus define information that may vary on a parameter-by-parameter basis
(i.e., word length).

An important feature offered by the Telemetry Workstation is the ability to retain multiple
setup definitions on-line. Thus, in an application where one workstation may be shared
between several projects or where one project must support multiple mission formats, all
formats may be retained on-line in the TPS.

Real Time Data Acquisition

The Telemetry Workstation acquires data from the preprocessor via one input port to
support the realtime display functions, and optionally acquires data via a second input port
to support the recording of data to tape. In either case data is acquired by the Telemetry
Workstation directly into MicroVAX memory.

Real Time Data Processing and Quick Look

Once present in MicroVAX memory, data intended to support real-time displays is
processed and written into a current value table where it may be accessed asynchronously
by the display software. The processing performed on data includes input number
conversion to reformat the data into the 2’s complement notation used internally in the
Telemetry Workstation, and engineering unit conversion to permit the display of acquired
data in terms of the physical parameter actually being measured. The user always has the
option of not performing any calculations on data for any parameter or set of parameters



and displaying the raw data sample if he so desires. Data processing is done on a
parameter-by-parameter basis, thus permitting different number conversion and
engineering unit conversion techniques to be used for each parameter.

Limit-checking is performed on each selected data sample. If requested, each sample is
compared against an upper and/or lower limit specified by the operator in engineering
units. Limit violations are flagged to the operator by highlighting the offending data field(s)
in a contrasting color on any displays being viewed.

The processing performed on data used to support real-time displays occurs at a maximum
rate of ten updates per second, or as fast as the available processing power permits. The
Telemetry Workstation operator has control of how many of the acquired parameters are
to be processed, and thus can always insure that the ten per second rate will be met by
limiting the number of processed parameters to only those which are intended to be
actually displayed.

Real Time Displays

The Telemetry Workstation provides each user with a selection of four different displays
that may be viewed during a data collection run. The four displays are:

- Four Parameter Scrolling Alphanumeric Display
- Sixteen Parameter Barchart Display
- Thirty-Two Parameter Alphanumeric Display
- Four Parameter Graphic Display

Post Real-Time Data Processing

Data acquired by the Telemetry Workstation for the purpose of recording to 9-track digital
magnetic tape is input through a second channel in parallel with data being acquired to
support real-time displays. Typically, the same data has been acquired through both input
channels. The acquired data is not processed in any fashion prior to recording to tape.
Each physical record written to tape is approximately 8K 16-bit words long and includes a
12 word header followed by n frames of data, where n is chosen to fit within the 8K word
record size. The data tape written by the Telemetry Workstation is fully compatible with
the DEC VMS file system, permitting the use of standard VMS utilities such as COPY,
BACKUP, and DUMP to inspect or copy the contents of the tape.

Once data has been acquired to digital tape it may subsequently be played back and
displayed through the post real-time displays. These displays operate on segments of data
that have been restored from the digital tape to the 71 MB data disk via a utility provided



as part of the Telemetry Workstation package. Multiple segments of data from the same or
different tapes may be resident on the disk at one time, limited only by the amount of disk
space available. Multiple users may therefore simultaneously display data from a single
data segment, multiple data segments from the same data run, or multiple data segments
from multiple data runs.

Number conversion processing, engineering unit processing, limit checking, and derived
parameter processing analogous to that performed in real-time are performed on data
displayed in the post-real-time environment. The only difference in the post real-time
environment is that the user(s) may inspect every data sample, whereas in the real-time
environment, the user(s) probably will not see every data sample for each selected
parameter due to the fact that the data will typically be acquired at a higher rate than may
realistically be displayed.

Most of the post-real-time displays offer the operator a capability to search the data
segment being processed for up to four distinct events. These events are defined as a
particular parameter exceeding a defined value, equaling a defined value, or passing below
a defined value, or the delta between two consecutive samples of the parameter exceeding
a defined value, equaling a defined value, or passing below a defined value. If any of the
conditions specified by the operator are found in the data segment, the time of first
occurrence is displayed. The operator uses this time to select a window of data around the
event to inspect in more detail.

Each real-time display program asynchronously accesses data samples from a Current
Value Table (CVT) which is written by the data acquisition software. Data is read from
the CVT on a periodic basis at a rate specified by the user.

Each real-time display has two menus or pages associated with it. The first is a setup page
into which the user may enter a title, the list of parameters to be displayed, and other
information required by each individual display program. Once all of this data has been
entered it may be saved to a disk file, such that on subsequent entries to the display
program a previously defined setup may be recalled. Any number of display setups may be
saved for each display. The second page associated with each display is the actual display.

Post Real-Time Displays

The Telemetry Workstation provides the user with three displays which may be used in the
post real-time environment to inspect data previously recorded to tape or disk. The three
displays are:



- Four Parameter Scrolling Alphanumeric Display
- Thirty-Two Parameter Alphanumeric Display
- Four Parameter Graphic Display

SUMMARY

These Telemetry Processing Systems for the Small ICBM Program provide a turn-key
solution to the problems of setup, data acquisition, real-time data display, and post-test
data analysis at the production facility in Denver as well as at the Vandenberg launch site.
Each system is easy to operate, and provides a variety of displays. Growth potential is
built into the systems to allow for higher data rates, more complex formats, or different
display requirements.

 Figure 1. Missile Instrumentation System Configuration
and Ground Equipment Connections



Figure 2. System Overview



 Figure 3. Telemetry Software Overview
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Abstract

ASIC developments have made it possible to include the essential signal processing
functions for data detection, clock recovery, and NCO in a single custom-designed chip.
Using this chip and PLDs enabled the implementation of a fully-featured bit synchronizer
on a single VME board in a rack-mountable 1.75" high, 19" wide chassis. This represents
a space savings of 2/3 over existing units. The data rates supported are 250 bps to 5Mbps
(2.5 Mbps biphase).

Introduction

Data detection and clock recovery in a typical TT&C equipment string are performed by
a bit synchronizer, whose top-level functions are shown in Figure 1. In general, the signal
into the bit synchronizer is generated by a demodulator or a tape recorder. Many new
applications call for smaller size, lower parts count and more reliable designs.

This paper describes a fully-featured bit synchronizer on a single VME card (11 by 9
inches) which can be used as a stand-alone unit in a 1.75" high chassis or as part of a
VME based receiver.

The paper starts with an overview of the Single Board Bit Synchronizer, including the
performance specification and a functional description. Then the design and
implementation are explained, including the custom-designed Bit Synchronizer/
Demodulator Chip (BSD) which comprises the core of the unit. The next section
addresses some key design issues, and the performance is discussed in the last section.

SBBS Overview

The SBBS was designed to have the capabilities and performance shown in Table 1.
These capabilities are comparable to other, multi-card units currently on the market with
rack heights of typically 5.75 inches.



The functions performed by the SBBS are shown in block diagram form in Figure 2. The
controller selects one of the four analog inputs, with levels ranging from 0.25 to 10 Vpp,
and compensates for gain and base line variations.

The control parameters are selected through one of the external interface methods. The bit
synchronization loop generates the sample and bit clocks based on observing bit
transitions. The Integrate and Dump Module sums the data samples over a bit period, and
provides this data to the data processors.

The offset compensation and gain control modules use the symbol data to adjust the
analog input signal for level variations and drift in two feedback loops. The output data
processor performs code conversion, creates the soft decision outputs, and generates the
symbol clock in 4 phases. All of the digital processing is performed under the control of
the control processor.

Implementation Description

The hardware design is centered around a custom Bit Sync/PSK Demod chip, the STel-
2110. This chip is a 15 X 15 pin-grid array of 180 pins, and uses more than 20,000 gates.
The block diagram is shown in Figure 3. The data inputs are 6-bit I and Q channel
samples. When used in a PSK demodulator, this chip processes both the I and Q input
channels. Discriminator signals are generated for phase, frequency, and symbol timing
loops. In this application, only the I input channel is used since the input signal is assumed
to be demodulated, so that only the symbol tracking function is used.

The samples are summed over three different intervals: early, on time, and late. The bit
timing loop uses an early-late gate discriminator. The early and late sums are subtracted to
produce the bit timing discriminator, and the on time sum is output as the integrate-and-
dump bit value. The 9-bit timing discriminator signal is available externally. The timing
control loop contains a 2nd-order loop filter and a number-controlled oscillator which
generates the sample clock. The loop filter normally receives its inputs from the bit timing
discriminator values, but can also be switched to an external input. Four-phase bit clocks
are also provided.

The loop filter coefficients can each be programmed to one of 16 values. The filter output
is added to the nominal NCO update value to track variations in the input data rate. The
NCO clock can be up to 75 MHz. A pre-scaler is programmed to divide the clock down
by multiples of 4, if desired. The minimum number of samples per symbol is 4, so that the
maximum possible symbol rate is about 9 Mbps. The chip is designed to run up to 6
Mbps. The BSD also produces discriminator output in a separate processing path for a
phase-locked loop or automatic frequency control loop. The discriminators use the I and



Q I&D outputs, and form the values I sign Q - Q sign I (PLL) and Dot Sign Cross-Cross
Sign Dot (AFC) for QPSK, or just - Q sign I and - Cross Sign Dot for BPSK. These
discriminators are accumulated until read, and must be used in an external loop to track
the carrier. An example of an application of these is the single-board BPSK
demodulator/bit synchronizer for SGLS subcarriers ( ), which uses a second BSC for the1

carrier loop filter and NCO.

The chip is controlled by writing to various parameter registers over an 8-bit data bus.
The I/O timing is designed for interfacing with 8-bit microprocessors, e.g. the Intel 8-bit
microcontroller family (8751/2). There are also a number of external control lines used to
configure the chip, such as the I and Q channel disables, reset lines, clock select, input
polarity, AFC/PLL select, and BPSK/QPSK select. The Q channel can also be delayed
by 1/2 bit to accommodate offset QPSK.

In the SBBS, only the bit timing recovery functions are used. The NCO clock is 75 MHz,
which is divided down for lower bit rates. The number of samples per symbol and the
loop filter coefficients are selected based on the bit rate chosen. The BSD is controlled by
an 8752 microcontroller, which also provides control for the other hardware elements.
The data samples are fed into both the I and Q inputs, but only the I channel is used for
the timing discriminator. The Q channel is delayed 1/2 bit and accumulated to provide an
I-mid phase value for the timing lock detector.

The overall hardware diagram is shown in Figure 4. The SBBS has up to four inputs
connected on the back panel. The selected input is lowpass filtered by a 6.4 MHz filter,
which is the widest of the 4 bandwidths required for the bit rate range and is sufficiently
wide for the highest data rate.

The resulting signal is scaled and offset to compensate for gain and baseline variations,
and any DC offsets in the processing loop. The gain of the analog multiplier is controlled
by the microprocessor through an 8-bit DAC with an update rate of about 1 kHz. The DC
offset is compensated through a DAC which is controlled by a PLD at a speed of 1/8th of
the bit rate.

The I&D process is performed on the digital samples. The purpose of the pre-convert
analog filters is to prevent noise aliasing without causing inter-symbol interference. Four
LPF’s yield a good compromise, as discussed in the next section. The widest bandwidth
LPF was placed at the start of the analog input stream to limit the input signal bandwidth
and bandlimit the noise. For those data rates requiring a narrower filter, the output of a
narrower LPF is selected using the 1 of 4 switch. The A/D converter generates 8-bit
digital samples from the analog data at the convert clock rate, up to 25.6 Msps. The ADC
used is the AD9048, a 35 Msps Flash Converter with latched samples. The I and Q inputs



of the BSC accept 6-bit values, so the samples are mapped to 6 bits by a PROM. The
mapping function is selected by the controller based on the number of accumulations
performed in the I&D, with the goal of preventing saturation in the accumulator.

The code conversion is performed in two EP1800 PLDs at the bit rate. For Biphase and
Di-Biphase codes, the bit clock is actually twice the bit rate to match the level transition
rate. This limits these codes to a 2.5 Mbps rate. The first PLD decodes any input format
to NRZ-L, creates an NRZ-L clock, and generates the soft decision outputs. The second
PLD converts the NRZ-L bits to the output format, and provides control of the code
conversion process.

The convert clock is generated by the MSB of the 28-bit NCO in the BSD. This clocks
the data through the sample path. The I and Q I&D outputs are summed in MAC chips to
reduce the data processing rate of the microcontroller to about 1 kHz. These MAC
outputs are read into the 8752 and used for the AGC loop and lock detection. The signal
amplitude is also output from the BSD for accumulation after mapping from 8 to 4-bit
values. The signal amplitude output is just the magnitude of the I output, since the Q
contribution to the *I* + *Q* calculation is disabled. The 4-bit *I* values are squared and
accumulated, and read by the microcontroller for use in the E /N  estimation.b o

The 8752 has an 8-bit multiplexed address and data bus which is connected to all
components which must communicate with the controller. The address decoding is
performed by an Alters EP1800 Programmable Logic Device which contains 32
macrocells in a 68-pin PGA. These devices provide a high level of flexibility in the
hardware design while also consolidating board space. The MAC functions are also
controlled by an EP1800 PLD, which sets the accumulation count based on the selected
bit rate.

The bias compensation loop requires fast updates to track AC variations in the signal.
This led to an implementation excluding the microcontroller from the loop. The I data
values are fed through a PROM which performs the discriminator function. The 4-bit
discriminator values are then summed in an 4-bit saturating accumulator. The MSB of this
accumulator is used to control the direction of a 9-bit up/down counter. The 8 MSBs of
the counter are sent to the offset DAC every 8 bit times. The counter and loop control are
implemented in an EP1800 PLD.

The external interface is provided by the microcontroller. In local mode, all parameter
selection is performed by the user through the front panel. The microcontroller updates
the current parameter selection on the 2 X 40 character LCD display. In remote mode, all
parameters are set by commands over an RS-232 serial interface. An alternate
configuration of the SBBS will allow for an external interface over a VME bus, replacing



the front panel connection. This configuration is used as part of the Stanford Telecom
SGLS Tracking Receiver based on a VME chassis with a single-board computer.

The SBBS is implemented on a single 9" X 11" double-width VME card which has 4
SMB mini-coax connectors for the analog inputs. The stand-alone configuration mounts
the PCB in a 1.75" high, 19" wide chassis, with back panel BNC connectors and a DB-9
RS-232 connector.

Design Trades and Issues

The wide range of bit rates accepted by the SBBS mandates that multiple LPFs with
different bandwidths must be used to limit the noise into the A/D converter. There are
many considerations which must go into the selection of the LPF bandwidths and
assignment to a bit rate range. The key issues are:

1. LPF bandwidth must be at least 16 times the bit rate to limit the BER degradation
from inter-symbol interference. ( )2

2. Sample rate must be at least 2.5 times the LPF bandwidth for BER degradation from
noise aliasing to be .5 dB or less. ( )3

3. Hardware complexity increases with the number of filters required.

The other factors which affect the trade-off are the limit on the sample rate of 32 Msps,
with a preferred limit of 26 Msps, the range of allowable samples per bit of 4 to 128. The
LPF selection issues are closely intertwined with the issue of data levels at the BSC input.
Figure 5 shows the accumulation processing done in the BSC to produce I & D outputs.
A primary concern is prevention of saturation in the front end accumulator, which would
degrade the performance of the system. The maximum gain through the accumulator is 4,
for the 16-accumulations case. This case was not used in the design, as it would have
required data levels at the A/D output of 2 LSBs, which is too coarse a quantization. The
final configuration of LPF bandwidths, bit rate range assignments, and sample rates is
given in Table 2.

The automatic gain control loop required analyzing where to locate the control tap, i.e.,
what point in the data stream to keep at a constant level. The key design issues for the
AGC are:

1. Effects of timing errors on the power estimate

2. Effects of E /N  different than design point for power levelb o



3. Ability to control data level independent of noise level

4. Hardware complexity

The implementation selected is shown in Figure 6. The advantage of using the value *I*
instead of I  is that the worst-case noise level will change the expected value of *I* very2

little, while that of I  can vary by 33%. Both the in-phase and midphase sums are used to2

lessen the effects of timing errors on power estimation. The amount of hardware in this
implementation is small. The in-phase and midphase sums are used for lock detection as
well, which makes this implementation efficient. The lock detector computes *I* - *Im*,
sums over 512 bit periods, and compares the result to a threshold.

Performance Testing

The BER degradation is found to be 1 dB or less for various bit rates tested at E /Nb o

ranging from 7 to 12 dB. Comparing the SBBS side-by-side with other bit synchronizers
on the market found equal or lower BERs for the same input signals.

The acquisition capability of the SBBS was tested by offsetting the bit rate of the link
analyzer from the value selected for the board. The SBBS was able to acquire within a
range of at least ±5% of the specified bit rate. Lock was maintained down to 0 dB E /N .b o

Blanking of 128 bits in a 2047 bit PN sequence did not cause a loss of lock.

Summary

A single board implementation of a bit synchronizer has been described. The unit
provides state-of-the-art performance in a compact design which can be used in a stand-
alone or VME bus configuration with other receiver components. The miniaturization is
achieved through the use of ASIC design and PLDs. These provide the integration of
many TTL-type devices in a few chips, while maintaining a design flexibility through
reprogrammability of the PLI)s.
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Figure 1. Top-level Bit Synchronizer Functions



 Table 1. Specification/Performance

PARAMETER SBBS

SYMBOL RATE NRZ - 250 bps - 5 Mbps
 (125 bps - 2.5 Mbps CODED)
BIØ,DIBIØ -250 bps-2.5Mbps
 (125 bps - 1.25 Mbps CODED)

INPUTCODING NRZ. BIØ
 (DM-M, DWS, MILLER FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS)

INPUTS 1 OF 4

INPUT IMPEDANCE 75S, 20KS OR AS REQUIRED; UNDER FRONT PANEL CONTROL

INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL 0.25 TO 10 VPP

BASELINE SHIFT MAINTAINS BER INTEGRITY FOR:
C CONSTANT OFFSET UP TO PEAK VALUE OF INPUT SIGNAL
C VARYING OFFSET WITH FREQ UP TO .1% OF BIT RATE AND AMPLITUDE

UP TO 20% OF PEAK-TO-PEAK INPUT LEVEL

OUTPUT CODING (HARD DECISION) SAME AS INPUT CODINGS FRONT PANEL OR REMOTE SELECTABLE.

CLOCK OUTPUTS 0E, 90E, 180E, 270E

SOFT DECISION 3 BIT

ES/NO ESTIMATOR YES (3 TO 17dB IN 1dB STEPS)

ACQUISITION RANGE ±5% OF BIT RATE

DETECTION MODE C INTEGRATE& DUMP
C FILTER & SAMPLE FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

ACQ. ES/NO 0 dB

TRACKING ES/NO -3 dB

BER PERFORMANCE 0.8 dB @ 10-6

 BER I&D MODE

TRANSITION DENSITY BIPHASE OR MILLER - ANY TRANSITION DENSITY
NRZ-128 CONSECUTIVE SYMBOLS W/O TRANSISTION WITH NO LOSS OF
LOCK

ACQ./TRACK B.W. SWITCH YES

LOOP BANDWIDTH TRACKING BANDWIDTH SELECTABLE
 - 8 VALUES FROM .1% TO 1.6% OF BIT RATE
ACQUISITION BANDWIDTH 8 TIMES LARGER
 (UP TO MAX. OF 5%)

REMOTE INTERFACE STANDARD RS-232 OPTION IEEE-488

CARD BUS VME OR STAND ALONE
1.75" CHASSIS

PUB 5-24-89/5107 AJ



Table 2- Filter and Bit Rate Assignments

data rates sampling (LSB)
[kHz] rate [kHz] at A/D

F I
E & A/D A/D
A D LPF sigma/m input input

c c off at A/D high op.
n n SNR Point
t t

cut at at

Max. V

(Note 1)

0.25 - 0.60 8 8 .016 - .038 6.4 4.5 - 2.9 3.1 -  4.6 4 3.4
0.60 - 1.20 4 8 .019 - .038 6.4 2.9 - 2.0 4.6 - 6.1 4 3.4
1.20 - 2.40 2 8 .019 - .038 6.4 2.0 - 1.4 6.1 - 8.0 8 6.9

222.40 - 4.00 1 8 .019 - .032 6.4 1.4 - 1.1 8.0 - 9.6 8 6.9

4.00 - 9.60 8 8 .256 - .614 102 4.5 - 2.9 3.1 - 4.6 4 3.4
9.60 - 18.75 4 8 .307 - .600 102 2.9 - 2.1 4.6 - 6.0 4 3.4

18.75 - 37.50 2 8 .300 - .600 102 2.1 - 1.5 6.0 - 7.9 8 6.9
37.50 - 64.00 1 8 .300 - .512 102 1.5 - 1.1 7.9 - 9.6 8 6.9

64.00 - 150.00 8 8   4.1 -  9.6 1638 4.5 - 2.9 3.1 - 4.5 4 3.4
150.00 - 300.00 4 8   4.8 -  9.6 1638 2.9 - 2.1 4.5 - 6.0 4 3.4
300.00 - 600.00 2 8   4.8 -  9.6 1638 2.1 - 1.5 6.0 - 7.9 8 6.9
600.00 - 1000.00 1 8   4.8 -  8 1638 1.5 - 1.1 7.9 - 9.5 8 6.9

1000.00 - 1600.00 2 8 16    - 25.6 6400 2.2 - 1.8 5.7 - 6.8 8 6.9
1600.00 - 3200.00 1 8 12.8 - 25.6 6400 1.8 - 1.3 6.8 - 8.8 8 6.9
3200.00 - 5000.00 1 4 12.8 - 20 6400 1.3 - 1.0 8.8 - 10.3 16 13.8

PUB 5/25/88/5108LT

NOTES:

1. This is the maximum allowable voltage level of the signal at the A/D input.
(Probability of clipping of signal plus noice is 2 sigma level)

2. Operating point (Es/No for which clipping probability has to be met) : Es/No
= 1.5 dB

3. AGC keeps mean of I&D output (absolute value) at 32
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Figure 2.  SBBS Functions



Figure 3.  Bit Synchronizer Chip
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Figure 4.  SBBS Hardware



! FULL-RANGE OUTPUTS FROM ADC COULD CAUSE
SATURATION AT FEA OUTPUT

IRD 5/23/89-32633

Figure 5.  Processing of Digitized Samples

! USES ON-CHIP PROCESSING TO GENERATE INPHASE AND
MIDPHASE SAMPLES

Figure 6.  AGC Implementation



RTDAP:REAL-TIME DATA ACQUISITION,
PROCESSING AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

Michael Dahan
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a data acquisition, processing and
display system which is suitable for various telemetry
applications.

The system can be connected either to a PCM encoder or
to a telemetry decommutator through a built-in interface and
can directly address any channel from the PCM stream for
processing. Its compact size and simplicity allow it to be
used in the flight line as a test console, in mobile
stations as the main data processing system, or on-board
test civil aircrafts for in-flight monitoring and data
processing.

INTRODUCTION

In Aircraft and Vehicle Testing, real-time data
reduction has become a major need in all situations where
test safety and program expedition are important.

In many applications, there is a requirement for the
telemetry computer to provide, in the field, means for
efficient test management, as well as data monitoring.

The RTDAP, which was defined by a team of Flight Test
engineers, has been designed with these goals in mind.  It
is a compact system which provides the test engineers with
the tools necessary to prepare and conduct the tests, have
real-time results and output data on plots for analysis.

APPLICATIONS

The RTDAP can be used in the following configurations as
summarized in fig. 1:



- In Preflight Consoles

In this configuration, the RTDAP is connected directly
to the test instrumentation PCM system, using a cable of up
to 50 ft. It can then work in two modes:

- In the Setup mode, it processes all setup data to binary
files and downloads these files to the PCM system for
defining the PCM stream format.

- In the preflight monitor mode, the RTDAP acquires, in
real-time, PCM frames, converts binary values to engineering
units and presents results on a CRT display. It can also
check parameter results and either print all of them, or
those outside selectable limits.

- In mobile Telemetry Ground Stations:

In this configuration, the RTDAP is connected to the
Telemetry PCM front-end system and can carry out
simultanously and in real-time, the following tasks:

- Data acquisition on disk
- Data conversion to Engineering Units
- Derived parameters computations
- Alarm monitoring
- Alphanumeric and graphics display
- Test management
- Signal Processing

The graphics refresh rate is between four and ten points
per second, depending upon the number of displayed
parameters and the graphics complexity.

Also, in real-time, or between manoeuvers, an additional
package provides plots of selected parameters versus time or
cross plots.

- On-board Flight testing of civil aircrafts

In this configuration, the system is connected on-board
as per the Preflight Console described above, but actually
performs all the tasks mentioned for the Mobile Telemetry
application.

A version of this system was used on-board an ASTRA
aircraft for data acquisition and analysis of icing and



external noise tests. Data could therefore be expedited and
analyzed and as a result, the flight test program was
shortened significantly.

SYSTEM HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The RTDAP is based on the DEC (DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION) MICRO-PDP series of Microcomputers (23+ up to
83). A typical system includes the following:

- A MICRO-PDP 11/73
- 1 MB memory
- 30 MB Winchester disk
- 0.8 MB dual diskette drives
- A 500x500 pixel resolution graphic display
- A lazer plotter (QMS KISS+ series)
- A 300 cps printer

The RTDAP computer, which can be rack mounted, is only
5" high and includes a plug-in telemetry interface.

This interface. which has up to 16K dual-ported memory,
is packaged in a Q-BUS compatible card. It can be connected
either to the serial output of a PCM encoder, or to the
parallel output of a PCM decommutator. One port receives PCM
data and the other allows the microcomputer to directly
address any PCM channel within the interface’s buffer
memory.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The software operating system is TSX-Plus from S&H
Computer Systems, which is a real-time, multitasking,
multiuser superset of Digital Equipment Corporation’s RT11.

In the Preflight configuration the system software
consists of the following main packages.

- System Database
- Display Setup
- Real-time Monitoring
- Print out of results

The System database contains all the parameter
definitions, calibrations and limits. It can be created or
changed either locally, through the console keyboard, or
remotely, using a host Computer.



The Display setup allows the selection of parameters for
the real-time monitoring and for the results printout.

The Real-Time monitor displays selected parameter
results, in engineering units and can, at any time, print
the current values.

The printout can include a set of selected parameters or
all the parameters and results, or just those whose results
are outside the limits specified in the database. Three
possible sets of results are available: the ambient, the
Rcal and Zcal calibration points or any combination of these
three.

In the mobile station, the system software consists of
the following packages:

- System Database
- Display Setup
- Plotter Setup
- Real-time Data Acquisition and Display
- Plot
- Print
- Signal Processing

The System Database is the same as that used in the
preflight configuration but is created to include derived
parameters.

The Display Setup defines groups of selected parameters
for the real-time data acquisition and display package. Each
group, or test, can consist of up to one hundred parameters
and can be easily and quickly altered.

The Plotter Setup allows each display test to be sub-
divided into plotter tests. Up to three plotter tests are
possible for each main test, with each plotter test
consisting of up to fifteen plotter pages, including up to
eight parameters per page.

Both the Setup and Data Processing software packages
have been designed with human engineering criterion in mind,
in order to allow the system to be operated without needing
any special technical skills.

The Real-time Data Acquisition and Display package
allows the results of selected parameters to be stored on



disk and/or displayed in real-time and in engineering units.
Parameters can be displayed either in a graphics and/or in
an alphanumeric form and can include alarm warnings. A
typical display is depicted in fig.2.

The Plotter package allows either real-time or off-line
plotting of parameters, On each page, up to eight selectable
parameters can be plotted versus time or any other
parameter. The parameters can be plotted using either
automatic scaling or selected limits. A typical plot is
depicted in fig.3.

When plotting against time, the system allows zooming
through the selection of start and stop times.

Using the Print package, the data from a stored test can
be printed. The printout can be selected to include either
all or stepped parameter data, or the average values, or all
the data within a selected time span.

The Signal Processing software package is an integrated
module which can load raw data files from disk and creates
parameter vectorial buffers of constant length (512,
1024....). It computes Fourier Transforms and Power Spectrum
Density and outputs results in graphic form on the screen or
on the plotter. The scaling of the results, can be selected
to be either in a linear or logarithmic form.

CONCLUSION

For small to medium telemetry data processing needs, the
RTDAP System has proved, in the field, to be as powerful and
flexible as expected, in all the applications described
above. The on-board versions were particularly successful as
they allowed the flight test program expedition to be
carried out at a minimal cost.

With the constant improvement in the microcomputer
technology, together with the significant decrease in
equipment size and price, powerful data reduction systems
can now be assembled in relatively small ruggedized
packages. This will open new horizons in the telemetry data
processing field, especially for mobile and on-board
applications.







FIG 3.  PLOT OF PARAMETER RESULTS



REAL-TIME TEST DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Army Aviation Development Test Activity at Fort
Rucker, Alabama needed a real-time test data collection and
processing capability for helicopter flight testing. The
system had to be capable of collecting and processing both
FM and PCM data streams from analog tape and/or a telemetry
receiver. The hardware and software was to be off the shelf
whenever possible. The integration was to result in a stand
alone telemetry collection and processing system.

The Test Data Processing System (TDPS) provides real-time
preprocessing and display of Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) and
Frequency Modulation (FM) aircraft test data. The FM front
end equipment consists of FM demodulators, tunable filters,
strip chart recorders, an array processor and a PCM encoder.
PCM equipment includes a wide band demodulator, four tunable
bit synchronizers and a preprocessor. The Integrated
Telemetry Analysis System (ITAS), preprocessor which is Veda
proprietary equipment offers functional redundancy with the
HP 1000 real-time computer. This allows TDPS personnel to
monitor selected real-time parameters in the event of HP
1000 system failure. All pertinent signals are routed
through the system distribution panel to facilitate rapid
changes in the system configuration.

The HP 1000 real-time computer system provides computer
control for the front end equipment, storage capability for
incoming test data, data reduction algorithms for real-time
data analysis, and also provides control of peripheral
devices. The HP 1000 interfaces with the host computer for
post test transfer of data. The host computer is the HP 3000
which will be used for post test analysis of the data.



The TDPS is a collection of various vendors’ hardware and
software which have been functionally integrated by Veda,
Inc. of Fort Walton Beach, Florida into a real-time
telemetry processing system. The system was designed and
constructed for the U.S. Army Aviation Development Test
Activity at Fort Rucker, Alambama.

The distribution panel was custom fabricated. It was
recessed into the 19 inch equipment rack and enclosed behind
a plexiglas door. This approach eliminates accidental damage
from bumping into the connectors, and also allows the
operator to verify system connections at a glance. All
associated connectors, shunts, adapters, and patch cords
were provided with the panel.

Time Code Generator/Translator

A time reference is used as a means of indexing records for
rapidly and accurately locating points of interest. The time
code generator/translator provides three basic functions to
meet the need of the TDPS. The unit generates a time code in
suitable form for recording on magnetic tapes or strip chart
recorders. It is capable of automatically reading the
recorded time when played back from a magnetic tape. The
time code unit also generates time in suitable form for
application to the ITAS preprocessor for time tagging data
words.

PCM Subsystem

The PCM subsystem functions as an integral part of the TDPS.
Set up of the PCM system functional controls is accomplished
by the real-time computer as part of the telemetry
controller tasks. In addition, manual front panel setup
capability is provided on the PCM subsystem components. All
of the real-time computer software required for the setup
and operation of the PCM subsystem was written as part of
the integration effort.

Bit Synchronizers

Four external PCM bit synchronizers are used to
simultaneously process up to four channels of PCM DATA. The
bit synchronizers accept a serical PCM data stream and
generate a PCM data stream and clock at a selected phase.
The output PCM data stream can be either NRZ-L data and 



clock at TTL levels, or BIO-L bipolar data at 2-3 volts p-p.
They can be both manually and computer controlled.

Telemetry Preprocessor

The ITAS telemetry preprocessor is intended to relieve the
real-time computer of the common repetitive tasks which must
be performed on the data. ITAS is comprised of four IRIG
Class II decommutators, an engineering unit conversion card,
a digital to analog converter card, a data extraction (word
selector) and time tagging card, an IEEE-488 interface card,
and the standard peripheral interfaces including an
engineering workstation interface.

ITAS is the heart of TDPS. It selects each parameter from
the data stream, provides an associated identification and
time tag, performs the appropriate engineering unit
conversion, and outputs selected parameters to the DACs,
engineering workstation and real-time computer. It also
provides PCM data stream simulator to allow system setup and
diagnostics prior to test data processing.

The ITAS architecture is based on a dual bus, data flow
driven, multi-processor platform. It uses a PC/AT bus
architecture for setup and control of all system modules.
The unit is mounted in one of the 19" equipment racks and
integrated into the TDPS system. The ITAS setup and control
software is fully compatible with IBM PC/AT or similar
computers. This allows users to have a personalized copy of
the complete control software resident on a personal
computer and create and modify system configurations
remotely from the ITAS chassis. All software to operate the
preprocessor and integrate it with the real-time computer is
written in the C language. The operating system is Microsoft
MS-DOS.

ITAS interfaces to the real-time computer through a standard
GPIB IEEE-488 interface card. The IEEE-488 interface is used
for remote setup and control from the real-time computer and
for processing telemetry data from ITAS to the real-time
computer. The TDPS specification required data to be
transferred to the real-time computer at 1 megabit per
second with no loss of data. The real-time computer
interfaces to its hard disk drives through an IEEE-488 bus
and had a maximum DMA data transfer rate of 2 megabits.
Since the data through-put was limited by the storage device
transfer rate there was no need to select a high speed



parallel I/O device for the telemetry interface. The IEEE-
488 card selected for ITAS supports DMA data transfer and
has successfully transferred data from ITAS to the real-time
computer at a sustained rate of 1.8 megabits per second with
no loss of data. ITAS can transfer raw data, processed data,
a combination of raw and processed data, data with or
without time tags from one PCM data stream or up to 4 merged
PCM data streams well in excess of the data transfer rate
that can be handled by the real-time computer.

FM Subsystem

The FM subsystem functions as an integral part of the TDPS.
The analog to PCM conversion accommodates Constant Bandwidth
(CBW) and Proportional Bandwidth (PBW) data. Demodulators
and input filters are provided for IRIG B CBW channels 3B
through 21B and IRIG PBW channels 1 through 21 using a 240
KHz reference. All analog channels are sampled using a 5
samples per cycle or greater sampling criteria. The output
PCM format is selectable from any of the following.

(1) NRZ-L (2) BIO-L
(3) 16 bit parallel

Automatic calibration of the FM demodulators is provided as
an integral part of the TDPS.

Signal Conditioners

Signal conditioners are provided for the 32 analog channels.
Each signal conditioner performs filtering, amplification,
and offset correction. They are modular in design and allow
replacement on a plug in/out basis. They are each supplied
with an output filter corresponding to the channel bandwidth
of the unit.

FM Calibrator

The FM frequency calibrator provides precise and convenient
calibration of the FM demodulators. It can be used in
manually or computer controlled telemetry systems. The
frequency calibrator is designed to provide 5 point
calibration of proportional bandwidth or constant bandwidth
frequency modulation either on an individual cannel basis or
as one of several multiplexes.



Tunable Filters

Anti-aliasing tunable filters are provided for all 32 analog
channels. The filters can be either manually controlled or
computer controlled from the operator’s console. The
software required for setup and control of the tunable
filters is an integral part of the Telemetry Processing
software on the Real Time computer.

PCM Multiplexer/Encoder

The PCM multiplexer/encoder includes a 48 channel
multiplexer (MUX) with analog-to-digital (A/D) converters,
and a PCM encoder. The MUX and A/D units are included with
the PCM encoding unit in the same chassis. The PCM
multiplexer/encoder accepts up to 48 single ended analog
inputs, multiplexes them into one serial stream, digitizes
the serial stream (12 bits per words) and PCM encodes the
digitized words into a serial PCM data stream of up to 2
Megabits per second. Parallel digital output for direct
input to a computer is also available. It has both front
panel controls for manual setup and a computer interface for
computer control. The system is initialized at systems
initialization time via the real-time computer.

Strip Chart Recorder

The two strip chart recorders in both manual and remote
controlled operation are capable of recording up to 24
channels on either 8" or 12" paper. The 24 DAC’s from the
ITAS are connected to the 24 channels of the strip chart
recorders via the patch on exception distribution panel.
Selecting parameters to send to the strip charts is part of
the test configuration format used to configure ITAS during
pre-test setup.

Each recorder meets the following minimum requirements:

Number of channels: 12
Chart Width: Up to 1" per channel
Control: Remote and Local
Chart Speeds: 13 speeds, from 0.5 mm/s to 5000 mm/s
Frequency Response: 5Khz



REAL TIME COMPUTER SYSTEM

The Real-Time Computer

The real-time computer system provides computer control for
the front end equipment, storage capability for incoming
test data, data reduction algorithms for real-time data
analysis, and also provides control of peripheral devices.
The real-time computer also interfaces with a host computer
for post test transfer of data.

The real-time computer software provides for the set up and
control of the TDPS hardware with IEEE-488 remote control
capability, real-time archiving of the test data, post
processing analysis including data plots, and transfer of
the test data into a database.

Array Processor

An array processor is interfaced to the real-time computer
through a 16 bit parallel port. The array processor provides
the capability to perform Fast Fourier Transforms FFTs on
the test data. It’s capable of processing several sizes of
complex and real FFTs at very high floating point rates. The
software to program the processing capability was furnished
as a package with the system.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

DC Power Supply

The DC power supply is adjustable from 0 to 40 VDC with
output current capacity of 0 to 10 Amperes. Separator coarse
and fine adjustment knobs are provided on the front panel
for voltage and current adjustment. Additional features
include overvoltage crowbar protection; remove error
sensing, and auto-series, auto-parrallel, and auto-tracking
operation. The DC power supply is used to power aircraft
radios and instruments requiring 24 VDC.

400 Hz Converter

The 400 Hz converter provides 400 Hz voltage from 0 to 135
VAC at 1500 VA. Voltage adjustment is provided on the front
panel by means of a variable control with an output meter.
The 400 Hz converter is used to power 400 Hz aircraft radios
and instruments.



CONCLUSION

TDPS provides the U.S. Army Aviation Development Test
Activity at Fort Rucker, Alabama with the capability to meet
present and future real-time aircraft, data processing
requirements. It also processes post test data from analog
tape. TDPS allows the engineers to monitor quick look data
on both CRT and strip charts while the data is being
processed in real-time or from analog tape. TDPS processes
both PCM and FM data providing the test engineers with the
opportunity to choose the best data collectors for the task
at hand. The real-time computer also allows post processing
analysis and transfer of data to the host for report
generation and analysis. The Integrated Telemetry Analysis
System is the hub of the TDPs. It accomplishes all the data
preprocessing at extremely high rates and distributes the
data to the other functional elements. As a turn-key system
TDPS rivals the largest telemetry processing systems in
terms of speed, capacity and flexibility.
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ABSTRACT

The number and types of processes carried out on telemetered
data in real time have increased in direct proportion to the
available processing speeds. Operations following
decommutation in the data pipeline are often referred to
generically as Engineering Units Processing (EUP). Examples
of the types of functions typically performed by an EUP are
data compression, polynomial conversion, and with the advent
of message data, desyllabification. Real-time telemetry
processing, such as EUP, has traditionally been done on bit-
slice processors, primarily because they possessed the speed
required to maintain pace with the relatively high data
rates. As data rates continue to increase, the need for bit-
slice processors with even higher processing speeds would
seem to be even more pressing. However, in recent years RISC
(Reduced Instruction Set Computer) based microprocessors
have been developed that approach bit-slice processing rates
and possess certain advantages.

The advantages of a RISC based approach to real-time
telemetry processing include ease of programming, shorter
design and implementation cycles, and a direct path to speed
increases as silicon processing technology advances. In
addition, the streaming nature of the data to be operated
on, and the EUP requirements generate a multi-branched
program structure creating the potential for a high degree
of optimization within a pipelined processor architecture.
While most RISC applications are currently programmed in
assembly language to take full advantage of the hardware, it
is expected that improvements in optimizing compilers in the
future will further enhance the position of RISC with
respect to bit-slice processing.



I.  INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is evaluate the applicability of
three different computer architectures to real-time
telemetry processing. The three architectures are bit-slice,
the Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC), and the Reduced
Instruction Set Computer (RISC). The criteria for evaluation
will be ease of design, processing speed, and ease of
reconfiguration. While several areas exist in the realm of
telemetry processing, the specific task to be examined here
will be that of the Engineering Units Processor (EUP).

An EUP performs real-time arithmetic operations such as
floating-point units conversion (usually involving
evaluation of simple polynomials), limit comparisons (e.g.
to set flags indicating alarm conditions), data compression,
and in some cases decommutation. More sophisticated EUPs
might also perform Aderived parameter@ calculations such as
calculating load factor from measured values of pitch
attitude and acceleration.

Complex data analysis functions, such as Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFTs) and numerical approximations to operations
of the calculus, have traditionally not been carried out in
real time. The operations associated with these functions
are therefore referred to as post processing. Post
processing requires the archival of real-time data and an
attendant need for additional equipment and facilities to
carry out its functions. The introduction of new, more
powerful EUPs brings nearer the day when the need for post
processing will no longer exist. It is already the case that
many of the traditional post processing functions are being
carried out in real time by fast EUPs. As EUP speeds
continue to increase, post processing and its associated
costs will disappear.

While the general nature of the tasks assigned to an EUP are
similar, each telemetry format requires a unique processing
routine to be followed by the EUP. Because of this, the ease
with which an EUP accommodates changes in application
software should be given a great deal of emphasis. Perhaps
the easiest way to assure that a system is readily
reconfigurable is to base its architecture on some
processing scheme that is controllable using as many
standard, high-level computer languages as possible. These
languages should also be written and supported by someone
specializing in this field, and they should have a large



number of copies in the field so that potential Abugs@ have
been eliminated.

II.  BIT-SLICE vs. RISC

High-speed processing is a relative term. In the past ten
years microprocessor speeds have increased by at least a
factor of 20 times, and there is no reason to believe that
advances in technology will suddenly grind to a halt. The
evolution of computer architectures has, however, produced
certain truisms on which future designs should be based [1].
Among these it is apparent that a specialized device will
out-perform a generic one within its area of specialization.

Componentry exists that allows a designer to customize an
architecture without having to design elements that are
common in all computing systems. These groups of components
are collectively referred to as Abit-slice@ building blocks
[2]. Bit-slice is properly described as an implementation
technique, not an architecture. The main purpose of bit-
slice is to provide a means for creating a computing device
that is custom tailored to a specific application. Given
enough time, one can implement practically any architecture
using bit-slice components, including RISC. Included in the
bit-slice arsenal are microprogram sequencers, Arithmetic
Logic Unit (ALU) blocks and parallel multipliers. Using
these tools, one can craft a very time efficient computing
device.

An alternate approach to bit-slice is using a device
representing a higher level of silicon integration such as a
traditional CPU. Traditional in this case refers to one
possessing Von Neumann characteristics [3] of shared memory
and data spaces, etc.

It is common for Von Neumann machines to have relatively
large instruction sets containing operationally dense
instructions. That is, each instruction contains microcycle
time for many different potential phases of execution, thus
allowing for single instructions to perform several tasks.
The original reason for this type of processor is that the
instruction set was designed with assembly language
programming in mind. Several microcycles (10 or so for the
VAX 11/780) were viewed as the natural consequence of adding
hardware funcitons to simplify coding. This type of
processor is currently referred to as CISC.



In contrast, work performed by J. Cocke on the IBM 801, D.
Patterson at Berkley, and others [4] [5] [6] suggests that a
new architectural philosophy, known as RISC, might allow
computation times to be greatly reduced. It has been shown
that high-level language compilers generate machine code
that uses only about 20 to 30 percent of the processor’s
instruction set. This implies that the microsequences that
make operationally dense instructions possible usually
result in wasted time. RISC eliminates this microcode and
allows compilers to make efficient use of the hardware,
resulting in a speed increase of two to five times over
their CISC counterparts.

Characteristics of a RISC machine include less instructions
in the instruction set, highly specialized instructions that
usually perform only one task making single-cycle execution
possible, some form of pipelined Harvard architecture [7],
and optimizing compilers.

III.  DESIGN CONCERNS

A case has been made for the superiority of RISC over CISC
based on speed considerations, but it remains to be seen if
RISC might be superior to bit-slice techniques. For the sake
of pure, raw speed in a very specialized case, where design
time and cost are of no consequence, bit-slice will probably
yield the best overall solution, although this specific set
of circumstances would rarely occur.

To begin with, the functional integration level of most
mass-production silicon devices allows for vastly improved
design cycle times when compared to bit-slice. This means
that the interaction of each piece of the overall design
needs to be very carefully considered in a bit-slice design.
Designing with bit-slice means starting with an architecture
and trying to successfully implement it. At best this
requires a large number of microcode revisions to achieve
the desired results with each one being costly and time
consuming. When finally complete, the product is one that is
difficult to program because it has its own unique
Alanguage@. This means that anyone desiring to write
efficient application software must first become an expert
in a new language. Any changes have far-reaching
implications. For example, adding functionality may require
adding more microcycles leading to the same problems native
to CISC.



These concerns are in opposition to the primary objective
for a telemetry processor which is to be reliable and easy
to use. Changes in telemetry formats are common and an EUP
should accommodate them with very little effort on the part
of the system user. No special knowledge of custom languages
should be required to implement special functions.

RISC components are integrated to a level requiring the
designer to look only at major building blocks such as the
CPU, arithmetic coprocessor, memory management unit, memory
scheme, and overall processor communications. Often the
vendor supplying these constituents can provide specific
designs that have been field proven. The designer is free to
concentrate on customizing rather than re-designing
rudimentary aspects. Also of major significance is the point
that semiconductor technology is a rapidly advancing field
with processing speeds tied directly to silicon process
implementation. Texas Instruments, for example, is presently
working on a gallium arsenide implementation of the Stanford
AMIPS@ architecture that will operate at a 200 MHz clock
frequency. A design with highly integrated parts has a
better chance of being supported with plug-in upgrades as
fabrication techniques advance.

Once a hardware design is complete, emphasis on software
tools becomes of prime importance. In a bit-slice design the
choices are to work in the machine’s esoteric language or to
write and support one or more custom high-level language
compilers. In the RISC alternative, sophisticated compilers
are available through the silicon vendor along with powerful
debugging tools and even application software.

IV.  CODE OPTIMIZATION

Certain restrictions imposed by RISC hardware configurations
appear to degrade theoretical performance. Fortunately, the
advancement of optimizing compiler technology has made it
possible to avoid most of the potential pitfalls that exist.

One of the primary tenets of RISC is that it is desirable to
execute instructions in a single cycle. Since several things
must happen before an instruction can be executed (such as
fetching the instruction, decoding the opcode etc.), the
only alternative to microcode (resulting in more than one
clock cycle per instruction) is to employ a Aproduction
line@ scheme known as pipelining. In a pipelined
architecture several hardware stages (analogous to a factory



production line) exist with each being responsible for
completing one preparatory phase prior to actual execution.
There is a latency equal to the number of stages that is
incurred each time the pipeline is started, but after this
period single cycle execution is achieved.

One drawback to the apparent panacea of RISC and other
pipelined architectures is that program branches incur a
time penalty because the pipeline flow is interrupted. An
effective countermeasure to this is known as a Abranch
target cache@ (BTC) [8]. Essentially, the BTC is an
internally accessible record kept by the CPU of the first
several instructions in each of the most commonly taken
branches. Upon a successful branch, instruction execution
proceeds internally until the pipeline has time to fill,
effectively eliminating the branch penalty.

Another peculairity associated with pipelining is known as
the delayed branch. When a successful branch is encountered
the instruction following the branch is executed first. The
reason for this is to avoid wasting time while the pre-fetch
stream is re-established. Along these same lines data
movement between the CPU and external resource can be
overlapped with operations that don’t require the use of the
data channel, thereby allowing these functions to proceed
concurrently.

Optimizing compiler technology has matured to the point
where recognition of loop dependencies, delayed branch
scheduling, and overlapping data movement are commonplace.
As was stated previously, a RISC architecture could be
constructed using bit-slice techniques, and an optimizing
compiler written, but the cost in terms of time and effort
would usually be prohibitive.

It has been stated that proper integration of optimizing
compilers with the processor’s instruction set will result
in the most efficient machine possible [1]. Proper, in this
instance, means that each part of the system performs only
those functions which it can perform efficiently. The
processor’s instruction set should complement rather than
duplicate the functions of the high-level compiler. It
should perform only the functions that can’t be performed
efficiently by the compiler and let the compiler decide how
to best use those functions.



RISC brings the theoretical optimal relationship between
high-level clarity and total system performance close to
realization. As is often the case with technologies that
have gained new popularity, there is still a potential for
future refinements in optimizing compilers.

V.  CONCLUSION

The major premise of this paper has been to show that RISC
architectures can be a valuable asset to telemetry
processing devices. Specifically, application to an EUP was
examined. Of greatest importance to an EUP are speed of
execution, ease of implementation, and familiarity of
software development tools. To this end it has been shown
that while bit-slice approaches offer the potential for
slight speed advantages, the negative aspects of long design
cycles and difficulty of software development outweigh the
benefits.

The other choices for a processor are CISC and RISC based.
We claim that RISC is the next logical step in processor
evolution due to the integrated design of compiler and
instruction set, and that RISC is the obvious victor due to
speed advantages with no design penalties. In addition,
superior software development tools exist for RISC. Evidence
to the merits of RISC is the fact that most of the new CISC
processors are employing some design aspects borrowed from
RISC concepts.

An EUP employing a modern RISC-based microprocessor (the
AM29000 manufactured by Advanced Micro Devices) has been
designed and built by the author. This EUP is responsible
for real-time engineering units conversion and certain forms
of decommutation (such as embedded-tag message data) in the
Integrated Telemetry Analysis System (ITAS) which is
produced by Veda Systems. The EUP is implemented in a mother
board/ daughter board PC/AT form factor. The ITAS EUP is
capable of processing 750,000 first order polynomial
conversions per second, a rate unmatched by earlier bit-
slice based EU devices. In addition, the existence of high-
level optimizing compilers makes it possible for the ITAS
EUP to host easily developed, user-defined algorithms for
processing data in real time.
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ABSTRACT

Since the first computer-based telemetry systems were
designed in the mid-1960’s, the operating system has been
the nemesis of the system software designer. The requirement
to acquire telemetry data at high rates, in real time,
without loss, is in direct conflict with the direction
computer operating systems have taken over the last two
decades. The Alean and mean@, single user operating systems
of the 1960’s have been replaced by multi-tasking, multi-
user systems which emphasize multiple applications at the
expense of real-time performance. Recently, there has been
enormous interest in hosting real-time telemetry systems
under the UNIX operating system. From an applications
standpoint UNIX has much to offer the user but it certainly
complicates the life of the real-time system software
designer. In this paper, a critical look is taken at the
role of the operating system in a real-time telemetry system
with particular emphasis on the use of UNIX POSIX and real-
time extensions.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the title and abstract, this paper deals more with
system concepts than with software. The marriage of the
real-time telemetry system with the general purpose, digital
computer dates back to the mid-1960’s. During the
intervening two decades, the technology of both the
telemetry Afront end@ and the host computers have changed
enormously although the system functionality remains
relatively unchanged. The telemetry subsystem acquires,
formats and stores the data from one, or more, data streams.
The system is real-time in a very concrete sense; if the



data is not processed, it is irretrievably lost. Common
sense dictates the use of backup storage, however, there is
a large burden on the telemetry system and it’s host
processors to maintain real-time processing.

Fueled by the rapidly increasing technology and decreasing
costs of computer technology, users are demanding more
sophisticated processing in the telemetry subsystem and the
telemetry system is becoming more software intensive each
year. Users are also becoming much more sensitive to the
costs associated with their growing software investments.
The advantages of software Aportability@ from one system to
another, and from one generation to another are quite
evident. This has, naturally, lead to interest in operating
systems which run on a variety of hardware and on the use of
portable, high level languages. In this paper, attention is
focused on the impact of the operating system, specifically
UNIX, on the real-time telemetry system.

DATA ACQUISITION AND THE OPERATING SYSTEM

The tasks associated with telemetry data acquisition
software have not significantly changed since the first
general purpose computer-based telemetry systems were
designed in the mid-1960’s. A top-level data flow diagram of
the data acquisition subsystem is shown in Figure 1. The
telemetry front end (TFE) hardware requires setup and
control information and, in turn, supplies one, or more,
data streams to the data acquisition process. Since the very
inception of the telemetry/computer system, the primary task
of the acquisition software is to format the input data on
disk or magnetic tape. Secondary tasks include processing of
Aquick look@ data, providing data to application programs
and other peripherals and responding to operator commands.

As computer and TFE technology has increased, the basic
tasks of the data acquisition software have evolved, both in
response to technology, and to changes in the operating
system environment. Figure 2 shows a simplified data flow of
the acquisition portion of a typical telemetry system
operating under a multi-tasking, multi-user operating system
such as DEC’s VMS. Data streams from the TFE interface with
the computer system using a custom buffered I/O channel
which provides both data buffering and direct memory access
(DMA) control. All of the input data is directed toward ring
buffers in the host memory from which a data formatting
module accesses the raw data and formats it to high speed



disk. Selected data is directed by the buffered I/O to a
local database, commonly referred to as the current value
table (CVT), where it is accessed for Aquick look@ display
and derived parameter processing. Applications programs
access both the formatted data and the CVT data for further
processing.

Variations from the simplified data acquisition flow diagram
result from differing system configurations, performance
requirements, composite data rate and so on. The use of a
preprocessor has a major impact on the acquisition process
as does the operating system environment. Early systems
using single user, foreground/background tasking operating
systems performed little more than disk, or tape, formatting
tasks. With these operating systems, interrupt latency times
were measured in microseconds and data streams could be
processed on a frame-by-frame basis. The acquisition process
could be given the highest priority level and the
acquisition process could gain total control of the
processor. This was the heyday of the real-time telemetry
system. With a mid-1960’s dual bus mini-computer, data
transfer rates to memory of over 500 kilowords (16-bit
words) per second were achievable. As operating systems
became more complex and incorporated multi-tasking, frame
rate processing became impossible as interrupt latencies
went from microseconds to hundreds of milliseconds. The
change in the operating system environment has had a major
impact on the design of the data acquisition software
design. The appearance of the preprocessor and the CVT are
direct reflections of the operating system changes. Moving
telemetry systems to UNIX based systems is expected to make
further changes in the software architecture of telemetry
data acquisition systems.

UNIX AND REAL-TIME PROCESSING

The history of the UNIX operating system is well-known  and1

the system has many champions and detractors . The advocates2

of UNIX point to portability of UNIX based systems over a
wide variety of computer platforms as a major argument for
adopting UNIX. The opponents cite weaknesses in the
technical details as well as an image of a programmers
system with it’s cryptic shell commands. Both sides will
agree, however, that standard UNIX (whatever, that is) is
totally unsuited for real-time applications without some
significant changes.



UNIX was designed to support a time-sharing environment with
strong software development ties. There are three distinct
components to UNIX:

Scheduler
File System
Shell and Utilities

The scheduler and the file system are part of what is
commonly called the kernel. The shell and the vast number of
UNIX utilities are one reason for it’s popularity; however,
it is the kernel which determines it’s suitability for real-
time applications.

The hierarchy of the typical operating system is illustrated
in Figure 3. The typical UNIX implementation includes the
basic kernel, a set of standard system calls, one, or more,
shells and a set of utilities. An application program calls
the operating system kernel through the standard system
calls to perform I/O, file handling and other system related
functions. A real-time system must also communicate directly
with the system hardware which, normally, requires
circumventing the standard operating system calls. When the
standard system calls are circumvented or extensions to the
operating system are used, the code is non-portable.

Some of the major functions of the UNIX kernel are briefly
considered in the following paragraphs to identify
weaknesses in UNIX for real-time applications with the
modifications required to address the real-time system. This
discussion is at a high level and the reader interested in
more in-depth treatment of the various functions is directed
toward the reference material .3456

Scheduler

The standard UNIX scheduler is a time-sliced scheduler which
runs processes in the run queue in a priority established by
the kernel. Unfortunately, the scheduler is extremely
democratic and adjusts process priorities in accordance with
the CPU usage history of the process giving higher priority
to those processes with low usage. This is exactly opposite
the strategy required for the real-time process.
Furthermore, standard UNIX does not permit preempting lower
priority processes by higher priority processes until the
process is blocked, run to completion or reached the end of
it’s time slice. Although an application can alter the



process priority using the nice(2) function, this does not
avoid the preemption problem. System kernel calls by low
priority processes can not be preempted and a high priority
process must wait until the call is complete.

Real-time extensions to UNIX require a redesign of the
scheduler such that any process on the system can have
exclusive use of all of the system resources and high
priority processes can preempt lower priority processes both
in the user and the kernel modes.

Interrupt and Event Handling

Interrupt and event handling is a crucial issue in many
real-time systems and vendors of real-time UNIX extensions
stress performance measures such as context switch
latencies. It is important that the system respond to a
request for service not only rapidly, but also with a
guaranteed maximum time. Because of a lack of preemption and
other features, standard UNIX is both slow and cannot
guarantee a bounded service time. It can be confusing to
compare performance figures for the service latency between
vendors because of differences in how the latency times are
specified. When a process requires service, the latency
depends on a sequence of operations and on the load on the
system. The service latency is illustrated in Figure 4 and
depends on the interrupt service time, the kernel preemption
latency, the context switching time and, finally, the
process dispatch code latency.

Total service latencies ranging from about one millisecond
to about ten milliseconds have been reported for real-time
UNIX extensions running on 68K and 386 processors. These are
impressive times for UNIX based systems but are a far cry
from the single-user dedicated operating system. Such is the
price of progress.

File Handling

File handling is a major task of the operating system and a
major deficiency of standard UNIX. UNIX has a bad habit of
scattering files all over the disk and requiring that all
file transfers take place through operating system buffers.
As a result, file transfer rates of less than 200 kilobytes
per second have been reported on machines as powerful as the
VAX 11/780.



A real-time UNIX must be able to provide contiguous files on
disk and to provide paths for direct writing to files
without kernel buffering.

Memory Locking

UNIX allocates memory to running processes and when more
memory is required it swaps processes out to disk. This is
also unacceptable for real-time processes and a common real-
time extension provides some mechanism for locking processes
in memory.

Inter-process Communication

The mechanism provided by UNIX for inter-process
communication relies on signals. Unfortunately the signals
are quite primitive and do not even identify the process
sending the signal. Proposed extensions provide a much more
capable inter-process communication mechanism.

Asynchronous I/O, DMA and Timers

In standard UNIX a process can be suspended while waiting
for an I/O request to complete. Real-time extensions are
required in this area to permit DMA transfers. The standard
UNIX timers have a coarse resolution and improved timer
resolution is also required.

POSIX AND PORTABILITY

In response to the desire to provide an operating system
interface and environment which permits applications to be
Aported@ from one computer to another, a committee sponsored
by the IEEE Computer Society created the POSIX IEEE Std
1003.1-1988 . The POSIX Standard defines the standard system7

calls shown previously in Figure 3. A simplified summary of
the system calls defined by the POSIX Standard is shown in
Figure 5. The standard system calls defined by POSIX can be
grouped into six general categories:

Process Primitives
Process Environment
Files and Directory Calls
Input/Output Primitives
Device and Terminal Functions
System Database Access and Miscellaneous



There are several important points which must be recognized.
First, POSIX does not define the kernel implementation.
Secondly, the current POSIX Standard is Aplain vanilla@ and
does not support any real-time extensions. Finally the
interface is defined only in terms of C language bindings.

The implications of the first two points are that POSIX
conforming systems will not currently support real-time
applications for the reasons cited for standard UNIX. The
IEEE Computer Society Working Group 1003.4 is currently
working on real-time extensions to address most of the
issues discussed previously. Two important issues which are
not addressed by the 1003.4 group are kernel preemption and
support for multiprocessors. Both of these issues are
extremely important for real-time applications. The POSIX
real-time extensions are not expected to be issued until
1991 and further extensions are expected to be required to
provide the real-time performance required of telemetry
systems.

The current POSIX Standard is defined in terms of C language
bindings. Working group 1003.5 has been chartered to provide
Ada language bindings. At the moment, the author is not
aware of any FORTRAN bindings for POSIX. Despite it’s age,
FORTRAN continues to be an important language for telemetry
applications and either POSIX bindings are required or mixed
C/FORTRAN or Ada/FORTRAN software will have to be developed.
Although it sounds almost trivial, the development of
FORTRAN bindings can lead to some interesting problems
because of the fundamental differences between C functions
and FORTRAN functions. Because C functions can either return
a value or be called like a procedure, deciding whether to
implement a FORTRAN call as a function or as a subroutine
can be a dilemma for the designer.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Standard UNIX is not ideally suited for real-time telemetry
applications primarily because of the design of the
scheduler, the file system and general I/O handling. The
current POSIX Standard does not address these issues,
however, the 1003.4 real-time extension will address many of
the important real-time deficiencies. The real-time POSIX
extensions will not address all of the issues even when it
is released and additional, proprietary extensions will
probably be required to provide adequate real-time
performance for many telemetry applications.



In the interim, real-time performance can be achieved for
many telemetry applications using UNIX based operating
systems with proprietary extensions.

It is very important for the user to understand that the
data acquisition portion of the software system is probably
not portable and requires rewriting for a new platform. The
user will, however, gain the important advantage of the
ability to port a large portion of applications programs
which do not call system specific real-time extensions. When
the POSIX real-time extensions are defined, a POSIX-
conforming system will be able to port an even larger
portion of the system software to a new platform.

Even with a fully compliant POSIX system with the real-time
extensions, real-time performance will vary from platform to
platform in accordance with the vendor specific kernel
implementation. When throughput performance is paramount,
the system design will most likely require a dedicated data
acquisition processor running under a real-time kernel and
controlled by a real-time UNIX with multiprocessor
extensions. A trade between performance and portability is
inevitable.

UNIX based telemetry systems are here to stay with the help
of real-time extensions. A portion of the software will be
uniquely tied to proprietary extensions to UNIX but a
greater portion of applications software will be portable.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will address the application of an end-to-end programmable PCM telemetry
system featuring a modular, programmable data acquisition and encoding system, and a
data analysis work station using an IBM PC compatible computer.

INTRODUCTION

The combination of a programmable data acquisition system with a transportable telemetry
work station is a revolutionary development in the field of telemetry. It enables the test
engineer to perform more efficiently and effectively, both in configuring a data acquisition
system and in acquiring the test data.

Together or separately, these two telemetry tools aid the test engineer in designing and
implementing data acquisition systems in a minimum time and for a minimum cost.

Using modular plug-in cards in a microprocessor based data acquisition system allows it to
be easily reconfigured and reprogrammed for use in the next test program, which decreases
capital investment and lead time. Furthermore, the design employs identical signal
conditioning cards for all applications, thereby eliminating the need for custom designed
signal conditioners.

Recent advances in microcomputer technology now makes it possible to perform real-time
telemetry data processing in a low cost, transportable, PC-based system. In addition to its
end-to-end system applications, the work station can function as a complete stand-alone
system for analyzing PCM telemetry data.



AN END-To-END PROGRAMMABLE PCM TELEMETRY SYSTEM

An end-to-end programmable PCM telemetry system enables the test engineer to
simultaneously define the frame format, channels, and system configuration for both the
encoding and the decoding systems. This eliminates compatibility problems, reduces the
time spent entering data, and eliminates time-consuming errors.

Additionally, the work station will automatically track any changes in the configuration of
the encoding system made during the course of the test program and will make
corresponding changes in the decoding system.

Fully automatic calibration in an end-to-end system permits rapid and accurate checkout of
installed instrumentation. As the programmable data acquisition system executes an
internal calibration sequence, the work station automatically performs gain checks and
linearity checks, and can automatically flag any channels that deviate from the user-
programmable performance specifications.

An end-to-end programmable PCM telemetry system can also greatly enhance the
operation of a data acquisition system through automatic format switching that allows the
user to alter the test parameters and frame format configurations on the fly. This permits
the user to maximize bandwidth and channel sensitivity for each specific test. Format
switching is initiated in the data acquisition system and is transmitted to the work station
through the PCM bit stream to the ground station, which then makes an identical format
transition to track the data acquisition and encoding system. This feature allows the test
engineer to switch from acquiring data on one set of parameters to another set of
parameters in a fraction of a second with no significant loss of data. For example, a flight
test engineer could perform two separate tests on a single flight with only one set of
instrumentation, greatly increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the flight test
program.

A PROGRAMMABLE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Individually, the various components of an end-to-end PCM telemetry system can be used
to enhance productivity and accuracy of testing programs. The modular, programmable
data acquisition system has three main benefits.



Figure 1. An End-to-End Programmable PCM Telemetry System

Reusable Components

Major test ranges are in a perfect position to take full advantage of the unique capabilities
of a modular, programmable data acquisition system. They can confidently purchase a
whole library of signal conditioning cards and several housings with the assurance of being
able to use them in a variety of future testing programs.

For each test, the hardware can then be selected from stock and configured with the
programming software, bypassing the laborious and time consuming tasks of either
designing and building the necessary data acquisition equipment or sending a new
specification out for procurement. Thus, stocking a library of cards and a set of housings
will allow the user to configure a new data acquisition system for a specific test in a few
hours instead of weeks or longer. The end result of this operation is a significant savings in
time, labor, and materials.

Flexible Configuration

On any major testing program, it is often difficult to precisely determine the test
parameters prior to acquiring the test equipment. All too often, the testing requirements
change during the course of the testing program, causing schedule delays while
reconfiguring, modifying, or purchasing equipment.

The programmable data acquisition system is based on a single bus architecture, with
identical housings and completely interchangeable signal conditioning cards. Setting up a
new configuration is then as simple as filling a housing with the appropriate cards,
downloading the correct program with user-friendly software, and turning on the power.



All major functions of the data acquisition system are programmable, so that system
configurations can be quickly created and modified, and multiple formats for a single
hardware configuration can be saved on disk and individually downloaded to the data
acquisition system within seconds. Additional parameters can be included simply by
adding more programmable channel cards. Such flexibility is highly useful in configuring
test data acquisition systems because it allows the test engineer to modify the data
acquisition system rapidly as test conditions and parameters change.

Small to Large Scale Testing

The configuration flexibility of a programmable data acquisition system makes it equally
suited for either small scale testing or large scale testing. For a simple test with a few
channels, the data acquisition system can be configured as a complete telemetry system in
a single housing, including signal conditioning and encoding. On the other hand, a large
scale testing application can take full advantage of the expandability of the data acquisition
system. For example, by using multi-housing and merge configurations, over 1000 fully
signal conditioned channels can be easily encoded into a single PCM bit stream.

760 SERIES HYBRID DATA MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Five features of the Metraplex 760 Series make it an ideal modular, programmable data
acquisition system: (1) rugged and miniature construction, (2) complete signal conditioning
and pulse code modulation (PCM) encoding in a single package, (3) modular and flexible
system architecture, (4) full programmability with user-friendly, menu-driven software, and
(5) complete automatic calibration of all analog channels.

Ruggedized, Miniature Construction

Vehicle and flight testing require a data acquisition system that can operate accurately
through extreme temperatures and shocks. Surface-mount and thick-film hybrid technology
make the 760 Series very compact, and the solid aluminum housing with Mil-Std
connectors provide a ruggedized system for use in high-environment settings. The
complete system is approximately the size and weight of a brick and has been
environmentally qualified for extremes in temperature, shock, and vibration. The majority
of the system is manufactured on multi-layer printed circuit boards using surface-mount
technology while other components, such as the programmable low-pass filter and
amplifier on the Programmable Channel Card, are manufactured on a thick-film hybrid
substrate.



Complete Signal Conditioning

For simplicity as well as environmental considerations, the 760 Series is designed as a
complete microprocessor-controlled data acquisition and encoding system contained in a
single housing.

Each housing features 16 identical slots for signal conditioning cards and a PCM encoder
consisting of a microprocessor card, a PCM output card, and an analog to digital converter
card (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Single Housing Configuration

A full complement of signal conditioning cards are available. The basic card is the
Programmable Channel Card, which features plug-in signal conditioning modules for all
standard transducers. Each Programmable Channel Card also has an individually
programmable transducer excitation power supply.

Other signal conditioning cards are available for multiplexed analog and digital signals,
synchro/resolver signals, and frequency signals. The standardized bus architecture of the
760 System has greatly simplified the development and implementation of additional signal
conditioning cards for specific customer data acquisition needs.



Modular and Flexible System Architecture

Expanding the data acquisition system is easily implemented by interconnecting two or
more housings, using either the multi-housing configuration or the merged PCM
configuration.

The multi-housing configuration features a single microprocessor controller with a
completely digital interface between housings. Control and data links provide simple and
accurate operation of up to eight housings.

The merged configuration can be used for systems that require higher bit rates, even larger
numbers of signal conditioned channels, or greater distances between encoders. It is
designed to combine multiple serial PCM streams into a single PCM stream. Since each bit
stream can be produced by a multi-housing system, the total number of signal conditioned
channels available in this configuration is quite high. Another advantage of the merge
system is that the possible distances between the individual acquisition and encoding
systems are greatly expanded through the use of serial PCM data transmission.

Fully Programmable

To fully utilize this level of hardware flexibility, the configurations of the 760 Series
Hybrid Data Measurement System are done almost entirely in software. The HDMS
Software is a user-friendly, menu-driven software package that allows the operator to
program the signal conditioning parameters and the PCM encoding format. System
configurations are created on an IBM compatible computer and downloaded via an
RS-232 link to the 760 System where they remain stored even without power.

Each Programmable Channel Card provides individual programming control over the
following signal conditioning parameters: pre-sample filter cutoff frequency, excitation
voltage, amplifier gain, and amplifier offset.

The PCM encoding format includes the following programmable parameters: bit rate (with
automatic pre-modulation filter adjustment), output code, parity, and frame format. The
length of the frame format is fully programmable and any channel can be assigned to any
location in the frame in order to optimize the sample rates for maximum bandwidth
efficiency.

Complete Automatic Calibration

The 760 System is able to perform an internal five-point calibration of all analog channels,
and may be initiated either by a single command line or by the HDMS software. The



calibration system fully compensates for all gain and offset variations in each individually
programed channel to produce a true transducer substitution calibration. This rapid five-
point calibration system can be used to quickly check out the data acquisition system
before performing the test and acquiring data.

PC-BASED PCM TELEMETRY WORK STATION

Airborne Monitoring

The small size and portability of a PC-based telemetry workstation make it ideal for use as
an airborne monitoring station for telemetry data. Not only can it provide the on-board test
engineer with real-time monitoring of telemetry data, but the workstation can supply quick
analyses of the data while the test aircraft is still in flight. With these tools, the test
engineer can make immediate decisions concerning the current flight test, contributing to
more accurate and more effective testing.

To enhance this application, the work station is readily available in a ruggedized
configuration that is rack-mountable and capable of withstanding the high environment of
the typical flight test aircraft.

Off-Site Testing

Frequently, to obtain the required environmental setting or security, it is necessary to
perform vehicle testing away from the usual data reduction facilities. The usual procedure
for such testing involves recording the data on analog or digital tape and sending the tape
to the data reduction facilities for processing. This procedure involves a great deal of time
in shipping the tape, analyzing the data, and returning the analyzed data to the test site.
Occasionally, serious problems in the data acquisition system are not detected until the test
has ended and the data analysis has begun. It is then necessary to repeat the entire test.

It would be far more efficient to be able to perform some basic data analysis at the test
site. The same ruggedized configuration can also be used for off-site testing.

DRAWS PCM TELEMETRY WORK STATION

The DRAWS Data Recording and Analysis Work Station is a complete PCM telemetry
work station designed around the IBM PC/AT architecture. This microcomputer based
system provides the test engineer with a portable, low-cost PCM telemetry analysis tool to
be used for configuring end-to-end telemetry systems, real-time monitoring of analog and
bilevel data, digital data recording, and quick-scan viewing and analysis of captured data.
In short, the PCM Telemetry Work Station is designed to perform the basic functions of a



PCM Telemetry ground station in a more portable, less expensive, and more flexible
package.

Hardware

The work station has both hardware and software components designed specifically for the
telemetry field and operates on a IBM PC/AT compatible microcomputer. The front end of
the system is a small, high-performance, portable decommutator that contains a bit
synchronizer, a frame synchronizer, and a parallel interface to transmit the acquired data to
the work station. The microcomputer system is based on a state-of-the-art Intel 80386
microprocessor running at high clock speeds. In addition to the decommutator, the
workstation includes uniquely developed IBM PC/AT compatible bus cards that handle the
parallel interface with the decommutator, perform preliminary decoding of the data stream,
and store selected data in the on-board memory.

Software

The data entry component of the software is designed to allow the user to quickly define
frame formats and the individual data parameters. Easy menu-driven screens help the user
to program the decommutator and define each analog and digital parameter. Other menu-
driven screens allow the user to define trigger points for activating the data capture
memory. Context-sensitive help screens exist for every operation, providing the user with
the appropriate explanation at the push of a button.

The software also features full-color display screens enabling the user to visualize data
quickly and effectively. The work station software displays real-time data for monitoring
of analog and digital channels and captures data in memory for rapid reviewing, storage on
magnetic media, or detailed computational analysis including magnitude fast Fourier
transforms and digital filtering of data.

The software displays analog data in both a meter-like line-marker display and a scrolling
waveform display; digital data is displayed as one of its two possible states, with user-
definable function names. Quick-scan viewing allows the user to scroll both forward and
backward through the captured data and to manipulate the data for more precise analysis
by expanding the time scale, scaling and offsetting the data. The work station software
displays are meant to allow the user to immediately understand and interpret the data.



 Figure 3. DRAWS PCM Telemetry Work Station

Flexibility

The IBM PC compatible hardware platform is particularly useful in this application, as
opposed to a custom-designed machine, because there are numerous hardware and
software packages already available to allow the user to expand and customize the system.
For instance, a network interface card can be added to the DRAWS Work Station for
high-speed data transfer to other computers for more intensive data analysis or for use on a
local area network of work stations. It is also possible to add an external or internal hard
disk drive with removable high-density cartridges for storing large quantities of acquired
test data. Additionally, the DRAWS software includes translation software to transfer the
acquired data into standard formats for use with the myriad of data analysis packages that
are available to run on MS-DOS microcomputers. All of these customizations and
expansions are possible because the workstation is designed on the ubiquitous IBM
PC/AT architecture and are able to take advantage of the well established base of available
PC hardware and MS-DOS software.

CONCLUSIONS

Technology makes complete end-to-end telemetry systems possible now, and the hardware
required to complete this is already available. In the past decade, personal computers have
been used to enhance productivity in many fields. Personal computers are now able to
increase productivity in the field of telemetry through the use of end-to-end programmable
systems. The true value of these systems is in the software support and ease of use. The



application is new and many advancements will be made as users gain experience to
further increase the capabilities of these systems. These systems demand a new way of
thinking—traditional data acquisition, collection, and analysis delineations are not able to
take advantage of the advancements possible with end-to-end systems. A larger, systems
approach must be taken towards these new telemetry systems to use them to their fullest
abilities.

 



Research of Diversity Receive for Re-entry Telemetry System
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ABSTRACT

This Paper is based on results of radio signal propagation tests that are performed on
sea and ground. Other test results also are referred. Practice of polarity diversity. space
diversity and frequency diversity used for re-entry telemetry system is discussed briefly.
The achieved effect and existing problems in using diversity technology is analyzed.
Finally, the diversity technology is evaluated with respect to engineering.

FORE WORD

Several problems hereafter in designing channel must be solved in order to receive
telemetry signal from re-entry spacecraft reliably.

1. During re-entry spacecraft flight, attitude changing and rolling causes fluctuation and
fading of radio telemetry signals.

2. In the case of receiving signal from far distance and low height the multi path effect
causes fluctuation and fading of radio telemetry signals.

3. Because the transmission antennas on the re-entry spacecraft are limited by size and
weight, it is impossible to make direction of a antenna uniform and all-directional. It
causes fluctuation and fading of telemetry signals.

4. Because it is impossible that transmission antenna on re-entry spacecraft is perfectly
lineal and circular polarization. polarization loss should be considered and proper
treatment should be taken in designing ground receiving.

As mentioned above diversity technology is taken in designing ground telemetry
receiving. It consists of polarity diversity, space diversity and frequency diversity.
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POLARITY DIVERSITY

Generally, telemetry antenna of re-entry spacecraft is lineal polarization. Right-handed
and left-handed circular polarization antennas are used as receiving antenna in ground
telemetry station.

The ground station is able to receive two types of radio telemetry signals that their
polarizing is opposite simultaneously. Synthesis with maximum signal to noise ratio is
made before decoding. About 3db improvement on signal to noise ratio should be achieved
theoretical.

Improvement has been proved by transmission test [1] at sea and ground. About
2-2.5db improvement is achieved, because it is impossible to make two receiving channels
same exactly and to add two signals in perfectly same phase.

Because of the effect of channel changing on signal, one signal may be bad, another
may be good. In this case the good signal channel should be taken separately rather than
synthesizing simply [2].

During spacecraft flights, attitude changes, right-handed and left-handed circular
polarization signal strength received ground changes periodically see figure 1. 2. 3. [2]

Because the receiving antenna has been in the situation of low elevation in the case of
receiving signal from far distance and low height, the signal is weaker. Polarization fading
makes fluctuation of signal very observable because of the affect of multi path effect. 

Using polarity diversity, effect is very observable.

Specially at sea, the more effective the sea wave, the more observable the multi path
effect, therefore, taking polarization diversity is necessary.

As mentioned above, taking lineal polarization antenna and polarization diversity in the
case of receiving signal from far distance low height and special channel, is very useful.

SPACE DIVERSITY

With respect to telemetry ground station, changing and fluctuation of telemetry signal
strength caused by multi path effect. It makes signal weaker and blank signal severely.

This multi path effect is observable specially at sea. Sometime it fades more than 10
times. In general it fades more than 5 times [1]. In order to overcome the effect of multi
path effect, space diversity is taken.



According to results of tests [1], [2], du-diversity receiving antenna is used. The
improvement about 5 db is achieved.

FREQUENCIES DIVERSITY

Generally, attitude of spacecraft changes isotropic antenna is required for spacecraft in
order to improvement of reliability of telemetry ground station. But it is impossible that
antenna is made as isotropic antenna because several limits exist. During spacecraft flight,
turning around and rolling may lead that the ground station align blind area and blanking
telemetry signal severely.

In order to overcome as mentioned above, it is taken in spacecraft that a transmitter
with two frequency operates simultaneously. In this way faults results from antenna pattern
can be cancelled. At same direction one antenna pattern may be bad, another may be good,
they trade off each other. Reliability of radio frequency system is improved.

CONCLUSION

With respect to engineering, there are three types of diversity receiving technology in
design re-entry telemetry system. While each has a unique and distinct role. Selecting and
using them is according to different requirement and based on important of telemetry
signal.

Sometime, one type of diversity is selected, sometime three types of diversity are
selected simultaneously in order to improve reliability of telemetry system.
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ABSTRACT

NASA’S Space Station Freedom and the Earth Observing System, due to be operational in
the mid-1990’s, will provide scientists the vehicles to deploy an unprecented number of
data producing experiments, including advanced imaging instruments with high spatial and
spectral resolution. Peak down-link data rates are expected to be in the 500 megabit per
second range, and the daily volume of science data could reach 2.4 terabytes. Such
startling requirements have stimulated development efforts in high rate on-board recorders,
and inspired an internal NASA study to determine if economically viable data storage
solutions are likely to be available to support the ground data transport segment. This
paper summarizes the mission and system drivers for telemetry data recording and storage
capabilities, and provides an overview of NASA efforts to prototype advanced storage
systems.

INTRODUCTION

The manned base and polar orbiting platform elements of the Space Station Freedom will
create a number of data storage and delivery challenges for flight and ground information
systems:

C operation of high rate imaging instruments in the 100 to 300 Mbps range;

C capture of high resolution video at high frame rates for microgravity experiments;

C near-real-time delivery of data for telescience operations;

C data driven operations, based on variable length packets embedded in fixed length
transfer frames;



C on-board reconfiguration of experiments, requiring adaptation of telemetry
processing operations; and

C operation of platforms over a long lifetime.

The storage subsystems and technology needed to meet these requirements are dependent
to some extent on the architecture of the end-to-end information system and on specific
storage functions within the system architecture. The data transport system from
spacecraft/platform to the final archive destination is simplified in Figure 1. With the
operational Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), on-board storage is
primarily required to buffer data during periods of TDRSS link unavailability due to the
Zone of Exclusion and scheduling conflicts in servicing multiple spacecraft. Ground
processing involves capture, staging, and routing of data streams from multiple spacecraft
to the appropriate mission data handling centers. Additional processing stages are required
to eliminate artifacts introduced in the space-ground link (e.g., reversed data from tape
recorder playback, duplicated data from handover between TDRSS spacecraft) and to
convert telemetry units to scientific data, merging orbit/attitude and other ancillary data.
Recording functions are required at each stage of this system for link buffering, data
capture, rate conversion, working storage, and data delivery. Using projected mission
manifests, analysis of worst case data flows from alternative architectures, and data system
models, performance requirements have been estimated for classes of storage devices to
determine the technology options. Figure 2 represents these storage functions and the
storage media alternatives for each.

ON-BOARD STORAGE

The primary applications of on-board data storage to date have been buffering of
instrument and engineering data during periods when the spacecraft is not within line of
sight or within scheduled support periods of ground tracking stations or TDRSS. On-board
tape recorders have provided reliable service for what has been primarily a sequential
access problem. However, the higher data rates produced by future imaging instruments
will result in longer delays in playing back engineering data and other instrument data,
possibly impacting experiments being operated in an interactive “telescience” mode or
those requiring near-real-time data delivery for correlative field observations. Figures 3
and 4 show the results of a discrete event model of Earth Observing System payload data
flows through the on-board recorders, with link availability based on orbit models of the
ZOE and on shared link schedules. Figure 3 shows the storage used vs. time for one of the
four tape recorders, with the peak capacity used at approximately 250 gigabits. Figure 4
shows the latency vs. time for three low rate payloads. In each case, delays of up to 100
minutes are routine.



In addition to the recording latency, high data rate instruments will complicate the reversal
process on the ground for tape playback. For these reasons, NASA’s Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology has been sponsoring the development by Langley Research Center
and GE Aerospace of the Space Optical Disk Recorder, a storage subsystem based on 160
gigabit erasable optical disk units, each capable of operating at 300 M bits per second (1).
In order to meet link buffering needs of moderate rate instruments, NASA’s Office of
Space Operations is investigating the ruggedization and radiation hardening of 5-1/4"
optical disk devices (2).

Other trends indicate future needs for direct access recorders on-board. The increasing
complexity of science instruments will require on-board storage for control processor
programs, calibration data, and, potentially, working storage for on-board processing to
reduce downlink bandwidth in routine monitoring operations. Higher levels of autonomy in
spacecraft systems and robotic exploration and servicing will require storage of knowledge
bases, reference maps, and schematics. However, the advantages of direct access
recording must outweigh the contribution of science instruments also competing for the
increased power and mass required when compared to tape recorders (3).

GROUND TRANSPORT RECORDING

Storage systems for data capture, buffering, processing, and delivery on the ground (4)
may be categorized as:

First In-First Out (FIFO) Storage - Very high rate capture of large data volume to
protect against data loss due to system or communication line outages (System Outage
Protection and Line Outage Protection in Figure 2).

Fast Random Access Storage - High speed block addressing of telemetry frames and
packets to support reordering and reversal of playback data in Level Zero Processing
and to buffer data bursts for transmission over lower bandwidth communication links
(Rate Buffer and Working Store in Figure 2).

Slow Access with Staging - Hierarchical storage providing moderate (10’s of
gigabytes) direct access storage for scheduled or demand delivery of experiment data
and extremely large volume off-line storage for reprocessing requests or for media
transfer to processing centers and archives (Deferred Delivery in Figure 2).

(Note - Long term storage systems and media for archives are not considered here.)

Based on projected mission manifests and data rates, worst case requirements were
developed for the these three storage architecture functions. The data rate vs. capacity was



plotted for 2 years, 1996 and 1998, at which the mission data rates are expected to reach
new plateaus, and the rates vs. capacities of alternative technologies and storage devices,
again for each function category, were plotted on the same chart. Specific devices were
considered if their performance was within a reasonable factor of the data rate and volume
requirements, such that the requirements could be met through multiple devices. The
capability of future devices was based on vendor projections, however an additional period
of at least 4 years was added to allow for technology maturity and system integration. The
results of the analysis are shown graphically in Figures 5 through 7 for the sequential, fast
access, and slow access with staging functions, respectively. Requirements for key years
are shown as squares on the peak data rate vs. volume plot. Selected subsystems and
projected year of availability are plotted with vectors drawn to the appropriate
“requirement” year based on projected development time. Each vector is labelled with the
number of drives and/or media units needed to meet the requirement (assuming operation
of parallel drives to meet data rate requirements).

The analysis indicates that the D-1 digital video cassette technology appears to be the most
promising for data capture, line and system outage protection, large volume operations,
and data delivery. It also indicates that parallel disk farm systems are the most promising
at this time for high rate Level Zero Processing working storage and rate conversion
operations. Based on this analysis, a prototype data storage system for meeting the high
rate data capture operations for the Space Station Freedom era is being developed. In order
to meet initial 150 Mbps data rate of a TDRSS I or Q channel, telemetry frames will be
written in parallel across two disk farms through a high performance “data mover” card
based on semi-custom VLSI devices (5).

Discrete event modeling of the end-to-end system is continuing as the designs of the
various Space Station Freedom era information system elements evolve from concept to
detailed definition. Trade-offs with communications costs will be a major factor in the final
storage configuration. For example, Figure 8 shows the data storage utilization modeled at
the Data Interface Facility (Figure 2) assuming one of six communication links in the
model is buffered to reduce the maximum rate to 50 Mbps. The result is a maximum buffer
size requirement for the modeled mission data sources of 80 gigabits (10 gigabytes).
Similar analyses are being performed for the more demanding Level Zero Processing
working storage functions.

CONCLUSION

Current projections of Space Station Freedom era science mission data rates vs.
technology trends indicate that media and storage devices will be available to meet the
data transport challenge, however relatively large configurations of parallel devices will be
required to meet peak data rates. Opportunities exist for further improvements in on-board



storage systems to allow priority delivery of near-real-time and engineering data and to
avoid the need for some ground processing operations.
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Trends in Recording Capabilities For The ‘90’s’

J.H. Hoover
GE Aerospace

ABSTRACT

As sensor bandwidths increase and the amount of information
gathered increases, higher capacity storage devices will be
required as well as increased capture/transmission/reproduce
data rates.

Both collection/capture sites (with more sensors and wider
bandwidths) and link receive/distribution sites will need to
be upgraded to accommodate high transmission rates, provide
rate matching for capture/dissemination/processing and
provide higher capacity storage. These trends and recorder
solutions are forecast as natural evolution of the state-of-
the-art. Extended performance (high data rate/high capacity)
tape recorders will be discussed as applicable to satellite-
to-ground communication, space platform experimental data
gathering, reconnaissance, ASW sonar, radar and data
processing systems.
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High Performance Optical Disc for Future
Telemetry Applications

Oliver Bessette
GE Aerospace

ABSTRACT

Ge Aerospace is developing three classes of optical disk
devices for future telemetry applications.

SpaceSTORE is a 10 GByte, dual port, rewritable magneto-
optic disk drive. Each port suppports continuous write or
read at 150 Mbits per second, with an aggregate data rate of
300 Mb/s per drive. One drive and two controllers will be
packaged in a total volume of one cubic foot. Drive and
controller modules are configurable in groups which are
slaved by Group Controllers to provide single port data
rates up to 1800 Mbits per second and capacities up to 1012

bits. Typical applications are Space Station, Polar Orbiting
Platforms, Mars Rover, and ground support operations.

DuraSTORE is a 5 GByte, rewritable magneto-optic disk drive.
It is a single port device and supports continuous write or
read at 25 Mbits per second and burst I/O at 50 Mb/s. The
drive and SCSI controller will be packaged in a MIL-E-5400
5.6 cubic foot rack mount enclosure. The rewritable double
sided (10 GByte total) disks are in cartridges, and are
removable. A companion 10 disk mini-jukebox provides 100
GBytes capacity and 10 second access. Typical applications
are real time signal capture in RC-135 aircraft and C  and3

image mass storage data bases in van and shelter mobile
computer systems.

UltraSTORE is a 2.5 terabyte archival disk jukebox. It
utilizes double sides disks with 20-25 GByte capacity each.
I can be configured with 1-3 drives, each operating at data
rates (options) from 25 Mbits per second to 1 Gbits/second.
Typical applications are ground telemetry data bases, mass
storage libraries, and file servers.
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HIGH DATA RATE DIGITAL RECORDING
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ABSTRACT

In order to satisfy future instrumentation data recording
requirements, the availability of high data rate recorders
with long record times is most desirable. Also, assurance of
commonality amongst the many users of these data requires
that any system designed be compatible across the user data
base. Hence, the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) has developed a tape format standard that will assure
commonality and exchange of data in an acceptable manner.
This standard also establishes data rate recording
requirements using a commercially available media in
cassette form that will satisfy the operational need.
DATATAPE is developing a recorder system that will meet the
ANSI requirements of the data format on tape, as well as the
data rate and record times implied by the standard. This
paper discusses the development of the tape format standard
and the design of the system that will fully comply with the
standard. Test data will be presented to verify system
capabilities. Additionally, DATATAPE’s progress in
developing a system that will comply with the similar
Department of Defense (DOD) tape format Standard, MIL-STD-
2179, will be presented, along with a summary of DOD
programs that require MIL-STD-2179 compliant recorder
systems.

Key Words: Magnetic Recording, Digital, Cassette, Data
Recording

INTRODUCTION

Sophisticated new DOD weapons and intelligence systems have
led to an increased need to use digital instrumentation
recorders. Tests of these new systems have resulted in the



need for increased telemetry data rates as well as the
desire for reproduction of the recorded tapes without
discernible degradation of the signals on tape. Higher
bandwidth requirements, for both analog and digital signals,
have made it necessary to utilize improvements in magnetic
recording technology beyond that normally used by the
telemetry community.

While past developments of the improved capability systems
have often been carried out with government funding, budget
restrictions have required the use of modified commercial
video products to meet the government’s needs. Examples
include the use of commercially available 8mm technology in
computer peripheral applications and the use of VHS products
for image recording.

Historically, advancements in telemetry data recording
occurred in small, incremental steps. The most significant
recent development has been DATATAPE’s introduction of
double density recording, which has led to a doubling of the
available record time for a particular bandwidth of
interest. Conventional longitudinal recording has reached
its limits, however. As higher frequencies are to be
recorded, the system head-to-tape speed must be increased.
In longitudinal systems, this can only be achieved by
increasing the linear tape speed. As this is done, the tape
tends to be lifted from the head due to the presence of a
layer of air between the head and the tape. Since signal
strength on reproduction decreases 55 dB for every
wavelength of separation, this problem becomes acute when
high frequency (short wavelength) recording is required.

To allow higher frequency bandwidth recording to be
achieved, rotary recording techniques must be used. Similar
in technique to methods used in home video recording, rotary
recording uses a slow linear tape velocity with a counter-
rotating head to achieve a high head-to-tape speed. The tape
passes over a drum, which houses the recording and reproduce
heads which are mounted on the headwheel located in the
center of the drum. The heads protrude from the drum, which
assures good head-to-tape contact. The low linear tape
velocity provides increased record times for an equivalent
amount of data.

Rotary recording can be done using either analog or digital
recording techniques. There are several reasons for the
increased use of digital techniques in both commercial video



and instrumentation recording. First, detection of a digital
signal can be done with lower signal-to-noise ratios (SNR)
as compared to analog systems. Second, extremely powerful
error correction schemes have been developed for digital
systems, allowing low bit error rates to be achieved. Third,
digital recording allows channel encoding schemes to be used
which minimize the dc content of the recorded signal. Since
the magnetic recording channel has poor response at low
frequencies, the channel code is able to optimize the
spectral energy of the signal to match the response of the
channel. Finally, the use of digital recording allows direct
interface with computer systems, which are often used to
analyze the recorded data. The low cost, size and power
requirements of digital electronics has pushed recording
technology in this direction.

The desire to use digital recording methods, while
capitalizing on commercial video products, has led the
government to increase efforts in utilizing the latest
developments in digital television recording. This paper
describes developments in the broadcast industry which have
led to high data rate instrumentation recording systems.
Tape format and other standards are presented which have
been developed to assure interchange capability. Government
programs which require the use of this technology are
listed. Finally, a family of recorders which has been
developed to meet these needs is described, together with
preliminary test results.

HIGH RATE DIGITAL RECORDING STANDARDS

The broadcast television industry has been using rotary
recording techniques since the introduction of the two inch,
quadrature scan machine by the Ampex Corp. A number of scan
formats have subsequently been developed, including several
used by consumers at home. An important aspect of the
commercial industry is the ability to duplicate recordings,
either for further distribution or to facilitate material
editing. Standard analog recordings tend to exhibit
degradation in picture quality after only four or five
duplications. This causes an economic problem for the users.
Therefore, the industry decided to develop criteria for a
digital video recording scheme which would provide improved
duplication capability through at least twenty copies,
without visible degradation.



Concurrent efforts were begun by the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) and the European
Broadcast Union (EBU) to develop a digital recorder standard
which would provide improved performance capabilities,
utilize a cassette and would be based on the use of a
component recording scheme, rather than the previously used
composite scheme. It was further recognized that any
standards developed should allow the use of the broadcast
machines in both the US and Europe.

The developed standards describe the tape to be used, the
cassette which holds the tape, the auxiliary track format,
and the helical scan format. Figure 1 shows the agreed upon
format. As can be seen, a 19mm tape format is used, with two
auxiliary tracks for time code and cue signals, one control
track, and four audio channels, located in the center of
each scan. While revisions to the standard are ongoing, it
is interesting to note that the standards were basically
agreed upon before hardware existed. The error correction
scheme is also defined in the standard, as well as
techniques to be used for error concealment. The scheme
selected was based upon use of a tape model which used best
estimates of the expected burst lengths which would be
encountered.

The overall data rate on tape, which includes video and
audio signals together with the necessary overheads, is
about 227 million bits per second (Mbps). This data rate is
significantly higher than that normally seen in the best
standard longitudinal recorders, which is typically about
100 Mbps for a 28 track system. It was soon recognized by
the government that this type of system could be adapted for
instrumentation applications. By building on the baseline of
the commercial recorders, development costs as well as
acquisition costs could be minimized. In addition, it was
assumed that the media would be widely available at
relatively low cost.

This development approach, however, has certain
disadvantages. The first is that the data rate, while high,
will not meet all the projected government needs. Commercial
video machines run at a fixed data rate while
instrumentation recording requires a variable data rate
capability, both during record and reproduce. In addition,
military equipment must often operate in hostile
environments for which the commercial machines would be
inadequate. Finally, the video industry can utilize error



concealment schemes since the viewer tends to integrate
errors in the image and the system itself can examine pixels
surrounding that which is in question and fairly accurately
predict what the erroneous pixels should be. Instrumentation
applications require error detection and correction, which
is technically a more difficult problem.

To take advantage of this commercial technology and to
assure interchange between various manufacturers’ recorders,
two separate standards groups became involved in the
development of instrumentation standards. The two Standards
which have been prepared, ANSI X3B.6 ID-1 and MIL-STD-2179,
are similar in most respects but differ in one significant
aspect, namely, azimuth recording. We will first describe
the ANSI Standard and then differences in the military
Standard. The footprint on tape described in the ID-1
Standard is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the
footprint is very similar to that of the broadcast machine,
except that the audio channels in the center of each scan
have been removed and a continuous data scan is substituted.
Also, azimuth recording is used, whereas the broadcast
standard calls for a zero azimuth angle with guard bands
between each scan.

Since no machines were available to acquire test data at the
time the standards were prepared, the ANSI Working Group
decided to use azimuth recording based upon both theoretical
analyses and from data obtained from other helical scan
instrumentation recorders. Both the data and the analyses
indicated a two-to-one margin in mistracking error by the
azimuth method over the non-azimuth. When the changes in
dimensions of the scanner and tape over the typical range of
operating conditions were examined, it was clear that this
advantage in tracking error would considerably enhance the
operation of the system. The use of azimuth recording is the
one major difference between the ANSI and the military
standard. All manufacturers represented on the ANSI Working
Group agreed to the use of the azimuth recording method.

Similar to the approach taken by SMPTE, the ANSI Standard
references the tape standard and the cassette standard. The
media used is a 850 Oersted, gamma ferric oxide. Although
higher coercivity media was available when the SMPTE
Standard was being prepared, it was decided not to use the
metal particle tape, primarily because its archival
capabilities are not known.



Three cassette sizes are described in the standards.
Dimensions of each size are given in Table I, together with
the length of tape in each cassette, total data storage
capacity, and the record/reproduce time available at a data
rate of 200 Mbps. Since the record/reproduce time is
inversely proportional to the data rate, the available time
would be halved if the data rate were doubled. It should be
noted that the standard describes both a 16 and a 13 micron
thick tape. At the present time, the thinner tape is not
commercially available, so all data in the table is based
upon the 16 micron thickness media. For comparison,
conventional HDDR longitudinal recorders use a 25 micron
thick tape. The ANSI Standard does not call out specific
data rates for the recorder, while MIL-STD-2179 indicates
that this class of machine should be capable of operation at
data rates of between 10 and 480 Mbps, although not
necessarily in one machine. As a comparison to conventional
longitudinal HDDR operation, it should be noted that a
single large cassette will be able to store the equivalent
of about ten reels of data recorded on a twenty-eight track
longitudinal recorder.

Table I - 19mm Cassette Characteristics

CASSETTE SIZE DIMENSIONS TAPE LENGTH CAPACITY RECORD TIME
(INCHES) (FEET) (BITS X 10E11) (MINUTES)

 Small 6.8 x 4.3   620 1.1 9.5

Medium 10.0 x 5.9 1,922 3.4 30

 Large 14.4 x 8.1 4,298 7.6 66

Note 1 - All cassettes are 1.3 inches thick.
Note 2 - Record time is given for a 200 Mbps data rate and

is inversely proportional to the data rate.

A Bit Error Rate (BER) of less than one error in 10E10 bits
is specified in the Standard. In order to meet this
objective, a Reed-Solomon error correction scheme is used.
The design of the error correction algorithm was based upon
the model developed by SMPTE to describe, as a function of
burst length, the probability of the occurrence of a given
size burst. The data to prepare the curve was estimated by
media suppliers and then assumed to be ten times worse. An
8/9 channel code is also described in the Standard which has
been designed to minimize the dc content of the recorded
pattern.



Except for the use of azimuth recording, the use of
randomization, and the allowable location of the control
track head, MIL-STD-2179 is identical to that of the ANSI
specification. Manufacturers, in order to satisfy both
standards, will manufacture scanners with different head
wheels. A switch will be included in the design to include,
when needed, the randomization feature.

DOD PROGRAMS

The two Standards described, namely the ANSI ID-1 and MIL-
STD-2179, have been used in the procurement of recording
systems for a number of Department of Defense programs.
Included are HIPERLON, the P3C-Upgrade IV, ATARS, JSIPS, and
the EO-LOROP system. These are programs for which contracts
have already been awarded. In addition, there are a number
of ASW programs for which a recorder meeting MIL-STD-2179
will be specified. These include both surface and sub-
surface vessels, as well as US and other NATO country
aircraft.

In addition to these specific programs, the Telemetry Group
of the Range Commander’s Council recently decided to
recommend incorporation of the ANSI ID-1 Standard into
Document 106-86, TELEMETRY STANDARDS. When this
recommendation is adopted, all 19mm rotary data recorders
used on instrumented ranges will be required to comply.

DCTR-LP FAMILY OF PRODUCTS

To meet the needs of the instrumentation recording
community, DATATAPE is developing a series of laboratory and
portable recorders which will meet the requirements of
either the ANSI ID-1 Standard or MIL-STD-2179. Each member
of this family of recorders will cover at least an 8-1 data
range on record or reproduce. The machines will basically be
identical except that the number of heads used on the
scanner will vary, depending on the highest data rate
required. Table II gives a comparison of the characteristics
of this family for two data rates, namely, 400 and 200 Mbps.
For comparison, the same characteristics of the SMPTE
broadcast machines are shown. Figure 3 shows a prototype of
this family of recorders.



Table II Comparison of SMPTE and ANSI Standards

SMPTE D-1 400 Mbit/s 200 Mbit/s
  DTTR    RECORDER  RECORDER 

DRUM DIAMETER (Inches) 2.95 2.95 2.95
WRAP ANGLE 257 256 2580 o o

AZIMUTH 0 ±15  or 0 ±15  or 0o o  o o  o

TRACK PITCH 1.8 (45um) 1.8 (45 um) 1.8 (45 um)
SCANNER RATE 149.9 173.1 173.1
  (Radians/sec)
NUMBER OF HEADS 4 8 4
TAPE VELOCITY (In/sec) 11.3 26.1 13
HEAD-TO-TAPE SPEED 1401 1632 1619
  (In/sec)
RECORD TIME (Minutes)
  D-1L 76 33 66
  D-1M 34 15 30
  D-1S 11 5 10
USER DATA RATE (Mbit/s) 179 400 200
TAPE DATA RATE (Mbit/s) 225 533 265
INSTANTANEOUS HEAD 79 94 93
  DATA RATE (Mbit/s)
LINEAR DENSITY (Kbit/in) 56 57 57
USER CAPACITY PER
  CASSETTE (Bits)
  D-lL N/A 7.9 x 10 7.9 x 1011   11

  D-1M N/A 3.5 x 10 3.5 x 101   11

  D-lS N/A 1.1 x 10 1.1 x 1011   11

SPEED/RATE RANGE Single Speed 8:1 8:1
CHANNEL CODE Randomized 8/9 DC FREE CODE FOR VARIABLE

NRZ SPEED. ANSI-ID-1 ALSO INCLUDES
RANDOMIZING

BER WITH ERROR 1 X 10  W/ECC 1 x 10  W/ECC (RS)-6   -10

  CORRECTION

The transport used in these machines is a modified broadcast
version. All signal electronics, however, are being
developed specifically at DATATAPE for satisfying
instrumentation data recording and retrieval requirements.

TEST DATA

As of Spring, 1989, no machines meeting either ANSI ID-1 or
MIL-STD-2179 had yet been delivered to customers, although
three US firms, including DATATAPE, were under contract to
deliver prototypes of such machines. One of the major
concerns was the correction scheme. In order to verify the
model, and to also demonstrate crossplay capability, tests
were made utilizing two of the systems which were under
development.



For these tests, scanners configured for 400 Mbps operation
were used, that is, each scanner had eight write and read
heads. The transports were capable of operation over an
eight to one speed range to handle data rates of between 50
and 400 Mbps. However, only a single channel was recorded.
The single channel data rate at the head, including
overhead, is 94 Mbps, which is equivalent to a total user
data rate of 400 Mbps if all eight channels are used.

Recordings were made on one machine at single channel rates
of 94 and 11.75 Mbps. They were then played back at a data
rate of 75 Mbps. On record, a pseudo-random sequence of 1008
bits was stored in memory. The sequence was sequentially
read out and written on tape. The reproduced data was
captured by a logic analyzer and stored in memory. A byte-
to-byte comparison is made to the recorded data to determine
that proper synchronization has been established. Byte-to-
byte and bit-to-bit comparisons were then made on one scan
every four seconds to determine the bit error rate.

The results of this test are shown in Figure 4. The data
indicate that the model meets the expected media performance
quite well. The data also demonstrate the ability to achieve
crossplay between two different transports and scanners, as
well as the capability to reproduce at data rates other than
the record rate.

It should be noted, however, that the test described
represents a limited sample of the available media. As
development continues, the database will be expanded to
media from more than one manufacturer and with more than a
single channel in operation.

SUMMARY

A new class of digital cassette recorders is under
development by a number of manufacturers. These recorders
are based upon a digital broadcast recorder, and are based
upon two standards developed by the American National
Standards Institute and the DOD. This development is unique
in that it represents the first time that standards have
been developed before any hardware existed.

When these machines are in full production in 1990, they
will offer new and expanded capabilities in terms of data
rates, bit error rates, and record time to the user of
instrumentation recorders. The use of a cassette will also



provide the user with improved media handling capability as
well as greatly increased volumetric data storage
capabilities.

Figure 1 - SMPTE D-1 Tape Format

Figure 2 - ANSI ID-1 Tape Format



Figure 3 - ID-1 Prototype Recorder

Figure 4 - Bit Error Rate Performance Compared
to the SMPTE Tape Model



AN AUTO-CALIBRATION SYSTEM FOR
A LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC RECORDER
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ABSTRACT

Multiple channel magnetic tape recording is often used for
signal analysis of intelligence and telemetry data. To
insure accuracy of the reproduced data, these systems
require frequent calibration and alignment. As the number of
tracks on these systems has increased, this task has become
more time-consuming. Even with a well-trained technician,
this task can take several hours at a minimum. To alleviate
this problem, we developed a system for performing this
calibration automatically. The implementation utilizes a
Fast-Fourier-Transform technique to analyze the output of a
pre-recorded signal on tape. The desired response, most
frequently defined by IRIG Standards, is stored in a look-up
table in the machine. The actual response is compared to
that desired, and, under micro-processor control, adjustment
made in the signal channel until an acceptable response is
achieved. A unique photo-resistor technique is used in the
signal path to control such parameters as gain and phase. A
description of the hardware system will be given, as well as
a description of the algorithms utilized for implementation.

Key Words: Magnetic Recording, Calibration

INTRODUCTION

Modern instrumentation recorders incorporate signal path
electronics which are both phase and amplitude equalized. It
is, therefore, necessary to measure the phase as well as the
amplitude response of the channel in order to obtain the
information necessary to provide proper equalization. The
Fourier Transform of the channel signal waveform yields both
the phase and amplitude information, i.e., the Asignature@
of the channel response. If, then, this channel Asignature@



is compared to the expected Asignature@ of a properly
equalized channel, error information in both phase and
amplitude is available for auto-calibration of the channel.
Just such a method has been implemented in a laboratory
recorder/reproducer system to perform the automatic
calibration of the system to meet IRIG 106-89 performance
specifications.

Calibration of a multi-channel instrumentation recorder/
reproducer system is both tedious and time consuming as well
as prone to calibration errors. Typically, a signal channel
has 7 adjustments, so in a 14 channel system one needs to
properly make approximately 100 adjustments.

By providing programmable adjustments on the signal path
electronics cards, a switchable signal source, a signature
analysis measurement system and a supporting microprocessor,
automatic calibration can be realized. A further advantage
of such a system lies in its ability to automatically
calibrate a reproduce only system using a suitable pre-
recorded signal.

CALIBRATION SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

The most difficult adjustments to accomplish are those
associated with the transfer function equalization or
shaping. Typically several controls are provided to shape
the amplifier transfer function to compliment the head/tape
transfer function resulting in flat amplitude response and
linear phase response. Such equalization controls are
effective over specific in-band frequency ranges. Therefore,
it would be desirable for the calibration signal to contain
information in these frequency bands. Typical amplitude
adjustment controls are effective at 1/10 band edge (BE),
2/3 BE, and BE; while phase adjustments are effective
between 8/10 BE and BE. The simplest signal that has
harmonic energy at the frequencies of interest is a 1/11 BE
square wave. Such a waveform contains harmonic information
at odd harmonic frequencies of the fundamental such that the
7th harmonic is at 0.6363 BE, the 9th harmonic is at 0.8181
BE and the llth harmonic is at BE. The fundamental of course
is at .0909 BE, i.e., approximately equal to 0.1 BE.

Other waveforms can be generated which would have harmonic
content at the desired frequencies. For example, certain
pseudo-random generated digital waveforms contain
appropriately related harmonic information.



In any case, the channel signal stimulus used for
calibration must contain harmonic energy of known
relationships preferably at frequencies where the
equalization controls are most effective.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION

The Fourier Transform of a signal waveform dissects that
signal into a series of harmonically related signals of
exact phase and amplitude relationship to each other.
Therefore, if a Acomplex@ waveform of known harmonic content
(such as the square wave) is passed through a system and its
resulting output harmonic content measured, one has the
signature (transfer function) of the channel. The channel
transfer function is calculated from the difference between
the Fourier Transform of the stimulating signals and the
Fourier Transform of the resulting output signal. It is this
transfer function that the equalization controls are used to
shape.

To equalize, or shape, the transfer function of a data
channel it is then only necessary to know the expected
Fourier Transform to a known complex stimulus.

THE CALIBRATION ALGORITHM

The basic calibration algorithm is as follows:

1. Stimulate the channel with a complex signal of known
harmonic content.

2. Measure the channel response to obtain the Fourier
Transform coefficients.

3. Compare the measured response coefficients to the
response coefficients of a properly equalized channel.

4. Use the error difference information to appropriately
adjust equalization controls, if outside the error
limits.

5. Repeat Steps 1 thru 4 until the response is within the
error limits of a properly equalized channel.

The time to equalize a channel using the Fourier Transform
Asignature@ measurement method is reduced over single or
swept frequency measurement methods because the Fourier



Transform simultaneously provides phase and amplitude
information at all the frequencies of interest. It is thus
only necessary for the controller software to solve multiple
simultaneous equations to develop the new control values.
For each iteration of the above algorithm, multiple control
values are adjusted rather than the control values being
iterated serially.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The auto-calibration system has been implemented in a modern
laboratory recorder, the 3700J shown in Figure 1. A block
diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. A programmable
signal generator provides a 1/11 BE square wave to be
recorded on tape. When reproduced, the signal is digitized
by a high speed AFlash@ A/D converter and then analyzed by
means of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The Flash A/D
converts the reproduced analog signal at 64 megasamples per
second with 9 bit accuracy. The digitized signal is stored
in a high speed random access memory (RAM) for subsequent
processing by a Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The DSP
implements a 128 point FFT of this stored digitized
representation of the reproduced signal.

A controller microprocessor is used to implement the actual
auto-calibration algorithm. The algorithm uses the ratio of
the appropriate harmonics to determine what adjustments need
to be made to the amplifier equalization controls.
Programmed into the algorithm is the relative control
interaction. That is, the algorithm solves simultaneous
equations to provide the correction for several controls
simultaneously. Thus, each iteration of the auto-calibration
loop outputs new control values simultaneously to the
interactive equalization controls. This markedly reduces the
number of iterations to calibrate.

As a further enhancement to the auto-calibration process, a
fast closure algorithm is implemented. This algorithm fits
the slope by using the last two data results to approximate
the slope of the control curve. Thus with successive
iterations the control curve slope is more closely
approximated in the vicinity of closure. Thus, the next
value calculated is a better estimate of the required value
to close. As a result even for the most non-linear control
curves encountered, closure is achieved in a maximum of
about five (5) iterations further speeding the calibration
process.



Figure 1 - 3700J Transport with Auto-Cal



Figure 2 - Auto-Calibration Block Diagram

The implementation of the control is done by means of an
optical control element, shown schematically in Figure 3.
This approach has the advantage of providing isolation
between the control signal and the optical potentiometer.

Figure 3 - Control Element Schematic



A user-friendly menu is used to guide the operator through
the calibration process. A key pad and display are provided
as shown in Figure 4. The menu allows the selection of
standard calibration parameters, such as those meeting IRIG
106, which are permanently stored in memory in the machine.
Alternatively, the system allows the operator to use
nonstandard calibration parameters, using the control
elements as electronic screwdrivers. If desired, the
calibration parameters for any session can be stored on an
optional removable memory element. This element has been
designed such that it can be stored within the hub of a
standard reel of tape, allowing shipment of the memory with
the reel if it is to be reproduced at some other location.

 Figure 4 - Auto-Calibration Display and Key Pad



Also included in the system is a CRT which allows the
operator to select from a variety of displays. Included are
the selection menu, configuration status, bar graphs of the
input and output signals, and waveforms of input and output
signals on specific channels.

The 3700 Auto-Cal system includes a built-in signal source,
allowing calibration to be carried out without the need for
additional test equipment. Since the system is menu-driven,
the procedure can also be carried out without the need for
manuals. The signal source can be selected to provide the
recommended square wave stimulus, or, alternatively, a sine
wave or pseudo-random signal.

The main system memory is contained in a non-volatile RAM.
Included is battery back-up to provide up to ten years
storage capability without power to the transport. When
power is applied, the battery is automatically recharged.

Remote operation can be carried out through either an IEEE-
488 or an RS-232 port. In addition, an RS-170 video monitor
port is provided to allow display of the CRT at some remote
site. An RS-232 printer port is also provided for use when
hard copy is desired.

CONCLUSIONS

A system has been described wherein automatic calibration of
a laboratory instrumentation recorder is achieved by means
of a Fast Fourier Transform. The FFT performs a Asignature@
analysis of the signal channel’s response to a complex
stimulus waveform. This technique provides all the phase and
amplitude information necessary to perform simultaneous
adjustment of the channel’s equalization networks, bias, and
record levels. The actual response is compared to pre-stored
values which indicate the desired response, and, under
micro-processor control, a photo-resistor is adjusted until
an acceptable response is achieved.

The system currently utilizes a square wave stimulus. Since
the control is done in software, it would be a simple matter
to modify the system if a better stimulus is found which
would give either a better characterization of the channel’s
response or allow a more rapid calibration to be achieved.
This approach insures that immunity to obsolescence is
provided.



In addition, the use of an operator menu allows calibration
to be carried out without the need for manuals, while the
built-in signal source allows the calibration process to be
done without the need for any external test equipment.
Capability to obtain a hard copy of the system’s
characteristics is also provided. The use of this auto-
calibration scheme significantly reduces the time required
for calibration. The rapidity also allows calibration to be
done at all tape speeds of interest, rather than using a
ratio technique as is done with some alternative approaches.

The system described has been designed in such a manner to
allow modification of systems already in the field to be
carried out simply by the addition of new circuit cards
within the present transport enclosure. It is believed that
this development represents a significant step in increasing
the efficiency of operation at test ranges.



Third-generation Advances in Thermal
Printhead-based Chart Recorders

Dave Gaskill
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ABSTRACT

A brief recap of the effect thermal printhead technology has
had on the common 8-channel strip chart recorder, followed
by a summary of second and third generation products and
their envolving capabilities. How these new instruments are
being accepted and used by telemetrists and ground station
managers who are faced with bigger tasks and shrinking
budgets. A study of how today’s telemetry professionals are
shaping the 8-channel recorders of tomorrow, and the new
capabilities they will bring.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a 1553 Muxbus Interface which can
acquire data, selectively, from up to 3 redundant busses and
process it for different airborne or ground test
applications.

The Interface is built using up todate electronic
technology in order to overcome the problems encountered in
1553 protocol decoding and to insure proper data integrity.

INTRODUCTION

Modern Aircraft testing requires data acquisition of
large quantities of parameters from airborne electronic
systems such as weapon delivery, navigation and flight
control. Generally these systems communicate through serial
links, using complex protocols such as the Mil 1553 and
require special equipment for data recording, transmission
and decommutation.

I.A.I. Engineering Test Center has developed a special
Muxbus Interface which can be connected to up to 3 1553
Muxbuses. Its main functions are: data reception and
protocol decoding, programmed data selection and output
formatting for various communication schemes.

SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

This interface can be configured to operate in various
applications, see figures 1 and 2A through 2C.

- As a slave unit to an existing PCM encoder



This configuration is suitable for Muxbus data
transmission or recording, after it has been merged with
data issued from various devices within a main PCM data
acquisition system.

- As a synchronous PCM stream for separate 1553 data
recording or transmission.

- As a universal PCM decom. type stream for data
acquisition and processing using a Telemetry Computer.

In the last two configurations, data can be selected
dynamically. This allows the playback of tapes, where Muxbus
has been recorded either during flight simulation or during
real flight tests. They can also be used for Avionics
Systems Integration and debugging, where the user is
interested in monitoring and analysing different sets of
data and requires fast setups between runs.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The block-diagram im fig.3 depicts the basic functions of
the Interface.

A 1553 Front-end is dedicated to each set of buses
(primary and redundant) and includes receivers, protocol
decoding circuits, a message preselection  Microprocessor
and a message dual port buffer.

The Front End uses a Z8000 16 bit microprocessor and
special gate arrays for protocol decoding. The
microprocessor uses preselection tables in order to filter
all unwanted messages. This is important for example, in the 
elimination of all the overhead traffic used in the polling
protocol.

The message buffer is a dual port memory accessible by
both the preselection and the message sorting
microprocessors. It is filled on a cycling basis, with the
first location always containing a command word. As part of
this process, an index register, pointing to the current
address, is continually updated.

MESSAGE SORTING MICROPROCESSOR (MSM)

The MSM, which is an Intel 80196 with 8k EPROM and 8k
RAM, tracks the message buffer pointer and locks on message



boundaries. Every command/status word is checked and if the
corresponding location in the look-up sorting table includes
a destination address, the current message is transfered to
the output buffer.

Sorting can be carried out using either a single command
word as a key or through a combination of a command and a
single data word. The latter type of data selection is used
to decode 1553B extended protocols, where a message is
identified by two keys: the command word and the first data
word in the message, which is used as a subaddress.

When the interface is used in the gated clock
communication type configuration, the sorting microprocessor
carries out word selection, in addition to message sorting.
Using a word selection setup in its shared memory, it only
sends selected parameters, from selected messages to the
output buffer.

Data Integrity is maintained by treating each message as
an indivisible unit during its transfer from the message
buffer to the sorting microprocessor and by disabling
interrupts during the transfer.

Messages selected by the message sorting processor are
stored in the output buffer at pretermined locations. Each
output message is structured as per fig. 4

Each message is preceded by an eight word header which
completely identifies the message, including the word count,
the bus origin(primary or backup), the mode command, the
transmit or receive status and any information about errors
encountered.

A 32 bit real time clock, with microseconds resolutions,
provides proper time synchronization.

The output buffer is composed of dual ported random
access memories accessed by the sorting microprocessor and
by the PCM interface and data is therefore available to the
PCM Encoder whenever it needs it.

PCM INTERFACE

According to the required application, either a slave or
master or PCM decom. interface can be used.



SLAVE INTERFACE

This option allows selected data stored n the output
buffer to be routed to a host master PCM encoder for
transmission and/or recording together with other types of
parameters. Data transfer is under control of the host
device. Different timing schemes can be accomodated
including the serial address/serial data format of the AYDIN
VECTOR PDS 7000 series or the gated clock/serial data format
adopted by many manufacturers of PCM encoders.

If the first approach is employed the host PCM encoder
can randomly address any location in the output buffer,
whereas using the other approach the output buffer is
emptied, sequentially, by the host device from the first
location to the last. In either case the interface requires
the PCM frame pulse as a command to the sorting
microprocessor to refresh the output buffer.

The Slave Interface is implemented using a serial to
parallel converter for the serial address input and a
parallel to serial converter for the serial data output.

If the gated clock type of communication is selected, the
output buffer is emptied using a sequential address from a
counter which is incremented by a derivation of the gated
clock, and reset by the frame pulse.

The bit rate for data transfer to the PCM encoder is up
to 1 Mbit per second.

MASTER INTERFACE

This interface was designed for applications where 1553
Muxbus data has to be transmitted/recorded separately, and
decommutated using standard telemetry equipment.

It includes a data formatter which empties the output
buffer sequentially to a FIFO, adding synchonization words
at the end of each frame. An internal timing circuit
provides the PCM bit rate and a generated frame pulse
interrupts the message sorting microprocessor, initializing
the output buffer refresh cycle.



PCM DECOM. INTERFACE

This option is similar to the master interface option.
The only difference is that data is outputted as parallel
words accompanied by both the word and frame strobes. This
simulates the output timing of a standard telemetry PCM
decommutation for processing by a host computer or data
handling using telemetry demultiplexers and displays.

The master and PCM decom. type interfaces output data to
external devices at up to 50 kwords per second (16 bits
words) with higher rates available if required.

SETUP/DISPLAY MICROPROCESSOR

The Master and decom. type interfaces use an Intel 8751
microcontroller for the the following tasks:

- Receiving setup records from an external device, through
an RS232 line.

- Passing this setup to the message sorting microprocessor,
using shared memory.

- Logging on selected data for local monitoring, using an
external device, such as a CRT or computer.

PACKAGING

The airborne slave/master versions are packaged in rugged
boxes as shown in fig. 5.

The ground versions can be assembled in rack mount units.

CONCLUSION

Aquisition and decommutation of data from the 1553 Muxbus
has become a major need in ground systems integration and
flight test of aircraft avionics systems. The 1553 Muxbus
Interface, described above, can be used as a versatile tool
to implement the data handling tasks required in these type
of projects. It uses state of the art technology in order to
insure proper protocol decoding and data integrity,
retaining the data formats and communication schemes well
known by PCM systems users.







FIG.3 1553 MUXBUS INTERFACE SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG. 4 STRUCTURE OF MESSAGE IN OUTPUT BUFFER
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ABSTRACT

The Telemetry Group of the Range Commanders Council has
provided suggested standards for transmission of telemetry
data. These standards were necessary to promote
compatibility of operational equipment at the respective
Test and Evaluation ranges.

For digital transmission, the applicable standards define
the frame and word formats necessary for range
compatibility. These standards were developed for
acquisition of multiple analog and bi-level signals and
provided a relatively straight forward means of developing
an aggregate, time-division multiplexed (TDM), serial, data
stream which includes the information necessary to
reconstruct the signals at the ground station prior to
analysis. The Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)
formats are, by design, periodic and form a matrix of
Awords@ which are preassigned to each and every signal being
encoded and transmitted. As all the original information is
continuous in nature, the encoder must sample each of the
channels in their proper sequence and place the sampled data
in it’s respecitve time slot.

This paper will address some of the buffering techniques
used to transmit data in an integrated IRIG format. We will
then address an alternate solution to transmitting computer
data for ground based analysis and processing, i.e.,
transmission of data using commercial type modems.



INTRODUCTION

Computer data offers a unique and sometimes complex
challenge when one tries to telemeter such data using IRIG
formats. Ideally, one would like to synchronize the encoding
process, i.e., the IRIG formating matrix position (time
slot). However, computer generated data is generally not
repetitive enough to permit such synchronization and
precludes simple insertion into an IRIG format. And, when it
is repetitive, the speeds involved sometimes make the
synchronization task difficult.

Synchronous Data

Synchronous data is usually generated by a computer or
processor which is providing for analysis of a sensor that
has a periodic motion to it, such as an image scanner.
Because of the periodic nature of the sensor and, therefore,
its processing algorithm, the data can be generated in a
known and periodic format. By providing a synchronization
signal to the telemetry encoder, the IRIG format can be
generated totally synchronous to the sensor and its data.
The data can then be buffered and properly inserted in its
assigned time slot.

Asynchronous Data

Asynchronous data can take many forms. It can be
generated as a continuous stream of data at a known rate,
but related to its own clock rather than that of the IRIG
encoder (correctly called isochronous). It can be generated
in bursts of data, at a known baud rate and known burst
rate, with a fixed number of bits or words in every burst.
Or, the burst rate may vary. Or, the number of words (bits)
in each burst may vary. Lastly, it may be truly
asynchronous, using start/stop data formats similar to the
old teletype machines.

SYNCHRONIZING FOR IRIG FORMATS

Single Buffer Synchronization

It is the authors’ belief that single buffer
synchronization should only be used in systems where the
data is generated synchronous to the encoder. As was
mentioned above, such synchronization can be achieved by
slaving the encoder to a timing signal which marks a



specific time with respect to the data being generated,
e.g., the beginning of a scanning event. Alternatively, the
encoder could generate a timing signal that would trigger
the data generator to send its data at the preset rate. In
either case, the data is stored in the encoder for a short
period of time so as to allow for the exact timing of word
insertion into the frame.

There are circumstances where single buffering must be
used for insertion of asynchronous data into an IRIG format.
For example, in a system where volume does not allow for
additional hardware necessary for other buffering schemes,
the single buffer must be employed. In this situation, a
dual-port, random access memory (RAM) is used and the buffer
(the RAM) is intentionally set higher than the write rate
(the rate at which the data is written into the RAM).
However, when the read rate is set higher than the write
rate, the read function will eventually catch up with the
right function and will then start reading Aold@ data. This
event must be flagged to the receiving computer or it may be
very confused by the this occurance. One usually tries to
insert an Aold data@ flag so the receiving computer can
ignore the information. This Aold data@ flag is inserted in
the RAM the first time the specific word is read for
transmission. This flag is usually an extra bit which is set
to one polarity when the data is first read into the RAM,
and over-written with the opposite polarity when the data is
read for transmission the first time. Alternatively, one
could write an extra bit as a ONE for one given block of
data and a ZERO for the next block of data, continually
alternating the polarity of this bit on a block-for-block
basis. This technique does not require the over-writing
previously mentioned and can, therefore, process data at a
faster rate. But, it is more difficult for the ground
terminal computer to reassemble the sequence of data
originally generated.

Double Buffer Synchronization

Double buffer synchronization utilizes two, full-size
equal, RAM buffers, the size being equivalent to one frame
of data. While the data generator is writing into one of the
buffers, the encoder is reading from the other. Once that
second buffer is empty of new data, the encoder switches
over to the first buffer and begins reading that data.



As with the single-buffer system, the read rate should be
designed to exceed the write rate so data is not lost.
Obviously, sooner or later the read function will empty a
buffer and not have a full one to which it can be switched.
At this point, a decision must be made to re-read the buffer
it just completed, allowing the other buffer to fill. When a
decision is made to allow a repeated read cycle, a flag must
be raised to inform the receiving processor that this
information is a repeat of that which was just received.
However, this flag need be only one bit per frame rather
than one bit per word as was required above. Usually, one
decides to use a bit within a word that is not fully
utilized, for example the subframe identification or a
partially filled bi-level word. For more robust signalling,
more than one bit per frame should be used, as a single-bit
error impacting that one flag bit could cause us to believe
a particular frame is a repeat when in fact it is not, or
vice-versa.

Triple Buffer Synchronization

Triple buffer synchronizaiton (Ref. 1) should be used
when the data generator is unpredictable. In this situation
the full message might appear in bursts with long breaks in
between due to the fact that the data generator has been
interrupted and is off accomplishing a higher priority task.
The three buffers are set up so that one is acting as the
source of data for the encoder, one is being loaded by the
data generator and the third is standing by waiting to
receive the next block of data from the data generator. As
with the prior discussions, the read rate must exceed the
write rate and a signal flag must be sent to indicate a
repeated block of information.

WHY SYNCHRONIZE AT ALL?

The above buffering techniques offer complex solutions to
a problem which is becoming more and more common. More
sophisticated vehicles and weapons have on-board computers
whose data gathering and decision making functions must be
monitored and verified during development tests. Also, the
more one uses the computer to achieve on-board processing,
the less time will be available for the computer to be
concerned with providing telemetry data in a format
compatible with a telemetry system encoder. Although the
above solutions achieve the desired goal, the expense
related to initial design engineering plus the cost of



assembling and testing the production systems might be
offset by an alternate solution, a separate transmission
link for the computer data.

From a cost trade-off viewpoint, one must consider the
cost of the added hardware required to interface the
computer with the transmitter, the cost of the transmitter,
and the cost of ground station equipment to reconstruct the
data for communicating with the ground station computer,
assuming the on-board computer does not have the luxury of
being able to generate the data in an IRIG compatible
format.

In other words, what technique or techniques can be used
to enable two computers to communicate in a simplex mode via
a radio frequency (RF) link? The solution is a digital-input
transmitter with a receiver/bit synchronizer combination at
the receive station. However , for low bit rates, a simpler
solution became obvious. The answer is modems.

MODEMS

The word Amodem@ is an acronym for modulator-demodulator.
It is a device which converts one form of signal to a second
form which is more compatible with the media to be used for
communicating the information. In today’s world of personal
computers, computer time-share terminals and computer-to-
computer communications, the modem has become a widely used
device for providing a means of digital communications via
telephone systems. Most digital communication is achieved
with devices called wireline modems. But, there are also a
significant number of limited distance modems available for
digital communications via a limited length of a pair of
wires.

Wireline Modems

Wireline modems, as the name implies, are designed to
communicate over hard wire systems. Specifically, they are
designed to operate within the telephone system hierarchy of
voice channels. The rates of these devices run in the 75
times 2  family of baud rates, that is, 300, 600, 1200,n

2400, 4800, and 9600 baud. Manufacturers have developed the
high rate modems using multiple modulation schemes,
generally combinations of amplitude and phase modulation.
Interestingly, they have been successful at packing the 9600
baud channel into under 3 Kilohertz of audio bandwidth.



These devices are rather expensive and need a communications
channel with a signal-to-noise ratio in excess of 25 dB to
provide error free communications. We will see in the
following discussion that although the wireline modem is an
interesting communicating tool, there is a less complex
device to be considered.

Limited Distance Modems

The limited distance modem (LDM) was developed to replace
the wireline modem when the communications channel was of
better quality than the standard voice grade line. This is
typically found in intra-facility computer systems where
communications is to be maintained over a distance of a few
thousand feet, and the media is a simple, dedicated, twisted
pair of wires. Some units are capable of data rates up to
19,200 baud and can be operated at any rate to that maximum,
even non-standard rates.

It was these simple characteristics that intriqued us, and
enabled us to consider the use of such simple devices for
airborne digital commmunications.

Although the LDM is designed for operation over wire, we
figured it should be just a capable of operating over a
radio link which had characteristics comparable to that of a
hard wire pair. We had to determine the bandwidth
requirements and signal-to-noise requirements for error free
communications. For the purpose of our investigation and for
the application at hand, we chose to look at one particular
unit. The unit we chose is manufactured by Gandolf Data,
Incorporated of Wheeling, IL.

The Gandolf Model mLDS 122 modem, called an asynchronous
mini local data set, is a small, inexpensive, commercial
device designed to operate at rates to 9600 baud. It
provides for limited, RS-232, digital, interface signalling
and is transformer coupled to the communications link on
both the send and receive side. These units are designed for
full duplex operation although we were only considering it
for simplex operation.

Initial investigation resulted in the realization that
the LDM is better suited for the standard telemetry
transmitters and receivers than was originally thought.
First, this particular LDM does not require dc coupling.
Second, the baseband bandwidth of the modulated signal was



approximately 20 kilohertz. Typical S-band and L-band
transmitters and receivers prefer to be ac coupled, thus
removing the effect of carrier shift. Also, intermediate
frequency (IF) bandwidths in these receivers are maintained
at 200 kilohertz or larger. Baseband bandwidth is usually
designed to be 0.25 times the IF bandwidth, or no less than
50 kilohertz.

In utilizing the LDM, we had one concern. How would the
LDM react during fades in the RF link? It quickly became
obvious there was no protection against such problems. After
all, how often does one observe a fade in copper wire?

We solved that problem by inserting a limited bandwidth
noise detector in the receive terminal. This noise detector
monitored the output of the receiver and when the noise
level in the 45 to 50 kilohertz band exceeded a
predetermined threshold, we forced the RS-232 signal Data
Carrier Detect (DCD) signal to indicate a loss of carrier on
the link, informing the receiving computer that the data now
being received is garbled and should be discarded.

The modified modem is depicted in Figure 1. The receiver
output signal is applied to the 600 ohm transformer input of
the LDM and, in parallel, to a high-impedance isolation
amplifier. The output of the amplifier is filtered by the
bandpass filter, the characteristics of which were nominally
47.5 KHz center frequency, bandwidth of 5 KHz, and a roll-
off of 12 dB per octave. The filter output was applied to
peak detector, with the output being applied to a threshold
detector. This threshold detector generated the above
mentioned DCD signal.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Figure 2 shows block diagrams of two, simplex, digital
data links. The upper block diagram, Figure 2a represents a
typical link for synchronous transmission of data. In this
implementation, the computer drives a digital transmitter
(dc coupled with integral pre-modulation filtering). At the
receive terminal, we have a standard receiver followed by a
bit synchronizer. The bit synchronizer, in turn, drives the
computer. Note, there is a limitation in that the computer
must provide a significant amount of data transitions to
maintain the bit synchronization. Alternatively, the
computer could transmit in a bi-phase format, but this
doubles the bandwidth of the transmitted signal.



Figure 2b represents a data link using the LDM
philosophy. In this application, the computer provides an
RS-232 data signal to the LDM along with a Data Terminal
Ready (DTR) and a Request to Send (RTS). The latter signals
are necessary as they are actually the source of power for
the LDM. The LDM transmits its Aanalog@ output signal via a
standard transmitter. The receiver regenerates the Aanalog@
signal and applies it to the LDM for subsequent regeneration
of the RS-232 data signal. At the receiver terminal, the LDM
must receive its power from the same signal lines, i.e., DTR
and RTS. If such signals are not available, they must
obviously be simulated by tying them to a dc source of
between six and 12 volts.

The advantage of this latter implementation if twofold.
The computer need not concern itself with data activity to
maintain bit synchronization, and any data rate to 9600 baud
can be transmitted without presetting any of the equipment.
(We mention a limitation of 9600 baud. This limitation is
only due to the specific device we selected. Subsequent
search of the industry has indicated that similar devices
are available with operating baud rates up to 56 Kbaud per
second).

The above discusses simplex links. With little addition
of hardware, a duplex link can be achieved. Reference
Figure 3. This implementation is representative of that
which one might find in an RPV or unmanned vehicle
application. By the addition of the additional transmitter
and receiver, and the two diplexers, the two computers can
converse in a full-duplex mode., i.e., both directions at
the same time. The rates and activity in both directions are
independent of each other.

LINK PERFORMANCE

We were confident enough in this LDM concept that we
proposed the use of a system, similar to that of figure 2b,
for simplex transmission of data from an unmanned vehicle to
a ground station. The vehicle contained several sensors used
to gather data up to 300 nautical miles from the ground
station. The planned mission for the vehicle was to fly to a
remote area, gather data, process the data and then climb to
an altitude which would permit line-of-sight transmission to
the ground station



The vehicle’s on-board computer was designed to provide
data for transmission for intervals of 30 to 45 seconds
after 15 to 20 minutes of data gathering. Because of this
burst mode of operation, and the low duty cycle required, a
transmitter power switch was implemented which responded to
the Request to Send (RTS) signal generated by the computer’s
RS-232 interface. Properly programmed, the computer was then
able to power up the transmitter a few hundred milliseconds
prior to data transmission.

The transmitted power was to be 40 watts, minimum. To
achieve this we used a 2 watt transmitter followed by a 40
watt, Class C, power amplifier. the intermittent carrier
from the transmitter allowed the power amplifier to cool
during the off cycle, thus, requiring a minimum of forced
air and conduction cooling of these units.

The receive unit was required to be on 100 percent of the
time, awaiting the data transmission. During the off time,
the receiver is at maximum sensitivity, and the FM detector
generates random noise. By measuring the out-of-band noise
we were able to detect the absence of transmission. Once a
proper carrier was received, the noise detector released the
Data Carrier Detect (DCD) line and the ground computer
started to read the data provided to it through the RS-232
data port.

The design requirements for the system were:

Range 300 NM
Altitude 10,000 feet
Link Frequency L Band (1.5 GHz, nomimal)
Antenna, Airborne Omni-directional
Antennae, Ground Omni-direcitonal and

Directional Helical (switchable)

A quick link analysis indicates the following expected
performance.

Transmitter power 46.0 dBm
Cable loss, Transmit Terminal -1.0 dB
Transmit Antenna Gain 0.0 dB
Path Loss -151.0 dB
Receive Antenna Gain (Helical) 12.0 dB
Cable Loss, Receive Terminal -1.0 dB
Receive Carrier Level -95.0 dBm



Noise (200 KHz IF BW) -121.0 dB
Receiver Noise Figure    4.0 dB
Noise at FM Detector -117.0 dBm

Carrier-to-Noise Ratio 22.0 dB
FM Threshold -12.0 dB
Link Margin 10.0 dB

The transmitter characteristics were selected so as to
guarantee a high quality signal at the receive LDM, even as
we approach FM threshold. At FM threshold, i.e., 12 dB above
the noise level of -117 dBm, we anticipated link
degradation.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The system described above was tested in the laboratory
by replacing the antennae with coaxial cables, directional
couplers and suitable attenuators to provide a calibrated
input to the receiver. Messages were transmitted from a
laboratory computer through the Adata link@ via its RS-232
port. The single computer port was used for both send and
receive signals. The link was also tested with a data an
analyzer, using its pseudo-random pattern generator to
establish quantitative bit-error performance. The bit error
measurements are tabulated below.

RECEIVER INPUT BIT ERROR RATE
(dBm) (TIMES 10 )-6

-102 0
-103 0
-104 0
-105 4
-106 138
-107 742
-108 3252
-109 12392

The system ran error free at -104 dBm carrier level. Thus,
the above asumptions and calculations were verified.

As a post script, the customer has flight tested the
above described system and has stated the link performed
flawlessly during all phases of the flight test program. A
photograph of this data link is included as Figure 4.



CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusion that can be presented is
the fact that modems, and specifically LDMs, can be used to
interface computers with RF data links. But, just as
important, maybe its time we stepped back and looked at the
requirement for telemetry transmission of computer data. is
a ruggedized LDM the solution to asynchronous, computer data
transfer for telemetry and communication applications in the
future?
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Figure 1, Full Duplex RS-232 Modem



Figure 2b, A Simplex Data Link Using LDMs

Figure 3, A Full Duplex Data Link Using LDMs



Figure 4, The Simplex LDM
            Data Link
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ABSTRACT

For nearly a decade U.S. Army Combat Systems Test Activity (USACSTA) has been
using computer based telemetry systems to acquire data in a variety of ground vehicles and
weapons systems. Three years ago the Advanced Acquisition and Analysis Through Year
2000 (A -2000) project was initiated with the goals of: providing instrumentation systems3

able to meet the demands of ever more complex weapon systems, increasing workload
capacity with no increase in the number or quality of personnel, and reducing the total test
cycle time for the customer. The methods selected to implement these goals were:
increased reliance on state-of-the-art computer technology, the use of standards for
operating systems, programming languages, networking, and interfaces, the use of
expert/knowledge based systems, and integration of all organizational computer resources.
This paper will describe the progress which has been made in all of these areas.

INTRODUCTION

Over ten years ago, U.S. Army Combat Systems Test Activity (USACSTA) initiated a
program to modernize its data acquisition and analysis capabilities. The primary goals of
the initiative were to:

a) Provide a data acquisition system which could meet the demands of increasingly
complex and technologically sophisticated test items.

b) Provide real-time information to test operating personnel suitable for test execution
decision making.

c) Reduce the requirement for highly skilled technicians to operate the data acquisition
system.

d) Reduce the time between completion of testing and preparation of the final report.



The concept chosen to accomplish these goals was to place a minicomputer at the test site
to control the data acquisition process and provide on-site analysis capability. The
minicomputer and associated data acquisition and analysis system are called a Test Site
Terminal (TST). The TST addressed the goals by:

a) Placing a major portion of system operation in the hands of the computer thus freeing
the operator from mundane details to provide more time for quality assurance.

b) Providing instant access to data to reduce post-test processing and eliminate costly
retesting.

The USACSTA data acquisition system proved to be very successful, as indicated by its
growth. In 1986, USACSTA had 28 minicomputer data acquisition and processing systems
of one type or another.

In the 14 years since the USACSTA’s goals were first formulated a great deal of progress
has been made. Test requirements that would have been impossible to address in 1974 are
now handled routinely. However, the goals expressed earlier remain as valid today as they
were in 1974.

The computational platform used in USACSTA’s original system was a 16 bit general
purpose minicomputer with a real-time operating system. Although this system was state-
of-the-art for the 1970s, it is no longer technologically current. More importantly, these
computers have run out of computational horsepower. Applications that are needed
immediately are not possible because of computer system limitations. So if the original
modernization goals are to be continued, a new computer system with sufficient power and
flexibility to meet the demands of the 1990s had to be selected and integrated into
USACSTA’s data acquisition and analysis base.

DESIRED COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS

All of USACSTA’s original Telemetry TSTs are built around an older series of
minicomputers. The reasons for selecting a single computer system type are:

a) To provide for hardware interchangeability.

b) To provide a large skill base in the operation of the systems.

c) To provide software commonality.



However, there are some problems with the single source computer solution:

a) The operating system used is peculiar to the computer system.

b) There is often a mismatch between the computer performance and the job
requirements.

c) There is no guarantee that the selected computer system will provide a growth path
for migration in future years.

Taking these factors into consideration and examining the data acquisition and analysis
needs of USACSTA led to the following computer system criteria:

a) Operating system vendor independence. Much of the nonportability of USACSTA’s
older software is related to the use of proprietary operating system and library
routines. A nonproprietary or a nonvendor specific operating system eliminates some
of this problem. The UNIX™ operating system most closely approximates this
requirement. According to Young and Manual (1987) the UNIX share of the
operating system market consists of 83 percent of technical work stations 75 percent
of superminicomputers, and 6 percent of all computers. UNIX is a proprietary
operating system, but it is licensed to a large number of vendors and has sufficient
market place inertia that it is not subject to control by a single vendor. This is
demonstrated by two recent movements: (a) a ruling by General Services
Administration that the Air Force specification of conformation to UNIX did not
violate federal competition rules (McCarthy (1987)), and (b) the ongoing effort by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) to develop a vendor
independent standard (Young and Manual (1987)). UNIX is quickly becoming a truly
vendor independent standard.

b) Real-time operating system. To acquire data at the rates required by some USACSTA
applications necessitates an operating system with real-time capability to avoid gaps
in the data. UNIX is not a real-time operating system; however, several vendors
provide UNIX with extensions which provide real-time capability. Unfortunately,
these extensions are not portable from vendor to vendor. But this is a better situation
than having a proprietary operating system. In addition, while the real-time extensions
are vital, they are not used extensively.

c) Standard programming language. A majority of the software developed by USACSTA
is written in some version of FORTRAN. Currently, FORTRAN77 is a standard
(American National Standards Institute) programming language available on many
computers. It provides a means of developing software which can be used over a



wide spectrum of machines and vendors. The availability of other standard languages
is also a consideration, but due to its strong input/output features and its engineering/
scientific emphasis, FORTRAN77 is the most important language requirement.

d) High-speed data acquisition. Data acquisition rates of 150,000 samples per second to
disk and 270,000 samples per second to memory are routinely performed using the
current systems.

e) Input/output interfaces. Several different interface types are necessary to connect and
operate the many different instruments used by USACSTA.

1. High-speed parallel. Sixteen bit input/output with handshaking for high-speed
control and data acquisition,

2. General purpose interface bus (GPIB) (IEEE standard 488). Industry standard
instrumentation bus used for medium speed control and data acquisition.

3. RS-232 serial interface. Industry standard communication interface used for
low-speed control and data acquisition.

f) Improved computational performance. Testing is sometimes slowed or delayed by the
computational speed of the existing system. Increased computational speed would
eliminate delays and provide the capability to perform additional functions.

g) Digital signal processing. Many tests require analysis using digital signal processing
techniques. Currently, these requirements are handled using an attached array
processor. The array processor performs digital signal processing much faster than the
computer can alone. It is anticipated that digital signal processing will become even
more important in the future, An integral array processor is preferable to an attached
processor.

h) Thirty-two bit processor. The processor address capability is related to the processor
word size. The older 16 bit word size severely limits program size. The 32 bit word
size should provide adequate address space for future growth.

i) Wide range of machines. The older system is built around a single computer. There is
no range of machines around which to build systems to meet a variety of performance
requirements. A range of machines from small desk tops to large multiprocessor
configuration is desirable.



j) Multivendor networking capability. Interconnecting computers from various vendors
is essential in many instances to facilitate data transfer or increase computational
performance. The availability of a standard networking scheme guarantees ease of
connectivity.

CURRENT SITUATION

Over the past three years many actions have taken place under the Advanced Acquisition
and Analysis Through the Year 2000 (A -2000) umbrella. Efforts have been directed3

toward establishing vendor independent data acquisition and processing systems. During
this time 12 UNIX based Vehicle Performance Recorder Data Retrieval Systems,
4 Telemetry Test Site Terminals (TTSTs), 3 Digital Doppler Test Site Terminals,
9 Ballistic Test Site Terminals plus numerous analyst’s work stations have been procured.
Concentrated effort has been expended by both government and contract personnel to port
all existing code to the UNIX environment. To date, approximately 85,000 lines of
FORTRAN source code have been so ported. To aid the porting process, and to prevent
any future revisiting of hardware control over software implementations, a set of
portability guidelines has been developed which is applied to software conversions as well
as new software development. It has been demonstrated that portable source code can be
written for a multivendor environment. Through the use of high performance computers it
is possible to write portable source code and still maintain high performance.

HARDWARE DESIGN

A block diagram of the basic USACSTA PCM Telemetry Test Site Terminal is shown in
Figure 1. This system is composed of a vehicle mounted subsystem; the signal conditioner,
PCM encoder, and transmitter; the PCM ground station, and a real-time UNIX computer.
The signal conditioning provides the interface between various types of transducers and
the PCM encoder. Transducer types include accelerometers (bridge, piezoresistive, or
piezoelectric), strain gages, pulse generators, thermocouples, and others. The encoder
multiplexes and digitizes analog channels, multiplexes digital data channels, generates
synchronization patterns, and serializes the data into a bit stream. The ground station
restructures the data into parallel form and presents the data together with timing
information for recording and display on the host computer. The telemetry data acquisition
system is composed of a mix of commercially purchased units and in-house developed
items.

Data from the ground station is transfered through a 16 bit parallel input/output port to the
host computer. The input port is capable of 400,000 words per second in handshaking
mode. The output port is capable of 175,000 samples per second in handshaking mode. 



The resulting data is stored in a direct access data file as 16 bit integers. Quick look or
data analysis programs can be run on the data at this point.

SOFTWARE DESIGN

The design objectives were to create a standard file structure, taking full advantage of the
UNIX hierarchical structure, and to keep the user interface essentially the same as the
original software.
The file structure of the basic Telemetry Test Site Terminal (TTST) employs the normal
UNIX hierachical file system to ensure portability to other systems. A diagram of the basic
TTST file structure is shown in Figure 2.

PROGRAMMING STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

The CSTA data acquisition system employs industry standards in every area possible.
Beyond these standards, however, internal standards have been implemented to further
enhance portability and re-useability. The flexibility inherent in many higher level
languages provides a programmer with the means to construct programs, routines, and
algorithms consisting of many styles and forms. Although these may satisfy the problem at
hand they invariably reflect the personality of the designer. When such routines must be
integrated into an existing software library for use and maintenance by personnel other
than the author problems arise. Therefore the following policy, guidelines, and standards
are set forth.

a) In order to facilitate algorithm design, to increase maintainability, and to reduce the
development time, a Top-Down-Structure policy has been implemented.

b) The following guidelines should be strictly adhered to:

1. Prior to the creation of a new routine or algorithm, existing libraries should be
searched for desired functions. This procedure will reduce replication of effort.

2. Routines should be designed in a modular fashion. In addition software should
be designed in a cosmopolitan manner, i.e., thought should go beyond the
specific application so as possibly to end up with a multi-use routine.

3. In house programming standards must be utilized.



c) The following constitute the minimum programming standards for higher level
languages:

1. Programs and separately compiled routines, modules, or functions must each
contain a header block which delineates revision level, date, author, pertinent
history, and a brief description of function.

2. Programs must provide a description and definition of input/output variables.

3. Separately compiled routines and functions must provide a definition of all
parameters and/or common variables used.

4. Variable declaration will be primarily ordered by byte size (descending) and
further arranged in alphabetical order.

5. Names and/or structures of required files must be listed in a program or
routine’s header block.

6. Utilization of the ‘GO TO’ statement should be restricted, implementing the
‘IF...THEN ELSE’ construction whenever possible.

7. Use of the ‘arithmetic if’ construction is not recommend.

8. Executable statement numbers should begin at 100 and increase monotonically
over the extent of a program or subroutine. A uniform increment of 10 is
recommended. All statement numbers should begin in column 1.

9. Judiciously placed comment statements should be included as means of built in
documentation.

10. Data typing should be restricted to FORTRAN 77’s default values whenever
possible (I--N integer, everything else real).

11. Subroutines should appear in alphabetical order subsequent to the driver routine
or main program.

PORTABILITY ISSUES AND GUIDELINES

It is important that the programmer knows the standard FORTRAN 77 language features
and is aware of the extensions each manufacturer has implemented. Compiler
documentation does not always call attention to the extensions in the main body of the



compiler manual, but rather in an appendix. Some compilers provide an option which
checks for the use of extensions and provides warning messages when extensions are
encountered. This feature should be used if possible.

Although the FORTRAN 77 standard provides great flexibility and utility, most
manufacturers provide extensions to the language. The extensions often provide backward
compatibility for older compilers or provide enhancements that users have requested.
While these extensions often make the programmer’s job easier or enhance software
performance, in general the extensions are not portable. If it is necessary to use the
extension, then the extension should be placed in a short subroutine or function which is
called by the user.

Manufacturers normally supply library routines which perform a wide range of auxiliary
functions. Essential to USACSTA software operation is access to operating features such
as: passing run string parameters, scheduling programs from a program, and reading
system time. The recommended approach is to place the proprietary routines in a
subroutine which uses the same calling sequence for any machine.

NETWORKING

A multivendor local area network (LAN) consisting of systems from several vendors and
utilizing 3 operating systems (UNIX, DOS and VMS) has been established. This LAN has
been implemented in a small area as a pilot project to integrate engineering and office
functions. The VMS portion of the network is included because of a particularly
nonportable set of software dealing with the processing of radar data. The DOS portion of
the network, which makes use of a large installed base of machines, provides workstations
for the scientific and engineering staff as well as office automation features.

FUTURE INITIATIVES

The major thrusts so far with A -2000 have been directed toward operation of test systems3

in a manner nearly identical to the operation of older data acquisition systems. Efforts so
far have provided incremental improvements over the older systems in terms of processing
speed, but so far no revolutionary changes have been experienced. The next phase of this
effort, the introduction of expert systems, is expected to provide dramatic impact.

The large diversity of testing that is performed at USACSTA requires that instrumentation
systems be designed to cover a broad spectrum of applications. This flexibility of
configuration in turn imparts a level of complexity in readying an instrumentation system
for a particular application. Currently, system configuration, which in general is
implemented through a series of computer files, is the responsibility of experienced, well



trained engineers and technicians whose breadth of knowledge of test item, transducers,
and instrumentation system allows them to properly prepare for any given test. Work has
been initiated, both in-house and through contract, to capture the expertise of these test
and evaluation experts into a formalized expert system.

Another area that is an anticipated area of exploitation for an expert system is that of data
quality control. After data records have been captured they are generally examined for
“correctness”. Experienced engineers and technicians subject data to various tests
(sometimes not realizing that they are doing so) and make real time decisions relating to
data quality and whether or not a test should proceed. By capturing the knowledge of these
personnel into an expert system formalism their expertise can be leveraged through wide
application throughout USACSTA.

The key to making the expert system function is an on-line data base system, which in turn
will depend upon a high performance network and a central computing facility supporting
high speed data base access. USACSTA is currently purchasing a high speed, UNIX based
computer for a central computing facility and plans are being formulated for a USACSTA
wide network that encompasses test site instrumentation systems, engineering work
stations and the central facility. The current pilot network is being used to test networking
concepts and the network media (principally broadband cable) is being readied for use.

CONCLUSION

USACSTA is in the midst of major changes in the way data are acquired and processed.
These changes so far have provided incremental improvements, but much greater benefits
are anticipated. The change from “old, worn, comfortable” computer systems to systems
with a much more complicated operating system is proving to be somewhat painful, but
these changes are deemed to be necessary to meet future testing needs.
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ABSTRACT

Although magnetic recording devices employing rotary head technology have been around
for many years, specific products were not developed with the bit error performance to
satisfy the instrumentation recorder needs of the telemetry community. Only recently have
a number of new products and new product development programs materialized which
offer positive indications that telemetry systems will soon benefit from the higher data
rates and storage capacities.

The lack of standards in development of rotary head technology has led to development of
a variety of design approaches by various manufacturers and system designers. If this trend
continues, the telemetry community will not enjoy the media compatibility which has
contributed so much to the success of the IRIG instrumentation recorder. The ability to
remove a tape recorded on one vendors recorder and replay the tape on a different ground
station containing a second vendors recorder is a capability that should be retained with
the advent of the new machines.

Two standards have evolved defining tape characteristics and the format of information on
tape for instrumentation rotary head recorders. For the instrumentation tape media to be
truly transportable between telemetry ground stations, standard signal and data formal
interfaces must also be developed.

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic instrumentation tape recorders have been the standard device for storage of large
amonts of unprocessed data in telemetry applications for over three decades. These
machines record information longitudinally on 1/2 or 1 inch tape with transfer
characteristics such as track spacing & width, head stack geometry and frequency
characteristics defined in IRIG document 106 . Definition of the transfer characteristics in1



IRIG 106 has been an integral part of the success of these instrumentation recorders over
the years. The IRIG standard sufficiently defines instrumentation recorder characteristics
to allow recorder manufacturers to produce compatible recording equipment. Transfer of
recorded instrumentation tapes between ground processing facilities possessing various
brands of IRIG recorders is a commonplace event and a capability worth preserving, in
any future conversion to new data storage systems.

A new type of magnetic recorder product is now being offered by industry for use in
instrumentation data storage applications. These products, based on rotary head recording
techniques, achieve much higher data storage capacities than previously possible with
longitudinal recorders. Rotary head recording is not a new technology development, as
television recording products have been using similar designs for years.

Significant advantages offered by rotary head recorders over longitudinal type machines
are:

C Increased data storage - Up to 99,000 MBytes for a D1-L tape cartridge vs. 19,127
MBytes for a 14" longitudinal tape reel with 42 tracks

C Higher Data Rates - Data rates to 240 MBits/sec (Planned growth to 480 MBits/sec)
vs. 131 MBits/sec for a 42 track longitudinal configuration

C Longer record time - Approximately 8 times that of a 42 track longitudinal machine for
the same recorded bandwidth

C Smaller size and weight vs. longitudinal recorders

C Simplified tape handling due to use of cassettes in most recorders

Use of a rotary head recorder is not without disadvantages, some of which are identified
below:

C Single high speed channel .... Multiple data sources must be multiplexed/demultiplexed
into the single channel of the recorder

C All digital interface, no provisions for handling analog data other than voice and time
code

C Limited industry standardization to date



In spite of the relative immaturity of most vendor rotary head recorder product lines, many
telemetry system designers are now beginning to view the rotary head recorder as a
realistic solution for their high data rate storage problems. Several new aircraft
development programs, both domestic and overseas, are including the rotary head recorder
in their instrumentation system designs. With these and other telemetry users already
proceeding down the systems design path, increased attention should be given to the
problem of integration of rotary head recorders into the typical telemetry acquisition and
processing system.

CURRENT ROTARY HEAD RECORDER PRODUCTS

For purposes of discussion, rotary head recorders will be grouped into two general
categories; Small Format Recorders (SFR), and 19mm Recorders.

The SFR group includes machines which use commercially available 8mm or Super VHS
cassettes. SFR’s are generally capable of accepting data rates of between 4 and 5
MBits/sec when 8mm cassettes are used and up 32Mbits/sec on a Super VHS cassette. As
of the time of this paper, industry standards have not been adopted to define a common
SFR data format. Use of a particular vendors machine for recording will therefore require
replay on a compatible machine from the same vendor. SFR recorders are available in
laboratory and portable configurations, but a militarized version for airborne applications
has not yet been announced. If a militarized machine in this class becomes available, the
SFR is expected to offer significant cost/size/performance advantages for telemetry
applications where SFR bandwidth is adequate.

Two very similar standards have been written to define the storage media and data format
for 19mm recorders. MIL-STD-2179 was sponsored by the Naval Air Development
Center (NADC) and Rome Air Force Development Center (RADC) while the ID-1
standard was developed by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). In order to
control cost and guarantee availability of compatible media, both standards use a family of
commercially available SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers) tape
cassettes. MIL-STD-2179 and ID-1 are similar standards, but have two important
differences which require slightly different hardware designs to implement. MIL-STD-
2179 was developed in advance of ID-1 and was designed as a rotary head helical scan
with zero azimuth recording. Zero azimuth was selected to be compatible with the existing
SMPTE D-1 standard, a general design goal of MIL-STD-2179. ID-1 was later defined by
ANSI as an instrumentation version of D-1, also with a rotary head helical scan design.
ID-1 however, elected to use +/-15 degree azimuth recording in lieu of zero azimuth. This
technique is reported to reduce channel crosstalk, thereby improving bit error rate
performance, by offsetting the azimuth of adjacent heads alternately between +/-15
degrees. The ID-1 standard also added a randomizer as insurance that DC frequency



components will not appear in the recorded bit stream. At least three vendors; Honeywell,
Fairchild Weston Systems, and Datatape are currently developing 19mm products which
conform to both standards, although a different model is provided for each standard.
Deliveries are expected to begin in 1990 for both militarized and laboratory versions.

Other 19mm machines developed prior to emergence of the MIL-STD-2179 and ID-1
standards have been delivered using unique media and data formats. Examples of these
machines include models from Datatape with coaxial reels capable of recording data rates
in excess of 100 Mbits/sec and a cassette recorder from Ampex which can also record data
at rates in excess of 100 Mbits/sec. Both of these machines are available in airborne as
well as laboratory versions.

This paper will deal primarily with 19mm recorder interface considerations in lieu of the
SFR. Although SFR’s seem to offer tremendous potential for many small telemetry system
applications, an airborne qualified unit has yet to appear on the market. At least one model
is rumored, however, to be in development.

TELEMETRY SYSTEM TRENDS

Telemetry data rates have continued to escalate in recent years as technology provides
faster and more accurate sensors in less space for less cost. As computer controlled
devices become more prevalent on test vehicle and other telemetry platforms, the need for
storage of inter-computer bus communications and control parameters has added another
dimension to the acquisition and storage of telemetry data. Multiple 1 MHz MIL-STD-
1553 busses have become commonplace on military aircraft and the development of a new
fiber optic bus standard by the SAE Aerospace committee is expected to produce burst
data rates up to 50MHz. This general trend toward the need for recording of increased
numbers of higher speed digital data sources is providing impetus to the 19mm Recorder
development programs. For many applications, the 19mm rotary recorder appears to be the
only data storage solution on the horizon which promises the required storage capacities
and can operate in severe environments.

However, efficient and cost effective incorporation of a Rotary Head Recorder in a
telemetry system design is not a straightforward task for system designers. The single
channel nature of the recorder differs widely from the 14, 28 or 42 track longitudinal
recorder configurations currently in use. The telemetry systems designer is seldom offered
the luxury of designing a totally new telemetry system. More often the new system must
take advantage of as much existing system design, hardware and software, as possible.



Data sources to be recorded on an instrumentation recorder are normally quite varied in
their form and frequency content. Typical data sources which must be conditioned and/or
recorded may include:

C Serial Pulse Code Modulated data streams (20 MBits/sec)

C Parallel digital data sources (20 Mbits/sec)

C Analog Data Sources (20 KHz bandwidth each)

C Frequency Modulated Data Sources (2 MHz)

C MIL-STD-1553 data busses (1.5 MBit/sec)

C ARINC 429 data bus (100 KBits/sec)

C SAE fiber optic data bus (50 MBits/sec)

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

A simplified diagram of a typical flight test system utilizing a 19mm rotary head recorder
is depicted in Figure 1. The diagram separates the system into three physical subsystems,
the Vehicle Under Test (VUT) subsystem, a Ground CheckOut subsystem and a Ground
Telemetry Station (GTS) subsystem. The Vehicle Under Test subsystem must interface
and multiplex the various input sources for storage on the single channel airborne rotary
head recorder. The Ground Telemetry Station is tasked with playback of the recorded tape
and separation of the data sources via a Demultiplexer into the original components for
processing and analysis. A Ground CheckOut subsystem allows verification of proper
VUT subsystem operation prior to entering the actual test phase. The GTS also may
contain a Data Simulation and Multiplexer/Interface function to facilitate self test of the
GTS. Not shown for purposes of simplicity are two auxiliary low frequency tape tracks
which might be used for time code, voice or other housekeeping information.

The primary data I/O interface to a rotary head recorder is a single channel which is
typically an 8 bit wide byte serial interface for 19mm machines. Optional interfaces can
generally be provided which offer a single high speed serial bit stream or a 16 bit wide
word in lieu of the more common 8 bit byte interface. Obviously when multiple data
Sources are to be recorded/replayed as shown in Figure 1, an Interface/Multiplexer/
Demultiplexer system is required to operate in conjunction with the recorders.

The first step toward compatibility between various telemetry system configurations has
been achieved with the MIL-STD-2179 and ID-1 standards. In order to provide
compatibility at the systems level, it is also necessary to develop standards which define



input and output signal characteristics of the Multiplexer/Demultiplexer (Mux/Demux)
functions as well as the format of data provided to the rotary head recorder by the
Multiplexer.

Three specific Mux/Demux system design concepts will be briefly examined as examples
of configurations which are currently being studied and/or implemented.

Example 1

A block diagram of a general Mux/Demux concept currently under development by at least
two organizations is shown in Figure 2. This concept is a general purpose high
performance approach which represents the most complex and therefore probably most
costly implementation of the three examples. It is however, perhaps the most transparent
solution for the systems designer as it provides for multiple analog inputs and outputs
much like those of existing, longitudinal recorders, except with increased bandwidth.

This design approach generally provides input and output interfaces for up to eight
channels per recorder. Each input channel may be an analog or digital input depending on
the interface card selected for that channel. Analog inputs are digitized by high speed
analog to digital converters integral to the Mux and the digitized outputs are buffered in
First In/First Out (FI/FO) memories for merging with other input channels. Overhead in
this Mux system is minimized by packetizing the data words into a bit packed format prior
to recording. Overheads as low as 5% are possible with these systems and they are
planned to support the full recorder bandwidth of 240 MBits/sec.

A significant advantage of this approach is a relatively minor impact to existing system
designs. The Mux/Demux would rely on existing external interface techniques for
conditioning signals into standard analog or digital formats, as do longitudinal recorder
systems. Implementation of this approach is being accomplished for laboratory and
airborne versions. The laboratory version is expected to typically occupy 10 to 16 inches
of vertical rack space for a minimum 8 channel configuration.

Example 2

The approach described in the second example and shown in Figure 3 utilizes a concept
developed for tile EMR 8200 Mux/Demux. The EMR 8200 equipment was developed for
transmission of multiple IRIG PCM streams over high speed telephone circuits or
commercial microwave links. This Mux system accepts up to 10 standard IRIG PCM
streams and automatically buffers, merges and bit packs the data into message packets for
transmission (or in this case recording). The Mux adjusts to changes in input channel rate 



without operator intervention and automatically interleaves input sources into a composite
output stream so long as the maximum aggregate output rate is not exceeded.

The companion Demux automatically synchronizes on the Mux composite signal and
subsequently reproduces each PCM stream in the same form as originally received by the
Mux. Bit packing and packetizing of the data also contains the bandwidth overhead of this
approach to less than 5%. Output signals from the Demux are synchronous contiguous
PCM signals which may be processed by standard IRIG PCM bit synchronizers.

A significant deviation of this approach from that of Example 1 is the inability to accept
analog inputs. This requires the airborne system to perform digitization and other
conditioning as required to create standard IRIG PCM data streams prior to presentation to
the Mux for recording. This negative attribute may not be as severe as it might at first
seem in that most new airborne systems are being designed to convert as much data as
possible into digital form as early as possible. In addition, conversion of all data into
standard PCM formats will normally simplify the processing task for ground telemetry
processing systems and minimize the requirement for new equipment.

The EMR 8200 Mux/Demux is implemented in a laboratory version in two 10 1/2 inch
high rack chassis and is capable of an aggregate output rate of 12.9 MBits/sec. Future
growth is planned to support rates to 45 MBits/sec which satisfies many rotary head
recorder applications.

Example 3

A simplified block diagram of the third example is shown in Figure 4. In this case,
bandwidth overhead is headed for simplicity of Mux/Demux implementation. This Mux
approach, as in Example 2, requires other systems to provide the Mux with data which has
previously been conditioned into standard serial digital data streams. Unlike Example 2, bit
or word packing functions, if necessary, must be accomplished by variable word length or
compression algorithms prior to presentation at the Mux. The concept is similar to that
implemented in the new Chapter 8 IRIG standard for recording of all MIL-STD-1553 bus
data, in that input data sources are simply merged into larger word formats with extra bits
appended to each digital word to identify the input source.

A typical system based on 16 bit word length would multiplex eight input data sources
through FI/FO buffers into 20 bit words for recording. The additional 4 bits in each word
would identify the input source and provide a parity bit. Inclusion of the source ID along
with each data word greatly simplifies the Demux task. The Demux must simply strip out
the source ID and provide the word to the appropriate output along with clock timing.



An important point to recognize with this approach is that the Mux outputs will be data
bursts with timing clocks. Serial signals would therefore be connected directly into frame
synchronization equipment, bypassing normal PCM bit synchronizers. A by-product of this
design is loss of time correlation at the Mux output. As the Mux/Demux/Recording system
processes the data through FI/FO buffers, time relationships are distorted and the output
data burst at the Demux would not produce a representative Digital to Analog Converter
output without further processing. Recreation of the original time relationships may be
obtained through further processing in the ground system, provided time channels are
merged into the serial PCM streams prior to the MUX. A PCM stream containing MIL-
STD-1553 bus data formatted per the Chapter 8 IRIG standard, for example, includes
embedded time code words to allow reconstruction of critical time relationships.

Despite the limitations, the simplicity of this approach is expected to promote its
popularity. The Mux function can easily be implemented in a compact airborne package
significantly smaller and less expensively than either of the two previous examples.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

As has been shown, a Rotary head recorder can be combined with a Mux/Demux function
to provide higher storage capacities in telemetry systems without requiring replacement of
the majority of existing designs. Tape media and recorder format are now adequately
defined by MIL-STD-2179 and ID-1 for the 19mm size machines and a NADC committee
is currently defining a similar standard for the SFR. In order to preserve the ability to
interchange recorded tapes, standards are also necessary to define storage formats and
signal I/O created by the Mux/Demux function. Some goals for a general purpose
Mux/Demux interface definition include:

C “Transparent” transition to rotary head recorder

C Maximum utilization of existing IRIG telemetry processing equipment

C Minimum impact to existing ground processing tasks

C Minimum Mux/Demux setup requirements

C Minimum size for airborne applications

C Low cost mid range performance option when 240MBits/Sec is not required

1   IRIG STANDARD 106-86 are Telemetry Standards published by the Telemetry Group
of the Range Commanders Council - last revised September 1988



Figure 1. Typical Flight Test System



Figure 2. Universal MUX/DEMUX

Figure 3. Digital MUX/DEMUX



Figure 4. ‘Tag Per Word’ MUX/DEMUX
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ABSTRACT

The system measures impact accelerations imparted to a
boxer’s head during a boxing bout.

The system is comprised of three major subsystems:

1) The acceleration data transmitter located on the
boxer’s body.

2) The receiving and storage subsystem.

3) The data processing subsystem.

The transmitting subsystem includes a special skull cap
fitted with an array of nine accelerometers. The
accelerometers are connected to a Abody pack@ located on the
boxer’s waist. The body pack houses signal conditioning
amplifiers and nine channels of FM/FM modulation divided
into one four channel and one five channel multiplexed
transmitters.

The data transmitted from the boxer is received at the
ringside and demodulated. A special threshold detector then
triggers analog-to-digital conversion process when the
received acceleration data exceeds a predetermined level.
The acceleration data is digitized at the rate of 5,000
samples per second. The digitized data for each blow is
stored in the random acces memory and the accumulated data
for each round is transferred to hard disk after the round.

The data collected during the bout is processed after the
bout to determine linear acceleration (x,y, and z
coordinates), and angular acceleration (about x,y, and z
axis) for each blow. The results are stored on a floppy disk
to be available for further analysis.

The data acquisition, storage, and processing is done by an
IBM-PC/AT compatible computer equipped with two megabytes of
memory, two floppy disk drives, a hard disk, and a high
speed data acquisition board.

'89 ITC Proceedings
This CE-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.
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ABSTRACT

Frame synchronization was extensively studied usually supposing that the bit pattern to
acquire frame synchronization was imbeded in sequences of random bits. In this paper, the
determination of a bit pattern for frame synchronization in digital burst telecommand at
low signal to noise ratio is investigated, considering the a priori knowledgement of a bit
pattern for bit synchronization and the format of the frame. The a priori knowledgement of
a bit pattern for bit synchronization is used to find a bit sequence that minimize the false
probability to acquire frame synchronization. A simple strategy using the aperture
technique is stablished. An egineering model is used to find experimentally the mean
probability of true synchronization after one burst. This initial research to find a bit pattern
for frame synchronization presented good results.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present our first results on frame synchronization in digital burst
telecommand at low signal to noise ratio.

At low signal to noise ratio bit synchronizers, like the Early-Late Synchronizer, [1], are
necessary and, as it is well known, this type of synchronizers need a long and well defined
bit pattern to acquire and maitain bit synchronization (BPBS).

Due to this the size of such BPBS in our frame is greather than its own telecommand word.
Therefore, the probability of acquiring false frame synchronization in the region of BPBS
must be considered and minimized.

Frame synchronization was extensively studied [2], [3], supposing that the bit pattern to
acquire frame synchronization (BPFS) was imbeded in sequences of random bits.



 The development of formulas that are shown here is similar to that used by [4]*

One of the works [4] consider the existence of BPBS that precede the BPFS, but do not
consider the a priori knowledgement of BPBS.

In this work the equations that represents the probability of false frame synchronization in
the displacement regions are stablished, considering the a priori knowledgement of BPBS,
and in this way minimizing this probabilities.

In the theoretical part os this work the expressions are found supposing that a digital
correlator is used to detect the BPFS.

Considering that the best BPBS for the Early-Late Synchronizer (when the input is a
PCM/NRZ signal) is an alternating sequence of 1’s and 0’s equations that appear in [4] are
modified, as well as new equations are found.

Using this equations and a given criterion, the BPFS is found from a well defined frame.

In the experimental part, a simple strategy to acquire frame synchronization using the
aperture technique [4] is shown.

A prototype implementing such a strategy is used to measure the mean probability to
acquire frame synchronization (to a given signal to noise ratio) after one burst.

Finally, in the conclusions, the main results are discussed and further research is
addressed.

THEORETICAL PART

Figure 1 shows the frame structure that is used in the analysis. Where:

m = number of bit in the BPBS (alternating 1 and 0)
n = lenght of the BPFS
N = lenght of the frame in bits
RB = number of bits in the telecommand word that are considered random.

Where, m > n + RB (1)

Considering that the frame of Figure 1 is constantly shifted through a digital correlator, the
following probabilities of false frame synchronization in the displacement regions, can be
defined( ):*

(i) Only random bits are in the correlator.



The probability of at least one false detection per frame in the random bits is:

(2)

and

(3)

Where:

F = false detection probability, if only random bits are in the detector

,= number of errors allowed b the correlator

 = binomial coefficient

(ii) Bits of BPFS and random bits are in the correlate.

The false detection probability in the displacement region is given by:

(4)

Where:

p = bit error probability
q = 1 - p
E = number of erroneous bits in the BPFS in such way that error due to the displacement bb

is zero
b = displacement of BPFS in the detector

(iii) Bits of BPFS and BPBS are in the correlator.



The false detection probability in this displacement position is given by:

(5)

Where:

E'  = number of errors in the BPFS and BPBS in such way that the error due to theb

displacement b is zero

Observe that this equation was written considering equation (1).

(iIV) Only bits of BPBS are in the correlator.

The calculation of this false detection probability was done supposing an alternating
sequence of 1's and 0's for the BPBS. This sequence have the characteristic of generating
only two events that can give false detection. The corresponding probabilities of false
detection are SW0 and SW1.

The general expression is given by:

(6)

Where:

S  = number of bit errors in BPBS such that the error due to the displacement b is zero.b

If b is odd, SWb = SW1, if b is even, SWb = SW0.

From SW0 and SW1 the probability of false detection in one frame due to BPBS is:

(7)

Where: > + 8 = m - n + 1



> and 8 represent respectively the number of times that b is odd or even.

(iv) Bits of BPBS and random bits.

The false detection probability in this displacement region is given by:

(8)

Where:

R  = number of error in the BPBS in such way that error due to the displacement b is zerob

b = number of random bits in the correlator

The criterion used to find the BPSF was the exaustive search of bit pattern with all
probabilities of false detection lower than F and with a high density of transitions. The high
density transmissions is required to mantain the performance of the Early-Late bit
Synchronizer.

A program implementing such criteria and using the equations shown before, was written.

In Table I, it is shown the BPSF and the probablities of false detection, that were found
with the following system parameters:

m = 150
n = 23
RB= 39
p = 0.5 x 10-4

S/N= 9 dB

The 39 random bits represent a telecommand code word that belong to a modified
Hamming code (32,7) with the capability of correcting on error and detecting two errors.

The probabilities of false detection RSb, H, H' are function of the displacement b, and in
the Table I only the maximum and minimum value of such probabilities are shown.



From Table I, can be seen that the BPFS have 15 transitions and very low probabilities of
false synchronization.

The higher probability of false synchronization is due to the random bits.

EXPERIMENTAL PART

In this part, a simple strategy to acquire frame synchronization in the burst mode, using the
aperture technique it is shown. An engineering model of such strategy was implemented
and the mean probability to acquire true frame synchronization after one burst was
measured.

The strategy is as follows.

Search Phase

This phase start with the first frame of the burst. This frame is constantly shifted through
the digital correlator and generate at the output a pulse detection signal. This pulse
detection signal initiate a counter that will generate another pulse after one frame period.

The search phase finishes when this latter pulse coincides with the pulse detection
generated by the second frame in the burst.

Verify Phase

In this phase it is verified if at least one of two coincidences between the digital correlator
output and the counter happens. If this event is verified, the next frame in the burst will be
decommutated and decoded.

From this strategy, follows that the burst will use five frames, where, four are used to
acquire frame synchronization and one to detecte the telecommand (supposing that bit
synchronization was already acquired).

In Table II, it is shown the mean probability of true frame synchronization (PTFS) after
one burst as a function of the signal to noise ratio, when the BPFS that was found in the
theoretical part was used.

From the results of Table II we can conclude that the PTFS has a sharp decrease with the
signal to noise ratio. However at the signal to noise ratio of 9dB (used as a system 
parameter) the PTFS is almost one.



CONCLUSIONS

From the results we can conclude that the equations of false frame synchronization
derived, considering the structure of the frame and a priori knowledge of the BPBS, as
well the criteria used, generate a useful BPFS that allows work with high probability of
frame synchronization one burst.

However, more research must be conducted, comparing the performance of the system in
terms of probability of the acceptance of the true telecommand word including bit
synchronization, with the proposed pattern.
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Abstract

In this paper, it is described that all of these pseudo-random sequences with Baumert-
Wang-Welch’s tow limits can be used to construct remote-control commanding codes;
some general conclusions are got, a general formula of maximum fault tolerant number of
this kind of code set is given. It is proved that the code set of command, which all of this
equivalent translating sequences of a pseudorandom sequence with Baumert-Wang-
Welch’s low limit construct, is an optimal “Cyclic” code set oil interference-free
performance. In particular, these equivalent translating sequences of a sequence with
period p = 3 mod4, auto-correlation limit & = -1, construct an optimal code set. It’s given
that the full essential condition of which a sequence and its inverse sequence together with
their equivalent translating sequences can be used to construct remote-control command
code set is that the peak value of the absolute values of out of phase periodic auto-
correlation of the sequence is little. It is pointed that this constructing way makes coding
more effective, easy to carry out, and there are many suitable sequences that can be
broadly seleted.

In the cases where a high level of interference-free function is required in a remote
control system, we usually enforce the commanding into interference-free coding, so that it
will posses certain fault-tolerance. The coding and decoding circuits should be simple in
equipment and easy to realise. But the efficiency of coding may be quite low. According to
the requirements and characteristics, the principles of using the equivalent translating
squences m as the remote-control commanding code set, its realization and characteristics
are described [1] [2]. A scheme of realising the remote-control commanding by using the
sequence m and its inverse-sequence is given [6]. In this paper from the more general point
of view, the possibility and the general result of all the pseudo-random sequence reached
Baument-Wang-Welch’s inferior limit that is used in remote control commanding code is
discussed.



The Condition which one sequence and the equivalent translating sequence of its
inverse sequence can be used together as the command-code set is given.

I.  Theoretical Basis:

Suppose one sequence is A=a  a  @@@ a  (p is period), if it has a good periodic auto-0 1  p - 1

correlation property, then the code set consisting of the following codings has very good
function of fault-tolerance.

a  a  a  @@@ a  a0 1 2  p - 2 p - 1

a  a  a  @@@ a  a1 2 3  p - 1 0

@@@ @@@ @@@
a  a  a  @@@ a  a (1)p - 1 0   p - 3 p - 2

1

From (1) we can see, the code words of the code set are mutually equivalent translating
sequences. In interelated decoding, the cross-correlating value between the code words is
the auto-correlating value of sequence A out of phase. According to the theory of decoding
to the theory of coding, the bigger the minimum code distance in a code set is, the greater
competence of error correction it has. Meanwhile the periodic auto-correlation feature of a
sequence is another characteristic of the code distance of the code set of Formula 1. So, if
the smaller peak value of a sequence’s out of phase auto-correlation has, the greater the
competence of error-correction the code set has, which is formed by the equivalent
translating sequence of the sequence.

The precise inferior limit of auto-correlation function is given which must be followed
by any sequence longer than two [4]. It is supposed the peak value of out of phase
correlation of the period sequence is Q      It has:

p / 0 mod4,  Q  $ 0QMQX

p / 1 mod4,  Q  $ 1QMQX

p / 2 mod4,  Q  $ 2QMQX

p / 3 mod4,  Q  $ -1 (2)QMQX

The inferior limit expeessed by Formula (2) is called Baument-Wang-Welch limit [3].
We’ll simplify it as BWW limit in the following. Formula (2) indicates that it is impossible
to find such sequence, the function value of the out of phase periodic auto-correlation is
smaller than the value given by Formula 2. So when the equivalent translating sequence
reached BWW limit is used as code set, its competence of error-correction must be good.
In this way, the pseudo-random sequences reached BWW limit is what we are interested
in.



II.  The Best “Cyclic” Code

The pseudo-random seached BWW limit, when its equivalent translating sequence is
used as code set, the code set is actually a kind of cyclic code. From the viewpoint of
interference-free faculty, this cyclic code is the best cyclic code. Because the
corresponding minimum code distance has reached the superior limit in the cyclic code.

III.  The maximal Fault-Tolerant Number

Suppose we’ve one sequence, the peak value of the out-of-phase periodic auto-
correlation is Q  , using its equivalent translating sequence as the code set, its fault-QMQX

tolerant number may be calculated as the following. As graph 1. p is the length of the code
word.

When the received code word happens to be in the wrong position of X, When the referent
code word of the code set itself is used in the relevant operation, the peak value drops 2X,
and changing into p-2x. While it is used in the operation of other code’s referent graphs,
the worst condition is that the relevant function value arises 2x, the peak value changes
into Q  +2x. When the peak approcaximates to the extreme value of the out of phaseQMQX

correlation, it’s difficult to distinguish the code wordes. That is,

As long as taking the door limit of deciding the decoding as p-2x, the available maximal
fault-tolerant number is

(3)

in which [x] expresses the biggest integer, which is smaller than the value of X.



For the pseudo-random sequences reached the BWW limit, its inferior limit Q  isQ

respectively o,1,1,-1, so D is an integer. In this way the maximal fault-tolerant number can
be simplified as:

(4)

Where Q  espresses p’s corresponding BWW inferior limit.Q

When the wrong positions                                happens , we can know through
demonstration, p-2(D'+1) = Q +2(D'+1) So when it cannot be corrected, the error can beQ

checked out. Formula (3) gives the superior limit of interference-free competene, when its
equivalent translating sequences are used as code set.

Formula (4) expresses the superior limit of interference-free compentence that can be
reached by all the sequences reached BWW limit, when its equivalent translating sequence
is used as code set.

IV.  The Pseudo-random Sequences Reach BWW Limit

As we’ve already pointed out, when psuedo-random sequence reached BWW limit
forms the cyclic commanding as Formula (1), it’s the best cyclic code. But the
pseudorandom sequence reached BWW limit is general, so it has a large room for choice.

1) The condition of p / 0 mod 4, Q  = 0. All the non-positive auto-correlationQMQX

sequences enumerated in paper [4], belong to this kind. The existence of this kind of
sequence is limitless. So far, we’ve found two kinds of its algebraic structure. One is Ying-
Yang sequence [4], the other is the condition that the period is the multiple of 4 in
f-sequence [5]. Because this kind of sequence is the multiple of 4, It’s easy to match with
the word syllables of computer.

2) The condition of p / 1 mod 4, Q  = 1, we’ve known the Bark sequence of P whichQMQX

is equivalent to 3 and 13, that is the kind of the sequence.

3) The condition of p / 2 mod 4, Q  = 2, up to now, we’ve found two kinds of itsQMQX

algebraic structure. One is the generalized sequence M in G=F(q) (q is odd prime number)
which changes into the condition whose length is not the multiple of four, by square-
surplas conversion. The other is the f-sequence in [5] whose length is not the multiple of
four.



4) The condition of p / 3 mod 4, Q  =  -1, sequences which reached the limit areQMQX

sequence m,L,H,TP, etc. All the enumerated sequences have the feature of two values.
Also the function value of the out of phase correlation is exactly the BWW limit (-1).

The remote-control commanding code set, using the equivalent translating sequences of
any of the abve enumerated sequence has a good capacity of error-correction. It’s
worthwhile to point out that is on the condition p / 3 mod 4, Q  =-1. For this kind ofQMQX

sequence, using the equivalent translating sequence as the remote-control commanding
code set, which is not only the best cyclic code set, but also the best code set.

Because of the theorem (7) the cross-correlation number is p (C , C ), then we have1  0

(5)

The code set reached the inferior limit of formula (5) is the best code set. For the
sequence of p / 3 mod 4, Q  = -1, the code set put forward by its equivalent translatingQMQX

sequences include P code words, that is n=P.

But Max P(C , C ) = -1 / P=3 mod 41  0

According to formula (5), obviously we have

Min Max P(C , C ) = -1 / P P=3 mod 41  0

For the sequence of P=3 mod 4, Q  = -1, the code set formed by its equivalentQMQX

translating sequences is the best code set.

So in the coding of remote-control commanding, choosing this kind of sequence is the
best choice, which has the superior interference-free competence.

V. Sequence and Inverse Sequence

Suppose sequccne A=a  a  @@@ a  then the inverse sequence is defined aso 1  p - 1

A=a  a  @@@ ao  1  p - 1

Sequence m and the equivalent translating sequence of its inverse sequence are used
together as commanding code set [6], so that it possesses great advantage of interference-
free competence. The effiency of codings is also raised by two times. Actually, not only
sequence m, an sequence, as long as the absolute value of the periodic auto-correlation



sidelobe peak value of any sequence is small enough, then the equivalent translating
sequence of the sequence and its inverse sequence can be used as commanding code set,
and it has a very good competence of error-correction, the efficiency of coding is also
raised by two times, and it’s quite easy to realize.

Suppose sequence A=a  a  @@@ a  the inverse code set A=a  a  @@@ a  constructure iso 1  p - 1     o 1  p - 1

 (A  , A  @@@ , A  , A  , A  @@@ , A ) (6)o  1   p - 1  o  1   p - 1
J

Suppose the cross-correlation of code set (6), that is A’s periodic auto-correlation
function with the code word A  , A  (i, j , [0, p)) is1  j

(7)

Let’s deduce the cross-correlation function of code set (6)

First of all let’s have a look of value of cross-correlation funtion of inverse sequence
A’s equivalent translating sequence that is A’s auto-correlation funceion value.

So Q  ( J ) = Q  ( J )A     A

That’s to say A and A have the same periodic auto-correlation function. The question
left is the calculation of cross-correlation value of

(8)



The footnote p in formula (8) indicates modul p.

From formulas (7), (0), the mark of A’s out of phase auto-correlation is just the
opposite with the cross correlation of A and A, the absolute value doesn’t change. When
code set (6) can be used efficiently as remote-control commanding coding, Q ( J ), -Q ( J )
have to be very small. That’s the positive and negative peak value of a sequences out of
phase correlation are all very small i.e. , Q ( J ) , is very small. It’s appropriate to use the
equivalent translating sequence as the remote-control commanding code set. For example,
sequence M, L, H, and TP. Though the Ying-Yang sequence [4] reaches the BWW
inferior limit, its negative peak is very high. It’s not suitable to add its inverse sequence
into the code set, otherwise it will greatly reduce its own error-correction competence.

VI. Summary:

1. Commanding code set using the equivalent translating sequence of all the pseudorandom
sequences reached BWW limit, is the best cyclic commanding code.

2. Any sequence, when the peak value of its out of phase correlation is Q , the biggestQMQX

fault-tolerant number of the code set formed by its equivalent translating sequence is

, in which P is the length of the sequence [X] indicates the biggest 

integer which is small than the value of X. When the sequence is the pseudorandom
sequence reached BWW limit,

3. All the equivalent translating sequence of any sequence reached BWW limit can be used
as commanding code set. But the pseudorandom sequence which reaches BWW limit is
very general, and has large room for choices, in which the code set formed by the
equivalent translating sequence of p = 3 mod 4, Q  = -1 sequences is not only the bestQMQX

cyclic code, but also the best code.

4. The necessary and sufficient condition of which one sequence and its equivalent
translating sequence and their inverse sequence can be used together as the remote-control
commanding  code set, is that both the positive and negative peak value of the out of phase
correlation of the sequence are all very small.
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ABSTRACT

For as long as telemetry has been used in scientific research, users have asked for
transmission of more data points at higher data frequencies. Now, the increased
complexity of vehicles under test and the presence of data from one or several computer
systems on a vehicle has further increased the rate and format complexity of a typical
telemetry data stream.

To accommodate higher data rates and increased complexity, many telemetry ground
stations use distributed processing techniques, typically employing a hardware
preprocessor, a host computer, and one or more intelligent display stations. While this
distribution of power potentially enhances data throughput rates, it imposes new demands
on data distribution networks within the processing area, and the full potential of the
processors cannot be met until these demands have been met.

This paper looks first at system architecture of the typical ground station, and how this
architecture and telemetry data rate capability have progressed during the past 20 years.
Then it looks at the data distribution requirement in a modern telemetry ground station,
explores possible solutions to improve throughput rates, and describes a set of solutions
for typical system applications in the next few years.

EVOLUTION OF GROUND STATION ARCHITECTURE

Since the first dedicated real-time computer was used in a telemetry station in 1969,
telemetry system users have seen a constant beneficial evolution in ground station
architecture.

In 1969, the typical ground station architecture was very simple. As Figure 1 shows, the
general-purpose host computer received all telemetry data from the front-end



synchronizers, provided 100% of the processing power, and sent data to storage and to a
limited number of simple display devices. The maximum data input rate was very low,
because of computer speed limitations.

By 1979, many stations incorporated hardware compressor/preprocessors as shown in
Figure 2; this freed the host computers for more display servicing, and more display
devices could be driven. As the graph illustrates, possibly 40% of the processing power
resided in the compressor/preprocessor, and a system was able to handle perhaps a ten-
fold increase in input data rate.

Present-day systems have added a new element, as shown in Figure 3. Not only is the
compressor/preprocessor more powerful, but also the displays have become
microcomputer-powered workstations. With distributed power in the system, the host
computer is now doing perhaps 30% or less of the total data processing. Input rate
capability has increased rapidly as compression and preprocessing algorithms reduce data
volume and processing requirements at the host.

It will be apparent from a close look at these graphics, as we knew already, that system
computers are not getting smaller as we distribute system power; in fact, our demands on
the typical system are increasing daily and it is necessary to use larger and larger
computers even as we off-load as much of the power as possible.

Up to this point, the system designer has not been required to take any unusual steps to
improve the data distribution buses and networks in the system. Rates can be met in most
cases with standard techniques, and with readily-available hardware.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE NEAR FUTURE

We know from observations and can see from Figure 4 that the evolution outlined above
continues. We will demand ever-increasing data input rates, and will continue to expect
more and better displays of data in real time. Processing power will be moved from the
host computer in both directions, forcing the system designer to put more power into the
hardware preprocessor and to use higher-powered workstations for data processing,
formatting, and display.

The preprocessor will become an even more prominent element in system architecture in
the future than it is now as data rates increase, the number of data streams in a system
increases, and formats become even more complex. A present-day result of the trend in
preprocessors is the EMR 8715 Preprocessor, a modular device which can incorporate as
many as 16 input data streams plus up to three independent time sources, and output
preprocessed data via as many as eight independent ports. It can accept input data at an



aggregate rate as high as 2.4 megawords (32 bits) per second, examine every word, and
output all data and identification tags, or it can output compressed data if programmed to
do so.

The highest-performance front-end synchronizers of the future will still be stand-alone
units, each with versatility, and each containing a microcomputer for setup, format storage,
and self-diagnostics. However, lower-performance modular front-end synchronizers can be
incorporated into a preprocessor as shown where space cannot accommodate the stand-
alone units.

Similarly, even though the high-performance preprocessor incorporates a microcomputer
module for housekeeping, it normally works with a stand-alone general-purpose host
computer. This has many advantages in terms of flexibility and maintainability; even when
the extra power of the preprocessor is available, most users will benefit from the versatility
of a stand-alone computer. By design, the powerful preprocessor is intimately related to
the host in both hardware and software functionality, even though they are generally
different physical entities. If space is not available, however, some system architectures of
the future may incorporate a general-purpose host processor as a module within the
preprocessor box. In these cases, it is imperative that software of the host module be
general-purpose, applications-oriented, and capable of independence from the
preprocessor for diagnostics and for general-purpose processing, and also that the
processor module be accessible through bus architecture for expansion by the designer or
user.

Processing power in the display workstation will continue to increase, with more and
better choices of display methods and formats. The system of the near future will distribute
a current value data table to all workstations and maintain the freshness of that table, so
that each analyst can select, format, process, and display data as desired. The EMR
System 90 architecture has this capability already, using Ethernet as the local-area
distribution network.

Telemetry users continue to search for an optimum method for high-speed large-volume
data storage. Some of the stored data may be recalled quickly for quick-look analysis, and
some or all may be archived onto a transfer medium for distribution to other processing
and analysis locations. The system of the near future is likely to incorporate a cluster of
Winchester-technology disks with the capability for data transfer at rates of more than ten
megabytes per second, plus a lower-rate archival transfer device such as an optical disk or
high-density computer tape.

On this subject, disks with high transfer rates are available. The problem comes as we fill
one cylinder with data, and must cut off data flow until heads are moved to a new cylinder.



The solution of the near future is a cluster of disks and controllers, such that realtime data
can be sent to disk A cylinder 1 until it is filled, then can be transferred immediately to
disk B cylinder 1. While that cylinder is being written, the heads on disk A are moved to
cylinder 2, and it is ready when disk B cylinder 1 has been filled, and so on. In some
cases, several disks may be in a cluster to take care of extremely high rates. On data
playback, the software must be able to cycle through the cluster in the same sequence, of
course.

Data for transfer to other systems and analysts can be reformatted off-line to an industry-
standard 9-track tape. Hopefully, optical disk formatting standards will develop soon, and
we will be able to use this low-cost medium as an archival and transfer device.

DATA DISTRIBUTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE NEAR FUTURE

Referring again to Figure 4 for consideration of data distribution, it can be recognized that
data volume expands at the input to the preprocessor unit. Here, possibly more than one
data stream is input onto a common bus. Each data word from each stream is tagged to
identify the measurement point represented. Time is merged with data and tagged. So the
first data distribution challenge to the designer occurs at the merge point. In the EMR 8715
used already as an example, the internal data path is via an extremely high speed bus, a
proprietary bus called the “priority/command/data bus”, or PCD bus, with a rate of 10
million transfers per second. Special bus drive logic and architecture were chosen here to
support the preprocessor’s capability for data rates to 2.4 megawords (32 bits) in and 2.4
megawords (32 bits) out per second, with ample growth capability.

Key to the speed of this unique bus, a significant step in improvement of telemetry data
distribution rates, is the arbitration scheme. The PCD bus is synchronous, operating on a
100 nanosecond clock. During each clock period, while up to 32 bits of data and 32 bits of
command are being transferred from a driver module to a receiver module, arbitration is
being performed on the 16 priority arbitration lines to decide which driver module is to be
the bus master during the next clock period. Should a given driver module require control
of the bus for more than one clock period in order to make multi-word transfers, it sets a
“bus busy” line and retains that control. Unlike many so-called hi-speed buses which in
fact require several clock cycles for arbitration, handshake, and information transfer, this
bus can transfer information from random sources to random destinations at a sustained
rate of 10 million 64-bit transfers per second. This is a significant step forward in data
distribution within a high-speed component in the modern telemetry system, the
preprocessor.

High-speed data transfer from the host computer to disks presents a continuing problem to
us in the world of telemetry. A superminicomputer often uses a proprietary high-speed bus



system to service disks, and we anticipate that in the near future even higher-speed buses,
possibly fiber optic, will be offered. Still the throughput from input port through memory
onto a disk is unacceptable with present-day telemetry rates, and the problem will get
worse as rates increase. Considering the fact that data for disk storage does not get
processed in the computer, it seems logical that system designers in the near future will use
ways to bypass the host computer entirely with disk data, possibly using some popular
distribution bus in order to give options on which type of storage device to install on a
given system. One such distribution bus is Motorola’s VME bus, and another is the “Small
Computer System Interface” (SCSI) bus, each of which has attracted a large number of
peripheral storage device manufacturers. The VME bus has a theoretical transfer rate of 10
megawords (32 bits) per second, the SCSI-1 is rated at 5 megabytes per second, and the
upcoming SCSI-2 will be rated at 20 megabytes per second.

Each of the one to eight output ports of the EMR 8715 has the ability to handle up to two
megawords (32 bits each) per second from the PCD bus. Where a system has several data
destinations, the preprocessor will distribute as programmed in order to service the desired
devices and hold the transfer rate for each device to an acceptable level.

Often the input port to a host computer is a telemetry product. Computer manufacturers do
not need high-speed realtime input ports for many applications, and have hesitated to
develop them. Telemetry system designers, then, must provide such ports in their systems.
Our company, for example, has developed unique interface devices for Digital’s Unibus,
Q-bus, and BI bus, and for Concurrent’s and Gould’s high-speed memory buses. Typically
a device operates in an externally-specified mode (where a tag from the preprocessor with
each word tells the port where the word is to be placed in memory) or in a ping-pong
buffer-building mode (where buffers are built in computer memory to be transferred to disk
or tape). In either mode, the unique interface device does memory addressing and thus
provides high-speed data transfer. Telemetry system architecture of the near future will see
continuing development and improvement in these unique telemetry-related devices for the
more popular realtime computers.

One thing which makes the input port simpler than it was a few years ago is the evolving
change in function. Earlier input ports were required to merge time with data, provide a
setup path for front-end equipment, and control the high-speed data input. Now, setup is
generally handled by a separate port and time is often merged at the preprocessor input
rather than at the computer input. Further, preprocessed data is usually tagged, thus the
start-stop capability of an input port is not as critical as with data which is not tagged. For
these reasons we would expect a new generation of simpler, faster input ports within the
next few years, with sustained rates up to 6 or more megabytes per second.



Data for display, assembled into a current-value table in the host computer and refreshed
several times each second, must be distributed to display workstations over a high-speed
bus to support the needs of data analysts at those stations. With present current-value table
sizes and workstation processor capabilities, the Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN) is
marginally suitable. We expect it to become inadequate for many large systems within a
few years as table sizes increase and workstations are upgraded to receive and process
larger data packages. This necessitates the search for a different LAN having data rates to
ten times that of Ethernet. One possible candidate for such display data distribution is the
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), a fiber optic LAN operating at 100 megabits per
second (a ten-fold increase over Ethernet). Up to 500 stations can be put on the FDDI
network. A controller for this LAN will generally include a microprocessor, random-
access memory, programmable read-only memory, first-in first-out buffers, built-in
network test capability, and other operating conveniences which make it valuable to the
telemetry system designer and user.

SUMMARY

The telemetry system designer and user have reached the point where system throughput
rates are not simply a function of the hardware and software, but may be restricted by data
distribution techniques. This necessitates improvements in several areas of system
architecture, as defined in this paper. We see such improvements as feasible and imminent;
in fact, some are under way already, and others will certainly be developed within the next
few years.



Figure 1.  Typical Architecture, 1969



Figure 2.  Typical Architecture, 1979



Figure 3.  Typical Architecture, 1989



Figure 4.  Typical Architecture, Near Future
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a practical application of a realtime,
in-flight programmable digital filter. This filter consists
of one module in a PCM system consisting of a central unit
and one or more remotes. The paper will also discuss how
filtering is achieved given that the PCM format is also user
programmable.

BACKGROUND

Historically in data acquisition systems, filtering has been
part of the signal conditioning circuitry. When this
circuitry is brought into the PCM package the need for
filtering usually does not disappear. Since the size and
power requirements of the analog filter components are large
with respect to other PCM components, it is often deleted.
This is particularly true for low-level signals which
typically require an amplifier per channel.
A digital filtering approach, where the filtering hardware
is time shared by all inputs and is programmable by the
user, is particularly appropriate since any analog filter
function can be duplicated or improved on in digital form.

FEATURES

Time sharing allows one filter arithmetic system to support
all analog channels of a data acquisition system, whether
they be located in a central or remote unit. By integrating
it into the PCM system a considerable economy results. A
single port for loading the PCM format exists which controls
both the typical format parameters (such as sample rate,
gain, offset, etc) as well as the filtering functions to be
performed by the format. The option of not filtering a given
measurement is also programmable. Multiple filter types are
programmed by the selection of filter coefficients. Once
determined these filters may be time shared among any set of



inputs or a set of filters may be applied to a given input.
Although low-pass filtering is the usual filter effected,
any type of filter can be designed by selection of filter
coefficients. The filter employed is a digital finite
impulse response filter. The filter is characterized by the
coefficients which have been derived by using the fourier
series method and applying iterative windowing techniques to
achieve equal ripple in the stop-band.

IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPTS

Inherent in the synthesis of low-pass digital filters is the
concept of taking more input samples than are output in the
PCM format. The implication of this for PCM control systems
is to abandon the single instruction/single sample per PCM
output word architecture. In its place a control
architecture has been devised which allows for multiple
instructions/multiple samples per PCM output word to support
the various input/output (I/O) ratios of the filter.

Finite impulse response filters are employed where the
filter characteristics are determined by the multiplicative
coefficients. Greater stop-band width is possible by
increasing the filter length (the I/O ratio). The filter as
designed supports filter lengths from 24 to 224 (I/O ratios
from 3 to 28) and provides for 256 filtered measurements.

OPERATION CONCEPTS

All sampling and filtering operations are initiated by the
control system. Attendant to each sample request is a filter
or no filter flag. When there is a filter flag a subsequent
instruction results in the appropriate filter type and
channel selection. The detailed arithmetic operations are
controlled by a set of micro-code PROMs resident on the
filter board. Once the filter is addressed by the control
system, a high speed clock sequences through the PROM
addresses whose outputs provide the necessary controls for
the filter. These include the multiplier-accumulator,
coefficient PROMS, and data storage RAMs.

DIGITAL FILTER STRUCTURE

The filter’s major components consist of two 8kx8 RAMs to
store the results of partially calculated difference
equations, a multiplier-accumulator (MAC) to perform the
required arithmetic, two 2kx8 PROMs to hold the
coefficients, an ASIC device for communication on the 



internal address and data buses, and three 512x8 PROMs to
serve as micro-controllers (refer to figure 1).

The main bus in the filter exists between the RAMs and the
MAC. This bus is 16 bits wide and is bidirectional and is
referred to as the RAM bus.

Input Data

The analog data from the digitized sampled is taken from the
internal 8 bit data bus and held in the input latch. The
digitized data ranges from all zeroes to all ones. Since the
MAC operates on twos complement numbers, the data is treated
as positive fractions. The data occupies the immediate eight
bit positions in lesser significance to the binary point.
The digital value greater than the binary point is fixed at
a logic zero, thus making the data a positive fraction. The
remaining least significant bits (LSBs) are fixed at logic
zeroes to fill out one of the 16 bit input fields to the
MAC.

Coefficient Data

All filter coefficients are stored in local PROM devices.
These numbers are both positive and negative fractions. The
PROMs are organized as a 2kxl6 device and provide the other
16 bit input field to the MAC.

Accumulator/RAM Data

The RAM data contains the product of the coefficient and the
sampled analog data. This is read from the accumulator
output by the RAMs and is also a bipolar fraction. The
accumulator output is truncated after the 2**-12 bit
position and stored in RAM. The remaining 3 bits of the RAM
are used as an index for addressing the RAM itself. Since
the MAC is a 16xl6 device the accumulator is designed with a
36 bit field; 16 bits in each the most and least significant
product and 4 bits in an extended product. The accumulator
is input from the RAM using 13 bits from a previous
calculation and is placed in the 13 most significant bits of
the most significant product field. All other bits of the
accumulator are input as zero.

Bus Interface Device

This is an ASIC device used by all cards in the data
acquisition system. This interface provides the
communication path from the system controller to the filter



via the internal address bus. The system controller provides
the filter with the appropriate pointers to RAM and PROM
address spaces of the filter for the operation. Data is
transmitted to and received from the filter via the internal
data bus.

FILTER OPERATION

The architecture of the filter provides 8 RAM registers for
each channel in the digital filter. Each of these registers
represents a partial accumulation of the difference equation
used by that channel. However, each register (each
difference equation) represents a partial accumulation that
is unique; that is each register has started it’s
computation of the difference equation at different times.
Each time the filter is addressed it multiplies the input
sample by a set of 8 coefficients and adds the result to the
RAM register. This set of 8 coefficients is a subset of all
the coefficients necessary to effect the difference
equation. As the filter is addressed the subset selected
sequences through the set of coefficients defining the
filter. The 8 RAM register architecture requires that there
be coefficient subsets, each containing 8 coefficients. Thus
the length of the filter (N) is a multiple of N=n*8, where n
is the I/O ratio.

PROM/RAM Rotation

Figure 2 displays the RAM registers for one input sample.
The registers are identified as Rl through R8 and the
contents are displayed horizontally. Time progresses left to
right in the figure such that at any given time the RAM
contents are the accumulation of all products that appear to
the left. The order of coefficients is from A16 to Al for an
N=16 filter. Once an input is multiplied by the Al
coefficient the difference equation is complete for that
register and it is available for output to the PCM on the
subsequent access. In this figure it can be seen that the 16
coefficients are divided into two groups (even and odd). As
time progresses and each subset of coefficients is accessed,
the order of the members of the subset are rotated. This
technique is known as PROM rotation.

While PROM rotation is conceptually straightforward, it is
difficult to effect without maintaining an index register
for each set of 8 coefficients. This implementation problem
is solved by using RAM rotation and using 3 bits of the RAM
contents to serve as the index for the set of 8 RAM
registers which exist for each filter. Figure 3 shows such a



RAM rotation technique. In this figure each of the 2 subsets
of coefficients are stationary and the RAM registers are
rotating. When R2 is configured to be at the top of the
register stack and sample X3 is present, the register R3 has
completed it’s difference equation calculation and it is
available for output to the PCM. For each filter channel the
index of rotation is maintained in that register. When the
channel is output the register is cleared and the index is
incremented by one. This index is maintained in all 8
register locations. When the control system provides
pointers to the filter indicating which channel and subset
of coefficients are to be used, these pointers will direct
the hardware to Rl of the register stack. At that time the
index is determined for this register stack and the
multiply-accumulate sequence is begun with the register
stack pointer appropriately shifted.

MAC Cycles

The MAC device provides the arithmetic necessary to effect
the filter. The contents of the RAM register are written to
the accumulator, then the input sample and the coefficient
are written to the X and Y inputs of the multiplier. The
product formed by the multiplier is accumulated with the
contents of this register and the new data is written back
to RAM. The RAM and PROM pointers are incremented by one and
the multiply-accumulate process is repeated 7 more times.
When an output is available the microcode directs data from
the RAM bus to the twos complement latch.

Filter Output

Since the filter input is a positive fraction the output of
the filter is a positive fraction. The twos complement
register is latched from the accumulator output whenever a
difference equation calculation is complete. This register
occupies the bit positions as the input sampled data. The
implication of this is that the filter output is mag(H(w))
rather than H(w). Once data is restored to a positive
fraction by this latch, it is transmitted to the PCM via the
internal data bus.
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ABSTRACT

At the present time there is a requirement for developing an airborne approach for
processing radar doppler video data into digital PCM format compatible with current IRIG
standards. Techniques for digitizing the doppler video presently exist, but have limitations
due to the fact that the data is processed and represented in the time domain. These
limitations can be mainly attributed to the high bit rates required for quantizing the
dynamic nature of the doppler signal. Therefore, an alternate approach was selected by
which the video doppler data is converted and represented in the frequency domain. The
time to frequency domain conversion is accomplished with a digital Part Fourier Transform
(FFT) implemented in conjunction with a quadrature translator. This method will provide a
means by which the doppler signal can be represented as a quasi-static spectrum. The
advantage in this application is that only the spectral data which contains relevant
engineering information will be processed. The resultant system will thereby minimize the
transmission bit rate and maximize the dynamic range for the purpose of signal analysis.
The paper will describe the implementation and work performed on the digitized doppler
signal processor along with the potential application in PCM systems requiring spectral
signal analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The doppler signal processor is being developed in response to a DoD mandate to securing
video doppler. The project has been in development for approximately one and half years
with the goal of providing a system that is capable of digitizing video doppler in the
frequency domain. It is important to note that the quality of the doppler data must not be
comprised by the system. The intention is to improve over the current resolution that are
being obtained, since the system will eliminate sources of distortion caused via the channel
and recording interfaces. All doppler processing will be performed in flight thereby
reducing the time and effort required by the analyst. The processed doppler data can then
be interrogated for flight performance information and miss-distance calculation.



At this time the doppler signal processor is being evaluated by doppler analysts. The
analysts have addressed some limitations within the doppler signal processor that requires
attention. These limitation are due mainly to system noise and the weighting coefficients.
Different weighting functions are being evaluated for determining which one provides the
best trade off between bin spreading and signal detection. The test set-up involves the
doppler signal processor interfaced to a high speed tape recorder and a oscillograph line
scanner. The tape recorder is used for reproducing actual flight data with the line scanner
yielding the hard copy output. This hard copy data represents the doppler data in a
frequency verses time format which is then compared to actual data derived from an
analyst. The points of interest in the comparison are signal distinctness and the ability to
determine doppler resolution, especially at the end-game, or point of interception.

DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

Currently there is a growing requirement to encrypt telemetry signals for new system
designs, as well as refurbished versions of existing designs. There continues to be a major
requirement to encrypt the traditional doppler processor output signal as part of the single
data link. The demand for encryption will become greater in the future as DoD programs
become more sensitive.

Currently the goal of telemetry systems is to telemeter via a single PCM link. This PCM
link encodes all of the analog signals that need to be observed including the doppler
information. The encoder converts the analog data into a structured digital format. The
resultant digital format can contain a large amount data representing the values of the
sensors being measured. The amount of data within the format is directly proportional to
the number of channels being measured, the frequency response of the channels, and word
resolution.

The main problem in the past has been that the digitizing of the doppler signal would
require a large amount of bandwidth to transmit over an RF link. For a digitized 200KHz
doppler signal the minimum bit rate required would be 8MHz, assuming an 8 bit word
resolution with 5 samples per Hertz of the input.

DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

The problem remains that the doppler signal must still be digitized since the goal is to
interface the resultant data to an encryptor. Therefore a technique of data reduction is
necessary. The data reduction must be sufficient to be compatible with other telemetry
systems such that the total bandwidth is within the limits of standard encryptors and
transmitters. The reduction method must also maintain the doppler signal fidelity and
minimize any distortion caused by the conversion and processing of the digitized data.



The doppler signal by definition is generally a single set of frequencies representing a
frequency shift. This frequency shift represents the combined relative velocities of three
different vectors. The first velocity vector being the source that is illuminating the target,
the target being the second velocity vector. The final velocity vector is the missile itself
which will mix the doppler shifted frequencies from the two sources (illuminating source
and target) and end lip with a combined doppler signal. This resultant doppler signal now
represents a function of the closing velocity of the missile to the target relative to the
illuminating source.

A solution to the problem of transmitting the doppler signal digitally employs a FFT
technique. This FFT technique is an algorithm that will convert a time domain signal to a
frequency domain representation. In other words the FFT algorithm will perform a
spectrum analysis of the doppler signal. This frequency domain signal will now represent
the doppler signal as a semi-static group of frequencies instead of a complex and dynamic
signal requiring a large bandwidth to transmit. The technique of FFT signal processing will
enable both doppler data reduction and facilitate in doppler roll-off calculation.

The advantages of a digital approach is the implied airborne data reduction and virtual
error free data transmission with a lower bandwidth contribution. Data reduction will also
reduce ground station miss distance calculation error since the received data can be
optimally processed by a personal computer. The output from the computer will be a print
out of the doppler roll-off and calculated miss distance. The digital approach also allows
for considerable flexibility in system to system design and software changes. Additionally,
digital designs allow for greater environmental stress in terms of operating temperature,
shock, and vibration without changing the circuit behavior.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The specific application of the doppler signal processor is to provide a means of digitally
representing video doppler with minimum bandwidth. In order to digitally encode video
doppler there must first be some assumptions made on the characteristics of this data. The
first premise is that the doppler analyst does not require the full spectral details on the
video doppler. The spectral region of interest lies in-between the main clutter return and
target doppler. This region of interest represents a bandwidth of approximately 64KHz.
The other premises are the spectral resolutions which incorporate two interdependent
variables, bin bandwidth, and time. Bin bandwidth will define the individual frequency
components that can be resolved. The time variable is the period for which it takes one
discrete FFT to be completed, in other words the minimum time resolution. This means
that every millisecond there is one spectral output. The determination for this time
resolution is derived from the fact that the system hardware can process a 256 point FFT in
a little under 1ms.



Tieing all of the above requirements together along with some relationships that exist
between discrete time and frequency domains, the following system parameters can be
equated. The first relationship to observe is that of the sampling rate I and sampling
window period t  (refer to figure 1)[1].p

Where f  is the frequency domain span (64KHz) and F the bin frequency bandwidth. Sinces

the doppler signal processor is a discrete system the following equations can be used
where N is the number of discrete points (256).

Recombining the above equations will yield a set of equalities which relate the time
domain sampling rates to the frequency domain resolution.

Therefore substituting in the known quantities the sampling window rate for one discrete
FFT will be 4ms which will also define the bin frequency bandwidth to be 256HZ. This
will further produce the sampling rate required for the system which is equal to 64KS/s.

There remains the problem that the system hardware is capable of generating a 256 point
spectrum at 1ms intervals, but according to the system constraints an FFT will require 4ms
to collect the samples. A solution to this problem would be to collect samples for four
FFT’s each being staggered by 1ms (refer to figure 2). The depiction represents a circular
buffer that models the data storage and processing tasks. The buffer will in effect turn
counter clockwise in 16us increments. This will in effect produce a 75% sampling overlap.
Thereby producing a system capable of analyzing a 64KHz regions of doppler with 256Hz
and 1ms resolution. Note that the sampling rate is increased by four times (256KS/s),
thereby separating neighboring samples by 4us with successive samples within the buffer
separated by 16us.



Figure 1. Depiction of the relationship between discrete time and frequency

ANALOG PROCESSING

The video doppler will first be translated to the proper frequency range with a pair of
analog multipliers. These multipliers will generate two pairs of harmonics corresponding
at:

f  + f  and f  - f doppler   stno   doppler   stno

f  + f  and f  - f doppler   costno   doppler   costno

A pair of matched eighth order elliptic filters will provide a 32KHz cut-off frequency for
all of the generated harmonics. Therefore only frequency elements below 32KHz will
continue to be processed, and for all intents and purpose the first set equations will have
no contribution since under normal circumstance these components are above the 32KHz
cut-off. Note that frequencies below the carrier (sine and cosine) will produce a positive
frequency and those above a negative result. This indicates a phase reversal on the
negative frequency components, in other words the sine and cosine effectively switch
multipliers which becomes sine and cosine. In the positive frequency domain the sine will
lead the cosine components where as in the negative domain the cosine will lead the sine
component. This will become an important factor within the FFT algorithm. The effect can
be viewed as if the 0Hz reference is moved by the frequency carrier offset (refer to
figure 3). The processor will subsequently perform the FFT algorithm between +32KHz
from the frequency offset.



Figure 2. Depiction of the sampling buffer strategy

The sine, cosine generator is a implemented with a numerically controlled oscillator
(NCO). These oscillators can switch frequencies on the order of 2us and have frequency
range from 0 to 20MHz with better then 1Hz resolution. The NCO operates by counting
phase increments and outputs the corresponding trigonometric coefficient. An NCO will in
effect adjust the step size (360E/x) in older to determine the frequency, sampling a set sine
wave at various intervals. The only drawback is the there are spurious components
generated (-55dbc) which might or might not effect the working frequency domain, any
spurious components outside the domain are filtered.



Figure 3. Depiction of the quadrature translation of the doppler signal

The two A/D converters are synchronously sampling the processed video doppler at
256KS/s 4us), four times the frequency window spectrum. The converters will in effect be
creating complex (real and imaginary) numbers for the processors. Four time oversampling
is provided because of the time resolution required for the doppler signal processor, which
is 1ms. In order to collect 256 complex data points at 64KS/s would take 4ms. The
oversampling of the doppler data will also in effect sample overlap, which will prevent
sudden changes in the frequency spectrum.

DIGITAL PROCESSING

The doppler signal processor is implemented around two signal processors (refer to
figure 4), DSP (Digital Signal Processor), and a VSP (Vector Signal Processor). Each
processor is responsible for a different set of operations. These operations are defined by
the data processing requirements on the system, which are data collection, domain
translation, compression, and formatting.



Figure 4. Block diagram of the Doppler Signal Processor

The digital signal processor is a commercially available device operating at 50MHz. The
function of the digital signal processor is for the manipulation of the pre-processed and
post-processed FFT data by transferring, compressing, and formatting. Since the vector
signal processor is occupied, converting data via the FFT algorithm, another processor is
required for the post-processing. The VSP also requires a host processor for initiating
program execution by writing to an internal register. A standard microprocessor or
microcontroller will be too slow in this application since the bus speeds are only around
3us. The DSP on the other hand have bus speeds on the order of 80ns, approximately 30
times quicker. Another important facet of the DSP is the separate data and program bus
which facilitate multiple data manipulations on a single instruction word.

The pre-processing aspects of the system entails weighting [2] the incoming digitized data
and placing the data in the proper sampling buffer. Weighting, also known as windowing,
the incoming data is intended for the reduction of calculation leakage, a phenomena which
occurs in discrete signal processing. The leakage has the effect of spreading the spectrum



when the input signal frequency components are not integer multiples of the bin
frequencies. Bin frequencies being separated by 256Hz in this system. The sampling
buffers in the doppler signal processor are employed for the temporary storage of data and
subsequent FFT execution. The windowed data is placed in one of eight separate sampling
buffers in memory. The sampling buffers are implemented with dual port RAM which
facilitate both the DSP and VSP access without the need to interfere on to the processor
bus.

The post-processing phase is responsible for transferring the resultant FFT data to the
output FIFO’s (first in, first out memories). The output data is then converted from a 15 bit
to a 6 bit data word via a logarithmic table stored in programmable read only memory
(PROM). This method of compressing the data will maintain the dynamic range of the
signal without losing any spectral information. The goal is to determine the presence of a
signal in the doppler frequency domain, not necessarily the absolute energy in that signal
component.

The vector signal processor is the subsystem responsible for converting the real-time
doppler data into a frequency spectrum, better know as a discrete FFT. On the current
implementation of the system a discrete commercial multipurpose processor is used for
providing the FFT function and magnitude calculations. The vector signal processor
functions by being loaded with 256 complex vectors every millisecond. The vector is
defined as a complex number, with real and imaginary components. The resultant output is
a 256 point magnitude spectrum which is completed before the next set of complex vectors
are loaded. All FFT and magnitude processing functions are controlled via software and
reside on the vector signal processor bus.

SOFTWARE

The software for the system is divided into the two signal processors each executing
specific tasks. The VSP executes primarily the discrete FFT and magnitude algorithms.
Whereas the DSP controls mainly system operations and data manipulation between the
various interfaces.

The VSP software actually contains eight separate FFT with magnitude routines stored in
PROM. Each routine will process one of the eight sampling buffers. For example, the first
routine will process solely sampling buffer 1. By using this method there is no processing
time devoted to figuring out buffer addressing sequence. The DSP will initiate software
executions by writing the start address of the routine into the VSP instruction base register.
The program will first execute a 256 point discrete FFT using a Cooley-Tukey
algorithm [3] followed by a magnitude calculation on the resultant vectors. The magnitude
calculation is performed via a vector rotation algorithm. This is where a vector is



successively modulated by a 45E, 22.5E, and 11.25E phase. The real axis of the vector will
now contain the projected magnitude of that vector with a maximum possible error of
1.9%. The, total time required to perform a routine is 980us.

The DSP is the principal controller for the doppler signal processor yet currently remains
idle most of the time. The software is interrupt driven, the interrupts occurring at 1ms
intervals with the software taking 250us to complete. The software initialization consists of
generating a windowing coefficient table within the DSP program RAM and setting-up the
sampling buffer address pointers. The coefficient table is structured in a manner that
allows the DSP to sequentially multiply the digitized input doppler data and place the
result in the sampling buffers. The interrupt flag is activated when the input FIFO indicates
half-full status, 256 vectors, which occupies 512 words. At which point the DSP will now
execute a set software modules. The first is to initiate the VSP with the address pointer of
the previously filled sampling buffer. Next is the removal of the 256 vectors in the input
FIFO which are then windowed and placed in the appropriate sampling buffer. The final
two tasks are placing the completed FFT results, 256 words, into the output FIFO and up-
dating the NCO frequency output. At the end of these tasks the DSP will run an infinite
loop, suspended until the succeeding interrupt.

APPLICATIONS

The candidate application for the doppler signal processor is a system design for digitizing
all of the provided analog TM signals on the Standard Missile Program. The problem
being that of updating the existing standard missile TM systems for future requirements,
specifically encryption. The existing TM system is a DKT-61 which is currently
configured as a PCM and FM-FM system. The purposed design for the doppler signal
processor will be to replace the FM-FM analog system with a full digitized system. The
digitized system will remain compatible with existing bandwidth allocations, mechanics,
and data measurement specifications.

Other Applications include the addition of extra NCO’s which can then provide multiple
spectral analysis on a signal. Each sampling buffer will be assigned a different frequency
domain to process. Thereby allowing doppler tracking on more then one target.
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry hardware technology and application
requirements have undergone significant changes in the last
25 years. The trends have produced flight hardware which has
had increasingly higher performance, flexibility,
reliability and power efficiency while achieving smaller
size and weight. This paper will review the evolution and
attempt to forecast the direction and trends for future
requirements and solutions through the 1990’s.

INTRODUCTION

Aydin Vector Division has participated in the growth of
the Airborne Telemetry industry since 1956. The company
originally specialized in design and manufacturing RF
Telemetry Transmitters and FM Multiplex components. As the
business grew, the company developed a family of components
and systems to become one of the major suppliers of
Telemetry equipment in the free world. The Division intends
to continue its long term commitment to support the flight
test community with the most advanced and reliable products
available. The paper outlines the changes in requirements
and technology with their impact on the hardware supplier.

EARLY TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

While it may be interesting to many of our older
industry members to reminisce about the days of
electromechanical commutators, dyna-motors, sub-miniature
vacuum tubes and many other archaeic components from the
1940’s and 1950’s, the industry grew from these humble
beginnings to develop standards for time division
multiplexing techniques, such as PAM and PDM and FM
Multiplex techniques using VCO’s and Mixer Amplifiers. 



Typical telemetry frequencies were in the 216 to 265 MHz
range. (VHF - P Band).

In the 1960’s, the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) and in particular Naval Weapons Center Corona and
China Lake, CA, were instrumental in moving the industry
toward new components for the higher frequency 1435 to 1535
MHz (L-Band) and 2200-2300 MHz (S Band) UHF frequencies.
Solid State PAM Multiplexers were produced with sample rates
of 25,000 to 250,000 samples per second using 64 channel
frames. Very large (80 cubic inches) S Band transmitters
with Aplumbing@ were replaced with smaller and more
efficient UHF transmitters (15 cubic inches).

At the same time, FM Multiplex components were micro-
miniaturized using thick-film hybrid circuits and plug-in
construction to provide a family of VCO modules with various
mounts to configure a wide range of FM Systems for various
measurement lists. Techniques were developed to mix FM and
PAM data through the same RF Transmitter. This enabled the
instrumentation engineer to obtain information with a range
of signals from both wide band and low frequency sources.

Aydin Vector Division was a pioneer during the
evolutionary period through the 1960’s and early 1970’s.
(See Figure 1 for sample hardware). The application for this
equipment was primarily for missile and rocket development,
such as the larger Lance, Standard, Tartar-Talos-Terrier,
Shrike and Honest John missiles and later the smaller
diameter Sparrow and Sidewinders. Typical system accuracy
was 3 to 5% for FM and 1 to 2% for PAM.

The same period also brought the development of PCM
systems for testing of larger vehicles such as ICBM’s, Space
Craft and airplanes requiring many channels of data. Many of
these units were as large as suitcases and in virtually all
cases were customized, fixed format designs to meet the
measurement list requirements of a particular vehicle.
Typically, most systems accepted normalized 0-5 V data from
separate signal conditioners located near the transducers.
Typical high level accuracy was 1% and Low Level Accuracy
(0-50 MV) was 2%. The number of data channels were 100 to
200 with bit rates of 50 to 200 K Bits. (See Figure 2 for
typical late 1960 PCM System).



EVOLUTION AND EXPANSION PERIOD

During the period through the 1970’s and early 1980’s,
our industry continued to grow and we accepted new
challenges from the flight test community to provide
increasing more sophisticated, higher performance systems.
Along with this came the requirements for the designs to be
producible in quantity, the configurations to be controlled,
the parts selection and workmanship to meet rigid quality
assurance standards and strict competitive procurement
controls were required.

The Aydin Vector Division continued the development of
the family of standard components while increasing the staff
and resources to support major systems and major programs.

Our RF product line of Series 100 and 200 UHF
Transmitters was accepted a standard for many programs
providing a wide range of options to meet special needs. The
design was refined to be produced economically in large
quantities. Thousands of these transmitters have been used
reliably in a wide range of severe environments. Most units
were furnished with FM modulation although PM was available
as an option. Typical Power Output levels of 2, 5, or 10
Watts were provided.

Companion airborne receivers, models RCC-100 and RCC-
200, were also developed along with various tone decoders to
support requirements for Command and Control Systems.

The FM Multiplex product line continued to expand, but
with increased emphasis on systems applications as opposed
to a standard product component business. The low cost,
component market was primarily supported by small business
with low overheads and with little or no margin. In some
cases, even these companies could not survive the market
pressures.

Aydin Vector successfully expanded business in this
product area offering system solutions to program
requirements and providing high reliability products.
Typical applications included Wide Band FM Multiplexers for
the Space Shuttle and specialized units for Re-Entry
Vehicles, IUS Program and other similar applications.
Significant System business growth occurred in the area of
Warhead Replacement Telepaks and TM Systems for Stand- Off
Weapon Development.



The most dramatic change during this period occurred in
the Digital Product Line. Aydin Vector developed a unique,
micro-modular, programmable PCM System. The Model MMP-600
was constructed with thick film hybrid circuits packaged in
a frame .250 inches thick X 1.5 inches X 1.7 inches. The
frame has a peripherical interconnect, hermophodite
connector pin configuration, specifically designed by ITT
Cannon for this product. This permitted modules to be
stacked and replaced without cabling or structural changes.
(See Figure 3).

This industry FIRST permitted systems to be easily
built, modified, and expanded to meet changing measurement
list requirements. A family of modules was available
providing Analog Multiplexers, Bi-Level Digital Multiplexers
and Low Level Signal Multiplexing (20, 50, and 100 MV
Levels). These were expanded to include serial digital and
frequency counter modules as well as other special modules
all under the program control of E-PROM.

This product was particularly useful in expanding the
instrumentation engineers solutions to gather more data in
the small space available in sounding rockets, cruise
missiles, bombs, and RPV’s. It was also ideal for standard
product production, permitting economic lot buying of
material and efficient manufacturing assembly and test
procedures. For the first time, PCM engineers were not
required to hand assembly and test their own designs.
Several thousand systems were produced over a ten year
period.

This eventually led to the development of an improved
performance system providing more flexibility (channel by
channel programming), higher bit rates (up to 1 megabit/
second), programmable gains and offsets and integral signal
conditioning modules for both analog and digital data.

The model MMP-900 was a true, microminiature Digital
Data Acquisition System capable of handling the range of
standard housekeeping data from transducers and vehicle
circuits, but also from various on board computers,
processors, and BUS information.

Other Digital products developed during this period
including a family of MIL-STD-1553 Bus Monitor products
ARINIC 429, RS 422, and other Avionics interfaces, as well
as the Model SP-900 Processor to accept a variety of digital
inputs and initiate control signals and buffered outputs.



The larger Digital Data Acquisition systems required for
testing aircraft and large missiles were improved during the
period using E-PROMS, or core memories and plated wire
memories to provide multiple formats and flight line
reprogramming. The typical systems used distributed address
bus architecture to achieve remote data acquisition under
the control of a central unit. Systems used for the Flight
Test of Aircraft such as the F-14, F-15, Tornado, Harrier,
A6 and A7 during this period used printed circuit board
construction packaged within rugged mechanical aluminum
enclosures. Typical systems handle from 1000 to 10,000
inputs at 4 to 512 KBPS and sample rates up to 100 SPS.
Typical accuracies of 1% for low-level data and 0.5% for
high level data were achieved. The Aydin Vector model
PDS-700, model DAS526 and 537 were typically larger systems
furnished with a full family of signal conditioning and
remote units. (See Figure 4)

THE EIGHTIES - OUR PRESENT

The RF Product Line was improved to provide smaller and
more efficient transmitters (models 400, 700 and 800). (See
Figure 5) Greater versatility to comply with frequency
allocations was achieved with the model ST400 Series
Synthesized Multifrequency Video Transmitters. (Frequency is
selected over 100 MHz bandwidth in 1 MHz steps).

The need to transmit digital and Video data has also
brought the development of TV versions of the standard
transmitters capable of wideband response from 10 Hz to
10 MHz. A family of RF Power Amplifiers, model PA100, PA220,
and PA440 to provide 10, 20 and 40 watts output when driven
by standard 2 watts transmitters has increased telemetry
link range for current flight test requirements.

Companion model RCC-200 and 300 Receivers were also
developed with increased sensitivity and performance using
frequency agile and synthesized local oscillators to support
command/control, and various telemetry relay requirements
including high rate digital data and video applications.
(See Figure 6) Optional model VM-100 and VSD-100 Subcarrier/
Video Mixer and Discriminator/Demultiplexers were developed
to multiplex audio, PAM, PCM, and FM with video data
enhancing the capability of RF data links.

This capability was further expanded to satisfy critical
Flight Termination Receiver/Decoder requirements to NAVAIR
and Range Commander Council specifications (Doc. 313-80).



The model VFTR-300 and VFTR-301 series equipment was
qualified and flown on Programs such as Vandal and AMMRAM.

The technology developed for the standard RF telemetry
products has also been used to develop hardware used in GPS
data links, video data links (Walleye and SLAM missiles) and
Drone Control Transponders (model DXP-3000).

In addition, program requirements have mandated
increasingly stringent controls on workmanship (WS-6536E and
DOD-2000) and parts selection and design control (S Level
and Custom S) on Programs such as Titan/Centaur.

The need for secure communications has also evolved with
the development of Encryption support products, such as the
model ISM-100 and ISM-800, to meet NACIM 5100A requirements
for NSA KG-66 and KGV-68 Encryptors. These items are offered
under the NSA Commercial COMSEC Endorsement Program (CCEP).
Secure requirements and data link bandwidth limitations have
also inspired the development of digitized video equipment,
such as the model AVC-107, using advanced compression and
enhancement techniques to optimize image transmission.
Airborne Bit Synchronizers, such as the model SBS-200, are
also available to support Digital Data Link requirements.

The Data Acquisition System requirements have expanded
into the need to support tactical testing, training and
quality assurance requirements for weapons currently in our
inventory. Special telemeters such as the model FMT-770 have
been developed to be installed in the production missile
assembly between existing sections or as warhead replacement
sections such as the AN/DKT-58 and ATI/DKT-31 Telepaks.
Other strap-on telemeters have been provided. (See Figure 7)

Additional development work was performed for various US
and overseas customers to supply Data Acquisition systems
capable of meeting high shock environments from 155 mm
projectiles and mortars.

Families of specialized signal conditioning amplifiers
such as the 900 series Self Balancing Bridge Conditioning
Module, the 200 Series Thermocouple Conditioning
Multiplexers, the AGRA-100 Automatic Gain Ranging Amplifier,
the SSC-2008 Super Signal Conditioner and a Series of Model
PDF Programmable Data Amplifier/Filters have been developed
to support Data Acquisition System requirements. Most of
these designs use the latest monolithic circuits and thick 



film hybrid construction to achieve extremely stable
performance in a very small size. (Figure 8.0)

Major Flight Test Program requirements for the Space
Shuttle redesign SRB, the V-22 Tilt Rotor Aircraft, the
Israeli LAVI Fighter, the German Tornado ECR Aircraft,
Phantom F-4 Upgrades in the US, FRG and Israel have led to
the development of the ADAS-7000 Series Distributed Digital
Data Acquisiton System. (Figure 9.0)

This equipment permits the acquisition of up to 8000
data inputs from up to 24 remote units with programmable
formats and 8 to 12 bits/word resolution under the control
of the user via an RS-232 link. Output bit rates up to
2 Mbit/sec can be split on muliple tape recorder tracks or
selected data can be observed on local displays in real-time
with integral EU conversions or transmitted over RF links
for safety-in-flight parameters.

The remote units acquire a variety of analog and digital
signals and provide local signal conditioning, digitizing
and formatting with flexible command response transmission
to a central control unit. Time code and other reference
information is formatted to simplify data processing and
analysis. Data is also acquired and formatted from MIL-STD-
1553, ARINC 429 and other specialized avionics Buses.
Accuracies better than 0.5% over the full environment are
achieved.

The 914 Series Distributed Data System was developed to
support the F-14 and A6 upgrade Flight Test Program as well
as the C-18 Joint Stars Program. This system was the first
application of integral signal conditioning using Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) Digital Programmable Filtering with
multi-stage decimation over a wide environment range and in
a very small size.

The most recent development further expands the DDAS
capabilities into the micro-miniature construction
techniques developed for the MMP-600 and 900 Series PCM
Encoders. These distributed systems were used for the X-29
and T-45 Flight Test Programs and are currently being
produced for the ATF Program. Accuracies better than 0.3% is
obtained through the entire data system, including the
integral conditioners, from the transducers, at bit rates up
to 2 Mbit/Sec. The 800 Series Micro Data Systems are also
offered for stand-alone missile applications. (Figure 10.0)



The AGRA-100 Development sponsored by WPAFB in 1982, was
the basis for the design of a specialized digital Data
Acquisition System to support the acquisition of Wide Band
Flight Dynamic data. These systems provided selectable data
bandwidth to 10 KHz with gains selectable to ranges up to
1024 and DC accuracies of ± 0.1%. A dynamic range in excess
of 120 dB is achieved.

These systems have been used for critical Ground
Vibration Tests of the F-16, an A-10 gun bay test and a
special captive carry missile test. Current orders are in
process to assist in the integration of the AMRRAM missile
to high performance aircraft.

THE 1990’s - OUR FUTURE

The logical extension of our industry based upon our
current and past experience indicates the following:

1)  Budgets - The money available for our industry will bear
a direct relationship to the money available from the DOD
and overseas customers for Weapons development and
maintenance of current inventories. Since tensions and
economic factors indicate a reduced need, we should expect
less overall money to be spent. Therefore, we must become
more selective, more-efficient and more competitive in the
allocation of our money and resources.

2)  Technology - The advances in components and design tools
should give the hardware designer unprecedented opportunties
to make significant breakthrough in optimizing designs. The
winners will allocate their efforts to new standard products
with maximum multiple applications.

3)  Applications - Greater synergism between the users, the
component suppliers (transducers & sensors, telemetry
component, recording and display) and the data analysis
experts are needed to take a realistic, fresh look at the
functions, interfaces and objectives to achieve optimum and
realistic design targets.

4)  Quality Assurance & Manufacturing - A more realistic
partnership is needed to insure transition from the dreams
of the user to the reality of production for his program.
Schedules are critical.

5) Procurement - the procurement Process needs to be
streamlined to place greater emphasis on the Program needs.



Currently the process is longer than the expected vendor
delivery times. Everyone is concerned about many factors,
however, the end user must still meet his milestones.

6)  Hardware - We should expect some significant
breakthroughs in the following areas:

a)  RF Products - New developments in MMIC and RF
Amplifier technology should enable the industry to
obtain IRIG compatible 2 watt transmitters with the
next 5 to 10 years in 2 to 4 cubic inch size. Similar
improvements could be achieved in receivers and power
amplifiers.

b)  Telemetry Frequency Allocations - We should not
expect a radical change in frequency allocations except
for targets and other specialized military telemetry
and control requirements which may be required in
higher frequency band.

c)  Frequency Modulation - Aydin Vector and Aydin
Computer & Monitor Division have been investigating
various modulation techniques to secure improved
spectrum efficiency. MSK has been found to be more
efficient, but costs more. PSK and QPSK offers other
benefits. Scrambling and convolution encoding enhances
link performance.

d)  Digital and Video Data - Increased use of higher
bit rate digital data and digitized video data will
continue to challenge our RF transmission medium
technology, close coordination with the users, the
ground receivers and airborne antenna manufacturers is
required to advance this capability.

e)  Secure - Continued emphasis on secure transmission
and embedded encryptors will be part of our future.

f)  Fiber Optics - Increased use of fiber optic links
and Buses will require a working knowledge and
experience with these mediums so the TM hardware
designer provides an optimum interface design.

g)  Signal Conditioning - Closer relationships with
sensor and transducer manufacturers and the users will
result in measurement with reduced errors due to
environmental drifts and long term offsets. Aydin
Vector introduced self-balancing bridge conditioning



modules (BCA=9000) for use on the Trident Missile
Program as well as integral conditioners for a line of
accelerometers. We believe that greater advances can be
made if the telemetry hardware manufacturer can
participate on the team to develop new solid state
sensors for measurement of pressures, acceleration, and
vibration. Present thermal measurements will continue
to be refined. Techniques for local digitization and
data filtering, as well as local I.D. references
insertion need to be explored.

h)  Analog Products - Increased use of monolithic
analog and interface devices will continue to improve
the reliability and performance of these products.
Aydin Vector has found that many improvements were
possible when a close relationship exists between the
device manufacturer and our technical staff. Further
size and cost improvements can be made by the use of
semi-custom and ASIC devices to integrate multiple
support and logic functions.

i)  Digital Products - Higher speed processing and Bus
architectures will continue to drive and expand the
capability of these products. The ability to merge and
format data from MIL-STD-1553 and other Avionics Buses
will continue to challenge the equipment designer,
particularly as the Bus rates increase to 20 MHz and
higher. The ability to be compatible with MIL-STD-1750
on-board computers is a must. Greater compatibility
with missile guidance and control systems is required.

j)  GPS - Aydin Vector has provided various components
to interface with GPS receivers and translators. The
telemetry manufacturers will continue to refine and
develop technique to utilize this data in the test
programs. CPS will continue to expand its use and
capability as not only an on board guidance input, but
also as a vehicle performance parameter required to
telemetered to the ground.

k)  ATE and GSE - Increased use of automatic test
equipment will insure the integrity of the flight
hardware. Accurate evaluation of the equipment
performance during initial acceptance test while under
a range of environments has proven to be essential for
flight worthiness. In addition, a line of ground
support equipment with user friendly software permits
rapid reconfiguration of the parameters to be measured



and checkout of system installation integrity on the
flight line. Integral telemetry BITE provides further
pre-flight confidence where required.

l)  Mechanical Design - The greatest challenges to
support all of the above is to insure that the hardware
design has accurately and adequately provided the
structural integrity, the thermal profile and
dissipation requirements, EMI protection, interconnect
techniques and above all the ability to produce and
service the equipment economically and easily. A unique
combination of mechanical and electronic design
disciplines is required.

7)  Design Tools - Every engineer in our industry has become
proficient with the PC today. Many have benefited from the
use of computerized work stations with a variety of
specialized programs and formats to produce schematics,
select components and circuit elements, verify timing and
performance parameters, calculate thermal and power
requirements and a variety of other functions. In some
cases, it is expected that bread-boarding or other
validation is not required prior to design release. We need
to encourage our hardware designers to use these tools, but
like any good navigator, we must be able to validate and
cross check our heading. We must continue to encourage our
staffs to follow the process that has been proven to obtain
mature designs. Bench validation tests over the environment,
design reviews with your peers and seniors, prototyping and
qualification are essential for design validation and
finally production if of equal importance to assure the
reproducibility of the design and the process.

8)  Instrumentation Engineers - Many of the experienced
engineers are retiring or have left the business. Younger
engineers, in many cases, have been introduced to the
profession, as new hires or transfers. Seldom have they had
the luxery of specialized training in school or through
apprentice programs offered by the company or the
government. We must find ways to assure adequate and orderly
transfer of this knowledge and experience. The ITC and other
organizations are to be commended for encouraging young
engineers to enter our field by the use of scholarships and
awards. We must continue to improve this very important area
by encouraging Universities to include curriculum on
instrumentation, to offer workshops and seminars and
certainly to continue to encourage participation in our
professional conferences and organizations



CONCLUSION

The Airborne Telemetry Industry has undergone many
changes over the years. The test program requirements have
become more complex both from the application requirements
and the programatic requirements. The procurement process,
the quality assurance requirements, export and import
license laws and procedures, and a host of other regulations
and administrative requirements have made it very difficult
for the innovative, technologist/entrepeneur to compete and
survive.

It is no longer possible for the instrumentation
engineer to design a system, pick a vendor and order
hardware without significant justification and competition.
As a result, the number of suppliers have diminished and the
remaining suppliers have had to change the way of doing
business and grow to provide all the resources and support
required by the procurement system. This has increased the
cost and decreased the quick-reaction, direct technical
interchange necessary for optimum solutions to requirements.
Ironically, the government has also imposed small business
set-asides for telemetry while still imposing all the
requirements for resources and support, further forcing
these suppliers to accept contracts beyond their
capabilities and placing programs in jeopardy.

Nevertheless, the products have continued to improve in
performance and the flight test community has benefited from
more flexible and reliable equipment. We will continue to
become more creative and responsive into the 1990’s with the
computer based design and manufacturing/test tools
available, as well as with the significant improvements in
the circuit components available.

However, we need to encourage the government budget
makers and legislators to reduce the administrative and
procedural burdens on the Flight Test Community and the
Telemetry Industry which discourage the technologists from
creativity and which impose increased costs and procurement/
delivery cycles. We have grown and matured primarily because
the user and the hardware designer had achieved close
technological synergism and the motivation to meet new
challenges. We need to find ways to encourage new hardware
development and user/designer teamwork with funds and
contracts prior to and independent of Program Related Funds
and schedules.



The various professional organizations such as ITC, SAE,
ISA, SFTE, etc., as well as the RCC, IRIG, AFTRCC and other
government groups including overseas groups and
organizations with similar needs should continue to work
together and find ways to improve our industry to meet the
challenges of the 1990’s.
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FIGURE 1 - EARLY PAM AND FM TELEMETRY COMPONENTS - 1960’S

FIGURE 2 - EARLY PCM ENCODER - 1960’S



FIGURE 3 - MODEL MMP-600 MICRO-PCM ENCODER



FIGURE 4 - MODEL DAS-537 AIRCRAFT DIGITAL DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM

FIGURE 5 - MODEL T800 S-BAND TRANSMITTER (6 CUBIC INCHES)



FIGURE 6 - MODEL RCC 300 SYN - 100 CHANNEL, FREQUENCY
AGILE, SYNTHESIZED RECEIVER

FIGURE 7 - MODEL FMT-770 TACTICAL SYSTEM



FIGURE 8 - MODEL AGRA-100 AUTOMATIC GAIN RANGING AMPLIFIER

FIGURE 9 - MODEL ADAS-7000 DISTRIBUTED DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM FOR NASA SPACE SHUTTLE SRB FLIGHT TEST



FIGURE 10 - MODEL 800 SERIES MICRO DIGITAL DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR ATF PROGRAM
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ABSTRACT

Quantization of signal set vectors [1,2] could reduce the processing time required to apply
the maximum likelihood decoding algorithm of Viterbi [3], to data encoded by a trellis
coded modulation (TCM) scheme of the kind proposed by Ungerboeck [4]. Simulations
have been performed to determine the effect of different degrees of circular quantization
on TCM, using 8-PSK and 16-PSK signal sets, combined with a four state convolutional
code. It was found that circular quantization produces good results when 2 or 3
quantization points are placed between signal set vectors.

INTRODUCTION

A convolutional code is a code in which the output is determined not only by the current
input, but by previous inputs as well. Convolutional encoding is performed by a finite state
encoder (Fig. 2) in which the current state is a function of the previous inputs, and the
outputs correspond to the allowable state transitions. A diagram called a trellis (see
figure 3) is used to illustrate the allowable state transitions along with the associated inputs
and outputs. The trellis diagram is generally extended horizontally to an arbitrary number
of stages to depict the operation of the decoder during some period of time. Given the
initial state of the encoder, the response of the encoder to any input sequence can be
represented as a continuous path through the extended trellis. To know the path taken
through the trellis is to know the convolutionally encoded input. (There may also be non-
convolutionally encoded inputs. In this case, more than one output symbol may be
assigned to the same state transition, and the decoder must make a direct decision between
them. This is referred to as the outboard decision). In reference to the trellis diagram,
convolutional encoding is also referred to as trellis encoding. When convolutional
encoding is combined with PSK or PAM signalling (Figure 1) the system is referred to as
trellis coded modulation, or TCM [4].



The maximum likelihood decoding algorithm was introduced by Viterbi [3] to realize the
error correcting potential of convolutional codes. The goal of the Viterbi algorithm is to
identify the most likely path through the trellis, given the received sequence, which may
have been corrupted by noise. Any particular path through the trellis corresponds to a
particular output code sequence. The essential points of the Viterbi algorithm are: 1) the
similarity between the code sequence of a considered path and the code sequence received
is taken as the criterion for selecting the most likely path, 2) where two or more paths
converge, only the most likely of the converging paths is retained for further consideration,
thus the number of contending paths is always equal to the number of states of the
encoder), 3) at some point, a final selection is made from the remaining paths. The point at
which the final selection is made is a design consideration. The length of the paths which
are retained for consideration is called the decoder depth. Both memory requirement and
decoder performance increase with decoder depth, but there is a point at which no further
gain in performance is realized.

In TCM work, the decoder works with the output (in-phase and quadrature components) of
a quadrature detector. This is a sequence of vectors representing the amplitude and phase
of the received PSK or PAM signal, including the effect of noise. In applying the Viterbi
algorithm to a received TCM sequence, the metric difference between the received
sequence and each considered sequence is used as the criterion for selecting the most
likely sequence. Each time a new signal vector is received, the geometric distance (in
signal-set space) between the received vector and the symbol vector associated with each
branch of the trellis is calculated. This distance, calculated for particular branch, is referred
to as the transitional metric of that branch. The sum of the transitional metrics of all of the
branches of a particular path is referred to as the cumulative metric of that path. The path
with the least cumulative metric is the most likely to be correct and is the path which the
Viterbi algorithm selects.

Some consideration should be given to the mapping of the signal set onto the trellis code
(Figures 4, 5, & 6). The set partitioning method of Ungerboeck [4] produces superior
results in nearly all cases. In this method, the greatest distance is made between symbols
assigned to parallel branches in the trellis, that is, branches which represent the same state
transition of the encoder. The next greatest distance is made between symbols assigned
between branches which join at one node only. The least distance is made between
symbols assigned to branches which do not join at all. The Viterbi algorithm determines
the most likely sequence of state transitions of the decoder. Because parallel branches
represent the same state transition, the distinction between them must be made directly,
based on the location of the received signal vector. This is the reason for making the signal
vector assignment so that these symbols have as much distance between them as possible.
The decision between parallel branches is referred to as the outboard decision.



QUANTIZATION

Because of channel noise, the received vector can fall anywhere in continuous two
dimensional Euclidean space, even though the signal set space consists of a finite number
of vectors. Because of this, the transitional metrics must be calculated in real time each
time a new signal vector is received. This is where quantization of the signal set space will
save processing time. With the input vector restricted to a finite number of discrete
quantization points, the transitional metrics could be obtained directly from internal tables.
The purpose of this paper is to present results showing the relationship between fineness of
quantization and decoder performance.

This paper is concerned with circular quantization. In circular quantization, all of the
quantization points lie equally spaced on the unit circle, and the degree of quantization is
specified by stating the total number of quantization points. So, for example, 24 sector
quantization of 8-PSK means that there are eight quantization points on the signal set
vectors, and two between each adjacent pair of signal set vectors, for a total of 24
quantization points.

SIMULATION PROCEDURE

Block diagram models of the Euclidean Distance Maximum Likelihood decoder were
designed and simulated using the Block Oriented Systems Simulator (BOSS), a
commercially available software package. Although the primary purpose of this work was
to investigate circular quantization, an added benefit of using a block diagram simulator is
that it calls attention to design considerations which will be encountered when a real time
decoder is actually built. Separate (although similar) systems were developed for 8-PSK
and 16-PSK, both using a 4-state trellis code. In simulation, a sequence of TCM symbol
vectors is generated from random binary data. A Gaussian random vector is then added to
each symbol vector to simulate the effect of noise. The sequence of resultant vectors
(symbol vector plus noise vector) is then equivalent to the output of a quadrature detector
receiving the TCM signal and is passed to the decoder as data.

For the optimal quadrature detector, the relationship between the spectral noise density
and the variance of the noise vector is given by Carlson [6] as:

F  = A  v/2E2  2
c

where A  is the carrier amplitudec

v is the spectral noise density
and E is the energy per symbol



In this work, the carrier amplitude is taken to be unity so the above equation reduces to

To test the performance of the decoder at various ratios of symbol energy to spectral noise
density, F  is calculated from the above relationship and used as the variance of the2

complex Gaussian noise generator supplied with the BOSS.

Quantization was simulated by quantizing the received signal vector and then passing the
quantized vector to the decoder. During simulation the decoder then calculates the
quantized metrics which would be obtained from tables if a quantized decoder were
actually built. This approach serves the purpose of determining the effect of quantization
and is flexible enough to allow a number of different quantization schemes to be tried.

Decoding is done continuously as suggested by Clark & Cain [7]. Each time a new symbol
is received, the most likely converging path is selected at each node, the new data is
shifted into memory, and the old data is shifted out. The data being shifted out of the
register associated with the most likely path is selected to be the output of the decoder.
The decoder depth, the length of sequences retained in memory before the final selection is
made, was 16 for all simulations. Simulations were performed at various noise levels and
error rates were determined from trials of 250,000 symbols.

DECODER DESIGN

The top level block diagram of the 8-PSK and 16-PSK encoders are shown in figure 9. The
decoding process is divided into four distinct major functions: 1) transitional metric
calculation, 2) outboard decision making (selecting the most likely of two or more parallel
branches), 3) cumulative metric calculation and shortest path selection, and 4) storage of
contending sequences. This approach results in a straightforward modular circuit layout,
and allows the design to be easily modified for use with different codes.

Transitional Metric Calculation

In general, the number of transitional metrics to be calculated depends on the trellis code
being used. Ultimately, a transitional metric must be assigned to each branch of the trellis.
In the case of parallel branches, the transitional metric is calculated for the branch whose
assigned symbol vector is closest to the received vector. The outboard decision eliminates
the further symbols immediately. The four state trellis used in this work has eight
allowable state transitions. Each state transition is associated with the same symbols as
one other state transition, so there are four metrics to be calculated. In the simulations, the



transitional metrics are calculated algebraically. Quantized metrics, for the purpose of
testing a particular quantization scheme, are obtained by quantizing the input. In actual
practice, the quantized metrics would be obtained from a table. Once the transitional
metrics are obtained, they are passed on to a separate block, where they are used to
calculate the cumulative metrics and select the shortest paths.

Cumulative Metric Calculation and Path Selection

Each time a new signal vector is received, the cumulative metrics are used to select the
most likely converging path at each node of the current stage of the trellis. With an N-state
trellis, there are N selections to be made. Once the cumulative metrics are calculated and
compared, N bit variables (the path selection variables) are passed to the path register to
indicate which paths were selected as the N contenders, and log  (N) bit variables (the2

final selection variables) are passed to indicate which of the N contenders has the least
cumulative metric of all the paths. Cumulative metrics are maintained at all N nodes. In
these simulations, the metrics were represented as the equivalent of single precision
FORTRAN real numbers, and in this case the precision of the cumulative metrics is far
from being the limiting factor on the performance of the decoder. When quantization is put
into practice, storage should be allocated to allow the cumulative metrics to be stored with
precision appropriate for the degree of quantization being used.

Path Storage

To accomplish maximum likelihood decoding, the contending paths must be stored in
memory until the final selection is made. Path selecting is done continuously. The length of
the stored paths remains fixed, and old data is shifted out as new data is shifted in. Each
time a new signal vector is processed, a final selection is made from the data being shifted
out.

A contending sequence can be stored in memory in either of two ways, as a sequence of
bits indicating which of two converging paths was taken at each node (plan A) or as a
sequence of integers representing PSK symbolds (Plan B). Plan A requires less memory
than Plan B, but since the outboard decision is made after maximum likelihood decoding,
separate information must be stored to locate the received vector with respect to each
outboard decision threshold. When plan B is used, the outboard decisions and the selected
PSK symbols are shifted into the path register. The path register must then store and shift
PSK symbols rather than single data bits.



RESULTS

Simulations were done to investigate the effect of circular quantization. Each point on the
error rate curves was determined from a trial of 250,000 symbols.

Results of the 8-PSK simulations (Figure 7) are shown in terms of symbol energy
(SNR = E /v where v is the spectral noise density). The signal set includes eight symbols,s

but due to convolutional encoding, each symbol carries two bits of information. The
symbol error rate was divided by 3 to obtain a rough approximation of the error event rate.
This is to facilitate comparison with the results obtained by Ungerboeck [4] which are in
terms of the frequency of error events, the error event being defined as the event that the
decoder diverges from the correct path and then reconverges. The factor of 3 is used
because probabilities indicate that the error event rate which results in 3 missed symbols
should predominate at mid range noise levels.

Results of the 16-PSK simulation (figure 8) are shown with the signal to noise ratio
defined in terms of bit energy (SNR = E /v = E /3v) as was done by Wilson [5]. Symbolb   s

error rates are divided by 3 to approximate the bit error rate.

The results indicate that when circular quantization is used for 8-PSK or 16-PSK TCM,
there should be 2 of 3 quantization points between symbol vectors. The improvement in
going from 1 point between vectors to 2 is appreciable; the improvement in going from 2
to 3 is slight, but possibly worthwhile. For 8-PSK, the losses in going from unquantized
decoding to 32, 24, and 16 sector quantization are roughly 0.4dB, 0.5dB, and 1dB (symbol
energy) respectively. For 16-PSK, the losses in going from unquantized decoding to 64,
48, and 32 sector quantization are roughly 0.35dB, 0.4dB, and 1.1dB (bit energy),
respectively.
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ABSTRACT

Computer Sciences Corporation, Realtime Data Systems Center has developed, integrated,
tested, and delivered several large telemetry systems to various ranges over the past eight
years. One key to the success of these systems has been the ability to build on a software
base to meet unique range processing requirements for aircraft, missiles, and related
weapons systems. Reusable software means reduced procurement and life cycle costs. The
ability to successfully reuse software for new systems with new requirements lies not only
in the fundamentals of modular system design, but in the ability of the people to
comprehend the design, and adapt the software to new requirements. As advanced
telemetry processing needs meet reduced budgets, the successful systems integrator will be
relying more and more on an ability to adapt existing systems to meet new challenges.

Key Words: Telemetry Systems
Reusable Software
Reusable Design

INTRODUCTION
As an organization, the Realtime Data Systems Center (RDSC) for Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC) first entered the telemetry systems integration business in September
1981. At that time the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) awarded CSC a contract to
develop the Integrated Flight Data Processing System (IFDAPS) for the Ridley Mission
Control Center (RMCC). The assembled team drew from a wide experience base.
Expertise from such systems as the then newly developed Telemetry Integrated Processing
System (TIPS) installed by Systems Development Corporation at Vandenberg Air Force
Base, and operational experience from various telemetry, radar, and satellite control
facilities provided the experience base needed to develop and deliver the RMCC system
and several other telemetry systems over the past eight years.



The ability to apply past experience towards the new system was significant for RMCC,
but the ability to adapt and reuse the software developed for RMCC on other related
telemetry systems (1) was crucial. Reapplication of key software modules and major
design concepts enabled these systems to meet performance criteria, as well as stay within
schedule and cost constraints.

The reusability of software has begun to receive a great deal of attention in various
government agencies. As an example, the National Test Bed for the Strategic Defense
Initiative is holding Symposia to define how to best make use of similar software across
program and contractor boundaries (2). Reusability of software is a natural concern where
budgetary issues impose limits on development.

Newly developed software is inherently more expensive than rehosted software, especially
if the software design must also be built from scratch. Existing software represents an
invaluable knowledge base. The reuse of software includes the reuse of software modules
across projects, but of greater consequence is the reuse and adaptation of software design
(3) yielding modified or new code to meet new requirements. It is the latter ability that has
enabled CSC RDSC to deliver systems within relatively short schedules (4).

This paper presents the interrelationships of several telemetry processing systems, and
shows how the reuse of software and software designs affects costs.

RDSC Telemetry Systems Architecture

The telemetry processing systems developed by RDSC share common design attributes
(Figure 1). Setup software is provided for pre-test definition of the telemetry processing
scenario. Setup files are built by a telemetry compiler to be loaded into telemetry
preprocessor front end equipment. This preprocessor is programmed to acquire the
telemetry data, perform the majority of data processing, and distribute the processed data
to the host computer(s) for presentation to the users or further analysis. Acquisition of
PCM, FM, and other telemetry data by the preprocessor entails the normal
synchronization, syllablization, and ID tagging. Processing in the preprocessor includes
Engineering Unit conversion, Data Compression, and Data Type conversion to a format
acceptable to the host processor(s). The preprocessor’s final function is to make data
available to the host processors via direct memory data transfer.

With the data now in the host, in a format ready for use, the host processor(s) functions
include realtime presentation of the data on high resolution display formats, digital history
recording of the telemetry data, realtime analysis, and intermaneuver or post-test analysis
of the history recorded data (5, 6). All of the realtime processing capabilities require
realtime control. Modification of the processing sequence and characteristics are provided



for the flight test engineer to modify the test environment, ensure data quality, and
maximize the results for any given test (7).

The final common element to RDSC telemetry systems is the networking capacity
necessary to tie multiple computers into one common telemetry test stream, or tie multiple
test streams together into one integrated system. Various combinations of shared memory
and high speed interprocessor communications have been installed to meet different
interprocessor communications requirements. It is no longer sufficient for telemetry ground
stations to acquire and store data for later data reduction and analysis (8). The capacity to
network realtime data to various engineering analysis stations enables the realtime analyst
(9) to make maximum use of flight test time.

Figure 1.  Telemetry Processing System Architecture



Genealogy of RDSC Telemetry Systems

The telemetry processing systems delivered by RDSC share a common background for
system design and software (Figure 2). The software development effort for each project
and the software technical knowledge transfer between projects is represented as a
function of time. Each of these systems represents an application of the common system
design approach to meet specific requirements.

Figure 2.  RDSC Telemetry Systems Genealogy

Ridley Mission Control Center IFDAPS

The RMCC system (10, 11, 12) forms the cornerstone for the telemetry processing
systems developed by RDSC. Beginning in September 1981, CSC engineered the system
to satisfy AFFTC requirements.

In the summer of 1984, the Air Force identified a need for an Early Operational
Configuration (EOC) which was delivered in May of 1985. A second system was
delivered as the Initial Operational Configuration (IOC) in September 1986. Both the EOC
and IOC systems represent RMCC software tailored for hardware configurations and
operational considerations different from the final baseline configuration. The software
differences were small, but these systems are significant in that they represent the first
RDSC systems to benefit from the reuse of software design.



The final three baseline systems were delivered in the Final Operational Configuration
(FOC) in November 1986. The EOC and IOC systems were later integrated with the
baseline systems, and RMCC IFDAPS has been supporting AFFTC flight test operations
since that time. The RMCC system required approximately 576 man-months (MM) to
develop 332,000 lines of executable, Deliverable Source Instructions (DSI) over five
years.

A relative cost of software development by project, as measured by MM / DSI (Figure 3)
indicates the substantial drop in development costs for the systems which grew from the
RMCC software investment. The subsequent projects, while incorporating more features
and meeting higher technical demands, show a reduced software development cost. This is
due to their dependance on the reuse of software from the original and succeeding systems
(3).

Figure 3.  Cost of Software Development by Project

Test Support Facility IFDAPS

In December 1985, AFFTC awarded CSC RDSC a contract to provide the Test Support
Facility (TSF) (5). This set of three systems relied heavily on software developed for
RMCC. The Government’s demanding requirements were met through the application of
the existing software. Modifications of the existing software enabled the use of more
advanced technologies across the entire system. Newer front end preprocessors were



integrated. Higher performance recording and displays were incorporated. Array
processing capabilities were integrated across the pre-test, realtime, and post-test analysis
software. For the TSF system, a system with many enhanced capabilities, 560,000 DSI
were delivered using 480 MM in under 3 years. By building the more advanced system on
the RMCC baseline, the TSF development time was significantly reduced, and the cost of
software (Figure 3) was reduced to half of what the system would have cost.

Test Pilot School IFDAPS

Both RMCC and TSF have smaller derivative systems designed to meet specific user
needs (1). Test Pilot School (TPS) IFDAPS was procured by the USAF Test Pilot School
at Edwards Air Force Base (AFB) to support their training mission. The TPS software
effort represents a moderate rehost of RMCC software, along with some of the TSF
software, to accommodate single processor configurations. Minor front end processor and
other hardware configuration differences were also incorporated. Over 145,000 DSI were
rehosted to generate the TPS system, taking 24 MM in less than one year of development
time. The significant amount of reusable software incorporated into TPS dropped the
software costs (Figure 3) to 1/8  of that expected for new development. The inclusion ofth

code from TSF enabled TPS to use newer host processors.

The TPS effort provided an additional benefit for RMCC, the original system. During the
spring of ’89, the RMCC acquisition processors and software were similarly upgraded to
the newer host processors yielding increased system throughput and performance. The
investment in reusable design and software thus provided a dividend in the full life cycle
costs for RMCC.

Utah Test and Training Range IFDAPS

The Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR) system was built on the TSF system design,
This effort represents the smallest cost for software development (Figure 3). Over 450,000
DSI were rehosted in 40 MM and in less than one year. UTTR represents the rehost effort
with the smallest impact to system design, and therefore the greatest reuse of unchanged
software. A minimal number of source modules (less than 10%) were modified to
accommodate the differences in configuration. The UTTR and TSF resultant systems share
a tightly coupled software set. Each site benefits from enhancements and corrections
identified by the other.

Real-time Telemetry Processing System III

The RDSC telemetry processing system which made the most use of existing software was
Real-time Telemetry Processing System III (RTPS III) developed for the Patuxent River



Naval Air Test Center (13). The RTPS III project (4), a firm fixed price contract, relied
heavily on the reusable design and the capability to merge software from three sources.
First, the RTPS prototype software developed by the Government (14) provided most of
the user interface and display software. By Government direction, this software also
retained much of the user interface style of the original RTPS I and II systems. The
retention of the user interface was important to preserve the knowledge investment of the
RTPS users. Second, TSF software was modified to generate the new setup file software,
and front end processing software necessary to load and control the front end equipment.
Third, newly developed software provided new functionality over the previous systems.

Three key components came together to make the RTPS III project a success (4):

! A technically astute customer made an investment in prototyping the required
capabilities and made the prototype software available for reuse.

! A talented core of senior team leaders made maximum use of the existing TSF
system design and software.

! The implementation of Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) for system
design provided for rapid transition of design knowledge.

These factors enabled the development and delivery of the 170,000 DSI which comprised
the RTPS III system, with the expenditure of only 130 MM, and 13 months total end-to-
end development time. As indicated by Figure 3, by relying on the previously developed
software, RTPS III was developed at half the costs of new development.

Telemetry WorkStation

The Telemetry WorkStation project (TWS) represents the most recent application of
existing RDSC telemetry software (1). The TWS project was created to allow for a choice
of host processors. It took full advantage of the software investment represented by the
previous systems. The rehost of 140,000 DSI for the initial TWS capability represents an
expenditure of 58 MM spread over several years. The initial display capability was
demonstrated at the 1986 International Telemetering Conference. TWS represents the next
step in the telemetry systems architecture, by incorporating network and workstation
capabilities. While still relying on the telemetry preprocessor to acquire, process, and
distribute data to the host processor, the system has been engineered to make maximum
use of distributed processing.

The integrated network has also been retained in the TWS design in two forms. Multiple
engineer systems are configured using high speed interprocessor communications network, 



direct access shared memory capability. The application of reusable software provides the
capability for multi-disciplined display stations and fully redundant data acquisition
stations within the same network. Each station in the network has full access to all the
data, and can make locally processed information available to any of the engineers through
the entire system.

CONCLUSION

Future systems will continue to be built on the knowledge base represented by the current
systems. If for no other reason, projected Government funding, in conjunction with
competitive fixed price procurement practices, will direct the systems integration industry
to take full advantage of the existing software base. The reuse of software, in the form of
unchanged, reusable modules plays an important role, but represents the prosaic, common
sense distribution of existing software capabilities through software libraries. The greater
potential for success is represented by the ability to apply existing system designs in
conjunction with the growing library base, towards the creation of system designs
satisfying the new requirements.

The ability to design a system to meet new requirements is the ability to successfully
decompose the new requirements. Decomposition is the technique of breaking down of a
new set of system requirements into elements: functions, units, smaller pieces.
Decomposition becomes the method to transition from the abstract “unimplementable” to
the “implementable”. With an extensive systems background, and specialization in specific
systems, the point at which this recognition occurs is much sooner in the system design
process. As system integrators deliver multiple unique systems, in addition to the
accumulation of system expertise, the libraries of software from which to draw also grows.

The telemetry processing systems delivered by RDSC represent the successful application
of the reuse of system design and software. This was made possible through the
investment in the system design at the inception of each project, and the continuity of the
senior technical staff disseminating their knowledge across projects.
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SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF THE OMV
VIDEO COMPRESSION TELEMETRY SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

The Orbital Maneuverable Vehicle (OMV) will use a man-in-the-loop round trip space-to-
earth communication link for remote control and docking with an orbiting spacecraft. The
control system uses range/range rate radar, a forward command link, and a compressed
video return link. Figure 1 illustrates the overall compressed video coding techniques.

Analog RS-170 compatible video is available from any one of eight or, at a lower
resolution, simultaneously from any two television cameras. The video data is digitized
and then compressed by sampling every sixth frame of data. A rate of five frames per
second is adequate for the OMV docking speeds. Further compression, at the expense of
spatial resolution, is obtained by averaging adjacent pixels. The remaining compression is
achieved using differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) and Huffman run length
encoding. To protect this compressed video data stream from Space to TDRSS channel
errors, a concatenated error correction coding system will be used. This concatenated
coding is achieved by encoding with a helical interleaved (depth 8) Reed-Solomon
(255,239) block code and then encoding with a rate 112 convolution code (constraint
length 7) followed by a periodic convolution interleaver (30,116). Thus, we see that four
stages of compression, two types of error correction encoding and two levels of
interleaving are utilized in this fairly sophisticated data transmission system. A detailed
system description and simulated system performance results are presented in this paper.

COMPRESSION CODING

The video camera output is an RS 170 standard, 525 lines per frame, 30 frames per second
signal with a 510 by 488 pixel array. Assuming the use of 8 bits per pixel, a channel
bandwidth of approximately 60 MHz would be required. Since the available bandwidth is
only 486 KHz per channel, a compression ratio of 124:1 is necessary.



Prior to data compression, the original 8-bit pixel values are re-scaled by a digital
compander. The compander is described by an equation for the output in terms of the input
x by

( =  -153x  + 1.6x2

The effect of the compander is to push the coding error into the higher luminescence
ranges where it is not as easily detected by the eye (Reference 1). A combination of
techniques are used to compress the data rate: reduced frame rate, pixel pairing, DPCM
and Huffman run length codes. At the planned docking rate, analysis has shown that 5
frames per second is satisfactory, resulting in a 6:1 data compression. Further compression
is obtained by averaging adjacent pixels (pixel pairing). This pixel averaging technique
(which achieves up to a 4:1 compression), in combination with the reduced frame rate,
provides a total data rate reduction ratio of 24:1. The remaining compression of 124/24
(5.16:1) is achieved using differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) and Huffman run
length codes. The differential encoding operation uses the companded pixel values. By
quantizing the differences in a fashion related to the probability density function of the
grey scale value, the value of the difference between pixels may be transmitted by using a
reduced, finite set of the possible differences (Reference 1). Thus, an effective reduction in
data rate is achieved.

Variables in the DPCM unit are the probability density function for the grey scale and the
choice of the differential step size in the DPCM’s non-linear quantizer. The probability
density function (PDF) is derived from histogram analysis of representative scenes,
provided by NASA, of docking-type operations in space (Reference 2). It has been
determined that 16 basic PDF’s (sets of bins) will be sufficient for OMV docking scenes.
The boundaries of these bin sets are determined by the quantized step (scaler) value. The
quantized step value is adjusted by monitoring the amount of data in the output rate buffer.
This creates an adaptive compression loop in which the level of compression is determined
by the scene being transmitted.

The DPCM process allows an estimate of the next sample to be “predicted”, using the
values of neighboring pixels. This is accomplished by adaptive predictor tests that check a
2 by 2 array for a certain set of conditions, essentially vertical and horizontal edge
detection. (Other algorithms included in adaptive predictor tests include the following: the
first pixel of the frame or sub-frame is the absolute pixel value, the first pixel of each line
uses only vertical pairing, and the first line of a frame or sub-frame uses only horizontal
pixel pairing.) This predicted value is then subtracted from the actual value, then mapped
into bin numbers by the non-uniform quantizer. This bin number along with the scaler
value identifies the pixel. The next step is to check these bin numbers for two occurrences:
bin numbers of value 0 for 10 or more consecutive times and bin numbers of values 0, +1
and -1 for four consecutive times. If either of these two cases is met, these are transmitted



with one single Huffman code word. All others will have pre-assigned Huffman code
words, the most probable occurrences having been assigned the shortest Huffman codes
(Reference 3). A separate Huffman table is utilized for each of a group of step sizes in the
DPCM quantizer.

The bandwidth reduction achieved by this compression process does not have an
observable effect on the reconstructed video data for the slow motion or no motion scenes
anticipated for a docking OMV and target spacecraft. The closing rate of the OMV at
docking is estimated to be 200 feet or less per minute.

DATA FORMATTER

Elimination of redundancy from the transmitted picture results in the compressed video
return link being highly susceptible to errors induced by the channel environment. Errors
thus induced will propagate until a new pixel compression reference is established.
Propagation of channel induced errors is limited by the subdivision of a video frame into
subframes, each containing header information which re-establishes the compression
reference. Subframe sizes are command selectable and contain 4, 10, or 20 lines of video
data. Each subframe contains a syncword, subframe I.D., reference pixel, scale factor for
DPCM quantizer step size and two lines of video data. The first subframe of each video
frame also contains a time tag and mode identification.

Since Huffman codes have variable length, the output of the Huffman coder has a variable
rate, while the required channel rate is fixed. Rate matching is provided as an output rate
buffer which is also the sensing point for the adaptive compression loop scalar generation.
When the buffer reaches approximately half-full point, the scalar value is increased,
resulting in a larger step size, thus coarser quantization, and reducing the number of bits
per pixel. The output rate buffer bit stream is formatted for subsequent Reed-Solomon
encoding into a 238-byte (1904 bits) buffer. A Reed-Solomon code word contains 238
information bytes (symbols). If all 238 bytes have not been filled when the R/S coder is
ready to accept a new code word, a bit buffer function supplies the required fill bits.
Channel interleaved data from the two R/S data field buffers are alternately transferred to
the Reed-Solomon encoder, and a 239-byte is added to each word for synchronization
purposes.

CODING

Figure 2 illustrates a top-level diagram of the coding techniques used in the compressed
video return link to counter the effects of both random and burst errors. As shown in the
diagram, at the last stage of the VCU, the compressed video data is Reed/Solomon
encoded and helically interleaved. The data is then sent from the VCU to the Central Unit



in the Data Handling Equipment where it is convolutionally encoded (rate 1/2; constraint
length 7) and periodically convolutionally interleaved. After application to the TDRSS
User Transponder, the RF signal will be return-linked to the WSGT via the TDRSS.
Ground-based RFI interference will be randomly experienced by the RF signal between
the OMV and the TDRSS. After demodulation and bit synchronization at the WSGT, the
baseband signal is convolutionally deinterleaved and Viterbi decoded. The resultant data
stream is then transmitted to the OMV (GCC) at JSC via the NASCOM network. The
baseband received data is clocked into the VRU where it is helically deinterleaved and
Reed/Solomon decoded. This portion of the paper describes only those features unique to
the OMV coding system, namely the Reed/Solomon coding, decoding and helical
interleaving, deinterleaving and error containment processing implemented in the video
compression and reconstruction processes. The convolutional encoding, Viterbi decoding
and periodic convolutional interleaving and deinterleaving are features common to all
TDRSS users having sufficiently high data rates.

The Reed/Solomon code selected for use on the OMV is a (255, 238) codeword which
consists of 238 information symbols, 16 parity symbols and one synchronization symbol
which is appended to the end of the codeword. Each symbol is an 8-bit word from a 256
symbol alphabet. The Reed/Solomon codeword as defined can be used to detect and
correct up to eight symbol errors.

Since an erroneous symbol may contain a single bit error or as many as eight bits in error;
a single codeword has the capability to correct as few as eight bit errors (each error
located in a different symbol) or as many as 64 bit errors if all errors were located in
exactly 8 symbols. Thus, nine errors spread over nine symbols would be uncorrectable.
The code would, however, be capable of detecting that the number of errors exceeds the
correction capability of the code.

The power of the Reed/Solomon codes are found in the correction of burst errors (rather
than random or isolated bit errors) using a very low code overhead. The overhead for the
(255, 238) codeword is only 7% (i.e. , 17/238 including sync), contrasted with the rate 1/2
convolutional code with 100% overhead. The convolutional codes, however, have a
superior random error correction capability.

A depth 8 helically interleaved data structure (code block) will be used for OMV. Data
from the source is encoded vertically into each codeword. The codewords are formed from
right to left with each succeeding codeword being displaced vertically downward by 32
bytes. The data is then read into the channel from the left by rows. Thus, a staggered
column in, row out structure is created. Alternation of the two video channels with the
codewords provides an additional level of interleaving which provides for the spreading of
burst. The helically interleaved structure provides the same random and burst error



correcting capability as the more commonly used block interleaved structure (eight
symbols in a codeword, 64 symbols in a codeblock, and burst up to 505 bits in length).
The advantage of helical versus block interleaved structures are:

1) less memory is required (one buffer)
2) less latency is introduced in the data before being read into the channel.

Another feature of helical interleaving and, perhaps, the most important from the
standpoint of the uncertainty (i.e. , future increased degradation) associated with the RFI
environment, is that the helical interleaving structure can permit the use of burst
forecasting. Burst forecasting can extend the burst correction capability of the
Reed/Solomon error correction system by up to a factor of two. Burst forecasting is not at
present a requirement of the system, but may be in the future. If indeed at a later time,
burst forecasting does become a requirement due to better definition of the current
environment or future worsening of the environment, it is only necessary to modify the
Reed/Solomon decoder on the ground. It is not necessary to redesign or modify the
spaceborne VCU-Reed/Solomon encoder.

CODEWORD SYNCHRONIZATION

Inherent in the design of any asynchronous bit serial PCM data system is a requirement to
identify boundaries of the encoded data such that reliable synchronization acquisition is
possible in the decoder. As noted earlier, the (255,239) Reed-Solomon codeword is
actually a (254,238) codeword extended to include a fixed 8-bit syncword. The nature of
the helical interleaving technique used is such that there is a fixed distance, or phase
relationship, between syncwords regardless of the depth of interleave. Thus, when the
interleaved data is read into the channel a sync acquisition block of 255 symbols, or 2040
bits, is created. Data to the Reed-Solomon decoder is input to an 8-bit pattern detector
providing an 8-bit window which slides along the received data string. Coincident with
each bit time a modulo 2040 score address counter is incremented. This provides an
address for each of 2040 sync score memories corresponding to 2040 possible block
boundaries for a codeword. The addressed sync score memory is updated by the output of
an adder which is incremented by one when the window matches a preset sync pattern and
is decremented by one when there is no match. As this process continues, one of the sync
score memories will count up, and the others will count down or remain at zero, absent
‘malicious’ data. Sync score memories incremented by malicious data would be
decremented on the next cycle unless it were to occur consistently at 2040 bit intervals.
When any given sync score is greater than the preset threshold, successful sync acquisition
is declared. The synch acquisition block boundary is defined by a modulo 2040 phase
counter which is reset when sync is acquired. Phase zero indicates the beginning of a new
sync acquisition block. Following the initial location of a code block boundary,



synchronization is not ‘lost’ in the normal sense. Occasionally, a syncword will be
corrupted by random or burst errors. In this case, the sync score memory will be
decremented by one, however, sync is still valid. In the event of a bit slip, the codeword
boundary previously defined will remain until another sync score memory address counts
up to the preset threshold value. Thus, sync acquisition is not “lost”, but its phase is
redefined. Critical to this process is the maximum value to which the sync score memory
must be incremented. Presently, tests are being conducted to optimize this value. Tradeoff
is obviously between the time to acquire synchronization and the probability of a false
indication.

VIDEO SUBFRAME STRUCTURE AND SUBFRAME REPLACEMENT

Although the Reed/Solomon encoding and interleaving provide a very capable error
detection and correction system, the problem of error propagation persists if uncorrectable
errors were to remain in the compressed video data stream and error containment were not
provided.

Two types of errors are in issue:

1) Those errors introduced in the channel subsequent to error correction coding
which exceed the code correction capability and

2) Those errors which could be introduced by noise in the VCU before being
Reed/Solomon encoded.

Residual uncorrectable errors would, however, be detected by the Reed/Solomon decoder
and a flag provided to the downstream video reconstruction logic to implement corrective
action. Errors in the second category above would never be detected by the error
correction decoder. In this instance, other mechanisms are in place to detect this situation
and implement remedial action.

The subframe concept was developed in response to both of these types of error conditions
which could cause error propagation and prevent the display of one or more unusable
video frames to the pilot. The video frame is partitioned into horizontal blocks of rows.
Each horizontal block is a subframe. The subframe length is command selectable by the
pilot to be 20, 10 or 4 lines in length. Each subframe represents in the compressed video
data domain a block of independently compressed data. The start of each subframe restarts
both the video compression process in space as well as the video reconstruction process on
the ground. Each subframe carries with it that data needed to detect its initial point
(subframe sync - a 13-bit word), and all compression and overhead parameters required for
its reconstruction. Thus, for an uncorrectable error being detected in subframe N, for



example, the subframe error containment function would not permit the propagation of the
error into subframe N+1. It should be noted at this point that although each subframe
contains compressed video data for a fixed number of video pixels, the number of bits in
each subframe varies due to the variable amount of entropy or video information in a given
subframe.

Figure 3 shows a conceptual schematic of the means by which subframe replacement
operates. The right-most block on the diagram is a digital buffer containing one complete
video frame of reconstructed video data - arranged in rows and columns corresponding
pixels in the video format. The data shown in the buffer corresponds to frame N. The data
shown in the left block corresponds to the reconstructed video data for the succeeding
frame. The data for the successor frame N+1 is effectively metered into the digital buffer
in discrete subframe parcels. The data for each of these subframes has associated with it a
‘line start’ and a ‘line stop’ address. The diagram shows (at the top of the left block)
‘error-free reconstructed video’. This represents an integral number of subframes from
video frame N+1 which will be read into their respective addresses in the output digital
buffer. This overwrites the data from frame N. Lower in the left block is shown ‘video data
with uncorrectable errors’. This again represents an integral number of subframes. Because
the data is faulty, it will not be written into the output buffer. Instead, the data from frame
N will be reused for the subframe or subframes associated with the defective data.

SUBFRAME ERROR DETECTION

Two means are provided for the detection of subframe errors. In the first instance, the
Reed/Solomon decoder is used to detect faulty Reed/Solomon codewords. This situation
automatically gives rise to subframe replacement. If the Reed/Solomon decoder has been
able to correct all errors, the data is then reconstruction processed. In the reconstruction
processing which is done on a subframe-by-subframe basis, the logic in the reconstructor
makes a verification of the pixel count in the subframe. Because of the relatively complex
transformations involved in the compression and reconstruction algorithm, it is very
unlikely that defective data could be reconstructed incorrectly but have a correct
reconstructed pixel count.

The detection of errors by either of the foregoing methods will invoke the subframe
replacement process which was described in the previous section.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the detection of uncorrectable errors by the
Reed/Solomon decoder and the compressed subframe data structure. At the top of the
diagram is shown the incoming bit stream for a single camera or channel which has already
been deinterleaved from the corresponding data for the other channel. Vertical solid
markers in the data stream represent Reed/Solomon codeword boundaries after parity and
sync symbols have been removed. The vertical dashed lines represent subframe



boundaries. As can be seen in the diagram, these do not have a constant length since the
amount of video information is a subframe variable. As noted before, however, the
subframes do represent a fixed number of video lines and pixels. Subframe boundaries are
defined by a unique (each of the two channels has its own synch word) 13-bit sync word at
the start of each subframe. This, in fact, is the means by which the channel deinterleaving
occurs.

An “X” is shown in Reed/Solomon codeword M+1 indicating that it contained
uncorrectable errors. Codeword M+1, however, contains data from both subframe N and
N+1. Since only the trailing end of subframe N is contained in the uncorrectable
codeword, it may or may not be affected, depending upon the location of the errors in the
codeword. It is, however, viewed as suspect data and, thus, treated as bad data and
subframe replacement is again invoked. In this example, a single uncorrectable
Reed/Solomon codeword caused subframe replacement for two consecutive frames. On
average, a single codeword contains approximately four to five lines of video data. For
twenty line subframes, the uncorrectable codeword would typically be internal to a
subframe. For ten and four line subframes, the probability is increased that a single
codeword would span the boundaries of two subframes.

The Video Compression and Reconstruction System provides for three command
selectable subframe sizes: 20, 10 or 4 lines in length. In a heavy RFI environment, the
probability of having uncorrectable or residual errors in Reed/Solomon codewords is more
likely. Subframe replacement is then more likely. Although testing has shown isolated
subframe replacement to be virtually undetectable, subframe replacement does cause
portions of the video frame to have older (i.e., 200 msec older) video data in it. In the
interests of minimizing the amount of this “older” video data, the smaller subframe sizes
may be used. For the 20-line subframe, approximately 8% of the video screen is associated
with a subframe. For the 4-line subframe, only 1.6% of the video screen is associated with
a subframe. The X in Figure 4 shows the location of an uncorrectable codeword. This
necessarily will cause subframe replacement. If a smaller subframe were in use, a smaller
portion of the screen would be replaced for the same uncorrectable error.

SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS

A software RF channel and space communication system simulation exists at NASA-
Goddard (GSFC). This simulation software is called CLASS (Reference 4). The CLASS
program has been used to conduct some simulation data runs for the OMV video
compression system described above. Mr. Robert Godfrey and Dr. Roger Avant of NASA-
GSFC and Mr. Ted Kapplan, and Mr. Dave Wampler of STI, Inc., have been instrumental
in conducting the programming and computer runs, a formidable task. Figure 5 depicts
conceptually those system points at which statistical data is recorded. Table 1 is a



condensed summary of the error statistics for 50-frame runs with 0 db and -2 db EIRP
margin at TDRS (relative to no RFI) respectively. A set of 10-frame runs were conducted
to determine the approximate EIRP margin (TDRS) at which the video reconstruction
would deteriorate to an unusable picture. The runs were made for 0 db, -1 db and -2 db. A
comparison of the error rate out of the Viterbi decoder for the 10- and 50-frame runs is of
interest because it can indicate whether 50-frames will be sufficient to prove a statistical
sample. These results are indicated in Table 2. (A simulation run of 50-frames takes
approximately 12 hours.)

The results of Table 2 indicate that the error statistics after the Viterbi decoder are roughly
the same for the 10-frame and 50-frame runs. However, there are no available statistics on
the random/burst mixture, so we cannot make any judgement on 50-frame statistics for
random/burst mixture. A 200-frame run is planned to compare with the 50-frame runs.
Also from Table 2, it is apparent that the video link deteriorates to unusable between -1 db
and -2 db EIRP margin (TDRS). Additional 50-frame runs are planned at a EIRP margin
(TDRS), probably around -1.0 db EIRP margin (TDRS), that provides some frames with
replacements and some frames with no replacements.

Table 1 illustrates the system performance for a good working video link (0 db) and a
completely unusable video link (-2 db). In fact, at -2 db EIRP margin (TDRS), there were
no video frames reconstructed. The following discussion will explain why the results in
Table 1 for both the 0 db case and the -2 db case are as one would expect.

First, one must realize that deinterleavers of any type will disburse a long burst of errors
into smaller bursts distributed more or less on a periodic basis throughout the deinterleaved
symbol stream. Also, a uniformly random distribution of error events into a deinterleaver
produces a uniformly random distribution of errors in the output symbol stream and a
uniformly random distribution of short bursts input will create an approximate uniform
random distribution of small bursts in the output symbol stream. With this in mind, inspect
the data in Table 1.

The statistics into the periodic convolutional deinterleaver (DPCI) are seen to be a random
mixture of random and burst error events. The mean length, ø, of the bursts for both 0 db
and -2 db runs are fairly short, of the order of 11 to 18 symbols long. Even within two
standard deviations, the burst error lengths are only of the order of 26 and 44 symbols.
After the DPCI, the error events are still seen to be a rather random mixture of random and
burst error events with bursts of mean lengths 12 and 18 symbols and, within two standard
deviations, lengths of 30 and 48 symbols, respectively.

The Viterbi decoder with a free distance of 10 across the constraint length of about 64
symbols can correct most error bursts of 4 to 5 symbols in a span of about 64 symbols.



The output of the DPCI for the 0 db runs produces a burst event on the average of 1.6
burst events every 100 symbols. These bursts have an average length of 12 symbols and an
average of 3 errors per burst. Thus, the Viterbi should be able to correct most of these
error events; and it does a good job, reducing the cumulative output bit error rate from
6.478x10  to 3.335xl0  (a factor of 200 reduction). However, at -2 db EIRP margin-2  -4

(TDRS), the burst error events out of the DPCI occur at a rate of 2.2 per 100 symbols with
an average length of 18 symbols and an average of 4 to 5 errors per burst. Now the Viterbi
decoder should experience difficulty decoding the average burst, especially with an
occasional random error included in the 64 symbol constraint length; and it does have
trouble, reducing the cumulative output bit error rate from 11x10  to only 2.4xl0  (a factor-2   -2

of 5 reduction).

The error statistics out of the Viterbi indicate a fairly uniform mixture of random and burst
error events and after the R/S deinterleaver, a similar error makeup is expected (there are
no long strings of bursts to deinterleave).

As a result, the probability of symbol errors in the 255-symbol (2040 bit) R/S codeword is
conservatively approximated by assuming all error events are simply random events. Thus,
a cumulative error event rate of 14.225x10  (6 . 74x10  plus 7.48x10 ) (0 db margin case)-5   -5  -5

will produce an average of .29 errors per 2040 bits; hence, the R/S decoder should correct
these, and it does. No subframe replacements occurred, and no R/S codewords failed to
decode after initial synchronization was achieved. However, for the -2 db margin runs, the
Viterbi output bit error event rate of 5.668x10  (1.879x10  plus 3.789x10 ) produces an-3 -3  -3

average of 11.56 error events per 2040 bits or an average of 11.56 errored R/S symbols
per R/S codeword. Now the R/S decoder should fail to decode the errors, and it does. (All
video frames failed to reconstruct.)

An interesting observation from the Table 1 test results is that a 0 EIRP margin (TDRS)
with no RFI should produce 10  error rate after the Viterbi decoder. In the 10- and 50--5

frame test, high RFI runs, the Viterbi decoder error rate at 0 EIRP margin (TDRS) was
approximately 3x10 . Thus, the RFI induced on the channel raises the average error rate-4

by a factor of approximately thirty (30).

An estimate of initial system synchronization time was made (Reference 5). An estimate
for the average Viterbi search and best subframe replacement synchronization case was
that 140 ms would be the acquisition time. The test runs for 50 frames took 30 R/S
codewords to acquire synchronization. This is 68,040 bits. At a bit rate of 486,000 bits per
second, 140 ms is 68,040 bits. What a lucky coincidence! In fact though, the first two
video frames (approximately 200,000 bits for each frame) are lost due to the need for the
VRU to have a correct frame header for each frame to achieve synchronization and the
fact that channel frames are interleaved.



Another interesting observation is that after initial synchronization, neither bit sync, Viterbi
sync, nor R/S sync were dropped in the -2 db runs. Although “hits” were occurring in the
R/S sync words, there was never a danger of losing R/S sync; the video was lost because,
there were simply too many channel errors to correct.
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Abstract

Current telemetry data processing systems capabilities will
have to be improved by as much as three orders of magnitude
in order to handle the expected data rates of the Space
Station era. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) processing systems can currently process telemetry
data at an average input rate of about 100K bits per second
while Space Station era data rates will average about 100M
bits per second and could have peak rates of up to 1200 M
bits per second. In order to meet the challenge of
developing telemetry systems for processing high rate data
at a reasonable cost, data processing and distribution
systems must be data driven as opposed to being resource
scheduled. If a system is to be data driven, data structures
must contain a mechanism for routing of the data to its
intended destination. Packet telemetry systems have been
developed for the purpose of processing and routing
telemetry data at higher rates than conventional time
division multiplexed systems.

Packet telemetry data standards are being developed by the
international Consultative Committee for Space Data
Standards (CCSDS) in order to facilitate development of
packet telemetry systems both within NASA and international
space agencies as well as for inter-agency cross support
situations. These CCSDS Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS)
standards specify the overall architectural framework of
future packet telemetry systems. The CCSDS AOS standard
defines a CCSDS Principal Network (CPN) which covers the
on-board, space link and ground systems and provides for
asynchronous (e.g., Telemetry and Internetworking) and
isochronous (e.g., Audio and Video) data transport services
utilizing CCSDS Packets and Virtual Channels. In order to



achieve efficient use of the limited resources of the space
link, CCSDS Packets are multiplexed on to CCSDS Virtual
Channels for transmission through the space link. This paper
will mainly discuss changes to ground telemetry processing
systems currently in use (such as the Packet Processor
(PACOR) System), future systems under development (such as
the Space Station Information System(SSIS) and the Customer
Data Operations System (CDOS)), and how the CCSDS standards
relate to these systems.

Introduction

Current telemetry data processing systems capabilities will
have to be improved by as much as three orders of magnitude
in order to handle the expected data rates of the Space
Station era. Most of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) processing systems can currently
process telemetry data at an average input rate of about
100K bits per second while space station era data rates will
average up to 100M bits per second and could have peak rates
of up to 1200 M bits per second(l). Table 1 shows current
NASA telemetry processing capabilities and plans. Current
telemetry time division multiplex (TDM) processing systems
(e.g. SpaceLab Data Processing Facility (SLDPF)) and packet
telemetry processing systems (e.g. Packet Processor(PACOR)
System) do not have high processing capabilities. Packet
telemetry systems were developed to extend telemetry system
capabilities far beyond the capabilities of TDM systems
(PACOR is the prototype system)

TELEMETRY PROCESSING CAPABILITIES AND PLANS

   PEAK     AVERAGE  AVERAGE
INPUT RATE PROCESSING RATE THROUGHPUT
  (MBPS)     (MBPS)   (MBPS)

CURRENT CAPABILITIES

    SLDPF(TDM)    50      1   N/A

    PACOR(PACKETS)     1.1      0.1   N/A

PLANNED CAPABILITIES

    SPACE STATION ERA
     (PACKETS)   300-1200     20-100   30-140

Table 1



In order to meet the processing requirements of the space
station era, new system architectures and processing
techniques must be explored and evaluated to extend the
current capabilities of packet processing systems. The
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), which
is an international organization of space agencies, is
developing data systems standards to allow the cooperative
development of packet telemetry data systems which will meet
system requirements. These concepts being developed by CCSDS
are detailed in the ACCSDS Advanced Orbiting Systems,
Networks and Data Links Red Book@(2) and give the overall
architectural framework and data formats for development of
future telemetry processing systems for both space to ground
and space to space configurations. This paper will
concentrate on the ground segment of the space to ground
configuration.

Advanced Orbiting Systems Architecture

The CCSDS Advanced Orbiting Systems(AOS) defines the
architectural framework of future systems by giving a
conceptual model of a CCSDS Principal Network (CPN). A CPN
in the space to ground configuration as shown in Figure 1
consists of an CCSDS Onboard Network connected to a CCSDS
Ground Network through a CCSDS Space Link Subnetwork (SLS).
The CPN may also be connected to extended onboard and ground
networks if necessary to satisfied the needs of future
programs. The basic data transport unit across the CPN is
the CCSDS Packet(3) which contains a header for control
information and a data field for spacecraft telemetry data.
In order to facilitate the transfer of data across the space
to ground link the SLS uses the concept of Virtual Channels
which allows one physical space channel to be shared among
several individually identifiable logical channels. Virtual
Channel Data Units(VCDUs), which are associated with a
particular logical channel, are used to transmit data across
the SLS. Each VCDU is composed of a header and trailer which
contain control information and a data field which carries
CCSDS Packets and other data as described below. Another key
concept of the AOS standards is that an AOS system can be
data driven (through the use of addressing information
contained in the headers of the CCSDS Packet and VCDU)
instead of being routed by circuit switching techniques that
current systems now employ. Several bidirectional data
transfer services are offered by the AOS standard.



Two service are offered to users for asynchronous transfer
of packetized data from end to end across the CPN: APath@
service and AInternet@ service. CCSDS Path Service is
primarily intended to provide a mechanism for efficiently
transferring, at moderate to high data rates, large volumes
of spacecraft telemetry data from space to ground through
the use of the CCSDS Packet. This data transfer is between
fairly static source and destination end points since many
space missions will operate between the same end points for
the duration of the mission. Since data is transferred
between static end points, the data path can be specified in
advance of the mission and are known as CCSDS Logical Data
Paths(LDPs). Through the use of LDPS the CCSDS Packet does
not have to contain full end point addressing thereby
reducing the communication overhead. CCSDS Internet Service
which conforms with the ISO 8473 Connectionless Network
Protocol Specification is primarily intended for
transferring data between computer systems at relatively low
data rates for such things as interactive operations (e.g.
command and control, electronic mail and remote terminal
access) and file transfers. Internet data is transfered
between a single source end point and a single destination
end point and requires full end point addressing which
requires a larger communications overhead than the Path
Service.

Six services are offered to users for asynchronous or
isochronous transfer of data across the SLS:
AEncapsulation@, AMultiplexing@, ABitstream@, AVirtual Channel
Access@, AInsert@, and AVirtual Channel Data Unit@.

(1)  Encapsulation Service
The Encapsulation Service provides for the asynchronous
transfer of non-CCSDS data units across the SLS. This
service is accomplished by encapsulating the non-CCSDS data
unit within a CCSDS Packet(Internet Service uses this
service to cross the SLS)

(2)  Multiplexing Service
The Multiplexing Service provides for the asynchronous
transfer across the SLS of CCSDS Packets that may be
multiplexed from various sources. These sources include data
from the Path Service and Internet Service.

(3)  Bitstream Service
The Bitstream Service provides for the asynchronous or
isochronous transfer across the SLS of serial strings of



bits whose internal structure and boundaries are unknown to
the CPN. Audio, video and tape playback are examples of
bitstream data.

(4)  Virtual Channel Access Service
The Virtual Channel Access Service provides for the
asynchronous transfer of private data units across the SLS.
These data units must exactly fill the data field of a
dedicated VCDU.

(5)  Insert Service
The Insert service provides for the isochronous transfer of
private data across the SLS in a mode which efficiently
utilizes the SLS transmission resources at relatively low
data rates. Data is transmitted by using an insert field
within the data field of every VCDU in order to share the
data field with other types of service. Audio and
teleoperations control data are examples of the use of the
Insert Service.

(6)  Virtual Channel Data Unit Service
The Virtual Channel Data Unit Service provides for the
multiplexed transfer (either asynchronously or
isochronously) across the SLS of VCDUs created by the SLS
itself and/or privately created VCDUs.

Ground Data Systems

PACOR

The PACOR system is basically a prototype system of the AOS
standards since it was developed first and provides the
functionality of the CCSDS Path Service. The PACOR system is
located at the Goddard Space Flight Center(GSFC) and may be
divided into two subsystems as shown in Figure 2. The
approximate relationship between PACOR and the AOS CPN is
also shown in Figure 2. The Data Reception functions
performed by PACOR are data capture, virtual channel
synchronization and error correction while the Data Handling
functions performed are packet extraction, data ordering,
redundant data deletion, data set creation, quality and
accounting data generation and delivery of user data sets.
For a detailed description PACOR see References 4 and 5. The
PACOR system is designed to handle multi-missions and is a
combination of a circuit switched and a data driven system.



Space Station Era Systems

Space station era data systems must handle average data
rates of up three orders of magnitude of what PACOR handles
(see Figure 1). In order to handle the very high data rates
required as well as multiple complex multi-mission
spacecraft, space station era data systems must be data
driven and as efficient as possible. The projected space
station era ground data systems may be divided into Data
Transport and Data Handling functions as shown in Figure 3
in order to provide an efficient implementation of the data
processing functions. The approximate relationship between
the projected space station era ground data systems and the
AOS CPN, SSIS (6), and CDOS is also shown in Figure 3. Space
station era data systems are expected to support all AOS CPN
services except the Insert Service. The Data Transport
system will most likely be located at White Sands, NM in
conjunction with the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
receiving terminal and the Data Handling systems may be
located at GSFC and other NASA centers. The Data Transport
system will be able to route data by VCDU to multiple data
handling locations for further processing by using the VCDU
header information. Data Handling functions performed will
be very similar to those performed by PACOR. For a detailed
description of these functions see Reference 7. The handling
and distribution of user data will be performed by using the
CCSDS Packet header information.

Conclusions

The AOS standards allow for the development of high rate
data driven systems usable for multiple complex multi-
mission spacecraft systems. Flexibility in system
configurations are also possible as well as compatibility
with systems developed by other space agencies. Current NASA
telemetry processing systems will change in the space
station era to become high rate, mulit-mission and totally
data driven as well as providing an increased amount of
services to users.
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ABSTRACT

o support the Space Station-era space data flows through ground facilities,Tplans to handle peak return link data rates ranging from 300 Mbps to 1200
Mbps and average rates growing from 50 Mbps to hundreds of Mbps are being
made. These numbers represent orders of magnitude greater rates than are
handled today. Simply relaying the data to destinations, however, is not sufficient
(nor so straightforward). Because of multiplexing of data, on-board tape recording
and playback, noise, and other problems with the space-to-ground link, these data
must be reassembled for users into the sequences in which the data were
originally produced on-board with error checking, retransmission, correction, or
flagging as required to eliminate or tag erroneous data.

In the past these services (called Level Zero Processing) have required large
operations staffs and have involved delays of 30 to 90 days for final formatting and
shipping of data tapes to users. NASA’s expectations for improving the SS-era
operations depend on providing time ordered, error corrected or flagged data sets
with no redundant data packets within 24 hours of receipt on the ground with
backup of data for one week. These data sets would be transmitted electronically
to data centers for higher level processing and would require no more operations
personnel than are required today for systems processing less than 1/100 of the
data.

To support a variety of user requirements, some of the data will be provided in
real time or, if recorded on-board, as priority playback data. Other data sets will be
created from on-board system engineering or housekeeping data combined with
attitude, position, and time parameters into ancillary data packets. On the ground
enhancement of the on-board ancillary data packets will provide standard
calibrations and transformations not available on-board. Remote access to an
interactive ancillary database will allow users to select and withdraw specified



parameters based on user-defined criteria. The collection of these services is
referred to as ground data handling and will be a critical component of the Space
Station-era ground data operations and mission management system under
development at Goddard Space Flight Center for NASA institutional support of
Space Station-compatible missions.

Challenges represented by this need for more ground processing capability
include:
C High speed, high rate multipath processors capable of continuous, real-time

operation.
C High volume data storage systems with high rate data ingest, rapid access to

separate segments of data sets, and high rate data output.
C Sophisticated information and system management services to provide system

configuration monitoring and control, user support, and minimal human
interaction.

C Interactive database structures with traceable parameter updating and self-
identified, standard data set formatting.

PLANNING

lanning for the Space Station-era ground data systems for telemetry dataPhandling is becoming clearer as the definitions and design of the on-board
systems for the Space Station Freedom Program (SSFP) manned base and
platforms are developed. The on-board data systems will include payload
instrument data processors and formatters; core system networks, processors,
and multiplexers; and output data framers and signal processors. The data
framing structures, on-board system architectures, playback conventions, and
data flow procedures all serve to delimit and shape the ground data handling
effort. With many payloads planned for the manned base and each platform,
several with very high peak data rates and others with many modes of operation,
the aggregate peak rates will match the capabilities of the Tracking & Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) as it expands; and the composite average downlink
rates will grow proportionally or faster. These peak data rates are expected to
grow from 300 Mbps to 1200 Mbps as the TDRS service and allocation to the
SSFP is expanded, and the composite average downlink data rate should grow
from 20 Mbps to 100 Mbps or greater as more payloads are accommodated.

Simplifying conditions have been accepted by the SSFP for the on-board data
systems which have one effect of improving the ground data handling efficiency.
For formatting of payload data and relevant core engineering data (i.e., spacecraft
ancillary data), Consultative Committee for Space Data Standards (CCSDS)
packets have been baselined as the standard. Other data formatting can be



accepted as streams of bits without special services. For all downlink transfer
frames (asynchronous to the packets), CCSDS Advanced Orbit System (AOS)
virtual channel data units (VCDUs) have been adopted to return the data to the
ground in a standard, high rate-processable manner.

These planned peak and average data rates are two to three orders of magnitude
higher than today’s 50 Mbps peak and 200 Kbps average rates.

ARTIFACTS OF DATA TRANSPORT

nce the data touches ground, the ground data transport and handlingOsystems are responsible for moving the data to destinations and removing
artifacts of the space, space-to-ground, and ground data links. Many things
happen to a sensor measurement from the time it leaves an instrument to the time
an investigator or customer receives it:
C A measurement may be commutated with other instrument sensor readings

into data packets.
C Data packets may be multiplexed with other packets with different packet sizes

into a single data stream.
C Data packets may be recorded on-board.
C Data packets may be encoded for protection.
C Multiple data streams are sliced and multiplexed into synchronous, fixed-length

data frames in identifiable virtual channels (not specific physical channels).
C The channels are signal processed and transmitted from the spacecraft

through a TDRS link (at geosynchronous altitude) to one of the TDRS ground
terminals.

C At most of the on-board stages, fill bits, fill data packets, or fill frames may be
added to synchronize with the next level of data aggregation or with the
downlink bandwidth.

C The inverse of this process must be performed on the ground to recover the
sensor data stream as it was on-board.

Through each stage of this journey, bits may be lost or changed through noise,
playback error, or other transmission problems. On the ground, then, it is
necessary to recover and reassemble the original instrument data packet and
sensor measurement as produced on-board and to repair them (if possible). Error
checking is a crucial aspect of this process and may result in a retransmission
request back to the previous data transport node or, if supported, back to the
spackecraft on-board data system. Routine error correction may be performed if
an error detection and correction process was included to complement on-board 



Reed-Solomon, convolutional, or other encoding schemes; otherwise, a flagging
convention may be adopted to add header or trailer information noting
questionable data.

For any set of recovery procedures, some of the data will be irretrievably lost. The
percentage lost will depend on the level of encoding and protection added on-
board and the level of “massaging” performed on ground to recognize individual
data packets or measurements which are in error. When the instrument
identification is unreadable, a section of data cannot be recognized, or there is an
unrecoverable gap in the received data, an accounting process will characterize
all missing data for each spacecraft, sensor, and sensor mode by time, sequence
number, ratio to expected data, ratio to recovered data, and other figures of merit
appropriate to the project, mission, instrument, or processing center.

TODAY’S GROUND DATA HANDLING

oday, for the scientific experiments ferried on orbiting free flyers or STSTShuttle missions, several weeks are required for a central data system to
reassemble the data. Now all spacecraft time division multiplex (TDM) the data
measurements from instrument and system sensors. This puts sensor
measurements or partial measurements from different sensors into a rigorous,
time-ordered sequence of data words with a set number of bits per data word. On
the ground, many different steps are required to separate an individual
experimenter’s data measurements from the other words:
C The raw data stream is captured.
C The data frames are identified and time ordered.
C The frames are edited to the proper format.
C The data words are decommutated and formatted for each end user according

to a specified script.
C Assorted associated and correlative functions are performed.
After each of these level zero processing steps, data analysts evaluate the results
and prepare for the next one until the final step is perfomed and computer
compatible data tapes are generated for distribution to the users. Each new
mission entails substantially new programming and testing to produce new time-
check, edit, decommutation, formatting, and associated programs because few
format structures remain constant among the different spacecraft programs.
Typical commitments for data delivery call for 30 to 90 days for data turnaround
after acquisition on the ground.



Soon the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) and the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) will inaugurate the use of packets in on-board data systems. The ground
data capture and handling systems have been designed, developed,
implemented, and tested and now await the Shuttle flights to launch these free
flyers into orbit to begin the operational phases. The Packet Processor / GRO and
the HST Data Capture systems have been designed and baselined to provide
level zero processing and transmit data to destinations within 24 hours.

SPACE STATION-ERA OPERATIONS

arrying on the advances made in streamlining the turnaround time of data forCusers of  the new packet systems, the planning for the Space Station-era
data transport and data handling systems is involved in defining and evaluating
many options for meeting the variety of user-support services offered as general
services today while providing this support to more users at much higher data
rates. One set of options foresees the composite data streams from the manned
base and platforms coming into a return link processing facility at White Sands
collocated with the TDRSS ground terminals, where the data are separated into
virtual channels (VCs). These VCs are sent to network gateways which are
located at key NASA sites. The gateways receiving VCs containing data packet
remove the VC framing artifacts and recombine packet segments from sequential
VC frames with the same identification number and pass the whole packets and
related information over to a data processing facility for level zero processing.

For packets produced by low data rate experiment and system sensors and
multiplexed on-board, a centralized data handling facility concept has been
studied in detail and has evolved over the past few years to meet the
requirements and constraints within NASA’s program offices. This facility concept
proposes that the separated packet streams from the gateway be checked for
those packets required in near real-time by investigators or control centers and
then be transmitted directly to these users. Data packets recorded on-board may
also be identified on the ground for expedited handling, and these priority
playback data packets would also be shunted around the system and transmitted
to appropriate users.

All data packets (unless they are only needed in near real-time) are stored in
random access, high speed mass storage devices while pointer information
specifying each packet’s ID, mode, time, sequence count, storage location,
latency, etc. are extracted or computed. Over the next few hours, additional data
packets arrive after spacecraft tape recorder dumps are made through a TDRS;
and, by analysis of the data pointers, complete level zero processed data sets are
assembled representing time ordered, nonredundant, and quality-tagged



sequences of packets with a single instrument ID. These routine, production data
sets are then staged for electronic transmission directly to data centers and
experimenter sites. In addition, these data sets are sent within 24 hours of receipt
unless the recipient has specified extension of transmission (e.g., no
transmissions over weekends). All of the data are kept for seven days after receipt
to allow users to verify that the data sets are readable for analysis.

Another set of services has been incorporated into this data handling facility
concept which provides for the ground processing of spacecraft ancillary data.
These services will meet requirements of users for on-board system environment
measurements potentially affecting the interpretation of their data sets. Ancillary
parameters are read on-board, assembled together, and sent down in one of
several standard packets. These packets may be level zero processed and sent
directly to users as real-time ancillary packets, priority playback ancillary packets,
or production ancillary data sets; or they may be enhanced, if necessary, with
calibrations and coordinate transformations not available on-board. These
enhanced or derived ancillary data parameters are reassembled into data packets
in standard formats and sent to subscribers.

For investigators or other users of instrument sensor data who don’t need ancillary
data on a regular, routine basis, an interactive ancillary database has been
proposed which will permit remote site users to query interactively a spacecraft
ancillary database. This database would include all of the platform and manned
base ancillary parameters plus the enhanced and derived ones from the ground
processing system. It would also have an easily searched directory and catalog to
identify just the parameters or collections of parameters meeting user-specified
search criteria. An extensive set of software “tools” would be available to assist
the user in identifying and extracting items of interest.

In this concept summary, extensive detail on how data sets are specified, how
recipients and distribution details are characterized in the system, how errors and
anomalous data are handled, and how failure of system components are
contained without stopping the system have been omitted.

CHALLENGES

n preparation for requirements definition and preliminary design of this and otherIconcepts related to the ground data operations and mission management
services in the Space Station era, a number of technology challenges have been
identified. These revolve around the high data rate, fast access complement of
services which have been proposed to meet the requirements emerging for the
future. These challenges involve:



C High speed, high rate multipath processors which can operate on several high-
rate real-time data streams at one time, provide continuous operation for
extended periods, and provide flexibility in programming support. These
processors are expected to be networked together for rapid reconfiguration
and enable automated or even expert system management services.

C High volume data storage systems are required to allow high rate data ingest
to get data streams into the mass store in real-time; to provide rapid access to
quasi-randomly stored data packets and pointers; to provide multiple,
simultaneous access paths to check pointers or collect different sets of
packets at the same time; and to pass data packets at high rates out of the
storage system to facilitate data distribution.

C Sophisticated information and system management services are necessary to
provide system configuration monitoring to keep track of the processors,
storage, data network and other equipment status at all moments and to
initiate reconfiguration action as necessary. It will provide user support for
selection of data products and specification of criteria for selection of real-time
or priority playback data with minimal human interaction.

C The database structures for access and control of the production data mass
store and the ancillary database must provide for continuous updating with
assurance that the data are correct and reliable over long periods of time. The
interactive ancillary database must also provide traceable parameter updating
to allow corrections or adjustments to parameters, random aggregation of
parameters based on user-defined criteria, and self-identified, standard data
set formatting.
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ABSTRACT

The NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, in Huntsville
Alabama, decided in July 1986, to upgrade the development
flight instrumentation (DFI) system to monitor the
performance of the redesigned solid rocket boosters. On
September 29, 1988 Space Shuttle Discovery was successfully
launched from Kennedy Space Center, Florida with the
redesigned solid rocket boosters carrying the upgraded DFI
system which consists of 24 electronic black boxes, over 200
sensors, and 91 cable assemblies. Many contractors supplied
parts of the DRI system to NASA Marshall, two thirds of the
black boxes were designed and developed by the Aydin Vector
Division. The remaining boxes were supplied by Kodak Data
Tape, in Pasadena, California and Teledyne Brown
Engineering, in Huntsville, Alabama. This paper will show
the entire DFI system with particular emphasis on the major
subsystems such as the PCM subsystem which consisted of one
Programmable Master Encoder and three Remote Slave Encoders,
the Frequency Division Multiplexer and the Wideband signal
conditioner units. These units conditioned all of the
information received from the sensors and multiplexed this
data into one encoded PCM data stream and two independent FM
composite outputs.

INTRODUCTION

On January 28, 1986 the space shuttle program experienced
a major disaster. The Challenger exploded during liftoff
taking the lives of seven astronauts and totally destroying
one of America’s Space Shuttle Systems. On this fateful day
the shuttle program came to a temporary halt. A full scale



investigation to determine the cause of the accident was
immediately started by the U.S. Government and NASA.

The cause of this accident was discovered to be a faulty
solid rocket booster joint which allowed hot exhaust gases
to escape and ignite the external fuel tank. Scientists and
engineers from NASA and the booster contractor began the
redesign effort of the solid rocket boosters. Many months of
redesign and retesting followed. As the redesign and
retesting effort progressed, NASA began work on an improved
development flight instrumentation system to monitor the
effects of the redesigned booster. The DFI system was
patterned after its predecessor utilizing the latest state-
of-the-art technology in instrumentation systems. Increased
reliability, measurement capacity, accuracy, and safety of
flight were stressed by NASA and all associated contractors.
This paper will describe the DFI instrumentation system that
was developed, manufactured, qualification tested, and
subsequently flown on STS-26 on September 29, 1988.

DFI SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The DFI system consisted of 24 electronic black boxes,
over 200 sensors, and 91 cable assemblies. The system was
installed in each booster in the forward skirt area
(Figure 1). The quantity of measurements taken on STS-26 was
698. These measurements were located throughout the boosters
as shown in Figure 1.

The DFI system consisted of one main power distributor,
two frequency division multiplexers, two wideband signal
conditioners, one PCM subsystem which consisted of one
master encoder and three remote encoders, one chamber
pressure signal conditioner, one tape recorder, and one
battery. Each of these boxes were interconnected as shown in
Figure 2.

The DFI system utilized on previous shuttle flights was
basically the same as the present system. All data was
multiplexed by two FDM units and one PCM unit, and recorded
on tape. During liftoff, one DFI output was recorded on the
orbiter tape recorder while all data from the other DFI
outputs was recorded on the DFI recorder. After recovery of
the boosters the tapes were analyzed to determine the flight
test results.



The redesigned system used the previous tape recording
concepts except that the PCM subsystem was improved for
speed, accuracy, and increased channel capacity. Two
wideband signal conditioner units were added to the system
to replace the previous signal conditioners which were
scattered throughout the boosters and required external
adjustment prior to each flight.

DFI DISTRIBUTOR

The DFI distributor provided the interface between the
DFI system, operational flight instruments, ground support
equipment, and the solid rocket motors. The isolation
between the operational equipment and the DFI system was the
main contribution of the distributor. All power up
sequencing for the DFI system was directed thru the
distributor via the calibration commands, mission events,
and operate commands which were received from ground support
equipment and operational equipment. The distributor design,
development and manufacturing was the responsibility of
Teledyne Brown Engineering in Huntsville, Alabama. Teledyne
Brown also had the DFI system design responsibility.

DFI TAPE RECORDER

The recorder used on the present DFI system is identical
to the one used on previous flights. The purpose of the
recorder is to store the multiplexed outputs from each FDM
unit and the PCM subsystem. The recorder contained 14 tracks
for recording 4 redundant outputs from each FDM unit and 3
outputs from the PCM master encoder. The original DFI system
concept had 2 tape recorders, one for flight recording, and
one impact recorder to prevent loss of data at water landing
impact. During preflight qualification testing in the mid
1970’s, NASA discovered that the flight recorder was not
used any longer. The DFI tape recorder was supplied by Kodak
Data Tape, in Pasedena, CA under sub-contract from Teledyne
Brown Engineering.

WIDEBAND SIGNAL CONDITIONING UNIT (WBSC)

The WBSC units were connected to analog data sensors for
acceleration, vibration, strain, and timing measurements.
The input frequency of the data was 250 Hz to 8000 Hz. Two
WBSC units were used in each booster. Each unit was
configured via plug-in signal conditioner modules to accept
the specified types of sensor outputs and condition them



into 0 to 5V signals for further processing by the FDM
units. The types of signal conditioners provided by the WBSC
units are voltage, full or quarter bridge completion/
amplification/filter circuits, charge amplifiers, and
constant current low impedance voltage conditioners.

Each WBSC unit contained 28 charge amp type circuits, 2
auto balance bridge conditioners, 4 voltage conditioners,
and 4 bridge completion circuits. These 38 conditioners were
programmed to 30 outputs via 2 plug-in program selection
cards. The mix and type of conditioners to be used for each
configuration was flexible for each unit. The WBSC unit
contained its own power supply module which provided the
sensor excitation voltages, and the voltages required to
operate the unit. Two plug-in overhead cards were used for
the unit calibration and built-in test equipment (BITE)
status indicators.

The calibration circuit responded to the system calibrate
command from the distributor and switched all bridge and
charge amplifier channels from data mode to cal mode. The
timing, voltage isolation, and thermisistor channels
remained in the data mode at all times.

The bite circuit provided two discrete outputs which
indicated the WBSC power supply status for each of two
groups of 15 channels. The power voltages for each group of
15 outputs were summed into one discrete bite output which
indicated a logic one (1) if the group was operational, or a
logic zero (0) if the group failed. These bite indicators
were sent to the distributor for further processing to the
ground support equipment. This output was used to monitor
the WBSC health status prior to launch. For a detailed block
diagram of the WBSC unit see Figure 3. The WBSC were
supplied by Aydin Vector Division.

FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXER UNIT (FDM)

Two FDM units were used in each booster. Each unit
contained two independent 15 Fm channel multiplexers which
accepted 30 inputs, from each WBSC unit. Each multiplexer
contained one crystal controlled oscillator for tape speed
compensation and provided up to 4 multiplexed outputs, mux 1
contained 4 outputs and mux 2 contained 3 outputs. Each
output was provided by an individual driver amplifier
module. Two outputs were connected to the tape recorder, the
third output was connected to the distributor for ground



support, and the fourth output from mux 1 was forwarded to
the orbiter recorder via the distributor. The fourth output
was used to verify event timing of each booster via the time
code signals from each booster. The IRIG-B time code was
generated by the master PCM encoder, conditioned by the WBSC
unit, multiplexed by the FDM, and sent to the orbiter
recorder for right and left booster timing comparison.

Each FDM multiplex consisted of 3 plug-in cards which
contained 4 CBW VCO channels, 1 card which contained 3 CBW
VCO channels and one crystal reference oscillator, and 2
cards which contained up to 4 mixer/driver amplifiers per
card. Each output was transformer coupled to provide the
required isolation from the distributor and tape recorder.

The FDM also contained its own power supply which
converted the 28 Vdc input power to the required FDM
operating voltages and provided input power isolation. Five
plug-in overhead cards provided the calibration circuits and
bite indicators.

The calibration circuit consisted of a set of 4 plug-in
cards, two of which provided the precision calibration
voltages of 0, 1.25, 2.5, 3.75, 5.0 Vdc, and a 50 Hz
oscillator. The other two cards contained the cal/data
switches, 15 inputs per card. The FDM calibrator has two
modes of calibration, manual or automatic. In the manual
mode the FDM could accept commands from the distributor and
switch from data to any one of the 5 dc calibration levels
or the 50 Hz ac level. In the automatic mode the FDM would
automatically step from data thru each of 5 dc cal levels,
the 50 Hz ac level back to data mode. Each level was held
for one second. The FDM cal commands were sent over 3
verification control lines which provided logic 000 thru
logic 111 (decimal 7). All zero, or open inputs provided the
data mode. All other inputs logic 001 thur logic 1ll
commanded manual or automatic modes.

The bite circuit provided three discrete outputs which
monitored the multiplexed composite outputs and indicated a
drop in composite level of 3 dB or more. One bite output
summed the mux 1 tape recorder outputs, the second bite
output summed the mux 2 recorder outputs, and the third bite
output reported the status of the fourth mux 1 output which
went to the orbiter recorder. One additional status bit was
used to determine if the FDM was in the data or cal mode. A
logic 1 indicated data mode and 0 indicated cal mode.



The FDM units were supplied by Aydin vector Division. All
FDM units functioned identical to previously supplied units
except that they incorporated the latest state-of-the-art
parts, materials and processes. See Figure 4 for a block
diagram of the FDM unit.

DFI PCM SUBSYSTEM

The PCM subsystem was a completely new design for this
application. It consisted of one programmable master unit
(PMU) and three identical remote slave units (RSU). The PMU
was the central controller for the PCM subsystem. This unit
contained 5 plug-in signal conditioner cards, 2 discrete
digital multiplexer cards, a set of 2 cards which provided
the IRiG-B time code outputs, 1 card for programming the PCM
subsystem, a set of 2 cards for BITE outputs, and 11 cards
of overhead functions. Thru the 5 signal conditioner cards,
the PMU could accept up to 80 differential inputs, and 32
thermocouple measurements (16 type S and 16 type K). The
discrete digital multiplexers could accept up to 40 discrete
inputs, 20 per card.

The PMU communicated to the RSU’s by 5 differential
paired lines. The PMU utilized 3 paired lines to send serial
address data, word clock and bit clock information to the
RSU’s. The RSU’s utilized the remaining 2 pairs of lines to
send the data and returned bit clock to the PMU. The PMU had
the capability of communicating to up to 4 RSU’s. Each PMU
had 4 sets of 5 paired inputs. One set for each RSU. By
using this type of communication, if one RSU lost a line,
the other 3 units could still communicate to the PMU.

Each of the 3 RSU’s were identical in configuration. They
contained 3 overhead cards, 13 signal conditioner cards,
consisting of one RTD conditioner, 3 each 350 ohm quarter
bridge cards, 7 each 1000 ohm quarter bridge cards, and 2
full bridge cards. Six excitation cards provided the
excitation voltages for all of the bridges. This complement
of cards allowed each RSU to accept 16 RTD inputs, and 112
bridge inputs, for a total of 128 measurements. The total
PCM subsystem capability was 128 x 3 = 384 plus 80 PMU
inputs = 464 and 40 discretes.

The PMU was designed and developed similar to Aydin
Vector standard data acquisition systems utilized on many
previous aerospace programs. Some improvements and program
unique features were included in the design. One of the most



flexible features was the external EE PROM programming of
the systems. The entire flight format content was under
program control of the user, including the frame sync
patterns, word locations, bit rates, channel gains and
offsets, frame length’s etc. The system could be programmed
by the user via an 8 wire interface utilizing RS-232
protocol. The programming interface was compatible with a
IBM PC-AT, PC-XT or equivalent computer. The EE PROM was
capable of storing up to 2 flight formats. In the DFI system
the bit rate was fixed at 384 K bits per second because of
the tape recorder frequency response. The PMU was capable of
3-4 times more speed than required. The word size was fixed
at 10 bits per word, however the unit was designed for up to
12 bits per word.

In order to handle the large quantity of measurements, up
to 464, a track split circuit provided up to 4 PCM subset
outputs for tape recording. The contents of each subset
output was also under program control so the user could
specify the measurements contained in each subset output.
For critical measurements selected words could be programmed
into all four outputs for redundancy. The PCM subset outputs
were connected to the tape recorder and on PCM composite
output was provided for ground support.

The capability of programming the channel gains and
offsets was used to preset the bridge balance during the
pre-launch testing. Up to 32 offsets and 8 gains from 1X to
250X were provided by a programmable gain amplifier (PGA).
One PGA was contained in each PMU and RSU in the PCM
subsystem. The offsets and gains were programmed on a
channel-by-channel basis. The gains were typically fixed by
the type of measurement and projected range. The offsets
were initially programmed to the nominal offset for each
channel. Static measurements were taken after the system was
connected to the sensors. Data analysis determined the
required offset which was then reprogrammed into the EE PROM
prior to flight. This method allowed NASA to balance all
bridges and sensors prior to flight and this enhanced the
data accuracy.

The PCM subsystem included a calibration circuit to
calibrate all bridge circuits. When a logic zero was applied
to the cal command input, for a time duration of at least
one major frame, the master unit would broadcast a cal
command instruction over the master/remote data bus. When a
logic one (1) was applied to the cal command input, the



master would generate the cal instruction for up to one
additional major frame and cease broadcasting the cal
instruction until a logic zero was again applied to the cal
command input. When the cal instruction was being broadcast
a fixed value shunt resistor was connected across all
bridges. The output response was predetermined by the
resistor value and the individual channel gain and offset.

The bite circuitry, contained in the PMU on 2 plug-in
cards, was used to validate the health of the PCM subsystem
prior to launch and the accuracy of the data during flight.
The bite circuit has two modes of operation, the absolute
mode and range mode. In the absolute mode data was compared
to a bit pattern whose word size and format are identical to
the valid word.

In the range mode, data was compared to low and high
threshold limits pre-programmed in the bite circuit. The
bite circuit provided seven flag outputs for evaluation. By
comparing a selected data word in the PCM steam to
predetermined parameters the bite output flag indicated
pass, flag high, or fail, flag low. For the DFI PCM
subsystem the bite was programmed to monitor the major frame
sync pattern, major frame word count, time code carrier
present, and analog calibration of one channel in the master
unit, and each remote unit. The absolute mode was utilized
for all monitors except the analog calibration which used
the range mode. In order to use the range mode, a precision
voltage was injected into one pre-selected master unit
analog channel, and a precision resistor was installed on
one selected RTD channel in each remote unit. These channels
were pre-programmed in the PCM steam and compared to low and
high limits in the bite circuit which in turn set the
applicable flags to a pass/fail condition. This featur
allowed the user to evaluate the input to output condition
of each PCM box in the PCM subsystem in real time. By
inclusion of the bite flags in the PCM output stream the
status of the system was verified during the flight. The
bite functions, limits, and modes were also programmed via
the RS-232 interface.

The time code generator circuitry was contained in the
master unit utilizing two plug-in cards. The signal was
generated in a modified IRIG-B format. The signal was a
1 kHz sine wave, modulated by a serial modified IRIG-B
format, signal BCD was modified to contain only seconds and
minutes as BCD information and binary information for



milliseconds. A reset line was provided such that the
generator could be reset to zero time, upon command from the
distributor, and restart counting from zero. The output from
the time code generator was included in the PCM data steam
and also inserted in the WBSC/FDM units for timing
correlation.

The PCM subsystem was designed, developed, and
qualification tested by Aydin Vector Division under
subcontract with Teledyne Brown Engineering. See Figure 5
for a block diagram of the programmable master unit and
Figure 6 for the remote slave unit.

CONCLUSION

The entire DFI system was delivered to Kennedy Space
Center in June 1988. The system was installed in the
boosters of STS-26 prior to roll out on 4 July 1988. The
system was checked out by NASA personnel prior to roll out
and again on the launch pad. On September 29, 1988, the DFI
system was powered up at T-9 minutes in the launch count
down. All bite signals indicated that all DFI boxes were
operating within acceptable limits. Nine (9) minutes later
Space Shuttle Discovery, STS-26, was successfully launched
into space. The DFI equipment bite indicators were monitored
via the orbiter during liftoff and boost phases. All bite
indicators remained within the acceptable limits throughout
the flight.

After successful booster separation, and splash down,
both boosters were recovered and returned to the Kennedy
Space Center. The DFI equipment was removed from the
boosters and the tape recording was forwarded to Marshall
Space Center for evaluation. No external damage was found to
any DFI boxes.

In November 1988, Teledyne Brown Engineering, released a
SRB DFI performance report of STS-26. This report summarized
how each measurement performed. In summary, the DFI
performance was highly successful. All measurements
exhibited high quality recordings. Over 94% of the
measurements contained good data, 33 sensors provided no
data because they were damaged during liftoff. In general,
NASA was extremely pleased with results obtained by the DFI
system.
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ABSTRACT

The Multiprogram Control Center (MPCC) at the Johnson Space
Center (JSC) was envisioned as a means of satisfying the
ground control requirements for complex Space Transportation
System (STS) payloads and unmanned vehicles. This paper will
describe the role and characteristics of the MPCC and its
relationship to the STS Mission Control Center (MCC). It
will also reveal significant problems encountered and useful
solutions to some fairly generic problems. It will discuss
the current direction of control center technology and
vendor opportunities from the MPCC’s perspective. It will
conclude with specific lessons learned thus far in the MPCC
project.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing complexity encountered in space vehicles
and missions, control centers can no longer support new
vehicles with capabilities derived from older programs. This
deficiency appears to drive requirements for new,
specialized control centers. However, budgetary constraints
and the mushrooming of new vehicle requirements suggests the
need for a new type of control center which is both generic
and flexible.

From an operational perspective, this control center must
satisfy numerous distinct requirements over a long lifetime
and must support future advances in control and data
processing technology. From a budgetary perspective, the
control center must employ modular designs for
expandability, must be easily reconfigurable to support
various programs, and must take advantage of existing



control and data processing technology, combining elements
of economy and flexibility.

When JSC management agreed to accept operational
responsibility for the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV),
Tethered Satellite System (TSS), and Aeroassist Flight
Experiment (AFE), the Space Transportation System (STS)
Mission Control Center (MCC) did not have existing or
planned capability to support those programs. The MPCC will
add the required capability to the MCC while retaining its
own separate identity. In addition, it will be upgradable in
support of future programs, whether currently defined or
undefined. And finally, it will use capabilities developed
for the MCC where appropriate.

The first operational phase of the MPCC is scheduled to
support TSS/STS-44 simulations in late 1990 and flight in
early 1991.

MULTIPROGRAM CONTROL CENTER (MPCC) CHARACTERISTICS

MPCC characteristics include the workstation environment,
workstation functional applications, and, relating to
functional applications, generic capabilities provided for
use by all programs.

WORKSTATION ENVIRONMENT

The MPCC exists primarily in an environment originally
designed to support the MCC Upgrade (MCCU) project. This
includes Masscomp workstations with the latest Unix
operating system. The system developers have added another
layer of control to the operating system for enhanced
configuration management and system services. This layer is
called the Workstation Executive (WEX).

Masscomp was selected early in the MCCU project as a result
of a competitive procurement which was based on cost versus
performance of the machine, particularly the performance of
the high resolution color graphics processor.

The workstation environment was selected to provide the
required user capability and control. The Unix operating
system is supported by a multitude of commercial hardware
and software products. The C language was selected to give
the programmer the maximum Unix portability support, and
access to the full capability of the operating system. WEX



was designed to control user access to certified and
designated software when logging into an operational mode.
It also is intended to eventually provide hardware
independence by isolating the user application from the
system. System services which enhance the user environment
include real-time data acquisition and display
builder/manager.

WORKSTATION FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Workstations provide decentralized functional data
processing, both for system services and user applications.
Decentralization of data processing encourages concentration
on developing specific functionality with minimal impact to
the rest of the system, limits performance impacts by one
function on the rest of the system, permits user
customization of programs, provides a shared pool of standby
hardware resources, and speeds the insertion of additional
functions or processing power to the system. On the other
hand, decentralization invites new problems in intrasystem
communications and configuration management.

Examples of system workstation applications include
telemetry decommutation, engineering unit (EU) conversion,
data base management, trajectory processing, and flight
design (refer to the MPCC block diagram in Figure 1 for a
visual representation of the functions; acronyms are defined
at the end of this paper).

User applications permit processing of telemetry data with
adequate graphical or algorithmic information to invite the
appropriate manual or automated response to predetermined or
anomalous conditions. These user applications are expected
to bring increasing levels of power and flexibility to
control centers as new applications are envisioned and
implemented.

TOUGHEST PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

The major problems encountered thus far in the development
of MPCC are caused by dependencies on certain programs in
the areas of systems development, interfaces, and
requirements.



FIGURE 1 - MPCC FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT DEPENDENCIES

A basic assumption in the early planning for MPCC was that
the MCCU program would provide certain services and
subsystems which would meet specified MPCC requirements.
However, since the MCCU has its own budget and development
schedule problems, schedules for MCCU capability deliveries
must be closely monitored to ensure either that they will be
available for use when required or that the additional work
slipped by MCCU can be picked up by MPCC.

INTERFACE DEPENDENCIES

Supporting multiple vehicles which are being developed
outside of JSC control is presenting difficult problems. For
example, an integral part of the OMV program is the Ground
Control Console (GCC), which will process telemetry and
commands and provide the real-time piloting station for the
OMV. The GCC environment will be DEC VMS instead of Unix.
The GCC Local Area Network (LAN) will be based on TCP/IP
instead of OSI, as in the MPCC. Developing the ability to



transfer data and displays between these environments at low
cost will require judicious technical and management
decisions. A graphic depiction of MPCC interface
complexities is presented in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2 - MPCC FUNCTIONAL INTERFACES

REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION

Since Control Centers must be operational many months prior
to the flight of the corresponding vehicle in order to
support simulations and prelaunch testing, the specific
requirements for controlling that vehicle may not be
finalized before control center development commences. When
multiple vehicles must be supported, the problems caused by
ill-defined requirements are compounded. In addition, when
generic capabilities are being developed for current control
center deliveries, the specific requirements for future
vehicles, such as telemetry rates, sometimes must be
estimated. As a result, capability deliveries and design
reviews must be phased to match the various vehicle delivery
schedules.



USEFUL GENERIC SOLUTIONS

The MPCC will provide solutions to problems which can be
applied to other programs.

A telemetry database is being developed which will archive
on line a large amount of data, probably on optical disk
(Ajuke box@), which will be accessible by user workstations
for time block playback or for generating reports based on
an enhanced commercially available data base query system.

A command generation system is being developed which will
allow, with the aid of a carefully designed user interface,
the building of a command data base from a vehicle data
tape, menu selection and modification of commands from the
data base, combining of commands, automatic generation of
commands from a user application, and initiation of
commands.

An existing trajectory support and flight design system is
being significantly enhanced. Currently planned features
include trajectory data and state vectors to support vehicle
deployment, maneuvers, systems modeling, and atmospheric
flight. Orbit determination will be a possible future
addition.

It is also hoped that the MPCC will be a pathfinder for
future projects which will not only use some subsystems
developed for MPCC but will follow a trend toward
interprogram commonality and shared resources.

WHERE CONTROL CENTER TECHNOLOGY IS HEADED

Future control centers will be supporting more complex
spacecraft with more onboard functionality. This complexity
is growing much faster than spacecraft autonomy; thus,
control centers will become more complex in support of the
spacecraft. However, the growth of processing power on the
ground should suppress a corresponding growth in manpower
requirements.

Increasing spacecraft complexity and a trend toward more
data processing onboard will drive data rates up. The
solution to this may be packetized data which, although
increasing the communications link overhead, will assist in
data routing and will decrease the amount of data handled at
the control center.



Workstation performance is expected to continue its current
dramatic increase, providing more timely interpretation of
telemetry. Data base hardware and software will probably
keep pace with the demands.

LAN standards will continue to jell, and Astandard@ products
will become more widely available. LAN performance is also
expected to increase as these products become available and
competition increases. The remaining problem is one of
standards interpretation and implementation, but expect Ade
facto@ standards to arise also. Another helpful development
will be in the interoperability between standards, such as
TCP/IP-OSI translators and an OSI implementation of
X-windows.

Telemetry preprocessors will continue to provide more
integrated solutions for higher rate telemetry and more
front-end processing. vendors will offer more complete
systems with breakthrough concepts. It will be many years,
though, before control centers will be built without custom
elements.

VENDOR OPPORTUNITIES FROM MPCC PERSPECTIVE

Higher performance in workstations, LANs, and data storage
and retrieval systems will always be in demand.

The MPCC and MCCU could use a Masscomp/Unix-based generic
process monitoring and control package which supports remote
monitoring and control over a LAN. The ability to select
modules would be very useful, since it is desirable to
control the number of types of user interfaces being
supported in the MPCC.

Telemetry decommutation and EU conversion is being
accomplished for MPCC in a workstation class machine, and
frame synchronization will be done in a commercially
available product. MPCC engineers were unable to find a
commercially available product which integrated all of the
above functions while providing all the necessary
programability and system interfaces. Some of the currently
available systems approach a complete solution, but the two
salient factors in the decision to perform decommutation and
EU conversion in a workstation were the desire to avoid
physically modifying a commercial product and the existence
of a workstation software base from earlier projects. The
next generation control center should be able to take



advantage of a commercially available integrated product
line.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM MPCC

The MPCC teaches us some things beyond the normal lessons
learned in a control center development project. The obvious
lesson is that sharing development and resources can save
time and money. But there can also be pitfalls in the act of
supporting multiple programs.

Depending on the progress of one program to support the
schedules of other programs can introduce risk into the
budgets and schedules of the other programs.

AWhat the mind of man can conceive, it can also achieve,@
but only at great risk to the budget and schedule. One such
risk in supporting multiple programs is the concept of
providing a single user interface for all workstation
applications, commercially available software, and
Government-furnished equipment.

Probably the most difficult issue to resolve for MPCC is
user and system requirements. Not only do operational
scenarios and desires fluctuate, but hidden system
characteristics surface, and false assumptions are exposed.
These changes affect the total system development.

The best advice is to recognize that spacecraft programs are
dynamic during the early development phases of the control
center. Stay tuned--control center development will always
be driven by requirements and technology.

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AFE Aeroassist Flight Experiment

CAL calibration, EU conversion
CM MCC Configuration Management
CMD command(s)

DEC Digital Equipment Corporation

EU engineering unit

FADS Flight Analysis and Design System
FLT flight



GCC OMV Ground Control Console
GDR MCC Generalized Data Retrieval
GFE Government furnished equipment
GPC STS General Purpose Computer (TLM)
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center

ICV Intercenter Vector
IND independent
ISO International Standards Organization

JSC Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

LAN local area network

MCC Mission Control Center
MCCU MCC Upgrade
MPCC Multiprogram Control Center
MUX multiplexer

NCC GSFC Network Control Center
NRT STS Near RT Telemetry

0I STS Operational Instrumentation (TLM)
0MV Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle
OSI ISO Open Systems Interconnection

PB play back
PDI STS Payload Data Interleaver (TLM)
PLANS MCC Primary LAN Subsystem
POCC Payload operations Control Center

REQ request
RMT remote
RT real-time

SDSS STS Data Select Switch
STS Space Transportation System

TCP/IP Traffic Control Protocol/Interface Protocol
TLM telemetry
TRAJ trajectory
TRJ trajectory
TRK tracking
TSS Tethered Satellite System

VMS DEC proprietary operating system

WEX Workstation Executive
WS workstation



SIMULATIONS OF SPACE STATION DATA LINKS
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ABSTRACT

The telemetry group has begun a new program in conjunction
with Goddard Space Flight Center to investigate the
possibilities of using parallel processing configurations
for the real-time processing of Space Station data. In order
to evaluate the potential configurations, a program based on
using discrete-event simulation models is being used. This
modeling software allows for generic configurations to be
modeled and the relevant parameters to be modified to see
the effects on performance. This paper represents a
description of the work we will be undertaking over the next
18 months and the environment to be used in creating the
simulation models at NMSU.

Key Words: Telemetry Systems
Simulation and Modeling
Parallel Computer Applications

INTRODUCTION

Many studies have been performed for NASA as part of the
Space Station program to assess the data throughput and
processing needs for real-time data (see, for example, Horan
1988 and references therein). Any study of the overall Space
Station requirements quickly comes to the conclusion that
those requirements will strain the capabilities of any
hardware and software systems which the major computer
vendors have planned for introduction in the foreseeable
future. One general class of computers which is expected to
be necessary to accomplish the processing needs for Space
Station is the parallel computer. Because the required
systems are not available today and yet planning for the
configuration of the Space Station ground-segment data



processing system must proceed, a need has arisen to find a
method to gauge the effectiveness and possible configuration
of such parallel architectures. We have decided to use
discrete-event simulation software packages to simulate the
expected performance of these computer systems in the
expected Space Station ground- segment environment. This
paper will describe the program presently being undertaken
in conjunction with Goddard Space Flight Center to
investigate the use of parallel computers in this
application.

SPACE STATION GROUND SEGMENT DATA PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT

The Space Station will be producing data in volumes and at
rates unprecedented in the space program. The portion of the
overall system which is of most interest to us at NMSU is
the Customer Data and Operation System (CDOS). The CDOS
system is, itself, composed of several subsystems which
perform the initial data processing and interface to the
space network. The components of CDOS which we are concerned
with modeling are the Data Interface Facility (DIF) and the
Data Handling Service (DHS). The DIF performs the interface
functions for CDOS to the TDRSS network including initial
sorting of data, requesting of data re-transmits and other
low-level functions. The general architecture of the DIF is
given in Figure 1. The DHS performs what is referred to as
Level-Zero Processing of the data and interfaces with the
DIF. The general structure of the DHS is illustrated in
Figure 2.

ADVANCED TELEMETRY PROCESSING PILOT PROGRAM

The Advanced Telemetry Processing Pilot Program (ATP ) is a3

cooperative research agreement between NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center and New Mexico State University. The program
was begun in the fall of 1988 and will run until the end of
1990. The investigative goals of the APT  project are to3

conduct research in the following areas:

a) investigation of the application of parallel processing
techniques to the specific task of real-time processing
of space-to-ground data frames in the space-station
environment,



Figure 1. The baseline DIF architecture (CDOS Concept
Definition Document).

Figure 2. The baseline DHS architecture (CDOS Concept
Definition Document).



b) investigation of architecture performance for a number of
classes of parallel processing configurations from an
applications point-of-view rather than from an
architecture development point-of-view, and

c) investigation of parallel processing programming
techniques, especially in the areas of high-level
language support, programming development support, and
relative benchmarking of languages on the various
architectures.

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The simulations are being conducted at the Computer Assisted
Design and Simulation Laboratory (CADSL) at New Mexico State
University. This is a laboratory dedicated to computing
applications which require both extensive computing power
plus a sophisticated user interface for input or output.

The hardware available in the laboratory for use in these
simulations is illustrated in Figure 3. The environment is
basically a Local Area VAX Cluster (LAVC) of engineering
workstations with a work/fileserver. The LAVC is connected
to the campus-wide ETHERNET backbone. With that interface
comes the capabilities to network around the state of New
Mexico using TECHNET and around the country using BITNET.

For use in the ATP  project, discrete event simulation3

software purchased from CACI is being used. The packages
available are

a) SIMSCRIPT II.5 - a general-purpose, high-level
simulation language with animation capabilities,

b) COMNET II.5 - a communications network simulation
package for modeling virtual calls and datagrams, and

c) NETWORK II.5 - a Local Area Network simulation package
for modeling the hardware and software configurations on
the LAN.

Both COMNET and NETWORK are based on SIMSCRIPT but with
pre-defined user interfaces, simulation building blocks, and
animation capabilities.



Figure 3. The CADSL computing environment at NMSU
(illustration produced with the CACI

NETWORK simulation package).

EXAMPLE SIMULATIONS

The first example simulation configuration is illustrated in
Figure 4. The COMNET simulation package is used for this
example. The goal of this example is to model the end-to-end
data flow of Space Station telemetry, voice, and video data
as well as data requests from other NASA centers and user
groups to Goddard Space Flight Center using the expected
TDRSS channel characteristics for the space-to-ground data
transport and realistic ground-to-ground channels for the
communication links between White Sands and GSFC as well as
from GSFC to the end nodes. This model is based on one of
the configurations developed as part of a trade-off study
performed for GSFC (CTA 1988). The operation of the DIF and
DHS is buried in the general nodes labeled TGT and GSFC. In
this study, we are looking to determine statistics relating
to data backlogs and channel utilization based upon
predicted mission models. The goal of the study is to
provide an independent assessment of some of the results
developed during the trade-off study.



Figure 4. A example end-to-end data transport model for the
Space Station program (illistration produced with

the CACI COMNET simulation package).



The second example simulation configuration is illustrated
in Figure 5. The NETWORK simulation package is used for this
example. The goal of this example is to model a possible
multi-processor configuration for the DIF return-data and
forward-data processing environments. The model allows for
variations in the processing speed of the software to
execute the processing of the data packets, the speed of the
communication buses, the amount of storage available, and
the method for coordinating the processing. This model uses
a double-buffered storage with processing Aping-ponging@
between the two return-link processors. The results of the
processing delays and throughput volumes developed in models
like this can be fed back into the previous COMNET model to
give better end-to-end performance estimates.

PROGRAM PLAN

The work of ATP  is just beginning in earnest. The major3

near-term goals for the program are as follows:

a) simulate configurations specifically developed for GSFC
by Control Data Corporation to verify methodology of
using the simulation packages,

b) develop models for the ground-segment data processing
components, especially, the Data Interface Facility
(DIF) and the Data Handling Service (DHS),

c) develop models for parallel architectures presently
available commercially and in the NMSU research
laboratories and integrate them into the DIF and DHS
configurations, and

d) model various data transport configurations to simulate
the operation of the parallel processing configurations
in the DIF and DHS under various operational scenarios
(equipment failovers, various data rates and volumes,
etc.).

SUMMARY

The facilities at NMSU are presently being used to provide
performance estimates for the planned ground-segment, real-
time data processing to be used in the Space Station
program. We have found the use of commercially-available
discrete-event simulation packages useful in developing the
modeling for this program. The overall program is just 



Figure 5. A baseline DIF architecture (illustration produced
with the CACI NETWORK simulation package).



beginning and we are expecting the results over the next two
years to be useful in planning the architecture necessary to
support the real-time data processing needs.
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Application of a Linear Array in a
Telemetry System

George Stevens, Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division

ABSTRACT:

Advances in integrated circuits have provided “single mask programmable” linear arrays
that can be used to greatly reduce the volume requirements of the analog front end circuitry
used in airborne telemetry applications. This volume reduction has led to telemetry
systems with high levels of computational power and data acquisition in constrained
spaces of irregular shape. In this paper we describe a specific application of a linear array
to telemetry and discuss more general applications.

INTRODUCTION

A primary goal of airborne telemetry systems is accurate, reliable reporting of host system
function with minimal electrical or physical perturbation of the host. Operational amplifiers
offer a method to virtually eliminate electrical loading effects introduced by a telemetry
system. Although advances in the integration of digital circuitry have significantly reduced
circuit volume while increasing processing capability, advances in integration of
operational amplifiers have progressed little since the introduction of the quad op-amp in
the mid 1970s. This is a problem for telemetry designers who must meet increasingly
complex monitoring requirements while imposing minimal physical impact on the host (no
more space). This paper describes a macrocell-based linear array that has been
successfully used in an airborne telemetry system to achieve the goals previously
described.

APPLICATION:  A TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR A BOMB FAMILY

The example telemetry system is used to monitor signals generated/received by any of a
family of modular, similar nuclear bombs. Monitoring requirements include a total of 77
channels of weapon data. The impedance presented by the telemetry to each of these
channels must be a minimum of 40 Kohms, measurement accuracy must be within +/- 5%
of the actual value, and signal levels may vary from 0 to 40 volts. In order to meet these
requirements the front end analog signal conditioning illustrated in Figure 1 was used for
each of the 77 channels. This configuration offers excellent characteristics for accurate



gain, common mode rejection, and minimal circuit board area. A space analysis
determined that it would require 20 quad op-amps and over 300 resistors to implement the
front end signal conditioning using standard, commercially available parts. These 320
discrete parts were replaced with six linear array parts each having 15 op-amps
supplemented with resistor networks to form fully integrated gain stages. This
miniaturization of signal conditioning circuitry saved 14 square inches of circuit board
space for the telemetry system.

LINEAR ARRAY UTILIZED

The macrocell based linear array for this telemetry system is fabricated with a two-layer
metal technology which includes thin film resistors. A simplified schematic of the bottom
metal layer is shown in Figure 2 . This array utilizes a grid or tile layout of components(1)

so a given subcircuit can fit into a number of locations. The standard building block of this
array is a differential gain block called the macrocell which can be configured as an
operational amplifier or comparator. In addition to the 15 macrocells, the bottom layer
contains the foundation for 10 PNP transistors, 47 NPN transistors, 240 resistors (1.25K to
150K), 15 compensation capacitors, a voltage reference, and two supply bus structures.
The top metal layer only is customized and interconnects these components to form the
linear system. The 44 bonding pads form input/output connections between the die and the
package. The die size itself is 3.12 by 4.8 mm.

For the telemetry system, the macrocells were configured as operational amplifiers. Each
macrocell has a bias current called Isetx which controls the quiescent operating currents
and determines macrocell performance characteristics. With an Isetx of 17uA, each
macrocell has a common mode rejection greater than 80dB.

The resistor blocks utilize thin film resistors which are made with a silicon chromium
process and have performance characteristics similar to the discrete equivalents. The thin
film resistors have an absolute tolerance of +/-10%, a matching tolerance of +/-1%, and no
parasitic capacitances. These low tolerances produce accurate gains and allow high
measurement accuracy. The macrocells are configured with differential gains less than
unity to accommodate large input voltages.

The telemetry system also employed the bandgap voltage reference section of the linear
array. The reference voltage of 1.25 volts is used by the system. This section of the array
also generates temperature stable Isetx currents for the macrocells.

This macrocell based linear array has been used in commercial and military systems with
single and dual supplies. In addition to the example telemetry system, applications include
bar code scanners, power supplies, and missile guidance systems.



CONCLUSION

Linear arrays have improved in performance and ease of application. For the airborne
telemetry system, a linear array decreased the system parts count and conserved circuit
board space while meeting the critical system specifications.
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Figure 1: Front End Analog Signal Conditioning





MODULAR PCM SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS INTERCONNECT
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ABSTRACT

Versatility is the keyword in modern airborne telemetry
systems. Only a system with an inherent ability to be
changed can be cost effective in an environment where
requirements change as often and as rapidly as in todays
missile and aircraft test instrumentation.

This paper will describe a totally wireless, modular, PCM
telemetry system. Using stored program format control (user
programmable) and implemented with low power programmable
logic devices, this new system can be altered with minimal
effort and cost. Functional modules can be added or changed
as program requirements evolve. Elastomeric connectors are
used to achieve high density , wireless, high reliability
interconnection between modules. This connection technique
allows easy access to individual modules for repair or
replacement without damaging substrates or components.

MODEL 325 DEVELOPMENT GOALS

The decision to invest R&D money in a new product is never
an easy one, especially for a small company. In this case,
the difficulty was compounded by the fact that the Company
already had a very successful product covering essentially
the same requirements.

PCM Telemetry Encoders are a necessary component of all PCM
Telemetry Data Acquisition Systems and the Model 225 Encoder
developed by MICROCOM almost ten (10) years ago has been
constantly upgraded and is still an excellent and cost
effective solution. The unit is very small, uses minimal
power, is user programmable via an external connector, and
is extremely reliable. This is a tough combination of
features and performance to improve on.



Doing more for less is the name of the game and we set out
to try it again. Two (2) major goals were established for
this development. The first goal given was to eliminate, to
the greatest extent possible, all wiring within the unit.
The second goal was to reduce the parts count while
simultaneously increasing the utility of the Encoder. The
successful fulfillment of either or both of these goals was
bound to provide a smaller, less costly, and more reliable
product.

WIRELESS INTERCONNECT

The development of a Wireless Interconnection Technique
involves more than just a way of connecting Point A to
Point B. The design of the Model 325 Encoder is, above all,
a modular design, allowing the Telemetry Systems Designer
the flexibility to configure his system as program
requirements dictate. This means that modules must be
capable of being introduced into the system almost randomly.
Module X need not be attached to Module Y in order to
function properly but may be added into the next available
position in the system. This requirement necessitates the
implementation of a bus architecture in which each module
can be addressed independently and data can be transferred
to and from each module as required, regardless of its
physical position within the system.

Once the system architecture has been established, each
module must be physically connected to it. The most common
method of accomplishing this connection, is to provide a
backplane or AMotherboard@ into which the functional modules
can be plugged. The most important drawback in this approach
is that the backplane must be physically capable of
accepting the maximum number of modules permitted in the
largest system. Obviously, this can make for quite a large
AMotherboard@ even if the required system uses a minimum of
modules. This problem can be reduced by designing a minimum
size backplane and providing for add-on backplanes if
required, but even this approach will result in wasted area
in most cases. The addition of a AMotherboard@ or boards
also complicates the design and increases the parts count
thus reducing reliability and increasing cost.

The simplest interconnection solution is to wire the modules
together directly letting the wires take the place of the
backplane. This is exactly what we are trying to avoid,
since wiring is the single most costly and error prone part



of almost any system, not to mention the difficulty
encountered when adding or replacing a module in the field.

The most effective solution is to provide a connector system
that allows all data, address and control lines to pass
through and therefore be available to each module in the
system. This system would allow modules to be plugged
together directly without the use of a backplane and to be
positioned independent as well. This is the solution chosen
for the Model 325 Encoder.

The next decision to be made is what type of connector to
use to implement the chosen interconnection scheme. Since
each module must be capable of being plugged into another
module and in turn having another module plugged into it,
there are actually three (3) connections to be made. First a
connector must be available to plug into another module,
second a connector must be supplied into which another
module can be plugged, and third a connection must be made
between the two connectors. A Hermaphroditic Connector would
certainly eliminate the requirement for the connection
between connectors. This solution sounds good until several
drawbacks are considered. First the connector must still be
connected internally to the module electronics. This
involves wiring which is precisely the problem we are trying
to avoid. Next, the size of the connector pin must be
extremely small in order to fit enough of them
(approximately sixty) to handle all the required signals.
Finally, the cost of this type of connector with its
associated housing is quite high. The module designed for
use in the Model 325 is shown in some detail in Figure 1.

Metal-on-elastomer Connectors or MOE’s were chosen for use
in the Model 325 Encoder. Figure 2 illustrates the connector
design used. This connection technique provides a totally
wireless, gas tight, zero insertion force connection that is
immune to hazardous environments such as shock, vibration,
and corrosive atmospheres. As a ZIF (zero insertion force)
device, an Elastomeric System allows repeated mating and
unmating of the connected module without damage to
components. No solder, pins or sockets are needed.

MOE’s consist of metallic conducting paths laminated to an
electrically insulating elastomer. The conductive paths are
gold on nickel on copper giving very low contact resistance.



Each Model 325 Module contains a double-sided multilayer
substrate with a row of contact pads on three edges of both
sides. Three MOEs are used to connect each module to the
next module. The connection between the two sides of the
substrate is made via a plated-through hole in each contact
pad connecting the pad to the one directly opposite it on
the other side of the substrate, thus extending the signal
path through the module. A typical substrate is illustrated
in Figure 3

The choice of an Elastomeric connection system satisfies the
goal of a totally wireless module interconnection method and
the chosen bus architecture allows functional modules to be
added or replaced wherever and whenever they are required.
This capability simplifies the telemetry system designers
task by allowing changes that may be required during program
development to be easily and inexpensively implemented. This
can have a significant impact on the program schedule and
budget.

MORE WITH LESS

A PCM Encoder is basically a Commutator with a built-in
digitizer. Aside from these basic functions, the number of
requirements imposed on this device can be mind-boggling.
The variety of inputs alone requires the unit to be
extremely flexible. Analog inputs include single-ended,
differential and quasi-differential inputs ranging from
millivolts to +/- 30 volts depending on the type of sensor
being monitored. Digital inputs range from single bit
discretes through a multitude of serial bus interfaces to
parallel computer data ports. All of these various inputs
must then be normalized, digitized with varying resolution
requirements, and finally multiplexed into a single serial
data stream. The format into which the data is multiplexed
is probably the largest single variable in the whole system.
Synchronization patterns are added to the multiplexed data
so that the data can be decommutated when it arrives at its
final destination. Multiple levels of commutation are
permitted so that data sampling rates can be varied
according to need without wasting bandwidth. The formatted,
multiplexed data can then be further processed by adding
parity, suppressing forbidden codes or undergoing code
conversion. Finally, the output can be randomized and/or
filtered before being output. Additional outputs may be
required with different processing than the primary output.



Designing an Encoder that can accommodate the known possible
variations, without even considering new possibilities, is
an improbable task. The cost and size of such a unit would
make it unmarketable. The answer to this dilemma is to
design an Encoder that can handle most standard inputs and
format variations and in addition can be easily modified to
provide for those requirements that are outside of its
normal constraints. In the past these modifications have
been very costly because any functional design change also
required packaging changes, wiring changes, etcetera.

The Model 325 Encoder circumvents many of these expenses
because of its unique electrical and mechanical designs. The
ability to add a new functional module by simply plugging it
into any other module greatly simplifies packaging and
eliminates wiring changes. The electrical design of the
Encoder logic is implemented entirely with programmable
logic devices. This approach yields a minimal parts count,
increasing reliability, and in addition allows most design
changes to be made without the expense of creating a new
substrate or generating any wiring changes. The
programmability of PLD’s allows the designer to customize
every device in a number of ways to implement unique logic
requirements. Using PLD’s allows the designer to customize
every device in a number of ways to implement unique logic
requirements. Using PLD’s in place of SSI or MSI components,
results in more effective utilization of real estate,
reduced cost and increased reliability. The flexibility
afforded by these devices allows the designer to quickly and
effectively implement a number of logic functions ranging
from random logic gate replacement to complex combinatorial
logic functions. Simulation software is available which can
further reduce costs when implementing changes.

Finally, the Model 325 Encoder is a stored program device.
This means that the system contains a memory and this memory
contains instructions for each data word in the format.
These instructions select the input data source and prove
gain and offset parameters for normalizing the data. They
also select the word length for each word in the format
which can vary from word to word within a frame. Discrete
bi-level event bits can be organized independently within
each bi-level word. Memory data, including synchronization
patterns, SFID counter words, date codes, flight numbers,
etcetera, can be added wherever needed. This stored program
memory is user programmable and is accessed via an external 



connector. Non-volatile memory is used for this function so
that memory need not be reloaded unless changes are desired.

SUMMARY

The decision to invest in a new PCM Encoder was a wise one.
All the initial design goals have been met, wiring has been
eliminated, parts count has been reduced, and in the
process, some vary interesting new capabilities have
emerged. A secondary side effect of the totally modular
approach has been to significantly reduce the complexity of
the documentation requirements of the Encoder System. Each
module is independently documented and the interconnection
between modules is simple and uniform requiring minimum
documentation to create each new system.

FIGURE 1
PCM325 MODULE ASSEMBLY



FIGURE 3
SUBSTRATE ASSEMBLY
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ABSTRACT

The need for ever-increasing miniaturization of airborne
instrumentation through the use of surface mounted
components closely placed on printed circuit boards
highlights problems with traditional board cleaning methods.
The reliability of assemblies which have been cleaned with
vapor degreasing and spray cleaning can be seriously
compromised by residual contaminants leading to solder joint
failure, board corrosion, and even electrical failure of the
mounted parts. In addition, recent government actions to
eliminate fully halogenated chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) and
chlorinated hydrocarbons from the industrial environment
require the development of new cleaning materials and
techniques. This paper will discuss alternative cleaning
materials and techniques and results that can be expected
with them. Particular emphasis will be placed on problems
related to surface-mounted parts. These new techniques may
lead to improved circuit reliability and, at the same time,
be less expensive and less environmentally hazardous than
the traditional systems.

Key words: Printed circuit cleaning, solvent cleaning

INTRODUCTION

High reliability printed circuit board assemblies require
cleaning to remove process chemicals which could lead to
corrosion or to degradation of the electrical performance of
the board. In the past, chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) have been
used extensively for this purpose. Concerns about CFC
emissions and their effect on ozone depletion in the
atmosphere, greater demands being placed on cleaning



systems, and the availability of alternative cleaning
methods are causing manufacturers to reconsider the choice
of cleaning method. The use of surface mounted components in
many systems requires additional consideration, since
traditional cleaning methods may not be able to clean under
parts closely mounted to the board. Cleaning is particularly
important for these parts, since a residual corrosive flux
could cause solder joints to crack. Board performance would
be destroyed, and parts might fall off the board. This paper
outlines some of the alternative cleaning materials and
methods available for use. There is probably no universally
acceptable method. Equipment availability, manufacturing
volume, the required reliability level, and the types of
components used all influence the choice of cleaning method.

CLEANING MATERIAL CHOICES

Chlorinated Solvents

Many of the standard industrial cleaning chemicals are
chlorinated solvents. Examples are methylene chloride,
methyl chloroform, tetrachloroethylene and
trichloroethylene. A number of equipment vendors supply
machines using these and other chlorinated solvents (1).
Many of the chlorinated solvents are excellent at dissolving
residual contamination on circuit assemblies. They are
useful at removing material under surface mounted parts
mounted close to the board. Methyl chloroform is a possible
substitute for CFC in vapor degreasing, although it has a
boiling point (165EF) higher than that of CFC-113 (117EF),
one of the currently used materials for this application.
Some chlorinated solvents may attack board materials or
components. Many of these solvents need to be heated to high
temperatures to make them effective. There are serious
toxicity problems with a number of the chlorinated solvents
which would preclude their use in an industrial process.
There are problems with removal of some of these solvents
from boards because of their relatively low vapor pressures
at room temperature. Either very high pressure air knives or
additional cleaning procedures are required. Finally, some
chlorinated solvents are as destructive to the ozone layer
as are the CFC materials. In particular, the EPA is
considering the possibility of adding methyl chloroform and
carbon tetrachloride to the list of materials regulated as
ozone depleting.



Chlorofluorocarbons in Emission Controlled Equipment

One solution to the problem of CFC emissions is to use the
same materials as at present, but to rigidly control any
vapor or fluid emissions. The advantage of this approach is
that there is already an extensive data base available on
the uses of these CFC materials for cleaning. There are a
number of problems. First, with the mandated reductions in
CFC production, costs of the material may increase. New
equipment will be needed to bring about the reduced
emissions. There is evidence that CFC cleaning is not as
effective as other solvent cleaning (2,3). In particular,
standard CFC cleaning may not be able to remove residue left
under closely mounted parts. Finally, disposal of waste from
these processes will remain a concern.

Non-hazardous Chlorofluorocarbons

Not all CFC compounds are equally destructive to the
atmospheric ozone. It is possible that CFC materials will be
developed that are environmentally safe and that are
effective as cleaners. Such materials might be suited for
use in current cleaning equipment. More research is needed
before such products are available for use.

Saponifiers

Combinations of water and detergents have been used for many
years to clean circuit boards. Often other chemicals, such
as alcohol, are added to the solution to increase its
effectiveness. Cleaning equipment sprays these solutions
onto boards. Rosin and other contaminants are either
dissolved in the solution or removed as small particles. An
important advantage of these systems is that most do not use
toxic or environmentally damaging chemicals. Saponifier
cleaning may not be sufficient for hard to dissolve
materials or for contamination left under packages or in
plated through holes. One solution is to use a solvent
cleaning step followed by the saponifier clean. The
saponifier then removes both the solvent and remaining board
contamination. It is important to remove all the saponifier,
since residual material is often alkaline and can lead to
long-term corrosion problems.



Hydrocarbon Solvents

Terpenes, alcohols, and some mineral spirits represent
another set of solvents for board cleaning. Many of these
materials are environmentally safe and pose little toxicity
danger. They are capable of dissolving rosin based fluxes
and other board contaminants. Terpenes, in particular,
appear to be more effective than CFCs for some board
cleaning procedures (2). Many of these materials are
flammable, require careful rinsing, and require special
equipment. Some of these solvents must be heated to be
really effective, thus increasing fire danger. Terpenes have
recently generated a good deal of interest as possible
replacements for CFC cleaners (4). New machines are being
introduced to the market specifically for use as terpene
cleaners (1). Some terpenes of interest are manufactured
from orange peels and wood pulp. Terpenes are found in the
natural environment in forests; they appear to pose no
significant environmental risk and have a low toxicity.
Extensive testing is underway in industry to evaluate the
suitability of these materials for board cleaning.

Aqueous Flux Systems

One solution to the problem of flux removal is to change to
a flux that is water soluble. If non-water soluble
contaminants can be avoided, then water or water and
detergent sprays can be used. This technique eliminates
concerns about solvent emission or toxicity. Such fluxes are
widely used in manufacturing today. It is important to
insure that all flux is rinsed, since residual flux tends to
be conductive. Complete rinsing may not be possible with
some fluxes. In this case, other cleaning processes may also
be required. Incomplete cleaning can degrade the insulation
resistance of the board. A change from CFC cleaning to an
aqueous system will require expenditures for new equipment
and process development. If only water is used, great care
must be taken that no water insoluble materials are used in
the process and left on the board. Large surface mounted
packages may pose some problems in getting a sufficient
quantity of water under the package to dissolve all residual
flux. It is possible with closely mounted parts that this
type of residual contamination would not be detected with
standard ionic conductivity cleanliness tests. Care should
also be taken to insure that all components used in
manufacturing are solderable using this flux.



No-clean Systems

One method of avoiding problems with cleaning flux off
circuit boards is to use a no-clean flux (5). These are
materials which, in theory, can be left permanently on the
board. Fluxes with a solids content of 2 per cent or less
are now available. If flux is not to be removed, it cannot
leave much residue--bare board testing equipment would be
gummed up. Since the no-clean fluxes tend to be relatively
inactive, it is necessary to insure that all boards and
parts to be soldered have good solderability to begin with.
Users should confirm that the residue remaining does not
cause long-term degradation. These fluxes offer an advantage
for surface mounted parts, in that, in theory, there is no
need to worry about under part cleaning. Unfortunately, not
all surface mount parts have the the excellent solderability
required to utilize these fluxes.

CONCLUSION

There is a wide variety of materials available for printed
circuit assembly cleaning. The particular system used
depends on part types to be cleaned, the required
reliability, the availability of equipment, and
environmental and toxicity considerations.
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ABSTRACT

With the rapid increase in technology, telemetry systems
today employ a variety of modulation formats, modulation
rates and frequency ranges. These telemetry systems will
require sophisticated test equipment capable of simulating
several types of telemetry data.

This paper will discuss how digital and RF technology can be
merged to develop a new telemetry signal simulator capable
of testing today’s sophisticated telemetry systems.

The paper will further discuss how digital techniques merged
with RF techniques can provide testing capabilities
previously unavailable in telemetry signal generators such
as diversity fade simulation and Doppler shift simulation
with programmable range and rate.

INTRODUCTION

In order to meet the signal simulation needs of telemetry
ranges, a telemetry signal simulator should have the
following features: dynamic modeling of Doppler shift,
multi-path fade simulation, and multi-mode wideband
modulation.

Two principle requirements of the modulator are multiple
modulation formats (e.g. AM, PM, FM, BPSK) and wide
modulation bandwidth. Digital signal generation would allow
multiple modulation formats; however, it lacks wideband
modulation capability. Analog circuitry could produce



wideband modulation but the baseband circuitry required for
multiple modulation formats was overly complex. A vector
modulation scheme was selected because it can generate any
arbitrary carrier phase and magnitude, while the baseband
circuitry required to drive it is much simpler to implement
than a phase/magnitude modulator.

INTRODUCTION TO VECTOR MODULATION

The process of encoding source information onto a bandpass
signal with a carrier frequency f  is called modulation (1).c

The modulating signal is denoted by m(t) and the modulated
bandpass signal is denoted by s(t). A modulated bandpass
signal is commonly defined by an amplitude and phase
modulated form as follows

s(t) = R(t) cos[w t + 1(t)]   (1.0)c

where w  is the carrier with w =2Bf , R(t) is the amplitudec     c c

modulation and 1(t) is the phase modulation. R(t) will set
the amplitude of the modulated signal and 1(t) will set the
phase of the modulated signal.

However, a modulated bandpass signal can also be defined in
a vector form as follows

s(t) = x(t) cos w t - y(t) sin w t   (1.1)c     c

where w  is the carrier with w =2Bf , x(t) is the in phasec     c c

modulation and y(t) is the quadrature modulation. Vector
modulation takes the vector difference of the in phase
modulation (I channel) and quadrature phase modulation
(Q channel).

In either case the modulation format can be changed by
varying the modulation parameters R(t), 1(t), x(t) and y(t).
For example if PM modulation is desired then the modulation
parameters are as follows

R(t) = 1
1(t) = D m(t)p

X(t) = cos[D m(t)]p

Y(t) = sin[D m(t)]p

where D  is the phase deviation constant in radians/volt.p



Although either technique can be used for a modulator, the
vector modulator has advantages when designing a hybrid
digital/analog signal simulator. A typical vector modulator
is shown in figure 1. The modulation parameters, x(t) and
y(t), are generated at baseband. The modulation parameters
are then used to modulate the carrier via mixers. This
allows all modulation parameters to be generated at baseband
where they may be synthesized digitally. The use of mixers
also eliminates the need for multiplying the signal to
obtain higher carrier frequencies. Furthermore, the
modulating parameters for many modulation formats are
simpler in the vector modulation form.

I AND Q VECTOR MODULATOR

Baseband Digital Signal Simulator

The flexibility of a Telemetry Signal Simulator can be
enhanced by providing several modulation formats, agile
modulation rates and variable peak deviations. Incorporating
these features using analog techniques can become costly and
space consuming. However, using digital techniques the
modulation formats, rates and deviations can all be changed
by introducing new software.

The baseband digital signal simulator would have to provide
AM, FM, PM and BPSK modulation formats, modulation rates up
to 10 MHz and peak deviations up to 12 MHz for FM or 3.14
radians for PM. It would also have provisions for three
modulation sources: an internal sinusodial source, external
source and allow data to be defined as a source. A block
diagram of a baseband digital signal simulator is shown in
figure 2. The critical design areas of the digital signal
simulator are the clock rate and the number of sample bits.

The clock rate needs to satisfy the Nyquist criteria. The
Nyquist criteria states

(f )  = 2B   (1.2)s min

where (f )  is the minimum sample rate and B is thes min

bandwidth of the signal being sampled. For the Telemetry
Signal Simulator, which would require modulation rates up to
10 MHz, a minimum sample rate of

(f )  = 2 ( 10 MHz )s min

   = 20 MHz



would be required. Although this sample rate would satisfy
the Nyquist criteria, a higher sample rate would improve the
quality of the digitally generated signal. Typically a
sample rate of three to five times the bandwidth is used.
Therefore a sample rate of 50 MHz was used for the Telemetry
Signal Simulator to improve the quality of the digitally
generated signal.

The number of bits per sample also affect the quality of the
digitally generated signal. An increased number of bits will
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the digitally
generated waveform (2). The SNR for a digitally generated
sinusodial waveform can be related to the number of bits per
sample by the following

SNR = (1.76 + 6.02n) dB  (1.3)

where n is the number of bits per sample. Therefore a
digital system using 10 bits per sample would be capable of
providing a maximum SNR of 61.96 dB. With these critical
design considerations in mind we can now discuss the block
diagram of the baseband digital signal simulator.

The address selection device will select the address source
for the waveform maps. The four address sources are the
phase accumulator, data sequencer, analog-to-digital
converter and the microprocessor. The phase accumulator
functions as the internal source. The data sequencer is used
when data is the source for modulation. The analog-to-
digital converter is used for the external source. The
microprocessor is used to download data into the waveform
maps. The address selection device will select one of the
four address sources and route it to the waveform maps.

The internal sinusodial source, for the baseband digital
signal simulator, is the phase accumulator. It is a 32 bit
device operating at 50 MHz. Adjusting the step size of the
phase accumulator allows the modulation rate of the internal
digital signal simulator to be adjusted. The modulation rate
of the phase accumulator can be calculated by the following

f  = ( 50 MHz * phase step   2   (1.4)o
32

where f  is the modulation rate. This will provide ao

modulation rate step size of approximately .01 Hertz. The
most significant 12 bits of the phase accumulator are routed 



to the address selection device. Twelve bits were chosen due
to the availability of hardware.

The external modulation source, for the baseband digital
signal simulator, is an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.
The external modulation source is connected to a low pass
anti-aliasing filter and then routed to an eight bit A/D
converter. It should be noted that an A/D converter with
more than eight bit would be desirable; however, they will
not operate at the speeds required. The A/D converter is
sampled at 50 MHz; therefore the Nyquist criteria, equation
1.2, is satisfied. The low pass anti-aliasing filter removes
any frequency components greater than 10 MHz. The resultant
digitized modulation input is then routed to the address
selection device.

User defined data can also be used as a modulation source
for data oriented modulation formats such as BPSK or PCM/FM.
The data sequencer will be used in the baseband digital
signal simulator as a driving source for the waveform map. A
discussion of data as a modulation source will appear later
in the wave form map discussion. However, the data sequencer
will be used to generate the bit rate of the data stream.
The data sequencer is a 12 bit pre-settable down counter. It
is clocked by the most significant bit of the phase
accumulator. This will allow for a variety of data rates
similar to the internal source modulation rates. A pre-
settable counter was used so that the number of bits of data
could be defined.

The waveform maps are used to store modulation information.
By changing the values in the waveform maps, the modulation
format and peak deviation can be changed. The waveform maps
are 4k X 12 random access memories (RAMS). The information
from the address selection device drives the address of the
RAMS which then output data. The information in the waveform
maps will be configured according to the user selected
modulation parameters. If the internal or external source is
selected then the data will be the vector modulated bandpass
signal coefficients x(t) and y(t), equation 1.1, evaluated
from 0 to 360 degrees in approximately 0.09 degree steps. If
the data sequencer is selected, then the waveform maps will
contain the data bits encoded for a selected modulation
scheme. This will allow up to 4 kilobits of modulated data
to be cycled through the digital signal generator. The data
from the waveform maps are then routed to the digital-to-
analog converters.



The digital-to-analog converters (DACs) will convert the
digital information to an analog waveform. The DACs used are
10 bit DACs operating at 50 MHz. Theoretically, the digital
modulator would be capable of generating a 25 MHz baseband
signal with a SNR of 61.96 dB, equation 1.3. However, the
baseband digital signal simulator output has been specified
at 10 MHz to allow for additional samples. This will improve
output signal quality. The DAC outputs are then routed
through low pass filters to decrease sampling aliases and
quantizing noise. The filtered DAC outputs provide the x(t)
and y(t) coefficients for the vector modulator.

Bandpass Vector Modulator

A bandpass vector modulator first splits the carrier into I
(in phase) and Q (quadrature phase) components. The level
and phase polarity of each carrier component are controlled
in two vector modulator mixers by the baseband digitally
simulated input signals x(t) and y(t). The I and Q
components are then recombined with a zero degree combiner.

Although the basic circuitry for the vector modulator is
simple, there are three principle errors that need to be
addressed. These are carrier leakage, amplitude imbalance,
and phase imbalance. Carrier leakage is the residual RF
output when both baseband input signals are zero. Amplitude
imbalance is the difference in level between the I and Q
components when identical baseband input signals are
applied. This imbalance generates undesired AM on the RF
output. Simulation indicates that amplitude balance of
within ±0.5 dB is required. Phase imbalance is the deviation
from true quadrature between the I and Q components.
Simulation suggest that phase balance should be better than
±2 degrees.

To insure maximum performance from the vector modulator, it
was decided that a calibration algorithm modeled after the
one described by Gildea (3) should be used. This requires
phase, amplitude, and bias to be placed under control of the
internal microprocessor. The microprocessor adjusts these
parameters iteratively until all errors are reduced to their
minimum.

Besides the errors discussed above, the design
considerations are maintaining impedance between devices,
providing wideband modulation response, and reducing spurs
to the RF output. A double balanced mixer/modulator was used



to obtain the required modulation bandwidth; however, the
voltage controlled phase shifter was sensitive to the load
the mixer presented. The phase shifter had to be isolated
from the mixer. This also reduced the cross-talk between
channels. The mixer was selected for high LO port to RF port
isolation, linearity for high IF drive levels, and low AM to
PM conversion. At 1 GHz carrier the 20 MHz modulation
bandwidth represents less than a 5% bandwidth. This produced
very linear modulation. Before the I and Q components can be
recombined, the harmonics generated by the mixers must be
low pass filtered using linear phase filters to preserve
phase characteristics of the modulation. If harmonics were
allow to enter the combiner, it would generate spurs in the
upconverter chain.

DOPPLER SIMULATION

A Doppler simulator should model the characteristic Doppler
curve. Using a simple model, the characteristic curve for
Doppler shift can be derived and is shown in figure 3. The
two main parameters which define the curve are cross-over
range and cross-over rate. Cross-over range is directly
proportional to the target’s velocity and cross-over rate is
inversely proportional to the distance to target as shown in
figure 4.

The Doppler simulator will allow the user to specify the
cross-over range and cross-over rate. This information will
then be used to simulate Doppler shift by varying the
Telemetry Signal Simulator output frequency.

Varying the Telemetry Signal Simulator output frequency is
accomplished by using a direct digital synthesizer (DDS).
The DDS will allow the output frequency to be varied in
uniform steps. The step size is typically in the micro-Hertz
range. The switching time of the DDS is typically 250
nanoseconds. These features are quite sufficient for the
typically required maximum Doppler cross-over rate of
100,000 Hertz/Sec. The Doppler shift curves are then
approximated by the microprocessor which controls the DDS.

DIVERSITY FADE SIMULATION

A fade simulator should provide for both static and dynamic
diversity testing. Static tests requires step attenuators
with a range of at least -110 dB for both channels. For
dynamic testing the fader must provide at least -20 dB of



amplitude fading for rate up to 100,000 fades/Sec. However
most telemetry ranges would like at least -40 dB of
amplitude fading. This was done using linearized diode
attenuators. The driving circuitry for the diode attenuators
has to provide sinusodial signals with a selectable phase
different of 0E and 180E between the signals. The frequency
range of the driving circuitry should be DC to 100 kHz. A
final consideration is an adjustable bias level for the
diode attenuators. This will allow fade adjustment for best
Bit-Error-Rate.

The required sinusodial driving signals were generated using
a microprocessor and two DACs. A fast microprocessor will
allow fade rates up to 100 kHz. The microprocessor will also
control the phase relation of the two signals allowing
selectable phase difference between the driving signals.

Conclusion

Digital and RF techniques can be combined to provide the
necessary features for a Telemetry Signal Simulator, see
figure 5. These features, e.g. Fade Simulation, Doppler
Simulation and Multi-Mode Modulation, allow the user to
simulate current telemetry signals. Digital techniques
allows versatility with the baseband modulation and RF
techniques provides the needed bandpass functions required
for high frequency telemetry signals.
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ABSTRACT

With the ever-increasing volume of data generated by today’s telemetry processing
systems, contemporary data archive technologies are proving inadequate for permanent
data storage requirements. Typically after data have been acquired and recorded,
specialized engineers will analyze and compare the current data with data archived during
past operations. As the quantity of archived data increases, the data’s accessibility
becomes increasingly difficult to manage efficiently. A new archiving concept has been
designed and implemented which provides efficient automated access to over three
terabytes of data. The nominal retrieval time for a fifty megabyte file is less than two
minutes. The system’s storage media is standard VHS high-energy cassettes with a storage
capacity of 5.2 gigabytes per cassette.

INTRODUCTION

The Realtime Data Systems Center (RDSC) of Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) has
developed an efficient and cost-effective mass storage archive for the Test Support Facility
Integrated Flight Data Processing System (TSF IFDAPS) at the Air Force Flight Test
Center (AFFTC) at Edwards AFB, CA. This paper documents RDSC’s archive design
methodology used to implement the TSF IFDAPS mass storage archive. RDSC’s archive
design utilizes a new mass storage archive capable of efficiently accessing over three
terabytes of data within minutes of a request. A brief introduction to this mass storage
archive precedes the archive design description.

MASS STORAGE ARCHIVE

The mass storage archive consists of Honeywell’s Very Large Data Store (VLDS) and
Very Large Archive (VLA) cassette jukebox. The VLDS is a rotary magnetic tape



recorder designed to record and reproduce digital data on standard VHS high-energy
cassettes. Using high-density recording techniques, a VLDS cassette can retain 5.2
gigabytes of user data at a cost of less than $0.0021 per megabyte. The VLDS unit is
available in either a single or dual channel configuration and is capable of sustaining data
transfer rates of up to two megabytes per channel. Standard host interfaces include
synchronous SCSI and VME. The VLDS unit incorporates a Reed-Solomon error
correction code which results in an error rate of one uncorrectable error every 12.5
gigabytes. Figure 1 shows a typical VLDS interface configuration.

FIGURE 1.  VLDS HOST PROCESSOR INTERFACE

A VLDS tape is segmented into a series of principal blocks. For a single channel VLDS
unit, an entire tape contains 158,691 principal blocks where each block holds 32 kilobytes
of user data. A block identity number is automatically recorded with each principal block
and is referred to as a Principal Block Number (PBN). PBNs provide faster access to files
stored on VLDS tape by specifying a file’s location absolutely rather than relative to other
files and images on the tape.

A VLDS unit functions similarly to a standard home Video Cassette Recorder (VCR).
After inserting a tape one may record data, reproduce data, fast forward or fast reverse the
tape the same way a standard VCR does. End-to-end search of the tape takes
approximately 90 seconds. The VLDS unit is a Write Once Read Many (WORM)
recording device which inhibits the writing of data over a previously recorded tape section.
However, if a tape has not been used to capacity, the VLDS does allow additional
information to be stored on the tape starting from the last principal block that was
recorded. Bulk erasing of the entire tape permits a tape to be reused once the information
on that tape is no longer required.



One major design consideration when utilizing the VLDS results from the necessity to
synchronize the VLDS unit’s servo mechanism to the tape’s control track pulses. When
attempting to read or write a VLDS, the VLDS must first rewind the tape approximately
100 PBN from the actual starting PBN. The VLDS then moves the tape forward, reads the
control track pulses, and synchronizes the VLDS unit’s servo mechanism to the tape’s
control track. This latency period (approximately two seconds) creates a noticeable
decrease in the overall data transfer rate and therefore starting and stopping the tape while
saving and restoring files should be kept to a minimum. As a result, saving and restoring
small files from VLDS tape can be a time consuming process. Therefore RDSC’s archive
design methodology focuses on archiving and restoring multi-megabyte size files.

The VLDS unit may be implemented as a single, standalone archive unit or incorporated
into the VLA. The VLA is an automatic VLDS cassette handler that holds 600 VLDS
cassettes for a total on-line storage capacity of over three terabytes (equivalent to 20,000
reels of 6250 BPI, GCR nine track tapes). The VLA robotic assembly consists of two 300-
cassette carousel storage drums, the VLA cassette handler mechanism, and a bar-code
reader capable of reading bar-code identification labels placed on the cassette. Up to six
VLDS units can be mounted in the VLA. Access to any VLDS cassette is possible in less
than 8 seconds and the VLA foot print is slightly larger than an office desk. The VLA
interfaces to the host computer through a standard RS-232C port. Figure 2 is a graphic
representation of the VLA.

FIGURE 2.  THE VERY LARGE ARCHIVE (VLA)



VLDS/OPTICAL DRIVE COMPARISON

In the past, digital tape and optical disks have been the two primary mass storage media.
For a large archive, digital tape proves to be too unmanageable. Therefore the primary
storage media for a mass storage archive has been the optical disk. RDSC identified three
significant advantages the VLDS mass storage device offered over optical disk drives. The
primary advantage is data transfer rate. A typical optical disk drive has a nominal data
transfer rate of 300 kilobytes per second. A single channel VLDS unit can maintain a data
transfer rate over 600 percent faster than optical disk drives (two megabytes per second)
and a dual channel VLDS unit is over 1200 percent faster. However, the VLDS unit does
not provide a read-after-write capability and therefore direct comparison of the data
transfer rates are misleading for data archiving. To save a file, the VLDS software records
the file, rewinds the tape to the start of the file, and verifies the data recorded by reading
the error correction code. This reduces the effective archive data transfer rate to
approximately 750 kilobytes per second - still over 200 percent faster than optical disk
drives. For all VLDS tape file restorations, the VLDS data transfer rate is the full two
megabytes per second.

A second advantage the VLDS unit has over an optical disk drive is cost per megabyte of
storage. An optical disk costs approximately $0.025 per megabyte where a VLDS tape
costs approximately $0.0021 per megabyte. This cost difference represents a savings of
almost $25,000 dollars per terabyte of data storage.

The third VLDS advantage concerns the storage media’s reusability. Optical disks are true
WORM media; once written, the optical disk is a Read Only media. The VLDS tape is
also a WORM media with the exception that the tape can be bulk erased and used again
once the original data is no longer required.

ARCHIVE DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Having selected the mass storage device, RDSC developed the following archive design
methodology for the TSF IFDAPS mass storage archive implementation.

A multi-processor system will derive the maximum benefit inherent to implementing the
VLA. Up to six VLDS units may be mounted in the VLA and therefore up to six
processors may have direct access to a VLDS unit in the VLA. One processor is typically
designated as the file server to which the VLA and one or two VLDS units will be
connected. The file server’s disk drives provide a staging area for restoring files from
VLDS tape and are hereafter referred to as staging disks. Specialized storage archive tasks
would control access to the VLA and VLDS units. The VLA’s robotics would be
controlled by the file server.



In this multi-processor system, all processors are connected to a common network.
Network tasks are implemented on each processors to provide remote file access and
network file transfer capabilities. As mentioned above, specialized storage archive tasks
control access to the VLA and VLDS units. These tasks provide both local and remote
access to the VLA and VLDS unit(s) interfaced to the file server.

To manage the large quantity of data which the VLA is capable of supporting, two
databases are recommended. Both databases would reside on the file server. The first
database identifies all files on each VLDS tape in the VLA and will be referred to as the
Archive Database. The two primary items contained in each Archive Database entry are
the VLDS tape identification label and the file’s pathname. The tape identification label
identifies which VLDS tape the file is stored on. The file’s pathname indicates where the
file is located if the file is on one of the file server’s staging disks. Maintaining the
pathname in each Archive Database entry provides two benefits. First, a user or
application program can reference one common place to determine where any file is
located on the file server. Second, the pathname information prevents the restoration of a
file which already resides on a staging disk. For a telemetry data (TM data) archive
system, each Archive Database entry could also contain the operation that the file is
associated with, the time slice contained within this file, and any other file specific
information.

The second database manages the VLDS tapes in the VLA and will be referred to as the
VLA Database. A VLA Database entry will exist for each of the 600 VLA tape bins. Each
entry will contain the VLDS tape identification label, the type of files saved on the VLDS
tape (TM data files, system files, etc.), and the space still available on the tape. The entry
also reflects if no VLDS tape is present in the corresponding VLA bin.

RDSC envisions a typical utilization of the archive described above as follows. A user on
a processor other than the file server, requests access to a specific file. Through a network
communication task, the request is transferred to the file server. One of the specialized
storage archive tasks checks the Archive Database to determine if the file is already on a
staging disk. If the file is on a staging disk, the pathname is returned to the user. If the file
is not on a staging disk, another storage archive task uses the VLDS tape id obtained from
the Archive Database entry and checks if the tape is contained in the VLA. If the VLDS
tape is in the VLA that tape is mounted into one of the file server’s VLDS units. The file is
then automatically restored to one of the staging disks. Upon completion of the file
restoration, the user has access to the requested file.

The final element of the archive design is the initial archiving of files to a VLDS tape. If
VLDS units were only interfaced to the file server, any file requiring archiving to VLDS
tape must first be transferred to the file server if it is not residing on one of the staging



disks. Assuming the data files are relatively large, the transferring of files to the file server
would contribute significantly to network congestion. To alleviate this network congestion,
a VLDS unit may be connected directly to each processor which generates files requiring
archiving to VLDS tape. As mentioned previously, up to six VLDS units may be mounted
in the VLA. Besides the file server, up to five other processors may have direct access to a
dedicated VLDS unit mounted in the VLA. Since the file server controls the VLA’s
robotics, these five other processors would send requests across the network to load and
unload tapes to and from their corresponding VLDS unit. When a file is archived directly
to VLDS tape from one of these processors, the file archive utility would send a request to
the file server to add a new entry to the Archive Database. The file would then be available
for immediate restoration if a user on another processor requests access to that specific
file.

RDSC utilized the archive design methodology described above to integrate a VLDS/VLA
mass storage archive into the TSF IFDAPS system. RDSC’s mass storage archive provides
the TSF IFDAPS analysts with quick and efficient access to all archived data within
minutes of their request. The remaining sections of this paper document RDSC’s actual
implementation of this archive design methodology.

TSF IFDAPS OVERVIEW

Figure 3 is an overview of the TSF IFDAPS system which RDSC designed, integrated, and
delivered to the AFFTC at EAFB. Three identical real-time Flight Monitoring Subsystems
(FMS) acquire and process the telemetry data (TM data). Each FMS contains a History
Processor (HIS) which records the acquired TM data. The Storage Archival Subsystem
(SAS) functions as a file server, providing access to the archive TM data. The Storage
Archive consists of a temporary storage area (staging disks) and an archival mass storage
device. All subsystems are connected through Network Systems Corporation’s
HYPERchannel. All subsystems have access to a history processor’s current TM data as
well as the archive TM data on the SAS through the HYPERcharmel. Figure 4 graphically
depicts the interconnection between the SAS and the HIS. Figure 4 shows only those
hardware and software elements which directly relate to the archiving and retrieval of TM
data files. Both the HIS and SAS processors are Gould Concept 32 mainframes. For a
detailed description of the TSF IFDAPS system, referred to reference number one.

 The Air Force plans to acquire and record up to 7.4 gigabytes of TM data from each flight
test operation. This recorded TM data must be rapidly archived and removed from the
history processor to facilitate preparation for the next operation. The SAS must provide
access to all archived TM data files. A year’s worth of archive TM data must be available
within minutes of an analyst’s request without manual intervention. Additionally, the
archive TM data files must be stored on removable media to simplify the transferring of
TM data to remote sites for additional analysis and post-flight processing.



FIGURE 3.  TSF IFDAPS SYSTEM OVERVIEW

FIGURE 4.  SAS AND HIS INTERCONNECTION OVERVIEW



RDSC selected five single-channel VLDS units and the VLA as the mass storage device.
Each VLDS unit was set to a two megabytes per second data transfer rate and each was
equipped with a synchronous SCSI board. As figure 4 indicates, two VLDS units are
connected to the SAS processor and one VLDS unit is connected to each HIS processor.
All five VLDS units are mounted in the VLA

HOST COMPUTER INTERFACE

Gould Concept 32 mainframes do not have a standard synchronous SCSI board but Gould
does provide a High Speed Data Interface (HSD) which can achieve data rates of up to 3.2
megabytes per second. RAC Information Systems of Great Neck, NY developed an HSD-
to-SCSI controller board which plugs directly into the HSD and provides a synchronous
SCSI interface. One initial drawback of the SCSI interface was the 20 foot limitation of the
SCSI bus. Since four different processors were going to be connected to VLDS units
mounted in the VLA, it was imperative that the VLDS interface length be extended. To
accommodate this specification, the HSD/SCSI controller board was designed for remote
installation. The HSD/SCSI board can be removed from the HSD, installed in a remote
chassis, and connected back to the HSD via standard HSD I/O cables. This capability
extends the VLDS’s interface range from the SCSI limit of 20 feet to 100 feet. A custom
HSD/SCSI controller board chassis was developed by RDSC to house the five HSD/SCSI
boards and provide the necessary power.

To provide the software interface between the VLDS units and the Gould mainframes,
RDSC utilizes two of RAC’s software packages. RDSC uses the Archiver Software
package to save and restore standard operating system files to and from VLDS tape on the
SAS. The Archiver maintains a disk database which facilitates access to any file on a
VLDS tape by maintaining the starting PBN and file size for every file stored on VLDS
tape. Since the TSF IFDAPS history data is recorded in a non-standard file format, RDSC
developed a custom VLDS file archive utility which utilized RAC’s Fortran Callable
Subroutines package. RDSC specifically developed this file archive utility to write data in
the same format as the Archiver program.

STORAGE ARCHIVE DATABASE

TSF IFDAPS telemetry data files may be as large as 123 megabytes. RDSC set this file
size limit for ease of handling the TM data files under the host computer’s operating
system. If every VLDS tape in the VLA were filled to capacity with 123 megabyte TM
data files, there would be more than 25,000 files contained in the VLA. Since files are
typically less than 123 megabytes, the VLA could contain even more files. The Archiver
program limits a VLDS tape’s capacity to 1100 files and therefore the VLA’s capacity is
660,000 files.



For the TSF IFDAPS implementation, RDSC incorporated several databases into the
storage archive. Archival and retrieval software utilize these databases to provide
automated access to TM data or other files stored in the VLA. First there is a VLA
database (VLADB) which contains all the information needed to manage the bins in the
VLA. Second there is the Archiver program’s database (TFMDB) which contains all the
information needed to locate any file on any VLDS tape and to restore that file to a staging
disk. A third database, the Archive Data Database (ADDB), provides retrieval of TM data
by operation name and time slice keys. Each ADDB entry contains the operation name, the
time slice (file start and stop time and day), the file’s path name, and the tape identification
label for the VLDS tape on which the file has been archived.

HISTORY PROCESSOR FILE ARCHIVING

For TSF IFDAPS the majority of archived TM data files originate from a history
processor. If VLDS units were only connected to the SAS, any file generated on the
history processor would have to be transferred across the HYPERchannel to the SAS
before the file could be archived to VLDS tape. To alleviate this HYPERchannel
congestion, a dedicated VLDS unit is connected directly to each history processor. This
configuration permits archiving of any history processor file directly to VLDS tape.

To sustain recording rates as high as 2.4 megabytes per second for an entire operation, the
history processor interleaves the TM data on to three history disks simultaneously. A
special History Recording task was developed by RDSC to perform this data interleaving
and support recall of the TM data. The entire amount of recorded data for an operation is
treated as if it were one large file spanning up to twelve disk drives (7.4 gigabytes).

Obviously, archiving data in this format would be irretrievable on another processor
without a special task and enough disk space to restore the entire 7.4 gigabytes. To
facilitate archiving and management of the TM data from a history processor, the data is
segmented into a series of history slices. Each history slice is approximate 123 megabytes
and as many as 64 history slices may be generated from a single operation.

Given the special nature of the FMS history file, RDSC developed a special purpose
history file archive program. This custom archive program was designed to transfer the
history file data from disk to VLDS tape at the throughput rate of the VLDS unit (2.0
megabytes per second). Achieving this data transfer rate insures that the entire history slice
file can be transferred to VLDS tape without stopping the VLDS unit. Four megabytes of
memory buffers are needed to double buffer the writing of data to the VLDS tape.

This program interfaces through the HYPERchannel with programs running on the SAS in
order to request a VLDS tape be mounted in the history processor’s VLDS unit before



starting an archive. Upon completion, the history processor file archive program requests
that the tape be returned to the VLA. The program also updates the ADDB through the
HYPERchannel.

STORAGE ARCHIVE ACCESS

Typically, analysts request data by specifying a time slice from an operation. The ADDB’s
primary function is to provide the correlation between a time slice from an operation and a
corresponding file. RDSC developed a special Access Controller program to provide
access to TM data via the ADDB. One of its primary functions is to utilize the ADDB to
translate a user defined time slice within an operation into a file name which contains the
requested data. Upon finding a file which contains the requested time slice that file is
restored to disk if it was not already there. The ADDB entry contains the VLDS tape
identification which is used to located the tape in the VLA. With the file name and the
VLDS tape id label, the file’s tape location is extracted from the TFMDB and the file is
automatically restored to a staging disk. The nominal file restoration time is approximately
two minutes.

VLA MANAGEMENT

RDSC also developed a VLA Manager program which provides both a manual and an
automated interface to the VLA. All VLA functions may be executed manually including
moving VLDS tapes from a VLA bin to a VLDS unit, returning a tape from a VLDS unit
to a VLA bin, moving tapes from one bin to another bin, etc. The VLA Manager maintains
a VLA database (VLADB). A VLA Database entry exists for each of the 600 VLA bins.
Each entry contains the VLDS tape identification label, the type of files saved on the
VLDS tape (TM data files, system files, etc.), and the space still available on the tape. The
entry will be blank if no VLDS tape is present in the corresponding VLA bin.

The VLA’s two carousel drums contain 300 tapes each. Each drum has six sides and each
side contains 50 tapes (see figure 2). A door on the side of the VLA provides access to one
drum side at a time. Therefore of the 600 tapes in the VLA, 50 tapes can be loaded and
unloaded at any one time. The VLA Manager was designed to always use the same drum
side for adding and removing tapes. Using the VLA’s robotic arm, the VLA Manager can
move tapes between these 50 import/export bins and the other 550 bins. This design limits
a user’s access to only 50 bins. The VLA Manager has complete control over the
remaining 550 bins.

When an automated file restore request is processed, the VLA Manager program is
requested to mount the appropriate VLDS tape into a VLDS unit. This program determines
which VLA bin the VLDS tape is in via the VLADB. The VLA robotics moves the



cassette mechanism to the specified bin. The built-in bar code reader reads the tape’s bar
code label to ensure that the requested tape is in the specified bin. The VLA robotics then
moves the tape into the specified VLDS unit.

When archiving TM data from the history processor, the appropriate VLDS tape is
determined by the VLA manager. If files for the particular operation have already been
archived to a VLDS tape, that VLDS tape is automatically selected to insure that all files
from an operation are archived to the same VLDS tape if possible. If no files have been
archived from a particular operation, a blank VLDS tape is selected for archiving the
operation’s file. The VLA Manager utilizes the VLADB to determine when a tape is too
full to be used for archiving.

CONCLUSION

Contemporary data archive technologies are proving inadequate for permanent data
storage requirements. By integrating the VLA, VLDS units, and an efficient archive
management system RDSC has created an extraordinary mass storage archive. The VLDS
capacity and data transfer rate exceed the performance of any data storage system with
removable media. The VLA provides multiple processors with direct access to several
terabytes of data. The archive management system presented in this paper provides an
efficient methodology for tracking large numbers of data files. The RDSC implementation
of the TSF IFDAPS mass storage archive demonstrates the practicality and efficiency of
utilizing VLDS units and the VLA. Data that once took hours or days to access can now
be reached within minutes.
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Subminiature Telemetry Technology

Air Force Armament Laboratory
Elgin Air Force Base

G.E. Keller and Robert A. Murphy

ABSTRACT

STATEMENT OF NEED. Current telemetry instrumentation systems
are subject to space and weight limitations for use in
bombs, dispensers, submunitions, projectiles and other
tactical weapons systems. It is not now feasible to
instrument submunitions and projectiles for weapon
effectivnenss data because of state-of-the-art telemetry
devices cannot be rapidly and cost effectively installed in
unmodified munitions. Furthermore, aircraft modifications
for flutter/loads testing are extremely expensive and time
consuming. This program will develop a low cost telemetry
chip-set consisting of integrated sensors, signal
conditioning, transmitters and encryptors. APeel-and-Stick@
telemetry devices which contain a specific chip-set with
integrated sensors, a battery, and antenna in an extremely
small package will also be developed.

APPLICATIONS. Subminiature Telemetry will directly impact
all future tactical submunition development programs during
pre-production RDT&E. This program will suppport
comparability and safe separation testing done in the SEEK
EAGLE program. Conventional and kinetic energy projectile
programs and advanced missile programs will have long-term
benefit. Telemetry and encryption designs developed in this
program will advance the state-of-the-art in telemetry
fabrication from hybrid to monolithic providing smaller,
more shock resistant systems at a much lower cost.

CAPABILITIES. Subminiature Telemetry will provide for the
first time a means for obtaining telemetry data during live
munitions and submunitions testing. The program will also
offer a cost effective alternative to costly SEEK EAGLE
testing.

PERFORMANCE. The performance period for the proposed
contract was set based on available technology, level of
risk, and projected funding. A 36 month effort is planned
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consisting of six tasks and four options. The six tasks will
be an applications analysis, chip-set design, packaging
design, receiver design, brassboard fabrication and a
technology demonstration. The four options will be peel-and-
stick design, advanced testing of brassboards including
flight tests, peel-and-stick advanced testing and encryption
chip-set development. The proposed contract will call for
the delivery of reports, test plans, engineering drawings,
test results and analyses.

END PRODUCT. The basic six tasks will deliver a chip-cell
library foundry specification, along with packaging and
receiver designs that will allow fabrication of subminiature
telemetry systems. Option 1 will deliver a foundry
specification for peel-and-stick devices. Option 2 will
provide performance specifications for the chip-set,
packaging and receiver designs.

Option 3 will provide performance specifications for the
peel-and-stick design. Option 4 will provide manufacturable
specifications for an encryption chip to be integrated into
the subminiature telemetry designs. Government purpose
license rights to the data and design, as appropriate, will
be pursued during negotiations.



ADVANCES IN REAL TIME ARCHITECTURE
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry processing is a classic example of a Real Time system and, as such, shares
certain attributes with other types of Real Time applications. The most demanding attribute
of all Real Time systems is the need to provide a predictable, time critical response to an
external stimulus or event. In a telemetry processing system, that critical response time is
determined by the input data stream being processed. The system design must determine
the response time quantum as a worst case assessment and then adjust it downward based
on the presence of other criteria. The ability to utilize the remaining time is further
restricted by the limitations that still exist in conventional Von Neumann computer
architectures. Because of these limitations, most Real Time applications realize 25% of the
processing power indicated by the Whetstone rating of the selected processor and this is
the area where the greatest improvement is possible. Specific Real Time architectures can
provide as much as 95% of the advertised Whetstone rating for Real Time applications.

INTRODUCTION

All Real Time systems share three characteristics, in addition to the requirement for a
predictable, time critical response. The first characteristic is the ability to interface with the
outside world, the second characteristic is the capacity to capture asynchronous events and
the third characteristic, the one most commonly overlooked, is the need to handle
exceptions. Each of these three characteristics is related to one or more of the system
elements that effectively shorten the response time quantum, input and output latency,
context switching and allowances for exceptions. The last system element which
contributes to the loss of response time is the uncertainty caused by the limitations of
existing Von Neumann based architecture.

The visible trend in telemetry systems requirements is a demand for more processing while
the available response time is decreasing due to higher data rates. These conflicting
demands make it necessary to minimize those system elements which detract from the



available response time. In order to provide the responsiveness and performance
demanded by current and future telemetry applications, processor architectures that are
specifically tailored for Real Time applications will be required.

CHARACTERISTICS OF REAL TIME SYSTEMS

All computer systems and the applications they execute share a common list of desirable
features or characteristics. What differentiates telemetry or other Real Time applications
from systems that are oriented toward time sharing or batch type operations are the relative
priorities of those features. There are four distinct characteristics or features which, while
having little or no importance in systems that are oriented toward time sharing or batch
operations, will usually receive the highest priorities in a high performance Real Time
application. These four characteristics are:

The ability to interface with the outside world.

The capacity for capturing data and/or events as they occur.

The need to handle exceptions.

A requirement to provide a predictable, time critical response.

In order to establish an interface with the outside world, a computer system must provide a
link between the source of external events and the software process that must execute in
response to the events. Since input latency is defined to be the time that elapses between
the occurrence of an event and the time that the responsible software task or process
begins executing, efforts to minimize input latency will normally be directed at software,
including the operating system.

The capacity for capturing data and/or events as they occur is primarily dependent on the
performance of the operating system. This characteristic can only be achieved if the system
designer has the necessary degree of control to remove all obstacles that may prevent the
recognition and capture of a unique, asynchronous event.

The need to handle exceptions, while it may be partially or completely overlooked in the
initial system design, remains an important consideration in the performance of Real Time
systems.

In order to develop an exception handling capability within a system, the system designer
must have an operating system that will allow everything short of catastrophic hardware 



failure to be reported to a user specified task where it will receive the proper attention
according to it’s impact on the mission of the system.

These first three system features or characteristics rely primarily on software, specifically
the operating system, for their existence. Any effort to improve the performance of these
features must therefore be directed toward the software. The intent of this paper is to
demonstrate how hardware architecture can improve the performance of those
characteristics that are vital to Real Time systems. The remainder of the paper will be
devoted to how a unique Real Time architecture can improve response time performance.

The Response Time Quantum

The one characteristic of a Real Time application that will differentiate it from other uses
of computer systems is the need to provide a predictable, time critical response. The
maximum time allowed for providing a response is a known quantity based on one of two
sources:

Calculations based on performance requirements (as in simulation).

Worst case assessment (as in telemetry).

In either case, system design should start with the maximum allowable response time, tR,
as a known entity as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - The Response Time Quantum

In an ideal system, the time available to compute the response, tC, would be equal to the
maximum allowable response time, tR. Unfortunately, there are no perfect systems, so the
system design must consider a number of factors that reduce the time available to compute
a response to a subset of the maximum time allowable for generating the response.

Input latency (tI)-Input latency is defined to be the time that elapses between the
occurrence of an external event and the activation of the software task that must respond to
the event. It is present in every Real Time system and, since it represents a loss of
processing time, it is undesirable. The time available to compute a response, tC, is now the
maximum response time, tR, minus the input latency, tI, since the actual processing begins
at the end of input latency.



Output Latency (tO)-Output latency is defined as the time, tO, that elapses between the
initiation of output and the completion of that output. If a response, in the form of an
output, is required prior to the maximum allowable response time, tR, it must be started far
enough in advance to guarantee it’s timely completion. Not all Real Time systems require
an allowance for output latency, but when it is necessary, it detracts from the time
available to compute a response, tC, and is therefore also undesirable.

Context Switch Time (tS)-Context switch time is defined as the time that elapses from the
last instruction in the currently executing task to the first instruction in the task that
replaces it. From the standpoint of software maintainability, it is desirable to separate
distinct functions into separate software tasks that may be executed either in parallel or
serially. Since the time it takes to switch from one task to another represents a loss of
processing time, the desire for performance is frequently at odds with the dictates of
software engineering methodology. The amount of time allowed for context switching, tS,
must be subtracted from the maximum response time, tR, or the entire application can be a
single monolithic task which eliminates context switch time entirely at the expense of
software maintainability.

Exception Handling (tE)-The amount of the maximum response time, tR, that is set aside
for exception processing time, tE, is determined by the consequences of failing to compute
the required response in the allotted time period. An exception is defined to be any
unexpected event that competes with the application for system resources. This can be a
relatively insignificant event, such as an I/O completion interrupt, or a one of a potentially
serious nature, such as an indication of hardware malfunction. If failure to respond for one
or more time periods causes a small impact on the overall system mission, then no
allowance is required for exception handling, the necessary computation can take place in
lieu of normal processing. If, on the other hand, failing to provide the required response
has catastrophic consequences, then a substantial allowance will be required for the
processing of exceptions.

Uncertainty (tU)-The time reserved for the unpredictable nature of most Von Neumann
architectures is due almost entirely to differences in performance between cache based
performance and cache miss performance. The system designer can structure a design to
increase the probability of a cache hit but the contents of cache are not under user control
and therefore never guaranteed. A Real Time application can reasonably expect a 90%
cache hit rate in a properly designed application but this is still an average over time. Since
most Real Time applications deal in very small increments of time, the probability is high
that during some of them the cache hit rate will be substantially below 90%. Even when
the application can sustain a cache hit rate of 90%, the performance has degraded to
approximately 55% of the advertised performance and this is consistent in cache based
architectures. As in the case of exception handling, the amount of time allowed due to



uncertainty of performance, tU, will be determined by the consequences of failure to
complete the required processing in the allotted time.

Compute Time (tC)-The time available to compute a response has thus been reduced from
the maximum response time by combinations of factors as illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2 - Available Compute Time

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT ARCHITECTURES

Telemetry processing systems vary in size and complexity according to their individual
mission but most contain the functions illustrated in Figure 3. These functions may exist as
separate processors or they may be distributed over a lesser number of processors.

 Figure 3 - Typical Telemetry Processing System

The input latency to the pre-processor consumes a significant amount of time because the
input data streams are all accessed as cache misses. The cache miss penalty is typically
1.75 times the main memory access time and 10 to 15 times the cache access time. Input
latency in the processors that obtain data from shared memory is further increased by the
additional time required to access memory that is physically remote. Additionally, memory
contention problems may occur if multiple processors simultaneously seek access to the
shared memory. Output latency can normally be eliminated through the use of multiple sets
of buffers.



Allowances for context switching, exception handling and uncertainty are typically the
subject of performance analysis studies with the tradeoffs being measured against software
design and maintainability.

NEW CONCEPTS IN REAL TIME ARCHITECTURE

ENCORE Computer Corporation, formerly Gould Computer Systems Division, has
recently announced two products for the Real Time market, a new family of processors
and the Reflective Memory System (RMS). Both products are in response to the demands
of high performance Real Time system designers and users.

Processor Architecture

The Concept 32/2000 System, (originally code-named SEAHAWK), was designed
specifically for Real Time applications and has reduced or eliminated four of the system
characteristics that contribute to the loss of response time. Figure 4 illustrates the features
of this new architecture.

Figure 4 - Concept 32/2000 Architecture

The system memory is an “All Cache” design, with the memory cycle time matched to the
processor cycle time which allows memory requests to be latched in a single clock cycle,
75 nanoseconds. The memory boards are 4-way interleaved internally to provide a
bandwidth of 213.3 megabytes per second.



The processor interfaces to memory via five separate, independent paths which are
designed to prevent instruction and operand starvation at the processor under worst case
conditions. Two of the paths are shared by three memory address generators:

Address generator #1 provides memory addressing for in-line instruction fetching.

Address generator #2 provides memory addressing for branch target instruction
fetching.

Address generator #3 provides memory addressing for operand fetching and storing.

Instruction fetching for either queue returns the next two instructions while operand
fetching and storage takes place over separate 64 bit wide data paths.

The processor features a dual 10 word pre-fetch queue, a normal in-line path and a branch
target path, either of which can provide instructions to the processor pipeline. One or both
of the pre-fetch queues will be filled on otherwise unused memory cycles to minimize
contention. When a branch instruction is detected, the target of the branch becomes the
address for loading the alternate queue. When the branch instruction is subsequently
executed, the next instruction has been fetched regardless of which path is taken. The
maximum time period during which the processor has no instruction available for
execution is one clock cycle, 75 nanoseconds. The five lane highway that exists between
the processor and memory has an aggregate bandwidth of 213.3 megabytes per second
and, when coupled with the dual queue architecture, eliminates instruction and operand
starving at the processor.

The design of the Concept 32/2000 System also includes directly connected external
interrupts to minimize input latency and a 26.67 megabyte per second system bus for I/O.

Reflective Memory System.

The Reflective Memory System (RMS), as illustrated in Figure 5, is a replacement for
conventional shared memory with a higher bandwidth and reduced access latency.

Each processor that contributes to shared data sets writes to its local memory in a
predetermined address range for a “Write Window” which causes the data to be broadcast
on the Reflective Memory System (RMS) bus. Any other processor on the bus with a
corresponding “Read Window” will receive the data in its local memory. The address
ranges for the Read Windows and Write Windows are under application control and each
processor will support multiple windows. The RMS bus has a bandwidth of 26.6
megabytes per second and each bus will support up to 8 processors.



Figure 5 - Reflective Memory System (RMS)

Software Impact

In conventional architecture, branch instructions cause a loss of processing time while
pipelines are flushed and reloaded and they contribute to uncertainty because branches are
more likely to cause cache misses. In-line subroutine expansion will eliminate pipeline
reloads but at the expense of a load module that is larger and therefore has an increased
probability of cache miss. Effective software engineering methodology dictates that tasks
be constructed from small subroutines. Since every subroutine call causes a branch to take
place, the cost and maintainability of software often becomes a tradeoff against
performance. The Concept 32/2000 architecture eliminates this type of compromise.
Context switches, which may include two or more branches, will also be less of a tradeoff
issue because the amount of time required to perform the context switch becomes a smaller
percentage of the time available.

Performance Impact

The improvements in performance that are available from a Real Time specific architecture
are summarized in Table I. The Concept 32/97 was chosen for comparison because, prior
to the introduction of the Concept 32/2000, it was the processor of choice for most high
performance Real Time applications.

Directly connected interrupts, the “All Cache” design and redesigned I/O (not discussed
here) have combined to reduce input latency, the period of time from the occurrence of an
external event to the time the appropriate software task begins executing, to less than 2
microseconds. The redesigned I/O and the use of high speed Static RAM combined to
provide a reduction in output latency to 3 microseconds.



Table I

The “All Cache” design and the 213 megabyte per second processor to memory bus have
reduced context switch time, the time that elapses from the suspension of an active task to
the activation of a suspended task, to less than 15 microseconds.

Dual queue architecture and “All Cache” design have caused the problem of uncertainty to
approach 0. The architecture is 100% predictable and repeatable, however, the use of High
Order Languages may introduce some uncertainty. The improvements in performance
available with this new processor design will better facilitate exception handling but
quantitative measurement is difficult because of the variations in system design
philosophy.

Performance Measurement

The Whetstone benchmark has been the de facto standard for the class of processors
normally used in telemetry processing systems in spite of the fact that it stopped producing
meaningful results more than 10 years ago. The Whetstone benchmark is constructed of
small loops which are executed with very large iteration counts and result in cache hit rates
of greater than 99%. The MIP rating produced is a measure of ideal performance which is
not achievable in most applications and Real Time applications will normally achieve 25%
of any processors advertised Whetstone MIP rating.

The design of the Concept 32/2000 began with an evaluation of benchmarks which
demonstrated the variation in performance that Real Time applications experience when
compared to Whetstone ratings. A suite of 10 benchmarks was selected, including
Whetstone1, Whetstone2 and 8 others obtained from designers and users of Real Time
systems. Using all 10 benchmarks with equal weight, a new performance metric was



created to better demonstrate actual computational ability in real world applications. The
new unit of measurement, Real Instructions Per Second (RIPS), is a more accurate
indication of the performance level possible in Real Time applications which experience
cache hit rates of less than 90%. The results are summarized in Table II where the Concept
32/2000 is again compared to a Concept 32/97.

Table II

The difference in performance for the Whetstone benchmark is explained by the
differences in control store which results in the Concept 32/2000 averaging 1.4 clock
cycles per instruction which is 1.91 times faster than the Concept 32/97. The disparity that
is demonstrated by the benchmark suite is indicative of the nature of the industry supplied
benchmarks which originated in real world applications. These benchmarks consistently
demonstrate the low cache hit rates which typify Real Time applications.

Potential for the New Architecture

Future telemetry processing systems which employ this new architecture will realize
increases in raw computational power, higher CPU utilization, greater predictability and
more configuration flexibility. At slightly more than 10 million instructions per second, this
architecture is on a par with other processors but in Real Time applications it will
outperform them by factors of 2 to 7 times. The benifit of 100% predictability is the
removal of uncertainty and the Reflective Memory System will support greater
configuration flexibility in system design and in future system upgrades. Figure 6 illustrates
how the new architecture eliminates the bottlenecks that are still present in telemetry
processing systems based on conventional Von Neumann architecture.

 The first bottleneck in the system depicted in Figure 3 was the input latency associated
with the data streams into the pre-processor. The new architecture removes this bottleneck
by inputting the data to main memory which is then accessed at cache hit speed.
Furthermore, that access time is predictable because there is no possibility of a cache miss.
Input latency to the other processors is also improved by having the required data
deposited in its local memory as opposed to physically remote shared memory. Contention
problems on the Reflective Memory System are minimal because of the large bandwidth
and there is no access contention between processors.



Figure 6 - Future Telemetry Processing System

Allowances for context switching and exception handling will still be the subject of
performance analysis but the tradeoffs against software design and maintainability should
now favor software because more of the maximum response time is available and more
processing can be performed in that time. Allowances for uncertainty will no longer be
necessary.

The distributed memory system, and the software that supports it, simplify the distribution
of tasks over multiple processors. This feature will allow for separating the software
development effort into functional elements and managing the interface to the rest of the
system by the use of buffers defined as software elements such as GLOBAL COMMON.
RMS also simplifies expansion after the system is on line by allowing for the field
installation of additional processors which may be configured as compute nodes without
peripherals. Each additional node adds to the system I/O bandwidth by adding a 26.67
megabyte per second system bus which may be used to support additional controllers or to
re-distribute the existing ones.

CONCLUSION

The performance demands of telemetry processing systems continue to grow at a rate
higher than conventional architectures will support. In the future, these requirement will
best be met by the use of processors designed for high performance Real Time.
Application specific enhancements will continue to extend the usefulness of Von Neumann
architecture in areas that cannot be satisfied by the use general purpose processors. These
new architectures eliminate the need to make allowances for uncertainty and effectively
reduce the other system elements that comprise the difference between maximum response
time and available compute time. Performance measurement that accurately reflects the
processing power available for actual use will simplify the evaluation of computer
hardware for use in application areas such as telemetry processing.
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ABSTRACT

Ford Aerospace Corporation has been investigating the use of intelligent systems to
automate space mission support functions since the early 1980’s. A product of this
research is Paragon, a model-based development environment for intelligent systems.
Paragon has been used to develop functional models of satellites that are robust in their
abilities to represent satellite behavior. The models have been used to simulate both
nominal and anomalous temporal behavior. This paper describes our simulation approach
and how the telemetry output from the system can be used during training and rehearsals to
provide a closed-loop, interactive response to a wide variety of scenarios.

INTRODUCTION

Space mission operations for both NASA and the DoD are complex and require extensive
training before operations personnel can be certified. In addition, regularly scheduled
training sessions (rehearsals) are an important part of all space missions, especially for
impending launches or other critical maneuvers and situations. To date, dynamically
simulating the behavior of ground-based equipment during training or rehearsal has proven
to be a manageable problem. However, dynamically simulating the behavior of a space
vehicle has proven much more complex. Most space missions are using static data bases
for producing limited pre-set space vehicle telemetered parameters during rehearsals.
Static data bases produce limited scenarios for training. Also, data bases are cumbersome
to maintain, and developing new scenarios becomes time consuming. There exists a need
within both NASA and the DoD for a development environment that can create and
support software that produces space vehicle telemetry which dynamically and accurately
represents all aspects of a vehicle’s complex behavior, for both nominal and anomalous
scenarios.

Ford Aerospace, Sunnyvale Division, has been investigating the use of intelligent systems
for supporting space mission functions since the early 1980s. In our early research, we



applied rule-based systems to problems within the space mission support domain. We
found that for large, complex systems, rule bases were difficult to manage, maintain, verify
and validate, and limited the use of generic processing (2). The available commercial
development environments lacked the flexibility we needed for the space mission support
domain. We concluded that model-based systems technology had the potential to
overcome the limitations of rule-based systems. Our research then began the transition
from rule-based to model-based technology. In the process, we began developing our own
model-based environment (1).

This environment, called Paragon, is developing and evolving today and has become
central to our research and development of intelligent systems for space mission support.
One important focus in our research has been knowledge representation techniques that
support dynamic simulation. To date, we have a knowledge representation capability that
has successfully created satellite simulation models that support a wide variety of dynamic
scenarios. The simulation models are fully commendable, reusable, and respond as either a
healthy or unhealthy satellite, depending upon the scenario.

This paper describes how Paragon supports simulation modeling for satellites and
discusses how the resulting models can be used during training and rehearsals.

PARAGON MODELING AND SIMULATION APPROACH

The Paragon environment allows a model builder to create a knowledge base of facts,
relationships, and behavior descriptions that is a model of the domain. This knowledge
base is used to automatically generate a simulation model. Presently, the simulation model
is in Lisp code (other languages are possible, but not implemented at this time). The
simulation model is separate from both the development environment and the knowledge
base. A knowledge base has other intelligent systems applications besides simulation that
are beyond the scope of this paper. Figure 1 displays the Paragon environment, with the
shaded areas depicting elements that support simulation.

Our knowledge representation approach allows for an intuitive representation of the
domain. A model consists of the concepts (physical or non-physical components) that
comprise the domain, the appropriate attributes of the concepts (e.g., voltage, temperature,
weight, etc.), the relationships with other domain concepts (supplies voltage to, receives
current from, etc.), and the behavior of each concept. Component behavior is temporal and
is described in terms of the states in which a concept exists, how the concept’s attributes
behave while in each state (specified by equation), and what causes a concept to transition
from one state to another (specified by logical equation). A modeling example is presented
in the next section.



Figure 1. Paragon Environment

The attribute values for the various concepts in the model are potential telemetry
measurements. Measurement sensors can be modeled as well as the pulse code modulation
equipment that constructs the telemetry wavetrain. However, we have found that simply
creating a simulation model that accurately represents the telemetered engineering values
is sufficient for creating a robust simulator. The nature and depth required for a simulation
model is dependent upon mission training and other system requirements.

Our modeling approach supports full cause/effect behavior through relationships.
Cascading behavior across components is inherently represented. This allows the model
builder to concentrate on the behavior of individual components within the model and their
relationships to other components. Components within the model can be tested individually
as the model is being built. As development progresses, subsets of components can be
tested. A model is therefore built and tested incrementally. At the system level, complete
satellite subsystems can be modeled separately and linked later to form a larger satellite
model, with each of the subcomponents of the larger model being fully tested before the
full system is integrated.

Model development requires no formal programming skills. A powerful graphics interface
is used that is window/menu driven. Options are mouse selectable. The use of keyboard
entry is limited to entering concept names, attribute names, state names, etc. Automatic
documentation features are also included .



MODELING EXAMPLE

This section provides an overview of the knowledge representation portion of the Paragon
environment. We will look at the Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) for a satellite. First,
the EPS in question is composed of many parts, usually called components, and this
information or knowledge must be captured in the model. The model builder creates
concepts that represent the components and links them in a manner that represents the EPS
composition. This representation is termed a composition hierarchy. The model’s
composition hierarchy is identical to the satellite’s component design hierarchy. Figure 2
displays the EPS composition for our example satellite. From this point forward, we will
concentrate on one EPS component, the LOAD SHED 1 TIMER, and its relationships to
certain other EPS components (see arrows in Figure 2). The design and functionality of the
timer is briefly presented next, followed by a description of how knowledge about the
timer is represented using Paragon.

The LOAD SHED 1 TIMER receives a solar array current level and a battery discharge
signal (via the boost converters) to determine if a condition exists whereby load shedding
is warranted to prevent damage to the batteries (excessive discharge). The LOAD SHED 1
TIMER is a twenty minute time out device that activates when the solar array current is
greater than 1.2 amps (indicating sun on the solar panels or no eclipse) and the boost
converter’s current is greater than .15 amps (indicating battery discharge). The timer is
designed not to activate during an eclipse (no sun on the solar panels). The timer is an
analog voltage device that registers approximately .4 volts when at rest (zero time) and
increases at .0036 volts per second when activated. The timer’s voltage saturates at a level
of 4.4 volts. When saturated, the timer sends a “timed out” signal to the Load Control Unit
(LCU). The LCU then automatically sheds level 1 loads (turns off components) to reduce
or decrease the undesired battery discharge. This automatic load shedding can only be
stopped by ground commanding; that is, the satellite operators in a ground station can send
commands to disable the load shedding circuitry in the LCU. The solar array current, boost
converter current, load shed timer voltage and load shed circuitry configuration are all
telemetered to the ground station.

During the modeling process, the model builder creates concepts for the components on
the satellite and defines attributes and relationships for each concept. For example, the
BOOST CONVERTERS concept has an attribute named CURRENT, the PCE PWR CTL
has the attribute SAC (solar array current) and the LOAD SHED 1 TIMER has the
attribute VOLTAGE. Each attribute is given a value class specification (real numbers,
symbolic, array, etc.) which defines its legal values. As for relationships, the LOAD SHED
1 TIMER “detects current from” the BOOST CONVERTERS, “detects solar array current
from” the PCE PWR CTL and “passes timer status to” the LOAD SHED CIRCUITRY.
These concepts, attributes, and relationships are displayed in Figure 3 as they appear in the 



Figure 2. EPS Composition - The model composition hierarchy captures
the satellite component design.



Paragon user interface from the perspective of the LOAD SHED 1 TIMER concept. In
Figure 3, it can be seen that concepts are linked in a cause/effect (or relationship)
hierarchy in addition to the composition hierarchy mentioned earlier. Each concept has
both internal attributes and external attribute relationships that allow the model builder to
localize the concept’s behavior. Before we discuss behavior, we must first discuss
classification.

Along with the composition and relationship hierarchies, the model builder also creates a
classification hierarchy. This hierarchy allows the description of components (concepts) as
members of a class. For example, the three nickel cadmium batteries on the satellite are
identical in design (and behavior) and therefore belong to the same class of objects. When
concepts are members of the same class, the model builder need only specify the
attributes, relationships, and behavior for a single member and the other members inherit
these specifications. Figure 3 shows that the LOAD SHED 1 TIMER is a “member of” the
class < 20 MINUTE TIMER>. Every < 20 MINUTE TIMER> on the satellite (there can
be more than one) has the same relationships, attributes, and behavior. The uniqueness
between the various <20 MINUTE TIMER>s is that they can have unique cause/effect
links to other concepts in the model, they have different names (other than LOAD SHED 1
TIMER), and they have their own locations in the composition hierarchy.

Figure 3. The concept display interface allows the model builder to view a
concept’s attributes, cause/effect relationships, classification
(member of) and composition (composite) representation.

Behavior is temporal in nature and this is captured in the form of a state diagram. Figure 4
displays the state diagram for the LOAD SHED 1 TIMER. This diagram is created to
represent the different behavior states that the timer can exist in, and the temporal
relationships for transitioning from state to state. The transition conditions must also be
specified. For example, the transition conditions from REST to TIME UP and from TIME
UP to SATURATED are displayed in Figure 5. When the timer is in the TIME UP state,
its voltage behaves according to the equation displayed in Figure 6. The time base is one
second and is not displayed. This equation is called an event equation. Attribute behavior
is described using event equations for each behavior state that exists within a concept.



Figure 4. The behavior states for concepts are represented in a temporal
state diagram. This diagram is a specification for the LOAD
SHED 1 TIMER.

Figure 5. Transition conditions from (a) REST to TIME UP and from (b)
TIME UP to SATURATED for the LOAD SHED 1 TIMER.

Figure 6. This equation represents the behavior of the attribute VOLTAGE
for the concept LOAD SHED 1 TIMER while in the TIME UP
state.

Once concept behavior is specified, a simulator option automatically generates the
simulation model. The attributes in the simulation model correspond to telemetry
measurements. The simulator interface includes RUN, IDLE, STEP, and STOP functions.
A capability exists to introduce faults and degradations during a simulation. Faults and
degradations can be built into the model and selected when desired, or they can be created
before a simulation and deleted later. The model will respond to external inputs such as



satellite operator sent commands or a changing environment. In short, the model builder
can create a functional satellite model for a wide variety of complex scenarios. This
introduces our next section.

SATELLITE SIMULATION FOR TRAINING AND REHEARSALS

The preceding modeling example can easily be used as part of a training scenario stressing
proper operator response during an EPS anomaly. The LOAD SHED 1 TIMER concept
can be faulted so that the timer fails and begins timing up without the nominal conditions
(boost converter current greater than .15 and solar array current greater than 1.2) being
present. During a training session, the satellite operator(s) would view the EPS telemetry
measurements, properly diagnose the situation (hopefully), and send the proper commands
to reconfigure the load shed circuitry to stop any undesired load shedding. The simulation
model would respond dynamically to the commanding, including any incorrect commands.
For example, if the load shed circuitry was not reconfigured in time to prevent unwanted
load sheds, the load sheds would occur and this would be represented in the “satellite’s”
telemetry.

The LOAD SHED 1 TIMER model is easily modified to support this training scenario.
The model builder would simply add a FAULT MODE attribute to the concept LOAD
SHED 1 TIMER. The values for FAULT MODE would be OK (for no fault) or FAILED.
The transition condition in Figure 5 (a) would be changed to include the fault. This is
shown in Figure 7. At the appropriate point in the training scenario, the attribute FAULT
MODE for the concept LOAD SHED 1 TIMER would be set to FAILED by the
simulation engineer through the simulation user interface (part of Paragon). From this point
forward in the training scenario, the “satellite” would produce anomalous EPS telemetry
and respond to any operator commanding according to the modeled fault conditions.

Figure 7. A simple modification in a transition condition can introduce a
fault into the model.

Proper operator response during anomalies is only one type of scenario exercised during
training. Other scenarios may include executing a satellite performance test or executing a
normal maintenance function. Both performance testing and maintenance functions can



require complex planning and precise commanding by the operations personnel and can be
supported with our simulation approach.

CONCLUSION

The ideal option for training satellite support personnel is to use actual satellite hardware
(or a real satellite) that can be configured to support any desired training scenario. This, of
course, is unrealistic for a variety of reasons, the most important being prohibitive cost.
The next best option is a software model that acts just like the real thing and can be easily
configured to support any desired scenario. Ideally, the simulation software would be easy
to build, reusable, easy to maintain, and easy to verify and validate. Model-based
representation techniques, like those discussed in this paper, support this type of
simulation software.
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Naval Model Testing Using Fiber Optics
and Parallel Processing
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Background

The David Taylor Research Center has a large complex of model basins and
carriages to satisfy a wide variety of Hydrodynamic requirements. Technical
support is furnished to US government design agencies, the maritime
administration, and private organizations. Support involves both experimental and
analytical programs related to every type of ship and craft.

The stability, control, and maneuvering characteristics of submarines can be
determined by performing free running radio control experiments. These
experiments and analytical methods used are to investigate submarine motion.

A requirement arose to operate the radio controlled model (RCM) in a towing tank
housed in a building 3200 feet long. This tank is located 1500 feet from the
building that houses the data collection and control system mainframe computer.
A unique communications, command, and control system has been developed to
run experiments using the RCM.

System Configuration

It is necessary in carrying out hydrodynamic experiments to send telemetry data
acquired from sensors on the model to the VAX computer and commands from
the VAX to the RCM. The model and carriage operate in a building over a
distance of 1000 feet. It is also desirable to communicate by voice between the
carriage and the computer. A system configuration diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Data are transmitted from the model to the moving carriage and then
retransmitted to a stationary receiver at the end of the basin. This transmission is
particularly difficult since the building is narrow and highly reflective of RF signals.
These data are sent to the VAX in building 18. It is important to preserve the
quality of the data along the entire path.



A decommutator is used to recover and process measurement data from the
vehicle. The mainframe VAX computer is used by many other users for
simulations. It is desirable to perform as much of the real time test processing in a
decom to off load the VAX so the latter can serve the other users. The decom
ideally should multiplex and format incoming data, display the data, and output
control and status signals. This decom should be capable of operating by itself
without the mainframe. This would permit the model to be tested for functionality
and to be calibrated without tying up the users on the mainframe.

System Description

Command, communication, and control systems often interact with vehicles which
are remote from the computer mainframe cluster. Microwave is often used in
these systems. Optical fiber is rarely used, but has a distinct benefit for our
communications link. Parallel processing is used ahead of the VAX. Separate
processors are employed for multiplexing incoming data streams, reformatting and
scaling the data, processing (averaging, mapping, etc.), displaying data as
graphs, tables, and bar charts, directing the data into the desired output order, and
controlling the bidirectional data path to the mainframe. The advantage is to off
load the VAX of many processing demands. Parallel processing is required for the
processing speed demands of the real time application.

Data and Command Links

RF Segment

The telemetered data are transmitted from the model to the carriage and the
commands are sent from the carriage to the model via RF links. The maximum
distance is 500 feet over the water and a maximum depth of 36 feet into the basin.
The RF signals can penetrate the water because it is fresh water which is
resistive. This is much deeper than equivalent RF penetration in sea water. The
sea water is salty which makes it conductive and prevents as much RF
penetration as in the fresh water.

Microwave Segment

Communication between the moving carriage and the stationary shore has been
difficult since there are many reflections and resulting multipath transmissions.
Radio transmissions have been used with some success, however data and voice
dropouts occur frequently with such systems. A narrow beam microwave system
was installed to minimize the multipaths. The main lobe is on the axis of travel of
the carriage. Reflections from objects in the building are minimized since the



beam is only 3 degrees wide and the building is several thousand feet long. The
frequency is 22 GHz (K band), while the power output is 100 mw which is more
than enough range for our requirement of 2000 ft.

Fiber Optic Segment

The data, command, and voice signals have to be sent from the microwave
receiver to the computer facility 1.3 km away. This is done via fiber optic cable
using relatively simple data modems at each end.

The reasons for selecting fiber are:

1. Low electronic cost

2. Low maintenance cost

3. Reduced interference from noise

4. Secure communications

Low Electronic Cost

Fiber has only a few dB of loss per km when properly terminated, there is no need
for amplification or equalization in the middle of the run as with coax cable. The
cost of fiber is greater than coax, but when future expansion capabilities are
included, the overall system cost is less.

Low Maintenance Cost

The maintenance cost for the fiber electronics is considerably less than for coax.
Circuitry for coax is often outdoors in the middle of a run in weather proof
enclosures which are exposed to the elements. The latter will require costly
maintenance over the years whereas the fiber modems are inside buildings and
not exposed to the elements.

Reduced Interference From Noise

There is significant electronic noise from motors and AC equipment where models
are tested, as there is in many environments where data transmission takes place.
Optical fiber will not pick up electrical noise whereas coax with its related circuitry
and connectors can receive this interference.



Secure Communications

Finally, since optical fiber doesn’t radiate electromagnetic or optical signals, it is
secure. It is virtually impossible for anyone to tap into the data being sent in a
clandestine fashion.

Communications Link

There is a requirement for two way voice communication between the carriage
and the computer facility. Voice signals are multiplexed with the data and
command signals. These signals come from voice powered headsets. The
carriage voice signals are added to the telemetry data by summing and filtering
analog circuitry. Then the data and voice are separated at the computer by
appropriate filters. The computer voice signal is frequency division multiplexed
onto the command link by a voltage controlled oscillator (one of the command link
tone oscillators). The closed loop gain must be kept lower than one or the whole
system will oscillate. Another critical item is to limit the voice peaks so that they
don’t saturate the opamps thereby causing the telemetry signal to lose sync.

Previous Generation Decom and Custom Multiplex Circuitry

This model has used telemetry and command signals for well over a decade. The
decom uses pulse code modulation (PCM) and a significant amount of custom
circuitry. The model has an acoustic tracking system to record its position. The
custom built digital multiplexer and buffer combine the telemetry and parallel
tracker signals so they can be sent to the computer. The decom/tracker output
goes into a custom built first in first out (FIFO) memory which outputs directly to
the computer. When dropouts occur in the telemetry stream the FIFO memory is
cleared and data is no longer sent to the mainframe.

The model is run from a control console manually by operators to test the
hardware. The previous generation decom is dumb and only passes the telemetry
data to the Sigma 9 computer. Consequently the Sigma 9 has to run in real time
for the test preventing other computer users from using the system.

Decom - Front End Requirements

The decom is being replaced along with the computer. The following are the
communications, multiplexing, and processing requirements on the new decom:

1. Merge the parallel tracker data with the serial telemetry stream.



2. Output the data to the VAX,

3. Stop sending data to the VAX when the telemetry stream is interrupted during
dropouts. Restart sending the new data when the stream restarts after the
dropout.

4. Perform # 3 in the event that a dropout occurs in the tracker parallel data
stream.

5. Input the command data from the VAX.

6. Convert these commands to analog signals for output to the command link.

7. Covert data from both the data link and the VAX to analog signals for strip
chart recorders.

8. Format and display the data in 7.

9. Do all of the above in real time.

10. Receive data from the model and transmit commands for testing and
calibration barefoot without the VAX.

11. Perform the above with as little additional custom hardware as possible.

12. Provide the capability to reconfigure the system with software in lieu of
redesigning custom hardware.

Advanced Decommutation System

The system chosen to accomplish the above is the Loral Advanced
Decommutation System, the ADS 100. This system merges incoming data
streams, formats and performs mathematical computations on the data, and
distributes the data for output to different ports in real time while displaying the
data various ways. The system can perform this in real time because each group
of operations is performed on a module in parallel. Each module is a processor
card on a 4 million bit per second bus.

The telemetry data is received by one card in parallel with the tracker data being
received by another card. Each of the data words is assigned an address or a tag.
This tag allows each of the data words (parameters) to be sent to specific
modules for processing and output. For example the RCM telemetry parameters



can be routed to the display. The tracker words can be grouped together with the
telemetry words after the latter has been inverted.

This system utilizes a general purpose 8086, and parallel bit slice AMD 2900
processors. The 4 Mbps MUXbus is managed by and the modules are controlled
by the latter as described above. The 8086 is used for overhead functions. An
example would be to create a menu to set up and specify a telemetry parameter.
Different parameters are set up for each module such as PCM prime, parallel
input, and processed parameters.

The processed parameters can perform many types of processing including
averaging, masking, logical, mapping, etc. Any of the above parameters can be
displayed on the CRT in the form of a data page, graph, or bar chart. The general
purpose processor performs the display operations. In addition, processing can be
accomplished by writing programs using sequences of parameters. These
programs can perform many data analyses in real time. The only constraint is the
ability of the compressor to keep up in real time. Nevertheless, programs of
reasonable length can be run with our data rates. Our PCM frame contains 64
words and is sent at 100 frames/sec. Additional compressors can be added to the
MUXbus to run additional real-time processing in parallel. Consequently, the effect
is that longer parameter sequences, or programs can be run.

PCM dropouts are handled automatically by the decom. When either bit sync or
frame sync detection is lost, the decom stops sending parameters to the system
MUXbus. Once the PCM stream has reestablished itself, and the decom has
regained “lock” on the stream, then parameters are once again passed to the
MUXbus and distributed to the computer.

The system includes both A/D converters and DAC’s. The former inputs analog
control signals whereas the latter outputs analog control signals and analog
signals for the strip chart recorders. The strip chart recorders can display signals
coming into the decom, A/D’s, parallel ports, and from the computer.

All of the above is done in real time and is fully setup by programming the menus.
There is no external custom hardware that has to be built or reconfigured. In fact
the system is easy to reconfigure through the menus. Additional modules can be
added as well as another expansion chassis for future system growth.



Summary

The new system will provide a capability not attainable with our previous
generation system. The new decom performs many of the processing tasks that
the VAX would otherwise have to provide permitting additional users access to the
VAX. The data link has performed with very few data dropouts on our initial tests
preserving the hydrodynamic data quality. The system will enable the RCM to
operate in a basin remote from our computer facility building providing additional
hydrodynamic experiment capability.
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SINGLE CHIP FIXED FREQUENCY BIT SYNCHRONIZER
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ABSTRACT

Over the past several years programmable logic devices have become a very attractive
alternative to the application specific, Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) design
approach. This trend is mainly due to the low cost and short design to production cycle
time. This paper will describe a single chip, fixed frequency suboptimum bit synchronizer
design which was implemented utilizing a programmable logic device. The bit
synchronizer presented here is modeled after a Digital Transition Tracking Loop (DTTL)
for symbol estimation, and employs a first-order Incremental Phase Modulator (IPM) for
closed-loop symbol synchronization. Although the material presented below focuses on
square wave subcarriers, with the appropriate modifications, this synchronizer will also
process NRZ symbols. The Bit Error Rate (BER) and tracking performance is modeled
and compared to optimum designs. The bit synchronizer presented here was developed for
the Space Transportation System program under contract NAS5-27600 for meteorological
data evaluation from the European Space Agency’s (ESA) METEOSAT Spacecraft.

INTRODUCTION

Here we assume that our sampled subcarrier is composed of a sequence of independent
and identically distributed random variables Y , Y ,......., each containing a signal plus1  2

noise sample. We next define a random variable
 1 if Y  > ji

Xi

-1 if Y  < ji

where j is chosen as the decision or transition region of the comparator, and the noise
samples can be represented as white, band-limited, Gaussian random processes. The
resultant sequence of X ’s will be used throughout this paper to control the addition ori

subtraction of our “one bit” accumulators. Thus, the accumulation process we refer to, in
what follows, is no more than an up/down counter. The probabilities we compute are no
more than the number of arrangements of X ’s times the associated probability whichi



results in a particular value of the counter given a prescribed initial condition over some
interval;

e.g. P[ S>0 ]= P[ S=1] + P[ S=2 ] +......,+ P[ S=m ] .......,

Additionally, the phase relationship between the internally generated subcartier, which we
will refer to as the reference subcarrier and the incoming modulated one, will be
represented by 2N discrete states. Thus, the loop’s current state k is contained in the
closed interval [-N,N].

Updates to the Timing Generator causes the loop to transition to a new state, k, by an
amount t/2N, where t=0,1,-1. The transitional behavior of this loop can be viewed as a
Markov Chain, [1] and [2]. In the following paragraphs we will present the probability of a
symbol error and the transition probabilities for this design.

SYNCHRONIZER OPERATION

The input to the bit synchronizer is a biphase modulated squarewave subcarrier. This input
is conditioned by a low-pass filter of B Hz to prevent aliasing, then quantized to one bit by
a comparator. Output samples from the comparator are then processed by the Data
Transition Detector, the In-Phase Data Accumulator, and the Mid-Phase Tracking
Accumulator.

The Data Transition Detector generates an output upon detecting the presence of a data
transition from the incoming samples. The output from the Data Transition Detector is a
three-state update vector which directs the Timing Generator to advance, retard, or
maintain its current phase. The Mid-Phase Tracking Accumulator accumulates samples
across the subcarriers mid-phase transitions to form an output like the Data Transition
Detector. However, outputs from the Mid-Phase Tracking Accumulator are modulo two
added with the current data symbol to correct the update direction. Both update vectors are
accumulated over M bit periods to increase the sample signal-to-noise ratio before being
presented to the Timing Generator. Additionally, increasing M, reduces the loops tracking
bandwidth. The In-Phase Data Accumulator accumulates samples of the incoming
subcarrier sequence modulo two added with the Timing Generator’s subcarrier to generate
NRZ symbols. Every 2N samples, this accumulator is sampled and then zeroed much like
an “integrate and dump” circuit.



FIGURE 1 Simplified Bit Synchronizer Block Diagram.

SYNCHRONIZER ANALYSIS

The In-Phase Data Accumulator generates NRZ symbols from samples accumulated from
the modulo two addition of the Timing Generator’s reference subcarrier, and the incoming
modulated subcarrier. When the loop is in state k=0, and given the In-Phase Accumulator
accumulates 2N samples per subcarrier cycle, the magnitude of the value obtained at the
end of the accumulation period is S(0)=2N - 1, where 1 is the number of error samples
contained in the accumulation period. From Figure 2, we see that the maximum value
obtainable by this accumulator is also reduced by the loop’s state k. In fact, the magnitude
of the value obtained by this accumulator is reduced by 2k with no data transition, and by
k, with a data transition. Thus, the magnitude of the value obtained at the end of the
accumulation period can be no greater than 2N-1-k with a transition, and 2N-1-2k with no
transition. However, when the error samples are located within the phase error interval, the
magnitude of the value obtained by the accumulator is actually increased. At the end of the
accumulation period, the sign of the accumulator is used to determine the data value. Thus,
the probability of error given the current loop state k, is computed by determining the
number of arrangements of 1 error samples, plus the required k, accounting for a transition,
times the associated sample probabilities, which changes the sign of the accumulator.
Thus, the probability of a data error given the current loop state k, is



where P is the probability of a data transition, Q=1-P is the probability of none, p is the
probability of a sample error, and q=1-p.

FIGURE 2 Phase Error Generated by Loop State k.

In this design, the Mid-Phase Accumulator is only allowed to accumulate samples across
one subcarrier transition which the loop assumes is the mid-phase transition. The
accumulation period starts at the Timing Generator’s state -N/4 and ends at state N/4. The
output from the accumulator is utilized to provide the Timing Generator’s update when the
loop’s state k is between the range of -N/4, N/4. When the loop’s state is outside this
range, Timing Generator updates are provided by the Data Transition Detector. We now
wish to obtain an expression for S(k) given k is within the above defined range. For k=0
this accumulator will contain an equal number of samples on either side of the subcarrier’s
mid-phase transition. Additionally, if the accumulator samples contain zero error samples,
then its value will be zero at the end of the accumulation period. Now we will consider
what happens to S(k) when k is non-zero. In this case, the accumulator will contain more
samples from one side of the subcarrier’s mid-phase transition than the other. Thus, the
sign of the accumulator after the accumulation period modulo two added with the data
value will indicate the loop’s update direction, while an accumulator value of zero implies
no phase error. However, in the presence of noise, the accumulator’s value is modified by
the presents of error samples. The probability that the update provided to the Phase Error
Accumulator reduces the loop’s phase error; i.e., the loop transitions to a new state k
which decreases loop error, is computed by evaluating the number of arrangements of
error samples on each side of the subcarrier mid-phase transition, given the current loop
state k.



Let’s assume the Mid-Phase Tracking Accumulator accumulates across a negative-to-
positive transition containing no noise samples. If the current loop state k is contained in
the half open interval [-N/4,0], then the resultant accumulator sign will be positive and its
magnitude is a function of the current state k; i.e., S(k)=k.

If we view the intervals on both sides of the mid-phase transition as disjointed, then an
incorrect update will be generated if k+i< j where k is the loop’s current state, i represents
the number of error samples in the first interval, and j represents the number of error
samples in the second interval. Thus, the probability of generating the incorrect sign given
the current loop state k, is

where p is the probability of a sample error and q=1-p.

Since this loop requires a three-level update, we also need to inquire about the probability
the loop will generate zero correction, given the current loop state k.

where p and q are defined as above.

The Data Transition Detector is composed of a one bit wide finite impulse response filter
(FIR), a threshold accumulator, and a subcarrier phase counter. The FIR has N taps, with
the output samples form by the modulo two addition of taps zero and N. Since the
modulated subcarrier has a period of 2N samples, the FIR output samples will contain the
same sign in the absence of noise and modulation. Output samples from the FIR are
processed by the threshold accumulator which generates an output pulse who’s width is a
function of the accumulator’s value. The subcarrier phase counter uses the generated
output pulse as an enable, which allows the counter to count up during one phase of the
reference subcarrier, and down during the other. The value of this counter is sampled at the
end of this operation to generate the loop’s update vector. Analysis of the threshold
accumulator will allow us to compute the probability the Data Transition Detector
generates the incorrect sign given the current loop state k.



FIGURE 3 An Example of The Threshold Accumulator States.

The threshold accumulator used in this synchronizer design, is not permitted to obtain a
negative value; i.e. if the current value of the accumulator is zero and we add a -1, the
resultant accumulator value will be zero. If we elect to set the threshold value at j, then an
output will be generated once the accumulator has obtained a value of j + 1 and will
terminate when it reaches a value of j. To determine the number of arrangements of “1”,
“-1” which generate a given pulse width 2t, we note this requires 2t sample with “t” ones,
and “t” minus ones. Additionally, the pulse start requires the first sample to be a plus one
while the pulse ending requires a minus one sample. Thus, the minimum pulse width
requires two samples. In order to generate pulse widths greater than two samples in length,
we find the pulse start requires a minimum of two consecutive plus one’s, and the pulse
ending requires two consecutive minus one’s. Because of the preceding requirement, we
only need to compute the number of arrangements of the remaining 2t-4 elements. We are
now able to compute the probability of a pulse width of 2t samples given the threshold
accumulator equals j. In the absence of noise, given the current loop state is k=0, the
threshold accumulator generates an output j samples before the mid-phase transition of the
reference subcarrier, and terminates j samples afterwards. Thus, the subcarrier phase
counter’s finial value is zero since the counter increments or decrements depending on the
subcarrier’s phase. For non-zero k, the sign of this counter will determine the update
direction. However, in the presence of noise, error samples will affect the pulse start time
and duration. Given the current loop state is k, we only need to determine what pulse start
time and duration will generate the incorrect sign from the subcarrier phase counter, thus
increasing loop phase error. If we separate the threshold pulse into two intervals, ( I ,I  )1 2

about the mid-phase reference subcarrier transition, then the size of each interval is the
number samples contained in each one, and I ,I  equal the pulse duration expressed in1 2

samples. Choose a loop state k=k  such that I >I  in the absence of noise, thus in the1   2 1

presence of noise, an incorrect update sign will be generated if I >I . The probability the 1 2



Data Transition Detector generates the incorrect sign given the current loop state is k, is
defined as

P[ S(0)=j-m ] P[ S(m)=j ](P[ I >I  * k ]+P[ I =I * k ])1 2    1 2

where

and P[ S(0)=j-m ] is defined as the probability the threshold accumulator initial value is
j-m, P[ S(m)=j ] is the probability the threshold accumulator value is equal to j after m
samples, and

P[ I >I * k ] is defined as the probability the number of samples contained in interval I  are1 2                1

greater than I , given k. Similarlly, P[ I =I  * k ] is interpeted as the probability of2      1 2

generating zero given the current loop state k.

The Phase Error Accumulator accumulates loop updates from both the Data Transition
Detector and the Mid-Phase Tracking Accumulator to form an average update sign. The
probability the resulting update reduces loop phase error is computed by determining the
number of arrangements of M update “1”,“-1”, and “0”, times the associated probabilities
which results in a reduction of loop phase error. Thus, the probability of generating the
incorrect update given the loop’s current state is k, is

where M is the number of update samples accumulated per update.



P  - probability of generating the incorrect update given k.k

q  - equals 1-p -r  where r  is the probability of generating zero loop correction.k   k k  k

FIGURE 4 PE vs SNR (db) for Optimum and Suboptimum

CONCLUSION

The bit synchronizer modeled above was actually implemented in a programmable logic
cell array made by Xilinx. In this design we chose a sample rate of 16 times our modulated
subcarrier rate of 166.666 KHz. Thus, the sample period 2N, equals 16. As we mentioned
earlier, the tracking bandwidth is a function of the number of bit periods M, over which the
update vector is averaged. In this design, we chose M to be 4, thus permitting a tracking
bandwidth on the order of 0.7 percent. The transition threshold j was selected to be 4
samples, generating a nominal 8 sample, 2j wide transition pulse. A single pole low pass
filter was used in this design, with a cut-off frequency set at 6 times the data rate which
minimizes signal distortion in the pass band and provide an anti-aliasing feature.



Additionally, a crystal oscillator was used to generate the 16 times sample rate. This
approach reduced the phase noise during non-update periods as compared to standard
frequency synthesis. The bit error rate performance was measured in a laboratory
environment, and was found to be in agreement the theoretical predictions, when E >N .b o

When E <N , the performance of this synchronizer does deviate from the theoretical BERb o

curve provided in this paper. However, we believe this discrepancy is due to the signal
shape near the transition points, [1] and [2], and the assumptions used to formulate the
sampled signal-to-noise probability.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the changes in signal conditioning
techniques used on flight test programs in recent years.
Improved sensors require improved signal conditioning.
Advanced distributed data acquisition systems, used on major
flight test programs, move the signal conditioning closer to
the sensor for improved performance and reduced wiring
throughout the vehicle. These distributed systems use
digital communication between the master controller and the
remote conditioning units for improved accuracy and noise
immunity. This requires sample- and-hold amplifiers, analog-
to-digital converters, and serial encoder/decoders to be
located at the signal conditioning location.

The changes in signal conditioning designs are driven by
the sensors, the architecture of the data acquisition
systems, and by vehicle designs (smaller aircraft, smaller
missiles, composite structures, and hypervelocity vehicles).

A look at the signal conditioning technology employed in
many of these systems as well as what is anticipated in the
future is described in this paper.



The Need for Changing Technology

The technology used in airborne signal conditioners for
flight test applications has changed considerably in recent
years, Major areas which have changed are

a. Increased system accuracy.
b. Integral digitization in signal conditioning units.
c. Increased software control.

Increased system accuracy of the signal components has
been driven from both sides. Improved techniques in sensor
design has led to many bridge type devices which offer high
accuracy. Many distributed data acquisition systems use A/D
converters with a resolution of 12 bits. The signal
conditioning must be consistent with the other components of
the system to maintain the high accuracy required.

The signal conditioner as an analog-in/analog-out system
component is now seldom used in large digital data
acquisition systems. The conditioner has become a Asignal
conditioning remote unit@, with local digitization. The
remote unit is controlled in a command response fashion from
the master unit.

The cost of flight test operations is getting more
expensive. ACost per flight hour@ and Acost per ground hour@
are both escalating rapidly. Aircraft flight test time for
military programs in the U.S. is typically quoted at
approximately $100,000 dollars per flight hour. Cruise
missile programs typically cost up to $1000,000 dollars per
flight hour when the support vehicles are included. In the
language of the attorneys ATime is of the essence@.

Of course, the number of channels in the system and the
software programmability can have a significant impact of
the cost of the data acquisition hardware. The cost of even
the most sophisticated signal conditioning, however, can be
insignificant when compared to the savings of reduced flight
and ground time. The high cost of flight test operations has
driven the following changes in signal conditioning design:

a. Increased number of channels in the system to reduce
the number of flight hours. Typical systems have over
8,000 channels.



b. Increased software programmability to reduce ground
time required for setup, calibration, and preflight
operations.

c. Increased number of formats in the data acquisition
system to reduce flight time and allow alternate
missions to be flown.

d. Inflight format changing to ensure a high efficiency
of flight time.

e. Built-in-test to ensure that the system is 100%
operational during flight tests.

Available Monolithic Components

The changes in technology described in this paper could
not be achieved without the improved analog and digital
monolithic devices which have become available to the
electronic designer in recent years. The introduction of
semi-custom and full custom devices has also led to
significant improvements in the size of components and
increased system accuracy.

System Constraints

The design of signal conditioning used in digital data
acquisition systems is driven by various factors. These are:

a. Sensor accuracy
b. System requirements
c. Vehicle type and design
d. Performance desired

System Accuracy

Many analog sensors are currently available with
improved accuracy to 0.1% over the operating environments
encountered in flight test operations. Digital sensors, of
course are available to much higher accuracies.

System Driven

The design of the signal conditioning is driven by the
data acquisition system requirements. These include
architecture of the system, size of the components, and
power availalbe.



Size

The size of the vehicle (and hence the size available
for the system components) can have a considerable effect on
the design of the signal conditioning. In some cases hybrid
circuitry is required; in other cases semi-custom or full
custom devices may be required. In extreme cases custom
devices are incorporated inside the hybrids. System lead
times increase with the degree of complexity in packaging.

Power

The power available for the system can have a
significant impact on the system design. If very little
power is available, multiplexed excitation may be required.

Vehicle Considerations

The design of the vehicle to be flight tested can have a
significant effect on the design of the data acquisition
system and the signal conditioning techniques which are
used. Of course, smaller vehicles require smaller signal
conditioning units. The material used for the vehicle skin
(composite vs aluminum) and the flight envelope of the
vehicle (hypervelocity) can also influence signal
conditioning design. Many of the signal conditioning
products being delivered by Aydin Vector have operating
temperatures from -55 to +100 degrees Celcius to accomodate
such vehicles.

Composite Vehicles

Composite vehicles do not conduct heat as well as
aluminum. This can create problems with strain gages since
self-heating can be a source of error. Three techniques have
been successfully used to eliminate the problem:

a. Multiplexed constant current excitation
b. Increased gage resistance
c. Reduced bridge excitation voltage

Multiplexed constant current excitation has been used in
many aircraft and missile applications by Aydin Vector. This
technique can only be used in time division multiplexing
applications (PAM, PCM) and is described in the Asystem
integrated features@ selection of this paper.



The trend in strain gages is to increase the gage
resistance (350 Ohm gages are being replaced with 1000 Ohm
gages in many applications). This reduces the current
required when a bridge is excited with a constant voltage
source which reduces the errors associated with self-
heating. The high differential input impedance of the
instrumentation amplifier allows the higher source impedance
to be used without a significant increase in error.

A reduced level of excitation voltage can also be used
with strain gages on composite materials to eliminate self-
heating effects. In many applicatons a constant voltage
excitation of 0.5 Volts has been used. Since most vehicles
have a mixture of strain gages on composite materials and on
aluminum, a programmable excitation source is desirable.
Aydin Vector has several systems which offer programmable
excitation. Of course, the output of the bridge is reduced
when the excitation is reduced, but improvements in
monolithic amplifier components allow the programmable
amplifier to be operated at higher gains to compensate for
the reduced excitation voltage.

Thermal design of the signal conditioning units is even
more critical when the signal conditioning is used on a
composite vehicle since the structure is not an effective
heat sink. The reduction in excitation current (with 1000
Ohm gages), multiplexed excitation, or reduced excitation
voltage to the bridge can offer significant advantages in
the power dissipated by the signal conditioning components.

Hypervelocity Vehicles

Hypervelocity vehicles have extremely high skin
temperatures. This imposes unusual demands on transducers
and the signal conditioning equipment. Skin temperatures to
5000 degrees Celcius can be encountered. With distributed
acquisition systems, the remote units are close to the point
of measurement. Special precautions must be taken to ensure
the survivability of the remote unit.

Performance Driven

Changes in signal conditioning design can be driven by
the performance of the data acquisition system to satisfy
the analysis engineers monitoring the data.



Critical Time Correlation

In many applications precise time correlation between
parameters is critical. Some of these applications include
pressure and strain surveys for helicopter rotor blades and
turbine engine inlet distortion tests. Two techniques are
typically used to achieve precise time correlation:

a. Multiple sample-and-hold amplifiers
b. Multiple analog-to-digital converters.

Aydin Vector builds products which use both of these
techniques.

The MMSC-800 Microminiature Signal Conditioner offers
bridge signal conditioning modules which contain a sample-
and-hold amplifier per channel. The multiple sample-and-hold
technique is adequate for most applications but care must be
exercised in the sampling sequence to ensure that sample-
and-hold droop is not a significant source of error. Systems
which contain an analog-to-digital converter per channel
(such as the SSC-900 Super Signal Conditioner) do not have
this limitation since all data in the system can be sampled,
digitized, and latched at the same time. The data from the
latches can be formatted, as required, by the master
controller without concern since droop is not a problem.

Improved Accuracy

Sensor accuracies have increased in recent years; signal
conditioning for these sensors has undergone a similar
change. Significant improvements in system accuracy have
been achieved through the availability of advanced
monolithic components which are used in the signal
conditioning designs. Incorporation of the sample-and-hold
amplifiers and the analog-to-digital converters within the
signal conditioning unit has also significantly improved
performance.

The resolution of data acquisition systems has also
increased. Typical resolution of signal conditioning for
data acquisition systems is shown below:

a. Analog - 12 bits
b. Synchro or resolver - 16 bits
c. Frequency - 24 bits



In high accuracy measurements an analog-to-digital
converter per channel (or a direct to digital conversion) is
often required.

Programmability

The technology has increased from little or no
programmability of the hardware used decades ago to full
programmability which allows the user to set-up calibrate,
and preflight the vehicle without access to the hardware.
Aydin Vector builds products with simple (more conventional)
programmability of gain, offset, and sampling; to more
complex hardware which has programmability of excitation,
bridge balance, gain, offset, filter cutoff, and sampling
sequence.

High Technology Hybridized Signal Conditioners

Aydin Vector has been building hybridized signal
conditioners since the early 1970’s. These products range
from a simple amplifier-filters to exotic signal
conditioners with full software control.

Amplifier-Filter

The first Aydin Vector hybridized amplifier-filter
product was the PDF-106 which was designed in the 1970’s and
is still available today. Tens of thousands of these
products have been delivered to customer throughout the
world. Improvements in monolithic components over the years
has led to the introduction of the PDF-107, PDF-108,
PDF-202, and PDF-203 amplifier-filters. Most of these
products have accuracies consistent with 12-bit digital data
acquisition systems.

Self-balancing Amplifier

The self-balancing amplifier (BCA) was developed for the
Trident II missile program. It uses a digital autobalance
technique which will balance the bridges on the application
of power. In addition to the self-balancing circuitry, the
BCA hybrid contains a fixed voltage excitation, a fixed gain
instrumentation amplifier, and a fixed frequency pre-sameple
filter.



Automatic Gain Ranging Amplifier

The Automatic Gain Ranging Amplifier was developed for
the Flight Dynamics Laboratory of Wright Patterson Air Force
Base. The AGRA-100 is a hermetic hybrid module which can
automatically adjust the gain to accmodate variations in
input signal level. It can be used to achieve 120 dB of
dynamic signal range. The AGRA-100 has the following
features:

a. AC or DC coupling modes
b. 7 gains
c. 4 programmable cutoff frequencies
d. Three modes of operation:
   External - digitally programmable from address line.
   Down only - amplifier steps down and locks.

Internal - gain is controlled by internal peak
detector.

Super Signal Conditioner

The Super Signal Conditioner is fully software
controlled and is designed to be the ultimate signal
conditioner. The hermetic hybrid device (SSC-2008) contains
the following features:

a. Dual-tracking constant current source
b. Programmable constant voltage source (4096 steps)
c. Programmable bridge balance (4096 steps)
d. Programmable offset (4096 steps)
e. Programmable gain (16 values)
f. Programmable filter (4 frequencies)
g. Sample-and-hold amplifier
h. Analog-to-digital converter

Since the SSC-2008 contains a sample-and-hold amplifier and
an analog-to-digital converter, it can be used in
simultaneous sampling applications as described above.

Microminiature Conditioning Encoders

Aydin Vector has a microminiature conditioning encoder
which offers stackable signal conditioning modules. Some of
these conditioning modules are :

a. Dual Bridge conditioner
b. Bridge conditioner with Sample-and-hold



c. Analog Multiplexer
d. Digital Multiplexer
e. Synchro or Resolver converter
f. Frequency-to-digital Converter

The MMSC-800 can be operated as a stand alone conditioning
encoder which outputs PCM data, or as a remote unit to a
large data acquisition system.

System Integrated Features

System integrated features are often incorporated into
distributed data acquisition systems to enhance overall
system operation. Some of these include multiplexed
excitation and digital filtering.

Multiplexed Excitation

Aydin Vector developed multiplexed excitation for use in
data acquisition systems in 1980. The Aydin Vector design
approach uses a dual-tracking constant current source which
is multiplexed (at the PCM word rate) to excite the bridges.
The bridge output is also multiplexed at the word rate,
amplified, and digitized as required. The excitation is
applied only during the period of interest (just prior to
sampling) and removed after the channel is digitized. Since
the duty cycle is low, self-heating is eliminated. An added
advantage of this type of conditioning is that the bulky
power supply required with conventional excitation is
eliminated. The technique has been used successfully with
bridges, accelerometers, and resistive temperature devices.

Digital Filtering

Aydin Vector developed a system with digital filtering
for use in aircraft flight testing. This system, designated
as the 914 Series is currently in use onboard various
aircraft. The system is a distributed data acquisition
system which accepts up to 32 remote units. Digital signal
processors (DSP) are distributed (in each remote) to allow
the system to operate at high bit rates. The user has
software control of gain, offset, and pre-sample filter
cutoff frequency of all analog channels in the system.



The Future

The performance required for signal conditioners will
continue to increase in the future. The operating bit rate
of distributed data acquisition systems will continue to
increase to greater than 10 MBPS in the near future. This
will allow more high frequency response channels in the
system. Resolution of most analog channels will be 12 bits;
resolution of some analog channels will be 16 bits.

Size and power consumption will continue to be major
factors in signal conditioning design. Vehicles will
continue to have smaller surfaces and use more Aradar
invisible@ components. The signal conditioning designs will
use more custom devices to achieve high performance in a
small size. The custom components will be incorporated in
hybrids for an even greater size reduction.

Software programmability of signal conditioners will
become a standard feature on all types of vehicles to reduce
the cost of flight test operations.
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Abstract:

A common problem in many space applications is the need
for a reliable large memory capacity in a light weight, low
volume package. The Fairchild Space Company (FSC) is
developing a high density static RAM based on VHSIC Hybrid
Wafer Scale Integration (HWSI) technology for use in high
reliability applications. Advances in interconnect
technology and electronic packaging result in a bit density
of 2.1 x 10  bits per cu. in. Emphasis will be placed on the7

general benefits to the aerospace community of the device’s
high packing density and configurable 16, 32, and 64 bit
word width. A specific application of the 64 Megabit SRAM
module in the Fairchild Solid State Recorder  is discussed1

to illustrate the performance advantage over conventional
single chip and less conventional multi-chip package
technologies.

Introduction

The need for high density memory is widespread in
terrestrial, avionic and space applications. Although memory
technology continues to dynamically evolve, individually
packaged devices often do not satisfy demanding requirements
for weight and volume. To meet these challenges, multiple
chip modules (MCM) have been developed which range from
packaged devices mounted on DIP carriers to fully hybridized
structures with surface mounted die. An emerging alternative
to existing methods of hybridization is known as Hybrid
Wafer Scale Integration (HWSI).



This approach has been developed by the Very High Speed
Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) program and features silicon
substrates with face tip die attachment and laser patterned
thin film interconnections between the die and the
substrate. The HWSI technique offers many advantages over
traditional hybrids, including high power capability, high
density interconnections, and improved reliability. A
comparison of the HWSI approach using laser patterned
interconnections and other hybridization techniques is given
in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance of Chip-to-Substrate Interconnects

HWSI Wire Bond TAB Flip-chip

I/O Pitch 25 um 200 um 100 um 400 um

Pinout (1 cm  die) 1600 256 400 625+ (area)2

Lead Inductance 0.25 nH 1-2 nH 1 nH 0.05 nH

Heat Tansfer Very High High High Low
from IC

Approach

FSC memory development has been targeted for insertion
into the Solid State Recorder (SSR) with two alternative
packaging technologies; surface mount technology (SMT) and a
high density HWSI technology. This second technology is
being applied to products for commercial applications by
nCHIP, Inc., Livermore, CA. FSC and nCHIP, Inc., have worked
jointly to design a high-density, solid state memory module
that provides a factor of 3 improvement in packaging density
over SMT and is applicable to a number of memory intensive
systems currently proposed for the aerospace community.

The result of this effort was the MM80/256, a silicon
hybrid, incorporating 72 256 Kbit SRAMs on a single silicon
substrate. Four of these silicon modules can be packaged in
a double sided hermetic carrier. References 2-3 are
technical descriptions of the VHSIC HWSI technology used in
developing these modules. This technology will be briefly
summarized here and is illustrated in Figure 1. Pretested
silicon die are patterned by nCHIP with over-die routing to
bring all input/output (I/O) pads to one edge of the die,
where either wire bonding or laser routing will interconnect
the pads to the substrate. Wire bonding is used for rapid



prototyping with the laser routing optionally utilized in
high volume production for applications requiring high
reliability. The patterned die are then tested in wafer form
prior to diceing. The wafer is then diced and the die are
mounted face up on the prepatterned and tested silicon
substrate. The substrate contains power and ground planes
with integral decoupling and controlled impedance
interconnect. The die are butted together on three sides,
using nCHIP’s memory island interconnect technology to
provide maximum density. For laser patterning, the die edge
to be written is bevelled to provide a suitable surface for
the laser interconnect. The final step is to wire bond or
laser pattern interconnect from the die edge to contacts in
the substrate. The completed module is then tested prior to
final packaging and MIL-SPEC testing. Redundancy and repair
capability are provided by a laser fusible via interconnect
which allows interconnection of good die with laser
programming. These vias can be programmed after burn-in, so
that failures due to infant mortality can be minimized.
Failed die can be completely electrically removed from the
circuit by scribing open the die/substrate interconnect so
that buses are not loaded by failed die.

Design Rules

The MM80 was designed to nCHIP’s standard process,
compatible with all existing products. Substrate
interconnect is 15 micron wide copper lines with 25 micron
space, for a 1.5 mil line pitch. This provides lines which,
in combination with the compact module size, have low
resistance and capacitance. Capacitance per unit length is
reduced by a factor of 3 and the dense packaging reduces    
interconnect length by a factor of 3-4, for a total
interconnect capacitance reduction of 10 times. This reduces
the drive requirements for these large amounts of memory and
reduces interconnect delay.

Layout

Figure 2 is a bus level layout of the MM80, showing
routing of the major data and address/control buses on the
module. There are four memory islands on the module, each
done containing 20 die. The module is symmetrical about the
center with the routing for the top 40 chips being largely
the same as the routing for the bottom 40 chips. The module
contained two address buses in order to minimize the amount 



of memory which might be potentially lost due to a failure
of the address bus or chip on the bus.

The physical routing was performed manually using the
MAGIC physical layout program developed at UC, Berkeley. A
design rules check file specific to nCHIP’s technology was
developed and the route was processed to the closest
tolerances based on this file.

Organization

The numbers on each chip site in Figure 2 indicate the
bits contained in each die, where 0 is the LSB and 63 is is
the MSB. Bits 64 through 71 are ECC. The letter suffixes    
indicate chips with common chip selects. The design contains
one chip select for every die, allowing for variable word
widths of 16, 32, 48, 64 or 72 bits. Figure 3 illustrates
the architecture of the modules.

Sparing

There is one spare for every nine chips, so ten percent
of the parts are spares. Utilization of spares is restricted
by the distribution of chip selects and address buses. Two
spares can be used to spare any of 18 nominally connected
chips. Yield analyses have been performed for this
distribution and been found to provide economical members,
even for initial manufacturing yields.

Specifications

Each MM80 module provides 2 Mbytes of memory data
storage. Four modules in a double sided carrier provide a
total of 64 Mbits of memory plus 8 Mbits error check coding
for a density of 2.1 X 10  bits per cu.in. Access times of7

150 nanoseconds are provided. The active power consumption
is 750 mW, with data retention mode under I mWatt. The
double sided package is estimated at under 0.3 lb and less
than 0.2" height.

Technology Comparison

The advantages of the high packing density of the HWSI
approach can be seen in Table 2 below where a comparison is
made between an already efficient surface mount technology
(SMT) and the HWSI packaging approaches using the Fairchild 



Solid State Recorder mass storage system as the application
target using 256 kbit memory technology.

Table 2. SSR Packaging Comparison

Example   1 Gbit    5 Gbit  10 Gbit
SMT HWSI  SMT HWSI  SMT HWSI

Volume (cu. in.) 815  512 2717 1165 5097 1990
Weight (lbs.)  39   20  156   56  302  103

As can be seen above, the HWSI packaging technology can
improve the volume of this product by 2.5 times and the
weight by 3 times. These benefits approach the improved
density of the next generation of static RAM memory, the
1 Mbit devices while using technology available today.

Memory Technology Selection

The MM80 currently uses 256 Kbit CMOS SRAM to meet the
immediate needs of FSC’s spacecraft telemetry and command
systems as well as the FSC Solid State Recorder mass storage
system. This technology was selected to provide the highest
density module with an available technology which through
radiation testing has been shown to be suitable for the
natural space environment.

Static RAM technology is not the only memory technology
which can be used in the MM80. In other applications, the
HWSI technique can tailor the MM8O for different types of
memory technologies. For applications requiring higher
density and could afford the higher power consumption, DRAM
technologies can be employed. Similarly, if nonvolatility is
needed and slow write cycles are acceptable, flash EPROM
technologies can be accomodated.

System Applications

The MM80 has many features such as rapid access time and
flexible memory organization which have been designed to
give wide flexibility for many applications. The use of dual
address buses allows a measure of fault isolation within the
module. The ability to configure the MM80 for 16, 32, 64 and
72 bit words allows this one module to be applied in many
different systems. For example, the 16 bit configuration is
amenable to many current systems such as those that use the
1750A processor. The 32 bit configuration is appropriate for
many RISC machines and other advanced processors. Perhaps



the most demanding configuration is in the 64 bit word width
which is useful for many vector processors and high speed
mass memory systems such is the Fairchild Solid State
Recorder.

Future Applications

The HWSI technique is an effective approach to packaging
today’s memory technologies but is not constrained to just
these processes. The emerging technologies of 1 Mbit SRAMs
and ferro electric devices can be effectively packaged to
provide high density systems. Of particular interest is the
use of HWSI packaging with the nascent 64 Kbit and 256 Kbit
radiation hardened technologies. Often large amounts of
hardened memory are necessary of meet system needs. HWSI
technology with its 2 to 3 times advantage in weight and
volume over conventional packaging techniques would allow
higher density hardened systems to become available sooner
or be more effectively packaged. Finally, the combination of
types of devices such as high speed processors with their
cache memories may be a natural application of HWSI
technology.
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GPS PROVIDES A FLEXIBLE TOOL FOR TSPI
REGARDLESS OF TYPE OF VEHICLE BEING TESTED

CARL E. HOEFENER DENNIS BEECH
Director of Business Development Associate Director of Engineering

Interstate Electronics Corporation

Abstract

The test scenarios of vehicles under test vary greatly depending upon the type of vehicle
being tested. This paper will examine the test characteristics of a variety of vehicles and
the TSPI requirements of each. The types of platforms to be investigated range from
soldiers, jeeps, tanks, helicopters and high performance aircraft to ballistic missiles, air-air,
air-ground and ground-air missiles in addition to space vehicles. Each of these platforms
exhibits different dynamics and therefore require varying capabilities in the TSPI technique
utilized. Selecting the optimum GPS TSPI system for each vehicle and its particular test
scenario can present problems to the instrumentation system designer. A comparison of
vehicle dynamics, vehicle size, and GPS instrumentation capability will be made so that an
optimum GPS instrumentation technique can be selected. This may vary from a single
channel C/A-Code man-pack receiver for the soldier, to a multi-channel inertial aided
P-Code receiver for the high performance aircraft to a GPS frequency translator tracking
system for missiles and space vehicles. This will enable sizing and the selection of the
most desirable GPS instrumentation system for each test application.
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Problems Associated with Realtime Analysis of
a remotely telemetered, monitored

MIL-STD-1553 Data Streams

Bruce Carter and Troy Scoughton
Physical Science Laboratory
New Mexico State University

Las Cruces, NM 88001

ABSTRACT

The unique set of problems encountered when analyzing MIL-
STD-1553 Bus data acquired in realtime from a remote source
are indentified and discussed and one possible approach to
their solution is offered. Such problems are associated with
realtime test range support using monitored (eavesdropped)
1553 bus data telemetered in its natural (asynchronous) form
rather than stuffed into a traditional synchronous PCM frame
map. Attached devices acting as Bus Controllers (BC) or
Remote Terminals (RT) utilize a handshaking command/response
protocol to communicate packets (messages) over associated
1553 bus(es). Thus attached devices are able to
decode/respond to messages occurring in any of ten possible
formats because they participate in handshaking. Analysis
must be preceeded by data stream decoding. Monitoring
(eavesdropping) is not interactive and thus eliminates
handshakes as external points of reference. This forces the
process of decoding a monitored data stream to rely on
intrinsic (data stream content) information coupled with any
externally supplied configuration information. Remote
monitoring must deal with the problem of re-acquisition
after drop-out being asynchronous with message occurance,
thus making the decoding process assume an unknown state at
both start-up and re-acquisition. The proposed solution
attempts to define a minimum system made up of the component
for intrinsic analysis and coupled with external
configuration information necessary to accurately decode
monitored 1553 data in realtime.
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MEETING REAL-TIME TELEMETRY PROCESSING
REQUIREMENTS OF THE 1990s

Gary G. Johnson
Air Force Flight Test Center

6510 Test Wing/TSDI
Edwards AFB, California 93523

ABSTRACT

In 1986, a new generation real-time telemetry processing
system was installed at Edwards Air Force Base (AFB), CA.
This system, known as the Integrated Flight Data Processing
System (IFDAPS), was developed by Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC) for the Air Force on a five-year cost-plus
development contract.

The system, as delivered, was very complex and had many of
the difficulties associated with a new development. As a
result, it needed a number of system modifications to obtain
operational status. In addition, significant hardware
components were outdated due to the longevity of the
contract, resulting in critical reliability and loss
performance concerns. This situation was most likely
precipitated by an attempt to produce a quantum leap in
real-time processing capabilities at Edwards AFB while
incompletely projecting future needs. As a result, the
system developer was unable to satisfy all the actual
requirements in a turn-key system.

Because of the initial difficulties in IFDAPS and the rapid
growth in technology, a number of incremental upgrades are
continuing to be made to the system. The most important
modification was a simplification of the system’s
architectural design. An integrated mission support system
simply failed to operate reliably and efficiently in our
operational environment which requires support of up to
eight real-time missions per day on IFDAPS.

This paper describes the major upgrades being performed to
IFDAPS to meet flight test program requirements of the
1990s. These upgrades are being accomplished as state-of-
the-art, incremental upgrades instead of full-scale turn-key



system developments. Phased developments are proving to be
more compatible with operational needs. They can be
implemented with more appropriate understanding of the true
requirements, and as a result , are developed, tested, and
put on-line faster and with a very high success rate.

INTRODUCTION: MISSION REQUIREMENTS OF THE 1990’S

Future Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) test programs
require more sophisticated and higher performing real-time
and post-flight data processing systems and capabilities.
Higher performance is also required for instrumentation
systems and telemetry data communication equipment. This
need is driven by two major factors. The first factor is due
to advances in the type of testing being performed at
Edwards AFB. More dynamic and higher performance vehicle
testing requires higher data throughout systems with
specialized interfaces to handle the increase in varying
telemetry data. In addition, more sophisticated data
calculations are required to accurately describe and monitor
the performance of these vehicles in real-time, as well as
to track critical safety of flight parameters and monitor
on-board computer system data. The second factor is due to
an increase in what flight test engineers need to see in
real-time. This need is not just a Anice to have@ but
instead is driven primarily by a desire to save time and
money. For example, if adequate information is received in
real-time on certain key performance parameters, then the
overall quality of the attempted maneuvers can be
ascertained in real- time. This avoids costly post-flight
determination of the need for reruns. In addition, obtaining
real-time results for calculations, previously requiring
post-flight processing, will mean less time is required to
process test results. This can significantly speed up a test
program and hence save total program costs.

To meet the challenge of satisfying these increased
requirements, phased upgrades are currently being performed
to existing real-time data processing systems at Edwards
AFB. One system currently under an upgrade program, is the
Ridley Mission Control Center (RMCC) Integrated Flight Data
Processing System (IFDAPS), a Gould based real-time system
supporting highly dynamic graphical displays. The RMCC
IFDAPS is being upgraded with greater performing processors,
increased storage capabilities, improved display systems,
and an intelligent telemetry preprocessor for faster overall
system throughput performance. This paper primarily focuses



on the upgrades being accomplished to RMCC IFDAPS. Also, it
tells why certain development approaches are currently being
used and will continue to be used in upgrading RMCC IFDAPS.

To fully understand current RMCC IFDAPS upgrades and the
reasons behind them, three topics need to be discussed
first. The first subject describes historical background
information. The second subject depicts a high level
overview of the current RMCC IFDAPS architecture. Finally, a
more detailed description of anticipated system requirements
for the 1990’s is presented.

BACKGROUND: AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

In the 1970’s, the AFFTC supported real-time monitoring of
flight tests using a variety of data processing systems. The
primary system, which furnished some graphical displays, was
the Automated Flight Test Data System (AFTDS ). From the
outset, this system had several key operational problems
such as poor reliability, a shortage of adequately trained
personnel to operate and maintain the system, and high
maintenance costs due to obsolete system components. The
other real-time systems only provided limited strip chart
output and also consisted of rapidly aging equipment.

Eventually, as a result of concerns that existing systems
were both limited in capability and becoming rapidly more
expensive to maintain, the Air Force decided to contract for
the development of a new turn-key state-of-the-art real-time
telemetry data processing system. The development goals of
this new system were very ambitious. Since the current
support systems had many significant shortcomings, system
planners wrote a specification package covering a wide range
of requirements.

These requirements covered basic real-time and post-flight
telemetry processing needs as well as requirements for Time
Space Positioning Information (TSPI) processing, a flight
flutter analysis station , a scientific data base storage
system, and an aircraft calibration data base. Other design
requirements were levied to provide significant modularity,
reliability, flexibility, redundancy, security, and ease of
operation and maintenance. With such a broad range of
requirements, there was substantial room for different
interpretations. This resulted in significantly different
designs proposed to satisfy the requirements.



The contractor chosen for the development, CSC, proposed an
architecture of operational systems tied together via a
Hyperchannel network. This configuration allowed more
resources to be linked together as needed to support larger
project requirements. It also provided a means for switching
to other resources if a failure occurred in a given
processor. The software proposed by CSC was to be a
derivative of an operational telemetry acquisition and set-
up software package developed by CSC for Vandenberg AFB, CA.

Fully understanding and defining actual needs for a system
to be delivered five years later was difficult due to the
complexity of supporting flight test missions at Edwards
AFB. As a result, a number of the requirements levied on CSC
were overly ambitious. This stretched the state-of-the-art
into some complicated technical design choices. In addition,
some requirements were ambiguous which proved difficult to
meet. The Air Force also occasionally changed requirements
during the development cycle as it became more knowledgeable
on what the actual needs were. Refinements were, therefore,
levied as necessary onto CSC resulting in development costs
for IFDAPS growing beyond the original cost estimate.

CSC developed another system for Edwards AFB which is a
derivative of the RMCC IFDAPS: the Test Support Facility
(TSF) IFDAPS used in support of the B-2 project. The
development of this system was started in 1985. By this
time, the development of the RMCC IFDAPS had progressed far
enough in order to be able to identify a number of
shortfalls and limitations in its initial requirements and
design. As a result, the TSF IFDAPS Air Force program
managers and CSC designers benefited from the lessons
learned during the RMCC IFDAPS development. Thus, they were
able to produce a system more in line with actual user needs
and with additional capabilities and increased performance
over the RMCC IFDAPS.

The RMCC IFDAPS was delivered and installed in November
1986. After a six month period of sustained engineering
support to correct some remaining problems, the system
became operational 1 June 1987. Since that time, it has been
used successfully in support of several F-16, F-15, and
cruise missile flight test programs.



RMCC IFDAPS ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows the major components of a current RMCC IFDAPS
system. The telemetry signals from a test vehicle or an
analog recorded tape are distributed to one of five IFDAPS
systems through the Data Distribution System (DADS). The
data is then preprocessed by a Front-End Subsystem (FES)
which performs synchronization, parameter identification and
time tagging, formatting, data compression, and some limited
Engineering Units (E.U.) conversions.

The Acquisition and Display Subsystem (ADS) acquires data
from the FES performs limit checks and additional E.U.
conversions, and outputs the data to alphanumeric display
devices and Strip Chart Recorders (SCRs) in one of six
Mission Control Rooms (MCRs) and to the Display and Analysis
Subsystem (DAS).

The DAS augments the computational and display capacity of
the ADS and provides the primary real-time and recall
display components of RMCC IFDAPS. The DAS provides color
graphic and alphanumeric displays and hard copies of any
display screen. In addition, Control and Storage Subsystem
(CSS) software resides on the DAS for providing an operator
interface for the mission and to provide real-time history
recording of telemetry data.

FUTURE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Specific system requirements for real-time systems in the
1990’s at Edwards AFB can be categorized into the following
areas:

(A) System Reliability

The systems used to process telemetry data must    
reliably operate without failure throughout an entire
mission. Mission lengths average about 2-3 hours; however,
they can be as long as 24 hours. In addition, a Mean Time To
Repair (MTTR) of less than one (1) hour is required for each
system in order to support the heavy projected mission
workload.

(B) Performance

Higher data processing rates are required.
Projected requirements exist for supporting up to three 5



Megabits per second (Mbps) data streams for a given project.
Future projects will require up to 300,000 samples/second
(sps) E.U. data throughput rates (including derived
measurements). This increase in rates is predicated upon an
expected increase in real-time Inertial Navigation System
(INS) processing, thrust calculations, test day performance
calculations, frequency response analyses, avionics data
processing, and other real-time data calculations and
displays.

Performance increases are also required for graphic
displays. For example, screen update rates of 10 - 20 sps
with up to 2,000 sps data update rate for some dynamic data
plots are required. Also hard copy performance needs to be
increased to eliminate the display freeze time when hard
copies are performed.

The capability is needed to define 40,000
parameters of which 10,000 parameters, including derived
measurements, are active at any given time. History
recording of these parameters at test conditions during an
entire mission is required without adversely affecting
system throughput rates. Providing users with history data
they can walk away with after a mission to a post-flight
workstation is also needed.

(C) Operational Requirements

Standard operational system configurations
consisting of equivalent hardware and software resources are
required by operation personnel to avoid set-up errors and
to provide complete back-up systems.

(D) Maintenance Requirements

Requirements exist for more sophisticated
maintenance tools to troubleshoot and correct problems with
hardware and software. This need is increasing due to newer
technology components and more time critical and complex
software being added to existing systems. Dedicated
development systems are needed to effectively and
expeditiously develop and check out application software and
hardware/software upgrades.



(E) New Capabilities

Other requirements call for providing multiple
stream real-time MIL-STD 1553B data bus processing, for more
sophisticated handling and display of digital discretes, and
for processing of aircraft video display data. Users have
also asked for more sophisticated displays and for new plot
scaling and building capabilities.

RMCC IFDAPS UPGRADES

To satisfy these system requirements, incremental upgrades
are being performed to the RMCC IFDAPS instead of full scale
turn-key system developments. This phased approach allows
developments to be implemented, tested and placed on-line
sooner and avoids the costly process of developing
completely new systems. Moreover, this development strategy
avoids several of the possible pitfalls inherent in the
original RMCC IFDAPS development concept and allows us to
take advantage of proven solutions on other systems. For
example, TSF IFDAPS already satisfies a number of these
requirements as a result of lessons learned on the RMCC
IFDAPS development effort. Furthermore, this strategy
facilitates developments that meet current user needs or
reasonable projections of needs instead of guessing
requirements which may be inaccurate, subject to change, or
unrealistic.

A number of factors were considered in determining what
aspects of RMCC IFDAPS needed to be upgraded first. But the
primary initial concern was its reliability. Therefore, the
first upgrade entailed eliminating its unreliable integrated
real-time architecture. Originally, RMCC IFDAPS was
delivered as two stand-alone systems each configured as
depicted in figure 1. The other three systems were
integrated together as shown in figure 2. In the integrated
systems, the CSS software was placed on two separate
computers: CSS-X and CSS-Y. Eventually, the two stand-alone
systems were to be placed into this same integrated
configuration. In this architecture, a given ADS computer
could be tied to any DAS computer and to one of the two CSS
computers (for history recording). A benefit of this scheme
was that it provided a shared pool of disk drives connected
to both CSS computers for storing data on more than one
operation simultaneously. Also this configuration allowed
any DAS to be tied to any given ADS for a mission.
Therefore, if a DAS failed, the ADS could be tied to another



DAS in order to continue to support an operation. Similar
reconnections were possible for ADS or CSS failures. This
design resulted from an original requirement for back-up
systems in case of a partial system failure and for a
central operational control point.

Although this architecture on paper appeared to be an
excellent idea, in actual practice it failed to live up to
expectations. The flexible reconnection at times failed and
couldn’t be performed when an operation was in progress on
another processor. Also, the architecture (especially the
shared disk drives ) could not meet security requirements;
therefore, it could not support classified and unclassified
operations simultaneously as required.

Therefore, the three integrated systems were eventually
separated, one stream at a time, into three additional
stand-alone systems (see figure 1). This allowed the Air
Force to support more missions simultaneously without the
above mentioned operational and maintenance concerns.
Greater reliability was restored to RMCC IFDAPS, but at a
loss of some flexibility. Also, without the common disk
farm, the amount of history recording space available on the
systems was initially restricted to a smaller amount.
Because of this storage space restriction, and a desire to
clean-up some remaining architectural differences in the
systems, an effort is being undertaken to add more mass
storage space to each of the systems and to completely
standardize the five stand-alone systems into a common
identical configuration.

The second major problem with RMCC IFDAPS was its
performance. The projects initially supported could, at
times, over-tax the system resulting in data loss. Moreover,
certain project requirements of 1989 and beyond are expected
to be greater than what the original system hardware can
handle. Therefore, after the reliability of RMCC IFDAPS was
improved by standardizing its five operational systems into
identical stand-alone streams, performance improvements were
addressed.

To improve the system data throughput, the ADS Gould
SEL-7780 series 1.2 Millions of Instructions Per Second
(MIPS) computers were replaced with Gould SEL-6780 Concept
series 3.0 MIPS computers. This upgrade resulted in an
approximately 100 percent increase in E.U. data throughput
to 25,000 samples/second. A follow-on upgrade is currently



being worked to replace the FES by 1991 with a state-of-the-
art intelligent telemetry preprocessor. This effort will
result in providing each RMCC IFDAPS stream with the
capability to process up to 300,000 samples/second of E.U.
data to strip chart recorders and 50-70,000 samples/second
through the Gould 6780-based ADS to digital display devices.

Display upgrades, also being accomplished to improve
reliability and performance, include modifying the graphic
terminals on RMCC IFDAPS to have separate graphics and
serial text input Central Processing Units (CPUs) as
originally developed for the TSF IFDAPS. This enhancement
will allow faster keyboard response times and is expected to
provide greater overall display reliability. This upgrade is
being accomplisher in conjunction with the installation of a
new fiber-optic data distribution system for getting serial
text and parallel graphics information to displays from the
host Gould computers. This new distribution system involves
using fiber patching equipment with substantially greater
reliability as proven at other facilities.

Future upgrades are currently being planned to meet a number
of additional and improved processing capabilities. The
enhancements include rehosting display building software
onto real-time scientific workstations connected to RMCC
IFDAPS. This will off-load the intensive display building
activity and complex analysis algorithms now having to be
performed on the host Gould computers. As a result, these
computers will only be needed for generic calculations and
data traffic control. The workstations will be configured to
provide only the displays the user needs. Also, the
workstations will be provided with local storage to record
the data specified by the user. The user could then call up
the locally recorded data as required in real-time or in
play back to perform further statistical, graphical, or
numerical comparisons on the data. These actions can either
be performed on workstations tied to RMCC IFDAPS or on
separate workstations at different locations.

Other anticipated upgrades encompass providing interfaces to
avionics bus generated data and to trajectory data for
merging with telemetry data for real-time mission
monitoring. Also, envisioned is the integration of
instrumentation calibration updates automatically to RMCC
IFDAPS through a the use of a network to instrumentation
data bases at test aircraft locations. Additional
enhancements will be undertaken to take advantage of



the explosive growth in technology to provide more capable
systems at decreased cost.

CONCLUSION

On the RMCC IFDAPS effort, the Air Force attempted to obtain
a new generation real-time telemetry data processing
capability as a result of a single turn-key development
effort. This effort was less than fully successful due to:
the Air Force specifying several vague requirements when not
all of the projected requirements could be fully understood
or described, changing requirements as actual needs became
better known, and stretching the state-of-the-art in order
to meet overly complex AFFTC mission support goals. The TSF
IFDAPS, built upon lessons learned from the prototype RMCC
IFDAPS, and RMCC IFDAPS incremental upgrades are, on the
other hand, proving themselves to provide more responsive,
cost effective solutions.

Therefore, usually incremental upgrades will be performed to
existing AFFTC systems such as RMCC IFDAPS to meet new
requirements. However, some requirements may be better met
by undertaking a brand new development. In any case, heavy
use of prototyping should be used. That is, build a
prototype system, check it out, and then let the users work
with it for a time. Then go back and build upon or modify
the prototype to meet the expanded and better defined user
needs. This process of build a little, analyze the result,
refine the needs for the system, and then build some more
can be iterated until the true requirements are met.
Sometimes, this development approach leads to a system that
has some problems in meeting refined user needs. When this
does happen, we need to be willing to scrap the current
development and start over. Finally, when new state-of-the-
art technology evolves, we must be ready to capitalize on
it. By utilizing this development approach the AFFTC plans
to keep abreast of the needs of testing 1990’s technology
air vehicles.

 





Figure 2.  IFDAPS Integrated Architecture



Tunable Unabalanced Asynchronous
Quadrature Phase Shift
Keyed Demodulators

Aydin Computer And Monitor Division
John Carlson

ABSTRACT

UAQPSK provides the system designer with increased data rate
and data source felxibility while conserving bandwidth and
power. The definition of UAQPSK is reviewed and typical
applications are presented. A universal UAQPSK demodulator
is described which provides tunable data rates and automatic
carrier acquisition for UAQPSK, AQPSK, QPSK and BPSK
waveforms.
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A PPK RE-entry Telemetry System

Xinan Electronic Engineering Institute
Zhang Fu-tang, Cheng Nong

ABSTRACT

This article introduces a new re-entry telemetry system. It
is based on the theory of PCM/PPK and applies wait and
receive mode of pulse modulation system. It has the
capabilities of telemetering slow changing, fast changing,
super fast changing and height parameters. With the memory
and replay technique, the system can telemeter full range
characteristic data and data in black area. Microcomputers
are used in both airborne equipment and ground equipment of
the system. It features digitalized interface, high
precision, simple hardware and high reliabilty.
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PROGRAMMING CODE-MODULATOR AND DEMODULATION-DECODER
SUITED TO PCM SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

In order to suit the development of computer telemetry
systems, we have developed the intelligent code-modulator
and demodulation-decoder. In hardware, they consist of a
monolithic processor and some high-integrated devices.
Different code or decode ways and several subcarrier
modulation or demodulation systems can be varied by carrying
out corresponding software programs. In this paper, the
equipments’ hardware constructions and software cnarts and
their main principles are presented.

KEY WORDS: code, modulation, monolithic processor

INTRODUCTION

In order to suit the development of computer telemetry
systems, which have modularized structure and buses
organization, we have developed the intelligent code-
modulator and demodulation-decoder.

In hardware, they consist of a monolithic processor and some
high-integrated devices, therefore their volume and weight
are smaller (lighter) than others, so that it is better to
use them in airborne equipments. Different code or decode
ways (corresponding to different frame and subframe
structure), several subcarrier modulation or demodulation
systems (DPSK, FSK, ASK, etc), the code rate and the
subcarrier frequency are varied by carrying out
corresponding software programs memorized in EPROM in the
monolithic processor, so that they have better antijamming
properties.



CODE-MODULATOR

The main principles:

The code is accomplished by a monolithic processor, whose
input signals are telemetry data, decode answerbacks,
actuality answerbacks, etc. and whose outputs are frame
structure singnals. The sampling points of sinusoidal waves
are memorized in EPROM, whose address bus are linked to data
output interface of a double CTC. The monolitic processor
controls the double CTC to read out the corresponding
sampling values which take shape the corresponding
subcarrier modulation signals (sinusoide waves) in output
interface of EPROM (data bus). The principles are shown in
figure 1.

The hardware construction & software chart:

The hardware construction is shown in figure 2.
The software chart is shown in figure 3.

The analog switch and the A/D converter act as telemetry
exchanger. 8/1 analog switch forms subframe, 32/1 analog
switch and 8 bit A/D form frame. In order to keep coder
rate, the monolithic processor must periodically output
frame construction signals, thus open-interrupts have to be
arranged between intervals of two bits signals. D/A
converter converts sinusoide sampling digital values into
analog signlas. The low-pass filter is a smoothing circuit.

DEMODULATION-DECODER

The main principles:

The overzero detector converts subcarrier signals into
square waves to input them to the monolithic processor. The
DPLL takes out bit-synchronization signals to send them to
the interrupt-end of monolithic processor as interrupt-
sampling signals. Each square wave is divide-equally sampled
four time. (Each synchronization signal is sampling
starting-point.) The four sampling values are compared and
judged to demodulate A0" and A1@. By software controlling,
the monolithic processor takes out frame synchronization
signals from demodulated binary signals and takes frame
synchronization protection, i.e. three-state protection,
whose principle software chart is shown in figure 4.

The hardware construction is shown in figure 5.
The interrupt software chart is shown in figure 6.
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USER DATA FORMATTING FOR SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL
ON 19MM DATA RECORDERS
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ABSTRACT

Search and retrieval efficiencies are intimately related to
the method of user data formatting used on 19 millimeter
(mm) rotary digital data recorders. The formatting must be
designed for the feature set of the recorder in order to
make optimum use of the recorder capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

In data recording applications it is often necessary to be
able to find desired sections or pieces of data without
performing a sequential read of the entire tape. Due to the
high areal density of recording inherent in 19mm data
recorders, the implementation of an efficient search
philosophy becomes crucial. The physical format features, as
well as the user format, contribute to the efficiency of any
search or retrieval process.

LONGITUDINAL SEARCH

A brief review of longitudinal timecode search provides a
frame of reference for the helical search discussions.

Here, timecode is placed on one of the many parallel tracks
of the longitudinal recorder. A search is performed by
running the recorder at a desired reproduce speed while
reading the timecode track. When the desired time is
approached, the recorder may slow down to operate at a
desired data reproduce speed. If, for example, an IRIG-B
timecode is used, then it is fairly easy to determine time
to less than a millisecond. The major limitation to this
process will be the interlaced head placement tolerance,
which is a maximum of 2 mils. At two inches per second



(ips), the tape will require 1 millisecond to traverse this
distance which will translate to a minimum uncertainty of
1 millisecond in the timecode to data correlation. The
timecode data rate may approach the frequency on any of the
other channels since the timecode track is identical to any
other track unless a voice track is used.

19mm FORMAT

The current 19mm digital data recording formats, MIL-STD-
2179A and ANSI ID-1, are identical in so far as search is
concerned. The format provides for a high speed helical
digital data channel plus two, analog or digital,
longitudinal channels at a much lower rate as well as a
third control track for servo use. The high speed data is
recorded on the tape in the form of helical tracks.

The 19mm recorder will have a tape path similar to the
example in figure 1. The distance from the read/write
longitudinal head to the start of the helical track is
specified in the standards as 118.7 ± 0.3 millimeters. The
monitor head is only present if there are longitudinal read-
after-write features. The requirement for the same gap to be
used for record and reproduce is one constraint on the
performance of the longitudinal channels.

The helical recording process involves the use of buffers
for the error correction circuitry (ECC) as shown in
figure 2. The user data is put into a buffer where a two
dimensional Reed-Solomon ECC code is attached. Multiple ECC
blocks are recorded in a single helical track to provide for
enhanced burst error correction capability. Additionally,
more than one helical track may be recorded simultaneously.
A cylindrical drum assembly with 270 degrees of wrap and
four equidistant record head assemblies will be recording 3
helical tracks simultaneously.

The helical data reproduce process is the mirror image of
the record process with the exception of error detection and
correction.

The longitudinal tracks are usually designated for timecode
and annotation data. These tracks are recorded by a
longitudinal head located in the tape path. The tracks are
normally of medium band performance and are designed to
contain relatively low quality data compared to the helical
data capabilities. MIL-STD-2179A specifies a flux density of



5,555 bits per inch, digital Manchester data, for the
longitudinal channels. There is no specified ECC for the
longitudinal channels.

Contained within the formats is a capability to identify
each helical track uniquely, with the track identifier
(track ID). The track ID is recorded in the preamble of
every track and a subset of the track ID is recorded within
the longitudinal control track. The longitudinal control
track is used by the servo system of the recorder to
identify the location of track sets.

LATENCIES AND DELAYS

Latencies cause inherent delays in the system which are not
immediately apparent to the user but are the result of the
data being stored in buffers. Latencies are not necessarily
consistent from machine to machine. For delays, a reference
point must be used and this point will be the instant when a
byte of data is present on the helical data input interface
for recording. Examples of latencies and delays would be the
time difference between a byte being recorded and the user
receiving the byte back during a read-after-write. For
search and reproduce, the important delay to consider is the
difference between a byte being reproduced and the timecode
reproduction.

Helical Record Latency

There are multiple delay causing latencies involved within
the helical record process. The first delay is the amount of
time required to fill at least one FCC buffer so that the
two dimensional ECC code may be appended. An entire ECC
buffer must be stored since the data is loaded into the
buffer in the vertical dimension and it is recorded on to
the tape in the horizontal direction. In many architectures,
if not all, more than one track of buffering is present
between the input data and the record heads. If the user
data must be aligned to helical track boundaries, as in
video, then even more buffers are required to synchronize
the user data with the revolution of the scanner, each of
which has a latency. If there is a buffer on the front end
of the recorder, then its latency would also have to be
considered.



Helical Reproduce Latency

The helical reproduce latency is generated during the
process of correcting the data. Since the correction process
is more complex than the generation process, more buffering
of the data may be required, and as such the reproduce
latency may be more than the record latency.

Tape Transit Delay

The current specifications allow for a ±0.3 millimeter
tolerance on longitudinal head placement. The delay becomes
the time required to move the tape up to 0.6 mm. This delay
is similar to odd / even stack location offsets on
longitudinal recorders. For ANSI ID-1, and MIL-STD-2179
recorders, the longitudinal tape speed is approximately 16
inches per second at a user input rate of 240 million bits
per second. The tape speed will vary proportionally with the
user data rate. The tape transit latency will vary inverse
proportionally to the used data rate.

Longitudinal Delay

There is minimal delay within the longitudinal path except
for the tape transit delay.

Total Delay - Helical to Longitudinal Example

The total delay for a 240 million bits per second (Mbps)
hypothetical recorder is as follows:

Number of tracks per second = 830
Number of record buffers = 5
Number of reproduce buffers = 6
Tape transit offset = 0.6 mm
Tape speed = 397.2 mm/sec

= 15.64 ips

Record Delay =  6.02 ms
Reproduce Delay =  7.22 ms
Tape transit Delay =  1.51 ms
Total Delay = 14.75 ms

The record delay is calculated by dividing the user data
rate by the number of record buffers (5) and the number of
bits per buffer (288864 bits). The reproduce delay is
calculated by dividing the user data rate by the number of



reproduce buffers (6) and the number of bits per buffer. The
tape transit delay is calculated by multiplying the tape
speed times the size of the head placement tolerance
(0.3 mm).

The total time displacement between the helical data and the
timecode data can be 15 milliseconds at 240 million bits per
second (Mbps). At 24 Mbps, the displacement will be 150
milliseconds. This results in a total uncertainty of 3.6
million bits of user data relative to the associated
timecode. This is similar to having a longitudinal
interlaced head placement tolerance error of 6 millimeters
(0.23 inches). This is acceptable for video recording, from
which the 19mm formats were derived, due to the frame data
occurring only 60 times per second. This may or may not be
acceptable for instrumentation recording. Even an
architecture with no ECC, would have to allow for the
longitudinal head placement tolerance which would have the
same effect as a longitudinal interlaced head placement
tolerance of 0.6 millimeters.

Use of the Timecode Track

MIL-STD-2179A specifies that IRIG-B timecode be recorded on
the timecode track, if timecode is recorded. ANSI ID-1 does
not specify a particular timecode. Actually, any other
timecode could be used if that particular timecode met the
user’s needs. The specified timecode should have a bandwidth
that is consistent with the capabilities of the channel, at
both the record and reproduce speeds as well as search
speed. The search speed is typically between 160 and 300
ips. The timecode to data correlation should allow for the
latencies and delays as discussed previously. If the
resolution is adequate, then no further formatting need be
added.

Use of the Annotation Track

The annotation channel provides similar bandwidth
performance as the timecode channel. This channel can be
used to identify the tape as well as augment the search
process. Data can be recorded at the beginning of the tape
to uniquely identify the acquisition processes and events
that generated the data. Down the length of the tape, event
marks and other data unrelated to time may be recorded to
provide for different search scenarios besides strictly
time. This data is most useful if it is entirely self



contained so that the tape contains all of the information
needed to extract any needed information. The data can also
be used to provide recorder pertinent data such as recorded
data rate and input configurations.

Embedded Timecode Data

If a high correlation between helical data and timecode is
required, then the timecode information should also be
embedded in the helical data stream. Search would still be
done using the longitudinal timecode, but actual time
calculations would be derived from the embedded time
information. For continuous data, an embedded timecode would
provide a potential for time resolution close to the period
of a byte of output data. For burst type data, a timecode
tag should be attached to every burst, as a minimum, if
there is not a constant arrival time of burst packets.

Track ID

The track ID information may be used to find data,
especially if there are large anomalies in the time of
recording. The track ID information is available in the
helical tracks as well as on the control track. This allows
for a high speed search to be performed on the control track
data. When the appropriate region of tape is reached, the
data in the helical track may be used for fine positioning.
For MIL-STD-2179A and ANSI ID-1, the helical tracks contain
36,108 bytes of user data each. The track ID will identify
every 36,108 byte block of user data uniquely.

Multiple Recorders

The track IDs also provide a basis for paralleling multiple
transports without skew between the data streams. This may
be accomplished as long as there is a consistent means of
starting the recorders with identical track IDs and
identical start points in the helical track. With the track
IDs, recording sessions that last longer than one tape may
also be seamlessly generated by overlapping the recording of
two recorders by a nominal amount. The track IDs may then be
used to seamlessly transfer the reproduction data stream
from the data on one tape to the data on the second tape.



SEARCH PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS

The high speed search, greater than 160 ips, is conducted on
longitudinal data only. This search speed will allow a large
cartridge, 100 gigabyte user capacity, to be searched from
the beginning of tape to the end of tape in approximately 5
minutes. The acceleration time to reach playback speed as
well as the acceleration time to stop from search speed must
be taken into account in devising an optimum search
technique. For searching on timecode, these times can be
taken into account by offsetting the desired time by the
effect of the sum of the transport acceleration times. The
effect of a 3 second deceleration from 160 ips results in
240 inches of tape being traversed during the stop. If it
takes 1 second to accelerate to a playback speed of 1 ips,
then another 0.5 inches of tape are traversed. A five
percent tolerance on acceleration tines yields a ±12 inches
uncertainty in where the tape will really stop. This must be
taken into account, therefore the tape must be stopped 12
inches early in order to avoid an overshoot.

For searching to uncorrelated data such as event marks,
allowance must be made for the coarse correlation between
event mark detection and helical data. The search algorithms
cannot predict when the desired event mark will be detected.
The event mark must either lead the desired data by the
deceleration tape distances, i.e. 240 inches, or the system
must be able to reverse direction and recover the event mark
at normal playback speeds. If the desired playback speed is
very low, say 1 ips, then it would take 4 minutes to perform
a reverse read at this speed. For low speed applications, it
nay be desireable to have the reverse speed be a tape speed
somewhere between the search speed and the reverse speed in
order to minimize the total search time. For example, the
above case would lead to a maximum search time of 9 minutes.
If the reverse speed is made 16 ips, then the maximum search
time would be less than 5.25 minutes of which 5 minutes is
the time required to shuttle from one end of the tape to the
other.

CONCLUSION

The 19mm helical digital data recording formats allow for
multiple search scenarios as long as an understanding of the
capabilities and disadvantages of the formats are taken into 



account. Judicious use of the available features allows for
formats which will optimally meet the required search and
retrieval requirements.

Figure 1.  19mm Recorder Tape Path



Figure 2.  19mm Recorder Block Diagram
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we explore the limits of data rate or sample
rate reduction that can be accomplished by sharp cutoff band
limiting filters in a PCM data acquisition system. The
results with practical analog filtering techniques are
compared with those possible with digital filtering
techniques. A typical 2:1 reduction in telemetry bit rate is
shown to be practical using digital vs analog techniques.
The resultant sample rates as low as 2.5 times the filter
cutoff frequency has implications in the reconstruction
algorithms which are also discussed. It is shown that by
using practical and appropriate interpolation techniques or
sample rate multiplication processes the data fidelity can
be preserved. Thus the data user is assured that no
information is being lost.

INTRODUCTION

According to the sampling theorem, if an analog signal has
been sampled at the Nyquist rate or greater, the original
analog signal can be approximately reconstructed from its
samples by lowpass filtering. In spaceborne data acquisition
system design, keeping the sampling rate low is almost
always a desired goal but often it is compromised at five to
ten times the effective signal bandwidth because of many
limitations in the analog anti-aliasing and anti-image
filtering processes. Further reduction of the sampling rate
requires use of a high order anti-aliasing filter which can
be implemented only with significant increases in space,
weight, and power using analog techniques. This paper
presents digital anti-aliasing filtering techniques which
allow reduction of the sampling rate with minimum increases



in size, weight and power of the hardware. Using a finite
impulse response (FIR) digital filter, the sampling rate can
be reduced to about 2.5 times the signal bandwidth. The
digital anti-image filter or interpolation filter is useful
in the reproduction process if an analog outputs is to be
recreated. This is a counterpart of the analog smoothing
filter.

ANALOG ANTI-ALIASING FILTER

If an analog input signal is not bandlimited, the first
circuit required in the A-to-D conversion system is an
analog anti-aliasing lowpass filter whose sole function is
to limit the high frequency energy. This filter is also
called a presample filter because it is required before the
sampling process. This bandlimiting process is a critical
operation because, if any frequencies above one-half the
sampling frequency (which is known as the Nyquist frequency)
is sampled, these signals will be folded or Aaliased@ and
appear as signal contributions below the Nyquist frequency.
If the folded energy is above the cutoff frequency of the
smoothing filter which will be used in the final
reconstruction process, then this aliasing is removable and
will not distort the signal waveform. However, if the folded
energy is within signal bandwidth, then this folded energy
cannot be removed. Therefore, this type of distortion is not
correctable and should be avoided by using a proper anti-
aliasing lowpass filter.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the sampling rate
and aliasing error when a Butterworth lowpass filter is used
as an anti-aliasing lowpass filter. Here we assumed that the
input spectrum is flat up to 100Hz but the signal bandwidth
of interest is from dc to lHz and the spectrum above lHz is
treated as noise. The reconstruction filter is assumed to be
an ideal brickwall type with a cutoff frequency of lHz. From
this figure we find that a 4-pole filter is necessary for a
sampling frequency of 5 times the filter cutoff frequency to
get 0.3% distortion level. To reduce the sampling rate to 3
times the cutoff frequency, the filter should be changed to
a 7-pole filter. In real applications, the noise or unwanted
signal energy is usually much lower than the energy of the
desired signal within bandwidth so that the sampling rate
should be determined considering a realistic spectral
distribution of noise.



Ideally, anti-aliasing filters should have a flat amplitude
response and a linear phase response in the pass band. The
linear phase response implies the constant group delay for
various frequency signals. The roll-off above the pass band
should be sharp so that the transition band between passband
and stopband should be narrow. However, it is not easy task
to design such an ideal anti-aliasing filter with a limited
number of components and other electrical constraints.

The Butterworth lowpass filter is widely used for anti-
aliasing purpose. The maximally flat response in the
passband is a merit. However, one problem with a higher
order Butterworth filter is nonlinear phase distortion near
the cutoff frequency. The linear phase response or constant
group delay response is essential if the input signal
waveform distortion through the sampling and A-to-D
conversion processes is to be minimized. For voice
communication applications, the phase distortion is mostly
ignored because the human ear’s perceptibility of phase
distortion is very poor. However, vibration and shock
measurements require in general a high accuracy in phase
information as well as the amplitude information.

The Bessel or Gaussian lowpass filter is known as a linear
phase or constant group delay filter. However, the amplitude
response is very poor compared to the Butterworth filter so
that it is difficult to achieve the low sampling rate with
this type of anti-aliasing filters.

In Figure 2 we present some simulation results with three
different anti-aliasing filters. The 5th-order lowpass
analog passive filter with a cutoff frequency of 1KHz is
simulated with two mixed sine waves(lKHz and 800Hz, each 1V
amplitude). The waveform (a) is an input signal waveform and
(b) is the output response of the Gaussian filter. Here we
see that the input waveform is relatively well reproduced in
the output. Waveform (c) is the case of the 5-th order
Butterworth lowpass filter. The waveform near the envelope
zero-crossing point has a significant phase distortion. More
severe distortion is seen in (d) where a 5-th order
Chebyshev filter( 0.28dB ripple) is used.

DIGITAL ANTI-ALIASING FILTER

If the sampled signal is to maintain a good phase linearity
and the sampling rate is to be reduced as close to the
Nyquist rate as possible, then a high order Butterworth



filter with an extra stage of phase compensation circuit may
be designed. However, if number of measurement channels is
very high as is usual telemetry applications and if the size
of the anti-aliasing filter is a critical design parameter,
then the use of the higher order filters become prohibitive
in many situations. That is why the sampling rate of five to
ten(or even higher) times the cutoff frequency is common and
the use of the high order anti-aliasing filter is not
popular in the onboard telemetry applications.

Digital filtering techniques, however, have opened a new
possibility for the anti-aliasing filtering process. Since
the finite impulse response(FIR) type filter provides a
perfect linear phase response with an arbitrarly sharp roll-
off amplitude response, it is very close to the ideal filter
for anti-aliasing lowpass filtering. The time sharing
capability of a digtal filter among many channels is
particularly attractive in multichannel application.

Since a digital filtering process is only possible after
A-to-D conversion, a simple RC type anti-aliasing filter may
be still necessary even if a high initial sampling frequency
is chosen. An example of a proper anti-aliasing filtering
strategy is illustrated in Figure 3. Let us assume a
bandlimited signal with a bandwidth of 100Hz and associated
noise signal has a single-pole type spectrum as shown in
Figure 3(a). We are interested in transmitting the filtered
signal with a sampling rate of 250 samples per second. We
may use an anti-aliasing filter consisting of one-pole RC
filter whose cutoff frequency is 100Hz. The lowpass filter
response and the filtered spectrum are shown in (b). Suppose
this signal is sampled with a sampling rate of 1KHz, then
the spectrum of the sampled data will be as shown in (c).
The digital anti-aliasing filter can be designed to remove
signal above 100Hz with a steep roll-off as shown in (d).
Now the sampling frequency can be reduced further. Fig. 3(e)
shows the spectrum when the sampling frequency is reduced to
250Hz. The sampling frequency reduction in this example is
implemented by simple decimation process in the FIR digital
filter which means that the filter computes only every 4-th
output so that a 4-to-1 reduction in sample rate results. A
typical FIR digital filter response is shown in Figure 4.

ANTI-IMAGE FILTER

To reconstruct the original analog signal from the sampled
digital PCM data, the D-to-A converted data should be



filtered by another lowpass filter. The role of this filter
is to remove the energy in the spectral images of the
baseband which appeared at multiples of sampling frequency.
In the time domain, this process is an interpolating or
smoothing process which reconstructs the waveform between
two adjacent samples. This filter is therefore called a
reconstruction filter or anti-image filter.

The distortion or error resulting from the reconstruction
process is another factor which should be considered before
determining the sampling rate at the input. If the sampling
rate is very close to the Nyquist rate, then a high order
anti-image filter is required to remove the image spectrum.
Insufficient amplitude roll-off will result in distortions
at the high frequency end. The nonlinear phase response of
this anti-image filter will cause additional distortions.

Use of the digital oversampling technique ahead of the
reconstruction process avoids the need for a high order
analog reconstruction filter and improves the reconsruction
accuracy. This technique is applied in digital audio system
such as compact disc players [1]. The oversampling process
is a sampling rate multiplier process. It is illustrated in
Figure 3(e) and (f). To increase the sampling rate by factor
of 4, three dummy samples with zero value are inserted
between two samples and this data is applied to the digital
anti-image lowpass filter. The filter removes the image of
base band appearing at 250Hz, 500Hz and 750Hz, so that the
filter output has a spectrum which is almost identical to
one shown in (d). Therefore the interpolation process is
possible in time domain.

In Figure 5 a simulation result is shown for a four times
oversampling process. A 63-tap FIR digital filter is
designed for an anti-image filter. The low rate sampled data
is made from a mixed sine wave (1KHz and 800Hz). The
sampling rate of 2.5K samples per second is used. Inserting
three zero-valued samples between each pair of input
samples, the sampling rate is expanded to 10K samples/sec
and this new sampled signal is filtered by the FIR digital
filter. The interpolated data is compared to the original
analog signal and the error is about 0.02% in this example.

HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

With presently available components including RAMs, PROMs,
and several varieties of DSP chips, the necessary filter



arithmetic hardware can be implemented efficiently. A
specific design used on the Titan Centaur Data Acquisition
System(DAS) provides sharp cutoff filtering capability for
up to 512 analog channels. The filter tap length is
independently programmable for each channel from N=24 to
N=224. Occupying a single module it represents about 2% of
the system volume [2].

CONCLUSION

Some problems with a high order analog anti-aliasing and
anti-imaging filter were discussed. It was shown that the
digital FIR filter provides an effective means to reduce the
sampling rate to near the Nyquist rate. The same type filter
can be applied to increase the sampling rate for the
oversampling process used in reconstruction. Since a digital
anti-aliasing filter can process many channels in the
multiplexed mode, size, weight, and power efficient hardware
can be implemented. The result is that PCM telemetry word
rate can typically be reduced by factor of two without
compromising data quality.
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FIG.1 EFFECT OF BUTTERWORTH FILTER POLES ON ALIASING ERROR



FIG. 2 ANTI-ALIASING LOWPASS FILTER RESPONSE



FIGURE 3 ANTI-ALIASING AND ANTI-IMAGE FILTERING PROCESS



FIG. 4 FIR DIGITAL FILTER FREQUENCY RESPONSE



FIG. 5 OVERSAMPLING PROCESS SIMULATION
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ABSTRACT

Current post-test telemetry data analysis systems require that the record
structures of the data files be in a well defined format. This has traditionally been
accomplished by either developing custom analysis tools for each data stream in
question, or, more commonly, by pre-processing the data into a prescribed format.
Pre-processing data causes several problems: 1) new generation data files must
be created, often consuming gigabytes of disk storage, 2) pre-processors must be
written for each data stream, involving programmer as well as computer time, and
3) time must be taken to do the pre-processing, increasing the delay between test
and analysis of data. A Flexible File Server (FFS) has been developed to mitigate
these problems. This software eliminates the pre-processing phase traditionally
occurring before data analysis can take place thus permitting users to directly
access and analyze raw telemetry data streams written in arbitrarily complex
structures. The FFS works in conjunction with a table-driven Data Dictionary
which allows analysts direct access to individual variables by symbolic name.
While the FFS decodes the data stream structure, the dictionary describes the
telemetry frame structure and how variables are recorded inside these frames.
This paper will discuss how the structure of recorded data, both data stream
structure (e.g., time tags and frame id’s) and frame structure (e.g., sub- and
super-commutation), is described using the Flexible File Server and data
dictionary, and how these concepts are incorporated into an advanced data
analysis software package.

INTRODUCTION

One of the constants in the world of telemetry data analysis is the fact that no two
telemetry systems produce recorded data in quite the same way. This presents a
problem when trying to build a general-purpose analysis system to reduce
recorded data. Most current post-test telemetry analysis systems deal with the
problem of diversity in data formats in one of two ways: analysis software is either



custom-written for a particular data format, or the data are required to be
transformed or preprocessed into a standard format prescribed by the analysis
software.

Custom written software has the advantage of being specifically tailored to
understand a particular recording format. Custom software can be tailored to
maximize processing speed or to prepare specific graphical outputs required for a
project. However, when it becomes necessary to analyze data from other types of
recorders, from other facilities, or from other projects, little of the data-format-
specific code that has been written can usually be transferred, and much of the
remainder of the system is usually rebuilt to accomodate the changes. This means
that effort must typically be extended each time a new data format or a new
project is encountered to build a new analysis system. Further, new code must be
written for custom analysis systems whenever new graphical or tabular outputs
are required.

In order to gain flexibility in graphical displays and tabular outputs, engineers and
end users have turned to generic software packages to assist with their analysis.
These packages typically offer a restricted capability such as object-oriented
graphical interfacing subroutines or offer specific niches of expertise, such as
signal-processing spreadsheets or subroutine libraries. The common ground
these solutions share, however, is the requirement that data be created in, or
preprocessed into a particular form which differs from package to package, before
they can be accessed. Where a particular group is in control of their recording
systems, this may not be a problem. For instance, those running simulations may
be able to control the output of their simulators to conform to a particular recording
format standard. However, when data to be analyzed come from a third party,
there is no choice but to preprocess the data. Creating data that conform to a
particular format may also be problematic when recording from a real-time system
where bandwidth is critical, and computer cycles are at a prernium.1

Preprocessing involves programmer time, computer time, and additional storage
space to contain the new, transformed, data set. The problem discussed in this
paper is that of creating software that will be able to access and process data
directly from the original data source and convert it into engineering unit (EU) form
without the necessity to preprocess into any particular form. The total system
should be able to provide general-purpose data analysis functions while being
able to support the wide variety of telemetry and recording formats in their raw
form.
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The job of understanding a particular data format is comprised of three discrete
tasks:

1. Understanding the recording format of the data stream -- where frames lie,
how time tags are encoded, etc.

2. Understanding how a particular frame format is structured and how to
unpack specific variables from a particular frame.

3. Calibrating or transforming recorded variables into engineering unit (EU)
form.

This paper will give a description of a system that accomplishes these three tasks.
However, the emphasis is on the first problem -- understanding the diversity of file
formats. A software architecture is outlined for dealing with the file format problem
and a top-level description for its implementation is also discussed.

The solution to this problem is discussed in the context of the RS/Probe™
software system,  a data analysis package from BBN Software Products*

Corporation.2

GENERIC RECORDING FORMATS

The first step in analyzing a recorded data set is the accessing of an arbitrary file
structure. In order to create software that will access such a structure we must first
devise a model for how an arbitrary data file is organized. Figure 1 illustrates the
model for a generic data stream format. The data stream is divided into several
generic components, each of which is now described. Note that these
components may exist in a particular data set, but it is not necessary for all to
exist.

C File - The coarsest level of data is the file. This refers to an entire volume of
data in one data set. This can be one data file residing on a disk, a digital
tape, or a single digital data stream being monitored in real time.

C File Header - Often, there is information relating to a data set that is stored in
some number of records at the beginning of the file. This information is not
recorded experimental data, but rather general information relating to the
data as a whole. Not all data streams will have a file header, however.
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Figure 1 - Generic model for raw telemetry data stream

C Records - The record (also known as the physical record) is defined as the
amount of data retrieved by one read operation. Each data stream is
blocked, or divided, in some way into smaller units. Thus, if data are stored
and retrieved in records, such as found on a VAX/VMS system,  that is the**

unit of blocking. If the data are stored in blocks, or are retrieved from tape,
then the record is the amount of data retrieved from one disk block or tape
read.

C Record Header - There may or may not be information at the start of a record
that comprises a record header. This data relates to the particular record, but
not to the actual recorded data. Some examples of what may be included in
a record header are: the amount of data actually used in the record, the
number of frames found in the record, or a jump-table indicating where
different frames of data are found in the record.



C Frame - The frame (also known as the logical record) is the basic unit of
recorded data in a data set. For purposes of this paper, we will define a
frame as being the amount of data recorded at a particular time in the system
under test. The frame contains the actual recorded data from the system. In
addition, frames themselves may span physical record boundaries.

C Frame Header - Each frame in the data set may or may not have a frame
header associated with it. A frame header contains information relating to a
particular frame of data that is not part of the actual recorded data stream.
The data in the frame header may include frame time, number of data words
in the frame, frame ID, error counts, etc.

C Frame Information - Each frame contains the following descriptive
information, either in the frame header or in the body of the frame, or the
quantities may be determined implicitly based on some other criteria.

• Frame Time - The time stamp associated with the particular frame. This
time may be either an explicit recorded quantity, or may be implied by a
particular frame rate.

• Frame Length - The length of the frame. This may be recorded,
constant, or implied as the distance between two synch patterns.

• Frame ID (often called Logical Record ID or LRID) - An identification of
what type the frame is.

Thus, the hierarchy of the model is that a file may contain a number of records,
including some header records; a record may or may not have a header and
contains some number of frames; each frame may or may not have a frame
header, and can be identified by a frame time, frame ID, and frame length.

Once we have a model for how a generic file is organized, we can develop a
software architecture to decode that structure. The goal of the software, described
in the next section, is to be able to identify individual frames in a data stream
based on the time tag and frame ID. The unpacking of data within a frame is
addressed in a subsequent section of this paper on the Data Dictionary.

FLEXIBLE FILE SERVER

A Flexible File Server (FFS) has been developed to respond to the problem of
attaching directly to a raw telemetry stream. The function of the FFS is to return a
pointer to a frame of data of a particular frame ID at or after a specified time. In



order to navigate through the data stream, we will need to have several functions
at our disposal, as follows:

C File open - Perform all the necessary functions to open a particular data
stream.

C Initialization - Perform all tasks that need to be accomplished once per file,
when it is opened.

C I/O - Read in data records from the file.

C Determine record length - Determine how much valid data exist in a record
that has been read.

C Link to next frame - Given a pointer to a frame in a record, point to the next
frame in the record. Also, with a special call, point to the first frame in a
record.

C Determine frame ID - Given a pointer to a frame, determine its ID.

C Determine frame length - Given a pointer to a frame, determine its length.

C Determine frame time - Given a pointer to a frame, determine its time.

Each one of the above functions is performed in a completely modular subroutine
with fixed responsibilities and requirements. Thus, the FFS performs its function of
returning a pointer to a frame of particular ID at a particular time by making an
ordered series of subroutine calls to these functions. The basic algorithm used to
locate frames in a data stream is as follows:

open the file;
initialize the file;
for(every record in the file) {

read in a record from the file;
determine the record’s length;
find the first frame in the record;
while(more frames exist in the record) {

unpack frame ID;
unpack frame length;
unpack frame time;
find the next frame in the record;

}

}



This algorithm is modified to recognize when a frame at a given time and of a
specific ID are found, and to stop searching at that point. As records are read,
information about them is kept in internal maps. This facilitates finding records
and frames more quickly once they have been read the first time. Thus, the
search for a frame is controlled by the following algorithm:

if (looking for a previously seen frame) {
read in the old record;
return pointer to the known frame;

}
else {

position to the end of file;
commence above search;

}

As has been stated before, one of the main problems in accessing arbitrary file
formats is that data are recorded in a wide variety of different forms and
structures. The algorithms above, however, are generic. We define specific
software responsibilities and interfaces for each of the above subroutines. A suite
of subroutines is provided to handle the most common cases needed for each of
these functions -- for example, decoding time tags written in VAX floating point
form, or decoding frame IDs that are recorded inside a frame.

It is impossible to provide a subroutine or subroutines general enough to handle
all of the possible cases for all formats. Thus, we permit the system to be
extended by dynamically linking in, at run time, subroutines to replace one or
many of the built-in functions. As an example, if a particular data format contains a
time tag that is not understood by the suite of built-in subroutines, then a separate
module may be written to perform just the task of decoding that time tag. In this
way, the system becomes extensible enough to accommodate virtually any
recording format. Dynamic linking of subroutines also allows data-specific checks
for time glitches, bad data frames, or data out of synch. Since we are under
program control when inside these subroutines, we can tailor them to do highly
specific checking, that would not be done inside a general purpose software
system.

To prepare to access data using software based on this approach, such as the
FFS, one must first examine the record format in question, and determine how
that format maps to the generic model given earlier. First and foremost, the user
must establish what it is that defines a frame in the structure in question. Then,
one must establish how to deterministically find the following quantities in the file
structure. Also listed are some examples for possible answers:



C Record Length - How much valid data exist in a record that has been read?
This may be found, for example, in a word in the record header indicating
how much valid data are packed into a record - the remainder of the space in
the record may be unused. As an alternative, the length may just be the
entire length of a variable-length record, and be determined by how much
data the I/O routine has read.

C Frame ID - How will the ID of a particular frame be found? This may be
recorded in a frame header, or may be calculated based on some algorithm -
e.g. minor frame number in a major frame.

C Frame Length - How many bytes long is a particular frame? This may be
recorded in a frame header, may be a constant, or may be calculated based
on the appearance of a synch word, or the start of another frame.

C Frame Time - What time is represented by the particular frame? This may be
recorded in a particular standard form - an integer count, IRIG-B time, an
ASCII representation of time - or it may be implied by a constant frame rate.

C Link to Next Frame - How to find the next frame, given the current frame?
Generally speaking, this is just a matter of adding the length of a frame to its
start. This yields a pointer to the next frame. It is in this function that frames
spanning record boundaries are indicated.

Given an idea of how a particular data stream fits into the model, and given a
clear and deterministic method for finding the quantities mentioned above, one
can describe to the FFS, via a series of menus, how to read and work with any
particular recorded data structure.

As an example, examine a typical telemetry major frame/minor frame structure,
shown in Figure 2. Assume that there is one major frame per record. We can
define one frame to be one minor frame in the major frame - one row in the grid.
We can determine the record length as being the constant length of one major
frame. The frame length is the constant length of one minor frame. The frame ID
will be the minor frame number in the major frame, and the time tag will be
determined by a constant rate.

Figure 3 illustrates another example -- that of a typical tag-data stream. Here,
frames are less clearly defined. However, we know that there is a particular tag
value that represents a new time. We can thus define a frame as being the
amount of data from just after one time tag, up to and including the next time tag.
Assume that there are fixed length records, and that time tags occur at random 



Figure 2 Major Frame/Minor Frame Layout

intervals. The record length is fixed, the frame length is determined by scanning
through the data from the end of the previous frame, until another time tag is
found, and then calculating the distance between the two. The frame time is given
in the time tags, and the frame ID will be constant -- each frame has essentially
the same structure, a series of tag and data pairs. The individual data samples will
be unpacked using the dictionary, to be described in the next section. The link-to-
next-frame function is used to determine when a frame is spilling over a record
boundary -- recall that there are variable-length frames inside a fixed-length
record.

Thus, seemingly diverse data formats are actually shown to be similar when
examined in light of the model given for a generic recording format. Using the
method given for the FFS, one can attach to, and directly analyze a variety of
diverse data sources.



Figure 3 - Tag Data Frame Format

DATA DICTIONARY

Once we are able to access and navigate through a raw data file, the next step is
to access and recover individual recorded variables (or channels) of data. This
can be accomplished by utilizing a table-driven dictionary mechanism, such as
that found in the RS/Probe software. The Data Dictionary stores translations
between symbolic names and positions inside particular data frames. The
dictionary maintains the following major categories of information for referencing
the recorded data:

C Frame ID and Mask - The frame ID, or IDs in which a particular variable is to
be found. This ID is used to indicate to the FFS which frames to recover from
the data stream. The ID may be masked with a bit pattern to allow greater
flexibility in matching frame IDs.



C Position - Which set of bits in the frame must be recovered to generate the
particular data channel, allowing for the datum to be split into two pieces.
Also indicate whether the datum is bit-, byte- or word-reversed.

C Storage Type - How is the particular datum represented - e.g., VAX float,
IEEE float, MIL-1750a float, two’s complement, unsigned, etc. In addition, the
number of data types supported may be extended by writing a subroutine to
perform the data type conversion.

C Data Class - What type of data is represented - e.g., event data, binary data,
spectral bin data, integer data, floating point data, etc.

C Array Information - Indications as to whether data stored are in an array, e.g.,
complex data (real and imaginary), super-commutated data, spectral data,
etc.

C Conditional Information - Conditionally allow the channel to be decoded
depending on the value of some other value in the data frame. Used to
support sub-commutation and tag-data type data streams.

C Scaling Information - Offset and displacement to translate raw counts into
calibrated values.

Using the information stored in such a dictionary, we can unpack a particular
quantity recorded in a frame in a known position in a given format. We can also
reference the recorded variable or channel by symbolic name, freeing the analyst
from the need to understand the data format, as the information in the dictionary is
identified by that name.

Consider the data streams illustrated earlier. The dictionary would be used to
indicate how to unpack the individual variables, or channels, recorded in those
frames. For example, the variable C  from the frame specified in Figure 2. would6

be found in frame IDs 1 and 5, would start at word two (counting at zero, and
assuming 16 bit words), and would be 16 bits long.

A dictionary entry for the tag-data stream illustrated in Figure 3 is slightly more
complicated. First, a variable needs to be defined for the tag value. This would be
a variable-length array that started at word zero, with an interleave equal to the
length of one tag-data pair (48 bits if you assume a 16-bit tag and a 32-bit data
field). The variable definition for a tag of value v would depend on the variable tag
being equal to v. The position of the variable would start at word 1 (assuming a
16-bit tag field), relative to the dependency variable, tag. It should be noted,



however, that while it is possible to access this type of data stream directly, it is
inherently more inefficient than that given in the previous example. This is
because one must examine all values of the variable tag, and compare them to
the requested tag value to determine if a particular channel is present. Further, the
introduction of the tag values may actually expand the amount of storage
necessary for the data stream.3

ENGINEERING UNIT CONVERSION

Once data are found in a given data stream, and unpacked, they must be
converted to engineering unit form to be utilized. One way of accomplishing this is
to provide a general purpose function evaluator. The function evaluator has the
capability to transform a particular variable by an interpreted mathematical
function. The evaluator is able to deal with asynchronous and aperiodic signals,
automatically resampling data when necessary.

For instance, if a dictionary entry exists for a variable named X_RAW, we can
calibrate that variable by defining a function such as:

 X = a * X_RAW  + b * X_RAW  + c * X_RAW  + d * X_RAW  + e * X_RAW + f5    4    3    2

The function X may now be used in all standard analyses. In addition, a wide
variety of built in functions is provided representing trigonometric, signal
processing, and mathematical operations. The function evaluator may also be
extended by providing a capability to manipulate signals in an external function
written in a higher-level language. This facility allows for different types of
calibration such as table look-up, as well as for custom tailored analysis.

THE SYSTEM

The three steps involved in understanding a raw data stream,

C Understanding the file structure and frame boundaries

C Unpacking individual data from a recorded frame

C Converting the unpacked data into EU form

can work together in one system to provide direct access to a raw data stream for
general-purpose analysis. This capability exists in the RS/Probe software. A user
of the system is presented with a general-purpose time series and signal
processing analysis environment in which he can access data from raw telemetry



data streams. The user indicates that he wants to utilize a variable inside specified
time bounds. The system consults the dictionary to see which frame types must
be found, and passes this information off to the FFS. The FFS then returns
pointers to individual frames inside the data stream. The dictionary is again
consulted to determine how to unpack the variable from the frame. The unpacked
quantity is then added to an internal time series representation of the requested
channel. After all of the data collection is done for a requested time interval, the
unpacked samples are transferred to the function evaluator to transform the data
into calculated engineering units. A graphical output is then created to represent
the time series.

CONCLUSION

A software architecture has been described in which data recorded from telemetry
systems or other systems under test can be analyzed directly in their recorded
forms. The system can access raw data frames in a telemetry file, unpack
variables from the frame, and calibrate them based on an arbitrary function.

For general-purpose post-test analysis systems, there is an alternative to
preprocessing telemetry data, or to writing custom analysis systems for each of
the recorders, formats, and projects that may produce data. A general-purpose
software system can be built to to access arbitrary raw data formats from
telemetry and other data recording systems, and calibrate them into EU form.

Using a general-purpose architecture, like the one described in this paper, also
minimizes the amount of time necessary to get a new data set on line for analysis.
The FFS and dictionary are the only components that need to be re-configured.
None of the analysis software itself needs to be changed. And, as there is usually
no actual software coding involved in the process, programmer time will also be
minimized.

The use of compliant analysis software (software that conforms to the
environment in which it is placed) on general-purpose computers is a viable cost-
and time-saving alternative to specialized hardware/software systems for post-test
analysis.
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A SPACE COMBINING APPROACH TO THE
MULTIPATH PROBLEM

David W. Geen
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Dahlgren, VA 22448

ABSTRACT

Telemetry signal fading due to the effects of multipath propagation may cause loss of data.
Development of a computer model defines the characteristics of multipath propagation,
and the benefits provided by space combining: two space separated antennas used in
conjunction with a dual channel receiver-combiner. Results of field tests are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 depicts the multipath scenario. D represents the direct signal; E + F, the reflected
signal. Reflection from the water’s surface results in the signal being attenuated and shifted
in phase relative to the direct signal. Signal attenuation can be described by two factors M
and C, and phase shift as a quantity M. M and M, the magnitude and phase of the reflected
signal, are dependent on the permittivity of the reflected surface and grazing angle R; C is
the earth’s curvature dispersion factor, whose magnitude is dependent on specific path
lengths, antenna heights, and grazing angle. Phase of the reflected signal relative to the
direct signal is also dependent on path length difference E + F-D, expressed as a phase
quantity 1. Depending on the values of M and 1, the reflected signal may arrive in or out
of phase with the direct signal, resulting in signal strength improvement or degradation.

A computer model was developed to investigate the role of the following variables in the
multipath scenario:

1. Grazing Angle
2. Receiving Antenna Height
3. Transmitting Antenna Height
4. Surface Range



FIGURE 1. CURVED EARTH MODEL

COMPUTER MODEL

The computer model is based upon solution of the following equation for reception of
direct and reflected signals:

S = 1 + (MC )  + 2MC Cos(1-M)D   D
2

where:

S = received signal strength (V)

C = Earth’s curvature dispersion factor
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D = Attenuation factor due to sea state
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  Fh = variance of surface height about mean height
  8 = signal wavelength

1 = path length difference expressed as phase difference
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g/g  = dielectric constanto

F = conductivity of water (mho/m)
T = frequency of signal (rad/s)

The computer model is designed so that any of the aforementioned variables may be
designated as the independent variable in the multipath equation, with the user selecting a
window over which to increment the desired variable. Simulations run do not take into
account antenna gain characteristics; transmitting and receiving antennas may be
considered as being isotropic. Simulations also do not take into account free space path
loss, as the intent of the study is to determine only the loss encountered as a result of
multipath. Unless otherwise stated, a conductivity value of 5.5 and dielectric constant of
80 has been used for all simulations, in order to simulate conditions for reflections from
salt water.

GRAZING ANGLE VARIANCE

Figures 2, 3, and 4 depict the characteristics of multipath as related to grazing angle.
Receiving antenna height, transmitting antenna height, and surface range all affect
determination of the grazing angle value; leaving two of these variables fixed and varying
the third results in a unique grazing angle. Their interrelationship is characterized
throughout the rest of this report. For simulations shown in Figures 2 through 4, the
multipath equation is solved repeatedly, incrementing grazing angle each time while
leaving antenna heights fixed. At a grazing angle of zero, the transmitting antenna is
effectively at the radio horizon. With both antenna heights remaining fixed, increasing the
grazing angle in successive solutions of the multipath equation results in decreasing
surface range values. Data plotted in Figures 2 through 4 yielded surface range values from
219 to 28 nmi.

Figures 2 and 3 depict behavior of the reflected signal alone. Magnitude of the reflected
signal in Figure 2 is normalized to the direct signal. Phase of the reflected signal plotted on
the y axis in Figure 3 is phase shift M caused by reflection of the signal. Figure 4 portrays



strength of the resultant combination of direct and reflected signals. Magnitude of the
received signal in Figure 4 is also normalized to the direct signal; 0 dB represents received
signal strength in the absence of multipath.

Several characteristics of multipath are apparent in looking at these graphs. Maximum
improvement, the case in which the reflected signal arrives at the antenna exactly in phase
with the direct signal, is 6 dB; out-of-phase cancellation may result in signal strength
degradation up to 40 dB. Multipath nulls are far more severe for horizontally polarized
signals than for vertically polarized signals, as seen in Figure 4. This is because the
magnitude of the horizontally polarized reflected signal is nearly equal to that of the direct
signal, as opposed to the diminished vertically polarized reflected signal, seen in Figure 2.
Multipath nulls for both polarizations are deepest at low grazing angles.

RECEIVING ANTENNA HEIGHT VARIANCE

Figure 5 depicts the effect of a change in receiving antenna height on multipath
propagation. This simulation was run using fixed values for surface range and transmitting
antenna height, and incremental values for receiving antenna height. With fixed surface
range and transmitting antenna height values, increasing receiving antenna height in
successive solutions of the multipath equation results in increasing grazing angles.
Resultant grazing angles for the receiving antenna height window shown in Figure 5 were
3.03 to 3.05 deg.

For the scenario shown, it can be seen that received signal strength is very sensitive to the
height at which the receiving antenna is located. An increase in receiving antenna height,
though barely changing the grazing angle, results in a shorter direct signal path and longer
reflected signal path, yielding a significant change in path length difference. When
expressed as a change in phase shift of the reflected signal, the result is a high occurrence
of multipath nulls for small changes in receiving antenna height. Numerous computer
simulations run indicate that the frequency of the multipath nulls is dependent on surface
range, transmitting antenna height, and signal wavelength. For the same receiving antenna
height window:

1. Increasing surface range will decrease the frequency of the nulls
2. Increasing transmitting antenna height will increase the frequency of the nulls
3. Increasing the signal frequency will increase the frequency of the nulls

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA HEIGHT VARIANCE

Figure 6 depicts the effect of a change in transmitting antenna height on multipath
propagation. This simulation was run using fixed values for surface range and receiving
antenna height, and incremental values for transmitting antenna height. Increasing



transmitting antenna height in succesive solutions of the multipath equation yields
increasing grazing angles for this simulation; for the transmitting antenna height window
shown in Figure 6 resultant grazing angles were 1.74 to 4.08 deg.

Effects of change in transmitting antenna height mirror those of change in receiving
antenna height, as expected, due to symmetry of the multipath scenario about the reflection
point, shown in Figure 1. Increasing transmitting antenna height results in an increase in
path length difference, and, expressed as a phase difference 1, multipath nulls occur at a
frequency dependent on surface range, receiving antenna height, and signal frequency. For
the same transmitting antenna height window:

1. Increasing surface range will decrease the frequency of the nulls
2. Increasing receiving antenna height will increase the frequency of the nulls
3. Increasing the signal frequency will increase the frequency of the nulls

SURFACE RANGE VARIANCE

Figure 7 depicts the effect of a change in surface range on multipath propagation. This
simulation was run using fixed antenna heights and incremental values for surface range.
Incrementing surface range in this case results in decreasing grazing angles; for the surface
range window shown in Figure 7 resultant grazing angles were 4.21 to 3.14 deg.

As surface range increases, the magnitude of the multipath nulls for both polarizations
increase. This is because magnitude of the reflected signals are largest at low grazing
angles, as seen in Figure 2. Frequency of the multipath nulls in this instance is dependent
on antenna heights and frequency of the transmitted signal. For the same surface range
window:

1. Increasing receiving antenna height will increase the frequency of the nulls
2. Increasing transmitting antenna height will increase the frequency of the nulls
3. Increasing the signal frequency will increase the frequency of the multipath nulls

COMBINING

Utilization of a dual-channel optimal ratio combiner can help to minimize the effects of
multipath propagation. Feeding two received signals into the combiner will yield, at worst,
the stronger of the two signals at the output. A dual polarized receiving antenna may be
utilized to implement polarization combining, but phase of the horizontally and vertically
polarized reflected signals is fairly close at low grazing angles as seen in Figure 3, and
implementation of this type of combining will yield a signal that is little better than the
vertically polarized signal alone, which is still prone to multipath nulls. Space diversity
appears to be the best solution to the multipath problem. Using two space separated



antennas to receive the telemetry signal, the problem becomes one of using the correct
geometry to place the antennas such that when one antenna is in a null, the other is at a
peak. This is assuming that the target vehicle is moving; for a situation where both
transmitting and receiving antennas are stationary (two shore based stations with a body of
water between them, for example), a combiner is not needed at all; software modeling can
be used to predict proper transmit and receive antenna heights to yield close to 6 dB of
improvement over a signal received in the absence of multipath. Space diversity can be
implemented as height diversity, whereby one antenna would be placed directly above a
second antenna, or range diversity, in which the two antennas would be placed at the same
height, but distances from the two antennas to the target vehicle would be different.

HEIGHT DIVERSITY

Figures 8a through 8c show the benefit of using a combiner in conjunction with two
receiving antennas. Resultant grazing angles for the transmitting antenna height window
shown in Figures 8a through 8c were .69 to 7.69 degrees. Maximum improvement, the
case in which direct and reflected signals arrive in phase at both receiving antennas, is
9 dB; a 3 dB increase over maximum improvement obtainable with a single
antenna/receiver.

As shown in Figure 8a, a 10 ft height diversity implementation for an 80 mile telemetry
range yields an optimized combined signal for transmitting antenna heights greater than
20000 ft for vertically polarized signals. For horizontally polarized signals, a 10 ft spacing
applied to the same scenario provides an optimized combined signal for transmitting
antenna heights of 20000 and 30000 ft, but at 25000 and 35000 ft the combined signal is
still prone to multipath nulls, as seen in Figure 8b.

For a specific change in transmitting antenna height, frequency of the multipath nulls for
each individual antenna can be controlled by varying the height of the receiving antenna.
The problem thus becomes one of using the proper space separation so as to maximize
occurrence of phase separation between multipath nulls of the two receiving antennas.
Figure 8c shows that for the same telemetry scenario, a two ft height diversity
implementation optimizes the combined signal for transmitting antenna heights between
12000 and 50000 ft, a larger window of isolation from multipath nulls than a 10 ft
separation provides. Optimum spacing is unique for each different telemetry scenario.

RANGE DIVERSITY

Figures 9a through 9c show the result of using a combiner to implement range diversity.
The data shows that horizontal separation of receiving antennas must be several
magnitudes greater than a vertical separation of receiving antennas in order to obtain the
same results. Figures 9a and 9b show a 500 ft range diversity yields no phase difference



between multipath nulls of the two antennas; phase is so close that data plotted actually
appears to be two superimposed lines for the signals received by the two antennas. To
provide good isolation from multipath nulls for this scenario, range separation between the
two antennas must be on the order of 25000 ft, as shown in Figure 9c.

The reason a small vertical separation has the same effect as a much larger horizontal
separation is related to difference in phase of the received signal at each antenna due to
path length difference, E+F-D. Placing one antenna slightly higher than another decreases
the distance D and increases the distance E+F, and at high signal frequencies the change in
phase difference 1 caused by the change in the quantity E+F-D is significant, resulting in
received signals, and multipath nulls, being as much as 180 deg out of phase for an antenna
height separation as small as 2 ft. For a horizontal separation of receiving antennas, change
in incident signal path length D is nearly the same as change in reflected signal path length
E+F, resulting in virtually no change in phase difference 1 due to path length difference
E+F-D. Phase separation of signals received at two horizontally separated antennas is due
only to difference between graze angles for the two different signal paths, which results in
different reflected signal phase quantities M. Significant change in graze angle in this case
can only be caused by a drastic change in range; horizontal separation must be several
magnitudes greater than vertical separation in order to achieve the same results.
Implementation of range diversity combining in real time is thus unrealistic due to losses
inherent in excessive cabling necessitated by this approach. For the same reason however,
horizontal displacement of vertically separated antennas is of little consequence. For an
at-sea height diversity implementation, two antennas placed hundreds of feet apart with a
2 ft height separation will yield the same results as two antennas placed side by side with a
2 ft height separation. However, care must be given to the cable length difference from the
two antennas to the combiner; depending on data rate, significant cable length difference
may result in PCM signal degradation.

FIELD TESTS

To validate the computer model, field tests were conducted at Ft. A.P. Hill, Virginia, on
Travis Lake. The site was chosen as it provided a range sizeable enough to run tests at low
grazing angles over a calm body of water with no tide variance, which simplifies antenna
height measurement. Two standard gain horns space separated in height on a telescopic
mast were used as receiving antennas; a third standard gain horn positioned on the other
side of the lake on a telescopic mast served as the transmitting antenna. A Microdyne 2800
dual channel receiver combiner developed for NSWC served as the receiving-combining
system. With receiving antenna heights remaining fixed, the transmitting antenna height
was varied, and receiver AGC data digitized and stored on computer. Transmitting antenna
height was measured by using a rotary potientometer with a cable attached to the antenna,
digitizing voltage values from it and storing them on computer, later converting them to
height values. Computers on each end were time synchronized, so that digitized data could



later be processed to yield signal strength vs. transmitting height values. The telemetry
range, surveyed using a laser rangefinder, was 2019.6 ft. Conductivity of the lake water,
measured with a conductivity probe, was .0028 mho/m. With transmitting antenna height
varying between 20 and 60 ft, computer predictions dictated that a 5 ft height separation
between receiving antennas would provide a combined signal relatively isolated from
multipath nulls. Receiving antennas were placed at 53 and 58 ft. Figures 10 through 13 are
plots of computer predictions and processed data taken during these field tests.

Received signal strength from actual test data taken is plotted as received S/N ratio, using
the Microdyne 2800, and is not normalized. Comparison between computer prediction and
test data is therefore limited to the heights at which the nulls occur (x-axis) and the depths
of the nulls themselves (y-axis).

Correlation between computer prediction and test data taken appears to be excellent.
While phase and frequency of the multipath nulls for each receiving antenna taken do show
some error, the predicted 5 ft separation did provide a signal isolated from multipath nulls.
Error can be attributed to:

1. Survey error in measuring height from antennas to surface of water
2. Linearity error of rotary potentiometer used to measure transmitting antenna

height
3. Linearity error of A/D boards used to digitize AGC and transmitting antenna

height data

CONCLUSION

With the use of two receiving antennas, a dual-channel receiver combiner, and the
software model, a solution to the multipath problem appears to be possible through the
implementation of height diversity combining. Proper spacing of receiving antennas will
provide a combined signal optimized for a particular scenario. Knowledge of the
relationship between receiving antenna height and frequency of the multipath nulls can be
used to predict optimum antenna spacing with the computer model. Confidence in the
accuracy of the computer model has been established from data taken in field tests
conducted at Ft A.P. Hill. Simulations run thus far indicate that the vertical separation
required is small enough to facilitate mounting of two antennas on a single tracking
pedestal, but the same results would be obtained by setting the vertically separated
antennas side by side, or even hundreds of feet apart, which may be an advantage when
coverage provided by one antenna is impeded by ship’s superstructure. For such an
application, cable length difference must be taken into consideration to avoid PCM signal
degradation at high bit rates. Range diversity, while physically impractical for real time
processing needs due to excessive cable length necessitated by this implementation, may
have some applications for combining of two signals in a playback mode. Again, the
computer model can be used to predict the proper range diversity for a particular scenario.



FIGURE 2. MAGNITUDE OF REFLECTED SIGNAL VS. GRAZING ANGLE

FIGURE 3. PHASE OF REFLECTED SIGNAL VS. GRAZING ANGLE



FIGURE 4. RECEIVED SIGNAL STRENGTH VS. GRAZING ANGLE

FIGURE 5. RECEIVED SIGNAL STRENGTH VS.
RECEIVING ANTENNA HEIGHT



FIGURE 6. RECEIVED SIGNAL STRENGTH VS.
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA HEIGHT

FIG 7. RECEIVED SIGNAL STRENGTH VS. SURFACE RANGE



FIGURE 8A. HEIGHT DIVERSITY; VERTICAL
POLARIZATION; 10 FT SEPARATION

FIGURE 8B. HEIGHT DIVERSITY; HORIZONTAL
POLARIZATION; 10 FT SEPARATION



FIGURE 8C. HEIGHT DIVERSITY; HORIZONTAL
POLARIZATION; 2 FT SEPARATION

FIGURE 9A. RANGE DIVERSITY; VERTICAL
POLARIZATION; 500 FT SEPARATION



FIGURE 9B. RANGE DIVERSITY; HORIZONTAL
POLARIZATION; 500 FT SEPARATION

FIGURE 9C. RANGE DIVERSITY; HORIZONTAL
POLARIZATION; 25000 FT SEPARATION



FIGURE 10. COMPUTER PREDICTION; VERTICAL POLARIZATION

FIGURE 11. TEST DATA; VERTICAL POLARIZATION



FIGURE 12. COMPUTER PREDICTION; HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION

FIGURE 13. TEST DATA; HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
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ABSTRACT

Generalized telemetry data analysis systems have been
developed to meet the future requirements for the analysis
of telemetry data. By providing the user the freedom of
stipulating the manner in which data is to be analyzed, the
need for mission specific analysis software can be greatly
reduced or eliminated entirely.

Communications between the user and the software is
accomplished by means of a user-software interface. Proper
design of the interface will promote successful user-
software communications. Interface design features such as
menus and online documentation are discussed.

Human engineering is an integral part of a successful user-
software interface design. The human beings which operate
the software possess limitations on their mental abilities
and perception. Human engineering concepts which utilize
display techniques and reference names are discussed.

A definition of a successful user-software interface is
given.

Key words: User interface design

INTRODUCTION

As telemetry moves into the future, the requirements for
data analysis support have steadily grown. Over the past 25
years, these expanding requirements have been met with
customized software packages. As a result, limited resources
were being increasing consumed by repetitious software
development efforts. A more cost effective solution needed
to be found.



To reduce the need for repeated software expenditures,
generalized data analysis packages have been developed. The
flexibility of these packages stems from having a user
specify as much information as possible about an analysis
setup; this is in contrast to having a programmer
incorporate the same information permanently in the
software. Instead of just operating the software, the user
now needs to be able to communicate with it.

The user-software interface facilitates the exchange of
information between the user and the software package. When
poorly implemented, the user-software interface can create
frustration and lead to confusion on the part of the user.
The design of a successful user-software interface needs to
incorporate series of features which optimize the efficiency
and reliability of this communication process. This
interface must also include human engineering concepts which
are designed to address the mental and physical limitations
of the user.

USER-SOFTWARE INTERFACE FEATURES

Many user-software interface designs incorporate features
such as menus, text input fields, and online documentation.
Each of these features is associated with one of three basic
communication requirements of a user: making a selection,
entering text responses, and requesting or receiving
explanatory information. The actual design will vary among
implementations but the concepts behind the features will
remain the same.

To make a selection, a user needs a list of items from which
a selection is to be made. This list of items is called a
menu. Menus are frequently used to direct the software flow;
menus can also be used to replace text input fields when a
limited number of responses are available.

The number and the order of menu items affect the overall
efficiency of the selection process. When possible, the
number of menu items should be restricted to 7±2 because of
short term memory limitations . The order in which menu(2,6)

items are presented is also important. The most frequently
selected menu item needs to be located at the top of a menu
because the item located at the top of a menu is selected
more efficiently than any of the remaining items .(8)



The optimal ordering of items is frequently ignored in menu
design. In Figure 1, Menu A has the create task positioned
first and Menu B has the modify task first. Because modify
type tasks tend to be accessed more frequently than create
tasks, the item ordering of Menu B is superior to that of
Menu A.

Menus normally utilize either an icon or a text item format.
Each type of item format has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Icons have a potential of conveying greater
information using the same or perhaps even less space than
other formats . Icons, however, require a system with high(3)

resolution graphics and the set of icon symbols are not
standardized which may lead to some confusion.

In one type of menu style, the user makes a selection by
entering a keystroke (e.g. 1, 2, 3, ...) which is associated
with a menu item. This style of menu should be avoided if
possible because they tend to be less efficient than the
menus which utilize cursor movement keystrokes for item
selection. Figure 2 presents the two contrasting menu
styles.

User entered commands represent an alternative to a menu
based interface design. Such user interfaces are frequently
implemented with operating systems. Although a command based
interface is quite versatile, it requires a significant
level of syntax memorization on the part of the user.

Another user-software interface design feature is the text
input field. The user is able to enter characters into a
field with a series of keystrokes; this process is commonly
referred to as editing the contents of a field. Once the
editing has been completed for a field, the process is
concluded with a terminating keystroke.

Text input fields permit the user to make virtually an
unlimited number of responses (names, addresses, numerical
values, etc.) as compared to menus which implicitly have a
finite number of responses/selections. Entering information
into a text field requires memory recall on the part of the
user. Overall, recall is a less reliable mental process than
recognition, the process used in making a menu selection.
Another weakness in the text entry process is the formatting
required for some types of responses . These apparent(9)

weaknesses can be reduced with sufficient online 



documentation, proper field labeling, and the use of default
responses.

A form is defined as a portion of the screen which may
contain one or more input fields and related texts. A user
is able to access each of the fields by pressing the
appropriate cursor movement keys. A form may include a
scrolling area extending over several lines in which the
fields are arranged in columns. To complete the editing of a
form, the user presses an exit key.

The user needs to have the ability to correct any
inaccuracies which were introduced during the editing
process. one method is to include an Aundo@ key which
reverses the effects of preceding keystrokes ; the undo(2)

key is useful concept but large amounts of memory are
generally required for implementation. An alternative method
utilizes a keystroke which permits the user to accept or
reject editing changes. The form exit keystroke mentioned
above can easily be adapted for this use. Inaccuracies which
are introduced while performing a deletion can be especially
costly; to minimize the effect of such mistakes, a request
might be issued to confirm the deletion.

The information entered into the text input fields needs to
be examined for mistakes and completeness. The contents of a
field need to be checked for mistakes (format errors,
invalid names, change propagation effects, etc.) immediately
after the user finishes editing the field. When information
is spread over two or more fields, completeness of the
information needs to be checked. Completeness is most often
checked only when a form is exited. However, if the fields
containing the information are repeated within the form
(e.g. the fields are located in a scrolling area), it may be
desirable to check for completeness prior to the form being
exited.

Another aspect of successful user-software interface design
is online documentation. Online documentation is not
designed to replace external forms of documentation such as
user manuals. Rather, it is designed to assist a user while
operating the software. Online documentation can take many
forms: error messages, explanations of various options,
example responses, response formats, and general background
information. Documentation is normally initiated by a user
request, typically with a specific keystroke; in the case of 



error messages, online documentation is a response generated
by the software to invalid user input.

Many aspects of successful online documentation design have
already been discussed in the literature: it should be
specific, accurate, dynamic, adaptable, easy to access, and
under as much user control as possible : Online(5)

documentation may be implemented in a number of ways: single
lines of explanatory text, windows of supplemental
information which are superimposed on the screen, and
Apop-in@ menus which contain a list of possible responses.

HUMAN ENGINEERING

Human engineering addresses the problems which arise from
the finite nature of a user’s mental abilities and
perception. The programmer’s task is to anticipate these
problems and to compensate the design of the user interface
accordingly. Examples of problems addressed by human
engineering are discrimination failure and memorization
reduction.

Discrimination failure may occur when a screen is comprised
of a number of components (fields or menus) and the user
tries to determine the one currently being accessed. In many
user interfaces, the cursor position provides the only
indication of the component being accessed. Displaying the
component in a unique color or in reverse video will enable
the user to more easily distinguish it from other components
on the screen.

Another human engineering problem deals with memorization
reduction. The smaller the amount of information a user has
to memorize the better . Instead of making a user remember(4)

a number to reference an item (l = Smith, 2 = Jones, etc.),
the user should be able to enter the name of the item. To
avoid having the user memorize the entire list of item
names, the user also needs to be able to access the list of
the names upon request. The implementation of these and
other similar features in the interface design can
significantly reduce the amount of memorization required by
the user.

SUCCESSFUL USER-SOFTWARE INTERFACE DESIGN

What makes a successful user-software interface design? Many
of the features associated with a successful user-software



interface design are described in this work and discussed
further in the literature . A successful interface(1,2,4,7)

design also needs to implement these features in a
consistent manner ; inconsistency rapidly leads to(2)

frustration on the part of the user. The interface must
prevent the user from abnormally terminating the program or
making revisions to information which could result in
subsequent software failures (change propagation effects). A
successful user interface also needs to minimize the amount
and/or complexity of the information required to be entered
by the user.

Simply stated, a successful user-software interface
facilitates the exchange of information between user and
software such that the exchange proceeds in the most
uncomplicated, accurate, reliable, and efficient manner as
possible.

CONCLUSIONS

Generalized analysis systems have now become a reality in
the field of telemetry. The degree of functionality for
these systems depends to a great extent upon the design of
the user-software interface. A successful interface design
will optimize the process of exchanging information between
user and software.
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ABSTRACT

An airborne data reduction system using a personal computer has been introduced in IPTN
Flight Test Facilities. The system is developed to enhance the Flight Test Capabilities in
the remote area operation where telemetry link from the test aircraft to the base station can
not be established. Hence, the immediate flight test data assesment can be performed on
site. The system is given an acronym ARTISt that stands for Airborne Real Time
Instrumentation System. The development plan of ARTISt consists of several phases in
accordance with IPTN inhouse Flight Test Program. At this stage ARTISt is in a phase 1
or a preliminary stage where areas of improvement are still wide open. Experience during
flight test execution will dictate the improvement which has to be done later on. ARTISt is
designed to serve more rapid Flight Test Data assesment, therefore a compatibility with the
existing flight test system in use is of prime concerned. In this early stage ARTISt can
handle on-line flight test data, reduced and displayed it in agreeable form to the flight data
specialyst and then print it. The display as well as the print out can be in the form of table,
barchart, graphics, mixed of graphic and table. The engineer on board can select any of
those forms, and an impression about the test flight situation being performed can be given.
In the final phase ARTISt is projected to be able to perform the flight test preparation
phase including the measuring parameters cheek-out, reduce and present the data in
real-time, record all the information and prepare a flight test report, and finally facilitate a
post flight check-out. It is expected that by employing ARTISt, the flight test data
assesment and analysis can be performed as fast as in the old system or presumably faster.

INTRODUCTION

During the last test flight operations which were conducted at the off base area, flight test
data turn arround time apparently become a problem. This was happened due to the fact
that the current flight test system, that consist of onboard data acquisition system and
onground data acquisition and evaluation system linked by a telemetry network, is not able



to cover the test area and therefore online facilities to monitor and justify the flight test
situation can not be utilized. It is become apparent that the data turn arround time is a key
factor in flight test program, therefore this problem has to be solved immediately. Strong
efforts are emphasized in the realization of the idea to replace the ground station role by an
airborne system that can provide information as the ground station can provide too. This
led to the activities to develope an airborne data reduction and evaluation system which is
called ARTISt. As ARTISt will be subjected to the existing Flight Test System, a full
compatibility system will be developed. ARTISt will be developed in several phases and
what will be presented herein will represent ARTISt phase one system configuration. The
phase one ARTISt will be built using IBM PC/AT with additional hardware interface and
peripheries. The hardware interface and software module to drive the system are inhouse
developed. The hardware interface will deal with the onboard data acquisition output
signal requirements where as the software system will handle the ground data acquisition
and evaluation system requirements. At this stage ARTISt has passed the laboratory test
and showing a good performance and able to provide information for the flight preparation
set - up, test execution and reporting. All of the features that have been demonstrated in
the laboratory are so promissing and expected that it will be in the same quality whenever
ARTISt is subjected to the flight condition.

Unfortunately, as the test program slips for several mounths, the features presented herein
only employ a pre recorded data (tape) extracted from the previous flight test, however the
impression how ARTISt will provide information and of what type is still represented in
this paper. In the next stage ARTISt is projected to perform satisfactory in-flight
conditioned and adds more features such as onboard calibration, data compression, multi-
user application with individual algorithm. It is expected further that together with the
modular and distributed flight test instrumentation system, ARTISt can be applied as well
in the modified series production flight test in addition to the prototype certification
program. And by employing ARTISt in the test program especially for the remote area
operation, the impression of the flight test situation and data assesment can be made faster
than the existing system now in use.

ARTISt SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Prior to the ARTISt operation, the user defines a set of the measuring parameters to be
monitored via the IBM PC/AT microcomputer system. Each of the measuring parameter
contents leading particulars which will be stored in the hardware interface. ARTISt
received the test data from OBDAS in the form of serial PCM data stream. This interface
will then be able to perform decommutation and selection of the PCM data word and
submit the selected data into one of the raw data buffers in the microcomputer memory
using the Direct Memory Access (DMA) method. There are two data buffers in the micro
computer memory, if one of them is being filled with raw data the other one can be



accessed by the ARTISt system to calibrate the selected measuring parameters. In order
that the system software can process the calibration, the information regarding the
calibration curves have to be inputted into ARTISt. This curve is taken out from the on-
ground database that has been prepared and stored in the floppy disk prior to the starting
up on-line data monitoring. ARTISt can display the data on the CRT in the form of tabel,
barchart, graphic or mixed of the tabel and graphic depending on the user’s choice. And
the availabilities of the line printer and 8-pen plotter of the ARTISt system can supply the
user to produce hardcopies or graphical outputs.

ARTISt CONFIGURATION AND INSTALLATION

As it is mentioned earlier ARTISt will received the flight test data from OBDAS. In the
actual installation ARTISt is hooked to the Remote Multiplexer and Demultiplexer Unit
(RMDU) of OBDAS via a serial line which is usually used by the Computer Controlled
Display Unit (CCDU) (Figure 1). The raw data in the form of digital pulse, analog voltage,
ARINC bus etc. are processed by the RMDU to produce the serial PCM data which is
then applied to the interface box and to the ARTISt system. A special conditioning card
was developed to prevent the possible electrical shock which can interfere between
ARTISt and RMDU/OBDAS. This card is housed in the separate box and equipped with
the long line driver enabling the serial line to be lengthened as required.

The IBM PC/AT micro computer system is used as an onboard computer having the
following configuration :

- 2 floppy disk drives of 1.2 MB and 360 KB,

- 2MB expanded memory,

- Math coprocessor 80287,

- IPTN-designed hardware interface,

- EGA card and colour monitor,

- Printer EPSON - FX 1050,

- 8-pen plotter Rolland DXY 980 A.

For the system integration the additional devices are provided to supply power, RFI
protection and fan to avoid the temperature shock and the battery backup to maintain
information within 5 minutes whenever the main supply is fall.



Those equipments are mounted in a special rack equipped with the shock absorber to
reduce the vibration during the test flight ( Figure 6).

ON GROUND SUPPORTING DEVICES

As described earlier the onground computer system provides the database files system
including of:

- measuring parameter description project .MES,

- calibration record project .CAL,

- PCM-map cycle project .PCM,

- test description project .OPE.

The onground computer system consists of two PDP 11/44 minicomputer systems.

To read the needed information such as test description, calibration entries, PCM word
position etc. the interface program called ADBASE (ARTISt Data BASE system) is
installed to extract the specific information from the onground database files system. The
ADBASE program resides in the PDP 11/44 computer system and verifies all selected
measuring parameters and produce the output files matched to the ARTISt system and then
down-loaded into the floppy disk (Figure 2).

The IBM PC/AT microcomputer system is connected to the PDP 11/44 minicomputer
system via the serial RS-232 cable. To install the ADBASE the user should log in into the
PDP 11/44 system.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

This section will discuss “how ARTISt works” in more detailed. The activities of ARTISt
can be divided into 3 categories, namely onground preparation phase, the ARTISt
hardware and software operation, which will be described herein after.

THE ONGROUND PREPARATION PHASE

Before starting up ARTISt the user must define the measuring parameter via the onground
database function modules called DEFMES, DEFCAL, DEFPCM and DEFOPE.



DEFMES program maintains the description of the measuring parameter such as name,
symbol, description, bandwidth etc. This information will be saved into the diskfile named
project .MES

DEFCAL program maintains the calibration record that includes of the calibration points,
engineering units range, type of calibration, exponential factor, etc. This information will
be saved into diskfile named project .MES

DEFPCM program maintains the PCM map cycle that includes and such as word position
of the measuring parameters, repetition, frame rate, ID counter, etc. This information will
be saved into diskfile named project .MES

DEFOPE program maintains the test description that includes the operation number, test
description, PCM format number, the aircraft configuration etc. This information will be
saved into diskfile named project .MES

After having defined the measuring parameters the data extraction can be initiated with the
maximum no. of the measuring parameters can be selected is limited to 100.

HARDWARE OPERATIONAL

Figure 3 illustrates how ARTISt works from the hardware side. The inhouse hardware
interface of the ARTISt can be divided into 7 major functions.

First function. Line signal isolation and control signal generation module. The serial
PCM data generated by OBDAS is received by ARTISt via this module. To prevent an
electrical interference between OBDAS and ARTISt, a special hardware interface is
designed to isolate the electrical connection between both systems. This module will also
generate/reconstruct several control signals, such as bit clock, word clock, end of cycle.
Both the serial and control signals are amplified using several differential amplifiers, in
order that distance from OBDAS and ARTISt can be lengthened as required. This is
housed in a separate box and installed near OBDAS. As illustrated in the figure 3 the first
function is connected to the second function and the third function.

Second function, serial to parallel shift register and latch. This is to convert the
incoming serial PCM data into parallel format using control signals generated by the first
function.

Third function, tristate buffer. This is to isolate the ARTISt hardware interface from the
PC/AT data bus. Using “ENABLE” signal coming from the DMA controller the content of 



shift register will be connected to the data bus and the selected PCM data word can be
inserted into reserved area of PC/AT memory controlled by the DMA controller.

Forth function, word selector. This is to give a “HIT” signal to the DMA controller
function if any one of selected PCM word appears on the serial PCM data stream, for
marking that this data is to be transferred into PC/AT memory. Data transfer is done
16-bitwise.

During set up phase word selector is programmed by the ARTISt system software. The
word position in the PCM data stream of the selected measuring parameters is inserted into
Random Access Memory (Global RAM) of the word selector. This transaction is done
directly via PC/AT bus.

In the data monitoring phase the word position of PCM data being received is continously
compared with the content of Global RAM, if the word position is in the global RAM,
then a “HIT” signal is generated.

Fifth function, DMA controller. This is to control the transaction during the PCM data
insertion into PC/AT memory using the programmable DMA controller chip 9237A-5
onboard PC/AT mother board on DMA channel no. 5, which allow data transfer of 16 bits.

The information of:

- the location of the PCM data in the PC/AT memory (data buffer area),

- number of data to be transferred,

- mode of operation,

will be programmed into 8237A-5 during the preparation phase. If a “HIT” signal is
received from the word selector function, the DMA- request-signal is generated to the
DMA-request-channel no. 5 on the PC/AT bus. After the PC/AT gives the DMA
acknowledge, the DMA controller has the control of the PC/AT bus. A sign is given to the
Tristate buffer function to enable the selected PCM data to be connected into the PC/AT
data bus. The other control signals will be generated automatically by the 8237A-5.

Sixth function, frame reduction. Due to the processing capability of the onboard
computer, the updating rate of the flight test data is limited up to 1 Hz. The frame
reduction function reduces the speed of the data transfer to onboard computer up to one
PCM frame per second.



Seventh function, interrupt controller. This is to manage the interrupt request to the
IBM PC/AT on every end of a PCM data package which is marked by the End of Cycle
signal.

SOFTWARE OPERATION

Figure 4 illustrates how ARTISt works from the software side.

The Software development in ARTISt can be divided into two sections:

- Low Level Program (LLP) and

- High Level Program (HLP).

The Low Level Program (LLP) is installed in the PC/AT as a memory resident task and
runs as a back-ground program. The LLP is activated only on a certain event indicated
softwarewise by interrupt command (INT 0Bh) or hardwarewise by interrupt request signal
(IRQ3) on the PC/AT bus. The INT 0Bh is able to usually serve serial communication port
no. 2.

The LLP which is written in assembly is able to:

- find the location of DMA data buffers.

! There are two areas in the PC/AT memory reserved for DMA data buffers.
Those data buffers will be filled with the selected flight test data coming from
PCM data stream. While one buffer is being filled with PCM raw data the other
buffer is converted by the HLP into the engineering units and displayed or
recorded as required. The location of DMA buffers and which buffer to be filled
are defined by the HLP.

- Initialize DMA controller.

! The insertion of flight test data into PC/AT memory is done by a DMA method
to make the data transfer faster without disturbing software (HLP) activity.

The information of:

- which DMA buffer to be filled,

- number of data to be transferred,



- DMA transfer mode.

will be programmed into the DMA controller 8237A-5 during the set up mode.

- switch the DMA data buffers.

! The LLP toggles the buffer area to be filled in on each incomming INTerrupt
signal (INT 0BH). It switches from one data area into the other area.

- communicate with the HLP.

! There are some flags in used to be maintained by the LLP, and the HLP can set
the status of the hardware activities controlled by the LLP.

The High Level Program (HLP) does the most software activities in ARTISt beginning
from the global measuring parameter set definition until the data display and on-line data
recording. These activities can be categorized as follows :

- Global Measuring Parameters set Definition (GPD)

! This includes the identification of the selected measuring parameters such as
calibration data, word position in the PCM data stream, symbol, engineering
units range etc, which will be read from a floppy diskette.

- Local Measuring Parameters set Definition (LPD)

! Flight test data can be displayed in several formats. Each format can have a set
of the measuring parameters to be displayed or recorded, called local measuring
parameters set, which is the subset of the global measuring parameters set.

- Data Convertion Module (DCM)

! The DCM is able to convert selected PCM data into engineering units. The data
will be masked to filter unsignificant bits. The DCM can process data from one
bit (eg. landing gear position) up to 36 bits (eg. laser gyroscope ) of FT data.

The next procedure is to calibrate the FT data, the type of the convertion curve in
used are:

- ON/OFF (one bit measuring parameter)



- polynomial ( up to 6th-order )

- straight lines (up to 28 break points)

- user defined functions such as derived parameters

- Data display module (DDM)

! The result of DCM is displayed using the DDM. The DDM is able to split up the
CRT screen into several sections (windowing) which of each can accomodate the
FT data in different format, such as in mixdis. One area is used in graphic mode,
while the other area is used in textmode with a scrolling area.

- Data recording and data retrieval sections

! The FT data will be recorded into a ramdisk up to 2MB (maximum up to 60 runs
with approximately 5 minutes/run) and this FT data can be reported between
flight manouvres. The data will be stored in unformatted, direct-accessed records
to minimize disk space and fast in used.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The ARTISt's software system provides the modular software package program and those
modules are guided via the menus to ease the users to select one of those modules by
pressing the up/down arrow key.

According to the activities the ARTISt system can be categorized into 3 phases:

- Preparation phase

! This phase allows the user to predefine a set of the measuring parameters (global
measuring parameters set) before starting to monitor the test data. Having
completely defined the global measuring parameters set the user is required to
define a set of the measuring parameters set (local measuring parameters set)
taken out of the global measuring parameters set according to the display mode
to be selected (bar, table, graphic, mixed mode or online recording). The user
can define up to 5 local measuring parameters sets. There are two type of test
data can be selected i.e. raw data (electrical) or physical data (engineering units).



- Data monitoring phase

! In this phase the user can start to monitor the test data according to the selected
display mode. If the user has defined more than one local measuring parameters
sets then the display mode can be selected more easily as needed. The local
measuring parameters set can be changed (adding/removing the measuring
parameters) as long as the global measuring parameters set is remain the same,
changing the global measuring parameters set will cause the user is back to the
preparation phase.

- Data reporting phase

! The test data that has been recorded during data monitoring phase can be quickly
evaluated and reported in the form of graphic or tabel data before the test can be
continued. This phase is very helpful to the flight test engineers to evaluate the
test results.

Figure 5 shows the main menu of ARTISt and figure 7, 8, and 9 respectively illustrate the
output of the ARTISt in the form of graphic, barchart, and mixed of tabel and graphic.

CONCLUSION

As mentioned earlier, out of the laboratory test ARTISt has performed its intended
function beautifully it is expected that the same quality of information will be resulted
whenever ARTISt is installed onboard aircraft and subjected to a flight condition. Hence,
ARTISt will then be utilized in a flight test program and it is believed that together with
the existing on board data acquisition system, the more cost effective data turn arround
time in a flight test program especially for off base operation and / or series production
flight test can be achieved.
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Figure 1. Onboard Installation

Figure 2. Onground Installation



Figure 3. Hardware Operation of ARTISt

Figure 4. Software Operation of ARTISt



Figure 5. Main Menu of ARTISt 



Figure 6. ARTISt Rack

Figure 7. Data Presentation in graphic



Figure 8. Data Presentation in barchart

Figure 9. Data Presentation in mixed format



Using AI To Simulate Spacecraft and Automate operations

Marilyn Golden and Dennis Ortiz
Ford Aerospace

Sunnyvale Division

ABSTRACT

Software simulation is playing an increasing role in the
entire product development life cycle. However, traditional
software simulation tools do not fit easily into the
intergrated environment required. Recent AI techniques can
alleviate the problems involved with intergrating simulation
tools through out the development cycle so they can then
become the basis for automated operations after the systems
have been deployed.

Ford Aerospace has developed a software tool that interacts
with the user to model the problem domain. The tool
automatically provides a continuous, time-sliced simulation
fo the modeled domain’s behavior. Model-building is object
oriented and requires no programming. The system uses a
series of integrated graphic screens, controlled by mouse
selection, and therefore requires only a few hours of
training. Once developed, the domain model can serve as the
knowledge base for trade studies made during the development
process for V+V of the system during the testing phases and
for automated analysis and fault diagnosis and correction
during operations. Most complex functions required to be
performed on the gorund to control spacecraft can be
automated. The paper will discuss how PARAGON can be used
(1) to help the spacecraft designer during the development
process indentify the most useful set of telemetry points
for TT+, (2) to help the test engineer validate performance
against traditional software simulations and hardware
prototypes, (3) to train and rehearse operators so a
wide-variety of scenarios can be experienced interactively
rather than a few pre-planned situations, and (4) to help
the operator diagnose and correct complex, unexpected,
anomalous situations.
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COOPERATING INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
FOR SPACE MISSION SUPPORT

Arthur N. Blasdel, Jr. and Patrick McDaid

Artificial Intelligence Group
Ford Aerospace Corporation

Sunnyvale, California

ABSTRACT

Ford Aerospace Corporation has been investigating the use of intelligent systems for space
mission support since the early 1980s. Our research is motivated by the concept of
independent, yet cooperating, intelligent systems operating in the survivable mobile ground
stations of the future. Each intelligent system (IS) functions independently for localized
situations and cooperates with other ISs to address situations of global system influence.

This paper describes our research approach for implementing cooperating intelligent
systems in a space systems environment. A satellite power management scenario is used to
illustrate the approach.

INTRODUCTION

Various space related research projects have demonstrated feasibility for using machine
intelligence to perform selected space operation functions. The resulting capabilities of
machine intelligence, however, are currently limited to narrowly focused problem domains
with little or no integration of the independent intelligent systems into a cooperating
distributed network. There exists a need within NASA and the DoD for integrated
intelligent control systems to enhance the effectiveness and responsiveness of future space
missions and reduce the cost of operations and maintenance.

Ford Aerospace Corporation has been investigating the use of intelligent systems for space
mission support since the early 1980s. One important focus in our research is centered in
the field of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI), specifically, cooperating intelligent
systems. Our overall objective is to develop and extend software technology so the degree
of automated support for space mission operations would allow significantly reduced
numbers of people to operate a constellation of satellites. It currently requires, depending



upon the constellation size, at least six to as many as fifty people to perform the functions
of spacecraft health and status (H&S), ground station H&S, payload(s) data analysis and
H&S, constellation control, communication network control and mission planning.
Figure 1 displays a possible future space mission configuration where a reduced number of
people in a mobile environment must perform the functions currently performed by teams
of people.

Figure 1. Future space missions will require a reduced number of operators to
handle all functions currently performed by teams.



This paper presents our research approach for implementing cooperating intelligent
systems in a space systems environment. A satellite power management scenario is used to
illustrate the approach. A satellite is considered a spacecraft together with its payload(s).
A spacecraft is the bus which supports the payload(s) by supplying power, attitude control,
etc. A payload is the system that accomplishes the mission function, such as earth
surveillance, weather determination, etc.

DISTRIBUTION IN SPACE MISSION SUPPORT

The satellite operations world consists of a set of loosely-coupled, lateral activities.
Expertise and authority is dispersed across many functions with no centralized person or
team of people having all knowledge about, or control of, the system. Operations are
organized functionally with separate teams of people exercising expertise and authority
over designated portions of the domain. Part of each team’s responsibility is to cooperate
with the other teams to achieve a successful mission. Through cooperation, each team
makes decisions and performs actions within its own domain of influence with knowledge
about the impacts and benefits to the systems as a whole.

As intelligent systems begin to replace humans in the performance of space mission
functions, the need for cooperation does not disappear. The intelligent systems will also
need to make decisions and perform actions with knowledge about the impacts and
benefits to the other intelligent systems that are elements of a whole.

UNCERTAINTY IN SPACE MISSION SUPPORT

Another important characteristic of the satellite operations world is the presence of
uncertainty, uncertainty being defined as the difference between the knowledge available
about the state of the world and the knowledge necessary to make a good decision . One(1)

source of uncertainty is that satellites can be out of contact with ground stations for long
periods of time. During these periods, the state of the satellite is unknown. Even when
satellites are in view, the information (telemetry) they relay to the ground is incomplete; or,
in other words, not all information the analysts on the ground need to know is observable.
This is due to the prohibitive cost of telemetry instrumentation. Another source of
uncertainty is the behavior of new equipment and sensors in space which, in many cases, is
difficult to capture or predict without operations experience. In addition, there is
uncertainty associated with the behavior fluctuations of (space-based) equipment over
time. Yet another source of uncertainty is the space environment itself. There are
phenomena in space that are still unknown and even the known phenomena are not always
predictable or controllable, such as solar flares which impact electronic equipment. To 



summarize, incomplete knowledge about the world is the norm for space mission
operations.

DISTRIBUTED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CONCERNS

The field of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) has considerable influence on our
development of a system that can address the satellite operations environment. DAI is
concerned with the cooperative solution of problems by a decentralized and loosely
coupled collection of agents . A few of the exemplary systems to date are the Contract(4)

Net, Actors and Open Systems, and the Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Testbed
(DVMT) .(1,4,5)

The Contract Net, by Davis and Smith, is a collection of agents that cooperate through
negotiation to perform a given task. The negotiation, governed by a strict protocol, is
based on task announcement, bid and contract award to achieve its goals. The Contract
Net approach is not appropriate for our application since problems are organized within a
strict hierarchical decomposition and novel situations cannot be addressed. Also, there is
no provision for global considerations in the resolution of problems, nor a mechanism for
the reassignment of tasks in the event of failure.

The Actors and Open Systems approaches can be viewed as a pattern of messages passing
among a collection of low-level computational agents. This approach is not applicable
since the satellite domain effectively cannot be reduced to a network of fine-grained
computational nodes.

The DVMT consists of complex, identically structured problem-solving agents with each
agent responsible for a region of the entire domain . As part of the DVMT’s sophisticated(6)

local control capability, each agent obtains a view of the entire system by having a high-
level representation of the domain and problem-solving capabilities of the system’s agents.
This allows each node to understand the context of its responsibilities and roles with
respect to the entire system. Also, the DVMT approach inherently allows for the
incorporation of emerging technologies.

An important research area to our continued progress is developing an adequate
organizational structure. The organizational structure contains the functional IS
components, their roles and responsibilities and the resources that are available to each .(7)



MODEL-BASED INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

In our early research (early 1980s), we applied rule-based systems to problems within the
space mission support domain. We found that rule-bases were difficult to manage,
maintain, verify and validate, and limited the use of generic processing . In addition, we(3)

found that rule bases were inadequate for novel problem situations. Our research then
began the transition from rule-based technology to model-based technology. In the
process, we began developing our own model-based environment since we were not
satisfied with existing tools. This environment, called Paragon, is developing and evolving
today and has become central to our research in intelligent systems for space mission
support.

Paragon allows developers to create in-depth models of problem domains and the
reasoning processes for reasoning about the models and the associated domain activity.
For distributed applications, where systems must cooperate to perform their functions,
reasoning processes for cooperation are necessary; and, in addition, knowledge about the
roles and responsibilities of each IS in the distributed network is necessary for supporting
this cooperation. The reasoning processes include data monitoring, situation assessment,
planning, causal reasoning, constraint propagation, dealing with uncertainty, hypothesis
generation and more. A complete discussion of the reasoning is beyond the scope of this
paper.

PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE SPACE MISSION SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT

For space mission support, we have selected a decentralized approach over centralized
decision making. We feel this approach is a natural fit with the domain characteristics. One
significant advantage for decentralization is the reduction of the communication and
computation bottleneck created by having centralized decision making. Also,
decentralization addresses the issue of survivability, allowing the system, as a whole, to
experience graceful degradation rather than catastrophic failure when one or more
elements fail. Each intelligent system within the larger space mission support system is an
independent entity with full capabilities and authority to deal with situations within its own
domain of influence.

In addition, the ISs must be able to recognize when situations require joint IS cooperation;
where the intelligent systems work together, each performing problem-solving activities
within its domain of influence with knowledge about the impacts and benefits it has on
other IS domains. Each IS must not take action (or advise a satellite operator to take
action) that can cause harm to some other element in the system unless all elements (ISs)
determine that the action is necessary from an overall system perspective. Each IS contains



knowledge of the domain, the roles, and the responsibilities of the other ISs as parts of a
whole system. This allows each IS to determine when sharing information, goals, and
plans with other ISs is necessary and desirable.

“Problem solving” within the satellite operations world is a phrase that is too easily
associated solely with anomaly resolution. This is actually a narrow view of problem
solving. While anomalies (unexpected equipment failures, degradations, behaviors, etc.)
can and do occur in both ground-based and space-based equipment, problem solving
actually occurs across a larger spectrum of satellite operations. Dealing with normal
system maintenance during the course of operations can be problematic and sometimes
requires complex planning. Also, planning a test to verify a certain satellite performance
capability can be a complex task.

Problem solving during an anomaly is actually problems solving. In particular, it is very
rare for only one system problem to result when a satellite component failure occurs.
Usually, many system problems result. This is illustrated later in a space mission scenario.

PROBLEM-SOLVING ARCHITECTURE FOR SPACE MISSION SUPPORT

A problem-solving architecture for space mission support must be able to elaborate a
description of the problem(s) where the context of the problem(s) can be referred to in the
follow-on, problem-solving process . But first, an assessment must be made to determine(2)

if a problem(s) situation exists. Once a problem(s) situation exists, the architecture must
support determining goals to deal with the existing problems and creating plans that are
consistent with the goals. The problems, goals, and plans must be constructed with the
dynamic context of the domain’s problem(s) situation. As the domain’s problem(s)
situation evolves, goals and plans can be appropriately refined.

Figure 2 displays the Space Mission Support problem-solving architecture. The large “K”
represents the knowledge of each IS (domain, reasoning, roles, and responsibilities of itself
and the other ISs). The problem-solving processes are problems construction, goals
construction, plans construction, and plans execution. Sharing during (global) problem
solving occurs in all four problem-solving processes between ISs and is represented by the
dotted lines. The questions presented in the left column are intended to provide an
understanding of each process and the issues it must address. The processes operate
concurrently while problem solving evolves and the intelligent systems converge to
problem(s) solution. Figure 3 is a snapshot of the problem-solving process, with plans
construction as the example. Each IS develops local plans from its local goals and
knowledge and, through exchanging information, goals, and plans, is able to produce
coherent, local plans that are globally sound.



Figure 2. Space Mission Support problem-solving architecture.

SPACE MISSION SCENARIO

To illustrate the problem-solving architecture, we have chosen a power management
scenario. The scenario involves three intelligent systems cooperating to solve several
system problems that result from a satellite component failure. The sun sensor on one of
the satellite’s solar wings fails so that the wing is no longer able to track the sun and
produce maximum power. The three ISs involved are 1) spacecraft H&S, 2) surveillance
payload H&S and data analysis, and 3) mission planning. Each intelligent system is
responsible for maintaining local and global system functionality within its domain of
influence. For example, the spacecraft IS is responsible for maintaining the spacecraft’s
state of health during all aspects of mission operations. The payload IS is responsible for
maintaining payload state of health, proper calibration, and correct data processing during
mission operations. The mission planning IS is responsible for maintaining mission
objectives, capabilities, and plans for mission operations.



Figure 3. Local and global perspectives during problem solving evolve
dynamically as the Intelligent Systems (ISs) converge to the most
acceptable plans through cooperation.



The scenario begins with Satellite 1 having been out of contact with the ground station for
a couple of hours. Satellite 1 is contacted and its telemetry exhibits anomalous Electrical
Power Subsystem (EPS) behavior (due to the failed sun sensor which occurred when the
satellite was not in contact with the ground station). The batteries are in discharge and one
solar wing is supplying less power than expected. The batteries should not be discharging
since the vehicle is not in eclipse and both solar wings should be producing equal power.

Satellite 1 is part of a constellation of surveillance satellites. The present mission
objectives for the surveillance system include the observing of a particular place on the
earth at a particular time. Satellite 1 and Satellite 2 are the only two vehicles capable of the
desired surveillance at the desired time. Included in the mission objectives is a
corroboration requirement; that is, two satellites (e.g., their surveillance sensors, part of
their payloads) observing the desired location during a specified time interval.

For Satellite 1, a failed (solar wing) sun sensor causes several system problems. In
particular, three problems stand out and are listed here:

1. Power imbalance: batteries discharging.

2. Payload to be turned off in ten minutes: an automatic spacecraft load shed response
to stop possible damage to the batteries.

3. Wings misaligned: present wing operation and future wing operation are suspect.

Problems Construction has the task of determining these system problems (as well as
others not discussed here) using the telemetry symptoms and the domain model of the
spacecraft. Several telemetry measurements in the EPS are exhibiting unexpected behavior
and a few measurements are exhibiting inconsistent behavior. Goals Construction has the
task of determining goals for continued system performance, given the problems that
presently exist within the system and the overall system state. Plans Construction has the
task of determining plans for accomplishing the goals. As the IS reasoning continues,
problems, goals, and plans evolve through dynamic interaction with the domain
(spacecraft) and the domain model (knowledge base models) with the end result being the
most acceptable plan(s) for dealing with the (constructed) problems.

The spacecraft IS is able to determine that the payload and mission planning are affected
by the present spacecraft anomalous behavior because each IS contains knowledge about
the roles, responsibilities, and domain of the other ISs. Thus, the payload IS and mission
planning IS become involved in the problem solving. Goals and plans are exchanged as the
three ISs cooperate to determine an acceptable global solution plan. Each IS reasons



within its domain of influence to determine local plans for potential and/or partial problem
solution.

Figure 4a displays a subset of the problems, goals, and plans that can develop within each
IS. Plans are eliminated (from the global perspective) when they do not satisfy or
contribute to desired system performance. For example, “turning off the payload” would
be undesirable (in this scenario) to both the mission planning IS and the payload IS.
Figure 4b displays a (potential) global solution plan. Of course, as IS plans are executed
(commands sent to the satellite, mission planning modified, etc.), they may not work (as
desired), and the ISs continue problem solving until an acceptable level of system
performance is achieved. The term “acceptable” depends upon many variables, such as
seriousness of component failures, limitations in satellite design, etc.

CONCLUSION

Many future space missions will be supported with either modular transportable or mobile
transportable ground stations. These new ground stations will be limited in size, but must
still provide the functional capabilities of today’s larger, fixed facilities. Therefore, many
of the functions performed by humans will be augmented by intelligent systems. The
intelligent systems will have to cooperate as elements of the larger system, just as humans
(or teams of humans) do today. This cooperation will include exchanging information,
goals, and plans so that each intelligent system performs its tasks with knowledge of the
impacts and benefits it has on other elements within the larger system.
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Spacecraft IS

Problems Goals Plans

- Batteries discharging - Increase solar power - Rotate wing toward sun

- Automatic load sheds to - Stop unwanted load sheds - Reconfigure components
   occur in 10 minutes    Circuitry 
   (including payload)
- Wings misaligned - Realign wing - Rotate wing

- Shed unnecessary loads - Turn off payload
- Turn off components
   (to low power mode)

Payload IS

Problems Goals Plans

- Spacecraft solar power is below - Reduce load to spacecraft - Turn payload off
   anticipated level - Configure sensors to low

- Surveillance requirement exists - Support the surveillance - Calibrate sensors
   mission

   power mode

Mission Planning IS

Problems Goals Plans

- Double satellite - Achieve two satellite - Reconfigure constellation
   surveillance not    surveillance - Delete corroboration
   achievable    requirement

- Adjust surveillance time
   interval

Figure 4a. IS Problems, Goals and Plans



Spacecraft IS Payload IS Mission Planning IS

1. Rotate wing 1. Configure sensors to low power 1. Adjust surveillance time

2. Reconfigure load shed circuitry 2. Calibrate sensors
    mode    interval

Figure 4b. Global Plan



Advanced Telemetry Front End

International Business Machines
Gerald Weiss

ABSTRACT

In order to support the higher telemetry rates and novel
telemtry data structures anticipated in the 90’s, high
performance, readily adapted telemetry processing systems
will be required. In this paper, an advanced multiprocessor
front end utilizing an open architecture based on
Multibus II is described. The system employs primarily COTS
hardware and software products, in addition to custom
microprocessor-based frame synchronizer and block
multiplexer channel interface boards. The system is designed
to facilitate a modular, parallel approach to processing of
incoming telemetry streams, and suppports connectivity
options, including standard network interfaces to
workstations, as well as the channel interface to host
systems.
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Expert System Based Telemetry Analysis for
Real-Time Monitoring and Control of

Complex Spacecraft

Talarian Corporation
Bryant C. Cruse

ABSTRACT

A project to provide expert system based suppport for
control and monitoring of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
had been underway at Goddard Space Flight Center since 1987.
The work is being done for NASA Goddard by Lockheed Missles
and Space Company under the Hubble Space Telescope Mission
Operational Contract. The HST will downlink over 6000
individual parameters in any of 17 separate formats. Data
rates vary from 500 bps to 32 kbps. The project’s goal is to
provide an expert system based module at each of the seven
operator workstations in the Mission operations Room. The
modules will serve as intelligent assistants to the human
operators, providing real-time interpretation of the
incoming telemetry to verify execution of the mission
schedule, detect anomalies, and assist in normal or
contingency real-time commanding of the spacecraft.

The project is made possible through the use of L*Star.
L*Star is a distributed knowledge based architecture
optimized for real-time monitoring, analysis, and control.
L*Star was originally developed by Lockheed and is currently
being enhanced and maintained by Talarian Corporation. The
architecture provides three separate processes which can run
on a single or networked CPUs; a high speed inference engine
which supports a substantial temporal reasoning capability,
a felxible data management process, and a state of the art
color graphics based man-machine interface.

The magnetude and complexity of the project has necessitated
the employment of a number of innovative methodologies for
the design, development, test, and intergration of large
knowledge bases. These techniques, which have general
applicability to expert system based telemetry analysis of
complex spacecraft, are described together with the HST
project and the L*Star tool.
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HYPERMEDIA AND EXPERT SYSTEMS
APPLIED TO SPACE VEHICLE
MONITORING & CONTROL

J.D. Bost M.D. Meloan
T.C. Le S.A. Sutton

P.K. Mangan S.R. Turner

I. Introduction

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) weather
satellite supports worldwide defense operations by the
acquisition of global visual and infrared cloud data and
other specialized meteorological, oceanographic, and solar
data. In support of DMSP, prototypes are currently under
development that will demonstrate the viability of expert
systems, real-time graphics, and hypermedia-based
information navigation for space vehicle monitoring &
control.

The information navigation portion of this prototype depends
on a highly integrated hypermedia environment. This
hypermedia-based prototype’s design is predicated on a
multiply connected information base of various media forms
including video sequences, high-resolution photographs,
schematics, engineering support documentation, and audio.

A program that would describe the actions of the
spacecraft’s redundancy manager software was selected for
the first expert system prototype. The prototype monitors
telemetry from the spacecraft, then visually notifies and
advises the operator if a malfunction in a redundant
component occurs. The expert system interfaces to taped
telemetry files generated by the DMSP high fidelity
simulator. A real-time interface is currently being tested
using a modem data line.

These prototype systems demonstrate capabilities beyond the
scope of current systems at DMSP Satellite Operations
Center. The goal of these prototypes is to provide concepts
that can address the present military need for reduced
manning, diminished contractor support, and improved data-
handling techniques.



II. The Information Navigator:

A. Goals of the Information Navigator:

Improving the context of data presentation is one of the
goals of the information navigator prototype. The context of
presentation is a critical factor when turning raw data into
information. To illustrate this point contrast a table of
raw data with an associated 3-dimensional surface plot (see
figure 1 and figure 2).

Both views represent the same data, yet the plot provides
information or an awareness relating the magnitude of the
data items relative to one another. When dealing with large
complex data volumes as in our application, continuous
visual inspection of the tabular data representation is both
cumbersome and prone to error.

Orientation and presentation of data is made possible in the
information navigator through the use of hypermedia.
Hypermedia can be defined as the blend of multiple visual
and audio presentation mechanisms that can be navigated in
an intuitive fashion using easy-to-master user interface
techniques. What this implies using today’s technology is a
mouse/joystick Apoint & click@ interface that ties together
randomly accessible video sequences and high resolution
still photographs from an optical disk, engineering drawings
and system schematics on magnetic disk, hypertext, and
digital audio segments. Each of these unique media forms is
multiply linked with the others through a common
application. In its current form this common application is
HyperCardJ.

Providing a graphically oriented repository for status
information received from multiple systems is another goal
of the information navigator. This activity presupposes that
a well defined user interface that can demonstrate
alternative relationships between prototyped user tools can
be useful in defining the requirements for fully implemented
versions of these tools. Different arrangements of the
navigator interface can be compared and quickly interated
with the user community. The results of this interaction
materialize as descriptions that define diverse
computational and display resource needs. In an attempt to
better define these requirements the navigator prototype
provides a platform for experimentation and test of user 



interface concepts as well as tool development and
integration.

B. Design of the Information Navigator:

The information navigator uses three CRT monitors for
display of information. One monitor displays the HyperCard
application. The primary screen within this HyperCard
application is called the tools menu. This menu contains an
array of small icons (small pictorial representations of the
information or action taken when selected) that provide the
user an index of the capabilities of the information
navigator. This picture-based index technique provides a
hierarchical structure of information that is easily
traversable by the user. The highest level of the index
represents the category of tools that can be initiated by
the user. Once the user selects a tool, the specific action
taken by that selection can remain transparent by the user.
Only the final result need be presented to the user for
further action. Consider the following example: The user
wishes to view a high-resolution photo of a spacecraft
sensor. The first selection made is the images icon in the
tools screen. After this selection is made the user will
specify via a keyword search, the specific photo required
for viewing. After the keyword search is processed, the
photo options are presented to the user. At this point the
user makes the final selection and the image is displayed
for viewing. At no time during this process was it necessary
for the user to understand that a database program, image
scanning program, and color graphics processing program were
executed to develop the output for final viewing. Hiding the
implementation (in this case the interaction of several
applications) allows the user to concentrate on selecting an
image rather than remembering how to and where to select an
image. This process is shown in a graphical form in
Figure 3:

The information navigator prototype complements existing
data systems used in satellite support. The navigator is an
evolving concept, and as such, the tools within the
navigator prototype are in various stages of development. A
subset of the tools (information access points) that exist
in either conceptual form or partial implementation are
summarized below with their respective icons shown next to
each description:



This icon represents an access point for an expert
system that addresses environmentally induced
anomalies in the space vehicle. Access points for
several expert systems are planned as part of the

navigator prototype. One of the functions of the navigator
is to provide a platform for visualizing the interaction
between multiple con-current expert systems. Within this
context, the navigator can serve as a focal point for
summary information made available by concurrent processes.
The environment expert system is designed to establish a
measure indicating probability that an anomaly registered on
the space vehicle was due to disruptions in the space
environment including but not limited to single event upset,
bulk charging and surface charging. This expert system is
currently hosted in a 286-based platform. An interface
between the environment expert system and the navigator is
planned at a later date.

This icon is selected for access to telemetry data
files. In its current form it simply initiates a file
transfer to a standard application for display. The
evolved form will include network file transfers from
remote hosts. In keeping with the theme of information

abstraction, the implementation of this function will insure
that the different between a local file transfer and a
remote transfer is transparent to the user.

This is an access point for information relating
to the space vehicles Ascent Phase Equipment
(APE). This includes boosters, guidance & control
for ascent phase, and telemetry descriptions for

this phase. The type of information that will be referenced
through this access point includes schematics, hypertext-
based equipment specifications, still and motion
photography, and software simulations. At the current time
only hypertext-based equipment specifications and
engineering drawings are available.

All forms of electronic documentation are
accessible through this access point. Information
available through this point is also connected to
other points perviously mentioned. The purpose of

this access point is to provide a simple method for looking
up information. The technique for browsing information in
the navigator is similar to perusing a library.



This icon interfaces to materials relating to the
Command and Control Subsystem (CCS) for the space
vehicle. The information referenced to through
this access point is similar in form to the

information referenced through the APE icon. Information
specific to this access point includes diagrammed procedures
for CCS access specific to the space vehicle requested.

This icon is the Equipment Status Telemetry
Subsystem access point. The type of information
accessible from this point includes user-definable
views of telemetry as it relates to specific
equipment selected by the user.

The Electrical Power and Distribution System
provides descriptive information that can assist
the user in understanding the interworkings of the
various power subsystems within the space vehicle.

Some of the areas covered through this access point include:
power supply electronics, fuse box units, solar arrays,
battery charge assemblies, power converters, and power
budgeting procedures. These items are further broken down
into their constituent parts. For example, the power
budgeting procedures for a space vehicle are divided into
the following categories: battery charge status, solar array
output, battery load, mode control, and boost regulator.

In its final implementation, this icon will
provide an access point to the status of the
various ground stations that support the space
vehicle. In addition to the status of these ground

stations, the user may gain access to specific information
for each ground station such as antenna sizes. The mechanism
for navigating this information involves the traversal of a
hierarchial structure of maps. Each layer in the hierarchy
provides a more detailed view of the terrain than the
previous level. Within this framework, the user can Azoom
in@ on the area of interest and see the projection of the
space vehicle relative to the ground station’s coverage
area.

This icon is an access point to one of the several
tools contained within the information navigator
that assist the user in graphical comparisons of
data. Specifically, this tool compares a current

data item (from a recently created telemetry data file) with
historical curves. The historical curves are made available



through an on-line version of the orbit operations handbook
for the space vehicle in question. The comparison takes both
historical data and new data and overlays these items on a
common grid for visual comparison.

This is the Attitude Control System icon. The
information available through this access point
begins with graphical representations of the space
vehicle attitude control system. From this

graphical representation, the user selects an area of the
picture that coincides with the user area of interest. By
clicking on this area of the picture the user is presented a
screen that diagrams the area the user selected in more
detail. Specific areas that are referenced through this icon
include but are not limited to sun sensors, earth sensors,
reaction wheels, electromagnets, rate gyros, and linear
accelerometers.

Within the framework of the Information Navigator, expert
systems can be viewed as specialized tools that are
accessible through the navigator tools menu as is planned
for the environment expert system. This does not constrain
the operation of an expert system or even where the expert
system is hosted (another computer platform for example),
but it does suggest an architecture that addresses the
transfer of information between the navigator and an expert
system. The simplest form of communication between navigator
and an expert system can be accomplished through a session
dedicated to the transfer of high-level summary or
assessment information. As part of the operation of an
expert system, the processed conclusions can be made
available to the navigator. Data that is provided through
these individual communications sessions with the navigator
can be deposited into appropriate containers (text fields &
graphics) for display. It is also the responsibility of the
navigator to organize and display information received from
multiple sources. As yet this has not been implemented, but
preliminary design work would suggest incorporating an
expert system within the navigator to assist in defining
priorities between information received from multiple
sources. In its current form the navigator can provide
easily accessible documentation that can augment the anomaly
resolution processes developed using expert systems. Some
sample screens taken from the navigator prototype are shown
in Appendix B.



III. The Expert System:

A. Redundancy Management:

The operational system today

To insure the health of the DMSP spacecraft, many hardware
and software components have both a primary and a backup
configuration. In the event of an onboard malfunction in
which one of the critical components becomes non-
operational, reconfiguration of the vehicle occurs
automatically, under the direction of the redundancy manager
(REDMN) flight software. The remainder of this section
outlines current methods of recognizing and handling such
malfunctions and describes the roll the expert system will
take in alleviating some of the difficulties involved in
failure analysis.

When DMSP satellite hardware reconfiguration occurs, Air
Force command and control personnel must determine 1) that
reconfiguration has occurred and 2) which failure has caused
reconfiguration. What makes this difficult is that REDMN
monitors internal variables that are unavailable to the
ground operator. REDMN does not notify the user which
component of the spacecraft has failed, or the nature of the
failure.

In the operational environment, DMSP satellite controllers
monitor lists of telemetry measurands presented
alphanumerically on CRTs. During a pass of the satellite,
the crews examine lists of subsystem telemetry to determine
whether all subsystems are performing nominally. They look
for trends from pass to pass which may indicate an anomalous
condition. When a telemetry item exceeds a certain
threshold, it is considered out of limits and the on-call
engineer is notified. The engineer in making his/her
analysis of the anomaly checks data from both onboard
computers, then executes complicated procedures for
restoring redundancy to the spacecraft.

All this is done manually by referring to operations manuals
and cross checking the values against those listed in
satellite analysis reports for telemetry. Since crew action
is largely dependent upon engineering advice, the DMSP
satellite operator would greatly benefit from online
information concerning the actions of the redundancy manager 



and recommendations for returning to a nominal status if an
anomaly occurs.

The prototype expert system offers the DMSP satellite
operator a visual representation of the state of the
spacecraft not available to him/her now. In the event an
anomaly occurs, the function of the expert system is to
notify the user which component of the spacecraft has failed
and the exact nature of the failure, then guide the user
through execution of contingency procedures when
appropriate.

B. Failure Management with Expert Systems

The redundancy management flight software detects
malfunctions in certain units of the Attitude Control
Subsystem and the Electrical Power and Distribution
Subsystem, but provides no direct information to the user
regarding the reasons for reconfiguring those units. The
DMSP Satellite Operator’s Assistant in Realtime (SOAR)
expert system provides for the detection and diagnosis of
nine anomalies on the spacecraft that provoke action by the
redundancy manager, as well as recommendations for cleanup
procedures for reconfiguration of the satellite from the
ground. These nine anomalies include all the possible
failures on the spacecraft that may provoke action by the
redundancy manager. When it becomes apparent through
telemetry indicators that the redundancy manager has taken
some action, the expert system determines exactly which
component of the spacecraft has failed and the nature of the
failure. The satellite operator is notified of the subsystem
failure and provided online information necessary for
returning to a nominal status, if possible.

SOAR incorporates an expert system, a graphic interface, and
a real-time telemetry processor, which work together to
assist the user in diagnosing anomalies. The expert system
consists of a supervisor knowledge base, subsystem knowledge
bases, and cleanup procedure knowledge bases that mimic the
cleanup procedures recommended within the DMSP operations
manuals. The supervisor knowledge base consists of rules and
objects that check for out-of-limits telemetry points
indicating failure of one of the nine redundancy manager
tests. The values contained within the telemetry points
offer insight into the type of anomaly that has occurred.
Rule conditions become true according to out-of-limits
telemetry values, triggering additional rules in a forward



chaining fashion. Additional knowledge bases are loaded into
computer memory when the supervisor determines in which
subsystem an anomaly has occurred.

The DMSP high fidelity simulator provides telemetry for
input to the expert system. One simulated anomaly, the Solar
Array Drive (SAD) hangup, has been successfully tested with
the SOAR system. The Solar Array is the source of all
satellite power. It is the job of the SAD to maintain the
orientation of the solar array towards the sun and to
transfer power to the satellite subsystems. During normal
mission operations, the array rotates continuously about the
spacecraft. If the SAD becomes non-operational, power loss
will occur. REDMN detects an error and switches to the
redundant side of the solar array electronics. The expert
system, detecting this side switch, notifies the user of the
switch and continues monitoring REDMN actions. Analysis of
the problem is automatically provided in realtime by the
expert system. Without the conclusions of the expert system
displayed visually on the user interface screens, the
satellite operator would have no option but to search the
lists of telemetry data for indications of REDMN actions.
SOAR provides the pertinent telemetry automatically, and the
user can verify the validity of expert system
recommendations by checking these telemetry values.

C. SOAR System Architecture

The DMSP SOAR system utilizes three separate processes for
performing realtime analysis and display of telemetry data.
Each of the processes operates independently and
communicates information via message passing. The processes
are shown in Figure 4. Telemetry measurands are indicated
TM1 through TMn.

There are three main advantages to this architecture:

1) The three processes can be run on either a single
processor, in which case the processor is timeshared, or on
three separate processors, where each process runs
concurrently.

2) The Inference Process has complete freedom from
input/output worries; its limiting factor is the processing
power of the CPU on which it is resident.



3) Because the processes are loosely coupled, maintenance is
simplified. A process can be modified or replaced with
minimal impact on the rest of the system.

Two knowledge representation paradigms, provided by the
shell (NEXPERT ObjectJ), were used to design the knowledge
bases for DMSP. A hierarchy of both classes and objects
defines the satellite subsystems in terms of their
associated telemetry parameters. Objects are telemetry
measurands with their associated values from the satellite
telemetry stream. These objects are organized into three
major classes, which are analog signals, bi-valued discrete
signals, and digital CPU telemetry. Each telemetry object
also belongs to a subsystem class such as attitude control
or electrical power. The second scheme reasons about the
knowledge contained in the object base using if-then rules.
DMSP rule bases are organized into three types of rules:
rules of observation, rules of interpretation, and rules of
communication. Rules of observation, or level-1 rules, have
telemetry mnemonics as rule conditions and derived telemetry
objects as rule conditions and derived telemetry objects as
rule conclusions. Level-1 rules are evaluated when the rule
conditions receive values from the telemetry server process
(described below), either through a polling procedure or
through a request for a particular telemetry parameter. When
level-1 rules fire, rules of interpretation (level-2 rules)
are evaluated in a forward chaining or backward chaining
fashion until a diagnosis of an anomalous condition is
found. Rules of communication, or level-3 rules, provide
information to the user through message passing to the User
Interface Process (see below). A network of level-1 and
level-2 rules for observing and interpreting an Earth Sensor
Assembly reconfiguration (ESA_side_switch) is shown in
Appendix A AExpert System Rule Network@.

The telemetry server receives real or simulated telemetry
data from ground station computers either via modem or from
a telemetry data file and broadcasts changed telemetry to
the Inference and User Interface Processes. Telemetry
mnemonics and their values are input to the knowledge base.

The user interface process provides visual feedback to the
operator about the health and status of the vehicle (Refer
to Appendix A AUser Interface Main Menu@). Subsystem status
blocks, critical telemetry status charts, and user options
are located on the perimeter of the screen. A working window
in the center of the screen supports the following user



functions: 1) display of telemetry in alphanumeric or
realtime graph form; 2) display of warning messages and
information from the inference process; 3) hierarchical
schematic diagrams animated in realtime; 4) browsing of
diagnostic conclusions and recommendations; and 5) browsing
and execution of command procedures to clean-up or resolve
anomalous conditions. Warning messages received from the
inference process are color coded based on severity: green
(less importance), yellow (moderate importance), and red
(urgent). All messages are stored in a monitor log for later
viewing. Schematic diagrams are updated in realtime to
reflect the current state of the on-board hardware. Switch
icons are bound directly to telemetry parameters and reflect
true switch states. The schematics are structured
hierarchically and the user may browse the various levels by
clicking the mouse on appropriate component icons. Anomalous
components within each level are highlighted in red.
Clicking on selected lines of a schematic brings up graphs
of the telemetry associated with the line. The user
interface was designed using the DataViewsJ graphics
development system.

IV. Conclusions:

These prototype systems represent information processing
capabilities that can enhance current systems within the
DMSP Satellite Operations Center by demonstrating the
viability of expert systems, real-time graphics, and
hypermedia-based information navigation for space vehicle
monitoring & control. The information navigator can enhance
the capabilities of the satellite operations support staff
by providing access to information in a variety of forms.
This navigator prototype effort is made possible through the
integration of multiple information technologies including
hypermedia, expert systems, data base, and procedural
languages. Expert systems prototypes can improve the current
data system through intelligent monitoring of telemetry
data. By integrating telemetry data with output from the
expert system via a modifiable graphics display, the users
understanding can be improved. This can reduce the operator
errors that could result from dealing with large data
volumes. Future extensions of these efforts will be
influenced by interaction with the satellite control user
community and the DMSP Satellite Operations Center.
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Figure 1: Tabular Data



Figure 2: Graphical Data

The Images icon is located in
the tools menu by the user.

Figure 3a:
Images icon



After clicking on the images icon, the user is prompted for
keywords that are used by the system to structure a database
querry and retrieve the image.

Figure 3b:
Cutout View of Tools Menu

 SOAR Process Architecture
Figure 4:

INFERENCE PROCESS - analyzes dynamic telemetry data by means of forward and
backwardchaining rules.

TELEMETRY SERVER PROCESS - gathers incoming telemetry from data files and
broadcasts changed values to requesting processes.

USER INTERFACE PROCESS - provides the user with messages, warnings, diagnosis,
advice, realtime animated schematics, and realtime telemetry graphs.
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ABSTRACT

The ability of maintaining and operating projected
space assets is being, affected by three issues as follows:

1) Increasing complexity of space applications,
2) Increasing numbers of satellite systems, and
3) A fixed number of qualified operations personnel

The need for space-based applications has dramatically
increased over the past decade. Satellite systems have
become increasingly more complex. These systems are being
designed and built to provide enhanced capabilities in a
variety of areas, including communications, navigation,
surveillance, scientific, and others. In addition, space
applications have taken two growth paths, both requiring
increased numbers of satellites. Certain applications are
evolving from single satellite systems to satellite
constellations. Such constellations directly address
requirements for global coverage, such as navigation, and
the need for increased survivability. Other applications are
focusing on the requirements of single payload versus multi-
payload platforms. This has resulted in an increased
interest in single-purpose inexpensive satellite systems.
Both approaches are significantly increasing the number of
space assets that need to be maintained and operated.

These changes are occurring while the projected number
of personnel for satellite operations are remaining
relatively constant. With the extended lives of current and
future satellite systems and the natural attrition of
operations personnel, the problem will be further compounded
by a shortage of qualified personnel. The required expertise
for maintaining an increasing variety of complex systems is
not keeping up with the demand. Automating portions of the
ground and space segment can help reduce the satellite
operations personnel workload. Traditionally, any
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significant processing required for a satellite system has
been done on the ground. Considerations of weight, power,
and cost have made this approach technically and
economically more attractive.

An on-board data processing architecture has been
defined to directly support satellite operation. This
architecture consists of four classes of intelligent
processes described as follows:

1) Planner - generates missions consisting of compatible
mission objectives; generates and updates a plan for
satisfying currently defined missions,

2) Controller - coordinates the generation of an agenda of
activities for satisfying near-term missions; supervises the
execution of scheduled agenda activities,

3) Subsystem Specialist - coordinates the scheduling of
activities for a specific subsystem; generates subsystem
commands implementing scheduled activities; maintains The
subsystem in operational working order,

4) Analyst - assesses the decree executed missions satisfied
related mission objectives; assesses operational performance
of satellite subsystems.

The advent of low-cost, low-power, and high-speed
circuitry and the introduction of new software development
techniques has made it more feasible to add additional
processing capabilities to the space segment. The initial
emphasis has been on expanded functionality. A dramatic
improvement in satellite operations can be attained by
migrating some of those ground segment capabilities to the
space segment. This paper describes an on-board data
processing architecture that supports satellite operations
and the development of a ground to space segment interface,
the satellite knowledge interface protocol (SKIP), required
to support it.
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INTRODUCTION

The first thirty years of civilian space exploration were
characterized by a series of individual missions, focussed
towards specific goals and servicing small and close-knit
user communities. Spacecraft (constrained by power, weight
and volume considerations) were customized towards mission
objectives. Their data handling and communications systems
were primarily built for simplicity and robustness, and
displayed little commonality from mission to mission.

All of the easy space missions have now been flown. As we
move into the 1990s, requirements exist for complex missions
involving Earth observation, exploration and a more
permanent human presence in space. Internationalization of
these missions is inevitable as a means to distribute and
share costs, and to increase their political stability.
Automation of their data handling systems is essential to
support reliable, low cost operations.

Responding to this environment, the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) was formed in 1982 to develop
and promote a full suite of internationally standardized
space data communications protocols. The first set of
recommended standards, covering the data handling
requirements of conventional free-flying scientific
spacecraft, was finalized in 1986.

Using the international space station AFreedom@ program (a
cooperative venture between the US, Europe, Canada and
Japan) as a requirements model, the CCSDS has now extended
its suite of recommended standards to cover Aadvanced
orbiting systems@ such as unmanned and man-tended Earth
observation platforms, new space transportation systems, and
manned laboratories. These systems, which operate as long-



term orbiting facilities and therefore have changing user
communities, produce prodigious rates and volumes of data
including digitized video and audio. For the first time, the
orbiting systems will use local area networks for internal
data transfer. On the ground, they will interface with
networks designed for worldwide Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI).

This paper reviews the standard data handling service
architecture which has been developed by CCSDS. It describes
the communications protocols that are recommended for the
networked transfer of space mission data, and focuses on the
unique requirements of transmitting many different data
types through weak signal, noisy space channels at rates
which routinely may reach many hundreds of megabits per
second.

STANDARDS FOR ADVANCED ORBITING SYSTEMS

The technical work of CCSDS is assigned to Panels, who
establish Subpanels to address the development of specific
standards. As needed, ad-hoc working groups are formed to
identify how the standard techniques should evolve to meet
new mission requirements, and to assist space Project
organizations with their application.

The products of the CCSDS are known as Recommendations
which, while they represent the full technical consensus and
agreement of designated experts within the CCSDS agencies,
are not standards in that they are not supported by any
commitment of resources in terms of hardware, software,
facilities and personnel. The job of creating standards is
distributed among the agencies, each of whom is responsible
for developing and enforcing local mechanisms for
translating the CCSDS Recommendations into the required set
of standard capabilities.

The original suite of CCSDS Recommendations, finalized in
1986, focussed on the needs of conventional, free flying
scientific spacecraft. They introduced the concept of data
packetization as a mechanism for standardization and for
allowing data acquisition processes to be performed
asynchronously with respect to their transmission through
space data channels. Beginning in 1985, in cooperation with
the space station Freedom program, the CCSDS began
development of a standardized communication systems
architecture for advanced orbiting systems of the 1990’s



(Reference [1]). These systems generate a very wide range of
user data rates (a few bits per second to hundreds of
megabits per second), they feature the integrated
transmission of video, audio and computer data, and they
service a large number of users who change across the
lifetime of the Project and who conduct a diverse set of
scientific, engineering and commercial investigations.

After analysis of user and mission requirements, CCSDS
concluded that customized, high performance Link layer
protocols, supporting the integrated ultra high rate
transmission of many different types of data, are needed for
use on the unique space/ground and space/space data
channels. To service end-to-end user data transfer needs, a
high performance technique is needed for the flow of large
rates and volumes of telemetry data between relatively
static end points; as an alternative user service, a
conventional suite of OSI-compatible communications
protocols is also required.

USER SERVICE MODEL

CCSDS has defined the logical concept of a ACCSDS Principal
Network@, which consists of an AOnboard Network@ in a space
vehicle connected via a CCSDS ASpace Link Subnetwork@ either
to a AGround Network@, or to an Onboard Network in another
space vehicle.

The Onboard Network provides low and medium rate
intercommunication between users within the spacecraft. The
Ground Network provides a similar capability for those users
located on Earth. The Space Link Subnetwork interconnects
the Onboard and Ground Networks. A key feature of the Space
Link Subnet is the provision of AVirtual Channels@ which
allow one physical space channel to be shared among multiple
traffic streams, each having different service requirements.

A user service model of a typical space mission data flow
configuration is shown in Figure 1. This model, known as the
Apipe diagram@, indicates that eight different user services
are provided; each service access point is represented by
one of the vertical pipes. For clarity, only the space half
of the model is show: the ground half is conceptually a
mirror image.

Two of the user services (AInternet@ and APath@)operate end-
to-end across the entire CCSDS Principal Network. The



remaining six services (AEncapsulation@, AMultiplexing@,
ABitstream@, AVirtual Channel Access@, AVirtual Channel Data
Unit@, and AInsert@) are provided only within the Space Link
Subnetwork for special applications such as audio, video,
high rate payloads, tape playback, and the intermediate
transfer of Path and Internet data. All of the user
services, and their associated data communications
protocols, operate bidirectionally (i.e., from space to
ground, from ground to space, or from space to space).

Internet Service

The Internet service is used for intermittently transferring
low rates and volumes of structured, delimited data between
dynamically changing source and destination end points. The
Internet service provides users with access to standard OSI
upper layer services and allows them to communicate through
space links with applications that are accessible through
commercially supported OSI ground networks. It is the
service most likely to be used to support interactive user
operations.

Path Service

The Path service is used for continuously transferring, at
moderate to very high data rates, large volumes of
structured, delimited data units between fairly static
source and destination end points. It is the service most
likely to be used for the telemetering of measurement data
from payload instruments and supporting systems.

Encapsulation Service

The Encapsulation service allows any variable length, octet
aligned user data unit to be wrapped within a local CCSDS
subnetwork protocol during its transfer through a space data
link.

Multiplexing Service

The Multiplexing service uses a standard CCSDS subnetwork
protocol that allows variable length, octet aligned data
units from many users to be multiplexed together for
efficient transfer through a space data link on the same
Virtual Channel.



Bitstream Service

The Bitstream service allows a serial string of bits, whose
internal structure and boundaries are unknown, to be
transferred through a space data link on a dedicated Virtual
Channel.

Virtual Channel Access Service

The Virtual Channel Access service allows a user to access
one dedicated Virtual Channel to achieve point-to-point
transfer through a space data link.

Virtual Channel Data Unit Service

The Virtual Channel Data Unit service allows trusted users
to independently create their own Virtual Channel protocol
data units for transfer through a space data link.

Insert Service

The Insert service allows fixed length, octet aligned
service data units, (e.g., digitized audio) to be
isochronously transferred through a space data link when the
overall transmitted data rate is low.

SPACE LINK PROTOCOL

Within the Space Link Subnetwork, the Physical Channel layer
provides the point-to-point transmission path through the
space medium, to connect a spacecraft with its supporting
ground system or with another spacecraft.

Data are transmitted through the weak signal, noisy Physical
Channel as a serial symbol stream. Typically, the raw bit
error rate of such a channel falls in the range of lxl0E-01
to 1x10E-05. Very poor channels may be improved by passing
the symbol stream through a standard CCSDS Convolutional
Code prior to transmission; however, this comes at the
expense of a 50% coding overhead and for some channels may
be unnecessary.

To facilitate frame synchronization on space links within
the Virtual Channel layer, fixed length data structures are
used: their boundaries are delimited using a standard CCSDS
Synchronization Marker, which is a special pattern that is
chosen to have good autocorrelation properties. The standard



CCSDS fixed length frame, which forms the basic protocol
data unit of the Virtual Channel Access sublayer, is known
as a AVirtual Channel Data Unit@ or VCDU.

Each VCDU has limited error control which allow its use on a
Physical Channel that provides a raw bit error rate of about
lxl0E-05. However, since many space applications require a
much lower error rate, a VCDU can have a powerful standard
CCSDS outer code of error-correcting Reed-Solomon check
symbols appended to it, in which case it is called a ACoded
Virtual Channel Data Unit@ or CVCDU. Relative to a VCDU, a
CVCDU contains more error-control information and, hence,
less user data: however, the Reed-Solomon code provides a
virtually error-free transmission service. The format of the
VCDU/CVCDU is shown in Figure 2.

The Virtual Channel Access service data units consist of
long fixed length blocks of private user data that are
directly inserted into the VCDU data unit zone, with no
protocol applied, for point-to-point space link transfer.
Encrypted user data blocks may use this service.

The Insert service data units consist of short fixed length
blocks of private isochronous data that are directly
inserted into the Insert zone of every VCDU that is
transmitted on a particular Physical Channel. The Insert
Zone shares the VCDU with the data unit zone supporting
other types of service, and provides a synchronous time
division multiplexed sampling interval which is needed by
data types such as digitized audio and teleoperations
control. This service is only activated at low transmitted
data rates (below about 10Mb/s).

Some trusted users may be allowed to create their own VCDUs
which, as Virtual Channel Data Unit service data units, are
interleaved into the continuous stream of VCDUs that are
transmitted on the Physical Channel.

Bitstream service data units are formatted into a Bitstream
protocol data unit that occupies the entire fixed length
VCDU data unit zone, and which provides delimiting if fill
data are inserted. High rate video, or playback data from
onboard storage devices, may use this service.

Multiplexing service data units conform to a standard ACCSDS
Packet@ structure that is recognized by all CCSDS Agencies:
the CCSDS Packets are concatenated together into a



Multiplexing protocol data unit that occupies the entire
fixed length VCDU data unit zone, and which delimits the
boundaries of the individual Packets.

Encapsulation service data units are first wrapped within
individual CCSDS Packets before being submitted to the
Multiplexing service.

Internal to the VCDU, an option exists to add extra protocol
to support a bidirectional retransmission control procedure
known as a ASpace Link ARQ Procedure@, or SLAP. This is
achieved by attaching a ALink ARQ Control Word@ to either a
Multiplexing, Bitstream or Virtual Channel Access data unit.
Three different AGrades of Service@ are provided by the
Space Link Subnetwork, according to the selected combination
of error detection, error correction and retransmission
control techniques. Each Virtual Channel supports a single
Grade of Service.

Grade-3 Service

This service provides the lowest quality of service. The
VCDUs are transmitted through the Physical Channel without
the protection of Reed-Solomon encoding. Data transmitted
using Grade-3 service may be incomplete and there is a
moderate probability that errors induced by the space link
are present. Grade-3 service is not used for transmission of
packetized data, because it provides insufficient protection
for the control information contained in the packet headers.

Grade-2 Service

In Grade-2 service the VCDU is protected by a block of Reed-
Solomon check symbols, which provides extremely powerful
error correction capabilities. Data transmitted using
Grade-2 service may be incomplete, but there is a very high
probability that they do not contain space link errors.

Grade-1 Service

Grade-1 service is the highest quality of service available:
data are delivered through the space link complete, in
sequence, without duplication and with a very high
probability of containing no errors. It is provided by using
two paired Reed-Solomon encoded Virtual Channels, in
opposite directions, each of which implements the SLAP ARQ
retransmission scheme.



END-TO-END PROTOCOLS

The two end-to-end services provided across a CCSDS
Principal Network are Path and Internet. Both services
correspond to the OSI Network layer. The Path service,
however, interfaces directly to the user application, since
it is an enhanced performance service that needs no
transport, session, or presentation services. The Internet
service, on the other hand, maps directly into the OSI
protocol stack, interfacing to the Data Link layer below and
the Transport layer above.

The Path service uses a special purpose protocol, developed
by the CCSDS, which is optimized to handle the space mission
telemetry data. Path service provides very high performance
and efficiency, at the expense of some flexibility. The
CCSDS Packet is the protocol data unit of the Path service:
since the same CCSDS Packet is used both in the Path service
and in the Multiplexing service of the Space Link
Subnetwork, Path data may be directly and efficiently
multiplexed onto the space links. The structure of CCSDS
Packet is shown in Figure 3.

The Path service relies heavily on network management to
configure the necessary network routing. Since the service
supports high volume flows of data whose endpoints are
fairly static, pre-configured ALogical Data Paths@ (LDPs)
are set-up by management. The Application Process ID field
in the CCSDS Packet provides a APath ID@ tag to identify
with which LDP a Packet is associated. At some relay points
between subnetworks, this Path ID may be examined to
determine subsequent routing, in which case the Packet
supports a limited internetworking capability. In other
cases, local subnetwork addresses may be reserved for
particular LDPs, thus the Packet header need not be
examined.

The Internet service is a complementary user facility that
provides maximum flexibility for interactive applications,
at the expense of speed and efficiency. CCSDS has selected
the commercially-supported ISO 8473 Connectionless Network
Protocol Specification for use within the Internet service,
thus allowing space missions to exploit the rich
communications service infrastructure of Open Systems
Interconnection. The ISO 8473 packet provides full endpoint
addressing and is compatible with standard OSI subnetwork
routing techniques. During transfer through the space data



links, each ISO 8473 packet is encapsulated within a unique
CCSDS Packet so that it may be efficiently multiplexed into
the fixed length Virtual Channels.

The Internet service provides the key Ahook@ that allows the
full stack of OSI protocols to be operated throughout a
space data system. Since the ISO 8473 packet may carry
commercial protocols associated with the Transport, Session,
Presentation and Application layers, a user on the ground
may conduct a full OSI dialogue with a user located in
space, and vice versa. other than the inevitable large
propagation delay, the special purpose intervening Space
Link Subnetwork is conceptually transparent.

CONCLUSION

The CCSDS Recommendation for Advanced Orbiting Systems is
scheduled for finalization in the Fall of 1989. Some
specialized topics (e.g., the space link retransmission
procedure, the network management and signalling system, and
audio/video data handling) will be finalized later. It is
hoped that the basic architecture will be adopted by the
space station Freedom program as well as several major new
NASA ground data handling activities. With such an
architecture in place, the stage will be set for applying
standard data communications techniques to a wide variety of
high data rate mission applications in coming decades, such
as the proposed Mission to Planet Earth and future manned
and unmanned exploration of the solar system. These
standards will offer many attractive opportunities to reduce
space mission costs via automation and international
cooperation, and to improve the overall reliability and user
responsiveness of space data exchange.
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Data Standards for the Space Station Freedom Program

Richard D. Carper
Space Station Program Office

Reston, Virginia

ABSTRACT

The Space Station Freedom Program (SSFP) plans to utilize several of the
Recommendations of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS). As it establishes the standard for space/ground communications
formats and protocols, the development, use, and baselining of the CCSDS
Recommendation for Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS) is of particular interest to
this audience. This paper focuses on the AOS, only incidentally addressing other
CCSDS Recommendations.

The Space Station Freedom Program is constituted of four separate flight
elements. They are the manned Space Base, the European Space Agency (ESA)
provided Manned Tended Free Flyer, the NASA provided Polar Orbiting Platform
(POP), and the ESA provided Polar Orbiting Platform. The Manned Base flight
element itself has four major components furnished by four different national
agencies. These are two pressurized modules provided by NASA, a pressurized
module provided by ESA, a pressurized module provided by the National Space
Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), and a manipulator arm system similar to
that used on the Space Shuttle, provided by Canada. The number of international
interfaces involved clearly provides an environment in which data systems
standards are not only an advantage but a necessity.

This paper discusses four aspects of the effect of the AOS within the SSFP which
are of special interest.

First, the AOS is a new Recommendation of the CCSDS, and the SSFP has been
in the unique position of playing a major role in the development of the
Recommendation even as the SSFP was maturing it’s own data systems
concepts and executing it’s preliminary design. Several advantages accrued to
both the Program and the CCSDS from these parallel processes, including a level
and breadth of review and of test bed activities which probably would not
otherwise have been possible. These advantages and the interactions of the
process are discussed.



Second, the four flight elements of the SSFP are quite diverse, and therefore the
data systems needs of each is significantly different from those of the others. The
AOS Recommendation defines a spectrum of Services from which the flight
system designers select those which are needed by their spacecraft. The specific
application of the CCSDS AOS Recommendation to each SSFP flight element
and the resulting sets of Services provided on each element are discussed.

Third, simply by it’s existence, the AOS Recommendation has provided a
common language and a common framework in which data systems issues could
be addressed. The usefulness and importance of the AOS Recommendation
within the context both of the international nature of the SSFP and as a part of the
generation of inter-organizational support agreements within NASA are discussed.

Fourth, the current status of baselining various CCSDS Recommendations,
especially the AOS, into the SSFP requirements structure is given.

BACKGROUND

Although most public awareness is of the Manned Space Base, the Space Station
Freedom Program (SSFP) in fact is constituted of four separate flight elements,
and a major attached system provided by a fourth nation’s space agency. The
Manned Base is made up of the main supporting structure, the power generating
equipment, and four pressurized, inhabited modules. Two of these modules will be
provided by NASA, one by the European Space Agency (ESA), and one by the
National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA). The NASDA, ESA, and
one of the NASA modules are all dedicated to laboratory functions. The other
NASA module provides the crew living quarters. In addition to these, Canada is
providing a Mobile Servicing Center which will provide a new capability for the
remote handling and manipulation of devices and structures on, attached to, or
serviced by the Base.

NASA is providing a Polar Orbiting Platform (POP), often called the NPOP. The
payload complement of the NPOP is primarily NASA and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) equipment, oriented towards earth observing
functions.

ESA is providing a Polar Orbiting Platform, often called the EPOP. It’s (initial)
payload complement will also generally be oriented toward earth observations.
The two POP’s will be placed in complementary orbits, and together will constitute
a coordinated and highly capable earth observing capability.



Further, ESA is providing a Manned Tended Free Flyer (MTFF) which will be
dedicated primarily to microgravity experiments. It will co-orbit with the Manned
Base and will periodically rendezvous with the Base for the resupply of vehicle
expendables and experiment raw materials and for the removal of experiment
products.

The most visible part of the Canadian Mobile Servicing Center (MSC) is a
sophisticated, complex manipulator arm system which will be used first as a fixed
location system and later will be provided with mobility over the supporting
structure. Although the MSC is an integral part of the Manned Base, it will have
radio frequency communications links with the Base.

For the purposes of this paper, the most salient features of the above constellation
of spacecraft is its variety and its multinational sources. Four different space
Agencies are involved, four separate spacecraft of quite different purpose and
structure, an attached but largely independent remote controlled device, and, as
yet unmentioned, at least the possibility of the involvement of the space/ground
communications systems and associated ground/ground systems of three
different Agencies. Clearly, this should be a natural application area for data
system standards. Even without the international characteristic of the SSFP, the
number of major organizations within NASA alone which carry responsibility for
moving data between the onboard equipment of these spacecraft and the end
users ground equipment is significant. Within NASA, there are three high level
(NASA Headquarters) organizations involved. The Office of Space Station
(Code S) is responsible for the Space Station Freedom Program. The Office of
Space Operations (Code T) is responsible for the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellites and their associated ground systems, the NASA Communications
Network for the movement of spacecraft related operational data, and the
Program Support Communications Network for communicating management and
supporting information, and several other supporting functions. And the Office of
Space Science and Applications (Code E) is responsible for NASA sponsored
experimenters and the communications networks associated with the movement
of processed science data within that science community.

In this environment, many standards are under consideration for the Program
ranging from those for operating system interfaces to those for time codes. This
paper discusses only one of these, that for space/ground communications,
specifically the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems’ (CCSDS)
Recommendation for Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS).



SSFP INVOLVEMENT WITH THE CCSDS AOS

Early in the SSFP the Program requested CCSDS to form an advisory group to
make recommendations to the Program and to interact with the Program in the
area of space/ground communications. An outgrowth of this process was the
realization that existing standards were not adequate to the complex requirements
of the SSFP. The CCSDS therefore undertook the development of a new
Recommendation for such “Advanced Orbiting Systems”. The SSFP participated
in this development both directly through membership on the relevant CCSDS
Subpanel, and also as a major reviewing and critiquing organization. The AOS is
a result of this mutually beneficial process.

The international CCSDS subpanel membership provided a breadth of view which
would simply not have been available to the Program by itself. This resulted in a
deeper insight into the processes involved and therefore a better allocation of
functions than would otherwise have been achieved. The subpanel provided
access to a broader group of protocol experts than that which would have been
available to the Program alone, and this resulted in an increased level of discipline
in the creation of the formats and functions and in a very useful increase in the
formality of the description of the protocols. The international aspect of the
subpanel was invaluable in achieving early and exceedingly useful international
coordination. On the other hand, SSFP participation contributed strongly in the
form of increased sensitivity to complexity, to technology, to implementability, to
cost, and to simple usefulness. The SSFP also provided a very important drive
toward testbedding and validating the protocols, and a major portion of the funding
for that process. The result has been an international effort of the most exemplary
kind. The extremely interesting validation effort is the subject of another paper in
this Session, and therefore will not be discussed here.

It would be both incorrect and misleading to imply that the above process of
developing the AOS Recommendation was either easy or without conflict. It was
neither. The built-in conflicts between flight systems people and ground systems
people, between project people and institutional services people, between the
network architecture of one Agency and the different one of another Agency,
between those experienced in commercial ground/ground protocols and those
experienced in the peculiar space/ground communications environment - to name
only a few of the abrasive points - sometimes made it seem doubtful if the effort
would ever achieve a successful conclusion. But the result has been a
Recommendation strengthened by that process and, we believe, a truly excellent
and useful product.



In summary, the Recommendation is a product of an outstanding international
talent pool, and a level of effort simply not available to any one Project, not even
Space Station Freedom. The Recommendations represent the consensus of
many technical experts, both within NASA and internationally, and the official
acceptance of this Agency after a thorough review by its Program Offices and
Field Centers. And they represent a significant investment by the Agency.

AOS SERVICES USED BY THE SSFP

As has been noted, the SSFP has several quite diverse flight components. The
needs of these spacecraft are by no means identical. The AOS functionally
provides a “menu” of services, from which the spacecraft designer may pick those
- and only those - which are needed by his spacecraft. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to describe the services contained within the AOS, and in any case
those services are the subject of another paper in this Session. Also, it is
assumed that the interested reader will make himself acquainted with the AOS. In
that context, it appears at the time of writing of this paper (May, 1989) that due to
its’ wide ranging needs the Manned Base will use all the services in the AOS
except the Insert Zone (not needed at the high projected data rates), the Space
Link ARQ Procedure (since end-to-end ARQ is projected), and the Octet String
service option under the Path Service. The situation is not as clear yet for the
NPOP, the EPOP, and the MTFF, but an educated guess is that they will not use
those services listed above and in addition they may not use the Virtual Channel
Service Access Points and possibly not the Internet Service. An update on the
selected services and functions will be given at the time of presentation of this
paper.

As a result, those things that will be standardized by the SSFP adoption of the
AOS are:

Frame formats
Virtual Channels
Grades of Service
Basic Service Types
Service Access Points (SAPs) and service and protocol specifications
CCSDS Packet format for Path Service (telemetry)
ISO 8473 Packet format for Internet Service
Space/Ground ARQ protocol IF node to node ARQ is selected (perhaps for the
NPOP)

However, it is important to note that the AOS by no means covers the whole
spectrum of the needs of the SSFP - or of any Program, for that matter. It is a



single recommendation of limited scope. For example, within the SSFP, a very
incomplete list of important things NOT covered by the AOS are:

Audio formats
Video formats
LAN low layer protocols (flight or ground)
NASA Flight LAN to International Partner Flight LAN interface
Space to Space formats
Ground to ground protocols below Layer 3C
Upper Layer Protocols (above Layer 3C)
Physical (e.g. plug/pin/voltage) interfaces

But, as discussed below, the AOS is believed to be THE key Recommendation,
since within its scope is the maximum number of inter-organizational interfaces.

USEFULNESS AND IMPORTANCE OF THE AOS WITHIN THE SSFP

The establishment of standards within areas previously without standards is a top
down process. Organizations responsible for subsystems within the end to end
system generally resist the process since standards do impose some constraints
(though minimal) on subsystem designers. The knowledge base of subsystem
designers, and of subsystem managers, too, is often not sufficiently broad to allow
them to assess the overall end to end problem. And in any event, the
responsibility (and funding) of the subsystem designer and manager is for the
subsystem, not for the end to end system. Therefore, when adopting standards for
a Program, it is unrealistic to expect unanimity or enthusiasm. Grudging
acceptance is adequate.

Considering the above difficulties, why did the SSFP undertake to establish the
CCSDS Recommendations as standards for its’ use? Within the SSFP we found
many strong drivers. We believe these apply to nearly all Programs, although the
relative importance of the individual items will vary according to Program size,
complexity, and objectives. However, in todays’ operational environment it seems
certain that the number of organizations involved in any end to end information
system will make paramount the first advantage listed.

•The early and stable definition of interfaces is THE key to the successful
implementation of distributed systems. There is probably no other single step
which a Program Office can take which will define and stabilize so many, and
such critical, inter-organizational interfaces. At no other place in the information
system do so many different organizations meet. This is the keystone interface. In
the SSFP, the Program, users, all three International Partners, Code T and



Code E all meet at the interfaces included in the CCSDS Recommendation for
Advanced Orbiting Systems.

•Adoption of the AOS constitutes a major agreement between the SSFP and its
International Partners

•The Recommendations function as effectively as NASA inter-organizational
(Codes S, E, and T) agreements as they do as international agreements.

•The ability to evaluate changes based on end-to-end, life-cycle costs is greatly
enhanced due to a consistent, overall system structure. This represents the
potential for significant savings and performance benefits. Meaningful costing
must be done on a comparative basis, and adoption of these Recommendations
provides the consistent reference needed.

•For the same reason, adoption provides the basis for valid, accurate and
commonly based cost trades

•Due to the broad, consistent system view reflected in the Recommendations, the
tendency toward subsystem optimization at the expense of other subsystems,
resulting in a suboptimized overall system, is greatly reduced.

•By maximizing the use of institutional capabilities, costs to the Program are
minimized.

•Adoption of the AOS provides the hooks and scars for future increased
international cross support and interoperability

•System manageability, including integration, test, and verification, is greatly
increased

From a functional perspective, adoption of the AOS by the SSFP accomplishes
the following:

•Defines the space/ground interface at the appropriate level of detail

•-Defines the end to end communications services available to users

•Stabilizes major interfaces and services

•Provides the definition and stabilization at the right time - six months prior to DMS
PDR and approximately ten months prior to Program PDR



STATUS OF SSFP BASELINING OF THE AOS

The intent to baseline the CCSDS AOS was placed in the SSFP Program
Definition and Requirements Document (PDRD) in April, 1988. This intent was
included in the PDRD in order to give all Program participants clear information on
the importance attached to the AOS. They then could participate in the review
process to the level they felt appropriate for their organization. At the time of
writing of this paper, the process to actually baseline the AOS as a Program
requirement, also in the PDRD, is underway. The current plan is to submit a
Change Request (CR) to the PDRD in late June, 1989. The review and approval
process will require approximately two months, leading to establishing the AOS as
the SSFP standard in this area in late August, 1989. This date is regarded as the
latest advantageous date, as experience has shown that standards baselining
must take place about one year prior to Preliminary Design Review for maximum
acceptability and effectiveness. A report on the status of this process will be given
at the time of presentation of this paper. Updates to the baseline, if needed, are
tentatively planned for March, 1990, or approximately three months prior to
Program Preliminary Design Review, and again in March of 1991, or
approximately three months prior to Program Critical Design Review.

The CCSDS Recommendation for Time Codes, and the CCSDS
Recommendation for Radio Metric and Orbit Data were adopted by the SSFP in
April, 1988.



SPACE LINK ARQ PROCEDURE FOR RELIABLE,
ROBUST COMMUNICATIONS

FRED M. BROSI, JR.

1.   BACKGROUND

This program describes a protocol developed by the Consultive Committee for Space Data
Systems (CCSDS) to be used for transfer of data across space-to-ground and space-to-
space links. The CCSDS is a voluntary organization comprising most of the world’s space
agencies. The CCSDS develops recommendations for space data system standards which
serve as guidelines for member space agencies to use in developing their own internal
standards.  Over the past few years, the CCSDS has developed recommendations1

applicable to Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS), such as the U.S. Space Station Freedom
and related space platforms and international space station elements. The Space Link ARQ
Protocol (SLAP) described here was developed as part of the AOS program.

2.   RATIONALE

The SLAP is designed to provide guaranteed “Grade- 1” delivery of data across data links
that interconnect the space and ground elements of a CCSDS Principal Network (CPN).
The location of the SLAP in the CPN is shown in Figure 1. Grade-1 service is
characterized by the transfer of data across space and data links so that (within guaranteed
probabilities) they are delivered to layers above complete, error free, in sequence, and
without duplication.

The SLAP was developed to meet the following requirements.

(a) Provide delivery of a single stream (in each direction) of input source data units
(SDUs) across a space/ground or space/space link.

(b) Provide delivery of SDUs in the order received, without omissions or duplication.

(c) Provide full duplex service using a pair of virtual channels (VCs) dedicated to
Grade 1 service.



(d) Once a connection is established (via CPN management), data transfer on the forward
and return links is asynchronous with respect to each other. Typically, unrelated
applications are using the two directions of transfer.

(e) Provide for automatic recovery from routine transmission errors.

(f) Provide for automatic re-establishment of the connection after an interruption, with
notification to CPN management.

(g) Provide the means to acknowledge one or more frames received at one end of a
connectionin a single frame travelling in the opposite direction.

(h) Provide the means to test the link before sending data.

(i) Provide the means to request the status of a remote receiver.

(j) Provide the opportunity for a receiver to report status to a sender at some minimum
period. This period is implementation dependent, but is related to the transmission
rate, frame size, and loop time.

The following constraints guided the development of the SLAP:

(a) Bandwidth must be conserved. This includes original transmission, retransmission and
transfer of supervisory and reporting data.

(b) The protocol should be designed to support transfers rates of 1 to 100 Mbps.

(c) Loop time (source to destination and return) will be in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 seconds.
This assumes use of one, or possibly two, data relay satellites, to communicate
between ground and space, or space to space.

These constraints make the use of conventional ARQ protocols impractical for the AOS
environment. HDLC/LAP-B  and ISOs Logical Link Control  (LLC) protocols provide the2     3

necessary sequence control, acknowledgement, and retransmission features, but are poorly
suited to the high data rate and long delay conditions encountered when using data relay
satellites.



The SLAP will be used to provide Grade-1 communications service for applications in
which completeness and sequentiality is essential. These might include:

- transfer of computer programs
- transfer of data bases (e.g., star catalogs, mission timelines)
- transfer of communications control parameters and tables (e.g., telemetry format

definitions)
- diagnostic computer memory dumps; historical data retrieval
- electronic mail
- transfer of computer data bases
- transfer of system fault messages

3.   SLAP ENVIRONMENT

Figure 2 shows the relationship of the VC Access Sublayer, of which the SLAP is a part,
to the space link layers above and below it in the CCSDS protocol stack. It also shows the
corresponding protocols in the ISO OSI Reference Model, and in the ISO 8802 LAN
protocol stack. The CCSDS VC Link Control sublayers and the VC Access sublayer are
together equivalent to the Data Link Layer of the OSI Reference Model. The SLAP is
patterned after the connection-oriented procedures of LLC (i.e., Type II operation).

4.   SLAP OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

The SLAP is defined to be a bidirectional procedure: two dedicated Grade-1 Virtual
Channels, one in each direction of data flow (e.g., VC“x” forward and VC“y” return) are
paired to interconnect two symmetrical SLAP entities. At each end of the connection, the
SLAP entity is composed of both a “Sending Function” and a “Acceptance Function”, as
illustrated in Figure 3.

Note that, although shown in separate boxes in the figure, the Sending and Acceptance
Functions at Point “A” (and likewise at Point “B”) are in fact both performed within a
single protocol state machine.

The SLAP-SDUs are accepted from a layer above. The SLAP Sending Function adds a
Link ARQ Control Word (LACW) to each SLAP-SDU to produce a SLAP-PDU, which is
transferred on a dedicated Virtual Channel using a Coded Virtual Channel Data Unit
(CVCDU) data structure provided by the VCDU Construction procedures in the sublayer
below. The LACW contains numbering information which identifies each SLAP-SDU
flowing on VC“x”, plus a report of the status of acceptance of SLAP-SDUs flowing on
VC“y”.



The CVCDUs created by the VCDU Construction Procedures are protected using Reed-
Solomon encoding, which provides the required very high probability that the Grade-1
SLAP-SDUs are error free. In the event that the VCA sublayer is unable to correct a
CVCDU, it will be discarded and a discontinuity will thus be introduced into the sequence
of SLAP-PDUs. Discontinuities may also be introduced by momentary channel outages.
The SLAP therefore provides the necessary sequencing of delivered Grade-1 SLAP-SDU,
by supplying the required numbering, sending, reporting, and resending procedures. The
result is an hybrid system employing both powerful forward error correction and
ARQ-type retransmission control.

Each LACW within a SLAP-PDU contains a sequence number that is associated with the
SLAP-SDU to which it is appended. These sequence numbers are generated by the SLAP
Sending Function, and are valid only within the SLAP: They are independent of the
numbering scheme used by either the VCDU Construction Procedures or by the layers
above to control the sequence of their own data structures. It is these LACW sequence
numbers that are used for SLAP-PDU acceptance checks and for retransmission control.
The sequence numbers assigned to SLAP-PDUs traveling in one direction over the
connections are independent of the sequence number of SLAP-PDUs traveling in the
opposite directions

Certain LACWs may also be formatted to produce supervisory SLAP-PDUs, which are
used to pass protocol control data from the Sending Function to the Acceptance Function,
or vice versa. Supervisory PDUs are not assigned sequence numbers by the sending
function, and therefore are not checked for sequentiality by the receiving function.

For the SLAP to operate, it is necessary for the Acceptance Function to acknowledge
receipt of SLAP-PDUs, and to report sequence errors when they occur. These reports are
carried in the LACWs that accompany data flowing in the opposite direction, i.e., reports
concerning receipt of SLAP-PDUs transmitted from “A” to “B” are carried in the LACWs
that are attached to SLAP-PDUs flowing from “B” to “A”.

If the LACW report received at Point “A” acknowledges that all SLAP-PDUs were
received by the Acceptance Function at Point “B”, normal operation occurs. However, if
the LACW report indicates that a sequence error has occurred, a retransmission strategy is
invoked within the Sending Function at Point “A” to re-send the missing SLAP-PDU(s). If
an unrecoverable error condition is encountered, a service interruption is reported to the
CPN Management system and the Sending Function at Point “A” then reinitializes itself
and transmits a protocol control command to the Acceptance Function at Point “B”, which
causes reinitialization there and enables service to be resumed.



In a symmetrical manner, reports on data transmitted from the Sending Function at Point
“B” to the Acceptance Function at Point “A” are carried in LACWs that accompany data
flowing from A to B, and are acted upon by the Sending Function at Point “B”.

The general organization of the SLAP Sending and Acceptance Functions within the
VCLC sublayer is shown in Figure 6-2. For simplicity, only half of the pair of procedures
at each end of the link is shown.

5.   SLAP FLOW CONTROL

Although the connection establishment, data transfer, and ARQ procedures of the SLAP
are quite similar to those of the HDLC family of protocols, flow control is handled in a
completely different manner. The long delays and large, fixed frame sizes inherent in space
links makes it inefficient to use on/off (e.g., RR/RNR) or credit flow control mechanisms.
Instead, the SLAP uses a rate parameter, carried in information or supervisory frames, to
enable the acceptance process at one end of a connection to control the rate of frame
transmission at the other end. The rate parameter acts as a throttle on the sending process,
preventing it from overrunning the receiving process’s capacity to accept, process, and
deliver data.

6.   CONCLUSION

The SLAP provides the basis for guaranteed delivery of critical data across space-ground
and space-space links. Although the SLAP has been developed for use as a link-layer
protocol, its design makes it usable at higher layers as well. With minor modifications, the
SLAP specification could be used for provision of end-to-end Grade-1 service across the
CPN.
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ABSTRACT

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is an international
organization chartered to develop and adopt communications protocols and data
processing standards suitable for use in space-related communication and data processing
systems. Among its ongoing activities, CCSDS is in the final stages of approving
recommendations for communications services and protocols to be used by “advanced
orbiting systems” (AOS) typified by the international Space Station Freedom Program. As
a companion activity to the development of the AOS protocols, CCSDS is in the process
of defining the network management functions that are necessary to realize the full
capabilities of the AOS services. CCSDS is also concerned with communicating
management information among distributed network management systems, an environment
that will be typical of multi-national space ventures. These network management systems
are envisioned to be automated, resulting in a need for standard network management
protocols and data structures. This paper briefly describes the CCSDS network
management environment, and reviews the current status of CCSDS recommendations for
network management functional capability, use of international standards for network
management, and composition of signalling systems in support of the AOS services. The
paper concludes with a timetable for future work in this area.
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INTRODUCTION

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is an international
organization chartered to develop and adopt communications protocols and data
processing standards suitable for use in space-related communication and data processing
systems. Among its ongoing activities, CCSDS is in the final stages of approving



recommendations for communications services and protocols to be used by “advanced
orbiting systems” (AOS) (1) typified by the international Space Station Freedom Program.
The CCSDS AOS data services, defined in (1), are:

• Path Service
• Internet Service
• Encapsulation Service
• Multiplexing Service
• Bitstream. Service
• Insert Service
• Virtual Channel Access (VCA) Service
• Virtual Channel Data Unit (VCDU) Service

With the exception of the Internet service, the CCSDS AOS services employ protocols
using data unit structures developed by CCSDS. The Internet service employs the protocol
and packet structure developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
for the Open System Interconnection (OSI) Connectionless Network Service, designated
ISO 8473 (2).

Additional CCSDS recommendations for AOS audio and video services that are integrated
with the data services are under development (3). The characteristics of the AOS services
include reliable and efficient support of high data rates (tens to hundreds of megabits per
second), multiple data formats (packets, bitstreams, audio, and video), relatively large
numbers of onboard data sources/sinks, and large and geographically-diverse user
communities on the ground.

The AOS services achieve their functionality in part through the protocols associated with
them (that is, by information passed along with the data), and in part through managed
parameters. As a companion activity to the development of the AOS protocols, CCSDS
has begun a process of defining the network management functions that are necessary to
realize the full capabilities of the AOS services. Definition of the appropriate functional
requirements will lead to evaluation and selection of appropriate mechanisms for
performing these functions in a standard manner. These mechanisms will include standard
network management data protocols and data structures.

This paper briefly describes the CCSDS network management environment, and reviews
the current status of CCSDS recommendations for network management functional
capability, use of international standards for network management, and composition of
signalling systems in support of the AOS services. The paper concludes with a timetable
for future work in this area.



CCSDS NETWORK MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT

This section summarizes the scope of CCSDS recommendations for communications
services, and how that scope affects the scope and structure of CCSDS recommendations
for network management.

CCSDS develops recommendations for “cross support” system standards. Cross support
“is defined as the capability for one space Agency to bidirectionally transfer another
Agency’s data between ground and space systems, using its own transmission resources.
Cross-support takes place at the level of data structures that are created by one Agency
and handed over to another Agency for transmission” (1).

Figure 1 illustrates a case of cross support in the Space Station Freedom Program. For
simplicity, the figure deals with only two of the space agencies involved in the Space
Station Freedom Program, NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA). In this example,
computers (CPU), workstations (WS), and payloads (PL) in ESA’s Columbus module will
be connected to a Columbus Local Area Network (LAN), which in turn connects to the
U.S. payload LAN via a gateway. The U.S. payload LAN in turn connects to the NASA-
operated Communications and Tracking (C&T) system. The C&T provides radio-
frequency (RF) connectivity to the ground via NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS). On the ground, the NASA ground data network connects to the ESA
ground data network via a gateway (whether the gateway resides in the U.S. or Europe is
irrelevant to this example). Through its interconnection of onboard LAN, C&T, TDRSS,
and ground data network, NASA provides cross support for communications between ESA
payloads/workstations/computers onboard the Space Station and various ESA ground
systems. In this example, CCSDS recommendations for cross support apply to the services
to be provided across the NASA-owned network elements, from the gateway between the
Columbus and U.S. LANs onboard to the gateway between the U.S. and ESA ground data
networks. CCSDS recommendations address the formats of the data units exchanged at the
interfaces between agency network domains, and service characteristics such as whether
or not delivery is guaranteed and the level of error protection applied. However, CCSDS
does not attempt to specify how data are to be handled within a space agency’s
network(s). For example, how a provider agency chooses to move a packet from one
cross-support interface to another is not addressed by CCSDS AOS recommendations: the
choice among packet switched networks, dedicated circuits, satellites, and fiber optic
cable is a local decision of the provider agency.

Each space agency manages (operates and maintains) its own network. When one agency
wishes to use another agency’s network, the first agency requests the services needed from
a management entity (“manager”) of the second agency designated for that purpose. The
network managers of these agencies are peers, with no one manager having a priori



authority over the operation of another. The management of cross-supported services
involves one agency’s (the “user agency”) request to another agency (the “provider
agency”) to provide a communication service. Associated with each of these services is a
limited set of management capabilities that the user agency manager may exercise for the
lifetime of the service. These capabilities involve some configuration parameters and
service reporting parameters. For example, the user may be extended the capability to vary
the data rate of a cross-supported service within a predefined range, or to set a threshold
for measured bit error rate, above which the provider agency manager will notify the user
agency manager. In addition, the user agency manager receives performance and fault
reports on the services provided. The user agency manager uses these capabilities to
integrate the services received from its own network(s) with those of one or more provider
networks.

Figure 2 is a simplified illustration of two agency networks, user and provider, each with
its respective network manager. In this figure, two kinds of management interfaces are
shown. The vertical interface between each of the networks and its managers is internal to
that agency’s network. The horizontal interface between the agency managers is the cross
support management interface. In the network management model represented by this
figure, cross-support management messages flow between the agency managers,
representing requests for service and information from the user, and responses from the
provider. The provider agency manager translates the requests into the specific hardware,
software, architectural, and topological details of its network, and effects the requests
through network-internal interfaces. CCSDS network management recommendations
address the functions performed by a provider agency in cross-supporting a service, as
seen through the interface between the agency managers. CCSDS recommendations also
address the signalling system used to carry network management communications between
the agency managers.

Because CCSDS recommendations for the services do not address how the agencies
implement services internal to their networks, the cross-support management of those
services must be defined without reference to agency network infrastructures such as
hardware/software configurations, lower-level network protocols, and network topologies.
The evolving CCSDS recommendations for cross-support network management are based
on representing each service in terms of a source/destination pair of interface points (or
Service Access Points (SAPS)) and a set of service parameters associated with that type of
service, such as data rate and expected bit error rate. All dialog between agency managers
regarding a cross-supported service can be carried out in terms of these configuration
items and information about the data flow through them.

Outside the scope of CCSDS consideration are (a) how the provider agency manager
translates the inter-agency request into terms pertinent to its specific network



configuration, (b) how the provider manager communicates with its network devices to
implement the requests, and (c) the network-implementation-specific activities that the
provider manager performs to keep the cross-supported services operationally independent
of requests from the user agency manager. An example of a network-implementation-
specific activity is the long-term performance trend analysis performed by the provider
agency manager to anticipate when additional capacity must be acquired. These aspects of
network management are left to the individual agencies to resolve locally.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

CCSDS network management functions are specified in accordance with the five
functional areas defined in the management addendum to the ISO/OSI reference model (4):
configuration management, fault management, performance management, accounting
management, and security management. Within each of these functional areas, CCSDS
identifies the management functions to be performed for cross support, and the
management information that must be exchanged between agency network managers in
carrying out those functions.

Configuration Management

Configuration management (CM) activities consist of controlling and monitoring the
elements of a network in order to keep the network operating. At the cross-support level,
configuration control is limited to the establishment and updating (as necessary) of
parameters that characterize the service across the provider network: source SAP,
destination SAP, and appropriate operational characteristics associated with that service,
such as maximum data rate and error protection options.

Configuration monitoring of cross-supported services consists of the provider agency
network manager tracking the operational state (disabled, enabled, active, or busy) of the
cross-supported services they are providing, and reporting the state information to the
responsible user agency manager upon request and whenever the service transitions
between enabled and disabled.

Fault Management

Fault management activities consist of the detection, isolation, and correction of network
faults. In CCSDS cross-support fault management, capabilities are specified for fault
detection, isolation, and correction within the provider network, and for monitoring and
reporting conditions at the interfaces to other agencies’ networks.



For fault management within the provider network, provisions exist for the provider
network manager to determine when user-specified thresholds are exceeded for either the
number of service packets lost by the provider network or the bit error rate of the channel
carrying the service packets, or when a failure in the underlying network stops a service.
Upon detection of such fault indications, the provider network manager notifies the user
agency manager of the fault, and proceeds to isolate and correct the problem.

Access to counts of packets entering and leaving a provider network (i.e., at the source
and destination SAPs, respectively) support a user agency manager’s fault management
activities end-to-end across multiple agency networks. The provider agency maintains
running counts of the packets at the inputs to and outputs from its network, and reports
these at the request of the user agency manager.

Performance Management

Performance management activities involve the evaluation of network behavior and
effectiveness. The objective of performance management is to determine if a network is
operating at its required levels and if not, the changes to network configuration needed to
meet requirements, such as acquisition of additional capacity.

In support end-to-end performance management activities, the user agency manager can
request that the provider agency compute across-network time delays and data rates, and
accumulate counts of packets processed and packets lost by the network.

Accounting Management

In the general case (that is, broader than CCSDS), accounting management activities
consist of the establishment of costs for network services, the collection of information
about usage of those services, and billing for those services. As of this writing, no uniform
cost policies for cross support of communication services among space agencies are in
place. Rather, services are often provided without charge as part of international
cooperative space ventures, or charges are determined on a per-project basis. For these
reasons, common (standard) CCSDS accounting management functions are currently
constrained to collection of utilization data, such as packet counts, amount of data rate
capacity reserved by users, and effective data rate used. These utilization statistics can
then be used as input to project-unique cost-accounting algorithms.



Security Management

Security management activities fall into two major categories: protection of the network
management system from unauthorized access and manipulation, and management of the
security of the communication services provided to users.

CCSDS data system recommendations regarding protection of network management
systems focus on preventing unauthorized access to network management databases
through the communication network to which the management system is connected. ISO
identifies eight security mechanisms for the protection of systems attached to
communications networks (5):

• Encipherment
• Digital signature
• Access control
• Data integrity
• Authentication exchange
• Traffic padding
• Routing control
• Notarization

Network managers controlling CCSDS AOS networks will use some or all of these
mechanisms to protect communications among network managers. Selection of specific
mechanisms will be based on threat analyses to be conducted.

CCSDS makes no recommendations for the protection of CCSDS communications
services supporting user traffic. Therefore, CCSDS network management activities do not
currently address protection of user data. However, CCSDS does identify two security
mechanisms that may be used on a project-by-project basis. These mechanisms are
encrypted authentication (equivalent to ISO’s authentication exchange mechanism with
encipherment) and data encryption (encipherment) (6). Also, ISO has identified all but the
notarization mechanism as being appropriate for the connectionless network service (2),
upon which the CCSDS Internet service is based. If and when CCSDS adopts a security
architecture for user communications, the management of the security services will be
addressed.

USE OF INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Interest in network management within CCSDS coincides with a growing awareness of the
importance of network management in the larger networking community and the
subsequent development of international standards for network management. Specifically,



ISO is developing standards for a Common Management Information Service (CMIS)
(7,8), Common Management Information Protocols (CMIP) (9,10), and a schema for
management information databases (11,12,13). CCSDS expects to capitalize on the large
body of work performed by ISO by tentatively adopting these standards. Adoption of these
standards also strengthens the prospects for using commercially available network
management systems, thus reducing development and lifecycle costs.

Common Management Information Service and Protocols

CMIS provides a standardized mechanism for exchanging information among network
management systems. CMIP is the set of protocols used by CMIS. Services supported by
CMIS include:

• Reporting unsolicited supervisory data, such as notification of pre-defined events,
error threshold crossings, and periodic statistics

• Solicitation of values of service parameters, such as the value of a counter
• Exchange of control commands (requests) and the corresponding responses or

confirmations.

Although CMIS/CMIP provide the capabilities desired for the exchange of CCSDS
management information, there are several factors that may affect the acceptability for
CCSDS purposes. First, CMIS/CMIP are still in the draft international standard stage.
Until CMIS and CMIP are adopted as international standards, the advantages they
represent for an internationally accepted and commercially available approach are in
jeopardy.

Second, CMIS is defined to be a “manager-to-managed-agent” service. Simply put, this
means that it is designed to support interactions between managers and the network
devices that they control. CCSDS requires a manager-to-manager service for interchanges
among agency managers. Use of CMIS/CMIP for manager-to-manager communication is
being discussed within the ISO network management community. The concept is for peer-
level managers to assume dual roles, at times acting as managed agents, and at other times
as managers, according to the context of the management interchange. At present, there
appears to be no reason why CMIS cannot support manager-to-manager communications,
but this requires verification.

The final factor deals with the communication services used by CMIP to connect network
managers. CMIP is specified to operate across a standard configuration of ISO/OSI
protocols. CCSDS is investigating various “enhanced performance architectures” that
bypass one or more of the ISO/OSI upper layer protocols to reduce processing overhead
and delays in transferring network management data. The result of these investigation may



result in a modified protocol stack underlying CMIP. Such a modification has precedent in
the Manufacturing Automation Protocols (14) and the Technical and Office Protocols (15),
which incorporate an enhanced performance subset of the full ISO/OSI protocol suite.

Management Information Databases

The ISO/OSI network management framework (4) incorporates the concept of a
Management Information (data)Base, or MIB. The MIB is the virtual repository of all
management information of a network. The MIB is distributed, residing in part within the
managers and in part within the various devices that make up the network. By modelling
the MIB as a distributed data base, ISO provides the basis for a common structure for
management information across all managers and managed systems.

Faced with the problem of developing a database structure that can readily adapt to new
network devices and operating parameters over time, ISO uses an object-oriented
approach in creating its structure of management information (11,12,13). Object-oriented
structuring allows new types of network entities (or objects) to be described in terms of
existing object types. New object types may be defined as being “kinds of” previously-
defined object types, in which case they inherit the properties of those more-generic object
types. For example, a particular new model of a packet switch can be defined as a
Kind_Of (Packet_Switch). Any parameters of Packet_Switch are inherited by the new
model, and only the specific values of the parameters particular to that model need be
filled in. Network management applications that access the MIB (such as CMIS) know, for
example, that the new device has a parameter Packet_Counter that can be queried, by
virtue of inheritance. New object types can also be created by piecing together instances of
existing object types.

Through this structure of management information, ISO expects to specify standards for
management systems that are capable of managing not only existing and new ISO/OSI
network elements, but also non-OSI elements such as CCSDS protocols and services.
Successful construction of ISO/OSI managed object descriptions for CCSDS protocols
and services would allow the use of commercially-available network management systems
to control CCSDS AOS networks. Furthermore, since as it is likely that agency networks
will be running other protocols (ISO/OSI and otherwise) in addition to CCSDS AOS,
adherence to the common model allows integrated management across all protocols and
services.

An interesting challenge of placing CCSDS objects in an ISO/OSI MIB lies in modelling
the CCSDS cross-supported services in accordance with the ISO/OSI structure of
management information. The ISO/OSI structure currently has no ready counterpart to the
abstract representation of service that is used in CCSDS cross-support network



management. CCSDS may have to develop a new generic object type (“Cross-Supported-
Service”) to model these services without reference to underlying network structure.
Alternatively, CCSDS may work with ISO to add this or a similar object to its
management information structure in the future. This kind of abstract model of a service
has potential use beyond the realm of CCSDS. For example, it could be used by public
data networks to provide to their customers management access to a simplified abstraction
of the services they receive.

SIGNALLING SYSTEM

Many communication systems employ a signalling system separate from the network
facilities used to transmit user data. These signalling systems are used by network
management systems and other network elements to exchange control and status
information throughout the network. CCITT Signalling System #7 defines a signalling
system in terms of a User Part and a Message Transfer Part (16,17). The User Part
consists of the various request and response message sets that support management of the
cross-supported services. The Message Transfer Part consists of the mechanism(s) for
transporting the User Parts between managers.

As discussed above, the ISO/OSI CMIS and CMIP are being evaluated for use between
CCSDS agency managers. If adopted, these standards will constitute the User Part for
CCSDS inter-agency signalling.

No uniform Message Transfer Part will exist throughout all space agency networks, insofar
as CCSDS management messages are exchanged between space-to-space, space-to-
ground, and ground-to-ground elements, all of which employ different suites of data-link
and physical protocols. Instead, a network-layer protocol, capable of routing data across
any space, ground, or space-to-ground subnetwork, will be selected. The underlying data
link and physical layers will be left unspecified. The candidate network-layer protocols
being considered are ISO 8473 (the protocol used by the Internet service) and the CCSDS
Path service protocol. In addition, reliability requirements may mandate the use of a
transport-layer protocol to ensure reliable end-to-end data transfer. The requirements for
such a transport-layer protocol are also under study.

FUTURE WORK

The CCSDS AOS Management and Signalling Working Group is in the process of
developing concepts and recommendations for management and signalling. On May 15,
1989, CCSDS released Issue 1 of the CCSDS Management and Signalling White
Book.(18). The White Book is a working group document. Current plans are for the
release of two more issues of the White Book, with Issue 3 scheduled for March 1990. In



June 1990, the recommendation will be released to the CCSDS member agencies for
review as an Issue-1 Red Book, which is roughly equivalent to an ISO Draft International
Standard. A subsequent Red Book (Issue 2) is planned for September 1990. Upon
concurrence of the member agencies, the Recommendation will become a Blue Book
(equivalent to an ISO International Standard) in 1991.

CONCLUSION

CCSDS has developed recommendations for communications services and protocols
suited to the needs of Advanced Orbiting System spacecraft, and is in the process of
defining network management functional capabilities, mechanisms, and signalling systems
to be used in managing those services. Functional capabilities are under study in the areas
of configuration, fault, performance, accounting, and security management.

In defining recommendations for management and signalling, CCSDS plans to use
ISO/OSI standards for structuring management information databases and for
communicating management information among space agency network managers. Before
accepting these standards for CCSDS use, several issues must be resolved:

• Will these standards, which are currently in draft form, be sufficiently stable in the
coming year to adopt them as CCSDS standards?

• Can the CMIS and CMIP support manager-to-manager communications, as required
for CCSDS cross-support network management?

• Will the standard ISO/OSI suite of protocols be acceptable for support of CMIP, or
will a CCSDS enhanced performance network management protocol suite be
necessary?

• Will the ISO/OSI Structure of Management Information lend itself to abstract service
representations, or will CCSDS have to develop its own extensions?
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Figure 2 - Network Management Interfaces within CCSDS AOS Networks
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ABSTRACT

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is
developing a set of communications protocols for Advanced
Orbiting Systems (AOS). The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the European Space Agency (ESA)
are cooperating in an effort to extensively validate these
AOS protocols. This paper describes the techniques and
facilities being used to perform this validation.

Validation of the AOS protocols consists of (1) developing a
formal specification of the protocols using a standard
formal definition technique (FDT), (2) developing
implementations of the protocols, and (3) remote testing of
the implementations. From the FDT specifications, each
agency is developing independent implementations which are
consistent with the FDT specifications of the AOS protocols.
Errors, omissions, or discrepancies detected during the
development of the FDT specification and the implementation
will be reported to the CCSDS and changes to the main
specification will be suggested. The independent
implementations will be extensively tested locally by the
developing agency and then remotely tested through a
cooperative test setup between the agencies. The
implementations will interact to communicate between the
agencies thus providing proof that the FDT specifications
are sufficiently specific to be interpreted by everyone in
the same way. Significant variations in the interpretations
will result in feedback to the CCSDS and any needed changes
to the main specification will be suggested.

The AOS protocols are divided into four categories: Path,
Space Link ARQ Protocol (SLAP), Space Link (SL), and
Management. Each agency has agreed to be either the leader
or support agency for each of the categories. NASA has



agreed to be leader for the validation of the SLAP and SLS
categories while ESA has agreed to lead in the validation of
the Path and Management categories.

Testbeds at the European Space Research and Technology
Centre (ESTEC) in Noordwijk, Holland and at the MITRE
Corporation in McLean, Virginia have been constructed for
the development of FDT specifications and AOS protocol
implementations. Communications facilities are being
obtained which will connect these testbeds. This paper
describes these testbeds, the AOS FDT specifications, the
protocol implementations being developed, and the results
expected from the tests performed.

Keywords:  Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems,
CCSDS, protocol validation, test-bedding, LOTOS

INTRODUCTION

AAdvanced Orbiting Systems@ of the coming decades will
require complex communications capabilities that far exceed
the capabilities needed for AConventional Systems@.
Conventional space craft communications systems are
characterized by relatively low volume, low data, low to
medium data rates, and narrow band-width. In addition, their
data requirements are usually met using a telemetry coded
channel and accompanying audio/video channels, using time
division multiplex (TDM) of frequency division multiplex
(FDM) transmission schemes. Since their paths and routing
are essentially static, a significant percentage of network
path and routing chores can be handled by telephone
exchanges and memorandums.

In contrast to conventional systems, AOS communications
systems must handle high volume, high data rate
communications, with an underlying wide bandwidth
requirement. Such systems must provide continuous mission
support and simultaneous access by many users with diverse
needs. The CCSDS will meet these requirements using standard
packet data structures for all users, communications
services keyed for low rate, low volume to high rate, high
volume users, and a data path and routing scheme based on
virtual channel multiplexing techniques. The virtual channel
techniques, combined with packet data routing schemes, will
permit dynamic, packet routing and automated network
reconfiguration capabilities to meet changing user needs
over the extended lifetimes of AOS missions.



AOS missions will serve Acomplex international
constellations of spacecraft, including manned and man-
tended space stations, unmanned space platforms, free flying
spacecraft, and advanced space transportation systems@.
International partnership in space will require these
advanced capabilities to be implemented with standard
protocols that will allow the space agencies of the various
countries to share communications facilities.

In response to these requirements, the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) began the
development of a set of protocol recommendations for
Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS).

ADVANCED ORBITING SYSTEMS (AOS) PROTOCOLS AND SERVICES

Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the AOS protocols and
the services they provide. The AOS protocols are divided
into the Path and Space Link Layers which correspond roughly
to the International Standards Organization (ISO) Network,
and Link Layers respectively. While the Path Layer is
divided into recommended procedures, the Space Link Layer is
divided into sublayers which are subsequently divided into
procedures. In addition to the Path and Space Link
protocols, a Space Link Automatic Request Queuing Procedure
(SLAP) is also included to provide retransmission services
for the AOS Protocol Suite.

Eight types of service may be provided to the user by the
AOS protocols. The Path Layer provides Octet String Service
and Packet Service end-to-end. This means that a user can
present and receive data to/from the Path Services Access
Points (SAPs) in the form of octet strings or as preformed
CCSDS Type 1 Path Packets.

The Space Link Layer provides six additional services
(Multiplexing, Encapsulation, Bitstream, Virtual Channel
UNITDATA, Virtual Channel Data Unit, and Insert) over a
link. Users of Multiplexing Service present and receive data
to/from the Space Link SAPs in the form of CCSDS Path
Packets. Encapsulation Service allows the user to present
and receive delimited data units that are not in the form of
CCSDS Packets. These data units are Aencapsulated@ in CCSDS
Packets before multiplexing. Bitstream Service allows for
the transmission of pure bitstreams. Virtual Channel
UNITDATA Service allows the user to send and receive data
units preformed and sized to fit the information area (Data



Unit Zone) of Virtual Channel Data Units (VCDUs). Virtual
Channel Data Unit Service provides the user with the ability
to send and receive fully formed VCDUs. Insert Service
provides for the isochronous transfer of octets over low
bandwidth physical links. Space for the AInsert@ octets is
reserved in all VCDUs transmitted over a physical channel.

The format of Path Packets and Virtual Channel Data Units
can be found in Advanced Orbiting Systems, Networks and Data
Links: Architectural Specification (CCSDS 701.0).

THE AOS VALIDATION PROGRAM

As the specification of the AOS protocols proceeded, it
became apparent that a comprehensive validation would be
required before the AOS protocol recommendations could be
finalized. At the October 1988 CCSDS Panel 1 meeting in
Darmstadt, West Germany, representatives of the ESTEC
proposed a validation program for the AOS protocols. At the
April 1989 CCSDS Panel 1 meeting in San Francisco,
California, a plan for the validation program was presented
and accepted. Figure 2 illustrates the major activities
contained in the plan. A complete set of LOTOS
specifications for Path, Space Link, and the SLAP were
scheduled for completion by the end of July, 1989.

THE AOS FORMAL DEFINITION

The first activity defined for the validation program
consists of the development of formal definitions of the AOS
protocols. It was generally agreed that the English
definitions of the protocols that were contained in CCSDS
701.0 should serve as the basis for the validation work, but
that the English in CCSDS 701.0 was not specific enough to
be validated. It was therefore agreed that formal
specifications, derived from CCSDS 701.0, would be developed
and then used as the specifications to be validated. These
specifications will be published as the Advanced Orbiting
Systems, Networks and Data Links: Formal Specification
(CCSDS 705.0).

Four sets of specifications were identified: the SLAP; the
Space Link; the Path; and Management and Signalling. NASA
agreed to provide the formal specifications for the SLAP and
the Space Link while ESA agreed to provide the
specifications for the Path and Management and Signalling.
Because CCSDS 701.0 did not contain a fully developed



recommendation for Management and Signalling, it was decided
to delay the development of their formal specification until
general agreement has been reached on the Management and
Signalling recommendations.

A formal definition technique (FDT) was selected for the
specifications. The Language for Temporal Ordering
Specifications (LOTOS) and the Extended State Transition
Language (Estelle) were evaluated. Due to a strong
preference by European Space Agency (ESA) representatives
and based on a survey of formal definition techniques
conducted by Mark Gamble, of Logica Space and Defense
Systems, LOTOS was chosen as the FDT for the validation
effort. LOTOS is defined in the ISO Draft International
Standard 8807: LOTOS - A Formal Description Technique Based
on the Temporal Ordering of Observational Behavior.

In conjunction with the choice of LOTOS, the Software
Environment for Design of Open Distributed Systems (SEDOS)
LOTUS Toolset was also chosen. The SEDOS LOTOS Toolset
consists of a LOTOS syntax checker, a LOTOS static semantics
checker, a LOTOS pretty-printer and a LOTOS symbolic
simulator. By using the SEDOS LOTOS Toolset, the
specification writers can produce specifications that are
syntactically, semantically, and logically sound. Lockouts
and other error conditions were discovered and corrected in
every specification due to the use of this toolset.

CONFIGURATION CONTROL

The CCSDS AOS formal specifications are being validated by
this effort. It is therefore important to ensure that the
formal specifications are under strict configuration
control. The version of the specifications that are
distributed for peer review at the end of July will be
considered version 0 of the Advanced Orbiting Systems,
Networks and Data Links: Formal Specification (CCSDS 705).
Suggested changes to the specifications or changes
necessitated by detected errors or omissions will be
submitted to the CCSDS 705 editor. The CCSDS 705 editor and
the LOTOS authors will constitute a review board and
periodically review and disposition each change request.
Change requests will be numbered as they are received by the
CCSDS 705 editor and tracked until CCSDS 705 is finalized.
Periodically new versions of CCSDS 705 will be issued that
reflect the disposition of change requests.



INDEPENDENT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE AOS PROTOCOLS

In order to validate that the formal LOTOS specifications of
the AOS protocols were complete and unambiguous, it was
decided that NASA and ESA would independently implement
complete suites of AOS protocols from the LOTOS
specifications. A comparison of the implementations would
reveal the deficiencies in the LOTOS specifications that
could lead to problems of interpretation. Changing the LOTOS
specifications to remove these ambiguities would yield
specifications upon which implementers could confidently
base implementations.

A common configuration for development of the
implementations was agreed upon by NASA and ESA. The
platform for development was to be SUN workstations running
the UNIX operating system. The C programming language was
selected for the implementations.

At the April 1989 meeting of CCSDS Panel 1, NASA presented
the CCSDS activities of the NASA/MITRE Network Services
Testbed (NSTB) located at the MITRE Corporation facilities
in McLean, Virginia USA. ESA presented the CCSDS work being
conducted at the ESTEC in Noordwijk, Holland. The NSTB had
developed and tested the Space Link and SLAP protocols based
upon Issue-2 of CCSDS 701.0. The ESTEC had developed and
tested a version of the Path Layer protocol, and had
developed a graphical user interface to the Path Services.
NASA and ESA agreed to have a full suite of AOS SLAP, Space
Link, and Path protocols developed and tested in the
facilities by the end of September 1989.

CROSS SUPPORT/INTEROPERABILITY TESTS

One of the primary motivations behind the development of the
CCSDS AOS recommendations was the need for standard
communications protocols that would allow the space agencies
of the various countries to share communication facilities.
In the case of the Space Station Freedom, the agencies will
share common on-board, space to ground, and ground to ground
networks. In future missions it is anticipated that the
agencies may even share data relay satellite systems. One
system may switch from one agency’s satellite system to
another’s as it orbits the Earth. The testing of cross-
support and interoperability between the agencies is,
therefore, of prime concern to CCSDS.



An agency may use any of the AOS Services described above to
transfer data across another agency’s networks. In addition,
it is possible for an agency to provide another agency with
asymmetric services. That is, an agency may submit data
units from one service, such as Path packets at one end of a
transfer and receive a data unit from another service, such
as Virtual Channel Data Units, at the receiving end of the
transfer. The availability of asymmetric services could
result in many different types of service access points
between the agencies. The use of asymmetric services would
also result in a need for more coordination between the
agencies.

The NSTB and ESTEC testbeds will be used to develop and test
the cross-supportability and interoperability of the AOS
protocols. Due to time and resource limitations for the
validation program, the cross-support and interoperability
testing will be limited initially to the three scenarios
most likely to be implemented in real systems. The current
choices for the services to be tested are Bitstream Service,
Path Packet Service, and Virtual Channel Data Unit Service.
These choices will be tested in a symmetric configuration,
i.e., an agency may use the same CCSDS Service to transfer
and to receive its data from a partner network.

Tests will be conducted between the NSTB and ESTEC testbeds
via the Program Support Communications Network (PSCN). ESTEC
and the NSTB are connected with 56k bps service utilizing
CISCO routers. The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
protocols, TCP/IP, will be used between SUN computers in the
two testbeds to provide underlying transfer of the CCSDS
data units.

Cross-support/interoperability testing is scheduled to begin
in September 1989. An informal test plan will be developed
which will describe each test to be conducted and list the
steps involved in conducting each test. Observations will be
recorded which will document the success or failure of each
test step. Failures will be traced to their subsequent
resolutions. Change requests will be generated for any
failure that results in a change to the AOS formal
specifications.

In addition to the formal specifications, implementer’s
agreements between the testbed developers will be
documented. Implementer’s agreements are necessary because
there are items, such as network management techniques, that



are not part of the formal specifications but must be agreed
upon by the implementers in order to get the two
implementations to work together.

VALIDATION REPORTING

Upon completion of the Cross-support/interoperability
testing a complete validation report will be issued to the
CCSDS Panel 1 F/G. The report will contain a description of
the tests conducted, the observations recorded during the
tests, the corrective actions taken in response to any
failures observed, and a description of the implementer’s
agreements that were established for the tests.

CONCLUSIONS

At the time of the writing of this paper, the CCSDS AOS
Test-Bedding & Protocol Verification effort is not yet
mature enough to yield conclusions as to the validity of the
CCSDS AOS recommendations. It is the conclusion of members
of the CCSDS community, however, that the testing program
described above will yield a set of formal specifications of
the CCSDS AOS protocols that can be used with confidence by
space communications system designers and implementers, such
as ESTEC (Europe), NASDA (Japan), and NASA (USA).
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INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION IN AOS
STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
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ABSTRACT

During the current decade, international cooperation in
space projects has become more and more popular and this
trend is increasing. Initially, this involved only single
missions with agencies flying payloads on other agencies’
spacecraft. Later, this trend continued with international
ventures, involving different agencies. In the immediate
future, even more challenging scenarios are foreseen. The
best known example and prime driver for such sophisticated
missions will be the Space Station Freedom and its
participating partners’ spacecraft. Some of the
international missions (ESA missions) are described briefly
in this paper, in order to set the scene for a better
understanding of the complex needs for standards within
advanced orbiting systems. These ventures call for efficient
means for cooperation and interoperability. Part of these
requirements can be met by following international standards
for space communications and space data systems.

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
undertook the task of integrating the space data systems
requirements and developing appropriate recommendations for
data systems standards for these Advanced Orbiting Systems
(AOS). All international partners in the Space Station
Freedom Program participated in the definition, development,
and review of the AOS recommendations. The need for better
cooperation in space communications via data relay satellite
prompted the formation of a three party international panel
called the Space Network Interoperability Panel (SNIP).

An important aspect is the need for verification and
validation of the concept and of the detailed technical
recommendations. For the immediate future, special
compatibility campaigns, involving the international



agencies are planned in order to ensure the smooth
application and functioning of the AOS recommendations.

KEY WORDS

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS),
Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS), Space Network
Interoperability Panel (SNIP), Columbus, Hermes.

INTRODUCTION

All national space agencies had in the past established
certain standards for their own missions in order to reap
the benefits of standardization. Occasional cross support to
other agencies normally meant specific implementation for a
project, for one or both of the participating agencies.
Typically this meant considerable investment, unless by
coincidence or selected adaptations of existing industrial
standards, the data systems of the cooperating agencies were
at least partially compatible. The need for such cross-
supported missions kept increasing over the years.

The spectrum of agency to agency support functions covered
the following:

- hosting of payload of Agency A on Agency B’s spacecraft
- use of Agency A’s network to support Agency B’s

spacecraft for data services (tracking, telemetry, and
telecommand)

- cooperation of more than two agencies in aforementioned
tasks

- joint spacecraft or payload development
- joint mission operations involving several spacecraft

These services or operations scenarios involved a range of
missions including relatively straightforward support of
conventional earth-orbit missions, support for planetary
missions, as well as complex multiagency endeavors for
manned spaceflight support, as will be the case for Space
Station Freedom. As the trend towards more sophisticated
missions continued, the danger of a diverging solution of
space systems and standards became a real threat, mainly
triggered by the growing complexity of space data systems.
Consequently, space data systems experts and managers of
leading agencies started discussing the systematic
harmonization of space data systems with the goal of
developing recommendations for standards. This eventually



led, in 1982, to the foundation of the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). The CCSDS intends
to establish recommendations for standards, in particular in
those areas where interoperability between different space
agencies is, or may become, an important issue in the years
to come. The whole process of definition of concepts,
development of recommendations and review is based on a
consensus principle, as is current practice in other
international standards organizations.

A similar need to cooperate in space communications via data
relay satellites has prompted the formation of the
international Space Network interoperability Panel (SNIP)
and a similar international group is being set up for
coordination of the networks and ground systems of the
agencies supporting the Space Station Freedom.

The paper will briefly describe some of the international
missions which will cooperate with the Space Station
Freedom, the background for the international participation
in the AOS recommendation development, and the main
functions and goals of the two aforementioned international
groups.

INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION

When finalized, the consensus technical agreement of the
following member agencies in the AOS recommendations will be
reflected:

- British National Space Centre (BNSC)/United Kingdom
- Canadian Space Agency (CSA)/Canada
- Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES)/France
- Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt

(DLR)/West Germany
- European Space Agency (ESA)
- Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)/India
- Institute de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE)/Brazil
- National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA)/USA
- National Space Development Agency of Japan

(NASDA)/Japan

It is foreseen that at the next CCSDS Plenary meeting in
Autumn 1989, the AOS recommendation will be endorsed and
agreed to by all the member agencies.



Quite naturally, during the definition process and the
following reviews and detailed definition sessions, the
international partners of the Space Station Freedom showed a
very active role, including the French and German space
agencies (CNES and DLR). The AOS Abook@ was derived in
numerous working meetings in Europe and the United States.
Many smaller workshops were required at national as well as
international levels. The total manpower effort which went
into that document is well beyond 30 manyears. As soon as
the recommendation had matured from position papers to a
concept, the more formal documents (Red Books) were produced
which underwent formal reviews by the participating member
agencies.

Clearly this major international effort has advantages and
disadvantages, but the pro’s outweighed the con’s. More
resources and more varied skills and special expertise were
available than would normally be the case within one agency.
Different groups of people tend to look at problems from
different aspects and frequently find solutions which
otherwise would not have been seen. Questioning a certain
position called for rethinking of the concept, leading in
most cases to an overall better and more acceptable product.
The different schools of thinking in the international
community furthered a more precise and less ambiguous
definition of the recommendations. This was also necessary
to some extent, since most of the participating experts did
not have English as their mother tongue.

As a disadvantage, one could site the obviously longer
turnaround time of position papers, replies, discussions,
and necessary meetings. But, since conceptual solutions need
a time to mature and cannot be hurried, this disadvantage
has often not been a problem. The extremely good spirit of
cooperation and understanding of one another’s position has
been highly beneficial. Although in general the
international process may be potentially slower than a
purely national one, the international arena also
necessitated strict adherence to agreed timescales and
technical meeting schedules, with the end result being that
the CCSDS recommendations were derived before the national
standards. This is the course of action as it should
normally occur; otherwise, all participating agencies would
have to follow the agency which had first established a
national standard on a topic. Since such standards would
seldom reflect the requirements of all agencies, the outcome
would likely be multiple non-compatible variations of the



initial standard and would represent a costly duplication of
effort.

PARTNERS FOR THE SPACE STATION FREEDOM

Presently it is planned that the international partners will
contribute the following hardware elements which will be
docked to the mainbase or to cooperate with the Space
Station Freedom complex:

- Canada: the Mobile Servicing Centre (MSC)

- Europe: the Columbus Attached Laboratory, the Columbus
Free Flying Laboratory, and the Columbus Polar
Platform

- Japan: the Japan Experiment Module (JEM)

Corresponding Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) have been
prepared and signed between the partners and the United
States, defining the terms of agreement for cooperation. The
elements to be provided by the international partners have
specific requirements on the space data systems, which were
reflected when preparing the AOS recommendations. In
addition to these contributions, there are other missions
which are designed to visit the Space Station Freedom and
dock for a short duration, such as the European Space Plane
Hermes. For a better understanding of the magnitude of the
cooperative effort, it is worthwhile to describe some of
these elements.

COLUMBUS ATTACHED LABORATORY

This European contribution is a pressurized laboratory
module, where astronauts will be permanently available to
carry out experiments mainly devoted to the microgravity
dependent disciplines: material, fluid, and life sciences.
In addition, the possibility exists for the control of
payloads exposed to open space from the laboratory. The
laboratory would be operated and utilized as an integral
part of the Space Station Freedom. Its utilization would be
shared by the partners as follows: ESA will retain the use
of 51%, while NASA and Canada will use 46% and 3%,
respectively.

The laboratory is cylindrically shaped, about 4 m. in
diameter and 12.8 m. in length. The launch mass will be



14,700 kg. minimum, with a payload mass of between 3,000-
10,000 kg. The payload volume will be 23 cubic meters. it
will fill an entire Shuttle cargo bay. The data rate is 100
Mbps downlink and up to 25 Mbps uplink, including systems
and payload data.

The launch is currently manifested as Shuttle flight 16 in
the Freedom Station assembly sequence. The foreseen launch
date is in 1996 and the design life calls for 30 years of
operation, to be achieved via maintenance and servicing. The
final position will be situated alongside the JEM and in
line with one of the two U.S. pressurized modules -- the
habitation and the laboratory module. The long axes of the
pressurized modules are parallel to the orbital velocity
vector in order to minimize microgravity resulting from
gravity gradient forces. Once docked, it will remain
permanently attached. It will receive basic resources such
as power, communications, heat rejection, life support and
waste removal, as well as crew habitation and safety from
the Space Station Freedom.

The Attached Laboratory’s main function is to enable
scientific astronauts to carry out experiments in a shirt
sleeve microgravity environment. it must also support the
participation of scientists on the ground in these
experiments by telescience techniques. The payloads to be
flown have not yet been finally negotiated with the user
community and only Astrawman@ payloads have been assumed so
far for interface definition studies.

COLUMBUS FREE FLYING LABORATORY

This element is dedicated primarily to the material
sciences, fluid sciences, and compatible disciplines,
together with technological missions. It will accommodate
automatic and remotely controlled payloads which need a long
duration, undisturbed microgravity environment. It consists
of a pressurized module and an unpressurized resource module
which provides the main utilities and services to the
laboratory and its payloads.

The total length is about 12 meters with a diameter of about
4.4 meters. The mass at launch is 18,000 kg and 22,000 kg in
nominal mission operation. Two solar arrays provide 10 kW of
total system power. Communications links with a capacity of
about 100 Mbps downlink and 2.5 Mbps uplink will be provided 



for which the ESA Data Relay System (DRS) is the baseline
for communications with the Free Flyer and its payloads.

The Free-Flyer, together with an initial payload of about
2,000 kg., will be launched from the ESA launch facility in
the Centre Spatial Guyannais (CSG) on a dedicated Ariane-5
flight, directly to an intermediate circular orbit at,
typically, 450 km height and 28.5 degree inclination. After
separation, it will deploy automatically and will be
activated from the ground for initial verification of on
board subsystems and payloads. Upon completion of this
verification, a Aboomerang@ trajectory at an inclination of
28.5 degrees is initiated by the Free-Flyer’s own propulsion
system. This trajectory is centered on the Space Station
Freedom altitude, to achieve optimum microgravity conditions
for the payloads and is flown in a solar inertial attitude.
After a nominal free-flying unmanned mission of about 6
months, it either returns to the manned base of Space
Station Freedom, or there is a rendezvous with the European
Space Plane Hermes for servicing and payload exchange.

The launch of the Columbus Free-Flying Laboratory is
nominally scheduled for 1998 and the in-orbit life-time will
be up to 30 years.

COLUMBUS POLAR PLATFORM

This is an unmanned large platform permitting, jointly with
similar platforms provided by the U.S. and possibly Japan,
global observation of Earth for a great number of research
application objectives such as weather and storm
forecasting, prediction of long-term climatological changes
observation of the solid earth for prediction of events such
as earthquakes, vegetation yields, observation of the impact
of man on the environment such as the ozone layer damage,
the greenhouse effect of carbon-dioxide emissions and many
others. There are two candidate payloads at the moment,
several of the instruments will fly on both the ESA and NASA
polar platforms. They must be operational at the same time,
in order to make the global, simultaneous, and synergistic
coverage of Earth possible. The platform will have a single
solar array on the sun side, and must fly with its longest
dimension in the direction of the velocity vector, in order
to offer an undisturbed view of Earth and space to all of
its payload instruments. More than five meters are needed on
the preferred anti-sun side for the platform, with a free
view across nadir and into cold space for cooling and



calibration reference. The platform is designed with two
major modules: the utility module with all platform systems,
and the payload carrier which provides payload instrument
mounting and platform services distribution networks.

The orbit will be sun-synchronous and near circular between
700-850 km altitude with an inclination of 98.8 degrees. It
will be launched by Ariane-5 and have a life time of 4
years. The payload mass will be over 2,000 kg.

The prime data transmission system will be the DRS with up
to three channels of ISO Mbps each (total capacity of about
450 Mbps). In addition, direct ground transmission in X-band
will be used as well. Onboard data recording will be
available with a recording and playback rate of up to 10 and
50 Mbps, respectively.

SPACE PLANE HERMES

The primary missions of the European manned delta-wing
spaceplane will be servicing, maintenance, and re-supplying
of the Columbus Free Flying Laboratory and of the Columbus
Attached Laboratory of the Space Station Freedom. The
technical features include two main parts:

- the re-usable spaceplane itself and
- the resource module subject to destructive re-entry.

The total length is 15.5 meters with a wing span of 10.5
meters. The dry mass in orbit will be 23,000 kg. The orbit
will nominally be at 463 km height and have an inclination
angle of 28.5 degrees to permit visits of the Space Station
Freedom and the Free-Flyer. The maximum cargo mass to be
lifted up to the Free-Flyer will be 3,000 kg. and 1,5000 kg.
can be returned to Earth. Hermes will have a crew of three
(commander, pilot, and mission engineer). A typical mission
will last 12 days. Crew safety will play a major role in the
design and development of the Hermes system and a crew
escape system is planned, with an ejectable cabin as the
reference baseline. The final decision will be taken later
when several options have been compared against each other.
The servicing capacity will permit module servicing by
shirtsleeve crew members and external servicing by robotics
and Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA). The data rate will be
3 Mbps down and up to 300 Kbps up with the prime
communication system again being the European Data Relay
System. The first unmanned launch by Ariane-5 from Kourou is



scheduled for 1998 with a first manned launch foreseen in
1999. For landing it will use a runway either in southern
Europe or in Kourou.

THE SPACE NETWORK INTEROPERABILITY PANEL

The three space agencies operating or planning data relay
systems, namely NASA, NASDA, and ESA, formed an
international three-partite Space Network Interoperability
Panel (SNIP) in order to coordinate plans and capabilities
of the relay systems. The main objective is to achieve a
certain degree of interoperability of the envisaged system
with obvious advantages for users and operators. The
benefits provide operational enhancements and, at the same
time, international cooperation will be promoted. Since, as
a minimum, compatibility at S-band can be achieved and it is
likely that the future systems will also include K-band
cross support capabilities, the following can be expected:

- increased capability in total system communication
capacity

- offloading of peak workloads to other agencies
- use of other agency system to close the zone of

exclusion, not accessible to own relay system
- backup emergency support for manned and unmanned

missions
- backup support required due to a malfunction in one

agency’s data relay system.

As far as international cooperation is concerned, several
specific benefits are also envisaged. If the networks of the
three agencies establish space and ground interoperability,
the data requirements of the participants can be much more
easily and efficiently fulfilled. Joint international
missions such as the polar platforms and the Space Station
Freedom would have obvious connectivity advantages.

There are clear economic benefits to this international
cooperation since spare relay satellites could be stored on
ground until they are really needed, rather than launching
them as a kind of insurance against the failure of a primary
relay satellite. The lifetime of relay networks could be
extended by levelling out loads and stretching the spare
capacity since the mission models of the three agencies for
user support are not completely certain. Finally, the data
distribution for international users could be improved and
optimized scheduling of international science payloads would



permit more efficient data acquisition. Thus, by advocating
an international minimum capability for standardization of
the operational data relay systems, the world wide data
coverage and exchange capability would be considerably
enhanced.

VALIDATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The need for validation and consistency checks has to be
seen as a crucial element of the standardization activity.
This activity is carried out on several levels. During the
development phase, formal checks and simulations by
computers are made. For the AOS recommendations, a special
situation exists, since there will be no actual
implementation for some time. Consequently, the major
agencies involved plan to execute validation campaigns on
existing recommendations and implementations of standards
for the Aconventional@ systems on which the AOS
recommendations are based. In addition, it is planned to
prepare test-beds which can perform end-to-end validation,
involving international participants. This will initially be
done between NASA and ESA, and will later involve other
participants as well.

CONCLUSIONS

International participation in the derivation of the
Advanced Orbiting Systems recommendation was clearly
necessary since they will apply to the internationally used
Space Station Freedom. The participation was also extremely
useful since it provided new capabilities and expertise and
permitted a better understanding of the requirements of all
participating groups.
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ABSTRACT

Over the last four years, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center Data Systems
Technology Division has designed and developed a number of standard VLSI telemetry
data system components and subsystems to meet NASA’s high performance telemetry
processing needs. Integrated into the standard VME open bus architecture and supported
by real time operating system components, these systems presently support sustained
data rates to 20 Mbps. While these systems greatly reduce the basic costs for high
performance data acquisition and processing, the expected future widespread acceptance
and use of distributed telemetry processing will require an even greater reduction in both
size and cost per station while maintaining high performance specifications. To meet this
need, GSFC, together with Clemson University, has begun development of the
Transportable Telemetry Workstation (TTW). This system consists primarily of the
adaptation of GSFC’s VLSI components and system architecture to the Apple Macintosh
II/IIx personal computer and its NuBus architecture. The actual telemetry acquisition and
processing components of the TTW function independently from the main user
workstation environment (the Macintosh). NuBus cards, augmented by a separate
telemetry processing bus system structure to support high data rates, perform telemetry
functions. The Macintosh II acts as the user workstation providing control, status, and
data exchange through its NuBus backplane to the telemetry processing system. The
Macintosh II will provide additional processing of data (quick look data), user control and
display services, and network (Ethernet) services as required.

INTRODUCTION

Since the community of users of space data is expanding both in numbers and
geographically, it is becoming increasingly important to make available low-cost,
transportable telemetry systems to meet this need. The Macintosh II/IIx computer is small



and powerful, and it provides an excellent user interface. It also has an open architecture
in that six NuBus slots are available for expansion.

The Goddard Space Flight Center’s (GSFC) Data Systems Technology Division (DSTD)
has already developed a very powerful state-of-the-art Telemetry and Control System
based on the VMEbus. This system represents an order of magnitude of improvement
over the performance and cost of the older mainframe approach to telemetry and control
for space flight data. The system includes a multi-channel Data Capture Front End
(DCFE), also referred to as the Enhanced Front End Hardware (EFEH). A DCFE channel
receives serial data in NASCOM block format, synchronizes and extracts telemetry
transfer frames, corrects errors in the data, and reassembles application packets for
processing in a Level Zero Processor. The VMEbus based system uses several custom
CMOS VLSI chips to achieve a throughput of 20 Megabits per second (Mbps). Other
systems under development using similar ECL VLSI chips will achieve 300 Mbps. The
system described here is similar to the VME/VLSI system, but is based on the Macintosh
II/NuBus system as the host for the Telemetry and Control chips. It has somewhat slower
data throughput (20 Mbps peak and 2 Mbps sustained), but it is portable, easy to use,
and reduces costs even further. This means that a Telemetry and Control System will have
moved from millions of dollars for a mainframe system, to a little over a hundred
thousand dollars for the VME/VLSI system, to perhaps twenty-five thousand dollars for
the new Macintosh based system. As an added, but quite important benefit, building a
Telemetry and Control System around a Macintosh system will bring the task of space
flight data retrieval close to the user. Using a familiar, cost effective, and unintimidating
machine, direct telemetry data retrieval is now within the scope of the average user. This
paper describes the basic system prototype being developed and discusses follow-on
plans.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As discussed earlier, the Transportable Telemetry Workstation will be based on proven
VLSI components and architecture previously developed for the VMEbus (1)(8), but will
implement the system on custom NuBus cards mounted in the Macintosh II/IIx
microcomputer. Initial functions implemented will include high-speed NASCOM block
processing, telemetry frame synchronization, real time frame trailer appendage, and
cumulative quality generation. Built-in diagnostic data simulation is also included.

Input data is taken from an RS422 serial bus, and output data can be routed to either
another RS422 serial bus, or stored on a hard disk connected directly to a NuBus board
through a SCSI interface. The user controls the entire operation from the Macintosh
console. Two interfaces are planned: the standard Macintosh interface, and the Goddard 



FIGURE 1.  BLOCK DIAGRAM - TRANSPORTABLE TELEMETRY WORKSTATION

DSTD developed Transportable Applications Environment (TAE) generic user and
development interface.

The Macintosh based telemetry system (see figure 1) will consist of a custom backplane
bus, system software, and three major subsystems and their associated interfaces:

C Macintosh II/IIx host computer, providing user and application support.

C Dual Motorola MC68020 CPU NuBus card, termed the TTW telemetry systems
Controller Card and serving as real-time system controller.

C NuBus custom telemetry cards, including the TTW Synchronizer Card, containing
DSTD’s custom CMOS VLSI chips to implement the telemetry data path.
Additional cards include such functions as Reed/Solomon decoding, Packet
Processing, Sorting, and Multiplexing of telemetry data.



FIGURE 2.  MACINTOSH Iix TELEMETRY AND CONTROL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

MACINTOSH II/IIx NuBus SYSTEM

The Macintosh II/IIx computer is a 32-bit machine based on the Motorola MC68020/030
microprocessor, providing six NuBus expansion slots that support 32 bits of address and
data. Additionally, it provides a uniform graphical user interface which makes learning new
applications relatively simple. It is available with hard disk, ethernet, serial, and parallel
interfaces, and color graphic displays.

The Macintosh development system is illustrated in Figure 2. This system configuration is
intended to support both target system hardware and software development and final user
system operation. During operation of the telemetry system, the external hard disk will be
used to temporarily store telemetry data after it has been processed by the NuBus
telemetry boards. Also, the hard disk provides support during the system development
process. In particular, DSTD’s Base System Environment (BaSE) (9) software package
will boot from this disk and will support the development for the other cards. Prior to the
operational deployment of the TTW controller card, the development process will be
handled using an existing VMEbus development system. A terminal may also be attached
directly to the controller board for development system use and direct system monitoring.
The operational system will not have the two terminals or the VMEbus Development
System attached; these are used only in the development environment. Users will manage
the telemetry process from the Macintosh console using the standard Macintosh
interfaces.



TTW CONTROLLER CARD

The TTW Controller Card is shown in Figure 3. It will consist of one NuBus board and
include two mezzanine cards. Each mezzanine is mounted on the main TTW Controller
Card. This custom dual 120 pin bus gives the controller card the ability to read, write, and
control the other NuBus boards without using the NuBus itself. The primary purpose of
this dual bus architecture is to permit real-time telemetry data to be moved between cards
without disturbing routine user host (Macintosh) activities. The specific pins which appear
on the custom backplane telemetry bus will be discussed later in conjunction with the
TTW Synchronizer Card. Specifically, the TTW Controller Card contains:

C Dual-ported RAM to communicate between the mezzanine processors and another
NuBus master.

C A second Dual-ported RAM to communicate between the mezzanine processors.

C One UART for each mezzanine processor, so that either can serve as a stand-alone
system for development activities.

C NuBus ROM as defined in the NuBus interface guidelines.

C SCSI interface which is treated as a shared resource by the two mezzanine
processors for storing telemetry data during real-time telemetry operation or for
accessing files during development activity.

C FIFO buffer for uploading to disk from telemetry cards.

FIGURE 3.  TTW CONTROLLER CARD



Additionally, as Figure 4 illustrates, each mezzanine card contains:

C One Motorola MC68020 microprocessor.

C MC68020/30 Support Chip, developed by the Data Systems Technology Division
at NASA GSFC.

C 8 KByte EPROM for booting the microprocessor.

C 256 KBytes of static RAM to be used for application software and as a telemetry
buffer.

C Universal-Asynchronous-Receiver-Transmitter (UART) which will allow the
mezzanine to function as a development host through an RS-232 port.

C Two oscillators: the MC68020 clock and the MC68020/30 Support Chip clock.

FIGURE 4.  MC68020 MICROPROCESSOR MEZZANINE BOARD

The MC68020/30 Support Chip is a gate array chip designed and developed at NASA
Goddard for the purpose of providing a generic interface support chip for the MC68020
and MC68030 microprocessors. This chip:

C Eliminates most of the logic required to support custom MC68020/30 based
systems.

C Provides address decoding for high-speed memory access including read-modify-
write cycles and MC68030 data cache block operations.

C Supports expanded hardware features such as dual-ported RAM, UARTs, multi-
level interrupts, and coprocessor interfacing.



C Operates at clock rates up to 33 Mhz.

C Employs 6000 gates and is built using 2 micron technology.

The TTW Controller Card is responsible for transferring setup and control information
(i.e. sync patterns, frame lengths) to all subsystems from a program running on one of the
mezzanine processors. A self-test pattern data set which resembles the mission data is
also transferred to the Data Simulation Chip Set located on the TM Synchronizer Card. It
provides diagnostics, debug, and control over the custom NuBus telemetry boards
including acting as the real-time controller for the system. The TTW Controller Card also
pipelines telemetry data to a SCSI port for telemetry data mass storage to a hard disk, an
additional function not available on the VMEbus based Controller Card. This telemetry
storage capability is isolated from host disk storage activities. This is achieved by having
the TTW Synchronizer Card place telemetry data directly on backplane bus lines
connected to a large FIFO located on the TTW Controller Card, and by having the output
of the FIFO buffer feed into the SCSI interface to the hard disk. Maximum throughput is
achieved by structuring the hardware and software for the disk to maximize the size of
blocks which are uploaded to the disk. This minimizes the number of disk accesses which
could otherwise become the primary bottleneck for processing telemetry data. Note that
the microprocessors do not directly handle the telemetry data, other than header and
trailer information. This allows the data to be pipelined through the hardware at high
speed; the microprocessors serve as controllers, but not as real-time telemetry data
handlers.

TTW SYNCHRONIZER CARD

The first NuBus telemetry card to be developed is the TTW Synchronizer Card(2). In
developing the design specifications for the Synchronizer Card, three operational
synchronization systems were studied: the Space Telescope Data Capture System(3), the
Multi-Satellite Operational Control Center Telemetry and Command System(4), and the
PACOR System(5). Each of these systems was built for a specific application, however,
each system provides basically the same functions. Future Space Station Freedom era
requirements, based on the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
recommendations(6,7), were also studied. These design specifications were then used to
develop a generic Synchronizer Card capable of handling present and future
synchronization requirements.

The Synchronizer Card has been implemented through the use of four distinct sets of
VLSI chips with a dedicated microprocessor control. These four VLSI chip sets include:



C NASCOM Block Processor chip set (NBPCS)

C Telemetry Frame Synchronizer chip set (TFSCS)

C Data Simulation chip set (DSCS)

C Cumulative Quality chip set (CQCS)

Each of the four VLSI chip sets has unique functional characteristics. They can each be
used in a stand-alone fashion, or they can be used together with minimal interfacing. The
Synchronizer Card shown in Figure 5 relies on the TTW Controller Card for its setup and
control, and contains all the chip sets listed above for block and frame processing.

FIGURE 5.  TTW FRAME SYNCHRONIZER CARD

The Synchronizer Card is connected to the NuBus, but has minimal interaction directly
with the Macintosh CPU. Its primary control and data path, other than the RS422 input
and output connectors for serial telemetry data, is through the custom dual-bus
backplane. This bus connects the Synchronizer Card to the TTW Controller Card and to
other telemetry cards yet to be developed. To further explain Figure 5 and to demonstrate
how each of the four chip sets interacts to form the Synchronizer Card, a brief overview
follows.

Setup and control information (i.e. sync patterns, frame lengths) is transferred through the
Custom Backplane to all of the other subsystems from an operational program run on the 



Controller Card. Self-test pattern data which resembles the mission data may also be
transferred to the Data Simulation Chip Set.

The NASCOM Block Processor Chip Set (NBPCS) can be enabled to accept data from
either the Data Simulation Chip Set (DSCS) or from the RS422 interface. Data formatted
in 4800 bit NASCOM blocks is synchronized to the programmed sync pattern. When
telemetry data is received, the NASCOM Block header and trailer is stripped away and a
serial stream of only telemetry bits is output to the Telemetry Frame Synchronizer Chip
Set (TFSCS). Additionally, the NBPCS performs quality checks on each block received
including cyclic redundancy code (CRC) and sequence checks.

The Telemetry Frame Synchronizer chip set (TFSCS) can be programmed to select data
from either the RS422 interface, the DSCS, or the NBPCS. A synchronization strategy
can be programmed for the selected data stream. A status word for each frame is
reported back to the Controller Card. Quality data generated by the Controller Card is
appended to the selected output path.

The Cumulative Quality Chip Set (CQCS) accepts control strobes from the NBPCS, the
TFSCS and the Controller Card and accumulates status counts. These counts are read by
the Controller Card periodically and formatted into a complete status block. The status
block can be formatted on a display terminal connected to the Controller Card or
communicated to a higher level system controller.

The Data Simulation Chip Set (DSCS) provides complete self-testing of all functions on
the Synchronizer Card with high speed simulation data. By comparing the status results
for the test run against known correct results, the Controller Card can determine if the
card is functioning correctly before activating it for operational data.

Data will arrive at the Synchronizer Card from the RS422 serial bus. The output from the
Synchronizer Card can be routed to another RS422 connector, to an 8-bit Telemetry Bus
which is daisy-chained to other cards on each of two 120 pin backplane buses, to the
TTW Controller Card through the 32-bit address/data multiplexed lines on one of the 120
pin backplane buses, and to the 10-bit Controller Card FIFO Bus. The latter data will be
buffered on the TTW Controller Card and sent directly to the hard disk which is
interfaced directly to the TTW Controller Card. This means that all telemetry data will
completely bypass the Macintosh II NuBus. The NuBus is therefore available for status
and control signals and normal Macintosh II traffic, and the telemetry data is routed
through the custom cards and custom VLSI chips just as in the existing VMEbus based
system, with the exception that the additional 32-bit data/address path is now available.



The TTW Synchronizer Card performs essentially the same functions as did the VMEbus
Synchronizer Card, but it provides three data output routes, where the VMEbus
Synchronizer Card provided only two. The additional route is through the Custom
Backplane Bus to the FIFO buffer located on the TTW Controller Card. Also there are
two identical 120 pin buses, each connected to one of the mezzanine processors, which
make up this dual backplane bus. The Synchronizer Card is capable of communicating
with both buses. A pipeline is formed which allows the Synchronizer Card to directly
upload to a FIFO buffer on the controller card. One of the processors controls the
uploads to disk. The Synchronizer Card directly uploads the FIFO without
microprocessor intervention. This frees the microprocessor to perform a variety of
control functions such as passing commands and data, recovering status information
from the Synchronizer Card, and communicating with the NuBus and console. The
second processor is still uncommitted, but will be used during the next phase of system
development for additional functions.

CUSTOM BACKPLANE BUS

Two 120 pin custom backplane buses are used to support data, command, and status
transfers between custom telemetry elements during normal operation. Each of the 120 pin
busses includes a full 32 bits of address/data lines in order to make maximum use of the
I/O bandwidth of the system’s slowest component, the MC68020 microprocessor.
Twenty lines of telemetry data In/Out are used for daisy chaining 8 bits of data between
the TTW Synchronizer Card and other telemetry cards which serve as post-processors
for the Synchronizer Card. In addition, there is a 10 bit Controller Card FIFO feed bus
which allows cards like the Synchronizer Card to directly fill the FIFO buffer located on
the TTW Controller Card for disk upload. There is separate clock for each 120 pin
backplane bus so that the two processors can operate asynchronously on the two buses.
Also on the bus are 28 chip selects which are outputs from the MC68020 Support Chip.
The chip selects and other Support Chip signals handle address decoding, insertion of
wait states as required, data acknowledge signal generation, and other interfacing
functions for the devices on the telemetry boards. Address/Data Valid signals are available
for use with the multiplexed Address/Data bus lines. Note that no provision is made for
any board other than the TTW Controller Card to be backplane bus master. Such
capability is available through the NuBus, and the custom backplane bus is kept simple
since its primary purpose is to provide a dedicated route for telemetry data and control
signals.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

The system software is derived from reusable code already developed by NASA and
other companies.



The initial user interface will be a standard Macintosh Application. Consequently, the user
will need little or no training to use the system. The user interface application will be
developed under Apple Computer’s Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop (MPW).
Development will be done in MPW C and MPW Object Pascal and will use MacApp.
MacApp, developed by Apple Computer, provides a generic application shell
implemented as a set of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) classes (routines and
objects). Since nearly all of the standard Macintosh features (Desk Accessories, printing,
file input/output, mouse handling, etc.) are handled by MacApp, the programmer only
needs to add those features specific to the application. The object-oriented approach
greatly simplifies the addition of these new features.

The application software running on the TTW Controller Card under the Base System
Environment BaSE and a real-time operating system by Eyring Research, will be written in
C and assembly language, and will use the Modular Environment for Data Systems
(MEDS) software package (9). MEDS provides a basic shell on which to build an
application specific software. It supplies intertask message passing communications as
well as intersystem message communications via Ethernet. It supports configuration,
control and status monitoring of custom card hardware and software. In addition, MEDS
includes a number of configurable software tasks and linkable libraries.

CONCLUSION

Several issues which are of current architectural research interest for meeting NASA’s
future data systems needs are being addressed during this design effort, including how to
optimize the performance of real-time multiprocessor systems, how to structure real-time
software for maximizing throughput while maintaining the integrity of the data, how to
route and sequence data and control through multiple buses to minimize interference with
real-time data throughput, and how to design a user interface which is both efficient and
easy for a space scientist to use. In addition, the design and development methodology to
be used in developing integrated hardware/software systems of this complexity and the
design of architectures which take advantage of custom VLSI chips for maximizing real-
time cost/performance ratios are current research areas which the Goddard’s Data
Systems Technology Division has pursued for some time as part of its basic mission.

This project merges low-cost microcomputer systems with powerful custom VLSI chips
to bring space telemetry data to the user in a small portable, easy-to-use system. The high-
speed real-time system integrates both custom hardware and software to achieve results
which cannot be achieved by a pure hardware or a software system. The basic system
described here will provide a base for additional functions, such as Reed Solomon and
Packet Processing, to be added in the near future. In addition, it is expected that the 



NASA Transportable Application Environment (TAE) interface/development system will
be supported during the next phase of this project.
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ABSTRACT

In the upcoming Space Station Freedom (SSF) era, NASA will require many new data
systems capable of performing basic data handling functions such as Frame
Synchronization, Frame Error Detection & Correction, and Multiplexing/Demultiplexing at
rates in the hundreds of Megabits per second (Mbps) range. The Data Interface Facility
(DIF) is a key element in NASA’s advanced communications systems. The DIF will
support communications between the space elements and multiple ground facilities.

This paper will describe the architecture of the DIF and its core element, the Return Link
Processor (RLP). Current activities to prototype some of the primary functions of the
RLP will be presented. Finally, the paper will show how the prototype elements could be
integrated into a full performance DIF RLP.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The Goddard Space Flight Center’s Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate is
applying advanced technologies such as Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) to the
development of components and systems to meet NASA’s data handling needs well into
the future. These systems will be needed to support space elements communicating
through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) such as the Space Station
Freedom (SSF), the Polar Orbiting Platform (POP), and the Co-orbiting Platform (COP).

Current efforts include the development of high speed VLSI systems for the core of the
DIF, the Return Link Processor (RLP). The DIF RLP must perform the functions of
Frame Synchronization, Reed-Solomon Decoding, Virtual Channel Sorting, and Frame



FIGURE 1.  END TO END ARCHITECTURE

Multiplexing at rates up to 150Mbps. Two high speed systems, the Virtual Channel
Sorting System (VCSS), and the Virtual Channel Multiplexing System (VCMS), comprise
the full performance DIF RLP. This paper describes the architecture and components that
have been prototyped for these systems and how they will meet the requirements of the
DIF RLP.

2.  DIF OVERVIEW

Return Link data generated by a low-earth orbiting spacecraft will be sent through a
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) to one of the two geographically diverse
ground terminals at the White Sands Complex (WSC) in White Sands, New Mexico
(figure 1). The WSC will be made up of the White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT), the
Second TDRS Ground Terminal (STGT), and the Data Interface Facility (DIF). The DIF
will serve as a gateway between the space network and the ground distribution network.
The ground terminals will have multiple interfaces to the DIF. The rate of these interfaces
will depend on the type of service the spacecraft is using.

On the return link, the DIF will support twelve K-band single access (KSA) channels at
150Mbps and twelve S-band single access (SSA) channels at 3Mbps. The DIF will
accept streams of data from the ground terminals that comply with the framing format
recommended by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). This
format is referred to as the Virtual Channel Data Unit (VCDU) (figure 2) and will be the
unit of data on which the DIF will operate. The DIF will route VCDU’s to First Level
Destinations (FLD). The FLD provides some data processing functions and serves as an
interface to the user.



FIGURE 2.  VCDU FORMAT

Similarly, on the forward-link, data generated by a First Level Source (FLS) will also
comply with the VCDU format. Forward link VCDU’s will be routed to ground terminal
interfaces, each of which represents a spacecraft. On the forward link, the DIF will
support twelve KSA channels at 25Mbps each and twelve SSA channels at 300kbps each.

VCDU’s are of two types: those protected by a Reed-Solomon (RS) code called Coded
Virtual Channel Data Units (CVCDU) and those that are not protected called VCDU’s.
This paper will use the term VCDU to generically refer to both types. Within the Primary
Header of the VCDU are Spacecraft and Virtual Channel Identifier fields (SC/VCID). The
SCID uniquely specifies a source of return link data or a destination for forward link data.
The VCID allows for up to 64 virtual channels to be active for each assigned SCID. The
DIF will base its routing on these fields. At the end of a CVCDU is a space for the parity
checks of a RS forward error correcting code. It will be the responsibility of the DIF to
correct the correctable errors within CVCDU’s and detect those that are uncorrectable.
The SC/VCID fields are covered by a shorter RS code to ensure that the routing
information is correct when VCDU’s are used. However, the RS code that covers the
whole data unit is more powerful than the one that covers the header. Finally, a 32 bit
synchronization field is added to the VCDU to form the data unit that is sent over the
physical channel.

2.1  DEF FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

The DIF will be composed of several functional elements (figure 3). The DIF contains
circuit switches on both the side that interfaces to the WSGT/STGT and the side that
interfaces to the ground communications system. The switch on the WSGT/STGT side
serves two functions. On the return link it selects the element of the Return Link
Processor to be used for a particular spacecraft. If one of the elements of the RLP were
to fail, this switch could select an alternate. On the forward link, this switch selects the
forward link interface to the WSGT/STGT. The switch on the ground communications 



FIGURE 3.  DIF INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE

system side also performs two functions. On the return link, it selects the ground
communication interface to the FLD and can select another in the case of a failure. On the
forward link, the switch selects the element of the Forward Link Processor (FLP) that will
serve a particular First Level Source (FLS).

Both the RLP and the FLP operate on VCDU’s. This paper primarily discusses the
functions of the RLP. The RLP accepts a stream composed of VCDU’s from the ground
terminal interface. The RLP synchronizes on the data stream, corrects errors in
CVCDU’s that may have been incurred on the space-ground link, and routes VCDU’s
based on the SCNCID field. The RLP removes fill frames inserted by the spacecraft
which are identified by the all ones VCID. The RLP also inserts fill frames at the output to
maintain a continuous stream to the FLD. The FLP performs similar functions on the
forward link.

The DIF will also maintain a Status and Control System to allow the DIF to change
configurations and recover from failures in an automated fashion. Finally, the DIF may
also provide storage for line-outage protection or rate-buffering.

3.  RLP FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

A model for the Return Link Processor (RLP) is shown in figure 4. The RLP must accept
24 input data streams consisting of VCDU’s from the ground terminal interface and route
the VCDU’s to as many as 20 First Level Destinations. The input streams are processed
by the 24 independent input channels of the RLP each consisting of the following
elements:



FIGURE 4.  RETURN LINK PROCESSOR

C Frame Synchronizer (FS)

C Reed-Solomon Decoder (RS DECODE)

C Virtual Channel Sorter WC SORTER)

All VCDU’s destined for the same FLD would then be multiplexed together by a Virtual
Channel Multiplexer (VC MUX). By using 20 VC MUX’s, the RLP could support 20
FLD’s.

The above functions are currently being prototyped by the Mission Operations and Data
Systems Directorate at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. Four cards are currently
under development: the Frame Synchronizer Card (FS Card), the Reed Solomon Card
(RS Card), the Virtual Channel Sorter Card (VC Sorter Card), and the Virtual Channel
Multiplexer Card (VC Mux Card). Each of these cards represents a generic stand-alone
function that takes advantage of previous design activities and could also be used in other
data processing systems.

Each card is physically a 9U VME printed circuit board. One third of the card is a
commercially available single board computer with 512kbytes of RAM, VME bus



FIGURE 5.  FS CARD BLOCK DIAGRAM

arbitration logic, and interrupt capability. This CPU board acts as the Card Controller
(CC) on which all operational programs are run. Through a side connector the custom
logic card is attached which provides the special purpose hardware needed to perform the
card specific functions. Each custom card utilizes semi-custom VLSI gate arrays
designed in the Microelectronics Systems Branch, Code 521.

Using these cards, a 2-input, 2-output prototype of the RLP is being developed as a
proof-of-concept. Early testing indicates that this system will operate at 20Mbps. The full-
performance DIF RLP described in this paper is based on this prototype and is expected
to operate at 150Mbps.

3.1  FRAME SYNCHRONIZER CARD

The Frame Synchronizer Card (FS Card, figure 5) utilizes Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL)
for performing the frame synchronization function on a single data channel. This design is
modeled after the existing low rate CMOS FS Card currently used in other data handling
systems. To provide a low cost, compact and standard implementation of this function,
this design incorporates semi-custom ECL VLSI gate arrays, taking advantage of the high
switching rates and high density characteristics of current ECL gate array technology.

The Frame Synchronizer Card receives VCDU’s formatted according to the CCSDS data
format. The FS card provides a programmable synchronization strategy in which it
searches for the Sync Mark (32 bits max), locks to it and then continues looking for the
Sync Mark in subsequent VCDU’s at the expected position. This card provides quality
information on the data received, VCDU buffering, quality trailer generation and self test
capability.



The Frame Synchronizer design is divided into six subsystems: Data Pipeline Input Mux,
Frame Sync, Output Interface, Cumulative Quality, Simulation Logic, and Controller
Interface.

3.1.1  DATA FLOW

The CC transfers setup data through the Controller Interface to every subsystem on the
card. This setup data includes the synchronization pattern (up to 32 bits), the VCDU
length, and a specific synchronization strategy to insure proper buffering of telemetry
VCDU’s. The Data Pipeline Input Mux allows the FS card to receive data from different
external sources or from the on-board Simulation Logic for self test purposes.

After finding the frame synchronization pattern, the Frame Sync subsystem begins the
implementation of a search, check, and lock strategy to insure correct buffering of
VCDU’s. The Frame Sync subsystem can be programmed to accept either Forward True
(FT), Forward Inverted (FI), Reverse True (RT), or Reverse Inverted (RI) data. It
provides for data buffering of up to 4K bytes and for automatic VCDU transfer through a
parallel Output Interface. A status word is generated for each VCDU processed which
indicates if there was a sync error, CRC error or slip error and the mode of the Frame
Sync subsystem (search, check, lock, flywheel). It also indicates if the data stream is in
RT, RI, FT, or FI format. The status word is used by the Cumulative Quality subsystem
to provide the CC with the status of the Frame Synchronizer card for each VCDU
processed.

3.2 REED-SOLOMON CARD

The CCSDS has recommended the use of the Reed-Solomon forward error correcting
code on the space-to-ground link. The RS code was selected because of its ability to
correct the multiple burst errors that may occur in space links. Specifically, they have
recommended a (N=255,K=223) symbol code where the symbol size is eight, N
represents the code word length (data+parity), and K is the length of the data space. The
length of the parity field is 32 symbols which is capable of correcting 16 symbols in error.
This particular code can correct one maximum burst length of 121 bits per code word.
The rate of the code is 0.875.

The CCSDS has also recommended an interleaving method to be used over the CVCDU.
As mentioned before, the space-to-ground link is susceptible to burst errors. An
interleaver rearranges the order of a block of data in a deterministic fashion prior to
transmission. At the receiving end, the decoder must deinterleave the data before it can be
decoded. This has the effect of distributing the errors more uniformly at the decoder.



FIGURE 6.  RS CARD BLOCK DIAGRAM

3.2.1  DATA FLOW

The primary functions of the RS Card are to correct errors within CVCDU’s and within
the header of all VCDU’s (figure 6). The RS Card accepts frames through a parallel
interface from the FS Card and outputs through a parallel interface to the VC Sorter Card.
There is no hardware currently available to perform the header decoding so this version of
the card will only use the RS header check bits to determine if errors have occurred. The
RS Card deinterleaves those CVCDU’s that are more than one RS codeword in length,
corrects the CVCDU’s codeword by codeword, interleaves the corrected codewords
back into a CVCDU, and then re-encodes the CVCDU. The chip-set that does the RS
decoding over the CVCDU provides a byte of status for each codeword to indicate if it
was correct, correctable, or uncorrectable. Taken together with the results of the parity
check on the header, the RS Card determines whether a frame is routable or not. An
alternate path is provided through the card to recover VCDU’s if the RS decoding status
and header parity check indicates that a VCDU with a good header has been received.

3.3 VIRTUAL CHANNEL SORTER CARD

The Virtual Channel Sorter Card (VC Sorter Card) accepts routable VCDU’s through a
parallel interface from the RS Card. Based on information in the VCDU header and a
programmable look-up table, each data unit is routed to one or more of eight output
ports. Fill VCDU’s are filtered (i.e. not routed).



FIGURE 7.  VC SORTER CARD BLOCK DIAGRAM

3.3.1  DATA FLOW

A block diagram of the VC Sorter Card is shown in figure 7. The Decode and Control
Subsystem provides the interface to the CC and allows for the memory mapping of all of
the other logic subsystems. The incoming parallel data is automatically buffered by the
Input Control Subsystem which maintains a triple buffering cycle. This allows the CC to
read the SC/VCID field in the header of each VCDIJ. Based on this information and a
programmable look-up table, the operational program writes a byte of data to the Virtual
Channel ID (VID) latch in the Status/Control Subsystem. The VID latch controls
hardware in the Output Subsystem which allows the VCDIJ to be routed to the
appropriate output ports (from zero to eight). The Cumulative Quality Subsystem
automatically maintains various card statistics. The Data Simulation Subsystem provides
for complete self-testing of all card functions.

3.4  VIRTUAL CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER CARD

The Virtual Channel Multiplexer Card (VC Mux Card) accepts parallel VCDU’s from up
to five independent sources. It multiplexes the VCDU’s into a composite serial or parallel
output stream. The parallel interface could be used for multilevel multiplexing or for
backup protection to a line outage system.

3.4.1  DATA FLOW

A block diagram of the VC Mux Card is shown in figure 8. The Decode and Control
Subsystem provides the interface to the CC and allows for the memory mapping of all of
the other logic subsystems. Incoming parallel data is automatically buffered by each Input 



FIGURE 8.  VC MUX CARD BLOCK DIAGRAM

Subsystem (1-5) which provides 8K bytes of data storage. When the operational program
determines that an Input Subsystem has received an integral number of VCDU’s, the
RAM Controller Subsystem is activated. After receiving instructions from the operational
program, the RAM Controller acts autonomously to transfer VCDU’s from an Input
Sybsystem to the Output Subsystem. The Output Subsystem automatically outputs the
VCDU’s from the serial and/or parallel interfaces. The operational program maintains flow
control by monitoring readiness of the Input and Output Subsystems to accommodate
data transfers. If a break in the data occurs, the RAM Controller may, as an option, insert
fill VCDU’s to maintain a continuous output stream.

4.  SYSTEM HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

It will now be shown how the components described above could provide the core
functions needed for a full performance DIF Return Link Processor. The architecture
would use two high speed systems, the Virtual Channel Sorting System (VCSS) and the
Virtual Channel Multiplexing System (VCMS). Each system would be built on a standard
hardware platform consisting of a VME rack with standard commercial cards. Custom
logic cards would be used to perform the system’s specific data processing functions.
Multiples of the VCSS and VCMS could be configured to perform the main functions of
the DIF RLP.

4.1  VIRTUAL CHANNEL SORTING SYSTEM

The architecture of the Virtual Channel Sorting System (VCSS) is shown in figure 9.
Serial clock and data is received by the Frame Synchronizer Card, which outputs
synchronized VCDU’s to the Reed Solomon Card. Routable VCDU’s are then passed to 



FIGURE 9.  VIRTUAL CHANNEL SORTING SYSTEM

multiple VC Sorter Cards. Each VC Sorter Card can sort VCDU’s to up to 8 output
channels. Up to 8 Sorter Cards could be used in the VCSS for a maximum of 64 output
channels. Each VC Sorter Card output represents the set of VCDU’s from a space-
ground link that are bound for a particular FLD. Three VC Sorter Cards could satisfy the
requirement of the DIF RLP for 20 channels, with 4 channels left as spares.

4.2 VIRTUAL CHANNEL MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM

The architecture of the Virtual Channel Multiplexing System (VCMS) is shown in
figure 10. The VCMS uses a two level implementation of VC Mux Cards to multiplex data
from 24 separate input channels into a composite output stream. Each VC Mux Card can
accept data on five independent input channels. Five of these cards are used on the first
level for a total of 24 input channels with 1 spare. The outputs of these five cards feed
one VC Mux Card on the second level which produces a composite output stream to a
FLD.

4.3  DEF RLP CONFIGURATION

Multiple VCSS’s and VCMS’s can be configured to perform the functions of the DIF
Return Link Processor (figure 11). One VCSS is needed for each input channel from a
space-ground link. Each output of a particular VCSS is destined for a different FLD, and
therefore is connected to a different VCMS. Each VCMS accepts one input channel from
each VCSS. These input channels are all multiplexed together into a composite output
stream for a single FLD. One VCMS is needed for each FLD supported. As presently
defined, the DIF Return Link Processor would accept 24 input channels and output to 20
FLD’s.



FIGURE 10.  VIRTUAL CHANNEL MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM

FIGURE 11.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Therefore, the core functions of the DIF Return Link Processor could be implemented
using 24 VCSS’s and 20 VCMS’s. Each of these systems is contained in one 19 inch
VME card cage. Four of these card cages fit into one six foot rack. Therefore, an
implementation would include six Sorting Racks, each containing four VCSS’s, and five
Multiplexing Racks, each containing four VCMS’s. The fully integrated system would be
housed in a total of eleven six foot racks (figure 12).



FIGURE 12.  RLP HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION



5.  CONCLUSION

This paper has described the architecture and key functions of the DIF RLP. These
functions are currently being prototyped at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center. It has
been shown that these prototype elements could be integrated to perform the core
functions of a fully operational DIF RLP. Since synchronization, routing, and multiplexing
are generic functions, the prototype elements could also be used in other data handling
systems.

It is important for NASA to continue to prototype systems such as the VCSS and the
VCMS. This ensures that the technology and expertise required to implement such
systems will be available in the SSF era.
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ABSTRACT

The design and development of generic, low cost, high performance telemetry
components and systems require the optimum integration of custom and standard
hardware elements with a number of real-time software elements. To maintain maximum
flexibility and performance for Goddard Space Flight Center’s VLSI telemetry system
elements, two special real-time system environments were developed. The Base System
Environment (BaSE) supports generic system integration while the Modular Environment
for Data Systems (MEDS) supports application specific development. Architecturally, the
BaSE resides just on top of a commercial real-time system kernel while the MEDS resides
just on top of the BaSE. The BaSE provides for the basic porting of various
manufacturer’s cards and insures seamless integration of these cards into the generic
telemetry system. With this environment, developers are assured a rich selection of
available commercial components to meet their particular application. The MEDS
provides the designer with a set of tested generic library functions that can be employed
to speed up the development of application specific real-time code. This paper describes
the philosophy behind the development of these two environments and the characteristics
which define their performance and role in a final VLSI telemetry system.

INTRODUCTION

Modern real-time telemetry data systems needed to support NASA in the 1990’s and
beyond, require the use and application of state-of-the-art real-time software techniques
and approaches that are tightly coupled with high performance VLSI based hardware
systems. To this end, Goddard Space Flight Center’s (GSFC) Data Systems Technology
Division maintains expertise in both high performance VLSI based hardware design and
state-of-the-art real-time multiprocessing system software design and techniques(l)(2)(4).
This knowledge base is constantly being expanded and augmented by keeping abreast of



the latest commercial hardware processing elements and systems; exploring and exploiting
these technologies as they become available; and maintaining an active on-going dialog
with commercial hardware and software system manufacturers.

With the push toward an automated data driven operation of NASA’s next generation
telemetry data handling systems, it is important that standard system functions be virtually
turnkey in every aspect of their operation. Even though these systems are a tightly
integrated mix of hardware and software elements, they are but single elements in a large,
highly complex NASCOM telemetry data handling system; therefore, these systems must
act as fully automated black box components.

Using the Base System Environment (BaSE) software package, system interactions
between various manufacturer’s cards are prototyped, explored, and tested before being
placed into operational use. Using the Modular Environment for Data Systems (MEDS)
software package, application specific real-time code has a strong modular foundation
that begins with a generic multiprocessing shell and supports the basic software functions
needed by all multiprocessor based telemetry data systems (see figure #1). Because of the
dynamic nature and complexity of these high performance telemetry data systems,
designated system experts with first hand experience, port BaSE and MEDS to the next
generation telemetry systems and perform detailed anomaly analysis and system level
education.

INTRODUCTION To BASE SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

To maintain their state-of-the-art aspects, NASA’s next generation telemetry systems must
provide a fairly simple and fast path to future enhancements. For this reason, the
electronics hardware is based around the widely supported VMEbus. Likewise, a versatile
software environment, that could support the flexibility of the VMEbus, was also needed.
There are many demands on this environment, but most important it must contain enough
intelligence to automatically configure the system based on a changing hardware
environment. It is the goal of BaSE to provide this type of functionality.

BaSE is more than just a piece of generic software or hardware, it is a developmental and
operational philosophy. It is a means to easily allow the use of the very finest products
that the VMEbus has to offer. It allows the designer to pick and chose those VMEbus
based products that best fit the application at hand. It ensures that products from different
manufacturers can be used together in a “plug and play” fashion. It allows seamless
integration of NASA’s custom VMEbus based telemetry processing cards into the
operational environment. By providing a single environment that is used for all phases of
system development, the use of BaSE spans from initial hardware test and checkout, to
system software development, to final operational system deployment. The goal was to 



FIGURE 1.  THE REAL-TIME SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

develop a cost effective telemetry platform that is generic in both hardware and software,
can be used for both development and operations, and can be quickly and easily tailored
to meet changing system needs.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BaSE

BaSE works in conjunction with an unmodified commercially available real-time,
multiuser, multitasking kernel and provides both a complete development environment and
an identical operational environment. This multitasking kernel lies at the core of the
development system and is used to build the system software. This same kernel lies at the
core of the operational system, thus ensuring that both environments are identical. This
dual purpose environment allows the system designer to develop the application directly
on the target system. The use of BaSE eliminates the need for complex and expensive
host software development workstations(5) and microprocessor emulators.



Each CPU card on the VMEbus carries its own copy of the operating system in ROM,
thereby allowing the card to run stand-alone with or without a disk drive or network
connection. The BaSE allows these multiple CPU cards to use VMEbus shared resources
just as if they were the only CPU card in the system.

BaSE can be ported to virtually any Motorola MC68010/20/30 based CPU and its
supporting peripheral equipment (e.g. disk drives) whether it be a commercial card, or
imbedded in a custom application. It is quickly ported (within several days) to new more
powerful hardware as it becomes available. The porting process is simplified because
unique card specific code has been reduced to mere 10% of the overall BaSE code. A
utility program has been developed to simplify the system generation of BaSE and
subsequent ROMing that allows object oriented modifications to the default setup without
changing the source code.

In the development environment, all application specific code resides on the system disk
module, this includes the system startup code, MEDS, Ethernet TCP/IP network
interfaces (3), utilities, etc. In the operational environment, application specific code can
reside on a ROM disk that is placed either locally in the BaSE ROM or globally in a
separate ROM disk card. In either mode, the application code is automatically started
after bootup. The use of a ROM disk ensures that both the development and operations
environments are identical. Plus, it alleviates the need for often tedious and complex run
module generation(8), where the application tasks are intimately linked together with a
real-time kernel into a single module.

BaSE is supported on custom systems with multiple imbedded CPUs. For example, a
GFSC developed card called the VLSI High Speed Packet Processor(7) uses a ring of
three MC68020/030 processors along two CMOS gate arrays. Each CPU runs its own
private BaSE, and through the use of dual ported RAM disks and terminal ports, each
CPU has its own independent development environment. BaSE is also used in an
imbedded mode in the GSFC Transportable Telemetry Workstation(6). This system
consists of a Macintosh II equiped with several custom NUbus cards that perform
various telemetry processing functions. One of the custom NUbus cards supports two
MC68020/030 processors both running BaSE. This card has a shared SCSI port for hard
disk interface and two terminal ports for user interface allowing application specific
system development and monitoring during the prototype stage directly on the target
NUbus card.

OPERATING SYSTEM: RESOURCES

The real-time operating system that is used as the core for BaSE provides one of the
highest performance real-time kernels available for the MC680x0 family. Other real-time



operating systems were not suitable for this environment; they were either too slow, too
large, or too expensive. Many did not provide target system development, the necessary
multiprocessing tools, or the tight hardware coupling and versatility that was required.
Again, the idea was not to develop a “one of a kind” system, but instead a cost effective
generic platform that can be tailored to meet changing system requirements.

The complete real-time operating system has three parts: the real-time kernel, the Basic
Input/Output System (BIOS), and the utility programs. The fully relocatable real-time
kernel is supplied in object code form (source code may be purchased separately) and is
fully generic across any MC680x0 processor. BIOS includes code for basic bootup,
drivers, and I/O devices, for many VMEbus based CPU cards and peripherals. This code
represents the portion of the operating system that is unique to a particular VMEbus
computer system. It is supplied as source code so that the system developer can upgrade,
modify, or tailor it to meet the need. The utilities include compilers, assemblers, linkers,
editors, debuggers, etc.

The real-time operating system provides a basic set of tools, many of which are used by
both BaSE and MEDS, that can be used effectively to build a multiple processor system.
These tools support: global events, global memory installation, global message passing.
Global events are used to synchronize tasks on different processors. The basic functions
can set, clear, and test global event flags. Other functions include delayed set/clear and
task suspension. Global memory installation tools are used to install non-tasking memory
for use in global message passing. The basic functions can allocate, initialize, lock, and
unlock a global memory area. Global message passing tools utilize prioritized queues for
interprocessor/intertask message services. The basic functions can put and get messages.
Other functions can create, delete, and initialize message queues.

ENHANCEMENTS TO BIOS

The original BIOS is designed for an environment in which all cards are from the same
manufacturer and there is only a single CPU board on the VMEbus. Integrating and
porting other manufacturer’s cards could be done with the original BIOS, but it proved to
be custom in its approach and was not easily adapted to NASA’s generic systems
concept. A BIOS was needed that was common on all CPUs used in the system,
regardless of the manufacturer. A number of standard BIOS code modules supplied for
different manufacturer’s CPU cards were analyzed for common code and potential
generic pieces. This common/generic code was stripped out and placed into common
code modules. Initially, the resulting unique code amounted to about 20% of the total
BIOS code. This process continued and modifications were made through the use of
CPU specific parameter files to modify the way the code was assembled leaving only
about 10% of the total BIOS code as unique. The new common BIOS code was then



enhanced to support the generic telemetry platform environment. Furthermore, the card
specific code was modularized and formatted so that even the modules of unique code
were identical in structure. The real-time kernel is not modified in any way, only the BIOS
is altered to meet the requirements.

With the new modularized BIOS used as a base, many enhancements were added to
achieve greater system functionality. One of the first enhancements involved placing the
entire operating system in ROM on board each processor. With this first important step,
processors do not have to depend on disk drives or networks for bootup, thereby making
each CPU fully independent of system peripherals that may or may not be present. The
CPU cards still have full access to these peripherals, but they do not require them for
basic system operation. Resource locks were added so that multiple cards could access
the shared resources virtually simultaneously. Intelligent handling of interrupts and sharing
of global memory were added functions. A new mode of operation function was added,
enabling all CPU cards to run in one of three modes: 1) as a single processor, in a single
CPU environment (e.g. in personal development station), 2) as a master processor in a
multiple CPU environment, or 3) as a slave processor in a multiple CPU environment. The
mode of operation is automatically determined by the BIOS and each CPU card contains
the necessary code to operate in any mode at any time. Finally, a number of diagnostic
functions were added, including comprehensive memory checking and listing of global
and local system configuration.

PORTING BaSE To NEW PROCESSORS AND PERIPHERALS

Porting BaSE to new processors requires writing a limited amount of card specific code
to initialize the card, to process the on board UART, and to handle local interrupts. Also,
several constants in a formatted parameter file must be defined. The most important code
in the porting process, the initial bootup code, is generic across all CPU cards so the
programmer is virtually assured that the system will boot to some degree.

The process of designing drivers for disk drive devices has been greatly simplified. The
original disk drivers supplied in the BIOS were custom coded in assembler. To improve
maintenance, the original code was modularized, recoded in the “C” language, and
relinked to the kernel. Now, each driver has the same format, same set of routines, and the
same structure. New disk drivers can now be written, debugged, and linked to the kernel
in a matter of days, with relative ease, because the programmer concentrates on the
differences between the new disk controller requirements and the library of previous
drivers. Additionally, a library of common disk functions serves to reduce the amount of
new code that needs to be generated.



Overall system maintenance is simplified because 90% of the BIOS code is used across
all processors. Making a change in the common BIOS is reflected in all processors for
that revision. The card specific code is small in comparison and rarely needs
modification.

USING BaSE IN A MULTIPROCESSING SYSTEM

Our use of multiprocessing is fairly straight forward. Each CPU card is stand-alone and
runs its own copy of the operating system in its local RAM. Each card with custom
telemetry processing hardware may be viewed as a smart peripheral card.

Certain system setup problems must be addressed in this environment in the area of
handling interrupts and allocating global memory. In the BaSE, the master CPU card
handles all global VMEbus interrupts and initializes all global VMEbus memory. The
master CPU card converts global VMEbus hardware interrupts to software events that are
set/cleared in a global memory area using operating system supplied multiprocessing
support services. Slave CPU cards suspend on these global events and thus do not have
to process the actual interrupt. When sizing and initializing tasking memory, the master
CPU card installs all global memory that is contiguous to its local memory into its
memory allocation map. Slave CPU cards size and initialize only their own local memory.
This way, multiple processors do not attempt to install the same global memory, which
would be catastrophic if used as tasking memory. Non-contiguous global memory could
be installed by a utility program into any card’s (master or slave) memory allocation map
after multitasking system operations have been started.

INTRODUCTION TO THE MODULAR ENVIRONMENT FOR DATA
SYSTEMS

The systems designed, built, and programmed in GSFC’s Data Systems Technology
Division all have a similar pipelined, multiprocessor, dual bus, hardware architecture as a
platform on which to build application specific hardware. When designing software for
such a system, there are many questions which need to be answered. What data and
parameters will each processor need to accomplish its job? How will the processors
communicate with each other? And with the operator? How can the total job be
subdivided into tasks? On which processors will they run? What data and parameters will
each task need to accomplish its job? How will each task get data? MEDS was developed
to help answer these questions and give an application programmera starting point for
designing a system based on the standard hardware platform.

The Modular Environment for Data Systems (MEDS) is designed as a general purpose
software platform which is expanded and customized by application programmers to suit



their particular requirements. It supports the basic software functions needed in all
systems, namely, the ability to setup application specific hardware and software, process
the telemetry data based on the setup parameters, monitor the processing and supply
network support for remote operator interface and data transfer. MEDS supplies an
infrastructure to pass data between systems, processors and tasks as well as support for
operator interface development. A complete system is built by adding custom code to the
general purpose MEDS code. Therefore MEDS spares the application developer from the
burden of creating an infrastructure for each new system and adds consistency in all
system design, implementation and maintenance.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MEDS

A MEDS based system unites and manages the standard multiple processor hardware
platform. The processors are organized as a single master processor directing multiple
subordinate application specific custom cards (see figure #2). The master processor is
the single point of control within the system; it interfaces with the operator, on either a
local terminal or a remote workstation. Using a set of operator defined setup files, the
master processor will initialize the custom cards and monitor their processing on various
status pages. Telemetry data may enter and exit the system via the remote interface as
well. In any case, it is the pipeline of custom cards that actually process the telemetry
data.

The MEDS software resides mainly on the master with cooperating software running on
each custom card. The basic MEDS functions include:

C Setup system and subsystems for processing (e.g. setup VLSI chip registers).

C Control the application specific processing (e.g. enable, disable, reset a card ).

C Monitor the system and subsystems (e.g. gather and display card processing
status).

C Stream data transfer over network (e.g. transfer telemetry data to/from a
workstation).

MASTER CONTROLLER

The system operator interacts with the operator interface task running on the master
controller. The operator interface task directs the other tasks of the system. Typically, the
operator interface task sends commands to other tasks in the system to setup and control
the processing. The operator interface task also gathers system status for display to the
operator.



FIGURE 2.  MEDS MULTIPROCESSOR ARCHITGECTURE

The following description explains the data flows within the master processor (see
figure #3). Along the top path from left to right, operator requests are accepted and
verified. The requests are translated into messages containing setup information which are
passed to the lower level software. The messages are broken into custom card commands
which are passed to the appropriate card’s command buffer by the interprocessor
communications package. A corresponding custom card task (shown on figure #4) picks
up the commands, executes them and returns a response in the global memory. The
master’s interprocessor software waits for the response. When the response is available,
it is sent back to the operator through the layers of software. Note, if the source of the
commands was the remote operator, the commands and responses would originate and
be returned to it. The remote interface is handled by a higher level task built on the the
network interface software package.

Following the path on the bottom of figure #3 from right to left, the status display data
flows from each custom card buffer to the operator. On each card, status is collected and
placed in a global memory status buffer where the master will look for it (shown on
figure #4). Each card’s status block is copied on timed intervals into a system level buffer
by the master. From the system buffer, the operator interface status display pages can be
built. If the operator is on a remote device, the status is packaged and sent via network
software.



FIGURE 3.  DATA FLOW WITHIN THE MASTER CONTROLLER

The path through the center the figure #3 represents the use of a remote device as a
source or destination of telemetry data. Remote data stream transfer is handled by a
separate task. This process picks up the data from a global memory buffer and transfers it
to a remote device on the network or vice versa using the network communications
software. The remote data transfer task can run on a separate processor dedicated to its
function if needed.

CUSTOM CARDS

Since each custom card must interface with the master controller to receive commands
and report processing status, a standard interface is employed. Usually two tasks are
involved in the interface, the card’s command handling task and a status gathering task
(see figure #4). Both tasks exist as skeleton programs which are customized to the card’s
specific needs. The remaining custom card tasks are concerned with the specific pipeline
data processing functions.

The global memory shown on the left of figure #4 corresponds the global memory shown
on the right of the master data flow diagram (figure #3). The card software waits for
commands to arrive in its command buffer. Once they arrive, the command handler,
based on the command op code, calls the appropriate command routine. The command 



FIGURE 4.  DATA FLOW WITHIN A CUSTOM CARD

is executed, a response is generated and it is placed in the global memory buffer by the
command handler. When all commands are executed, the master is notified that a
response is available.

There is a set of general commands which all cards must support such as reset, enable
and disable. Each card has its own set of custom commands which depend on its specific
functions such as packet filtering or CRC checking. Generally, a command initializes a
card’s hardware and software for operational processing or sets a hardware or software
switch to control processing. The path along the top of the figure #4 illustrates command
execution and response. A command execution may involve writing some custom
hardware registers (HW setup) or software parameters in global memory (SW setup). A
card software designer need not concern himself with the workings of the command
passing, he only needs to analyze the functions and parameters needed of his card and
write a list of commands to fulfill those needs. The command execution routines are the
only portion the card developer must write and link to MEDS command handling
package.

The actual pipeline data processing tasks and interrupt handlers are shown in the center of
the figure as the process labelled “HW Control and Supplemental Data Processing”. The
number and design of these elements are dependent on the hardware design and functions



required of the card. Using the HW and SW parameters setup by the card commands,
these software elements interact directly with the custom hardware during telemetry data
processing. Status is produced during processing by hardware and/or software.

The path along the bottom of figure #4 illustrates the status gathering function on a
custom card. Each card produces status counts in hardware counters and/or software
counters. A task dedicated to the status function runs on each custom card which collects
the card status, formats it into the card status block and writes it to the global memory
where the master expects it. The blocks are gathered on timed intervals by the master
status task, and made available for display at the operator interface or for remote
reporting. The custom card status task is optional. If all status counts are software
generated, they may be incremented directly in the status buffer thus eliminating the need
for a status task. Again, the card designer need not concern himself with how this works,
he only needs to define what type of status his card will generate and where on the card it
can be found.

Also available to the card designer, is the MEDS:LIB which is a software library of C
routines that are commonly used by card developers. For example, move a word, move a
long, move to fifo, move from fifo, move to circular buffer, move from circular buffer,
display and prompt change of a memory location, selftest support routines and so on.
These are reusable routines that appear repeatedly in custom card code. The source and
object code are available and each routine is documented with functional description,
input and output variables, error conditions and special notes.

MODULAR SOFTWARE

The overall MEDS software design is modularized into packages which supply general
purpose system functions such as operator interface support, status gathering support,
command handling support, interprocessor communications, and network
communications. Each package implements a set of functions that serve as a resource to
the application software while hiding the details of their implementation. Consistent
interfaces have been defined for each package so code within a package can be changed
without affecting the application code if the functions and interfaces remain constant.

A MEDS based system is a group of cooperating tasks built on these packages. The
tasks are spread across the processors of the system, both tightly coupled (on the VME
bus) and loosely coupled (on a network between the VME rack and remote workstation).
Some of the packages exist as linkable libraries which the programmer will use to build a
task such as a command handler. Other packages exist as customizable source code files,
where the applications programmer will copy the source file, add in his specific code and
compile, such as a status task. In all cases, the programmer does not need to know the



details of the MEDS code only the interface to it. All processors in a MEDS system run
the PDOS real-time, multitasking OS. MEDS software is written in ‘C’ and assembler is
used for interrupt handlers.

CONCLUSION

To maintain maximum flexibility and performance for Goddard Space Flight Center’s
VLSI telemetry system elements, two special real-time system environments were
developed. The Base System Environment (BaSE) supports generic system integration
while the Modular Environment for Data Systems (MEDS) supports application specific
development. Architecturally, the BaSE resides just on top of a commercial real-time
system kernel while the MEDS resides just on top of the BaSE. The BaSE provides for
the basic porting of various manufacturer’s cards and insures seamless integration of
these cards into the generic telemetry system. With this environment, developers are
assured a rich selection of available commercial components to meet their particular
application. The MEDS supports the basic software functions needed in all systems,
namely, the ability to setup application specific hardware and software, process the
telemetry data based on the setup parameters, monitor the processing and supply network
support for remote operator interface and data transfer. MEDS supplies an infrastructure
to pass data between systems, processors and tasks as well as support for operator
interface development.

The need for these software platforms was apparent from the outset of our work in
telemetry systems. Therefore, much effort was put into making every element of the first
system general purpose. These elements are constantly evolving. Attempts are made to
further generalize and enhance the designs of the hardware and software platforms in each
revision. The pay off is in time, effort and money saved on current and future system
development and system modification. It took 3 years to develop the first system from the
ASICs to the operator interface, but current schedules for more complex systems are in
the 1 year time frame, and would not be possible without the environments described in
this paper.
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NOMENCLATURE

BaSE Base System Environment
BIOS Basic Input/Output System
CMOS Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CPU Central Processing Unit
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
HW Hardware
MEDS Modular Environment for Data Systems
PDOS Power Disk Operating System
RAM Random Access Memory
ROM Read Only Memory
SW Software
UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
VME Versabus Module Eurocard Format
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ABSTRACT

Invariably, during the launch of large scale spacecraft, there is a need to provide large
numbers of analysts with real time telemetry displays. This is especially true of “one-of-a-
kind” or “first-of-a-series” spacecraft. These analysts have a wide range of needs and are
specialists in many diverse disciplines. The problem is how to divide up a high speed
telemetry stream in such a way that each analyst has access to the measurements of
interest. Many large scale systems have been built to do this, but are often limited as to the
number of displays that can be supported, and are easily swamped by data requests.

This paper presents a microcomputer architecture which supports an unlimited number of
individual displays and provides each analyst with access to all measurements from which
data of interest may be chosen at will, with no affect on system throughput. In addition,
the system is inexpensive, very flexible, and relatively easy to implement.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a technique for displaying PCM telemetry data
for a relatively large number of analysts in a real-time situation. The basic elements of the
system are described in the context of a typical application, that of a space launch vehicle.

When a “one-of-a-kind” or “first-of-a-series” space vehicle is launched, there is a need to
import a group of specialists that are already well acquainted with the spacecraft, but are
not part of the normal launch operation cadre. These specialists need particular fragments
of the total telemetry stream, and they need to pick and choose data to support and
inform their specialty.

This quest of data often disrupts and sometimes overwhelms standing systems in place to
support normal operations. It is therefore desirable to have an auxiliary display system



which easily interfaces with existing equipment, and can be installed and later removed
quickly. It is also good if this equipment is inexpensive especially if it is to be used only
for a short time. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1.

The computing engines chosen to accomplish this task are a collection of AT(80286) type
personal computers. These were chosen for their capability, availability, and relatively low
cost. Each unit is fitted with dual 20 megabyte disk cartridge drives for program and data
storage and 80287 math coprocessors. As explained later, one of the units will be fitted
with a “PCM Parallel Link Interface (FIFO) card, and becomes the “preprocessor”. The
remainder of the units will become display workstations (as many as required). All of the
units are fitted with a high speed serial communications card, also described later. A
standard frame synchronizer completes the system. The frame synchronizer was included
in the system to simplify the interface with the existing ground stations.

The system described here has been used on several large spacecraft programs with
excellent results. In addition to real time mission operations is has been found useful in
factory checkout and post mission analysis applications. The application upon which this
discussion is based, has a telemetry data rate of 64 kilobits per second sending over 1200
separate measurements of fifteen different data types. These included binary, eight and
sixteen bit analog, hexadecimal, and single and double precision floating point. The
system is usable for telemetry data rates approaching one megabit/sec without substantial
change.

It should be noted that the system is designed to operate on “clean” data, that is, there is
no attempt to operate on partial frames, or to reconstruct frames. Bad frames are rejected
and missing data is flagged to prevent its use.

THE REAL TIME INTERFACE

The preprocessor is the “heart” of this system, it is responsible for pumping data
throughout. At the same time it is also recording the data stream as it is coming in. This
process is called “logging” the data. The preprocessor also broadcasts the data to all of
the display units. Broadcasting is a one-way flow requiring no response from any of the
displays, so any of them may be taken off-line without affecting the preprocessor or any
of the other displays. Thus the preprocessor is presented with a constant load
independent of how much display processing is going on. Figure 2 is a block diagram of
the preprocessor. The parallel link interface card, as it’s name implies, is the interface with
the frame synchronizer, which is a standard device used to accept the serial data steam,
searches for the “sync word” then begins to output eight bit words to the FIFO card.
This card relieves the preprocessor from having to service the word by word inputs. The
incoming words are temporarily stuffed into the FIFO registers on the card while the



preprocessor is performing its other functions. The FIFO’s are deep enough to accept
several main frames so unloading the FIFO’s is not a time critical event. Figure 3 is a
block diagram of the FIFO card. An auxiliary FIFO register is used to store frame word
counts so that the unloading is frame coherent, and can detect an erroneous or broken
frames.

As the frames are unloaded from the FIFO card, the preprocessor starts storing them in
memory in an N x M matrix where “N” is the length of the main frame (in bytes) and “M”
is the number of frames in one complete telemetry cycle. The preprocessor examines the
“frame count” imbedded in each frame so that it can be stored coherently in the memory
block. Subframing and super/sub-commutation is handled by the display processor.

When the first complete telemetry cycle has been received, it is then written to the “log
file”. A “header” is put on each block of data which includes the time the first frame of
the cycle was received and other housekeeping information. The timing of all the data
within a block can be derived from the time of the first frame contained in the block
header.

The preprocessor uses two drives for logging. It checks the remaining space left on the
device in use and when there is insufficient room for another block, a file is opened on the
free drive, and logging continues. The system operator then places a fresh cartridge where
the full one was and the ping-pong logging can continue indefinitely. At 64 kb/s, the
20 mb cartridges hold about 45 minutes of data. The beauty of this data recording
technique quickly becomes obvious: The need for huge “disk farms” are eliminated,
because only the bare minimum (raw) data is saved and is only processed when the data
is viewed.

When the full block has been received, the broadcast process is also started. The
preprocessor begins feeding the current block to the special serial card using DMA
techniques, as described in the next section.

THE DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

For convenience and simplicity, it was decided to distribute the data using a serial
communication system. Several Local Area Network systems are available, but these are
usually accompanied with substantial overhead software requirements. The ultimate
solution was to design a serial card around the Intel 8274 which supports both async and
synchronous protocols, and was fitted with a DMA controller (Intel 8237) to make the
distribution relatively transparent to all of the processors involved.



The card actually has two separate channels, so one is configured as a transmit channel
and one as a receive channel. Thus the cards are all identical and can be plugged into
either a preprocessor (transmitter) or display processors (receivers). The card’s transmit
or receive software parameters are set at load time. The RS-422 protocol was chosen
since it can drive up to one mile of twisted pair wire.

To distribute the RS-422 signal to all of the displays, a “splitter” box was designed which
simply “fans out” a single signal to eight drivers. The one-to-eight splitter boxes can be
cascaded to provide as many drive signals as desired.

This serial card can support data rates up to 880 kilobits per second. The only
requirement on this rate is that it exceed the telemetry data rate.

ADDING A SECOND DATA STREAM

After the basic system was configured and operating, it was decided that it would be very
useful to add some measurements from the Space Shuttle to the spacecraft telemetry. The
desired data was available in a low speed (9.6 kb/s) widely distributed data stream called
“Orbiter Ancillary Data” (O-A). The data comes in the standard NASCOM block format.
A special card was designed and built around the VLSI correlator and NASCOM
deblocker chip set designed for this purpose by Goddard SFC. A block diagram of the
card is given in Figure 4. The preprocessor software was revised to unload the “O-A”
data from the card in much the same way as the FIFO card above. The desired
parameters from the O-A block are then inserted into some spare locations in the basic
N x M memory block. These new measurements then appear to be part of the original
data steam and can be used in the same way.

THE TELEMETRY DATA BASE

Before describing the various ways to display data, an understanding of the telemetry
“data base” is needed. This data base is provided “on-line” at each display processor.
Each telemetry measurement has an entry in this base which describes how the raw
telemetry data is to be converted (calibrated) into engineering units, the title of the
measurement, alert/alarm limits, display units, and other pertinent information such as
which frame and word(s) where the raw data is located. Most large space craft systems
already have a data base similar to this, so it is usually a matter of editing it into a form
needed for this system. The data base for this example system is approximately 750
kilobytes in size. It is important to note that the entire data base is not loaded into
memory, only the items associated with the measurements called for in the display are
extracted from the base and loaded into memory.



THE DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM

The display processor, fitted with a serial card, is connected to the data distribution
system through it’s receive channel. A relatively small (less than 64k) program called
“Data Communication Interface” (DCI) is installed at load time. It is a “Terminate-Stay
Resident” (TSR) type. It configures the receive card for reception of the data block being
transmitted and puts it into an N x M memory space which mirrors the preprocessor
memory block. This is accomplished via a DMA process which requires only about 2%
of the display processor computing capability. The DCI program remains active, as a
background task, automatically updating the memory block whenever a new one is
transmitted by the preprocessor.

The DCI program is fitted with “hooks” to allow the display software to call it at any time
and request portions of the raw telemetry as needed for display. It also has status flags to
indicate that the block has or has not been updated since the last interrogation. It is the
responsibility of the display writer to pole DCI upon completion of the display routine to
see if a new data block has been received. Thus if a complicated display routine is running
and takes longer than the time between block updates, the display routine need not be
interrupted by the data distribution function, it will miss an update, of course. Experience
has shown that the time between updates is sufficient to complete most display tasks. The
analyst may shut off the data stream at his display to examine an event extensively before
continuing to monitor the data stream.

Most display requirements can be accommodated using a “generic window” which
provides several pages of 20 measurements per page. The structure of the window is
fixed and the measurements are called from a “list” of measurement numbers provided by
the analyst. The analyst may prepare several lists for different situations ahead of time or
can make up a new list in real time if necessary. The generic window is very useful since it
requires minimal analyst training.

The generic window described above does not provide for “derived” measurements, such
as combining several measurements in an equation. An example of this might be
converting Cartesian navigation coordinates into more easily understood orbital
parameters, or converting attitude quaternions into body referenced rotations. This
represents one of the most powerful applications of this system.

To accomplish the above, the DCI program provides an interface to the telemetry data
base, that can be called using a list of measurement numbers. The analyst can write a
custom display program either in “C” or Fortran to make these calls and construct the
desired display screen. Usually the analyst program cycles, then waits for the next block
update.



The DCI program also provides for local “logging” of the data stream. This is useful in
the case where an event is coming up that the analyst is involved. The log is identical to
the preprocessor log in that the entire data steam is preserved except that a logging
interval can be specified such that only every Nth block is saved. An analyst can thus
have his own local “history” log for later analysis. The DCI software can drive the display
either from real-time telemetry or from a log file. When driven by the log files, the analyst
has the added advantage of “backing up” through the data or advancing through the log to
a specific time. Original preprocessor logs (or copies) may be viewed at any of the
display processors. This feature is very useful for “post mission” analysis.
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FIGURE 1:  BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE SYSTEM

FIGURE 2:  PRE-PROCESSOR



FIGURE 3:  THE PARALLEL LINK INTERFACE (FIFO) CARD
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ABSTRACT

To meet the new demands of higher data transmission rates, data networking, and data
processing, the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) has
recommended a new telemetry format, namely packet telemetry. The packet telemetry
format is considered as a future data format for the Flight and Ground Data System of
various NASA programs from the Small Class Explorer (SMEX) to the Space Station
Freedom.

By utilizing experience already gained in the use and application of VLSI technology
developed in packetized data processing at Goddard Space Flight Center, the Telemetry
and Command Processing System (TCPS), a front-end processing system, is being built
in-house to support the SMEX Spacecraft Integration and Test. This paper describes the
architecture, components and technical approach for the TCPS.
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ABSTRACT

TOPEX/POSEIDON is a joint American/French Ocean Topography Experiment
undertaken by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Center
National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) to acquire, process and verify altimetric sea surface
height data so that mean and variable geotropic surface currents of the world’s oceans
can be mapped.

This paper describes the functions and the architecture of the proposed front end to the
Telemetry, Command and Communication System (TCCS) used for monitoring the
spacecraft health, real time analysis required for supporting satellite analysis, collecting the
telemetry data, and commanding the satellite. The system uses specialized hardware
developed (herewith called as NFEP) at Goddard Space Flight Center to offload the Host
processing and to support the data acquisition in a stand alone mode even in case of
failure of the Host machine. The NFEP utilizes the semi-custom and custom very large
scale integration (VLSI) devices, microprocessor control, and programmable logic
designed to provide a generic NASA Communication (NASCOM) block processing and
telemetry frame synchronization.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is involved in performing the TOPEX/POSEIDON
mission, a project to study ocean circulation from an orbiting satellite. One subsystem
called the NASCOM Front End Processor (NFEP) is tasked with accepting spacecraft
telemetry data relayed via the NASCOM Network, and performing certain functions
before passing it to the Telemetry and Command (TLM/CMD) Host computers which are
part of the TOPEX Ground System (TGS). The basic functions required of the NFEP are
to accept inbound NASCOM block formatted data from NASCOM network circuits,



identify it as TOPEX realtime (RT) or tape recorder playback (PB) telemetry data or non-
telemetry data, process it, temporarily store it if necessary, and forward it to the
TLM/CMD Host Computer. The NFEP also receives the outbound data from the Host
computer and forwards it on the NASCOM Network. The primary acquisition of the
telemetry data, and commanding of the TOPEX satellite, will be the TDRSS; DSN 26
meter ground stations will be used for backup purposes. The TOPEX satellite is capable
of sending 2 telemetry data streams; one data stream having the real time engineering data
and the other data stream consisting of the on-board tape recorder playblack data usually
at 512 Kbps. This data is brought to the NFEP using the NASCOM ground
communication facilities.

The minimum requirements for supporting the TOPEX/POSEIDON project for the NFEP
is to process the following data items concurrently:

1. Receive the real time engineering data stream at rates up to 16 Kbps.

2. Receive the tape recorder data via the TDRSS or DSN stations at up to 512 Kbps.

3. Send the satellite command data via the TDRSS or DSN stations using a 9.6 Kbps
communications link.

4. Support acknowledgement oriented file transfer protocol using the NASCOM
block for transferring the file between the Host machine and the external
subsystems.

Another unique feature of the NFEP is its ability to buffer the data on a local disc. The
data stored on the local NFEP disc can be retrieved by the Host computer at any time via
operator request. This allows the telemetry data capture function to continue on without
any loss of data even in case of sudden failure of the Host machine

The Data Systems Technology Division (DSTD), at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC), over the last four years, has applied state of the art technology to
enhance the performance and reduce the costs of NASA Communication Network
(NASCOM) telemetry data systems. As part of this effort, the MicroElectronic Systems
Branch of the DSTD, has designed and developed a variety of generic hardware and
software processing elements used to capture, process, and distribute NASCOM data.
These generic components are part of the functional components approach to the design
and implementation of NASCOM data systems (1).



FIGURE 1.  NFEP FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

This paper describes the TOPEX-NFEP System to be developed by the Data Systems
Technology Divisions for the JPL TOPEX/Poseidon Project and includes a description of
the functional components used to greatly reduce the overall development effort and cost.

2.  NFEP SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

2.1  GENERAL

As shown in the Functional Block diagram, figure 1, the NFEP subsystem will accept
spacecraft telemetry data relayed via the NASCOM Network, and perform certain
functions before passing it on to the Telemetry and Command Computers (Host) which
are part of the TGS.



FIGURE 2.  TOPEX NFEP SYSTEM CARD CAGE

The architecture of the NFEP is based on the generic data system and subsystem
elements developed in DSTD and used in such prototype efforts as the Telemetry and
Command Prototype (TRAP)(4) system developed for the Multisatellite Operations
Control Center (MSOCC). The generic software environment includes the Base Software
Environment (BaSE) (2), used as the realtime development environment and the
Multiprocessing Environment for Data Systems (MEDS)(2), used for the control and
status monitoring of the system. Additionally generic commercial and custom hardware
processing cards are used as the basis for the TOPEX-NFEP processing architecture.
Both the generic software and hardware processing elements are all part of the functional
components approach.

2.2  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The basic configuration of a single NFEP (two are required) consists of: 1) VME
standard open bus enclosure, power supply, and a 21 slot backplane including a VME
bus (J1 & J2) and a custom telemetry bus (J3); 2) a selection of commercial VME card
modules including data buffering; 3) a selection of GSFC custom cards; 4) an operator’s
console; 5) a real-time, multi-processor operating system (OS) environment; and 6)
application programs supporting specific TOPEX - NFEP requirements. The physical
diagram of this configuration is shown in figure.2.



The VME environment and commercial cards are used to support the general exchange
and storage of control, status, and quality data required for local and remote operator
console and control operations. These elements provide the general CPU processing,
storage, and I/O functions required by the overall system application. They also initiate
diagnostic tasks and format test results for presentation as required.

Custom cards and the third bus connector (9U VME card cages are used) comprise the
telemetry data pipeline. This pipeline allows both incoming and outgoing telemetry data to
be processed and transferred through the system without overburdening the VME bus
with every data word transfer. This “pipelined” technique allows great flexibility in the
processes performed on the telemetry data and allows for increased data bandwidth. The
custom cards directly support the CCSDS standards for telemetry data acquisition and
processing through the extensive use of NASA VLSI Application Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASIC) developed at GSFC. Each custom card (see FIG. #3) is composed of a
custom hardware section especially designed to implement a particular NASA
communication functions) and a commercial CPU section used for local and global
control/status exchange. These components and card systems provide programmability to
support format or operation variations normally encountered during data capture and
process operations.

3.  TOPEX - NFEP CONFIGURATION

The configuration of a single TOPEX data system NASCOM Front End Processor
(NFEP) is shown in FIG. #4. The hardware design of this system will be able to use
generic commercial and custom hardware used in the previously developed Telemetry and
Command Prototype System (TRAP) System.

Similar to the TRAP System, the TOPEX-NFEP will provide a standard VME platform
using commercially available processors, Ethernet communication, disk controllers and
storage components coupled with custom logic cards. All cards, both custom and
commercial, will run under the PDOS realtime operating system. Generic software
elements which include the BaSE and MEDS environments will be used to reduce
software development effort and to allow for the integration of the commercial and
custom processing cards.

3.1  NFEP COMMERCIAL CARDs

The following is a list of the commercial cards which be used in the NFEP System and a
brief description of the function to be performed by each card. All of the commercial
cards used in the TOPEX-NFEP are used as generic functional components. While
specific vendor cards and modules for this project are referenced in this paper, any VME 



FIGURE 3.  TYPICAL CHANNEL CARD

compatible products may be integrated and used to support required system functions.
Software development of each commercial card is provided by the BaSE environment
while integration with the custom cards is provided through integration with the MEDS
environment.

3.1.1  SYSTEM ARBITER CARD

This function is performed by a Mizar CPU card (Model MZ8115) containing 512 KBytes
of global RAM, Motorola 68010, and a prioritized or round robin 4 level system arbiter.
Approximately 64 KBytes of global RAM on this card will be utilized by the operating
system for global disk drive parameter tables. The rest is not specifically allocated.



FIGURE 4.  TOPEX DATA SYSTEM NASCOM FRONT END (NFEP)

3.1.2  MASTER CONTROLLER CARD

A General Microsystems CPU card (Model GMS-V07), containing a 5 MIP, 25 Mhz
Motorola 68020 microprocessor, 512 Kbytes of zero wait state RAM, single level VME
bus arbitration, and two serial RS232 ports will act as the Master Controller Card.

The Master Controller Card will be programmed to handle the remote and operator
terminal interface. It will handle the setup of all the custom logic cards and gather status at
regular intervals for display on the operator terminal or transfer via Ethernet (tentative) to
the TOPEX host computer.

3.1.3  DATA TRANSFER PROCESSOR

A General Microsystems CPU card (Model GMS-V07), containing a 5 MIPs 25 Mhz
Motorola 68020 microprocessor, 512 Kbytes of zero wait state RAM, single level VME
bus arbitration, and two serial RS232 ports will act as the dedicated Data Transfer
Processor.



The Data Transfer Processor will be programmed to handle the in-bound and out-bound
transferring of telemetry and non-telemetry data through the Ethernet Data Transfer Card
(tentative). Additionally the Data Transfer Processor will provide for the temporary
buffering of in-bound telemetry data for deferred delivery to the TOPEX (TLM/CMD)
Host.

3.1.4  SYSTEM RAM CARD

A Micro Memory 4 Mbyte SRAM (Model MM6704CX) with VME bus transfer rate of
38 Mbytes/s, will be used as the system RAM card. This card will primarily be utilized by
the Data Transfer Processor for temporary data buffering.

3.1.5  ETHERNET DATA TRANSFER CARD

A Computer Machinery Corporation Ethernet Interface card (CMC Model ENP-10-plus)
will transfer inbound data received by the NFEP to the TOPEX (TLM/CMD) host
Computer in realtime or in deferred delivery mode. Also, this card will transfer outbound
data from the TOPEX host computer to the NFEP. This card will be controlled by the
Data Transfer Card which will initiate its setup and control the transferring of data both
inbound and outbound.

3.1.6  SYSTEM DISK MODULE

A Technico disk module (Model TDM-801-45H-6U) will provide the storage of all
development and operational programs, all setup catalogs, and the realtime operating
system for the NFEP. This module contains a disk controller, 800 K-byte 3 1/2" floppy
drive and a 45 Mbyte Winchester drive.

3.1.7  DATA BUFFER MODULE

A Technico disk module (model TDM-400-SCSI-2) with a Winchester disk drive
capacity of 400 Mbytes unformatted will provide for high rate buffering of telemetry data
and the deferred delivery of data if the TOPEX Host is not available. Transfer rates to and
from the Data Buffer Disk will be a sustained rate of 8 Mbps. The data will be stored in
sequential files and can be recalled by the host computer at any time file name and time of
receipt.

3.2  CUSTOM LOGIC CARDS

Each of the custom cards (“A”, “B” and “C”) cards described below are generic
processing elements used in the functional components approach. A brief description of



the cards function as applied to the TOPEX-NFEP requirements is outlined. The PDOS
realtime operating system, which runs on each of the Custom Logic Card Controllers,
along with the BaSE development environment allows for the complete development of
application programs on each custom card. The application programs of each custom
card are linked to the commercial cards through the MEDS program.

Each of the six Custom Logic Cards will contain a commercially available Mizar 8115
Custom Logic Card controller which will be memory mapped to the VME bus system
environment. Attached to the Custom Logic Card via a connector is the custom logic
hardware. The Custom Logic Card Controller will control the setup and execution of the
custom hardware on the Custom Logic Card and can directly control and interface with
all of the other commercial components in the VME system.

Each Custom Logic Card Controller contains a 1 MIP, 12.5 Mhz Motorola 68010
microprocessor with 512 kbytes of zero wait state RAM and VME bus arbitration logic.
Additionally two RS232 serial ports are available for development or debugging purposes.

3.2.1  “N’ CHANNEL CARD

Two “A” Channel Cards will provide complete NASCOM 4800 bit block processing and
telemetry frame synchronization for the two combined realtime and playback data
streams.

In the configuration, two “A” Channel Cards are used to capture the TOPEX realtime and
playback data streams. Each “A” Card handles the processing of both telemetry and non-
telemetry data received from the NASCOM network. For non-telemetry data (network
monitor data) the “A” Channel Card synchronizes to and quality checks the received non-
telemetry block and outputs the received block through the VME control and status
interface through normal status interrogation.

For telemetry blocks received, the “A” Channel Card synchronizes and quality tags each
received telemetry block. In addition, it extracts the telemetry data bits from the block and
outputs the telemetry data to the frame synchronization subsystem. After passing through
a synchronization strategy and error checking in the frame synchronizer subsystem the
telemetry frame is annotated with telemetry block and frame quality information and a
received timecode stamp. The quality annotated telemetry frame is then output to the “B”
Channel Cards.

Additionally, the “A” Channel Card accumulates statistics on the quantity and quality of
telemetry data received over the NASCOM network and, periodically, formats and 



transfers this information to the Master Controller Card to be displayed on the local
operator console or transferred to the TOPEX (TLM/CMD ) host computer.

3.2.2  “B” CHANNEL CARD

The two “B” Channel Cards provide for the multiplexing and buffering of up to three
separately received telemetry data streams into a single composite data stream. From each
“A” Channel Card, the “B” Channel Card maintains a separate 16 kbyte cyclic buffer area
and maintains control of data moving into and out of the buffers.

In the configuration, only two of the three multiplexing buffers on the “B” Channel Card
are needed. Realtime and playback annotated telemetry frames are input into the separate
buffer on the “B” Channel Card. The “B” Channel Card Controller, can monitor the
movement of data into each buffer. After realizing a complete annotated telemetry frame
was received, it can initiate a Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer of the annotated
frame. The DMA transfer will move the annotated telemetry frame to separate larger buffer
areas on the System RAM Card via the VME bus. The Data Transfer Processor, which
monitors data transfers to the System RAM card, would initiate a transfer of the annotated
telemetry data to the Ethernet Data Transfer Card for direct output to the TOPEX
(TLM/CMD) Host computer and control the transfer of data to the Data Buffer Module
(programmable) for deferred delivery to the TOPEX (TLM/CMD) Host computer.

Additionally, the “B” Channel Card will accumulate statistics on the quantity and quality
of telemetry data received from the two “A” Channel Cards and periodically will format
and transfer this information to the Master Controller Card for display on the operator
console or transfer to the TOPEX (TLM/CMD) Host computer for remote quality
analysis.

3.2.3  “C” CHANNEL CARD

Each of the two “C” Channel Card includes two full duplex non-telemetry interfaces. On
inbound data, each accepted non-telemetry block is DMA transferred to separate buffer
areas on the System RAM Card via the VME bus. As was the case in the transfer of
telemetry data, the Data Transfer Processor maintains separate buffers for the non-
telemetry data and transfers this data directly to the TOPEX (TLM/CMD) Host computer.

Outbound data, skeleton non-telemetry blocks received via Ethernet on the Ethernet Data
Transfer Card are transferred to the “C” Channel Card for output on the NASCOM
network. The “C” Channel Card modifies each outbound block with routing, sequencing
and timecode information and (user selectable) append the outbound block with cyclic
error code (standard NASA 22-bit CRC code) . Additionally, one of the “C” Channel



cards can be configured to receive NASA36 standard timecode, decode it to binary
coded decimal, and distribute this timecode to all of the custom and commercial cards in
the system for ground time tagging purposes.

Additionally, the “C” Channel Card accumulates statistics on the quantity and quality of
non-telemetry data received and transmitted (both in-bound and out-bound) for each of
the two non-telemetry interfaces and periodically formats and transfers this information to
the Master Controller Card for display on the operator console or transfer to the TOPEX
(TLM/CMD) Host computer.

4.  CONCLUSION

This paper describes a typical application of the functional component approach (1) to
the design of a front end system (NFEP) for the TOPEX Project. The implementation
described utilizes standard generic hardware and software processing components to
handle common NASCOM data processing functions. Customization for the special
functions and data formats required for the TOPEX Project is provided through the
flexibility and programmability of the various system elements at both the hardware and
software levels.

Because most of the generic software and hardware elements have already been
developed, the use of the functional component approach allows for quick development
time (schedule is for a development cycle of only 9 months) and reduced development
effort and cost. The remaining major effort is focused on the application specific elements
required for any specific project. Testing and integration effort is minimized because of
ongoing testing and integration in other processing system (e.g.. TRAP).
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NOMENCLATURE

ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit
BaSE Base System Environment
CMC Computer Machinery Corporation
CNES Center National d’Etudes Spatiales
CPU Central Processing Unit
CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
DMA Direct Memory Access
DSTD Data Systems Technology Division
GMS General MicroSystems
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Kbytes kilo-bytes
MEDS Multiprocessor Environment for Data Systems
MIP Millions of operations per second
MSOCC Multi-Satellite Operations Control Center
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASCOM NASA Communication Network
NCC Network Communications Center
NFEP NASCOM Front End Processor
NTLM Non-telemetry data
OS Operating System
PDOS Power Disk Operating System
RAM Random Access Memory
RT Realtime
PB Playback
TDRSS Tracking Data Relay Satellite
TOPEX Ocean Topography Experiment
TGS TOPEX Ground System
TRAP Telemetry and Command Prototype
TLM Telemetry data
TLM/CMD Telemetry and Command Computer
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
VME Virtual Memory Extended
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ABSTRACT

While the complete process of preparing telemetry data for delivery to NASA’s
customers requires a number of steps or levels (level 0,1,2...etc.), the initial processing,
generally referred to as Level Zero Processing (LZP), poses a real technical challenge for
NASA in the 1990s Space Station Freedom era. This challenge is the result of
requirements to provide real-time or near real-time LZP products at rates up to 150 Mbps.
In addition, increased use of sophisticated data formats places even more demand on
NASA’s future ground telemetry data systems.

A new high speed Level Zero Processing system approach has been proposed for the
Space Station Information System. By using a new processing algorithm, the complexity
of database management necessary for reconstructing payload data streams has been
significantly reduced. This new approach is based on the state-of-art distributed real-time
processing and VLSI hardware systems and offers potential processing rates up to
150 Mbits per second (Mbps).

1.  INTRODUCTION

In the Space Station Freedom era, telemetry data will be transported from payloads to the
ground and be distributed to customers by the Space Station Information System (SSIS)
[1]. One primary goal of the SSIS system is to make the data transportation transparent to
the customer so that he interacts with his payload as if the payload were at his facility.
This requires a process to remove from delivered data products all artifacts and
disturbances introduced during data transport through the SSIS. This type of processing
is a key part of what is usually referred to as the Level Zero Processing (LZP).



Besides error decoding and correcting functions to eliminate bit errors, the main object of
the LZP system is to restore the order of data for a given observation or collection
period. Such a data set is called a datatake and is delivered to the customer as a LZP
product. Restoration of a datatake requires one or all of the following four basic LZP
functions to be performed: 1) reassembling user packets from Virtual Channel Data Units
(VCDUs); 2) reversing “backward” playback data; 3) merging together real-time data and
playback data with proper time order; and 4) deleting redundant data due to the overlap
between real-time and playback data.

Traditionally, such tedious LZP tasks are performed by software running on main frame
computers. To meet NASA’s needs for drastically increased data speed and volume in
the Space Station Freedom era, Goddard Space Flight Center’s (GSFC) Data Systems
Technology Division has proposed a new processing algorithm and a new architecture for
the LZP system utilizing VLSI technologies. The new LZP system is based on VMEbus
with multiple microprocessors running concurrently. The telemetry data will be processed
for datatakes by various microprocessors and custom VLSI controllers while flowing
through a data pipeline. Disk farms will be used as mass storage to buffer data for up to
three orbits.

This paper will discuss the LZP processing scenario and algorithm, followed by
descriptions of system architecture, implementation and components.

2.   LZP PROCESSING

2.1  PROCESSING REQUIREMENT

The proposed LZP system will support all four basic LZP functions defined in the
previous section. It will use Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
Recommendations [2] for format standards. The operation of the LZP system will be
schedule-driven. The customers specify datatakes by source IDs and observation periods
for each orbit. The input to the system can be serial data in NASCOM block format, or
synchronized VCDUs or Coded VCDUs (CVCDUs). The outputs of the system are
datatakes for delivery to the customers. The actual interfaces for both input/output
to/from the LZP, are not well defined as yet will not be covered by this paper.

The system will operate in three non-exclusive operation modes: real-time, quick-look and
production processing. In the real-time processing mode, customer’s packets are
transmitted as soon as each packet is received and reassembled. Also, the data is retained
for normal production. In the quick-look processing mode, a higher priority subset of the
datatake will be made available to the customer. No redundancy deletion is performed.
Again, the data is retained for normal production. The final and most important mode is



the production processing mode. In this mode, data is processed and grouped into
datatakes specified by the customer through scheduling tables. The completed datatake
will be available to the customers within 90 minutes after the capture of data.

The LZP system can perform annotation of packets and datatakes, including data quality
and accounting functions. Moreover, the catalog files for system operation, quality and
production are maintained.

2.2  PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT

Though the basic definition about LZP processing has been widely agreed upon, the
Space Station Information System is not well defined as yet. Based on a study of research
papers on the subject [1][3][4][5], The following assumptions have been made for the
processing environment in which the proposed LZP system will operate:

1. All data complies with the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS) Recommendations [2]. This implies that packetized data of multiple
sources are transferred through multiple virtual channels.

2. Maximum data rate of any virtual channel is 150 Mbps and total data from one
virtual channel over one orbit does not exceed 15 Gbytes.

3. Orbit time of the platforms is 90 minutes, 2/3 of which being daylight and 1/3 of
which darkness and all data from one orbit will be received by the end of following
orbit.

4. Data packets bearing the same source ID have fixed length and the average packet
size is 1 Kbytes, or 8 Kbits.

5. The number of swaps between real-time and playback data per orbit is less than
1000 for each source.

2.3  PROCESSING ALGORITHM

Level Zero Processing is a two stage process. In the first stage, a serial data stream is
assembled into user packets and then stored in a mass storage buffer. The bit ordering of
playback data within each packet is corrected. In the second stage, packets are sorted
according to their source IDs and time sequence, and grouped together to form datatakes.

With the data rate of 150 Mbps and average packet size of 8 Kbit, a 15% duty cycle
operation can generate 15 million packets each orbit. To trace every packet in the buffer



would result in a huge database in the magnitude of Gbytes. The management of such a
large database would be an extremely cumbersome and time consuming task, even for a
high performance main frame type computer. Therefore, a new processing algorithm is
employed that significantly reduces the size of the database. One key is to define a new
class of data unit called the data segment. A data segment is a group of user packets that
have identical source IDs, data direction, and continuous time sequence. The other key is
to presort packets from different sources in separate logical buffers. Accordingly, the
disk farm storage system is partitioned into a number of logical buffers. Each buffer is
dynamically sized to accommodate maximum data load generated by the source for up to
three orbits.

User packets from various source IDs are saved in corresponding logical buffers as data
segments. Any change in the data stream that results in a reversal of data direction or a
break in the time sequence for a source will result in the closing of the current data
segment, opening a new data segment, and an entry into the data segment’s database.
Because this type of action occurs relatively infrequently, the size of data segment is
significantly larger than that of packet. It is reasonable to assume there are at least 1000
packets per segment on average. Thus, the data segment database will be reduced to the
level of megabytes, which is easily handled by microcomputers. Because the size of
packets from the same source is a constant and the starting address of a packet is a
known offset from the beginning of data segment, individual packets in a data segment are
easily retrievable. The offset is calculated from the packet sequence number in that
segment and the packet size.

All processes in the second stage LZP are greatly simplified, because now they are
performed on a data segment basis rather than on individual packets. The typical
derivation of an assembly table from which a datatake will be grouped is illustrated in
Figure 1. Suppose that a payload generates 10,000 packets during one observation in an
orbit and its user requests this group of data as one datatake. During downlink
transmission, The data is broken into 5 segments. Three segments, packets 1-2100, 4000-
6100 and 9000-10000, are transmitted in real time, while the rest, packets 2000-4100 and
6000-9100, are recorded and played back later.

On the ground, all data is received and ingested into the LZP system. Through the first
stage processing, the data is reassembled into five data segments and saved in the disk
buffer. A segment index table is established with one entry for each segment. Meanwhile
an assembly table is derived as well. When the first segment (packets 1-2100) arrives, its
index is put into the first entry of the assembly table. The second index for packets 4000-
6100 goes to the third entry, leaving the second entry to be filled by the playback data
later. Similarly the index for packets 9000-10000 fills in the fifth entry of the table. Then
comes the playback data. Arriving in reversed time order, the segment of packets 6000-



FIGURE 1.  THE DERIVATION OF ASSEMBLY TABLE FOR A DATATAKE

9100 gets in first. Its index will naturally fill into the last gap left in the table, which is the
fourth entry. The index for last segment then fills up the gap in entry 2.

Because real-time data always comes in forward time order and playback data in reversed
time order, the above example shows that the order of data segments normally leads them
to the appropriate position in the assembly table of the segment database. Occasionally,
sorting operations are required when the coming segment does not fit the gap or there is
more than one gap for that entry. There is plenty of time to perform this sort if needed
between data segments.

Once all entries in the assembly table are filled, overlap is checked at segment boundaries.
Redundant data (packets 2000-2100, 6000-6100 and 9000-9100) will be deleted on packet
basis by using the quality criteria. When the check is completed, the final phase of
datatake assembly begins. From the top of assembly table, data segments are read out of
the disk buffer and sent out. The complete playback reversal is done in this phase.
Packets in a playback data segment will be read out in reversed order, i.e., the last packet
received will be read out first and the first packet received will be read out last.



FIGURE 2.  FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM-LZP SYSTEM

3.  THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LZP SYSTEM

3.1  SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

In order to achieve high speed and low cost with VLSI technology, the functional VLSI
component approach [6] is taken in designing the LZP system. Implemented with
commercial microcomputer modules and custom telemetry data processing cards, the
LZP system consists of two subsystems: the Datatake Processor and the Mass Storage
Subsystem. Figure 2 depicts the system functional block diagram.

The Datatake Processor is based on a dual bus multiprocessor architecture housed in a
9U VME rack, as shown in Figure 3. The communication between microprocessors is
through the VMEbus, while the telemetry data flows through a custom data pipeline bus.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the configuration of the Datatake Processor includes three
processing units: the System Base Unit, the Front End Unit, and the Back End Unit.



FIGURE 3.  THE DATATAKE PROCESSOR

The Mass Storage Subsystem has two disk buffers, one for data and one for annotation.
They are implemented by commercial disk farms with maximum capacity of 45 GBytes
and data rate up to 128 Mbps. The disk buffers are dynamically divided into partitions,
each of which is dedicated to one source. The disk partitions will be discussed further in
the next section.

3.2  SYSTEM OPERATION

The System Base Unit is responsible for overall system control and serves as the system
master. Through the use of the Base System Environment (BaSE) and the Modular
Environment for Data Systems (MEDS) (GSFC developed system software packages)[9],
the operator interfaces with the System Base Unit and controls the LZP operations by
sending commands and gathering status to and from other system components through it.



In addition, the System Base Unit maintains the operational database such as quality and
accounting data files and production catalog files. It also provides system disk and
memory, as well as the Ethernet interface linking to remote terminals or work stations.

The Front End Unit is responsible for reassembling user packets from serial data in
NASCOM block format. It consists of the Frame Synchronizer, Reed-Solomon Decoder,
Packet Processor and Data Simulator. The serial telemetry data is ingested to the Frame
Synchronizer and synchronized to VCDUs or CVCDUs. Reed-Solomon error decoding
is done when the CVCDUs are passed through the Reed-Solomon Decoder card. At the
next processing node, the Packet Processor strips off VCDU headers and trailers,
reassembles user packets, reverses “backward” data for playback packets, and sends
them to the Back End Unit. The Packet Processor also generates quality and accounting
data and annotates the packets. The Data Simulator simulates NASCOM blocks and
VCDUs/CVCDUs used for system test and diagnostics.

The major function of the Back End Unit is to reassemble the specified datatakes from
user packets. The three processing modules in the unit are the Segment Processor,
Annotation Processor, and Output Processor. The Segment Processor separates the
annotation data and user packets, and sorts them according to their source IDs in a local
memory buffer. When the data in any local memory buffer reaches a predetermined size,
that memory buffer will be transferred to the disk farm storage system into a partition
allocated for that source ID. Meanwhile the Segment Processor monitors the direction and
space time of each packet to define data segments. If a change in data direction or a gap
in space time is detected, the Segment Processor will terminate the current data segment,
make a new entry in the Segment Index Table and start a new segment with the new
packet.

The Annotation Processor reads any new entry in the Segment Index Table and compares
it with its current Datatake Request Table. If the new data segment is recognized as a part
of a requested datatake, then its index will be inserted into the corresponding Datatake
Assembly Table following the algorithm described in Section 2.3. When all data has been
received for a datatake, the processor deletes redundant packets from the assembly table.
The complete Datatake Assembly Table is then passed to the Output Processor. The
other function of the Annotation Processor is to sort source packets that are designated
as real-time from the Packet Processor and to pass them through for immediate output.

The Output Processor uses the Datatake Assembly Table and Segment Index Table to
assemble a datatake. The first table specifies data pieces in the datatake and the second
table is used to compute the addresses of these data pieces on the disk farm storage
system. The data is transferred from the disk, block by block, to a local buffer, then from
the local buffer to the output port. In this way, the data can be selectively output, e.g., to



delete redundant data. If the data segment to be output contains playback data, i.e., all
packets in that segment are in reversed time order, the Output Processor restores the
order simply by transferring the last-received packet first and the first-received packet last.
Furthermore, the Output Processor generates datatake annotations and attaches them to
the datatakes as either headers or trailers. If requested, the packet annotations can also be
output along with corresponding packets.

3.3  DATA/ANNOTATION FILE ORGANIZATION

To reduce the magnitude of database management, the data from different sources and
orbits is saved in different logical buffers or source partitions on the disk farm storage
system. As shown in Figure 4, The storage system will be partitioned according to the
number of sources and volume of data. Each source partition serves one source and is
dynamically sized to hold data at maximum rate for three orbits.

The source partition is further divided into three orbit partitions which operate like ring
buffers. The decision to choose three orbits as the logical buffer size is based on two
assumptions. First, as stated in Section 2.2, all data from one orbit will be received at the
LZP system by the end of the following orbit. Second, all data of one orbit can be
processed and sent out within 90 minutes, i.e., one orbit time. Thus at any given time, new
data will be written into one orbit partition, while data in the other two partitions are being
processed. If data from one orbit cannot be received by the end of following orbit, then
the size of source partition should be increased accordingly.

Inside each orbit partition, there are data segments which contain packets formatted into
fixed size disk farm storage system blocks. All packets in a segment have unique direction
and size and follow the time order strictly. The time span of a segment is defined by the
space time of the first and last packets of that segment. Time spans of various segments
should be exclusive, except for overlap data.

4.  VLSI SYSTEM COMPONENTS

To facilitate the understanding of the LZP operations discussed in Section 3.2, brief
descriptions of major system components are given below. Except for the System Base
Unit, all data processing cards are designed and implemented by the Data Systems
Technology Division. At present all cards are fabricated with CMOS technology and their
data rates range from 30 to 80 Mbps. ECL based versions of these cards are under
development and will run at up to 300 Mbps.



FIGURE 4.  DATA/ANNOTATION DISK FILE ORGANIZATION

4.1  SYSTEM BASE UNIT

The System Base Unit consists of a VMEbus CPU card with a 25 MHz Motorola
MC68020/030 processor and 512 to 2048 KBytes of no-wait-state dual-ported SRAM; a
system disk module with a 45 MByte Winchester, floppy drive, and disk controller; a
4 MByte SRAM card; and an Ethernet Interface card. The integration of these high-
performance commercial products uses the Base System Environment (BaSE) software
package [9] and provides a powerful engine for system functions.



4.2  FRAME SYNCHRONIZER

The Frame Synchronizer card [7] performs generic NASA Communication (NASCOM)
block processing, telemetry VCDU synchronization, real-time quality trailer appendage,
and cumulative quality statistic generation functions. It utilizes four distinct sets of GFSC
developed, VLSI semi-custom and custom chips to accomplish its functions.

4.3  REED-SOLOMON DECODER

The primary function of the Reed-Solomon Decoder is to perform error detection and
correction on CVCDUs. The decoder either sends out completely corrected VCDUs or
non-correctable yet still routable VCDUs, or filters (deletes) non-routable VCDUs. The
Reed-Solomon Decoder utilizes a custom VLSI controller and a LSI Reed-Solomon
decoding chip set for hardware processing. Two 20 MHz microcontrollers are
implemented to assist the microprocessor in software processing.

4.4  PACKET PROCESSOR

The Packet Processor [8] inputs synchronized error corrected telemetry VCDUs and
outputs annotated user packets derived from the VCDUs. Up to 8 Virtual Channels and
64 sources can be processed concurrently by the processor. It uses two GFSC
developed semi-custom VLSI controllers and three Motorola MC68020 microprocessors
to support the implementation of the multi-channel multi-source packet processing. The
programmability of processing tasks executed on the three microprocessors makes the
processor adaptable to different data formats. A specially designed data pipeline with two
separate RAM systems yields high data throughput.

4.5  SEGMENT PROCESSOR

The Segment Processor separates, sorts and buffers data and annotation of the user
packets for up to 24 sources. It moves the data and annotation to the appropriate disk
partitions. The data segments are recognized and the Segment Index Table is maintained.
The Segment Processor also provides primary control functions for the Disk Farm Mass
Storage Subsystem.

4.6  DATA MOVER

Both the Annotation Processor and the Output Processor are adaptations of the generic
Data Mover card which moves data between six ports: the data pipeline, VMEbus,
VSBbus, two interfaces for the Disk Farm Mass Storage Subsystem and the CPU bus. In
addition, there are two Dual Ported Ram buffers used for data manipulation during



transfers. A programmable 20 MHz microcontroller is used at each port to control the
data routing from port to port. Multiple channels may be used simultaneously, and more
than one port may output the data received from a single port.

5.  DISK FARM MASS STORAGE SUBSYSTEM

The mass storage requirements for the prototype LZP system described above include
sustained transfer rates above 100 Mbps, random access storage up to 45 GBytes, and
multi read/write ports. These requirements are minimal, however, when compared to the
potential expected rates of up to 300 Mbps and storage capacity beyond 100 GBytes.
Only a few years ago, storage systems which could support these requirements were
either not available or very expensive, one of a kind, research tools.

Today a number of vendors offer systems which will (or soon will) meet these high
performance requirements. These systems utilize parallel disk arrays, often referred to as
“disk farms”, to achieve various combinations of high speed, density, flexibility, and
reliability [10]. Figure 5 outlines the block diagram and some of the basic requirements
and characteristics which can be expected from state-of-the-art parallel disk
controllers/systems and the type of functional and performance required for the above
prototype LZP system. The term Kernel refers to a basic multiple disk farm configuration

The complexity and performance requirements of advanced telemetry processing systems
(such as this LZP system) can still require the use of multiple disk farm arrays (kernels).
Figure 6 demonstrates one such multiple disk farm array basic kernel configuration and its
functional and performance characteristics.

6.  CONCLUSIONS

The prototype architecture and implementation of a high speed Level Zero Processing
system has been discussed. Because of the new processing algorithm and VLSI
technology, the prototype LZP system features compact size, low cost, high processing
throughput, easy maintainability and increased reliability. Though extensive control
functions have been done by hardware, the programmability of processing tasks makes it
possible to adapt the system to different data formats and processing requirements.

The single LZP system can handle up to 8 Virtual Channels and 24 sources with
combined data volume of 15 Gbytes per orbit. For greater demands, multiple LZP
systems can be configured in parallel, each being called a processing channel and
assigned a subset of Virtual Channels. The telemetry data stream will be steered into
different processing channels in accordance of their Virtual Channel IDs. This super
system can cope with virtually unlimited number of Virtual Channels and sources.



FIGURE 5.  BLOCK DIAGRAM- BASIC STORAGE KERNEL

The proposed LZP system will have the data throughput of 120 Mbps with ECL versions
of VLSI data processing cards. This limitation is imposed by the data transfer rate of
current commercial disk farms. In the near future, it is expected that new disk farms with
data rate exceeding 150 Mbps will be available from commercial vendors due to the
advance in the disk drive technology. Therefore, the data rate of the LZP system will
reach 150 Mbps or more with new faster disk farms.



FIGURE 6.  BASIC STORAGE KERNEL
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CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
CDOS Customer Data Operation Service
CMOS Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CPU Central Processing Unit
CVCDU Coded Virtual Channel Data Unit
ECL Emitter Coupled Logic
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
LSI Large Scale Integration
LZP Level Zero Processing
Kbit Kilobit
Kbyte Kilobyte
Mbps Megabit per second
Mbyte Megabyte
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASCOM NASA Communication
RAM Random Access Memory
SSIS Space Station Information System
VCDU Virtual Channel Data Unit
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
VME Versabus Module Eurocard
VSB VME Subsystem Bus
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